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SOCIO-ECONOMICS DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN VIETNAM: 

EXPERIENCES, CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

        Vu Thi Tuyet Mai 

       Planning and Development Faculty, National Economics University 

        Email: maivu@neu.edu.vn 
 

Abstract 

Vietnam‟s planning system is organized around Five Year Plans for Economic and 

Social Development. It has undergone tremendous change since the start of market-

oriented economic reforms in 1986. The goal is to strengthen the planning system in 

Vietnam, in order to achieve the policy objectives set in a) Sector Development Strategies, 

b) the Comprehensive Poverty Reduction and Growth Strategy, c) Vietnam Millennium 

Development Goals, and d) Vietnam‟s international commitments, and to improve and 

publicize and expand participation (Directive No.11/2015/CT-TTg). This requires further 

change in the way plans are made and executed, both at the central and lower levels of 

government.   

This article examines the planning system in Vietnam and focuses on its process, 

procedures and methods, rather than on the plan content to identify the weaknesses in the 

current system. The paper suggests ways in which the system might be improved.  

Keywords: Planning, Socio-Economic Development Planning, Strategic Planning, 

Subsidiarity,  

 

1. Introduction 

Development planning is a state management tool, being used by governments 

around the world for a long time. Planning (in public sector - about development issues) 

has beengeneralizing by scholars over the world since the 50s. The studies show historical 

development of planning tools in the economy in general and in the public sector in 

particular, by reviewing the use of planning tools corresponded to each stage of pursuing 

different public sector management models. As in the 50s, planning had the essence of 

long-term plan. During that period, the public management model corresponded with the 

most popular planning tool was the traditional bureaucracy model.In the 60s, planning was 

shown as the government's policies and corresponded to that was bureaucracy model with 

the government control.By the 70s, in ―A Concept of Corporate Planning‖ (1970), Anckoff 

gave a generalizing understanding that planning is ―the process of designing desired future 

and effective way to achieve it‖.Although there were many differences, the planning model 

in this period still had something in common, such as plans make predictions about future 

trends, with assumption that market, political and socio-economic environments are 

relatively stable.Senior managers often assumed that the result next year musts be higher 

than the previous one, then discussed and gave higher targets for subordinates.Planning in 

this period focused on identifying specific objectives and brought them to the budget plans 

or action programs.This planning method is consistent with the nature of the traditional 

management model, in which the planners tend to hold on to a single set of decision and 

mailto:maivu@neu.edu.vn
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action, even though it may not bring the desired results, if the conditions in the future do 

not occur as planners assumed.Thus, it does not fit with the environments with changing 

external conditions or great competitive pressure. 

Vietnam‘s approach to development planning has undergone many changes since 

the founding of Vietnam 1945, in particular since the start of market reforms in the early 

1986 (World Bank, 2004). The Vietnamese government, particularly the Ministry of 

Planning and Investment is looking forward to reform the planning system to achieve the 

targeted objectives set in the CPRGS, Vietnam Millennium Development Goals, and 

Vietnam‘s international commitments. Given Vietnam‘s unitary system, the planning 

system is controlled by the central government and is characterized by a vertical, top-down 

process. It is still affected by the central planning mindset and influenced by the legacies of 

the old ‗command economy‘ (World Bank, 2004, p.11). The delegation of powers to lower 

governments is determined administratively rather than by law. Problems identified in the 

research include a lack of appropriate mechanisms for development planning, strategic 

thinking of different participants on the planning process and competences of the planners. 

Another serious problem is in the process of developing a plan such as the lack of integration 

between budget and plan or the mismatch between real demand and planned supply leading 

to inefficient use of the scare resources. This article gives an overview of the current 

planning system in Vietnam, its limitations and challenges, and recommendations. 

2. Methods 

The qualitative methodology of grounded theory was chosen for the study because 

it can show how ―something appears as something to someone‖ (Sarantakos 1998, p.200-

201). Grounded theory is a way of systematically articulating the data gathered (Glaser and 

Strauss 1967, p.1). Data was collected from several sources, mainly from local 

governments. The main data gathering tools were interviews with key informants, focus 

groups discussions, participation observation and documentation. The researcher own 

experiences also provided additional data and assist the tools, the selection and the eliciting 

of the data,  which were related to the research subject and developed through experiences 

with the World Bank and ADB related projects in Vietnam. 

The Vietnamese interview questions and focus groups guidelines were piloted with 

a my colleague who is working in the Hanoi National Economics University, as well as 

acting as a consultant and being involved in several NGO/INGOs projects. As he often 

meets with local government officers and has expertise in planning and public 

management, he could help me in checking the appropriateness of Vietnamese translations 

and the interpretations that would be put on my questions by local government officers.  

All of the recordings of interviews and focus groups in this research were 

transcribed and these transcripts and the notes taken at the time were provided to the 

participants for review and clarification. The availability of these notes was proved handy 

for a backup when there was a little problem with the volume of one focus group‘s 

recording. In a number of cases, there were follow-up meetings for clarification, and 

confirmation. 
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The study used both purposive sampling and snowball sampling to collect data. 

This combination was used to provide the broadest range of information. The more 

information that could be obtained, the better the chance of a more complete picture of the 

cases being studied. Selection of interviewees began with a purposive sample of 

individuals known to be expert and practiced in planning and/or to be in positions of 

particular influence within the local government. The participants were contacted through 

introductory letters from colleagues and supervisors. An introduction and invitation letter 

was sent to the leadership team (CEO or Mayor or head of departments) for permission to 

carry out field work in their council. The leadership team could then send the introduction 

and invitation letters to the staff or introduce the researcher to individuals who could 

provide documents, files and other material relevant to the study, and identify useful 

observation opportunities.The data were managed and analysed by using computers, 

particularly with the software package Nvivo (the Nvivo 11).  

3. Research results 

3.1 Vietnam‟s experiences with Development Planning. 

The Five Year Plan for Economic and Social Development has been a major policy 

tool of the Vietnamese government to achieve high economic growth, to adjust the country‘s 

industrial structure, to direct investment flows to designated priority sectors and areas. Since 

the start of the first 5-year plan in 1961, Vietnam has made and implemented 9 five year 

plans, especially after Doi moi (renovation) in 1986, the nature and functions of the five year 

plans have changed fundamentally. 

The Public Administration Reform Program (PAR), which endorsed by the Eighth 

Plenum of the Central Committee (VII Congress) in 1995, has reorganized government and 

required many institutional and methodological changes in the planning system and 

procedures. Some of these changes have already been implemented; others are still under 

consideration; several key issues related to the government‘s reorganization remain to be 

fully clarified, including for example (1) which areas still need government intervention 

and should be included the planning system, (2) which areas should be left to market 

forces, and (3) how much additional decision making power should be delegated to each 

level of government.  The fundamental challenge was to adjust the planning system to the 

requirements of the more market-oriented economy that Vietnam had become.   

To keep up with changes in the economic structure and to make the planning system 

fit a more market-oriented development pattern, the government deepened efforts to reform 

the planning system in the area of plan content and planning methods since the FYPs 

period (1996-2000). The commanded indicators had been replaced mostly by valued 

indicators, the quantitative output targets were further reduced, plan content was narrowed 

and more sharply focused on infrastructure and public services and social indicators. At the 

same time procedures for public consultation were strengthened. While these efforts and 

continued economic reforms contributed to rapid economic growth, there are still some of 

the main problems encountered in preparing and implementing the last FYP.  

The delegation of decision making powers to lower level governments was highly 

conditional; the central government continued to control all projects over a certain size, 

while providing direction to public investment through administrative orders and, to some 
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extent also, through the availability of financial resources. This left much room for 

uncertainty about the precise limits of lower level government authority. As a result, in many 

cases, local development plans ended up copying what was included in the central plans 

which reduced the sense of ownership of the plan by local governments and made it harder 

to subsequently adjust local plans to changing circumstances. In many parts of the country, 

the local development plan has not yet become a ―living plan‖. 

The vertical, top-down system of government and planning made it difficult to 

achieve effective cross-sector coordination. Each agency in charge of a particular sector 

worked on its own sector independently, in most cases without the benefit of a shared 

framework or ―vision‖ for the area‘s long-term development. Strong coordination mechanisms 

have not yet been built into the planning process. The coordinating function and power became 

minimal at the level of the Planning and Investment Departments at the lower level. As a 

result, inconsistencies across development plans and special plans and among special plans 

were fairly common.  

The most important, fiscal resources available to local governments in poor parts of 

Vietnam were typically insufficient in relation to their responsibilities for basic infrastructure 

and public goods & services. This mismatch between fiscal resources and assigned local 

governments responsibilities is due in large part to low and sometimes unpredictable fiscal 

transfers from the centre to provincial governments and from provincial governments to 

counties and municipalities.  

Vietnam‘s vertical and top-down links between different levels of governments 

made it harder to listen to the public at the bottom of the pyramid during plan preparation.  

Local plans were rarely debated among the public before they were submitted to higher 

level governments for approval. The situation improved during last FYP period at the 

national level, but did not fundamentally change at the county and municipal level, where 

consultations with local stakeholders are especially important.   

3.2 Shortcomings in planning nowadays at different levels 

Awareness of related parties 

- From leaders: Mainly approved in principle, not consider planning innovation a 

breakthrough in the policy and management reformation of the economy. Therefore, they 

pay little attention to it and often transfer to agencies specialized in planning, have not 

made planning innovation a consistent and institutional process. 

- For agencies specialized in planning: There has been no consistency in innovative 

perspective and thinking. Therefore, the planning innovation is still considered a "long-

term strategy," without a specific implement plan. Some local projects on planning 

reforming have not been implemented widely, and just focused on a number of operational 

staff in the departments; innovation content is not conducted synchronously, only remains 

in the project singularly and has not become unified operation from top down. 

- Ministries, Departments and agencies involved have not been aware of their 

responsibilities in planning innovation. Their participation in planning innovation has only 

been done by some assigned professionals with job description related to activities of a 

specific renovation projects. 
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- District authorities are still dependent and relying on the superior and not ready to 

implement the new planning approach on their own. 

- People and their organizations: they have still considered their role so far away 

from the planning innovation process at their local levels, so their contribution is very 

limited. In recent years, though the role of the community in the planning development has 

been emphasizing, public participation has only been consultation and comments on the 

content of already designed development plans, not right from the beginning of planning 

development process. 

Qualifications and skills of planning officers 

- Planning officers for a long time gets used to the planning in conventional method 

while lacks regular training, knowledge and skills to approach planning innovation. 

- Qualifications of planning officers at different levels, especially the local level are 

limited. While the implementation of planning innovation requires not only specialized 

planning officers but also those in other areas, especially leaders at lower levels (districts 

and communes) to be equipped with knowledge of planning and specific operations to be 

participation in the planning process. 

Contents and methods of planning 

Although the new approaches has been initially applying to the planning process, 

but in general, the planning process at local levels in recent years is still similar with the 

process in the centralized economy. In the market economy conditions, while production is 

determined by multiple economic sectors and based on market signals, the planning 

process and the content of the plan have not fully reflected the changes of the economy and 

revealed following specific limitations: 

 (1) Components of a plan are not in cohesion and logic together. General target, 

specific targets, action programs and solutions are divided and lack of consistency. The 

economic growth and poverty reduction, social problem solving targets are not really 

bound together; poverty reduction and social problem solving targets have not been given 

adequate attention and have not really been conceived as the final targets to design other 

economic and social targets accordingly. The determination of social indicators is not 

based on economic ability and vice versa, economic indicators have not been developed 

from the need to reduce poverty and solve social problems. 

The plan of the provinces and districts have not really shown the activeness and not 

derived from the needs of the locality but mainly followed the request of the superiors. 

There is no distinction between the provincial plan and the national socio-economic 

development plan. Referring various provincial plans, there is the lack of many social 

indicators requested by CPRGS such as income per capita, medical, educational and 

environmental targets. 

 (2) The 5-year and annual plans are too heavy, cover too many detailed indicators; 

the sector and local plans include many specific material production indicators. While the 

production is conducted based on the market, the production and manufacturing in fact are 

mostly decided by private businesses or households, the development of planning 

indicators like that becomes unnecessary and unjustified. 
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 (3) While planning indicators show many tasks needed to be done in a planning 

period, a detailed plan does not mention priority tasks, or too many priority tasks are listed 

without a logical connection. The priority targets have not really derived from economic 

growth and poverty reduction. There has been no reflection of priorities for poverty 

reduction in the investment projects for local development. These projects are mainly in 

economic sectors and heavily prioritized the public sector. The priority projects focus on 

health, education, rural infrastructure have not been developed or are very limited. 

 (4) Planning indicators have not linked with constraint conditions of resources, 

especially financial and budget resources, and practical difficulties in implementing the 

targets have not been emphasized. For example, in agricultural and rural development 

planning, difficulties that farmers encounter in the process of implementing the targets 

have not been emphasized, particularly the irrigationassurance has not been considered 

as a main focus, quality standards of agricultural products have not been included, the 

limitation of agricultural extension, veterinary, infrastructure, trade logistics such as 

roads and bridges. The development of poverty reduction indicators has not been 

conducted on the basis of specific poverty analysis and how to achieve that target. 

Poverty reduction targets are not connected with the production indicator and also there 

is no clear connection among each production targets. 

 (5) The planning approach is still affected by the administrative imperative way, in 

which planning indicators are still imposed from the central, sector or local leaders and 

lack of consultation of related parties and residential communities. Therefore, public 

investment programs carry localized nature of local sectors and regions without connection 

with national socio-economic targets. Policy indicators and solutions have not actually 

derived from the perspective of protecting the rights of communities and the weaker strata 

in the society such as the poor or the vulnerable. 

4. Discussions and Conclusions 

Remaining weaknesses of the planning system are to large extent the result of a 

rigidly structured vertical, top-down planning process. The most frequently limitation 

occurring in the planning system is about information to make a plan but the root of 

struggling in information is fell in information mechanism. The second pattern emerging 

often is the passive role of the local government. To reflect a strategic planning approach in 

government, the planning system should shift the centre of gravity for detailed development 

planning to governments that are closer to the people. This means that there needs more 

decentralization on planning system. Unfortunately, with Vietnam circumstance now, 

counties and municipalities are at the bottom of the planning pyramid. They are often the 

weakest part of the planning system (information from conducting interviews with central 

and local governments officers). This suggests that strengthening the planning system in 

Vietnam is to a large extent a question of strengthening planning capacity at the county and 

municipal level.   

Promoting a better plan 

In order for the plan to be an effective management tool for managers and leaders at 

the central, provincial and district levels, and the content of a plan actually goes into real 

life, the planning must be constantly updated with following specific requirements: 
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- The targets of economic growth and poverty reduction are included as the main 

part of the plan, the final outputs achieved during the planning period. The coherence and 

logical link between the two targets must be ensured in the whole planning system. 

Particularly, poverty reduction target must be prioritized, on which indicators of economic 

growth will be designed to be appropriate with local economic ability and requirements of 

the poverty reduction targets. Another requirement in the determination of planning targets 

is to focus on a small number of socio-economic development targets and make them the 

priority to get budget allocation. 

- Given the main targets are economic growth and poverty reduction, the next 

contents of a plan is about the accomplishment of these targets. Specifically, economic 

policy proposal and implementation supervision must be linked with the targets, in which 

focus mainly on operated environment adjustments in the businesses such as: strengthening 

competitiveness in the goods and services markets and tightening budgets for state-owned 

enterprises, creating an equal playing field between different enterprises as a way to 

improve productivity and thereby increase incomes; policies and solutions for better 

infrastructure development, improving the access to land and reducing government 

interference to support the growth of the private sector, promote job creation and therefore 

reduce poverty; increasing budget allocated for health care, increasing access of the poor to 

health insurance mechanisms to reduce the risk of illness and ensure that people have 

better access to development benefits. 

- A request for the modern planning development is to integrate the target of 

growth and poverty reduction with the budgeting processes. Publicly introducing the 

national and local targets of growth and poverty reduction and identifying effective 

policies to achieve those targets are only the first step. To implement it, there is a need to 

allocate sufficient budgetary resources to implement and support the investment and 

regular expenditures. Therefore, the main planning target is the allocation frame of public 

resources in the medium term. It is also a base to bring the support of donors into the 

implementation of local priorities. 

- To ensure the planning targets are suitable with the CPRGS requirements, an 

important requirement in the making process is to utilize the involvement of many 

different parties, especially consultation and feedbacks of community organizations such 

as government officials, unions, scientific research institutions, the private sector, the civil 

society and development partners. Especially, challenges related to the achievement of the 

outcomes for different groups need to be defined, then actively looking for feedbacks and 

direction, taking the perspectives of different groups in the final plan. Specific 

requirements for the participation principle in determining the target and implementing 

solutions are: sectors and local authorities must be actively choose the development targets 

and budget allocation decisions must be based on the consensus of sectors and localities on 

poverty assessment and selection of development target and appropriate policy measures to 

achieve these targets; The active participation of the poor directly or through organizations 

helps determine the real causes of poverty, generate feedbacks on the community 

expectations and develop innovated ideas that will benefit the poor; The coordination in 

the participation of the government and donors creates a cohesion between local 
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development targets and general national targets and adjust the perspective of the related 

parties in the distribution of financing resources; The consultation of the research 

institutions, universities in policy analysis and idea recommendations needs to be achieved 

in the planning process. 

Last but not least, the development target based planning needs to include a series 

of indicators for monitoring and evaluating (M&E) the implementation progress. In recent 

years, there has been significant progress in improving the quantity and quality of data 

available for M&E the implementation progress. However, the data still needs to be 

arranged and provided towards supporting the activities of the planning officers. A harder 

effort is needed in collecting and providing indicators that evaluate the implement of 

priority strategies, which are hard to measure precisely, especially those related to the 

democracy priority. The organizational mechanism to develop and use the monitoring 

system can be improved, in which guarantees a greater role of local authorities and 

ministries for the input factors. 
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Abstract  

In a planet with limit resources it is of extreme importance to carry out ecological 

and sustainable alternatives in contrast with mainstream economy which consist in 

limitless growth. Therefore, since the beginning of 21
st
 century, a new economic theory 

called Degrowth has entered the arena. It consists in directly reducing our consumption 

and not only in growing more slowly. However, some of its principles were already 

exposed by Henry David Thoreau, American author, almost two hundred years ago in his 

alternative economics expressed in his renowned book, Walden. 

In this paper, it is going to be evaluated what is degrowth and what is not, some of 

its key points such as reducing, reusing and recycling, and the way they are strongly 

related to Thoreau´s alternative economics. After analyzing main analogies, evidence will 

lead us to realize how both branches converge in the same trend: voluntary simplicity. 
 

Keywords: degrowth, limit resources, Thoreau, voluntary simplicity.  
 

1. Introduction 

Degrowth is a political, economic and social stream which advocates for reducing 

the production of goods and services with the aim of establishing a more stable and 

balanced relationship between human beings and nature and among human beings. The 

term degrowth ('décroissance' in French) begins to emerge timidly in the second half of the 

twentieth century and it is mentioned on several occasions (Love 1973; Gorz 1977, 

Georgescu-Roegen 1979) in some conferences where the topic was about establishing 

limits to growth, although in that first period the word was considered just a synonymous 

with economic recession [1]. 

It is in the early twenty-first century when it begins to gain prominence through the 

work of thinkers and European intellectuals, such as the French economist Serge Latouche, 

one of the main precursors of this movement along with Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, Paul 

Aries, Jean Paul Vesse or Nicolas Ridoux. 

The English term 'degrowth' was officially introduced in the academic world 

through the first International Degrowth Conference held in Paris in 2008, which in turn 

led to the birth of the degrowth as a research area internationally (Demaria et al. 2013), 
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with an increasingly academic activity [2]. Proof of this are the four subsequent 

international conferences that have been held since then: Barcelona (2010), Montreal 

(2011), Venice (2012) and Leipzig (2014), the latter with more than 3000 participants. As 

it is mentioned by the editors of ―Degrowth: A Vocabulary for a New Era‖ (D'Alisa et al 

2014), since 2008 it has been published more than 100 articles and at least seven special 

issues about degrowth in international academic journals. 

In regard to Henry David Thoreau, he graduated from Harvard in 1837, at the age of 

20. Although he wanted to be a poet, and his poetry was quite beautiful and inspiring, it could 

not be sold well in the market. After graduating and once he returned to his hometown of 

Concord, Massachusetts, the young Thoreau was confronted by great economic questions so as 

to try to establish financial independence in a world of scarce resources. 

In section 2 are going to be disseminated both degrowth, Thoreau´s theories and 

voluntary simplicity while  from different perspectives, while in section 3 will be linked so 

as to notice its main analogies and come to conclusions in section 4. 

2. Method 

The key role of degrowth 

Mainstream governments and institutions consider growth as the only way to 

develop countries, however, the only certainty is that limitless growth is not compatible 

with a planet with limits resources. It is also crucial to state that the way conventional 

economics measure countries development is by the GDP index [3], but there is a paradox 

which is that, for example, depression, stress and consequent spending on psychologists, 

psychiatrists, drugs or alcohol are added to the index as positive. By contrast, inner 

peace, absence of problems, personal development, successful relationships or free time 

are not taken into account by any rate, when it is beyond doubt that it is the latter and not 

the former what contributes to the happiness and welfare of the citizens of a country [4]. 

Therefore, it is important as a starting point to demystify the repeated mantra by world 

governments which says that a higher GDP means further development and, thus, greater 

welfare for its citizens. 

In regard to ecology, the scenario is, if possible, even more disappointing. Our 

planet has 51,000 million hectares, including land and sea, but only 12,000 million are 

bio-productive, it means that, given a world population of 6,700 million, the proportion is 

of 1.8 hectares per person [5]. Well, according to estimations by Redefining Progress and 

World Wide Foundation, bio space consumed today is 2.2 hectares per capita, which is 

therefore, above the Earth 1.8 hectares available to every human being. Note that in USA 

this figure shoots up to 9.6 hectares per capita, in Canada is 7.2 and in France 5.3. By 

contrast, in countries like India and Bangladesh the rate is 0.9 hectares per capita. It 

follows that if everyone in the world consumed as much as the average US citizen, four 

earths would be needed [6]. 

Therefore, reducing the ecological footprint is no longer a mere objective, it has 

become a necessity. Serge Latouche proposes a radical change in both economic and 

political system that should come with the implementation of what has been called the 8 

Rs, which are as follows [7]: 
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Re-evaluate: values learned in the system hinder us to see other opportunities, so it 

is a priority to replace the dominant values by more beneficial ones. For example, altruism 

instead of selfishness, cooperation versus competition, satisfaction and not workaholism, 

humanism against unlimited consumerism, globalization versus localization, etc. 

Re-conceptualize: on its way to interpret reality in another way, what would happen 

to redefine concepts such as wealth-poverty or scarcity-abundance. 

Reorganize: Adjust the production and social relations apparatus based on the new 

scale of values. 

Redistribute: Derived from the reorganization of social relations, it means 

distribution of wealth and access to natural heritage. 

Relocate: Produce the essential goods locally in order to meet all our needs, thereby 

drastically reducing social and environmental costs of transport. 

Reduce: Reduce the impact that our ways of production and consumption has on the 

biosphere. In addition to consuming less, it should be removed from the market harmful 

items, and of course, limit the working hours and mass tourism. 

Reuse: So as to extend the lifetime of products and to combat the culture of old-

fashioned. Go back to the lost art of repairing items and the use of second-hand goods. 

Recycle: Only when it is no longer possible to reuse something then it should be 

recycled and take advantage of everything we can get out of it. 

Thoreau´s Alternative Economics 

The three key questions Henry David Thoreau made himself were the followings [8]:  

How best to earn a living? How much time should I spend at it? How much do I 

need to live well and to be free? 

According to Thoreau, the question of getting a living was the most important of all 

questions because everyone should answer it before going on to explore and then express the 

possibilities of freedom [9]. Therefore, and here appears the pivotal point in which lies 

Thoreau´s alternative economics, instead of just focusing on how to sell a product in the 

market to earn a living, Thoreau began to study how to avoid the necessity of selling it [10]. 

Walden 

In 1845, Henry David Thoreau left his town of Concord and went to live alone in 

the woods, on the shores of Walden Pond, a mile away from any neighbor. He built 

himself a cabin and lived there two years and two months while earning a simple living by 

the labor of his own hands. His most famous quote reasoning why he went to Walden is as 

follows ([1854] 1995, 21): 

I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to front only the essential 

facts of life, and see if I could not learn what it had to teach, and not, when I came to die, 

discover that I had not lived. 

Not surprisingly though, while at the pond, he wrote Walden, one of the greatest 

and more accurate statements ever made on the subject of voluntary simplicity [11]. 

Several ideas about different everyday economics were carried out: 

Food 
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During the two years in Walden, Thoreau grew for himself much of the food he ate, 

especially red beans, green peas, potatoes and corn. His only drink was water. His main 

learning from this experience was that it costs incredibly little trouble to obtain one´s 

necessary food and a man may use as simple a diet as the animals, and yet retain health and 

strength. However, not only he grew food for his dietary needs, but he also cultivated a 

little bit more than needed in order to sell it and get some money for his expenses. 

Moreover, growing his own food happened to be something more meaningful than a 

simple matter of sustaining himself. As he recognized in one of Walden´s chapters, he 

eventually came to love his peas, his beans and so on. They attached him to the earth, and 

so he got strength like Antaeus [12]. 

Housing 

It is undoubtedly life´s greatest single expense so people should think carefully 

about where they want to live and how much of their lives they are prepared to spend in 

exchange of a house. Thoreau´s thoughts about it were that most people appeared never to 

have considered what a house was, and were actually though needlessly poor all their lives 

because they think they must have such a one as their neighbors had. The question that 

arises is, what kind of shelter do we need to live well and to be free? One more time, 

Thoreau suggests us to ask ourselves and answer those kind of questions before making 

such an essential decision. 

Clothing 

The historic purpose of clothing, as Thoreau pointed out, was to keep us warm and, 

in time, for reasons of modesty. Nowadays, however, the main purpose are no others than 

fashion and the display of wealth and status.  

Thoreau´s argument is not that one cannot live a happy and meaningful life buying 

and wearing fine clothing so as much as fine clothing is not necessary for a happy and 

meaningful life. 

It implies that if one reduces the consumption of fine clothing it won´t negatively 

affect overall well-being. 

Reducing consumption of fine clothing  Reduction of labor needed to produce 

fine clothing  Reduction of time laboring  Increase of free-time (more freedom) 

Working Hours 

It is important to state that Thoreau´s attitude towards working hours is essential to 

understand his alternative economics. According to his own words, we only have a limited 

amount of time on earth with which to live our lives, and out of self-respect we should not 

waste that time. Indeed, he suggested that we should be as covetous of our time as most people 

are of their money. On this subject he directed his attention mainly to the mass amount of men 

who are discontented, that is to say, to those people who are not passionate about their jobs and 

who seek more time to do other, more inspiring and meaningful activities. 

Thoreau also suggested that in affluent societies more time might be available, if 

only one‘s material wants were reduced. Otherwise, if one‘s material wants were allowed 

to raise up endlessly, then working hours will never decline and, on the contrary, it may 

even increase, despite considerable advances in wealth and in technology [9,11,12].  
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Thoreau´s central insight on the subject of working hours is accurately exposed in 

the following Walden´s passage ([1854] 1995, 57): 

If I should sell both my forenoons and afternoons to society, as most appear to do, I 

am sure that for me there would be nothing worth left living for. I wish to suggest that 

a man may be very industrious, and yet not spend his time well. There is no more fatal 

blunderer than he who consumes the greater part of his life getting a living. 

Voluntary Simplicity 

Several definitions about what voluntary simplicity is can be found in both 

academic and non-academic field. Some of them worth mentioning: 

Voluntary simplicity is a manner of living that is outwardly simple and inwardly 

rich, a deliberate choice to live with less in the belief that more of life will be returned to us 

in the process (Elgin 1993) [13]. 

Voluntary simplicity refers to the decision to limit expenditures on consumer goods 

and services to cultivate non-materialistic sources of satisfaction and meaning (Etzioni 

1998) [14]. 

Voluntary simplicity involves the quest for calm, balanced, integrated lives; less 

clutter, less artificiality, and lessened impact on nature; and the elevation of quality over 

quantity, time over money, and community over competition (Freyfogle 2009) [15]. 

3. Results 

It becomes crystal clear that degrowth and Thoreau´s economics are quite related in 

the main idea of living a better life with less stuff, in other words, to practice simplicity. In 

this paper some of degrowth´s 8Rs are going to be matched with Thoreau´s ideas. 

Reduce = Food, Housing and Working Hours 

It was Henry Ford who, in 1926, introduced the five-day workweek in his factories 

without reducing employee´s salary [16]. The reason why was that people would need more 

time for leisure if they were to buy the cars he was producing. It obviously happened to 

foster Ford´s benefits but, fortunately, it also had a great impact in people´s quality of life. 

The paradox is that although reducing working hours may seem beneficial only for 

workers, companies and states will eventually take advantage of it by people´s satisfaction 

and therefore increases in productivity. As can be seen in Figure 1, some of the less 

developed countries in OECD such as Greece, Turkey and Portugal, are the ones that work 

the most. On the other hand, those more developed, The Netherlands, Norway and 

Germany work the least. 
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Figure 1. Working hours in the OECD, 2008 (Data: OECD Stat). 

 

 
 

At this point, it is important to clearly differentiate between reducing the working 

hours, which is what is intended from degrowth economic theories and so from Thoreau´s 

alternative economics, and time flexibility, since this alleged flexibility might lead to 

simply move the office to home. It would inevitably result in ending up working the same 

amount or even more hours, with the obvious expense in family life.  

In this regard it is worth mentioning a recent study from 2015 conducted by 

Polycom [17], provider of voice and video, which shows that 35% of Spaniards would be 

willing to drop their salary in exchange for greater flexibility in their jobs. Taking into 

account the flexibility´s side effects, these surveys inevitably invites us to reflect and 

wonder why there is a growing amount of people valuing time more than money. 

The case of Denmark 

Digging into this issue, it should be noted the case of Denmark. Since 1964, the 

National Institute of Social Research in Denmark has been conducting extensive surveys 

on how the Danes use their time and how they would like to do it (Platz 1988; Körmendi 

1990, Norgard 2009). One of the questions was precisely about people´s preferences 

between more income and less work [18]. 

The results in Fig.2 show an increasing preference for more leisure rather than more 

income [19]. In 2007 the percentage of citizens opting for more free time reaches its top 

with a 73%. 
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Fig. 2. Preferences for more pay or less work in Denmark. Sociological surveys 

over decades show an increasing preference for turning productivity increase into more 

leisure rather than more income and hence consumption. Sources: (Platz, 1988; Körmendi, 

1990; IFKA, 2007). 

Reuse and Recycle = Clothing 

In this part of the paper, it is also obvious that degrowth terms, reuse and recycle, 

are strongly linked with Thoreau´s ideas regarding to clothing. As it has been already 

stated, Thoreau advocated for wearing clothes taking into consideration mainly its original 

purpose and not for reasons related to fashion or status. He thought that people might 

perfectly live great lives without spending huge amounts of money in fine clothing. 

Therefore, he originally was thinking about personal finances and well-being. 

On the other hand, degrowth economists, although more focused on environmental 

issues, also claim for reusing and recycling clothing and technology. We, as society, 

should fight against the culture of old-fashioned and the obsession of having the latest 

technology and, conversely, to take back the art of valuing and appreciating to reuse and 

even to buy secondhand goods [20]. 

Recycling should come later, only when it is impossible to reuse. It consists on 

returning to nature what we have taken and pay, in part, the debt humanity has with herself 

for the natural resources that have been pillaged. 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

The central point of both degrowh advocates and Thoreau´s alternative economics 

is that by lowering standard of living, measured by consumption, people might actually 

increase quality of life, measured by subjective well-being. 

Although at first it might seem that both differ in their application, having tried their 

main arguments, we can conclude that are actually based on people´s individual freedom to 

take action, particularly in carrying out voluntary simplicity. 
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It is true that Thoreau´s measures can be unilaterally implemented by almost 

anyone, while degrowth economy requires greater involvement of several actors. However, 

the latter also stems from people´s individual attitude because only in this way can they 

influence the rest of society by example and ultimately governments will be forced to take 

steps in that direction. 

Therefore, we would like to stress that the logical order of things would be to start 

first applying individual and voluntary simplicity, such as Thoreau had promulgated, and 

then, once society has been positively influenced, continue adopting degrowth measures. 
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Abstract 

This qualitative research article was aimed at investigating the perceived impact of 

ASEAN mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism Professionals (MRA) of Thai 

labourers. Qualitative data were collected byin-depth interviews and by participatory 

and non-participatory observations with 22 key informants who representedthe tourism 

organizations, academic institutes and labourers in the tourism and service sector in the 

Northeast of Thailand. Content analysis of the data was then performed withthe 

ATLAS.tiprogram.The result indicated thatin view of Thai organizations or institutes, the 

ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism Professionalsis the general rule and 

ongoing with the first phase of preparation. Most of the Thai laborers in the tourist and 

service sector have never heard of MRAbefore. They do not know and are not certain 

what MRA is. They consider MRA the issue of business cooperation. They also see MRA 

as a story so far. 

Keywords: ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism Professionals, 

MRA, ASEAN Economic Community,AEC,Thailabourers 

 

1. Introduction 

It is well recognized that during the end period of the past 2015, one of the three 

major cores of the ASEAN Community (AC), the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) 

has been launched with an aim for economic clustering and inter-trade support to result in 

prosperity, competitive competency with other regions, and well-beings of the ASEAN 

peoples (ASEAN, 2013). AEC membership requires member countries to open free market 

and production bases together, and hence there will be movement of goods, services, 

investments, funds, and labourers. What is inevitable is the economic structure alteration of 

this region (ASEAN, 2009;DusadeeAyuwat, ThanapaugeChamaratana, and 

WichianKerdsuk, 2012). 

In order to accommodate the free labour market in the tourism and service sector, 

the Ministry of Tourism and Sports has been appointed the organization in charge of 

expediting the ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism Professionals (MRA). 

This agreement is determination of the common recognition of professional qualifications 

for the tourism and service sector. Presently, the ASEAN Competency Standards for 

Tourism Professionals have been set for 32 positions in the fields of hotel and travelling, 

all of which are related to Thai labourers, especially the 5 front office positions, 6 house-
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keeping positions, 7 food production positions, and 5 food and beverage service positions. 

Meanwhile, the Department of Skill Development under the Ministry of Labour, besides its 

mission to develop labourers‘ skills and potentialities, has a duty related to the professional 

competency standards, and thus appointed the Sub-Committee to establish the competencies 

of tourism and service personnel based on the international standards for 5 professions 

related to tourism, i.e., front office, house- keeping, food production, food and beverage 

services and tour operation and travel agencies. The standards have been set in correlation 

with the ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism Professionals (MRA) 

(ThanapaugeChamaratana, 2013). 

Nevertheless, implementation of labour skill development in the part of tourism and 

service in order to prepare for the ASEAN Economic Community still follows the regular 

mission, i.e., relying on the curriculum of the Department of Skill Development. The 

ASEAN tourism professional standards for hotel and travelling, including 32 positions, 

were not taken into account in curricular development, nor were the international standard 

competencies for the 5 mentioned professions. However, the development of labour skills 

in tourism and services by institutions did incorporate some of the contents in their 

curricula, although not at the fullest extent (SawanKulachanok, 2013).  

The mutual agreement for the ASEAN tourism professionals (MRA) as a result of 

AEC, is anticipated to affect Thai tourism and service labourers. Therefore, in order to 

respond to and prepare for the changes that will happen after AEC, especially among the 

Isanlabourers who are in the tourism and service sector, and the possibility of becoming 

the tourism hub of the Great Mekong Sub-region (GMS) (The Office of the National Social 

and Economic Development Committee, 2011); the researcher saw the importance of the 

study on perception of ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism Professionals 

of Thai Labourers. The results will lead to suggestions for areal labour development that 

will efficiently respond to the arrival of ASEAN free economy.  

This article aims to present the result of the first part of the research study on 

perceived impact of ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism Professionals of 

Isan Labourers. 

The research conceptual framework was developed through studying of the ASEAN 

Mutual Recognition Agreement (MRA), which is an agreement related to common 

recognition of competencies of the professionals or skilled laborers of ASEAN member 

countries. These competencies will concern those working in the service sector, especially 

the professionals such as doctors, engineers, architects, accountants, etc. (National Bank of 

Thailand, 2012; AnadonChueathai, 2012; Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2016). In short, 

ASEAN MRA is the acceptance of ―competencies‖ which are included in the terms of 

references for each profession. A person holding a profession in a country will be able to 

register for that profession in another ASEAN country provided that the person conforms 

to the rules and regulations of the new country in order to acquire the license for practice 

of that profession.  

When considering only the free labour market of the tourism and service sector, the 

Ministry of Tourism and Sports as the major host managing the signing of the ASEAN 

Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism Professionals (MRA) has already established 
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the minimum requirements of competencies for ASEAN tourism professionals in hotel and 

travelling for 32 positions, which involves Thai laborers (DusadeeAyuwat, 

ThanapaugeChamaratana, and WichianKerdsuk, 2012). 

Now, the governments of Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, 

Union of Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam as the members of 

the Southeast Asia have signed the approval of the MRA. The said countries are aware of 

the objectives of the ASEAN agreement in services that will enhance cooperation among 

the member countries in order to increase effectiveness and competitive competence and 

create multiplicities in production and distribution of services between inter-ASEAN 

countries and outside. As such, limitations on trading and services among the ASEAN 

member countries will be lessened and the free labour market in the service sector will be 

expanded both vertically and horizontally under the binding of the member countries to 

enable free trading and services (KanchitBhuddakosa, 2011). 

TheASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism Professionals (MRA) 

mentioned above was based on in classifying the job positions under the agreement so as to 

frame the phenomenal explanation and the study of perceived impact of the ASEAN 

tourism professionals‘ competencies for Thai labourers. 

 Perception was another concept taken into account in the course of this study. 

Perception arises as a reaction to a stimulus and is interpreted as meaningful relying on an 

individual‘s experiences and understanding (Bernstein, 1999). Perception is something to 

be learned; therefore, lack of learning or experience will leave the person with senses only. 

For instance, a person who has never learned or had any experience with the computer will 

only sense it through the eyes and the ears without any perception what the computer is. In 

short, perception comprises an important process, which is sensing the type and nature of 

the stimulus, interpreting the meaning from what has been sensed, and use of schema in 

order to understand what the computer is. 

 Besides being something to learn, perception is selective. When we are among 

several stimuli at any one moment, we are not able to perceive all of them. We can only 

select to perceive some of them. For example, a student being attentive to a lecture will 

choose to perceive its content and choose not to perceive other things surrounding him 

such as friends sitting at the window or people passing by. Selective perception depends on 

two main factors, namely the stimulus and the individual (Bernstein, 1999). 

The stimulus factor means the characteristics of the stimulus which enables us to 

perceive instantly or which can attract our attention well. These characteristics include 

intensity and size, contrast, repetition, movement, novelty, and social insinuations 

(Quinn, 1985). 

The second factor related to an individual consists of the physiological factors and the 

psychological factors which include interest, expectancy, need, and value. 

 From the study of related documents and research work, the conceptual 

framework was constructed and the variables synthesized. The independent variables 

included the ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism Professionals (MRA) 

as it was the perception stimulus and individual factors, namely the physiological and 

the psychological factors. The perceived impact of agreement on ASEAN tourism 
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professionals of Thai labourers was the dependent variable. All of these can be drawn 

in a diagram as shown in Figure 1.  

 

Independent Variables    Dependent Variable 

 

 

 

 

   

    

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1: The Research Conceptual Framework 

2. Method 

The main target group of this study consisted of Northeast labourers in the Thai 

tourism and service sector. Initially, the researcher compiled and synthesized data from 

documents related to the MRA and from in-depth interview with tourism skill development 

organizations that were implementing the agreement. The details of the mutual agreement 

on ASEAN tourism professionals (MRA) were analyzed along with the utilization contexts 

for preparation of Thai tourism service labourers in order to obtain the perspectives of the 

labourers‘ socio-economic status, their perception of the MRA, and perception of impact 

from the MRA. It could be said that the unit of analysis in this research comprised the 

organizational level and the individual level. The key informants were 9 representatives 

of the organizations working on tourism service skill development that have to 

implement the MRA in the areas and 13 tourism service labourers in the list of the 

insured individuals according to the database of the Social Security Office. These insured 

individuals were employed by tourism service units such as hotels, restaurants, 

entertainment centers, tourist agencies and other businesses defined by the Ministry of 

Labour. Selection was achieved by the purposive method following the recommendations 

of experts or specialists in the areas.  

The study was conducted during the period from October 2015 until March, 2016 in 

the major tourism spots in 3 northeastern cities enlisted by the Ministry of Tourism and 

Sports under the AC developmental framework, including KhonKaen, Udonthani, and 

Nongkhai. The in-depth interview was performed individually with the major informants 

stated above based on the interview guideline in order to collect the required data. During 

the course of the study, the researcher adjusted the interview methods to correlate to the 

situation and thus obtained complete and accurate data according to the research objective.  

The Perceived Impact of 

ASEAN MRA 

Stimulus by MRA 

 Intensity and Size 

 Contrast 

 Repetition 

 Movement 

 Novelty 
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The validity and reliability of qualitative data were checked by data source 

triangulation by means of interviewing informants from various sources distributed in the 

major tourism spots of the Northeast which are under the developmental framework for 

ASEAN Community of the Ministry of Tourism and Sports. This was done several times 

during each day when the data was collected. The data was rechecked by posing the same 

question at another time period, by adjusting the questions in the interview, and by 

assuming an event that had not happened so that the informants were able to demonstrate 

most of their viewpoints. Reverse checking of data was also performed among the major 

informants and with the field data every day to prevent discrepancies. Then induction 

summary was done and meeting was organized for content validation until it was certain 

that the data was valid and reliable (Creswell and Clark, 2007; SomsakSrisantisuk, 2007).  

Computation and analysis of qualitative data began from checking the data obtained 

each day so that missing information or additional information required could be located. 

Following this, the data was organized by classification into respective categories so that 

each category can be analyzed and conclusion drawn. The in-depth interview data was then 

managed by transcribing the recorded sound and the field note edited. The obtained data 

was typed onto the computer using the Microsoft Word program and assigned to the 

ATLAS.ti, a Computer-Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis program by numbering each 

data line selecting the quotations and coding them for categorization and networking. This 

led to content analysis, the next step that classified, compared, and determined the 

correlation and patterns of the phenomena in order to construct the induction of issues 

related to the ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism Professionals (MRA), 

the context of utilization in the preparation of tourism service labour at the areal level, the 

tourism and service laborers‘ socio-economic status, the labourers‘ perception of the 

ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism Professionals (MRA), and the 

perceived impact of the MRA. 

The research results are presented by analytical description of the facts and 

presentation of data according to the research conceptual framework, which are in the 

following order: 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Information of Key Informants 

 The key informants in this study were classified into two parts. The first part 

consisted of 9 representatives from the organizations working on development of skilled 

laborers in the tourism and service sector and the organizations concerned with 

implementation of the MRA in three areas, namely: (1) Head of the Labor Skill and 

Potentiality Development Group, The Skill Development Institute, Region 6, KhonKaen; 

(2) Director of the Center for Skill Development, Nongkhai; (3) Head of the Skill and 

Potentiality Development Promotion Section, Center for Skill Development, Udonthani; 

(4) Head of the Tourism Management Program, Faculty of Management Science, 

KhonKaen University; (5) Head of the Tourism Management Program, Faculty of Business 

Administration, KhonKaen University‘s Nongkhai Campus; (6) Head of the Tourism and 

Sports Management program, Faculty of Management Science, Rajaphat University, 

Udonthani; (7) KhonKaen Office of Tourism and Sports; (8) Nongkhai Office of Tourism 
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and Sports; (9) Udonthani Office of Tourism and Sports. The first six organizations are 

directly responsible for preparing Thai tourism and service labourers at a skilled worker 

level and technical worker level. The last 3 organizations are affiliated with the Ministry of 

Tourism and Sports which are responsible for implementing the ASEAN Mutual 

Recognition of Agreement for Tourism Professionals  )MRA) and supporting business 

tourism industries in the area. 

The key informants in the second part comprised 13 tourism service laborers in 

KhonKaen, Nongkhai, and Udonthani who were insured persons according to the database of 

the Office of Social Security under the tourism and service business sector. The group included 

3 hotel business workers, 4 restaurant workers, 3 entertainment center workers, and 3 tourism 

agency workers. Of these 13 informants, 8 were females and 5 were males whose educational 

level ranged from secondary education and vocational certification to master‘s degree. Most (7 

persons) completed a bachelor‘s degree. The age range was from 28 to 42. Most lived in the 

areas, while only 3-4 cases moved from other provinces in the Northeast. Most were married 

with 1-2 children. The income from tourism business was at an average of 10,000 – 50,000 

Baht per month. The informant receiving the lowest salary worked as a waiter. The 

position that made the highest earning was the tour manager. Their working experience in 

the tourism and service sector was from 5 to 18 years. Most were satisfied with their 

present jobs stating that the main reason was the jobs suited their knowledge and 

experience, the salary was appropriate. Even though it was not high, it was adequate for 

their living. Besides, they could remain in their hometown. Moreover, it was found that all 

of the informants used to attend a skill development program by training with an 

organization under the Department of Skill Development. There were some cases who had 

trained in some programs not direct to the position they were holding.  

3.2 ASEAN MRA as the Stimulus 

As mentioned earlier, the Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism Professionals is 

an agreement to determine the common acceptance points for qualifications of those working 

in the tourism and service sector. At present, the common competencies have been established 

for ASEAN tourism as the minimum standards for 32 positions in hotel services and travel 

services, all of which involve working labourers of Thailand. 

Established competencies of positions in hotel services are for 4 departments, 

namely: (1) front office - with 5 positions including front office manager, front office 

supervisor, receptionist, telephone operator, and bell boy; (2) house-keeping - with 6 

positions including executive housekeeper, laundry manager, floor supervisor, laundry 

attendant, room attendant, and public area cleaner; (3) food production - with 7 positions: 

executive chef, demi chef, commis chef, chef de pastry, commis pastry, baker and butcher; 

and (4) the food and beverage service, including 5 positions, namely: F&B director, 

director of outlet, F&B outlet manager, head waiter, bartender and waiter (The ASEAN 

Tourism Professional Monitoring Committee, 2012). 

Competencies of positions in travel services have been detailed for two departments: 

(1) travel agencies - with 4 positions: general manager, assistant general manager, senior 

travel consultant, and travel consultant; (2) tour operation - with 5 positions: product 
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manager, sales and marketing manager, credit manager, ticketing manager, and tour manager 

(The ASEAN Tourism Professional Monitoring Committee, 2012). 

The 32 manager positions in 2 fields and 6 departments can be shown in the 

following chart (Figure 2):  
 

 
 

Figure2: Fields and Departments in the Tourism and Service Sector underASEAN MRA 

(Source: ThanapaugeChamaratana, 2016) 

Presently, all member countries of the ASEAN have signed in recognition of the 

mutual agreement, showing their consent of the agreement for labour movement in the 32 

positions. There is a target for readiness for free tourism and service businesses among the 

member countries, which on the one hand, requires strengthening of labour competencies 

and standards at a regional level. To ensure this, training program standards and 

qualifications of the various positions must be on similar bases. As a result, a project has 

been ongoing on Developing ASEAN Common Competency Standards for Tourism 

Professionals. Thailand was the last country to sign the agreement. Prior to this, the private 

sector already prepared by building the standards and competencies of tourism personnel 

with an aim for skill development efficiency and potentialities of tourism personnel at the 

world standards. The Committee for Promotion of Skill Development under the Ministry 

of Labour therefore appointed the Sub-Committees to determine the competencies of 

tourism personnel based on the international standards. The positions involved are in the 

following departments: front office, house-keeping, food production, food and beverage 

services, tour operation and travel agencies. In 2007, the tourism personnel competencies 

were determined and proposed to the Skill Development Promotion Committee for 

approval. Then training courses have been designed accordingly and evaluation and criteria 

for competency testing of tourism personnel planned and approved by the Skill 

Development Promotion Committee (SawanKulchanok, 2013).  

The Sub-Committees, comprising representatives from the government and non-

governmental organizations, academics such as directors of the job standardization groups 

of the Skill Testing and Standard Development Office, Ministry of Labour, representatives 

from hotels and Hotel Training Association, DusitThani College, Thai Chef Association, 

and Thai Tourism Business, worked together to establish the required competencies. These 

are divided into core competencies and functional competencies. Definitions and duties of 

each working position have been set including the expectations for competencies of each 
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position. It should be noted that the standards and competencies have been established for 

55 positions of tourism personnel in the fields of hotels and travelling (The Skill 

Development Promotion Committee, 2007). However, the positions‘ terms of references in 

this research were based on the ASEAN Tourism Professional Monitoring Committee 

)2012) which covers 32 positions mentioned earlier.  

Upon considering the ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism 

Professionals as the provocation which might affect the perceived impact of Thai labourers, the 

researcher relied on the framework of Quinn (1985) on the following issues:  

(1) Intensity and Size of the ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism 

Professionals - The key informants who were representatives from organizations involved 

in areal implementation of MRA believed that although the Thai government campaigned 

for Thai people and organizations to be aware of AEC, MRA itself has many details and 

hence the slight campaign only functioned by receiving orders from the center. Even the 

training centers for skill development admitted that MRA contents are not incorporated 

in the curriculum. Meanwhile, the information from key informants reflected the 

superficiality of MRA as a stimulus since the informants were not certain how far they 

would be involved in the MRA positions. Only 3 cases realized that their positions were 

under the 32 MRA position list. 

(2) Contrast concerning tourism and service work – the key informants who were 

representatives from organizations implementing MRA still saw that MRA contents were 

not much different from their job descriptions. They believed that the various positions 

should require similar standards of skills and knowledge. However, other tourism labourers 

understood that the difference could lie in increasing difficulty according to ASEAN 

standards which should be higher. Therefore, it was vital for them to prepare themselves 

for the changes. This reflects that although the majority thought the impact from MRA was 

slight, some were alert about the changes.  

(3) Repetition of the ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism 

Professionals - Although during the past period, from 2011-2015, Thai governmental 

organizations and mass media saw very high importance of being part of AEC 

(ThanapaugeChamaratana, 2016), the key informants who were representatives from 

organizations in charge of MRA implementation confirmed that it was only repetition of 

―AEC‖ discourse, not ―MRA‖. Therefore, people in general still lack understanding and 

awareness of the importance of MRA in the Thai tourism and service sector. Meanwhile, 

the key informants who were tourism and service workers saw that repetition through AEC 

campaign made them being alert to learn more about AEC free market. This is a general 

perspective larger than both AEC and MRA. There are also opportunities for benefits from 

―the opening of ASEAN‖. For instance, there will be more customers who are tourists. 

MRA is only slightly perceived that there may be impact from the free labour market and 

more labourers arriving from ASEAN countries to work in Thailand.  

(4) Movement in the campaign for the AEC free labour market to recognize the 

ASEAN agreement on tourism professionals is only part of the campaign. The more the 

tourism and service sector with 32 positions was taken into account, the less interest in the 

details among Thai public. Most of the key informants who were representatives of 
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organizations and labourers in tourism and services held similar opinions towards the 

nearly unseen movement of information related to the 32 positions. The organizations 

producing labourers including the Department of Skill Development and universities in the 

areas admitted that they still did not understand the details of MRA. MRA has not been 

raised as an important agenda in organizational meetings.  

(5) Novelty - Although the ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism 

Professionals is seen as a ―novel‖ social agenda by tourism organizational representatives 

and labourers, it is also ―new‖ in other ASEAN countries. Therefore, the difference and 

novelty of its content is not as significant as the new and different things that may occur 

when working with foreigners. This will provoke more interest; the key informants all 

accept the limitations in the ―English language‖ of Thai labourers which is an important 

point of weakness that should be of great concern in competitiveness building.  

(6) Social Insinuations of the ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism 

Professionals - most of the key informants who were representatives of MRA implementing 

organizations thought that Thai society still ―ignores‖ MRA. It is believed that Thai society 

does not have any significant influence to arouse Thai people to become excited about this 

matter. The key informants who were tourism labourers also accepted the fact that apart 

from the people in the tourism circle, nobody is interested in the details of the agreement. 

People are only interested to create incomes from tourism business which should 

increase when the country enters AEC at the end of 2015.  

In conclusion, when considering the ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on 

Tourism Professionals as the provocation on labourers‘ perception of its impact, it was 

found that the level of provocation was slight. The strength and magnitude of the campaign 

for the ASEAN Economic Community of governmental organizations and Thai mass 

media is macro-level discourse making the difference invisible despite significant 

repetition and movement. Moreover, there is no social influence that provokes stakeholders 

at an organizational level and the labourers themselves to become aware of the impact 

from MRA. It is only the novelty of MRA that can stimulate interest from labourers, but 

merely in terms of their working with foreigners and using the English language - a severe 

obstacle of the Thai labourers. This correlates to a study by PrapassornThepchatre (2012), 

which raised a noticing point concerning AEC‘s target of becoming a common market in 

2015. Considering this in details, we see that ASEAN common market will not be perfect 

since only free trading and services are opened while movement of funds and labour still 

face some constraints owing to lifestyles and cultures that are not much different. 

PatcharawalaiBoonsin et al. (2007) also suggested, from their research on increasing the 

productivity of ASEAN labor by contextual analysis of policy processes to practices, that 

the strategic adjustment in ASEAN regional policy and condition should take place from 

2007 to 2020, which covers 8 strategies. One of these is to enable the labor market in 

ASEAN to be expansive and flexible with productive labour. This, of course, requires 

perception of co-benefits from labour development.  

3.3 ASEAN MRA in View of Stakeholders 

The personal provocation factors affecting MRA perception were considered, 

selecting only the psychological factors, which include interest, expectancy, need, and 
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value (Quinn, 1985) of the key informants. The details can be distinguished based on the 

units of analysis as follows: 

(1)View of Tourism Organizations or Academic Institutes - It was found that all 

organizations and institutes were interested in MRA and transferred initial knowledge to 

their officers. However, these are only basic information. In terms of expectancy, the 

academic and training institutes producing tourism and service labourers expected MRA to 

be an important opportunity to raise the level of labour preparedness for the tourism and 

service sector so that the skills and qualifications are at the ASEAN standards based on the 

MRA framework. Such development will respond to the needs in labour development for 

AEC. Therefore, MRA is an important factor in setting the strategies and developing the 

labourers in this group. Nevertheless, in so far as value is concerned, related organizations 

accepted that although MRA is an important agenda with high expectation; in practice, 

governmental organizations still have to follow the central practices. If the center does 

nothing, the regional organizations will be unable to perform anything. At present, 

operations are only at a preliminary stage.  

(2) View of Thai Tourism Labourers - As for interest, it was alarming to know that 

the majority of labourers did not know about MRA. Those who had heard about it only 

perceived that some occupations are open in the free labour market in ASEAN countries and 

they are able to transfer to work in any member country. As far as expectancy is concerned, 

most of the labourers did not expect anything from MRA; believing that the major bases of 

tourism services in ASEAN region are in Thailand. Therefore, they did not expect to work in 

other countries. However, there were some labourers who expected that MRA would help 

raising their skill level and enable them to work abroad. They also believe that MRA will be 

a tool to screen competitive labourers from abroad who want to work in Thailand. In terms 

of need, only some labourers want a relevant organization to expedite training programs and 

testing for authorization of skill certificates according to MRA qualifications. Most of the 

labourers want relevant agencies to speed up understanding among labourers concerning 

MRA. As far as value is concerned, the majority of labourers believed MRA is business 

cooperation, which is beyond their jobs and their interest as they are busy working for their 

living in this era of economic slowdown.  

In short, it was found that the organizations and institutes related to Thailand‘s 

tourism and service labour training shared nearly similar perspectives, i.e., seeing that 

MRA is beyond their concern. They believed that it is better to wait for the central policy, 

and hence, the interest, expectation, need, and value towards MRA were relatively low and 

slight. The findings correlated to a study by DusadeeAyuwat, ThanapaugeChamaratana, 

and WichianKerdsuk (2012) on the impact of the free ASEAN Economic Community on 

the labour situations in agriculture, tourism and services, and industries of the people in 

Yasothorn Province. This study showed that most of the labourers saw the ASEAN 

Economic Community as something far beyond their lives and did not have clear 

understanding of it. Many did not know nor were they certain what the free ASEAN 

Economic Community is while some had never heard about this. However, the majority of 

labourers and entrepreneurs knew that AEC will bring impact on themselves.  
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3.4 The Perception of MRA Impact of Thai Labourers 

The results of the study of the ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism 

Professionals (MRA) as the provocation of the perception of impact of Thai labourers 

showed that the level of provocation was relatively weak in certain part in terms of intensity 

and magnitude. Moreover, there were ambiguities of differences, repetition and movement. 

There was no social influence to arouse stakeholders that included organizations and 

labourers to be aware of MRA impact. It was also found that the perspectives of organizations 

and institutes related to Thai tourism and service labourers towards MRA were something far 

beyond themselves. They only had to wait for the central government‘s policy. The interest, 

expectation, need, and value of MRA were found to be low. The perceived MRA impact of 

Thai labourers can be classified into 2 categories as follows: 

(1)The Perception of Positive Impact - The majority of Thai tourism and service 

labourers perceived positive impact from MRA, especially in tourism industry development 

such that tourism business entrepreneurs would have an opportunity to employ skilled labourers 

who met the ASEAN standards according to MRA from the neighbour countries. Besides, 

they also saw that Thai labourers whose competencies are at MRA level would progress 

by working in a more developed country where there is a shortage of excellent skills of Thai 

labourers such as in Singapore and Malaysia. Nevertheless, most of the key informants who 

were labourers still believed that Thailand is still the most important labour market for the 

tourism and service sector in ASEAN. Therefore, only labourers from abroad would enter 

our market rather than Thai labourers moving away from the country. 

(2) The Perception of Negative Impact - It was found that most labourers in the 

tourism and service sector in Thailand perceived that there will certainly be negative impact 

from MRA, especially in the issue of ―being taken away of job‖ by high-potential rivals who 

can use English language well such as labourers from the Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, or 

even Myanmar. However, related organizations and institutes and labourers in the tourism and 

service sector stated that at present, even though the system accommodating MRA is still at the 

preliminary stage, foreign labourers in tourism and services both at the low level and office 

level have arrived long time ago. These labourers may not have been trained and may not have 

been tested according to MRA basis. Besides, most labourers believed that if organizations 

related to enforcing of MRA still lacked understanding of MRA and did not implement it 

intensively, the chance that Thai labourers would lose advantages would take place, with Thai 

labourers losing their jobs. If Thai labourers also lack understanding of MRA, the case of 

deception and human trafficking could arise. 

Thai labourers‘ perception of the impact from the ASEAN Mutual Recognition 

Agreement on Tourism Professionals (MRA) consisted of both the positive impact and 

negative impact. As far as tourism industry development is concerned, tourism business 

entrepreneurial venues will have the opportunity to employ standard skilled labourers from 

neighbouring countries, whose qualifications will be in accordance with MRA. In addition, 

they believed that Thai labourers having MRA competencies would have a chance to 

progress by working in more developed countries. This correlates to a study by 

KanchitPhuttakosa (2011) on Thai research scope that responds to the ASEAN Economic 

Community. He demonstrated that one vital point in preparation for AEC is development of 
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skills and knowledge so that Thai labourers will meet the standards accepted worldwide. As 

such, the study of the real needs of the labour market should be emphasized, academic and 

training curricula should be modernized to respond to the international standards, statistical 

databases should be developed on the needs of labourers of different professions in the 

private sector, the standards of Thai goods and services should be improved according to the 

international standards, and the accreditation system of Thai standards should be made more 

reliable. Likewise, a study by JuthathipKhlaithapthim (2012) suggested that both the 

governmental and private sectors in Thailand should emphasize intensive development of 

human capitals in order to build competitive competencies and potentialities of our human 

power until we are accepted in the regional and international markets. In terms of negative 

impact, the important points found include fear of having to contend for employment 

opportunities against the counterparts from neighbouring countries and lack of knowledge 

and understanding of MRA which could lead to deception and finally human trafficking. The 

results of the study correlated to a study by DusadeeAyuwat, ThanaaugeChamaratana, and 

WichianKerdsuk (2012), which showed that labourers in Yasothorn believed that the free 

ASEAN Economic Community would bring impact on business and as a result Thai 

labourers would have to compete for employment positions. 

4. Conclusionand Recommendations 

 The stimulating factors affecting Thai labourers‘ perception of impact from the 

ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism Professionals were found to be weak 

in terms of intensity and size. The difference, repetition, and movement were not evident 

since they were propelled through the campaign process towards the ASEAN Economic 

Community (AEC) and the ASEAN Community (AC), which are both ‗gigantic‘ issues. 

Additionally, there is no social influence to provoke stakeholders from organizations and 

institutes and the labourers themselves to become aware of MRA impact. It is only the 

novelty of MRA itself that might draw attention of the labourers, but this merely means 

their interest in having to work with foreigners and use English language. The perspectives 

towards MRA of related organizations and institutes and labourers in the tourism and 

service sector were found to be something beyond the scope of their lives. They would 

rather wait for and follow the central policy. Study of the interest and expectation from the 

ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism Professionals (MRA) of Thai laborers 

revealed positive and negative perception of the impact. The Thai tourism and service 

sector mostly believed that MRA would be a major part in Thai tourism industry 

development; the tourism agencies would have a chance to employ ASEAN-standard 

skilled labourers from neighbouring countries. The Thai labourers with MRA competencies 

will have a chance to progress by working in a more developed country. As regards 

negative impact from MRA, most labourers believed it would happen, especially the 

competition for employment among Thai and foreign labourers. If the organizations 

involved in MRA implementation lacks understanding and fails to implement intensively, 

the chance that Thai labourers will lose advantages and jobs will be high. Moreover, lack 

of knowledge and understanding of MRA could also lead to labourers‘ being deceived and 

as a result becoming victims of human trafficking. 
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As the research results reveal, MRA could bring positive impact in opening a 

chance for development of Thai tourism industry through employment of ASEAN-standard 

skilled labourers from neighbouring countries whose qualifications are MRA-based. In 

addition to this, there is negative impact that could happen to Thai labourers having to 

contend for their jobs against labourers from neighbouring countries. If the organizations 

regulating MRA implementation still lack understanding in this respect and do not work on 

this intensively, the chance that labourers in the tourism and service sector of Thailand 

would lose advantages will be high. Lack of understanding of MRA could also result in 

Thai labourers being deceived and becoming victims of human trafficking. The researcher 

thus recommended solutions as follows: 

(1) The organizations and institutes implementing the MRA in the area, especially 

organizations affiliated with the provincial tourism and sports should expedite the study and 

understanding of the content and process of MRA, and actively disseminate the knowledge 

among tourism agencies, labourers, and the people.  

(2) The provincial office of tourism and sports, as the principle host in implementing 

the ASEAN Mutual Recognition Agreement on Tourism Professionals  (MRA) in the areas 

should be strict in regulating MRA in order to prevent neighbouring countries‟ labourers 

taking the jobs since they accept lower wages despite their insufficient MRA qualifications. 

(3) The organizations involved with developing tourism and service skilled 

labourers and academic institutions in the areas that offer tourism and service program 

should expedite development of lecturers, teaching media, and contents to be in accordance 

with details and conditions of MRA and be ready to produce labourers for the tourism and 

service sector with MRA qualifications. 

(4) The Employment Department, Ministry of Labour, as the organization 

responsible for provision of labourers into the labour market should design an MRA 

management system that covers both Thai and foreign labourers to prevent deception and 

human trafficking.  
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Abstract 

The Research objectives were 1) to study the geography, economy and society of 

Mukdahan province and 2) to study the Impact of the Greater Mekong Subregion East-West 

Economic Corridor on Agricultural Economic Growth in Mukdahan Province.The 

secondary data were collected as data collection -gathering from the official data base. The 

data analysis following the theory of economic development which composed of 1) the 

measurement of economic level 2) the measurement of economic growth 3) Gross Provincial 

Product per capita (GPP per capita) and 4) the econometric model of time trend analysis. 

The Research results found that 1) the Mukdahan land size was 4,507 Kilometer square with 

the border of Laos People‟s Republic, the north border connected with Nakhonpanom and 

Sakolnakon Province, the south border connected with Yasothorn Province, the east border 

connected with of Laos People‟s Republic with was bordered by the Mekong river while the 

west bordered connected with Kalasin and Poiet Province. Mukdahan economy relied upon 

both agricultural and non-agricultural sector. The Mukdahan economic structure was 

comprised of 5-miam subsectors - agriculture, wholesale, detail, education, industry and 

transportation. For Mukdahan society, Mukdahan‟s population held the educational level 

ranged from primary to bachelor degree of 73,348 persons with the ration of students per 

teacher of 19:1. People was practical with Buddha of 96.80 percent. Also, they still have 

strong belief in customs and folkways for their life, and 2) the greater Mekong Subregion 

East-West Economic Corridor (GMS-EWEC) had the positive impact on the agricultural 

economic growth of Mukdahan‟s economy. This led to the continuously agricultural 

economic growth. Also, it had the positive impact on the Mukdahan‟s Gross Provincial 

Product per capita (GPP per capita) continuously. Moreover, it still had positive impact on 

the entire Mukdahan‟s Gross Provincial Product. It could be concluded that the GMS-

EWEC obviously had the positive impact on Mukdahan‟s Provincial Gross Product. 

Keywords: The Economic Corridor Project, Agricultural Economic Sector, Mukdahan 

Province.  

1. Introduction 

 The Greater Mekong Subregion East-West Economic Corridor (GMS-EWEC) is 

the 6-country cooperation project - Thailand, Myanmar, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam and 

China. It was launched in 1992 by the Asian Development Bank as the main supporter. 

The area of GMS-EWEC is about 2.3 million kilometer square which is about all area of 

Western European Continental with the population size of 250 million. The GMS-EWEC 
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is still abundant natural resources and still be the center of connectivity to the South Asia, 

East Asia, and South-East Asia ( The Division of Economic Cooperation, Department of 

International Economic, Ministry of Foreign Affair, Thailand, 2016) 

 The Greater Mekong Subregion East-West Economic Corridor (GMS-EWEC) has 

the main objectives to promote the trade expansion, industrial investment, agriculture and 

services. It is also to promote the employment and better people‘s standard of living, to 

promote and develop the technological and technological cooperation as well as the 

efficiency of natural resource use, to promote the and increase the capacity of economic 

opportunity in the global trade. During 4
th

 -5
th 

of July 2005, China had been the GMS-

EWEC conference host at Kunming led to the Kunming Declaration. This has the goal for 

embracing and enriching of GMS-WEC including the promotion of sustainable development 

which encourage the intra communication and competition among the country member of 

GMS-EWECin order to deduce the region poverty. Finally, they decided to sign the GMS 

Cross-Border Transport Agreement. The GMS-EWEC county members had the idea of the 

conservation of biological diversification conservation, the protection of ecology, forestry, 

and rivers in this region under the GMS Bio-diversity Corridor project.   

Also, they totally agree with this project among the country members included the 

topic of transportation, energy, trade, animal decease control as well as communication. 

Laos People‘s Republic held the host of GMS-EWEC concluded with the 9-discipline 

cooperation-communication and transportation, energy, trade, investment, agriculture, 

environment, tourist, and human resource development. (The Department of International 

Economic, Ministry of Foreign Affair, 2016) 

According to the master plan of Asia Development Bank (ADB), Manila, the 

Philippines, identified the 9 disciplines of GMS-EWEC project-transportation, communication, 

energy, trade, investment, environment, tourism and human resource development. Also, 

the ADB the 11 Flagship Programs which were 1) North-South Economic Corridor, 2) 

East-West Economic Corridor, 3) Southern Economic Corridor, 4) Telecommunications 

Backbone, 5) Regional Power Interconnection and Trading Arrangements, 6) Facilitating 

Cross-Border Trade andInvestment, 7) Enhancing Private SectorParticipation and 

Competitiveness, 8) Developing Human Resources and Skills Competencies, 9) Strategic 

Environment Framework, 10) Flood Control and Water Resource Management and 11) 

GMS Tourism Development. (The Asia Development Bank, 2016) 

The East-West Economic Corridor is 1 of 11 plans which had been included in the 

11 Flagship Programs and also it is very important to implement. This development project 

obviously brought the development for this region. The result of this project led to the 

linkage of Myanmar, Thailand, Laos, and the east coast of Vietnam - Mukdahan-

Savannakret - DongHous-Vae. There is the Mekong Bridge as the connectivity of two 

countries-Thailand and Laos-financial supported by the Japan Bank of International 

Cooperation (JBIC).   

The project was founded by JBIC of 4,700 million yen, contract signed of building 

process of the 3
rd

 December 2003 and finished in 2005. This connected the 9
th

 route of 

Laos People Republic and Mukdahan province, Thailand. Nowadays, they still have a bit 

maintenance. This made the connectivity of Savannakret-Mueang Pin-Dan Savan of the 
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distance of 210 kilometers financial supported by Japan International Cooperation Agency 

and Asia Development Bank. The Bridge was opened on 23 April 2004. Moreover: the 

Vietnamese government supported financially to build the route of laos broud-Dong Ha- 

Umong Hai One, and develop the deep Danong Harbor. (Asia Development Bank, 

2016.Japan Bank for International Cooperation, 2016, and the Division of Economic 

Relationship, Department of International Economic, Ministry of Foreign Affair, 2016) 

It is obviously to say that Mukdahan province, Thailand is one of the areas in the 

strategic plan of Greater Mekong Subregion East-West Economic Corridor. Moreover; 

Mukdahan province is now the connected trading point between Laos People Republic and 

Socialist Republic of Vietnam. It is known as Mukdahan is a well-known inter bordered 

trade center. Mukdahan economy has been increasingly grown since 15 years. The growth of 

Mukdahan economy had been obviously driven by the Greater Mekong Subregion East-West 

Economic Corridor (GMS-EWEC). In this research, the researcher examined the Impact of 

the GMS-EWEC on agricultural economic growth of Mukdahan economy. Mukdahan 

economy mainly relied on agricultural economic sector. Whenever Mukdahan economic 

growth resulted from GMS-EWEC would be driven the agricultural economic sector as well. 

2. Method 

Data Collection  

In this research, secondary data were collected from the governmental agencies---

The Bank of Thailand, The Office of National Economic and Social Development, Asia 

Development Bank, Japan Bank for International Cooperation, the Mukdahan Committee 

of Commerce, the Department of International Economic, Ministry of Foreign Affair, and 

The Royal Thai Government.  

The Data Analysis 

The data analysis of the Impact of Mekong Greater Subregion East-West Economic 

Corridor on agricultural economic growth of Mukdahan province following the theory of 

economic development as followed: 

1. The measurement of agricultural economic growth level of Gross Provincial 

Product (GPP)  

2. The measurement of agricultural economic growth rate by the change of Gross 

Provincial Product in the certain period of time such as 1 year, 5 years, and 10 years 

3. The ratio measurement of Gross Provincial Product per capita by certain period 

of time such as 1 year, 5 years, and 10 years 

4. The time trend analysis with time series data applying the time trend 

econometric growth model 

3. Results 

The research results following the research objectives were: 

1 To study the geography, economic and general society of Mukdahan province as 

follow: 
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3.1. Mukdahan Geography 

Mukdahan province has the total area of 4,497 square kilometer, 642 kilometers 

distant from Bangkok, the capital city of Thailand. Mekong River is a border divided 

between Mukdahan, Thailand, and Savannakret, Laos People Republic with the length of 

72 kilometers. The following border of Mukdahan was followed---Mueang Mukdahan 

opposite of Kaisorn Phomvihan, Laos,  Wann Yai opposite Chaiburi, Laos, Dontan opposite 

Chaiphutong, Laos. Mukdahan province has the area connected with the following direction--

-thenorth connected with Nakae district, Nakorn Panom province, and Toangoa distruct, 

Skolnakorn province, the south connected with Langnokkata district, Yasothorn province, 

Chanuman district, Ubonratchatani province, and Nongpok distruct, Roiet province, the 

east connected with Savannakret, Laos People Republic while Mekong river bordered, 

the west connected with Kuchinarai district, Kalasin province, and Maewadee district, 

Roiet province. 
 

 
 

Pig 1: The Map of Mukdahan Province, 2016 

Source: http://www.mukdahan.go.th/gandurntang.htm 

Mukdahan‟s Border Crossing Points 

 Mukdahan province has 2 border crossing points: 1) the provincial border crossing 

between Mueang Mukdahan and Kaison Phomvihan, Laos, opened on 20
th

 December of 

2006, 2) the 2
nd

 Thai-Laos relationship bridge which combined the land of Thailand and 

Laos at Mueang Mukdahan and 2) the traditional border crossing composed of 8 sub 

points---1) Ban Songkon, 2) Ban Wann Yai, 3) Ban Chanod, 4) Ban Bangchainoi, 5) Ban 

Sompoi, 6) Ban Bangchai yai, 7) Ban Nasrinuean, and 8) Ban Dontan.  

Mukdahan‟s Terrain 

The north and south of Mukdahan province is plateau area while the west was 

mountain range. The east of Mukdahan is the plain area and forest while there is Mekong 

River bordered between Thailand and Laos People‘s Republic of 72-kilometer range.  

Mukdahan‘s plain area is about 20 percent of the total land, it is abundant of natural 

resources. The total forest area of 953,300 rai accounted for 35.15 percent of the total land.  

http://www.mukdahan.go.th/gandurntang.htm
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3.2. Mukdahan‟s Economy 

Mukdahan‘s Gross Provincial Product of 2016 was 16,999 million Thai Bath 

increased from 2015 of 1,849 million Thai Baht accounted for 12.20 percent of the whole 

Gross Provincial Product resulting from the increasing of agricultural economic sector and 

non-agricultural sector. The Mukdahan Gross Provincial Product per capita (GPP per 

capita) was 49.416 a year. The 2016 Mukdahan economy structure was relied on 5-main 

economic subsectors which are 1) agricultural subsector worth of 1,315 Thai Baht,2) the 

wholesale and retail subsector worth of 1,173 Thai Baht, 3) the educational subsector 

worth of 704 Thai Baht, 4) the industrial subsector worth of 596 Thai Baht, and 5) the 

transportation subsector worth of 481Thai Baht accounted for 20.49, 18.27, 10.97, 9.38and 

7.50 percent respectively. The mail economic drivers of Mukdahan economy were 

agricultural economic sector which comprised of rice, tapioca, sugarcane, and rubber 

following by the trade of wholesale and retail.  

3.3. Mukdahan‟s Society 

Education, Mukdahan has 313 educational institutions classified by the regional 

education office. There is 246 primary schools depended upon the Mukdahan government 

office the 22
nd

 area of 30 schools, depended upon the Mukdahan private office of 10 

schools, depended upon the special educational office of 2 schools, depended upon the 

office of ministry of educational secretary of 8 schools, depended upon the office National 

Police Office of 1 school, depended upon the office higher education of 8 schools, 

depended upon the office of Vocational school of 3 schools, depended upon the office 

national Buddhism of 2 schools, depended upon the local government office of 3 schools. 

The total student numbers of Mukdahan province was of 73,348 students with the total 

teacher‘s number of 3,831 teachers meanwhile the ratio of student per teacher was 19:1.  

Religion Mukdahan‘s major religion has Buddhism accounted for 96.80 percent 

following by Islam and Christianity accounted for 0.2 and 3 percent respectively. There are 

349 Buddhism temples where there are 183 temples received the certificate from the office 

of national religion of Thailand, The Royal Thai Government. There is 168 temples as 

thehouses of priest, 210 of monk residents. For the Christianity, there are 9 churches while 

there are only one Muslim Church.   

Culture and Tradition, people in Mukdahan province held continuously the strong 

beliefs of the folk way tradition. The folks has their good hearts, warm and friendly 

manners, humbleness, generosity. According to the documental evident, there are 8 local 

tribes of Mukdahan known as 8-local tribe city of Mukdahan which are 1) Phu Thai tribe, 

2) Thai Yay tribe, 3) Thai Kha tribe, 4) Thai Choe tribe, 5) Thai Kalay tribe, 6) Thai Sak 

tribe. 7) Thai Kuloa tribe, and 8) Thai I-san tribe. The majority of people are Buddhism 

with the strong beliefs of tradition and continuously practice known as 12-traditional 

practices and 14-way of life. From past to present, people has the cultures conservative 

way of their life in order to promote the local tourism such as the tradition of closed-house, 

Song-Hua tradition, Khunlon tradition, Sohungpung tradition, Yoa tradition, Baysrisukhaun 

tradition, Rumtay Hau Dondan dancing, Rum Phu Thai, and Rum Pha Ya. The important 

tradition of Mukdahan is Boat competition for Buddha which is the 2-country cooperation 

between Thailand and Laos starting from 13-15 of December yearly which is a part of 

Mukdahan provincial festival.  
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Mukdahan‟s Public Health Mukdahan has both public and private health institution 

of 86 agents which are 7 public hospital, 1 private hospital and the 78 sub-district health 

promotional hospitals. The statistics of public health was composed of 1) 42 numbers of 

medicine doctors, 20 numbers of dentists, 26 numbers of pharmacists, 457 numbers of nurses 

and medical technicians, and 286 numbers of health promotion officers. The capacity of 

medical services of 600 beds for the whole numbers of Mukdahan province. The ratio of 

population per medicine doctor of 8,056:1, population per dentist of 16,918: 1, population 

per pharmacist of 13,014, population per nurse of 740:1, and population per the health 

promotion officer of 1,183: 1. For the demographic change of Mukdahan province, there are 

1) the birth rate per thousand of population of 10.61, 2) the death rate per thousand of 

population of 6.18 while the population growth rate is 0.44 percent. 

4. The Impact of Greater Mekong Subregion East-West Economic Corridor on 

Agricultural Economic Growth of Mukdahan Province 

4.1 The Impact of Greater Mekong Subregion East-West Economic Corridor on the 

level of Mukdahan‘s agricultural economic growth can be expressed as table 1 as follow:  

Table 1: the level of Agricultural Economic Sector and the Growth of Agricultural 

Economic Sector of Mukdahan Province from 1995 to 2014 
 

Year GPP Agriculture (Million)
1 

GPP Ag Economic Growth Rate (%)
2 

1995 1,117.18 

 1996 1,184.12 5.65 

1997 1,170.89 -1.13 

1998 1,301.58 10.04 

1999 1,082.50 -20.24 

2000 1,147.19 5.64 

2001 1,345.80 14.76 

2002 1,491.94 9.80 

2003 1,935.22 22.91 

2004 1,944.56 0.48 

2005 2,032.54 4.33 

2006 2,480.21 18.05 

2007 2,761.24 10.18 

2008 3,032.06 8.93 

2009 3,567.40 15.01 

2010 4,500.93 20.74 

2011 5,914.32 23.90 

2012 5,909.70 -0.08 

2013 7,768.72 23.93 

2014 6,794.78 -14.33 

Average 3019.25 8.34 

Sources:
1
GPP of Agriculture from the Bank of Thailand, 2016,  

2
Agricultural Economic Growth Rate from Calculation 
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Fig 2: The LevelAgricultural Product Value of Mukdahan Province  

from 1995 to 2014 
 

 
 

Source: Calculation 
 

Fig 3: The Gross Provincial Product of Agricultural Economic Growth Rate of 

Mukdahan Province from 1995 to 2015 
 

 
 

Source: Calculation 
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According to table 1, fig 1 and 2, the impact of Greater Mekong Subregion East-

West Economic Corridor (GMS-EWEC) on the level of Agricultural Economic Growth of 

Mukdahan province from 1995 to 2014. For the whole picture, it has been increased since 

20 years at 3,019.25 Thai Baht and the average agricultural economic growth rate of 8.34 

percent which has been resulted from GMS-WEC. 

4.2 The Forecasting of Impact of the Greater Mekong Subregion East-Wesr 

Economic Corridor (GMS-EWEC) on the Value of Agricultural Economic Sector of 

Mukdahan Province from 22014-2024  

The forecasting of Impact on GMS-EWEC on the value of agricultural economic 

sector on Mukdahan province from 2014 to 2024 by the time trend econometric growth 

model through 10, the results was expressed by table 2 as follow: 

Table 2: The Forecasting of Impact of GMS-EWEC on Value of Agricultural 

Economic Sector of Mukdahan Province from 2014 to 2024   

Year Agriculture (Million)
1 

Growth Rate (%)
2 

1995 1117.181 

 1996 1184.123 5.653 

1997 1170.893 -1.130 

1998 1301.584 10.041 

1999 1082.503 -20.238 

2000 1147.190 5.639 

2001 1345.797 14.758 

2002 1491.944 9.796 

2003 1935.216 22.906 

2004 1944.563 0.481 

2005 2032.543 4.329 

2006 2480.214 18.050 

2007 2761.239 10.177 

2008 3032.060 8.932 

2009 3567.397 15.006 

2010 4500.930 20.741 

2011 5914.322 23.898 

2012 5909.702 -0.078 

2013 7768.718 23.930 

2014 6794.775 -14.334 

2015 6319.813 -7.515 

2016 6643.210 4.868 

2017 6966.607 4.642 

2018 7290.004 4.436 

2019 7613.401 4.248 

2020 7936.798 4.075 

2021 8260.195 3.915 

2022 8583.592 3.768 

2023 8906.989 3.631 

2024 9230.386 3.504 

Average 4541.130 6.487 

Source: 
1,2 

Calculation 
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Fig 4: The Forecasting of Impact of GMS-EWEC on Value of Agricultural 

Economic Sector of Mukdahan Province from 2014 to 2024   

 

Source: Calculation 

The forecasting of Impact of GMS-EWEC on Value of Agricultural Economic 

Sector of Mukdahan Province from 2014 to 2024, with the 10 year forecasting by time 

trend econometric growth model found that the whole picture of value of agricultural 

economic sector has been still increased with the average of 4,541.13 Thai Baht and the 

economic growth rate of 6.48 percent. 

4.3 The Impact of Greater Mekong Subregion East-West Economic Corridor on 

Gross Provincial Product Per Capita which could be expressed as table 3: 

Table 3: The Value of Mukdahan Gross Provincial Product per Capita (GPP per capita) 

Year GPP per capita (Baht)
1 

Growth Rate (%)
2 

1995 19,982.53 

 1996 21,713.91 7.9736 

1997 21,278.49 -2.0463 

1998 20,740.16 -2.5956 

1999 20,475.99 -1.2902 

2000 22,388.63 8.5429 

2001 22,303.13 -0.3834 

2002 24,036.57 7.2117 

2003 26,494.64 9.2776 

2004 27,746.17 4.5106 

2005 29,045.12 4.4722 

2006 32,520.61 10.6870 

2007 33,998.40 4.3467 

2008 35,202.50 3.4205 

2009 40,080.27 12.1700 

2010 44,607.58 10.1492 

2011 54,451.86 18.0789 

2012 56,122.03 2.9760 

2013 64,239.88 12.6368 

2014 63,718.27 -0.8186 

Average 34,057.34 5.75 

Source: 
1
Gross Provincial Product from Bank of Thailand, 2016 

 
2
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Fig 4: The Value of Gross Provincial Product Per Capita (GPP per capita) 

 

 

 

Source: Bank of Thailand, 2015. 

Fig 5: The Growth Rate of Gross Provincial Product Per Capita  

 

 

Source: Calculation 

According to table 3, pig 4 and 5, the impact of GMS-EWEC on Gross Provincial 

Product has increasing with the average of GPP per capita of 3,405.34, with the average 

growth rate of GPP per capita of 5.57 percent. This indicated that the GMS-EWEC has the 

positive impact on both agricultural economic sector and the Gross Provincial Product per 

capita (GPP per capita) of Mukdahan province. It seems that Mukdahan‘s whole economy 

still has increased over time. 

In conclusion, the GMS-WEC has obviously positive impact on agricultural 

economic sector. This positive impact led to the increasing in Gross Provincial Product per 

capita (GPP per capita) as well. It could be concluded that the GMS-EWEC has the 

positive impact on Mukdahan‘s agricultural economic sector. 
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5. Discussion and Conclusion 

 According to the research results of the Impact of Greater Mekong Subregion East-

West Economic Corridor on Agricultural Economic Sector, Mukdahan province. The 

GMS-EWEC has positive impact on that of Mukdahan province. From the research results, 

it could be stated that the aims of economic development is emphasized on the growth of 

Gross Provincial Product (GPP) as a whole. It could be stated that agricultural sector still 

be the crucial part of Mukdahan‘s economy so, it could be the way to make the economic 

development not only agricultural sector but also non-agricultural sector which are the 

economy of industry and services. 
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Abstract 

The export-led-growth strategy is widely accepted as a beneficial strategy for 

developing countries with the small domestic market. The export-led-growth strategy also 

establishes a link between the economy of a developing country and the world. Similarly, 

the export brings the Thai economy into contact with the world economy. Thus, the export 

has been the basic engine of Thailand‟s economic growth over the past three decades. 

Export promotion policies were implemented and had been in effect for Thai industries, 

especially in labor-intensive industries. During the period of the export promotion policy, 

Thai GDP dramatically increased. The export accounted for a large share of GDP and 

was considered to be a principal source of economic growth. A rapidly rising growth rate 

reflected the success of the export-led growth strategy in Thailand. However, after global 

financial crisis 2008, export promotion policies had many changes, since the Thai 

economy depends so much on the export of goods and services. Exports account for about 

60-70 percent of Thailand‟s GDP. This paper describes the changes in Thailand‟s export 

promotion policies, focus on export markets, export products, exchange rate and support 

export. In addition, the impact of changes in Thailand‟s export promotion policies on 

Thailand‟s economy was examined. 

Keyword: export, export policy, Thailand 

 

1. Introduction 

The export-led-growth strategy is widely accepted as a beneficial strategy for 

developing countries with the small domestic market. The export enables firms to increase 

their profits with high returns in the international markets, to enlarge market share, and to 

have economies of scale, for instance. The export-led-growth strategy also establishes a 

link between the economy of a developing country and the world. Similarly, the export 

brings the Thai economy into contact with the world economy. This link has been 

considered as an important factor of Thailand‘s structural transformation from primary to 

secondary economic activities. An economy in transition is widely recognized through the 

pace of its economic development. 

For countries following the export-led-growth strategy, it is crucial to have a 

continual growth of export in order to sustain long-term economic growth. By doing so, 

Thailand is obliged to be competitive in the world markets. A historical background of Thai 

export identifies that the competitiveness of Thai manufacturing has derived from relatively 

low wages, and in turn, cost advantages. The cost advantages contribute to a superior 

performance in export, particularly for resourcebased and light manufacturing goods.  
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The export has been the basic engine of Thailand‘s economic growth over the past 

three decades. Before the 1970s, due to the import substitution policies, Thai 

manufacturing centered on a domestic market. However, the small domestic market 

combined with an increase in trade deficits in the early 1970s pressured Thailand‘s policy 

makers to draw attention to an export strategy. Export promotion policies were 

implemented and had been in effect for Thai industries, especially in labor-intensive 

industries. During the period of the export promotion policy, Thai GDP dramatically 

increased. The export accounted for a large share of GDP and was considered to be a 

principal source of economic growth. A rapidly rising growth rate reflected the success of 

the export-led growth strategy in Thailand. 

2. The Impact of the Global Financial Crisis on Thailand export 

Global economic crisis hit Thailand‘s economy very hard mainly through the export 

channel
1
. The impact on exports was greater than that of the 1997 crisis, since the Thai 

economy depends so much on the export of goods and services. Exports account for about 

60-70 percent of Thailand‘s GDP. In the 60s, Thailand was mainly agricultural economy. 

During the 80s and 90s, its economy has become more diversified, modernized and 

industrialized. Focus has been shifted into industrial sector, manufacturing and export. This 

has led to the expansion of the industrial sector and to increased dependence on exports. 

Thailand increased its dependence on external trade considerably during last decades. In 

1996, the total size of foreign trade to GDP was 91 percent. In 2001, it exceeded the value 

of GDP and in 2012 foreign trade reached 132 percent of GDP and in 2013 foreign trade 

share of GDP has risen substantially to 144 percent of GDP
2
. 

While watching quarterly real GDP growth rate, we find that GDP growth was 

negative from the last quarter of 2008 till the third quarter of 2009. For the whole year 

2009, real GDP decreased by 2.3 percent. Compared to the crisis of 1997-1998, decrease in 

GDP was significantly lower and shorter this time. 

The same development can be seen from the growth of export. Decrease in export 

was significant during the last quarter of 2008 and third quarter of 2009. Decline in the 

value of export was the main channel through which the economic downturn has been 

transferred to Thailand. Strong linkage between GDP of Thailand and the world GDP 

through export channel is apparent. According to Pongpattananom and Tansuwanarat 

(2010) Thailand was influenced by sales channel directly as the foreign demand for its 

products decreased and indirectly as being a part of the supply chain (aproximately 28 

percent of all exports account for parts and components for production). During 2010, 

export experienced significant growth and helped GDP to recover as well.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 Chirathivat, S. and Mallikamas, S. (2011) ―Thailand ‘s Economic Performance and Responses to the Global 

Crisis‖ in Saw Swee-Hock (ed.): Managing Economic Crisis in Southeast Asia. Saw Centre for Quantitative 

Finance and ISEAS, Singapore : 150 – 156. 
2
 Measured by (EXPORT+IMPORT)/GDP 
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Figure 1: Real GDP and export in Thailand 
 

 
 

Source: National Economic and Social Development Board and Bank of Thailand 
 

Thailand‘s economic slowdown was evident during Q4:2008- Q1:2009. Sharp 

demand contractions from the industrial economies caused Thai exports to slow down 

considerably. Thai exports were down to merely 10.7% y-o-y and 20.7% y-o-y during 

Q4:2008 and Q1:2009, respectively. The major export decline was clearly evidenced in high-

technologymanufactured products. Lower production resulted in rising unemployment and 

lower worker earnings, while falling crop and commodity prices following affected 

farm income. Such export slowdown together with fear of economic uncertainty had 

depressed both private consumption and investment quite significantly. Consequently, 

imports were brought down in line with peer domestic spending. Nonetheless, such fall 

in imports relative to exports resulted in a sizable trade surplus in 2009.  

Thai exports experienced sharp double-digit contraction during Q4:2008-Q3:2009, 

before slowly resuming positive growth in Q4:2009, partly owing to the low base effect in 

Q4:2008. Such contraction came mainly from a drop in export volume in line with poor 

trading partners‘ demand and their sluggish economic conditions while export prices 

remained stable. Such export contractions were widely observed across every export 

destination and product category: agricultural and high-technology manufactured products 

in particular. 

The major destinations of Thai exports have been the U.S., EU and Japan or G3 

markets until 2008. Following the bust of the bubble in the U.S. housing market, a sharp 

collapse of external demand, especially in the G3 markets, affected Thai exports 

significantly. Because of the weak economic conditions and low demand from these 

countries, Thailand experienced a major fall in its exports. Decline in total exports in 2009 

was 14 percent. 
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The Thai export sector which was affected the most was high-technology 

manufacturing. The contraction was experienced across most products in this group which 

reflected poor spending on consumer durables in advanced economies. Export value of 

electronic products, electrical appliances and vehicles registered significant contraction 

especially during H1:2009. Nonetheless, in Q4:2009 the export value of electronic 

products, electrical appliances, chemical products and plastic products gradually made a 

comeback to reach the precrisis level. 

3. Export policy in Thailand after the global financial crisis 

3.1. Export markets 

Collapse in demand from advanced countries forced exporters in Thailand to 

diversify their markets. The share of exports to EU decreased from 16 percent of total 

exports in 1997 to 9 percent in 2012. These markets have been replaced by ASEAN 

markets, China and the Middle East. The share of these markets increased from 28 percent 

in 1997 to almost 40 percent in 2012. The share of Thai exports to the G3 markets declined 

from an average of 48.4% of total exports during 1995-2007 to 35.9% in 2008 and 33.2% 

in 2009 as shown in Figure 3. This is replaced by new markets such as ASEAN, China and 

the Middle East. The share of Thai exports to those new markets increased from an average 

of 29.8% of total exports during 1995-2007 to 37.0% in 2008 and 37.6% in 2009. 

Considering current economic development in advanced countries, shift to Asian markets 

seems to be a step in the right direction. The decline in economic activity, investments and 

exports during the crisis, caused a drop in imports as well. The main import markets for 

Thailand are Japan, ASEAN, Middle East and China. 

Figure 2: Thailand‟s Exports by country (Unit : Millions of US Dollars) 

 

Source: BOT 

Even though the new markets are steadily expanding, Thailand could not yet 

decouple from the G3 demand as Thai exports still contribute part of the global supply 

chain, i.e., some of Thailand‘s intra-regional exports, including to China, are re-exports to 

the advanced economies. Another sector greatly affected from such sharp export 

contraction was agricultural products, which encountered a sharp decline in both volume 

and price. The contraction in price was due to poor world demand and high base effect in 

the previous year following agricultural supply shocks resulting from bad weather 

conditions in Thailand‘s major competitors. 
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After global financial crisis 2008, Thailand‘s trade integration to the world 

economy has accelerated recently through the conclusion of several bilateral FTAs. While 

the Thai economy has benefited greatly from these agreements, some researchers argue 

that the benefit could have been greater had the Thai policy makers devise a proper 

national trade policy and negotiation strategy. The rise in both market diversification and 

intra-regional trade can be partly explained by the proliferation of bilateral free trade 

agreements (FTAs) Thailand has signed over the past decade. Consequently, trading 

volume within FTA areas accounted for 52% and 59% of Thai exports and imports 

respectively. Signed FTAs in Thailand and Their Coverage Table 3 presents all FTAs in 

which Thailand has been involved since the 1990s, some of them remain under study. The 

final column in Table 3 illustrates tariff cut commitments in each FTA. Basically, there 

were 18 FTAs but only 7 FTAs have been into force. They are the ASEAN Free Trade 

Area (AFTA), Thailand - Australia FTA (TAFTA), Thailand - New Zealand FTA (TNFTA), 

Japan - Thailand Economic Partnership Agreement (JTEPA), ASEAN - China FTA, ASEAN 

- Japan FTA, and ASEAN - Korea FTA. They are all FTAs where tariff reduction covered 

about 90 percent of product lines by 2010. 

Table 1: FTAs Where Thailand Is a Signatory, from 1990 Onwards 

FTA Signed Effective Remarks 

ASEAN 
1990 2006 

Tariff reduction completed in 2010 for original 

ASEAN members; 2015 for new members.  
 

Australia  

Jul-04 Jan-05 

Australia‘s tariff reduction–83% (2005), 96.1% 

(2010), and 100% (2015)  

Thailand‘s tariff reduction–49.5% (2005), 93.3 

% (2010), and 100% (2025)  

New Zealand  

Apr-05 Jul-05 

New Zealand‘s tariff reduction–79.1 (2005), 

88.5% (2010), and 100% (2015)  

Thailand‘s tariff reduction–54.1% (2005), 

89.7% (2010), and 100% (2025)  

China  

2003 2003 

China‘s tariff reduction–60% in 2006; and 90% 

in 2010  

Thailand‘s tariff reduction–33.3% in 2009; 90% 

in 2010 and more than 90% in 2012  

India  
Oct-03 n.a. 

82 items under Early Harvest Program; the rest 

under negotiation  

Japan  

Apr-07 Nov-07 

Japan‘s tariff reduction–86.1% (2007) and 91.2 

% (2017)  

Thailand‘s tariff reduction–31.1% (2007) and 

97.6% (2017)  

Peru  
Nov-05 Dec-11 

Tariff reduction between Thailand and Peru–

50% (2011) and 70% (2015)  
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FTA Signed Effective Remarks 

Chile  
2006  

Under negotiation and expected to be 

implemented in 2014  

BIMSTEC  

Jul-10 2013 

Tariff reduction program for India, Sri Lanka, 

and Thailand–10% (2013) and 60% (2016)  

Tariff reduction program for Bangladesh, 

Bhutan, Nepal, and Myanmar–10% (2011) and 

60% (2014)  

ASEAN–Japan  

Apr-08 Jun-08 

Japan‘s tariff reduction–85.51 % in December 

2008; and 90.16% in April 2018  

Thailand‘s tariff reduction: 30.94% in June 

2009, and 86.17% in Apr 2018  

ASEAN–Korea  

Feb-09 Jan-10 

Korea‘s tariff reduction–90% (2010)  

Thailand‘s tariff reduction–83% (2010), 84% 

(2012), 89% (2016), and 90% (2017)  

ASEAN–Australia–

New Zealand FTA  

Feb-09 Jan-10 

Australia‘s tariff reduction–95.96 % in 2010; 

and 100% in 2020  

New Zealand‘s tariff reduction–90.13 % in 

2010; and 100% in 2020  

Thailand‘s tariff reduction–89.5% in 2015; and 

98.8% in 2020  

ASEAN–India  

Aug-09 Jan-10 

Tariff reduction for Thailand, Malaysia, 

Indonesia, Singapore, Brunei Darussalam, and 

India–71% in 2013; 80% in 2016  

ASEAN plus 3*  
Under negotiation 

Initiated by November 1999 in Manila (3rd 

Informal Asian Summit)  

Regional 

Comprehensive 

Economic 

Partnership (RCEP)  

Under negotiation 

Initiated by August 2006, known as ASEAN+6; 

changed to RCEP in 2011; targeted for 

implementation in 2015  

Thailand–EU  

Under negotiation 

Initiated by November 2007 under ASEAN–EU; 

shift to bilateral agreement with individual 

ASEAN members in 2009; targeted for 

implementation in 2015  

Thai–Canada  Under negotiation Initiated by March 2012  

Thai–EFTA 

(European Free 

Trade Association)  

Under negotiation 

Initiated by October 2005  

Trans–Pacific 

Partnership (TPP)  Under preparation 

The Thai Prime Minister expressed interest in 

TPP during the US President‘s visit to Thailand 

in November 2012  

Source: http://www.thaifta.com/thaifta/Home/FTAbyCountry/tabid/53/Default.aspx 
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Over the past three decades, Thailand benefited from unilateral tariff reduction and 

success of multilateral agreements in the context of the General Agreement on Tariffs and 

Trade and the World Trade Organization (WTO). The former contributed to improving 

international competitiveness and made the country attractive for exportoriented foreign 

direct investment (FDI) inflows during the mid-1980s whereas the latter created a conducive 

global environment for international trade expansion. This eventually contributed to the 

export take-offs of Thai manufacturing products and economic boom during the late 1980s 

and the first half of 1990s. It was consistent with the global pattern where unilateral and 

multilateral frameworks accounted for almost 90 percent of the global tariff reduction over 

the past three decades. 

The slowdown of WTO liberalisation negotiation resulted in a switching in political 

attention and in negotiating resources toward preferential trade agreements and bilateral 

free trade agreements in particular. It was also accelerated by a significant change in Thai 

political situation. Not until 2001 the bureaucracy was more powerful in the context of 

weak and short-lived governments. Between 2001 and 2006, Mr. Thaksin‘s Thai Rak Tha 

party came into power with a strong mandate. Riding with several supporting factors such 

as the wake of a deep recession and painful reforms following the Asian crisis, a wave of 

nationalism, and anti-IMF (International Monetary Fund) sentiment, the government took 

full charge of policy which meant subordinating the bureaucracy to its will. One of the 

government mandates is to sign FTAs as much as possible to secure preferential market 

access. It reflects the ‗CEO style‘ of Mr. Thaksin who would take decisions lightning-fast 

and expect officials to carry them out quickly and unquestionably. 

3.2. Export products 

Although until now Thailand has attracted FDI quite successfully to move up the 

global value chain and join the camp of high-income economies, particularly in export-

oriented sectors, it needs to upgrade industrial sophistication and increase domestic value 

addition in its exports. The domestic-value-added content in total gross exports declined 

overall during 1995–2011, while the gross exports-to-GDP ratio increased from 33.0% in 

1995 to 54.2% by 2011; domestic value added in gross exports during the same period 

declined from 75.7% to 61.0%. 

Figure 3: Domestic Value Added in Gross Exports, Selected Economies, 2000-2011 

(% of total exports) 

 
 

Source: OECD 
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Analyzing the disaggregated data gains more insight into the domestic-value-added 

content in exports. The different sectors by domestic value addition, showing that total 

manufacturing and transport equipment, along with basic metals and machinery equipment, 

are the major sectors responsible for this decline. This also reflects the declines in the 

country‘s comparative advantage and competitiveness in these sectors. To strengthen 

competitiveness, and sustain high and inclusive growth, Thailand needs to develop sectors 

with high value-adding activities and employmentgeneration potential. Growth and 

employment potential therefore depend on how well the country can diversify into new 

sectors and activities and move up the global value chain into high-valueadded 

manufacturing and, eventually, high-skill services sectors. 

Thailand‘s record in technology acquisition and innovation is complex and uneven. 

On the one hand, it is a leading producer of high-tech products, notably in automobiles and 

electronics. It is the 12th largest automobile producer in the world, specializing in light 

trucks, and is a leading production site for hard disk drives. The country is thus a major 

exporter of high-value goods, ranking 14th in the world (Figure 2.1). Multinational firms 

provide much of the technology for this production, which from the 1980s onward 

capitalized on Thailand‘s stable economy, lowcost workforce, and large domestic market 

to develop production clusters. 

Figure 4: Share of Global High-Tech Exports, Top 15 Economies, 2012 

 

Note: PRC = People‟s Republic of China, UK = United Kingdom, US = United States. 

Source: WB 

Within the manufacturing sector, evidence shows that Thailand has upgraded from 

exporting parts and components to higher-value final products. In the 1990s, as Thailand 

was setting up its automotive and electronics assembly industries, parts and components 

increased as a share of exports, peaking in the early 2000s. However, the share of parts and 

components started to fall again in the late 2000s as the country‘s manufacturing industry 

upgraded to higher-value final products. Thailand‘s export sophistication has been steadily 

increasing since the 1980s; however, in the mid-2000s, this increase started to taper off, 

likely due to stiffer competition from the PRC combined with a glut in demand from 

advanced economies due to the global financial crisis (Figure 5).  
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Figure 5: Sophistication of Export Baskets in Selected Countries, 1980 - 2013 

 
 

In fact, Thailand‘s export sophistication started declining from 2008 onward, 

though from 2013 it has been very slowly catching up with the China‘s again. The China‘s 

sophistication nonetheless also continued to increase in the same period, indicating that 

Thailand may have lost some ground to that country‘s lower costs of production and scale 

economies during this period. The majority of Thailand‘s exports remain technically less 

sophisticated than other middleand high-income Asian economies. Despite an increase in 

overall export sophistication, its exports are still focused on relatively less sophisticated 

manufactured goods.  

Overall, these findings suggest Thailand has gone a long way in increasing its 

technological sophistication, as indicated by its exports. In fact, its pace of structural 

transformation in technological sophistication seems even faster than that of the Republic 

of Korea. However, the data also indicate that Thailand is struggling to compete with its 

large northern neighbor, China, which still has the advantage of scale. 

3.3. Exchange rate 

After the global financial crisis, the Thai economy recovered and rebuilt its 

productive capacity, while proving resilient to numerous shocks. Thailand‘s prevailing 

growth model had relied on labour-intensive export –led growth dependent on small and 

medium-sized businesses with limited understanding of how to protect against exchange 

rate fluctuations. Against this backdrop, the Bank of Thailand (BOT) has maintained a 

managed-float exchange rate regime. The intervention framework is focused on curbing short-

term volatility and maintaining regional competitiveness, while keeping the exchange rate 

aligned with economic fundamentals in the medium and long term. However, there are 

signs that this previous export-driven growth model is in decline. 
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Figure 6: Thailand-Rates of Exchange of Commercial Banks in Bangkok Metropolis, 

(2002-present) 

(Unit : Baht / 1 Unit of Foreign Currency) 

 

Source: BOT 

Rising global competition has forced Thailand to move on to a new growth model 

based upon competitive value-added production. It is widely accepted that exchange rate 

flexibility can potentially facilitate the transition to this new reconfiguration, for while it 

is no panacea, it is one factor, among many, that supports long-term growth and stability. 

A flexible exchange rate is crucial for other determinants of long term growth: abundant 

factors of production, strong industrial policy, political stability, private sector efficiency, 

financial development and macroeconomic stability. For example, the exchange rate‘s 

role as a major price signal can support private sector efficiency by strengthening market 

incentives for adaptability and productivity. In addition, exchange rate flexibility is a key 

step for deepening and broadening foreign exchange (FX) markets, as greater incentives 

for market agents to form views and manage exchange rate risks promote market activity. 

In this changing economic context, the exchange rate management framework in 

Thailand since 2011 has moved towards allowing more flexibility in exchange rate 

movements determined by market fundamentals - an approach that supports the desired 

structural transformation of the economy. 

3.4. Support export 

In order to assist Thai exporters manage their risk exposure associated with 

international trade, such as non-payment risks from overseas buyers amid the global 

financial crisis, the Thai government provided additional capital injection of US$140 

million to the Thai Export and Import (EXIM) Bank to increase export insurance. The 

insurance facility encompasses all commercial risks incurring from buyer bankruptcy, 

buyer‘s refusal to pay or take delivery as well as political risks derived from restriction or 

prohibition of remittance of hard currency, new regulation prohibiting importation, war, 

revolution or political unrest incidents that might impede delivery of payment. In addition, 

since claim payments are transferable to lending banks, exporters can expand their export 
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credit lines by utilising EXIM Thailand‘ export credit insurance facility as additional loan 

collateral. According to the official stakeholders, the export credit insurance programme 

has helped exporters to offer more competitive payment terms to buyers in more than 200 

economies worldwide, hence helping Thai exporters to retain their export market shares. 

4. Conclusions 

In the past few decades, Thailand‘s economic development has relied heavily on 

foreign trade, Thai government policies have consistently aimed to promote liberalization 

of trade. Thus, export promotion policies had many changes after the global financial 

crisis. About the market exports, after the global financial crisis until now, bilateral 

agreements have rapidly become the new dynamics of Thailand‘s pursuit for increasing 

market access and improving competitiveness of different sectors involved. Thailand is the 

second ASEAN country, after Singapore, to actively pursue FTAs and is catching up very 

quickly in a ―competitive liberalization‖, policy objectives of Thailand‘s FTA seemed to 

be particularly geared toward keeping Thailand‘s standing in its key markets (Japan and 

the United States), strengthening trade ties with the emerging markets such as the PRC and 

India, and gaining entrance to new markets such as Australia, New Zealand, Bahrain and 

Peru. This is not to forget its ASEAN market stronghold that Thailand will continue to 

benefit and its dialogue partners as well. As for export products, it can be seen that 

Thailand‘s export structure has been fairly diversified in recent years. Together, the labor 

intensive and high technology sectors account for about 60% of total exports. However, the 

effects of fierce competition from cheaper producers, such as the People‘s Republic of 

China and Viet Nam, was already being felt prior to the crisis. In fact, intense competition 

was one factor that caused exports to decline, to be more competitive in the global market, 

Thai exporters should focus more on improving product quality rather than targeting low 

price products. R&D is anticipated to be a new strategy in helping manufacturing firms to 

recover the export performance and the competitiveness. The dynamic of globalization has 

seen the Thai economy becoming progressively open and deeply integrated to the world 

economy through both trade and financial channels. Exports, which propelled the economy 

out of recession, were boosted by sharp depreciation of the exchange rate during the first 

half of 2000s. Higher integration accelerated by a proliferation of bilateral FTAs also 

resulted in a more diversified trading pattern and the growing trend of intra-regional trade. 

However, the old export-oriented industrialization, based on relatively cheap labour is 

increasingly facing constraints from the dim prospect of the global demand, the increased 

competition from many countries catching up with Thailand, and Thailand‘s low 

technological capability. As Thailand has been in the middle-income trap for more than 20 

years since 1987, the country faces a challenge in sustaining growth and continuing to 

benefit from globalization. 
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Abstract 

Since 2016, AEC has been being a new regional free market economic institution in 

which goods, services and factors of production are freely moved among members. On 

other words, in this framework, the barriers to trade have been being less significant for 

all related agents. A single market has been establishing in parallel with the process of 

building a unified production network. AEC and two other pillars like political- security 

community and socio-cultural one would ensure the level playing field in the largest scale 

for all countries. The common basic conditions set by AEC provide the favorable 

institution to deepen the bilateral economic relationship and to a greater extent, to 

accelerate the bilateral partnership including the policy coordination between Vietnam 

and Indonesia. The paper would take advantage of the evidence- based method to analyze 

the possibilities to coordinate the policies between Vietnam and Indonesia to develop the 

economies of both countries being compatible with their great potentials. The trade and 

monetary and/or fiscal policies and others of both countries would be taken into 

consideration of the paper. The paper also would enrich the theoretical framework for 

developing the bilateral partnership in the context of AEC to that, up till now, not so many 

papers have paid attention. 
 

 Key words: AEC, Indonesia, policy coordination, Vietnam. 
 

1. Introduction  

 Policy coordination between countries has been being an emerging issue for all 

countries in the integration because it not only bases on the common economic activities but 

also on the harmonization of the differences among members in term of politics, culture and 

security. AEC is a further step of ASEAN integration in parallel with the structural change 

of the region especially the completed negotiation of TPP
24

. It sets the first tier of long-

term basement for developing the economies of all members that departs from the 

multilateral commitments. The forming these commitments, by nature, is the trust building 

among members and their realization is the problem solving process to overcome the 

obstacles to approach to the goal as soon as possible. The developing the relationship 

between Vietnam and Indonesia including the policy coordination is the further step to 

deepen the economic basement established by AEC. 

                                                           
1
ASEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 

24
Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement has completed negotiation in 5

th
 October 2015 including 12 members: 

Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru and Singapore, 

Vietnam and the United States. The official effective date of its signature is the 4
th

 February 2016.   

mailto:nguyenlang2020@gmail.com
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 So far, there have not been many researches about policy coordination between 

Vietnam and Indonesia in Vietnam although there have been some ones about AEC. In fact, 

by author‘s observation, the policy coordination between Vietnam and Indonesia has not 

been implemented as expectation of both countries except their commitments in ASEAN. 

 Departed from the issue mentioned above, the paper would focus on the policy 

coordination of both countries from two aspects. On the on hand, it tries to analyze the 

implementation of the obligations of each country in AEC as their minimum base for 

policy coordination; on the other hand, it has an attempt to suggest the possibilities to 

coordinate the specific policies of both Vietnam and Indonesia in line with the nature of 

the specific bilateral strategic partnership. Hence, the policy coordination would be 

strongly supplementary for the implementation of the commitments of both countries 

within AEC that deepens the integration of ASEAN. The external pressures in the region 

and from the globalization may be considered as the new driving forces for deepening and 

widening the policy coordination among countries.  

 To make clear the issue, the paper, in parallel with the evidence-based method, 

takes usage of the data from ASEAN secretariat, Vietnam General Statistical Office and 

other state agencies.  

2. Nature of policy cordination under AEC   

 Policy is defined as the guidelines, principles, rules, regulations or laws 

(www.voicesagainstviolence.ca) so the nature of policy coordination is based on the reality 

considered as the root of the perception of policymaker on it. The right perception constructs 

the momentum for the right actions. The policy coordination is firstly based on the 

strengthening dialogue among policymakers of related parties about formalized and 

multilateral policy guidance and neutral assessment unit. (Feride Inan, 2015). The rule-

based policies are coordinated to make spillover among related countries (Taylor, 2013). 

The policy coordination can be undertaken at the level of customs union in the process of 

integration by the bilateral or multilateral trade negotiation and policy adjustment among state 

members. (Balassa, 1961) The policy coordination makes both static and dynamic effect to all 

related countries. For static effect, there are 2 kinds of effect including the trade creation and 

trade diversion. (Balassa 1961) Trade creation brings the benefit for all countries from taking 

their comparative advantages in the free movement of goods, services and factors. Trade 

diversion brings benefit from the developing inefficient industries but takes gain from trade by 

making economies of scale. For dynamic effect, there are some kinds of effect like competition, 

trade facilitation and restructuring the economy as a whole and enterprises. The nature of 

policy coordination levies on the applying the law of comparative advantage to specific case. 

 Hence, the policy coordination can be done among members in each phase of the 

policy cycle including the rule setting by dialogue and negotiation, policy framework 

establishing, joint implementing and evaluating among related members. The policy 

coordination can be implemented in different fields like the international monetary policy 

in European Monetary Union (EMU) or trade in World Trade Organization (WTO). The 

coordination includes several forms like cooperation, commitments and harmonization in 

terms of principle, process of its building and content. To a greater extent, it also 

establishes the system of common values among stakeholders. The experience of policy 

http://www.voicesagainstviolence.ca/
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coordination in EU shows that the trade policy coordination has succeeded while the fiscal 

policy has taken failure. In other words, the mechanism for monetary policy coordination 

needs a new approach or the new pre-conditions to be made its perfection.         

The rule setting is the process of face- to -face discussion between policymakers of 

the countries to get the unified perception on the rules from different aspects. Such the 

agreed rules may be considered as the base to establish the policy framework for each field 

and the set of all related fields in a unified agreement as a whole. The most common rules 

for policy coordination under the pressure of the tendency of the trade liberalization are the 

non-discrimination, transparency and freer trade by negotiation
3
.
5
.  

At the national or state level, the policy, in the simplest meaning, is a set of measures 

issued by official authorities to manage a specific area like trade policy or monetary policy 

and they are arranged in a given order. It may be designed in the form of an international 

agreement or regulation stipulated the subjects, all of the rights and obligations of all related 

parties, and its validity, Frankly speaking, the policy coordination would construct the 

highest values of treatment among partners.   

The joint implementing and evaluating relates to designing the apparatus or the joint 

technical projects to realize the commitments, resource allocating and human training. The 

implementing policy relates to the enterprises that are the agents create the value. All of 

parties may build the steering committee from the official state agencies and other 

stakeholders to follow the implementation and evaluate the result of its performance. In 

order to evaluate the implementation of policy mainly done by community of enterprises, it 

is needed to build the criteria to measure its effectiveness and efficiency. The private sector 

plays a very important role for the implementation. For some cases, the econometric 

models have been exploited to objectively determine its positive and negative impacts on 

both sides. The evaluation results become the base to make some necessary change for the 

next period of coordination. Its framework can be illustrated in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: The policy coordination framwork 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Author 

AEC aims to build a unified regional economy including a unique network of 

production and a single market for free movement of goods, services, capital, investment and 

skilled labor of 8 professions
46

from the 1
st
 January 2016. AEC, by nature, is thecombination of 
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 AEC recognizes all of principles of trade liberalization of WTO like The Most Favored Nation (MFN) and 

National Treatment (NT). 
46

They are auditor, accountant, architecture, engineer, tour guide, dentist, nurse and doctor of medicine.   
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the trade policy and factor movement
5 7

one among member countries. According to 

Balassa‘s theory, AEC is a form of regional integration being nearly the same to the level 

of common market. The commitments between ASEAN members are the realization of 

the general rules mutually agreed by WTO members. In other words, that ASEAN-based 

connected economy has been being established fully breaks down the economic isolation 

of all of the member economies from the rest of the world although there have been 

traditional economic ties among them. Besides, the ASEAN Security Political Community and 

the ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community also strongly support the development of AEC and 

enhance the political belief and the unity in the diversity of the region. 

3. The performance of policy coordination between Indonesia and Vietnam 

 Being members of ASEAN,Vietnam and Indonesia have mutually agreed on a wide 

range of issues of policy in consistent with the characteristics of ASEAN in term of vision, 

identity and community
6

8

. Both countries have had a sound base for developing their policy 

coordination as follows: 

- Acquiring the historical relationships between the two countries after their 

independence declaration in 1950s. Their friendship and cooperation have been developed 

in different fields since then despite of the discontinuity of Vietnam‘s war and of the 

embargo levied by the US in a period of about 25 years.  

- Having the common foundation within ASEAN in terms of its general principles like 

consensus, acceptance of the UN principles and other commitments. The most common principles 

reflect the most common interest of both countries. From such the principles, both sides may 

develop new principles for further step of their coordination. 

- Changing the domestic regulations of each country towards the international rules 

or the international commitments in the framework of AEC. For example, Indonesia and 

Vietnam have carried out a wide propaganda about the Mutual Recognition Agreement 

(MRAs) to ―just in time‖ respond to the impact of MRAs by improving the societal 

awareness on it. The labor of both countries has been equipped by the professional skills to 

freely move to each other to look for their better jobs. The bilateral labor market between 

Indonesia and Vietnam, therefore, has been being developed.       

- Widening and deepening the bilateral relationship between two sides from its 

normal level to the level of strategic partnership in line with the official declaration of both 

governments in 2013. 

- Enhancing the commercial relationships between Vietnam and Indonesia in terms 

of export- import and investment in parallel with the establishment of AEC. 

Indonesia and Vietnam have some similarities in economic term such as the GDP 

per capita, export and import, and FDI per capita. Both of them may be complementary to 

each other. (Table 1) Besides, both countries have some great differences in term of the 

total land area, total population and others. 
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Factor movement provides the greater benefit than trade. 
6

8ASEAN sets the common values and one vision, one community and one identify 
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Table 1: Some economic indicators of Indonesia and Vietnam 

Country 

Total 

land area 

(km²) 

Total 

population 

(thousand) 

GDP at 

current 

price 

(US$ 

million) 

GDP per 

capita at 

current 

price (US$) 

Export 

(US$ 

million) 

Import 

(US$ 

million) 

FDI 

(US$ 

million) 

Indonesia 1,860,360 252,164.8 983,571 3,901 176,292.7 178,178.8 22,276.3 

Vietnam 330,951 90,630.0 186,224 2,055 148,091.5 145,685.6 9,200.1 

Source: ASEAN Secretariat (2014) 

 In term of global competitiveness, in 2015, the ranking of Indonesia and Vietnam is 

34 and 68. The weakest points of global competitiveness of Indonesia are labor market 

efficiency (115/147) and technological readiness (85/147) while Vietnam‘s ones are higher 

education and training (96/147), technological readiness (92/147) and financial market 

development (84/147). The weakest common point of global competitiveness of both 

countries is the technological readiness.  

In term of doing business, in 2015, Vietnam gets high ranking in dealing with 

construction permits (12/189) and getting credit (28/189) while Indonesia has high ranking 

in getting electricity (46/189) and resolving inlsolvency (77/189). (Figure 2) 

Figure 2: Doing business in Indonesia and Vietnam 

 

Source: Doing business (2015) 

For bilateral trade, investment and labor movement, Indonesia and Vietnam have 

taken advantage of the complementary flow. Some kinds of goods made in Vietnam have 

been exported to Indonesia like steel, rice, mobile and spare parts, crude oil, plastics, 

coffee…and Vietnam have imported from Indonesia paper products, chemicals and animal 

and plant oils. By 2015, the total trade revenue of both countries has exceeded US$6 

billion and FDI from Indonesia to Vietnam has stocked at US$386 million with the number 

of projects of 45 in manufacturing, lodging and restaurant, health and social service. 

Vietnam‘s enterprises have invested into Indonesia more than US$100 million in mineral 

mining, petroleum and telecommunication. Every year, the number of Indonesians 

travelling to Vietnam is around 70-80 thousand and of Vietnamese to Indonesia is around 

50-60 thousand. In additions, the number of migrants from Indonesia to Vietnam in 2013 

was 7,671 people. The 2 way increased flow of trade, investment and labor movement 

between Indonesia and Vietnam may be considered as the high effectiveness of the policy 
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coordination. The requirements of the policy of each side have been suitable with that of 

other and vise verse. Moreover, each party has already built the system to implement the 

policy designed that is the condition to launch new initiative about new forms of policy 

coordination from the national level to local one.    

The opportunities of co-operation between Indonesia and Vietnam in the fields of 

security, foods, energy and petroleum have been widely appeared for both, therefore, their 

space for policy coordination is large. The targeted trade revenue of both countries by 2018 

will be US$10 billion. 

In fact, there have been some limitations for policy coordination between Indonesia 

and Vietnam under AEC, as follows: 

- Its performance has not been compatible with their potentials. The 2 way trade 

revenue of both countries takes a very small portion in the total trade of both countries. In 

other words, all of the resources related to the trade of both countries have not been taken 

advantage in the effective way.   

- Lacking the appropriate and efficient model of policy coordination under AEC 

establishment and pressure of deepening the bilateral strategic partnership between 2 

countries. The coordination has mainly focused on the specific realization of the 

commitments of AEC. 

The reasons for such limitations can be analyzed in different aspects as follows: 

- The trade diversion has some effect on the bilateral trade relationship between 

Indonesia and Vietnam. Some free trade agreements with more favorable treatment 

belonging to the new generation of agreement like Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement 

(TPP) and European Vietnam Free Trade Agreement (EVFTA) make greater effect of trade 

diversion than that of trade creation. 

- Not fully mobilize the experts to build the model of policy coordination suitable 

with the specific bilateral relationship to enhance the connectivity between them. 

- The community of the enterprises of both countries has not concentrate their 

efforts in term of capital, technology and employment on the developing the relationship 

between them in a wide scale by the most effective way. The bilateral value chain between 

Indonesia and Vietnam has not been built in the most appropriate way. 

- The partnership between public and private sectors within country has not been 

established in the needed level to simultaneously support the policy coordination between 

two countries. 

- It seems that the advantages of ―rule by man‖ have dominated over that of ―rule 

by law‖ among members of AEC. In accordance with AEC, the mechanism for dispute 

settlement among members has not realized in the proper way to be applied to all members. 

So far, there have not has any dispute to be settled in the framework of AEC. 

4. Some recommendations to enhance policy coordination between Indonesia 

and Vietnam in 10 years to come   

In the perspective of 20 years to come, Indonesia and Vietnam have an attempt to 

realize the strategic purpose for their long-term development. Indonesia has put the 

strategic target of achieving GDP of US$1,500 billion by 2025 and Vietnam has set the 
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strategic target of basically becoming a modernization-oriented industrialization country by 

2020 with the income per capita ranging from US$3,200-3,500. The high target of strategies 

is the common base to rightly understand about the nature of the coordination between them 

in diversifies of areas. In additions, the change of the power structure in region by the 

peaceful rise of mainland China has some impacts on the relationship of both countries. 

To enhance the policy coordination between Indonesia and Vietnam within AEC to 

provide a wide space for making benefit for both, it is necessary to build some scenarios to 

be optional and the suitable solutions to be applied to both. The policy coordination 

between Indonesia and Vietnam within AEC would provide the conditions for achieving 3 

purposes at the same time. The first is to take advantage of all the commitments within 

AEC being considered as the normal playing field of the tendency of the trade 

liberalization. The second is to deepen the bilateral strategic partnership between Indonesia 

and Vietnam to mobilize the specific comparative advantages of each country. The third is 

to on the one hand, avoid the ―left behind‖ situation, on the other hand, to take 

opportunities provided by the free trade agreements of a new generation having been 

effective since 2018 specifically that have higher favorable and comprehensive 

commitments than normal treatment and more sound obligations of all members. Below 

are the three proposed scenarios that are associated with such the three purposes.   

 The first scenario is the basic one including all of the works co-operated by both 

countries orienting towards the completed implementation of all commitments of AEC by 

2020. In other words, AEC may be considered as the sticky normal standards of policy 

coordination for both countries. Both of them should make change of their own domestic 

policies to be consistent with the commitments of AEC like reducing the tariff and non-

tariff barriers, eliminating the technical barriers, accepting the rule of origin, liberalizing 

the capital market and investment, developing the small and medium enterprises, 

improving the business environment. These improvements enforce the ease of the 

connectivity and policy coordination between Indonesia and Vietnam.     

 The second scenario is the upper one comprising of the efforts to overcome all 

normal commitments of AEC and to a greater extent, to deeply develop the specific 

advantageous areas of each country. That means the core interests are common for both 

countries. The supplementary strengths and the weakest areas should be exploited to accelerate 

the trade flow and the movement of capital and labor. The coordination for policy of 

technological readiness may be the strategic choice for policymakers and enterprises or 

scientists of both sides. It is necessary to design a framework to coordinate suitable with 

different levels like government, state, province or organization in different industries.             

 The third scenario is the highest level of policy coordination that combines all of in-

depth commitments of FTAs of new generation and others. It should be built for a long term 

period of at least 10 years or more. Therefore, the comprehensive bilateral partnership 

agreement between Indonesia and Vietnam should be negotiated and signed. On the one hand, 

the agreement would take into consideration of all of the international commitments achieved 

by each side with the rest of the world on the most comprehensive setting; on the other hand, it 

would develop the new relationships between them in the specific and differentiated areas. 

Such the third one should base on the second one and all of them put strong pressures on the 

policy coordination and organizational institution for their realization.  
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 In order to implement each or all of the scenarios suggested above, it is needed to 

realize the following solutions: 

 Firstly, it is necessary to continuously improve the awareness of the policymakers 

and community of enterprises of both countries about the opportunities and challenges in 

new context of fast changed of the globalization and integration to look for the new 

measures for policy coordination. The bilateral policy dialogue, forum, conference or 

meetings between policymakers, enterprises and scientists of the countries should be 

organized regularly. 

Secondly, enhancing the tight traditional relationships between two countries is one 

of the priorities for both. The political security, socio-cultural and commercial ties should 

be maintained in the increased volume.   

Thirdly, it is to build the collective mechanism for effective policy coordination at 

different levels of policy making including the national, state and provincial ones. The trade, 

investment and labor movement should be enforced by the encouragement policy. The range 

of goods of high comparative advantage produced in one country over than that of other should 

become the subject in which the sources of investment move in. The database about the 

development potential of all industries, localities of each country should be delivered to the 

investors of other on the most appropriate ways. Besides, the joint projects to promote the trade, 

investment and labor movement between two countries should be built.             

Fourthly, it is needed to take advantage of the external pressures to realize the 

perspective of bilateral development between two countries. The unilateral action of 

mainland China in the South Chinese Sea has invaded the integrity of Vietnam‘s territory 

and disputed with other countries in the region in term of territory. So far, that China and 

ASEAN have not issued the Code of Conduct (COD) over the South China Sea has 

signaled about the uncertainty in the political security environment in the region. That is 

the momentum to enforce the policy coordination between Indonesia and Vietnam to avoid 

the uncertainty of the environment in the region. 

5. Conclusion   

 The policy coordination between the countries is a very complicated work for both 

related parties. AEC is a new framework for developing the connectivity among members 

and for building the unified economy of AEC as a whole. It also provides the close 

political security and socio-cultural commitments among countries to establish a new 

political and economic system of ASEAN. In order to realize the purpose of establishing 

AEC, it is necessary to enhance the bilateral and multilateral policy coordination including 

that of Indonesia and Vietnam.        

The policy coordination between Indonesia and Vietnam bases on, on the one hand, 

the traditional values; on the other hand, the commitments of AEC in term of trade, 

investment and labor movement. Moreover, it develops the bilateral strategic partnership 

between Indonesia and Vietnam. The process enhances the chances to take advantages of 

complementary and substitution effect between two countries, therefore, to maximize the 

benefit for both and region. 

The policy coordination can be realized in three scenarios. The first one is to 

undertake all of AEC commitments. The second one is to deeply develop the bilateral 
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strategic partnership between Indonesia and Vietnam. The third one is to combine all of the 

in-depth commitments of the FTAs of new generation. 

The solutions for policy coordination between Indonesia and Vietnam include the 

improving awareness of all stakeholders to direct their most effective actions, enhancing the 

traditional ties, building the new mechanism for coordination at different levels and taking 

advantage of the external pressures to catch up with the regional and global policy coordination. 
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Abstract 

Using the figures published by Vietnamese General Statistics Office and other 

truthful sources, this research will focus on an analysis on FDI inflows into Vietnam 

during 1988-2014 in terms of FDI registeredand implemented capital, FDI by economic 

activities, FDI by main counterparts, and FDI by regions. The results suggest that after 

over the two decades since the launch of Renovation, Vietnam has attracted a considerable 

amount of FDI capital up to around $250 billion. FDI capital poured mostly on 

Manufacturing, Construction, Real Estate sectors and on the three main regions, Red 

River Delta, Central Area and Southeast of the country. FDI capital sources come from 

Asia-Pacific region and EU zone. However, Vietnam still has some problematic factors 

that need solving such as weak infrastructure, lack of skillful labor force and policy 

instability.Some policy recommendations are also proposed to help Vietnam attract more 

FDI capital in the coming years. 

Key words: FDI, trend analysis, Vietnam 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) defines foreign direct investment (FDI) as 

―cross border investment‖ in which an investor that is ―resident in one country has control 

or a significant degree of influence on the management of an enterprise that is resident in 

another economy‖.
1 9

Foreign direct investment is ―a form of international capital 

flows‖.
2 10

Nowadays, the issue of FDI catches the attention of both national and 

international levels. This is probably due to its growing economic importance for both 

countries of origin and host countries.  

Doing business overseas plays a key role in the strategic plan of each multinational 

enterprise. In the past decades, the European market was one of the most attractive 

investment environments in the world. However, in the current years, many 

businesspersons consider the South East Asian market as a promising market for locating 

their factories. The rapid economic growth in some Asian countries, such as Japan, China, 
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See Razin, A. and E. Sadka. 2007. Foreign Direct Investment: An analysis of aggregate flows. Princeton, 

Princeton University Press: p.8. 
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the Republic of Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong SAR, Singapore etc. led to the economic 

growth in some developing countries in South East Asia through the ―flying geese‖ model. 

Consequently, South East Asian countries are now rising as a destination of investment. 

Among South East Asian countries, in the past decades,Vietnam is now becoming an 

attractive place for overseas investors with its unique competitive advantages, such as a 

cheap labor market, stably political economy,and high economic growth.
311

 

Vietnam started transforming its centrally planned economy into a market-economy 

since 1986, which is the so-called Renovation Policy (―Doi moi‖ in Vietnamese). The 

country opened ―the door‖ to the World in the early 1990s. Since the end of the U.S. 

embargo in February 1994, Vietnam has engaged successively in several regional trade 

agreements and international organizations such as ASEAN, AFTA, USBTA, ACFTA, 

AKFTA, JVEPA, WTO, and the TPP etc. Through which the country has made efforts to 

reform its investment environment. The results of the reforms demonstrated through 

administrative reforms, removal of restrictions on investment, improvement of legal 

transparency. FDI has become a significant source of funds for Vietnam. Many of 

Vietnam‘s economic indicators prove that FDIcapital has been a key to success in the 

process of industrialization-modernization and economic development. On one hand, FDI 

generates new financial and managerial, and technological resources. On the other hand, it 

increases employment and exports. Moreover, FDI may also have the linkage effect to 

domestic firms, and promote the efficiency of the economy. 

The main purpose of this research is to do a quantitative and trend analysis on 

FDI inflows into Vietnam during 1988-2014 in terms of FDI approved capital, FDI by 

economic activity, FDI by main counterparts, and FDI by region. It also points out the 

advantages and disadvantages in FDI attraction of Vietnam. This is to draw out the 

overall picture about FDI in Vietnam during the past two decades. This will havean 

important implication for the design of supporting policy for Vietnam to further 

attracting foreign capital flows. The remainder of this research is organized as follows. 

Section 2 will first give an overview about FDI inflows into Vietnam from 1988 to 2014. 

Section 3 specifies the advantages and disadvantages of FDI attraction of Vietnam. Final 

section refers to some concluding remarks and policy implications for Vietnam. 

2. AN OVERVIEWABOUT FDI INFLOWS INTO VIETNAM FROM 1988 TO 2014 

2.1. An Overview about Approved and Implemented FDI Capital in Vietnam 

from 1988 to 2014 

Figure 1 shows the overall trends of FDI inflows into Vietnam by the number of 

projects, the amount of approved and implemented capital during 1988-2014. Generally, 

both the number of newly licensed projects and registered capital soared rapidly in the first 

halfof the years, and then declined dramatically in the second half of the 1990s. FDI picked 

up in the early years of the new millennium, and then suddenly rocketed after Vietnam‘s 

accession to the WTO.  
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Adopted from http://fia.mpi.gov.vn/detail/1096/Investment-Environment-in-Vietnam in Nov. 2015. 
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Figure 1.FDI Registered and Implemented Capital in Vietnam from 1988 to 

2014 (million USD).
412

 

 Source: The General Statistics Office (GSO) of Vietnam, 2015 

Specifically, in duration of 1988-1995, Vietnam attracted 1,620 investment 

projects and 19,265.2 million USD approved capital. Implemented capital was around 

6,517.8 million USD. The first half of the 1990s considers as the ―first investment boom‖ 

period in attracting FDI of Vietnam. After the launch of Asian financial crisis, in 1997, 

FDI inflows to Vietnam reduced slightly. Although it remained a relatively closed 

economy during the 1997 Asian financial crisis, a large portion of FDI came from the 

region caused a drop of FDI flows (Nguyen, Ngoc Anh and Thang, Nguyen, 2007). The 

FDI approved capital bottomed out in 1998. In the second haft of the 1990s, there were 

1,724 investment projects with approved capital of around 26,259 million USD. 

Implemented capital was some 12,944.8 million USD. The FDI inflows started to 

rebound as countries in the region recovered after the 1997 Asian financial crisis together 

with the signing of the US-Vietnam Bilateral Trade Agreement (USBTA) in 2000. FDI 

flows have grown up steadily from 3,142.8 million USD in 2001 to 6,839.8 million USD 

in 2005. The total FDI capital flowed into Vietnam in duration of 2001-2005 was 

20,702.2 million USD. Implemented capital was about 13,852.8 million USD at the same 

period. In duration of 2007-2011, Vietnam attracted the total FDI capital of about 

143,950.3 million USD. Total implemented capital of this duration was 51,530 million 

USD. Duration of 2007-2011 referred to as the ―second investment boom‖ period of 

Vietnam due to the euphoria of Vietnam‘s accession to the WTO. After the 2008 global 

financial and economic crisis, FDI inflows into Vietnam reduced slightly then increased 

again since 2011. In the period from 2012 to 2014, Vietnam attracted 4,460 investment 
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projects with total approved capital of around 60,621.9 million USD. The implemented 

capital was about 34,046.6 million USD. 

2.2. Foreign Direct Investment in Vietnam by Economic Activityduring 1988-2014 

 Table 1 illustrates the detailed breakdown of FDI capital by economic activity, number 

of projects and their shares in Vietnam during 1988-2014. Obviously, in this duration, 

FDI inflows focused on Manufacturing and Construction (sharing 60. 56% of total 

projects and 60.46% of total approved capital) in which Manufacturing dominated the 

field covering 54% of total projects and 55.95% of total registered capital. This was 

followed by Real estate activities (sharing only 2.55% of total projects but up to 19.10% 

of total approved capital). Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing shared the minority, 2.97% 

of total projects and 1.47% of total approved capital. This has no surprise that Vietnam‘s 

economy structure dedicates towards processing-manufacturing based industries. It 

dictates in garment, textile, footwear, electronic, automobile, motorbike assembling 

using cheap labor, and industries consume large amounts of energy and materials such as 

cement, steel etc.
513

Furthermore, exports and FDI are complementary which explains 

why FDI in Vietnam is mainly concentrated on the export-oriented manufacturing sector 

using Vietnam‘s advantages.  

 What are the factors, which have induced the FDI inward to the Real estate 

activities?Firstly, Vietnam has opened its domestic service markets for foreign investors 

following the framework promised to the WTO and signed Free Trade Agreements. 

Secondly, the potential on reaping large amounts of profit has also been a factor in 

making those services attractive to overseas investors. Thirdly, the real estatemarket 

inVietnam is still very brightly potential.Vietnam‘seconomycontinues to develop with a 

high growth rate (around 7% in average over the two decades). Itsinvestment 

environment has been further improved. A considerable number of foreign experts 

working for foreign invested enterprises and Multi-National Corporations (MNCs) have 

accompanied the speed of urbanization in booming economic cities. Besides that, the 

headquartersof domestic and foreign invested enterprises tend to be 

upgradedintomodernoffices, especially in banking, financing, and insurance fields. 

Therefore, in the coming times, the demand for offices, apartmentsfor rentwill continue 

to increase. Fourthly, the real estatemarketin someAsian countrieshas almost saturated. It 

will be no longer profitable for investors.Vietnam is still in theearly stages ofthe 

urbanizationprocess. Demands for houses, offices, shopping malls, amusementparks, 

hotels, restaurants, resorts are going to increase.
6

14 However, with the current world 

economic recession, this sector will face with challenges. 
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See Nguyen Quang Thai. 2011. ―Greater competitiveness and effectiveness must result from any new 
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Table 1:Foreign Direct Investment Projects Licensed by Economic Activity 

(Accumulation of projects having effect as of December 31st, 2014) 

 

Economic Activity  
Number 

of 

projects 

In 

percent 

Total 

approved 

capital 

(Mill.$) 

In 

percent 

1. Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing  528 2.97 3721.8 1.47 

2. Mining and quarrying  87 0.49 3375.3 1.36 

3. Manufacturing  9600 54.0 141406.7 55.95 

4. Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply  98 0.55 9774.8 3.87 

5. Water supply, sewerage, waste management 

and remediation activities  
38 0.21 1348.5 0.53 

6. Construction  1166 6.56 11400.4 4.51 

7. Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor 

vehicles and motorcycles 
1383 7.78 4030.7 1.60 

8. Transportation and storage  448 2.52 3755.3 1.49 

9. Accommodation and Food service activities  371 2.09 11193.6 4.43 

10. Information and communication  1095 6.16 4124.9 1.63 

11. Financial, banking and insurance activities  82 0.46 1332.4 0.53 

12. Real estate activities  453 2.55 48279.8 19.10 

13. Professional, scientific and technical activities  1698 9.56 1797.4 0.71 

14. Administrative and support service activities  131 0.74 211.6 0.08 

15. Education and training  204 1.15 819.9 0.33 

16. Human health and social work activities  97 0.55 1754.6 0.69 

17. Arts, entertainment and recreation  148 0.83 3634.1 1.44 

18. Other service activities  141 0.79 754.1 0.30 

Total 17,768 100 252,716 100 

Source: The authors‘ calculation from figures published by Vietnamese GSO, 2016 

 Besides Manufacturing,Construction and Real estate activities, which have attracted 

large amounts of FDI capital (80%), the Agriculture, Forestry and Fishinghave been 

neglected. It means that FDI in Vietnam is quiet focused, while the Government of Vietnam 

has been inviting foreign investors in all economic sectors and areas. There have been 

around 55 countries/territories investing in the agriculture sector such as Japan, the Republic 

of Korea, and Thailand, etc. Most of the investment projects havesmall size and they lack 

sustainability. It is apparent thatpoor infrastructure in the agricultural field is a ―friction‖ 

preventing the FDI inflows. Furthermore, the high risk level due to the dependence on 

weather and climate, slow capital recovery, and the barriers in procedures of land renting 

have led foreign investors to ―shrink hands‖ when considering to invest in agriculture. 

Additionally, agricultural projects locate in rural areas with limited assistance and unskillful 

labor force. That is why overseas investors tend to invest in fields with lower risk and shorter 

timesneeded to gain capital payback such as those more typically found in animal food 

manufacturing and processing agricultural products (vegetables and fruits) serving as exports 

(according to figures on media network, these fields cover around 75% of total FDI capital in 
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agriculture sector). Attracting FDI in agriculture is meaningful for Vietnam, as FDI may take 

an important role in establishing production with large scale, enhancing the value of 

agricultural products, creating jobs, transferring new technology, and participating in the 

global value chain. What‘s more, a large amount of Vietnam‘s labor force is in rural regions. 

This suggests that the Government of Vietnam, authorities, and stakeholders should develop 

policies focusing on improving the efficiency and quality of planning for each department, 

and each product, and on creating preferential support mechanism to encourage FDI in the 

agricultural field (e.g., capital and credit, land renting, commercial promotion, development 

infrastructure, training human resources etc.).  

2.3. Foreign Direct Investment in Vietnam by Main Counterparts during 1988-2014 

 Table 2 indicates the division of FDI by main counterparts in Vietnam during 1988-

2014. Foreign investors in this duration came mostly from the Asia-Pacific region (the Republic 

of Korea, Japan, Singapore, Taiwan, British Virgin Islands, Hong Kong SAR, the USA, 

Malaysia, China, PR, etc.). These countries are the net exporters of capital and advanced 

technology. Obviously, the Republic of Korea is the biggest foreign investor in Vietnam 

accounting for 23.58% of total projects and 14.93% of total approved capital. This is followed by 

Japan (14.24% of total projects and 14.77% of total approved capital), Singapore (7.69% of total 

projects and 13.03% of total approved capital ), Taiwan (13.43% of total projects and 11.26% of 

total approved capital), British Virgin Island (3.10% of total projects and 7.12% of total approved 

capital), Hong Kong SAR (4.97% of total projects and 6.17% of total approved capital), the USA 

(4.08% of total projects and 4.35% of total approved capital), Malaysia (2.75% of total projects 

and 4.28% of total approved capital), and China, PR (6.20% of total projects and 3.16% of total 

approved capital). This is consistent with Vietnam‘s economic integration focusing on the 

dynamic Asia-Pacific region. Top 10 countries amount to around 82.19% of total licensed 

projects and 81.74% of total approved capital. 

Table 2:Foreign Direct Investment Projects Licensed by Main Counterparts               

(Accumulation of projects having effect as of December 31
st
, 2014) 

Country 
Number of 

projects 

In 

percent 

Total approved 

capital (Mill. $) (*) 
In percent 

Total 17,768 100 252,716 100 

1.The Republic of Korea 4190 23.58 37726.3 14.93 

2.Japan 2531 14.24 37334.5 14.77 

3.Singapore 1367 7.69 32936.9 13.03 

4.Taiwan 2387 13.43 28468.5 11.26 

5.British Virgin Islands 551 3.10 17990 7.12 

6.Hong Kong SAR  883 4.97 15603 6.17 

7.The United States 725 4.08 10990.2 4.35 

8.Malaysia 489 2.75 10804.7 4.28 

9.China, PR 1102 6.20 7983.9 3.16 

10.Thailand 379 2.13 6749.2 2.67 

11.Netherlands 229 1.29 6625.4 2.62 

http://www.gso.gov.vn/Modules/Doc_Download.aspx?DocID=17797
http://www.gso.gov.vn/Modules/Doc_Download.aspx?DocID=17797
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12.Cayman Islands 57 0.32 5948.5 2.35 

13.Canada 143 0.80 4995.2 1.98 

14.Samoa 122 0.69 4270.2 1.69 

15.France 426 2.40 3324.5 1.32 

16.The United Kingdom 199 1.12 3159 1.25 

17.The Russian Federation 106 0.60 1957.4 0.77 

18.Switzerland 101 0.57 1943.8 0.77 

19.Australia 326 1.83 1656 0.66 

20.Brunei 160 0.90 1624.4 0.64 

21.Luxembourg 32 0.18 1579.1 0.62 

22.Germany 247 1.39 1359.7 0.54 

23.British West Indies 7 0.04 992.2 0.39 

24.Cyprus 13 0.07 960.2 0.38 

25.Denmark 112 0.63 705.3 0.28 

26.Belgium 56 0.32 419.8 0.17 

27.Indonesia 42 0.24 386.4 0.15 
 (*)

 Including supplementary capital to licensed projects in previous years. 

Source: The author‘s calculation from figures published byVietnamese GSO, 2015 
 

2.4. Foreign Direct Investment in Vietnam by Region during 1988-2014 

Table 3: Foreign Direct Investment by Region in Vietnam during 1988-2014 

Order Region 

Number 

of 

projects 

In  

percent 

Registered 

capital (million 

USD) 

In  

percent 

1 Red River Delta 5290 29.77 63350,5 25.07 

2 
Northern midlands and 

mountain areas  
518 2.92 11742,0 4.64 

3 
North Central and Central 

coastal areas  
1086 6.11 51215,3 20.27 

4 Central Highlands  148 0.83 819,8 0.32 

5 Southeast 9692 54.55 110528,8 43.74 

6 Mekong River Delta 979 5.51 12189,1 4.82 

7 Oil and gas  55 0.31 2870,3 1.14 

Total 17,768 100 252,716 100 

Source: The author‘s calculation from figures published by Vietnamese GSO, 2015 

 Table 3 indicates the FDI inflows into Vietnam by region during 1988-2014. FDI 

inflows have passed over the provinces and cities in whole country. Ecological allocation 

of this duration was characterized by a concentration in three regions.These include big 
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cities such as Ho Chi Minh City, Ba Ria-Vung Tau, Dong Nai, Binh Duong in South East, 

and Ha Noi, Hai Phong, Hai Duong, Hung Yen, Vinh Phuc in Red River Delta, and Da 

Nang, Ha Tinh in North Central and Central coastal areas. Those three regions covered 

around 90% of both total projects and total approved capital. 

The question is Why FDI focused mostly in these regions in Vietnam. In Vietnam‘s 

development strategy, three economic regions have been set and placed the priority of 

infrastructure investment. They are the Red River Delta (surrounding North economic 

triangles Ha Noi, Hai Phong and Quang Ninh), the Central region (surrounding Da Nang), 

and the South East region (surrounding Ho Chi Minh City). As a result, these regions have 

better infrastructure in terms of road, airport, seaport, telecommunication system, fast 

economic growth, abundant of skillful labor force and input material in comparison with 

others. These regions have most all of industrial zones, export-processing zones, economic 

zones (Nomura, Thang Long, Noi Bai, Ha Noi Dai Tu, Sai Dong, Dai An, in the Red River 

Delta; Dung Quat, Chu Lai, in the Central; Tan Thuan, Tan Tao, Vietnam Singapore, Bien 

Hoa 1,2, Song Than, etc. in South East). These are also the locations of Vietnam‘s 

Universities. Ha Noi, Hai Phong, Da Nang and Ho Chi Mich City are the four largest 

Cities in Vietnam with international air ports such as Noi Bai, Tan Son Nhat, Da Nang, and 

Hai Phong, Da Nang, Sai Gon sea ports. Some previous empirical studies (e.g., Dang 

[1999], Nguyen et al. [2007] etc) have proved that uneven allocation of FDI inflows has 

been attributed to the infrastructure conditions, the quality of the labor forces, and the 

magnitude of local markets of each province. Foreign investment concentrated heavily in 

the metropolitan core regions. However, investors remained sensitive to human capital 

considerations. They committed greater capital to provinces with higher levels of literacy, 

and poorer provinces outside the core also gained is proportionately (Esiyok and Mehmet, 

2012). Thus, the policies in attracting FDI inflows of the cities/provinces in these regions 

are usually better than that of compared to the others in terms of encouraging the foreign 

investors. Notably, Lei and Chen (2011) examined the location choice behavior of 

Taiwanese firms in Vietnam and China concluding that: (i) firms with stronger 

ownership advantages prefer to invest in more developed than less developed regions; 

(ii) firms occupying favorable positions in their network prefer to invest in more 

developed than less developed regions; (iii) firms with a high degree of networking 

prefer to invest in less developed than more developed regions; (iv) firms choose to 

invest in more developed than less developed regions to gain access to a large market; 

and (v) firms with strong resource-seeking motives prefer to invest in more developed 

than less developed regions to access their resources. This is also consistent with the 

hypothesis of Paul Krugman on firm‘s behavior that firms tend to locate in big cities to 

get the larger markets and the benefit resulting from ―return to the scale‖ (larger scale 

promotes greater benefit) and motivating their ―monopolistic competition‖ due to an 

intrinsic love of variety itself.
715
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See ―Tiep can ly thuyet cua Paul Krugman ngay ong den Viet Nam‖, available at 
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3. THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF FDI ATTRACTION 

OF VIETNAM 

3.1. Advantages 

 Firstly, in terms of political economy, Vietnam has stable politics in many years. It 

is because Vietnam is a one-party state run by the Communist Party Secretary-General, 

the Prime Minister and the President. By a unique leadership party, Vietnam can 

maintain political stability more effectively than other countries in the region, such as 

Thai land, which often has political disputes. Therefore, the production or operation of 

firms may not be interrupted or affected negatively by them. 

 Secondly, in an attempt to call for more foreign investment inflows, Vietnam is 

making efforts to improve its investment climate. Before, Vietnam was a centralized 

economy but up to now, Vietnam has changed to a socialist-oriented market economy. The 

1986 open policy was an initial point of this change when the Government has opened the 

market for foreign investors. Since then, Vietnamese Government has made some positive 

changes with aims to keep up with the changing global business environment. In Vietnam, 

foreign and domestic investors are fairly treated when Government applies a unique Law 

on Investment for both of them. It is one of many reasons that United Nations Conference 

on Trade and Development (UNCTAD, 2011) ranked Vietnam among the top of the 

fifteenth attractive economies for foreign investors. Following the Vietnamese Law of 

Investment and Decree on Business registration, it has one-stop-shop in each provincial 

Departments of Planning and Investment where are authorized to handle the related issues 

of receiving, reviewing, returning the application of registered business and investment 

certification.
816

 

 Thirdly, Vietnam is located in the southeastern extremity of the Indochinese 

peninsula and occupies about 331,221 square kilometers, making it a country of diverse 

and complex natural resources. Vietnam has an inland border of 4,550km long, bordering 

China to the North, Laos and Cambodia to the West, the East Sea to the East. Since 

Vietnam is located at the centre of South East Asia, it is easily accessible to China and 

ASEAN countries. Thus, it can be a rigorous production partner for both parties. 

Particularly, Vietnam borders the East Sea in the North; therefore, the country has 

potentials to attach to the development pace of this dynamic area. This is an outstanding 

advantage in the location of Vietnam comparing to other ASEAN countries. The favorable 

position makes it easier and more convenient for Vietnam to reach the world first-class 

active trade centers. Almost all ASEAN capitals such as Singapore, Kuala Lumpur 

(Malaysia), Bangkok (Thailand), Manila (the Philippines) as well as Hong Kong, Taiwan 

can be reached by air from Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City within 3 hours. Similarly, it takes 

within 6 hours to get to Beijing, Shanghai (China), Tokyo (Japan), Seoul (Korea), Jakarta 

(Indonesia), New Delhi, Mumbai (India) by air. A direct flight to Paris (France), Frankfurt 

(Germany) and Sydney (Australia) takes about 12 hour. Vietnam situates on the lifeline 

road across Asia, from southern Singapore or western India to the southern China. The 

distance by land from Van Nam city in southern China to the sea through Vietnam is only 
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half of that to China‘s eastern coast. Adjacency to the most developed region of China 

makes Vietnam more likely to be an investment destination by investors who wish to 

diversify their investment portfolio. With such special location, Vietnam always plays 

an important role in historical development as well as in regional and international 

economic and cultural exchange. Diverse geographical structure together with midlands, 

hills, highlands and coastal lowlands are suitable for comprehensive economic zones as 

varied natural resources and industries then can well supplement each other for further 

development, which explains much of the relatively homogeneous development in all 

regions.
917

 

3.2. Disadvantages 

 

 

Notes: From a list of 15 factors, respondents were asked to select the five most 

problematic for doing business in the country and to rank them between 1 (most 

problematic) and 5. The bars in the figure show the responses weighted according to their 

rankings.  

Figure 2: The Most Problematic Factors for doing Business in Vietnam 

Source: World Economic Forum. 2010. ―The Global Competitiveness Report 2010-

2011‖, p. 346. 

Firstly, the lack of a skilled labor force and poor infrastructure in Vietnam take into 

consideration by foreign investors. Those are the ―bottle necks‖ of the economy. 

Infrastructure (airports, seaports, roads, bridges, electricity, water supply, 

telecommunication service, internet access, etc.) is very important to a country in terms of 

attracting FDI and to a company on deciding where to locate an investment, build a 
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factory, establish a regional office, etc.  How easy a country is to travel to and the 

modernity and efficiency of its air and seaports is always something a company and its 

executives need to consider. A well-developed transport and communications 

infrastructure network is a prerequisite for the access of less-developed communities to 

core economic activities and services. Effective modes of transport enable workers to the 

most suitable jobs. Economies also depend on electricity supplies that are free from 

interruptions and shortages so that businesses and factories can work unimpeded. Finally, a 

solid and extensive telecommunications network allows for a rapid and free flow of 

information, which increases overall economic efficiency by helping to ensure that 

businesses can communicate and decisions are made by economic actors taking into 

account all available relevant information, and therefore stimulates FDI inflows. 

A recent survey conducted by the Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

(VCCI, 2011) also shows that quality of labor continues to be one of the major concerns of 

foreign investors. FDI enterprises identified education and training has not improved in the 

last 2 years. On a national scale, 26% of employees of FDI enterprises have a university 

degree and 44% were trained. As for businesses, 72% of workers are likely to be able to 

read, write and understand the labor contract. In order to satisfy the quality of education 

and training, nearly 40% of FDI enterprises have had job training for their employees. 

There was the fact that only 66% of employees after training returned to work for their 

enterprises. Foreign companies have spent about 7.4% costs for labor training, while this 

ratio is 5% of domestic companies. If education and training have better quality, 

companies can cut down the costs in training. The enterprises in the manufacturing and 

financial sectors have had the highest expenses for labor training.
1018

 

Secondly, in mentioning the problematic factors for doing business in Vietnam, 

Figure 2 indicates the most problematic factors for doing business in Vietnam offered by 

WEF (2010). It is obviously that inadequate supply of infrastructure and educated 

workforce are in top five factors that are considered the most problematic factors in 

Vietnam. The others in top five are policy instability, inflation, and access to financing. 

These especially have been the weaknesses of Vietnam‘s business environment for years 

and efforts are needed to resolve them to make the country more attractive in the eyes of 

foreign investors in the near future. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RECOMENDATIONS 

 Foreigndirect investment has taken a crucial role in Vietnam‘s development process 

since the launch of Renovation in 1986. Over the past two decades, a large number of FDI 

capital flowed into the country, up to 252,716 million USD. Wherein, FDI 

capitalsfocusedon Manufacturing and Construction sectors and Real estate activities in 

tandem with a downward trend in the Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing. Vietnam‘s FDI 

capital sources came mostly from the Asia-Pacific region and European economies (net 

capital, technology exporters) probably caused by Vietnam‘s integration emphasizing in 
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the dynamic Asia-Pacific region. Geographical allocation of FDI was characterized by a 

concentration on the three main key economic regions: the Red River Delta (surrounding 

Ha Noi, Hai Phong, and Quang Ninh), the Central region (surrounding Da Nang), and the 

South East of the country (surrounding Ho Chi Minh City) owing to good infrastructure, 

abundance of skillful labor force, and large market size. However, Vietnamese investment 

environment has some issues that need solving such asthe lack of a skilled labor force, 

poor infrastructure, policy instability, inflation, corruption etc. The followings are some 

recommendations. 

 First, the Government of Vietnam should focus on perfect the infrastructure in 

terms of roads, electric, seaports, airports, water supply system on one hand. On the other 

hand, investment environment should also be further improved emphasizing on regulatory 

reform, administrative procedures reform, apparatus reform, capacity enhance for cadres 

and civil servants, and administration modernization. These are to reduce the obstacles, 

and to create a clear business environment, transparent/stable legal framework to satisfy 

foreign investor‘s requirements. Vietnam‘s FDI attraction strategy needs completing as 

well. In addition, it is time for Vietnam to seek for the better quality of capital-intensive, 

advance technology FDI projects from developed economies like the U.S., Japan, the 

Republic of Korea, and the EU economies to have sustainable development. Sustainable 

development obliges the harmonization between economic growth and environment 

protection that is quiet important for Vietnam in next decades.  

 Second, the attraction of high quality, capital-intensive, advance technology FDI 

projects requires a certain skillful labor force along with better infrastructure. Attracting 

FDI bases on abundance of cheap labor force is an advantage of Vietnam. This will no 

longer disappear hence the strategy for training a skillful labor force using various fiscal 

sources, Government‘s target, receiving intellectual and financial cooperation of 

international community, is necessary. 

 Third, using the marketing methods to polish Vietnam‘s images in international 

community will make its soft power stronger then lobby and promote the FDI inflows. 

This should be conducted not only by the Ministry of Planning and Investment, but also the 

Ministry of Culture, Sport and Tourism as well as other authorities, cities, provinces, and 

individuals.  

 Finally, as aforementioned, FDI in Vietnam located mostly in three key economic 

regions, the Red River Delta, the Central region, and the South East of the country, set in 

motion unbalance in development process. To what extent, other regions also have their 

own potentiality for attracting FDI capital, but they have been forgotten especially in 

rural/remote regions. To balance the FDI inflows between all regions, Government 

should have special/significant supporting policies for disadvantage regions. 
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Abstract 

The Vietnamese Goverment, highly concerned with the development of supporting 

industries, has created various policies and proposed a number of solutions to promote the 

sustainable development of supporting industries. “Industrial cluster”is an important policy 

tool that is widely used worldwide. International practices have illustrated that the 

development of an effective industrial cluster network will strenghthen the competitivenes of 

enterprises. However,industrial clusters have not resulted in positive impacts on the 

development of supporting industries as they were expected. Sustainable growth of supporting 

industries requires a proper policy from the government, and the Master Plan for the 

Development of Supporting Industries must be designed to meet this requirement. This article 

refers to the building of industrial cluster as a solution for the development of supporting 

industries in Vietnam. We hope that Vietnam‟s industries can play an important role in the 

economic development, based on the strategic linkage around an anchor firm, so that it form  a 

cluster. It should be the focused issue of the master plan for develoing supporting industry. 

This paper aims to clarify the importance of supporting industries in Vietnam to meet 

the mission to become an industrialized country in 2020. Obviously, Vietnam couldn‟t become 

a anchor country in industry. It shoud find out the way to join international valua chain for 

some original industries. So that, building industrial clusters can be considered as the best 

approach for Vietnam at this direction. 
 

Keywords: Supporting industry; industrial cluster; policy  

1. Liturature review 

1.1. Overview of supporting industry  

Many researchers and policy makers use the term ―supporting industries,‖ but its 

origin and original meaning are at times ambiguous. Researchers tend to define the term 

according to their subjective understanding and purpose. In fact, ―supporting industries‖ is 

a Japanese English term employed first by Japanese enterprises long before becoming an 

official term. It gained popularity in Japan in the mid-1980s when the Japanese 

government used it in its documents, as explained below, and has been widely used in Asia 

ever since. The idea of supporting industries is now routinely discussed in regional 

meetings on the development of small and medium enterprises (SMEs). 

The term "Supporting Industry‖ appeared in Japan in the 60s of the last century. The 

―Supporting Industry‖ phrase itself is directly translated from the original term in Japanese "San-

no San-gyuo", in which San-no means "Piedmont" and San-gyuo is "Industry". 
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Although the term ―supporting industries‖ is widely used in many countries, it is 

still ambiguous and without consensus in definition. Whether ―supporting industries‖ is 

understood broadly to include all industries that provide production inputs or narrowly as 

industries that provide only parts, components and tools for certain industries depends 

much on the user. 

On a practical level, the leather footwear industry needs industries which 

produce parts of footwear, processed leather, leather working machinery, and design 

services. Supporting industries of the motorbike industry supply motorbike assemblers 

with material inputs and their processing as well as services. On the other hand, 

supporting industries also refer to industries that are much broader and without a clear 

borderline. For policy formulation, the scope of supporting industries must be 

concretely and strategically specified by policy makers in a way that ensures consistency 

between definition and policy purpose. 

For instance, Thailand defines supporting industries to be enterprises that produce 

parts and components used in the final assembly processes of the automobile, machinery 

and electronic manufacturing industries (Ratana, 1999). Meanwhile, the US Department of 

Energy defines supporting industries as those that supply materials and processes 

necessary to form and fabricate products before they are marketed to end-use industries 

(2005: 1). In Vietnam‘s current context, it is hardly practical to import any existing concepts of 

supporting industries because of differences in economic conditions, development level and 

the degree of challenges that each country faces in the global economy. It is necessary for 

Vietnam to single out a definition of supporting industries that is the most appropriate for 

its own socio-economic conditions. 

The term ―supporting industries‖ currently used in East Asia originated from Japan 

in the mid-1980s. The first official document to use this term, as far as we can identify, 

was the White Paper on Economic Cooperation 1985 by the Ministry of International 

Trade and Industry (MITI)1 of Japan, where the term ―supporting industries‖ was used to 

refer to ―small and medium enterprises (SMEs) that contribute to strengthening industrial 

infrastructure in Asian countries for medium and long terms‖ (1985) or ―the SMEs that 

produce parts and components‖. The purpose of MITI at that time was to promote the 

industrialization process and the development of SMEs in ASEAN countries, especially in 

ASEAN 4 (Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, and Thailand). 

Comparingthe entireprocess ofproducing aproductwitha mountain, the supporting 

industries is like the piedmont, while assembling industry and finished production play the 

role of mountain peaks. Therefore,without stable support industries, there would not be a 

sustainable and effective assembling and finished production industries. With this vision, 

the overall industry can be seen as the combination between supporting industry and final 

assembly industry. In this, supporting industries are usually referred to as industries that 

manufacture high-quality production parts, tooling, and machinery that directly ―support‖ 

the final and sub-assembly processes. 

Regarding business organization, supporting industries consist of three types of 

firms: i) parts and machine tool suppliers located in foreign countries (called ―import‖ 

afterward), ii) the foreign parts and machine tool supplier located in the domestic market 
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(called ―foreign supplier‖ afterward), and iii) domestically-owned parts and machine tool 

suppliers (called ―domestic supplier‖ afterward), which are usually small and medium size 

enterprises (SMEs). In addition, customers of supporting industries are domestic 

assemblers, foreign assemblers located in the domestic market, and foreign assemblers 

located in foreign countries. Foreign assemblers are often multi-national corporations 

(MNCs or called ―MNC assembler‖ afterward). 

 

Source: Kenichi Ohno (2007) 

The decision No. 12/2011/QD-TTg of February 24, 2011 on development policy of 

a number of supporting industries states that: ―Supporting industry means an industry that 

manufactures materials, spare parts, details, accessories and semi-finished products 

supplying to industries that manufacture and assemble finished products for use as 

production materials or consumer goods‖. 

Eventually, supporting industry is considered as the piedmont, providing the hard 

base for the mountain and the peak which include production, industrial assembly and 

consumption. And supporting industry can develop in parallel or pioneer to form the 

development basis for key industries such as automobiles, motorcycles, electronics, 

textiles, footwear, and telecommunications. 

Vietnam adopted the term ―supporting industries‖ relatively late. In the past, 

concentration on the development of heavy industriesin the centrally-planned economy 

required a wide range of productioninputs. Vietnam underestimates the importance of 

supporting industriesbecause parts and components for finished products of such industries 

such asagricultural machines, bicycles, and automobiles were produced in-house and ina 

vertically integrated fashion. Even when the term ―supporting industries‖ wasintroduced in 

most Asian countries at the meetings of the Asian ProductivitiesOrganization (APO) and 

the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), Vietnam,which was in the early years of 

the Doi moi process, continued to pay littleattention because it was dealing with other 

urgent issues such as agriculturalrevitalization, hyperinflation, economic reform, and 

poverty alleviation. 
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When foreign investors first entered the Vietnamese market in the mid-1990s,it was 

difficult for them to find qualified local suppliers for production inputs. Foreign firmshad 

soon singled out this problem and urged the Vietnamese government to seek solutions. 

However, at the time the Vietnamese governmentwas not familiar with the concept of 

supporting industries. The problem rooted in the absence of a legal definition for 

supporting industries that  prevented any effective execution of proposed measures.  

1.2. Overview of industrial cluster  

The United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) defines 

industrial clusters as followed: ―Industrial cluster is a geographical concentration of firms, 

especially SMEs, in the same sector. They include, for example, suppliers of specialized 

inputs such as components, machinery, and services, and providers of specialized 

infrastructure; therefore, they have the similar advantages and disadvantages‖. This 

definition by UNIDO emphasizes the geographical concentration of firms with internal 

linkages, whereby cluster gains are furthered by local firm cooperation, local institutions 

and local social capital. The growing evidence on small firm clusters in developing 

countries competing in local and global markets has driven much of the policy enthusiasm 

in promoting clusters. 

Figure 2: A typical industrial cluster 

 

Source: TranKimHao(2011) 

Michael Porter (Harvard Business University) defined industrial clusters with 3 key 

elements: (1) the geographic concentration of interconnected companies and institutions in 

a particular field: (2) An array of linked industries and other entities; (3) Cooperation and 

competition among the players in the industrial cluster. 

According to definition, concept and diagram of industrial cluster, there does exist a 

close relationship between the development of industrial clusters and supporting industry. 

On one hand, the development of industrial cluster is the conditional to the development of 

supporting industry. In fact, the growth of a cluster usually brings chances to supporting 

industries. SMEs in supporting industries can access to huge markets and gain support 

from big corporation to have modern technology.  

1.3. Industrial cluster and supporting industry  

Industrial cluster is formed by the gatheringoffirms in some closely related 

industries and sectors, therefore the role of supporting industry can not be denied. The 

growth of industrial cluster also led to the development of core industries. Industrial 

clusters featured by high product volume due to concentrated production, high and stable 
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quality, jobs creation, FDI attraction…, will facilitate the domestic firms to develop their 

capacities to serve. Supporting industries will be strengthening.  

On the other hand, the development of supporting industry will facilitate the 

effective performance of the industrial clusters and enhance the competitiveness of 

enterprises in the clusters because the development of industrial clusters also significantly 

depends on the development of supporting industry. According to Mr. Patrik Gilabert, 

Vietnam is not only operating industrial zones, industrial area, but also industrial clusters. 

Industrial clusters help to realize the core competitiveness benefit thanks to the 

concentrated scale, population and urban development. 

In industrial clusters, the linkages between firms are reflected in many perspectives, 

but the most important is economic perspective. In other words, the players in industrial 

clusters provide products and services to each other. Outputs of one firm can be an input of 

others or they join together in producing a commodity or operating in one field ... Here, the 

linkage is positive and effective. They would work together to share information, jointly 

order products and trainings. The cost of shipping and environmental treatment can be 

effectively minimized. 

2. Results and Discussion 

2.1. Current development of supporting industry 

Currently,Vietnam‘s industry mainly relies on processing and assembly production 

such as textiles and footwearprocessing,footwear, assemblyof automobiles,motorcycles, 

electricandelectronicdevices...resulting inlow addedvalue and weak 

competitivenessofenterprises. The culpritin this situation is the poor development of 

supporting industry in Vietnam. 

Figure3: Import of computers, mechanic products and accessories, 2010-2012 

 

Source: Vietnam‟s Custom Department, 2012 

Supporting Industry for electronics, information technology 

Domestic investment in electronics and information technology is limited with the 

majority comes from FDI enterprises. More impotant, the product portfolio there also 

seriously imbalanced, mainly civil products. It is lacking of specialized electronic products 
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(accounting for only 10-12% of products from the industry), and most of them are using 

out of date technology, low competitiveness with most of raw materials are depended on 

foreign suppliers. 

Particularly, none of Vietnam‘s industrialmanufacturer participatesin the production 

ofelectronic materials. Themechanical engineering, electronics, information technology 

...imports almost all of raw materialsfrom Japan, South Koreaata very highprice. This 

lacking of stable and affordablesources for raw materials result in difficulties for 

enterprises when competing withforeign firms. 

Automotive Supporting Industry 

Automotive assembly production is met with high expectation due to preferable 

development policy, but the localization rate is still very low, approximately10% for 

cars because the lowmarketvolume cannotattract spare part producersto participate in 

thesupply chain. 

At the moment, the automobilemanufacturing industryofVietnamisconsidered to be 

rather weak compared to other regional countries, while Mazda,thenFordhas recently 

abandonedthe car productionprojectfrom700millionto1billionUSDin Vietnambecause they 

can not find the supply for simplecomponents like screws, wiresorplastic.Vietnam's 

automobileindustrywillface fierce challengeswhenVietnamstarts to implement the AFTA 

commitments on tariffreduction in 2018. 

Motorcycle Supporting Industry  

In Vietnam, motorcycles account for 90% of traffic vehicles. In the beginning, 

100% of the products are importedfrom abroad. At the moment, supporting industries in 

Vietnam can produceabout 70% of the components and parts, contributing 

tohighlocalizationrate ofmotorcycles manufactured inVietnam. However, thecostof parts, 

accessories from domestic productionis still high and of unstablequality. 

The current development of Vietnam‘s supporting industry can be described 

through the opinions of Mr. Keisuke Kobayashi, Project Director from office of The Japan 

External Trade Organization (JETRO) in Hanoi. ―Many Japanese enterprises with 

investment in Vietnam have difficulty in purchasing parts here. The shortage of 

Vietnamese enterprises with relevant capacity required by the Japanese enterprises and the 

lack of information on the supporting industries are major barriers in the cooperation 

between enterprises from the two countries. According to Dr. LeDang Doanh, former 

ResearchDirector of the Institutefor Central Economic Management, restrictionsinthechain 

or clusterlinkage in Vietnamaremajorbarriersthat make it difficult for Vietnamese 

enterprises to obtaina raw material supply contractforbigenterprises. 

2.2. Current development of industrial clusters 

Some sectors of Vietnam‘s economy has implemented industrial linkages and 

participated in the global value chain, but mainly due to the market imperative. For 

example, the textile industry and leatherprocessing, 20-30 % of raw materials are 

processed is within the country, while 70-80% of those are counted for overseas 

processingdue toimportedraw materials. Similarly, the localization rate of the automobile 

industry remains low, currently only about 5-10%. More than 90% of automobile parts and 
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components are imported from parent companies or foreign suppliers. In mechanics, there 

is a significant imbalance between assembly industries and spare parts and materials 

manufacture. For a number of enterprises producing spare parts and accessories, there are 

only 20-40% of materials are localized and focused on packaging, plastic parts, and 

mechanics. The remaining portions are imported from oversea. 

Vietnam's economy has integrated into the world at a deeper level. However, its growth 

pattern and industrialization process reveal weaknesses such as: cheap labor based width 

growth, capital intensive, low labor productivity, mainly processing and assembly with low 

added value. Therefore, Vietnam needs to improve its competitiveness, build up industrial 

strategy, and focus on industrial cluster performance to achieve development goals. 

In Vietnam‘s context, the ―industrial cluster‖ model is unclear with loose linkage 

between internal and external firms and low industrial contentoftheexportedproducts. At 

the beginning, mechanics supporting industrial clusters are spontaneously 

formedanddeveloped with low sustainability and dynamism, looselinkages, limited 

connection among internal and external enterprisesinclusters. Therefore, Vietnam does not 

have effective strategies and policies on formationand developmentofindustrial clusters in 

order toenhancethe sustainablecompetitivenessof the economy. Moreover, supporting 

industries, amongother key players in industrial clusters, arealso currentlyunderdeveloped 

with weak productionnetworkandlowvalue chain.  

Over the past few years, Vietnam lacks practical policies on effective development 

of industrial clusters. Activities related to industrial linkage and concentration, production 

segmentation, value chain and production network… are neglected by the government, 

business associations and industries. In the industrial development planning, location 

issues are often the primary concern while the development of industrial clusters in the 

area receives limited attention. Therefore, in the future, each industrial cluster must include 

leading firms. Supply chain and business background with the basic economic and 

production factors (human resources, technology, capital access, business environment, 

and infrastructure) should be particularly emphasized. 

3. Conclusion and recommendation  

An important goal of building industrial clusters and attaching them with the 

development of the supporting industry is to create sustainable linkages among players and 

to enhance the competitiveness of enterprises. In order to contribute to the supporting 

industry development, building of industrial cluster needs to respect following basic 

notions [8]. First, developers must ensure that industrial clusters complement each other; 

the goal is to increase the competitiveness of the enterprises in the clusters. Second, 

industrial cluster development can be achieved by various methods, depending on the 

product value chain. One possibility could be a dominant nuclear business with several 

surrounding the satellite industries; or a string of businesses in the same sector, each take 

part in a certain production or assume the role of transit for a finished product. 

The question is how to develop supporting industry through industrial cluster? What 

if industrial cluster formation does not result in expected development of supporting 

industry? In the project "Industrial Zone and Cluster Development, in association with the 

supporting industry development, production linkages and value chain formation" by the 
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Central Institute for Economic Management(2011), the authors asserted:"the development 

of industrial clusters in association with supporting industries will promote the formation 

of production linkage chain and save time for partnership searching, reduce costs, quickly 

launch more designs, new items and diversified portfolio of products "[3]. 

Figure 4: Mountain model for Industrial Development 

 

 

 

Source: Vietnam‟s Mechatronic Development Action Plan, 2011 

In principle, the Vietnamese Government encourages and creates favorable 

conditions for the formation of manufacturing focus, manufacturing and industrial clusters, 

and supporting industries, where production firms in the above mentioned areas can supply 

products to each other in the production network. 

Obviously, the basic conditions for the effective development of any cluster are the 

economic foundation with fundamentals such as human resources, technology, capital 

access, business environment and basic infrastructure. On this foundation, the linkages, 

partnership, competition, supply, consumption and production of gathering enterprises 

will be naturally and effectively formulated and developed, offering a network of 

suppliers of production inputs (goods and services) for flagship manufacturers including 

domestic and international groups or multinational corporations, who then will produce 

the finished products for final consumption. By that, the competitiveness of the industry 

cluster is improved so as they are eventually capable of participating in the higher 

segments of global value chains. 

The reality in Vietnam has indicated that 

businessenvironmentfactorshavestrongimpactson the developmentof industrial cluster 

and supporting industry. Therefore, it‘s necessary to build up industrial clusters 

according to business environmental factors. Theoretical and practical evidences proved 
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that locations with stable and attractive businessenvironmentare more lucrative 

tobusinesses andinvestors(especially foreign investors). 

Since 2005, the Vietnam Chamber ofCommerceandIndustry has collaborated with 

theproject Vietnam Competitiveness Initiative (funded by the U.S. Agency for 

International Development - USAID) to performstudies on Provincial Competitiveness 

Index (PCI), represented the voice of the private sector to support national and provincial 

reforms based on specific, measurable indicators of underperformance. The PCI provides a 

transparent, evidence-based ranking and analysis of the regulatory environment and 

economic governance in all 63 provinces. [10]. Apparently, for the majority ofenterprises 

(mainly SMEs) in supporting industry, development policy for the private sector will 

certainly create a favorable environment for businesses in supporting industries. 

Withthis approach, the province withhighPCIwill likelyattractbusinessesand 

investors. This is thebasis for theformation oftheindustrial clusters, where the sectors with 

local investmentpriorities are regarded as the key industry. The ability of local enterprises 

to work together is the success factor for industrial cluster development.  

Competition among locations promotesbusinessdynamics of players in local 

industrial clusters and creates pressure for sub sequent improvement and innovations. 

Strong local competition forces businesses to develop new products, improve existing 

ones, reduce costs and prices, developing new technologies and improving quality and 

service. Competition also encourages cooperation and mutual support among enterprises 

in the local industrial clusters. The cooperation among enterprises enhances the 

possibility of talent attraction, advanced technology application, prestige to corporate 

image, industrial clusters and their position in the market. 

Industrial cluster development allows businesses in supporting industries to 

implement vertical integration and vertical linkage strategy. This may also improves the 

business situation of highly specialized enterprises. For instance, this could be a good 

solution to increase profits, as each production stage will bring about the profit. The final 

purpose is to obtain surplus value at each production stage as well as in service stage after 

the final production. In reality, firms in supporting industries often adopt the downstream 

vertical integration strategy without taking the leading role which should be of the 

manufacturers of the final products. This strategy allows SMEs to enhance the technical 

advantages and improve their competitive position on the market. 

For a successful linkage strategy, firms in supporting industries should understand 

the important standards under which the enterprises in final production industries select the 

input suppliers or satellite businesses. Typically, the partnership or outsourcing decisions 

by enterprises in final production industry are based on the performance, efficiency and 

uncertainty level in different situations.  

Industrial cluster Development also allows firms in supporting industries to 

implement horizontally strategic alliance and cooperation. Recently, enterprises in 

industrial clusters keep developing business relationships and joint venture cooperation 

with each other in order to reduce costs and jointly make use of resources (labor, 

relations...). This strategy allows supporting firms in industrial clusters to achieve 

―economies of scale and experience‖, at the same time, increase the market coverage (in 

http://www.usaid.gov/
http://www.usaid.gov/
http://dai.com/news-publications/news/eighth-provincial-competitiveness-index-gains-wide-support-vietnam
http://dai.com/news-publications/news/eighth-provincial-competitiveness-index-gains-wide-support-vietnam
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terms of both geographical and customer segments). This strategy also facilitates 

enterprises in minimizing risks of penetrating new markets (particularly financial risk) or 

expanding business. Cooperation does not only encourage the creation of new products / 

services, but also reduce the production cost (scale advantage, cost savings on inputs...) as 

well as minimize or avoid operation risks. Finally, a joint venture between supporting 

firms in industrial cluster will establish an optimal power block to create competitive 

advantages.  
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Abstract 

In recent years, CSR has attracted great attention of the government, small and 

medium –sized enterprises (SMEs) and Multinational Companies (MNCs) in Vietnam. The 

aim of this research is to investigate the impact of external CSR on employee intrinsic 

motivation in Toyota Motor Vietnam. A mixed method known as the explanatory sequential 

design is used in this research to address key research questions. The quantitative phase is 

implemented with a survey with a sample size of 255 Toyota Vietnam employees in order to 

examine the impact of external CSR on employee intrinsic motivation. The qualitative 

phase is implemented by semi-structured interview with 12 Toyota Vietnam employees in 

order to explore the reasons of findings from quantitative phase. The findings suggest that 

customer, community and natural environment oriented external CSR have a positive 

impact on employee intrinsic motivation whereas supplier-oriented external CSR does not 

correlate with employee intrinsic motivation. Supplier-oriented CSR impacts positively on 

the relationship between customer-oriented CSR and employee intrinsic motivation. In 

contrast, it impacts negatively on the relationship between environment-oriented CSR and 

intrinsic motivation. The research contributes to fulfilling the gap in the research studies 

about the relationship between external CSR and employee internal motivation in Vietnam. 

From the practical perspective, managers can use findings from this research to prioritize 

the CSR activities in Human Resources Management.  
 

Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility, developing countries, external CSR, 

intrinsic motivationVietnam. 
 

1. Introduction 

Recently, CSR has attracted great attention of the government, small and medium-

sized enterprises (SMEs) and Multinational Companies (MNCs) in Vietnam. This can be 

seen from various events or workshops about CSR organized to improve the awareness of 

organizations about CSR, especially about external CSR related to environment, 

community, consumer and supplier (CSRVietnam 2015). External CSR in Vietnam was 

introduced by MNCs under the form of a Code of conduct or social standard requirements 

(Pham 2011a). It has received great attention from the society and organizations in 

Vietnam, especially following ecological disasters by factories since 2008 (Pham 2011b). 

There are currently many MNCs implementing external CSR practice in Vietnam such as 

Toyota. Starbucks or KFC (Bilowol and Doan 2015). However, the real driver behind the 

CSR-sustainable strategy of MNCs in Vietnam is questionable. Toyota Motor Vietnam 

Co., Ltd is established in September 1995. In 2015, Toyota Vietnam is 1 of 50 enterprises 

mailto:vanbt.aep@gmail.com
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received ―The Corporate Social Responsibility Award 2015‖ because of the CSR activities 

contributed to the Vietnamese society (ToyotaVietnam 2015). This research is motivated to 

do research about the relationship between external CSR and employee intrinsic 

motivation in Toyota Vietnam. 

In Vietnam, there are a limited number of research studies about CSR. Chapple and 

Moon (2007) and Hamm (2012) only discuss and analyse to reflect the CSR issue in 

Vietnam generally. Fukada (2008) shows challenges for Japanese Corporations in 

implementing CSR in Vietnam. The role of the Vietnamese government to improve CSR 

practice in Vietnam is discussed in research studies of Twose and Rao (2003) and Nguyen 

(2008). Le (2012) conducted a research to examine the relationship between CSR and 

employee satisfaction by using a quantitative method. This reflects a big gap in research 

studies in Vietnam about CSR, especially the relationship between CSR and employee 

motivation. This research is motivated to do by the big gap in the academic fields 

Management is a vital concern of every organizations, especially in controversial 

industries such as automobile, tobacco or fast food (Fleming and Jones 2013). The CSR 

strategy attracts managers when the perception of employees about protect environment or 

helping communities is increasing significantly (Morgeson et al. 2011; Berber et al. 2014). 

However Vietnamese enterprises seem not really to utilize CSR as a management tool 

whereas MNCs in Vietnam consider CSR as a strategy in the management (Pham 2011a; 

Bilowol and Doan 2015). From 2008, managers of Vietnamese enterprises pay attention on 

CSR through workshops and conferences about CSR implications. In particular, Mr. 

Yoshihisa Maruta, CEO of Toyota Vietnam, shows the attention on using CSR practice in 

HRM (VNEconomy 2012). This research is motivated to do by the growing attention of 

managers about the implication of CSR practice in HRM.  

The aim of this research is to investigate the impact of external CSR on internal 

employees‘ motivation in Toyota Motor Vietnam. The objectives and key research 

questions of the dissertation are presented as follows:  

(1) Does customer/supplier/community/natural environment-oriented ex-CSR 

correlate with EIM in Toyota?  

(2) Why does the customer/supplier/community/environment impact on employee 

intrinsic motivation or Why not? 

(3) What are the areas of external CSR, which facilitate employee intrinsic 

motivation enhancement and managers of Toyota Motor Vietnam should give priority? 

2. Critical literature review 

Corporate Social Responsibility concepts  

CSR has the variety of contrasting definitions, which reflects a range of practices 

(Welford 2004, 2005). Although scholars and practitioners have been trying to build a 

common definition for CSR, CSR has not one agreed upon definition (Carroll 2004a; 

Rahman 2011; Hack et al. 2014). Elkington (1999 cited by Crane et al. 2007) considered 

the triple bottom line (TBL) of sustainability with three perspectives: Social (people), 

Economic (profit) and Environmental (planet) also known as ―3Ps‖. Thus, a socially 

responsible company is an organisation with economic prosperity, social equity and 
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environment protection. CSR is accepted as a strategy for the sustainable development 

(Werther and Chandler 2011). 

In contrast to the triple bottom line of sustainability, the stakeholder theory of the 

firm approaches CSR by ―looking at various groups to which the corporation has a 

responsibility‖ (Crane and Matten 2010, p. 61). Sacconi (2006) focused on the wide range 

of stakeholders when defining CSR.  

External CSR (ex-CSR) 

This research has considered CSR as a multidimensional concept toward different 

external stakeholders. In this research, the author has focused on external CSR concept, 

which means moral activities oriented to external stakeholders such as customer, supplier, 

community, the government and environment. The government plays a significant role in 

establishing regulations and rules by which some criticisms are raised about business ethics 

or CSR (Crane and Matten 2010). The CSR practice tends to be legitimate and be impacted 

by political issues (Rotter et al. 2014). The government is one of the important 

stakeholders, so firms have responsibilities to be concerned about government‘s 

expectations (Sacconi 2007).Criticism about CSR is increasing due to the growing 

recognition of the failure of governments to address many social problems such as 

pollution or product safety (Crane et al. 2007, p.38). The external CSR of a company is 

influenced partly by laws or regulations/governments. This research does not address about 

the government-oriented external CSR in the framework and considers four external 

stakeholders: customer, supplier, community and natural environment.  

A socially responsible company is expected to offer products and services in an 

efficient, ethical and environmentally manner for customers. Customer-oriented ex-CSR 

do not only require correct and safe products but also opportunities to deliver suggestions 

and complaints for the company (Longo et al. 2005). Longo et al. (2005, p.32) mentioned 

four values to customer ―product quality, safety of customer during use of product, 

customer protection and transparency of consumer information on product‖. Supplier-

oriented External CSR means the company should encourage suppliers to improve their 

products and services through sharing the quality goals, setting high standards for suppliers 

and agreeing on the quality control procedures (Longo et al. 2005).Companies practice 

external CSR toward local communities if, for example they educate and help children and 

disabled individuals, implement donating practices or recruit socially excluded people 

(Ligeti and Oravecz 2009); stimulate employees to participate in community development 

activities or volunteer activities (Papasolomou-Doukakis et al. 2005); provide financial 

assistance to social activities through sponsoring local sports or cultural events 

(EuropeanCommission 2001). The work of El Akremi et al. (2015) suggested environment 

– oriented CSR practice are to take actions to mitigate pollution, save manufacturing 

energy and resources or to invest in renewable energy and clean technologies.  

The external CSR activities of Toyota Vietnam are classified by the TBL model 

(Elkington 1999 cited by Crane and Matten 2010) with three elements: economic, 

environmental and social (see Table 1). Table 1 shows Toyota activities supporting CSR 
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Table 1: The Triple Bottom Line of Toyota Vietnam 

Economic Environment Social 

 Develop supplier networks 

 Employ local people 

 Invest in innovation products 

or services 

 Use Eco bag campaign 

 Re-use of materials and 

waste recycling 

 Invest in the water-waste 

treatment 

 Offer scholarships 

 Organize the technical 

education programs 

 Organize sate driving 

training programs 

 

Employee Intrinsic Motivation (EIM) 

Intrinsic motivation refers to the desire to engage in work due to its interest and 

enjoyment (Deci and Ryan 2000; Grant and Berry 2011), which is known as a self-

determination theory (Gagné and Deci 2005). Prosocial motivation is also mentioned as a 

source of motivation (Lazauskaite-Zabielske et al. 2015), which comes from the desire to 

help and empathize others (Penner et al. 2005; Grant 2007), values and concerned for others 

(Korsgaard et al. 1997; De Dreu 2006) and a momentary goal used to protect and promote the 

welfare for others (Grant 2008). Hackman and Oldham (1976) and Herzberg et al. (1993) 

assume that prosocial motivation is a form of intrinsic motivation.  They explain that 

opportunities to help others are considered as intrinsic rewards that generate intrinsic 

motivation. However, Ryan and Deci (2001) and Grant (2008) highlight differences between 

prosocial and intrinsic motivations. While intrinsic motivation refers to a hedonic perspective 

with a focus on pleasure and enjoyment, prosocial motivation refers to a eudaimonic 

perspective with a focus on meaning and purpose. Ryan and Connell (1989, p.49) advocate 

that the motivator of intrinsic motivation is ―based on interest and enjoyment‖ whereas that of 

prosocial one is ―based on a desire to benefit others‖. 

Intrinsic motivation defined clearly in the self-determination theory is when people 

engage in an activity because they have a sense of enjoyment and interest (Gagné and Deci 

2005). Amabile (1993) indicates that employees are intrinsically motivated at work when 

they find self-expression, enjoyment and satisfaction. The author will draw on the self-

determination theory‗s idea as a theoretical prop to explore the employee intrinsic 

motivation. To reiterate, the present research do not endeavour to resolve the ongoing 

debate on motivation, but rather to explore the impact of external CSR on employee 

intrinsic motivation. 

The theoretical framework 

Employee is one of drivers for CSR and also one of the most important stakeholders 

(Collier and Esteban 2007). CSR is utilized as a strategy for HRM (Human Resource 

Management) in engaging and communicating with employees (Edwards and Rees 2006; 

Chung Hee and Scullion 2013). Employees are motivated and sufficiently committed when 

companies implement CSR practice (Collier and Esteban 2007; Melynyte and Ruzevicius 

2008; Preuss et al. 2009). CSR practice attracts talented employees (Turban and Greening 

1997; Greening and Turban 2000). However, Fleming and Jones (2013, p.69) argue that 

―CSR is deemed an instrumental variable that may or may not enhance employee 

performance in the managerialist sense of the term‖. The research studies of Chung Hee 

and Scullion (2013); Khan et al. (2014), Forsgren and Haskell (2015) and  Skudiene and 
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Auruskeviciene (2012) find that CSR has an impact on employee motivation. Therefore, 

the external CSR could have a positive impact on employee intrinsic motivation and the 

impact is formed in the framework. 

The relationship between customer-oriented ex-CSR and EIM 

Customer-oriented external CSR has a positive impact on employee intrinsic 

motivation(Skudiene and Auruskeviciene 2012). However, this research is limited to only 

Lithuania. Wei and Lin (2015) find that the customer-oriented CSR practice has a positive 

impact on customer loyalty though a research with 106 firms in Taiwan. The higher levels 

of customer satisfaction and loyalty lead to the significant improved financial performance 

(Keisidou et al. 2013). Furthermore, the firms‘ financial outcome drives employees‘ 

attitudes. When a firm experiences a positive change in financial performance, employees 

are more likely to be motivated and be satisfied (Johnson et al. 2009). Customer is a 

fundamental stakeholder of a company (Collier and Esteban 2007). A positive impact of 

customer-oriented CSR on employee intrinsic motivation is found in research studies of 

Forsgren and Haskell (2015) and Skudiene and Auruskeviciene (2012). A positive impact 

of customer-oriented CSR on employee intrinsic motivation is expected. Therefore, the 

first hypothesis is formed and showed in the framework (see Figure 1).   

H1: Customer-oriented external CSR positively correlates with employee intrinsic 

motivation 

The relationship between supplier-oriented ex-CSR and EIM 

Supplier-oriented external CSR has a positive impact on employee intrinsic 

motivation (Skudiene and Auruskeviciene 2012). Although there are not many academics 

journals mentioning individually about the relationship between supplier-oriented CSR and 

employee intrinsic motivation, supplier-oriented external is considered in almost journals 

about the relationship between CSR and employee motivation (Brammer et al. 2007; Preuss 

et al. 2009). A positive impact of supplier-oriented CSR on employee intrinsic motivation is 

found in research studies of Skudiene and Auruskeviciene (2012) and Khan et al. (2014). A 

positive impact of supplier-oriented CSR on employee intrinsic motivation is expected.  

Therefore, the second hypothesis is formed and showed in the framework (see Figure 1).   

H2: Supplier-oriented external CSR positively correlates with employee intrinsic 

motivation 

The relationship between community-oriented ex-CSR and EIM 

Employees tend to be more intrinsically motivated when they feel the importance of 

their work (Armstrong 2006) and see the positive impact of their work on the community 

(Heslin and Ochoa 2008). Moreover, some employees are more likely to work for socially 

responsible companies with low salary (Aguilera et al. 2007). The research of Skudiene 

and Auruskeviciene (2012) also indicates an positive impact of community-oriented 

external CSR on employee intrinsic motivation. In Toyota Vietnam, community-oriented 

external CSR contains education, traffic safety, and society and culture activities 

(ToyotaVietnam 2015). A positive impact of community-oriented CSR on employee 

intrinsic motivation is found in research studies of Skudiene and Auruskeviciene (2012) 

and Khan et al. (2014). A positive impact of community-oriented CSR on employee 
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intrinsic motivation is expected. Therefore, the third hypothesis is formed and showed in 

the framework (see Figure 1).   

H3: Community-oriented external CSR positively correlates with employee intrinsic 

motivation 

The relationship between environment-oriented ex-CSR and EIM 

The global environment issues attract the high attention of the whole society and 

some scholars find that CSR activities related natural environment have a positive impact 

on stakeholder groups, particularly employees (Nielsen and Thomsen 2011). Heikkurinen 

(2010) finds that corporate environment responsibility is enhanced employee motivation 

through a case study conducted in Scandic known as the Nordic countries‘ leading hotel 

chain with semi-structured interviews. Walker and Mercado (2015) suggest that ideas such 

as environmental responsibility, green management, and environmental systems 

management are contributed to HRM and operational practices. Furthermore, employees 

tend to want to work for the socially and environmentally responsible company (Milstein 

et al. 2003; Jamali et al. 2015). A positive impact of natural environment-oriented CSR on 

employee intrinsic motivation is found in research studies of Skudiene and Auruskeviciene 

(2012) and Khan et al. (2014). A positive impact of natural environment-oriented CSR on 

employee intrinsic motivation is expected. Therefore, the fourth hypothesis is formed and 

showed in the framework (see Figure 1).   

H4: Natural Environment - oriented external CSR positively correlates with 

employee intrinsic motivation 

 

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework of the impact of external CSR on employee 

intrinsic motivation in ToyotaVietnam. 

2. Methodology 

Quantitative and qualitative are required to address research questions. There are 

two distinct interactive phases in this research to solve the first and the second research 

questions. Because the second research question is raised from the results of the first 

research question, the explanatory sequential design (Creswell 2010) is undertaken in this 

research (see Figure 2). In the first phase, the researcher collects and analyses quantitative 
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data to check hypotheses and find what is the most important external CSR employees 

considering. The second, qualitative phase of the research designed is to attempt to explain 

the initial quantitative results.  

 

Figure 2: The explanatory sequential design 

Source: Creswell (2010), p.69 

 

3. Data analysis and Findings 

There was a sample size of 250 hard copies of the survey delivered to Toyota 

Vietnam employees and a sample size of 240 filled and returned. A Google form was 

implemented online and there were 15 responses. Thus a total sample size of 255 responses 

was implemented in the quantitative analysis.  

Pilot test 

The pilot test was implemented with 20 responses through Google form online. The 

reliability of scales was calculated using Cronbach‘s Alpha (Table 2). Supplier and 

environment oriented external CSR scale value (Su and En), and employee intrinsic 

motivation (I-M) are considered for ―excellent‖ and customer and community oriented 

external CSR (Cu and Co) are considered for ―basic research‖ (Saunders et al. 2012) 

Table 2: The Cronbach‟s Alpha of the pilot test 

Items Cu Su Co En I-M 

Cronbach's Alpha 0.805 0.907 0.808 0.900 0.870 

Descriptive statistics of the sample 

A review of the respondents‘ demographic profile is summarized in the table 3. In 

term of gender, 67.8% of all respondents are male whereas females make 32.2%. 

Regarding to respondents‘ age, almost respondents were from 20 to 39 with 62.7% aged 20 

-29 years old and 34.9 % aged 30 - 39 years old. Regarding to the educational level, there 

were 50% of respondents holding a vocational training degree, 33.7 % with a bachelor 

degree and only 2.7 % being postgraduate. Regarding to the current working department, 

the biggest part of responses was received from manufacturing factory with 78.8%. Only 

6.3 % and 10.3% of responses come from human resources and marketing/sale 

departments respectively. In term of how many years in Toyota Vietnam, most of 

respondents, that is, almost 61% indicated working one to five years in Toyota Vietnam. 

Only 6.7 % of respondents have been working less than one year whereas 15.7% of 

respondents have had five up to ten years of experiences in Toyota Vietnam.  
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics of the demographic information 

Measure Value Frequency Percentage % 

Gender Male 173 67.8 

 Female 82 32.2 

Age (years) Less than 20   

 20 to 29 160 62.7 

 30 to 39 89 34.9 

 40 to 49 6 2.4 

 More than 49 0 0 

Educational Level High school 33 12.9 

 Bachelor Degree 86 33.7 

 Postgraduate 7 2.7 

 Vocational Qualification 128 50.2 

 Others 1 0.4 

Sector Marketing/Sale Department 27 10.6 

 Human Resources Department 16 6.3 

 Manufacturing Department 201 78.8 

 Others 11 4.3 

Years in Toyota Vietnam  Less than 1 year 17 6.7 

 1 up to 5 years 156 61.2 

 5 up to 10 years 40 15.7 

 10 up to 15 years 20 7.8 

 15 up to 20 years 22 8.6 

 More than 20 years 0 0 

 

A Cronbach‟s alpha test and exploratory factor 

The Cronbach‘s alpha values and loading scores are showed in Table 4(Bryman and 

Bell 2015) suggest that a value of .7 to .8 is an acceptable value for Cronbach‘s Alpha. 

Therefore, the scale reliability of customer (0.767), supplier (0.765), community (0.770) 

and natural environment (0.743) oriented external CSR and employee intrinsic motivation 

(0.799) is acceptable. A loading score is higher than 0.5, which is considered significant 

(Field, 2013). 

When the loading factors are implemented questions 14, 20, 21, 23 removed to 

improve the reliability and loading scores. 
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Table 4: The Cronbach‟s Alpha and loading scores 

Items 
Factors 

Cu Su Co En I-M 

N7 0.806     

N6 0.797     

N9 0.757     

N8 0.709     

N11  0.844    

N10  0.785    

N12  0.758    

N13  0.675    

N17   0.768   

N18   0.759   

N16   0.702     

N19   0.695   

N15   0.687   

N22    0.782  

N25    0.762  

N26    0.754  

N24    0.729  

N29     0.844 

N27     0.799 

N28     0.777 

N30     0.751 

Reliability-Cronbach‘s Alpha 0.767 0.765 0.770 0.743 0.799 

 

Test of Hypotheses  

H1: Customer-oriented external CSR (Cu) positively correlates with employee 

intrinsic motivation (I-M). 

H2: Supplier-oriented external CSR (Su) positively correlates with employee 

intrinsic motivation (I-M). 

H3: Community-oriented external CSR (Co) positively correlates with employee 

intrinsic motivation (I-M). 

H4: Natural Environment-oriented external CSR (En) positively correlates with 

employee intrinsic motivation (I-M). 

Test 1 is used to check four above hypotheses.  

The results shown in Table 5 indicated that hypotheses 1, 3 and 4 are accepted and 

hypothesis 2 is rejected.  

H5: Supplier-oriented external CSR has a positive impact on the relationship 

between customer-oriented external CSR and employee intrinsic motivation. 
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H6: Supplier-oriented external CSR has a positive impact on the relationship 

between community-oriented external CSR and employee intrinsic motivation. 

H7: Supplier-oriented external CSR has a positive impact on the relationship 

between natural environment-oriented external CSR and employee intrinsic motivation. 

Test 2 is used to check whether supplier-oriented external CSR has an impact on the 

relationships or to test hypotheses 5, 6 and 7. The results shown in Table 5 indicated that 

hypotheses 5 are accepted and hypothesis 6 and 7 are rejected.  

H8: Gender has a positive impact on employee intrinsic motivation. 

H9: Age has a positive impact on employee intrinsic motivation. 

H10: Education level has a positive impact on employee intrinsic motivation. 

H11: Current department has a positive impact on employee intrinsic motivation. 

H12: Working time has a positive impact on employee intrinsic motivation. 

Test 3 is used to check whether age, educational level, current department and years 

in Toyota Vietnam have an impact on employee intrinsic motivation or to test hypotheses 

8, 9, 10, 11 and 12. The results shown in Table 5 indicated that hypotheses 10 are accepted 

and hypothesis 8, 9, 11 and 12 are rejected. 
 

Table 5: The results of ANOVA F-test and coefficients 

Variables Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 

 Beta Beta Beta 

Cu 0.256** 0.319** 0.288** 

S 0.064   

Co 0.183* 0.231** 0.252** 

En 0.221** 0.178* 0.184*  

S x Cu  0.133*  0.127* 

S x Co  0.103    

S x En  -0.169** -0.149* 

Gender   -0.089 

Age   -0.047 

Educational Level   0.128* 

Current Department   0.072 

Years in Toyota   -0.024 

ANOVA
a
    

df 4 5 10 

F 34.326 29.679 16.241 

Sig. .000
b
 .000

b
 .000

b
 

    

Notes: Standardized regression coefficients are presented. 

Regression coefficients are significant at: *p<0.05, **p<0.01 
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Findings 

From the links founded above, a new framework is established to describe the 

impact of external CSR on employee intrinsic motivation in Toyota Motor Vietnam. 

Customer, Environment and Community oriented external CSR have a positive impact on 

employee intrinsic motivation in Toyota Vietnam. Customer-oriented activities indicated 

stronger correlation with employee intrinsic motivation than community and natural 

environment oriented activities because beta of customer- oriented CSR (0.288) is higher 

than beta of community-oriented CSR (0.252) and natural environment-oriented CSR 

(0.184). Community-oriented external CSR has a stronger impact on employee intrinsic 

motivation than environment-oriented external CSR (0.252 > 0.184) 

Although supplier-oriented external CSR does not impact directly on employee 

intrinsic motivation, it has a positive impact on the relationship between customer-oriented 

external CSR and intrinsic motivation and a negative impact on the relationship between 

environment-oriented external CSR and intrinsic motivation. Furthermore, educational 

level has a positive impact on employee intrinsic motivation in Toyota Vietnam. 

 

Figure 3: The revised framework for the impact of external CSR on employee 

intrinsic motivation in Toyota Motor Vietnam after testing all hypotheses.  

(*) I-M= Employee Intrinsic Motivation; Cu = Customer-oriented exCSR; En = 

Natural Environment –oriented exCSR; S = Supplier – oriented exCSR; Co = Community 

–oriented exCSR; Ed = Education activities - oriented exCSR; Sa = Traffic Safety 

activities - oriented ex CSR; S-C = Society and Culture activities - oriented exCSR; E = 

Education Level  

1. Discussion and Conclusion 

The qualitative phase with interviewing twelve Toyota Vietnam employees explores 

two main themes to explain these findings from the quantitative phase: mental and material 

achievements 
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Customer – oriented external CSR and employee intrinsic motivation 

Hypothesis 1 is accepted showing that customer – oriented external CSR has a 

positive impact on employee intrinsic motivation in Toyota Vietnam. The acceptance of 

hypothesis 1 also supports for the theory of Amabile (1993), which is a product or service 

investment to keep customers‘ satisfactions correlate to intrinsic motivation.  The semi-

interviews provide some reasons why employees are motivated to work for Toyota when 

Toyota engages in customer-oriented CSR. The interview analysis shows that there are two 

themes or two directions of reasons given: (1) mental achievements and (2) material 

achievements). First, employees have a sense of satisfaction or accomplishment known as 

mental achievements when they know that their work is to help customer satisfied and they 

receive good feedbacks from customer. This explains that customer-oriented CSR is 

considered as a motivator of employees. Second, employees perceive that customer-

oriented CSR benefits to Toyota‘s financial performance and Toyota reputation, which is 

also improved by studies research of Pérez and Rodríguez del Bosque (2015) and Santoso 

and Feliana (2014). Employees express the view that when Toyota can gain higher 

financial performance, they can attain the higher salary or bonus, which are material 

achievements. In Toyota Vietnam, the perception of employees about customer-oriented 

CSR is quite positively when it is a direction of Toyota Vietnam ―Customer First‖. Besides 

employees have perceived that the higher a sense of satisfaction customer gain, the higher 

benefits employees can gain in both mental and material achievements.  

Supplier - oriented external CSR and employee intrinsic motivation 

Hypothesis 2 is rejected showing that supplier - oriented external CSR does not 

impact positively on employee intrinsic motivation in Toyota Vietnam. Employees working 

at manufacturing factory do not have any functions to communicate with suppliers and these 

employees do not keep a high education level. The supplier network plays a significant role 

in the sustainable development of an automotive company as Toyota Vietnam. Furthermore, 

Toyota have a desire to increase the localization ratio in the network of suppliers in Vietnam 

(ToyotaVietnam 2015). The support for suppliers is considered as a vital strategy for mutual 

benefits in the long term for manufacturing companies as Toyota Vietnam. However, this 

might still not be delivered to employees in the manufacturing sector. This could explain 

why there is no correlation between supplier-oriented external CSR and employee intrinsic 

motivation in this sample of employees in Toyota Vietnam. 

Community - oriented external CSR and employee intrinsic motivation 

Hypothesis 3 is accepted showing that community - oriented external CSR has a 

positive impact on employee intrinsic motivation in Toyota Vietnam. This is supported by 

interviewees with Toyota‘s employees. They express their concerns about the Vietnamese 

community. They feel proud of Toyota when Toyota contributes to the Vietnamese 

community that can be seen as mental achievement for employees. This motivates Toyota 

employees to work harder when they also want to contribute to Vietnamese society and 

help others. Working for the aim of helping others is considered by researchers as a 

prosocial motivation (Ryan and Deci 2001; Grant 2008) not intrinsic motivation. However, 

employees said that they gain a sense of enjoyment when they see Toyota CSR activities 

toward the Vietnamese community.  
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Interviews also support the theory about the reputation‘s improvement through 

implementing CSR (Pérez 2015). 41% of responses from Toyota employees consider the 

improvement of reputation as a main reason to engage in CSR. However, they also perceive 

community-oriented CSR as a form of PR. Kim and Reber (2008) argue that it is difficult to 

make clear the difference between PR and CSR because it depends on individual 

organizations‘ perceptions and different situations. CSR can be seen as a way to implement 

PR (Frankental 2001). Although the relationship between CSR and PR is complex (Benn et 

al. 2010), they have ―a common use of stakeholder knowledge, awareness of organisational 

social responsibility and the ability to strengthen stakeholder relationships through effective 

communication‖ (Benn et al. 2010,  p.407). The reason for the positive impact of 

community-oriented external CSR and employee intrinsic motivation in Toyota Vietnam 

could be the mental achievements and benefits companies receive. 

Natural environment - oriented external CSR and employee intrinsic motivation  

Hypothesis 4 is accepted showing that natural environment – oriented external CSR 

has a positive impact on employee intrinsic motivation in Toyota Vietnam. There are still 

two directions (mental achievements and material achievements) given by interview data 

to explain why natural environment-oriented CSR impacts positively on employee intrinsic 

motivation. Interview data also supports for results of studies about benefits of CSR: to 

have positive impact on financial performance (Santoso and Feliana 2014); to improve the 

corporate reputation (Pérez 2015);  to keep customers loyal (Pérez and Rodríguez del 

Bosque 2015) and to help companies gain a competitive advantage (Martinuzzi and 

Krumay 2013). Employees know about the benefits Toyota can gain when implementing 

CSR activities. They also think that when companies gain benefits, employees also gain 

benefits such as an increase in the salary. The perception of employees about environment 

protection is increasing and they also know that their works contribute to air pollution. 

Therefore they want the company to take actions to protect the environment. This helps to 

enjoy working for a company with environmental–oriented external CSR.  

The aim of this research is to investigate the impact of external CSR on employee 

intrinsic motivation. Customer, environment and community oriented external CSR have a 

positive impact on employee intrinsic motivation in Toyota Vietnam. Customer-oriented 

activities indicated a slightly stronger correlation with employee intrinsic motivation than 

community and natural environment oriented activities. Although the awareness of 

employees about community and environment is increasing and they want to contribute, 

they also think that CSR activities would not keep them satisfied or motivated without the 

good policy about salary or their working environment. This can be explained why 

customer-oriented CSR indicated stronger correlation with employee intrinsic motivation 

than community and natural environment oriented CSR. Although supplier-oriented 

external CSR does not impact directly on employee intrinsic motivation, it has a positive 

impact on the relationship between customer-oriented external CSR and intrinsic 

motivation and a negative impact on the relationship between environment-oriented 

external CSR and intrinsic motivation. Furthermore, educational level has a positive 

impact on employee intrinsic motivation in Toyota Vietnam. Higher education levels lead 

to higher employee intrinsic motivation. 
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These findings could have practical contributions to HRM in Toyota Vietnam 

particularly and in the manufacturing industry or companies in Vietnam generally. Toyota 

executives could use this finding in order to address practical dilemma by giving the 

priority to customer-oriented CSR practice such as check the quality of products and 

services provided to customers, respects comments to customers and invest in innovations 

which are to the advantage of customers; taking actions to improve the perception of 

employees about activity toward the community Toyota do well; encouraging employees 

involve in external CSR activities, especially toward the community and the natural 

environment and; providing more workshops to deliver the necessary information related 

Toyota suppliers for employees. 
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Abstract 

This research has aim to develop the standard food recipes by utilizing the Rice 

Berry rice as the key ingredient under the context of communities of Uttaradit province in 

Thailand. By using main food raw material in Uttaradit.  Which is processed by selecting 

the potential raw materials and food in Uttaradit.  

To develop a standard recipe of Riceberry Ricefood by using rice berry as a main 

ingredient, 10 recipes has been developedand evaluating by 3 food experts, who has been 

internationally recognized. The sensory evaluation shown that: the average score on the 

food appearance is 6.97, the taste of food is 6.90, the colour of food is 7.10, the smell of 

food is 6.80, and the texture of food is 6.57 

For the results of the potential assessment of developed food standard recipes:the 

average isthe average score on cooking process is5.26, practicability to present food trend 

(the characteristics that match the trends, current food)is 5.60, appropriateness of raw 

material utilizing (the consistency of selection of suitable raw materials)is5.42, food 

attractiveness and identity (the uniqueness and interesting)is 5.39, health and nutrition 

is5.68, opportunities to promote the recipe to ASEANis 5.56, and opportunities to promote 

the recipe to international level (the opportunity to promote the global marketplace)is5.65. 
 

Keywords:  Rice Berry, Standard Recipe, Community Context, ASEAN Economic Community 

 

1. Introduction 

 Since 2007, Riceberry rice are became popular among the consumer who 

concerned with health. This rice is the product of natural crossbreeding process between 

Dok Mali 105 white rice, which has white color and soft texture when consume; and Hom-

Nil rice, which has black color and high amount of nutritional iron and vitamins, but has 

the unpleasant hard texture when consume. The result of this natural crossbreeding process 

is became to the rice strain that has the good characteristics of both parents strains, with 

more pleasant texture than Hom-Nil rice and has high nutritionally benefits. Especially the 

nutritional benefits, the Rice Berry rice can promote the immune system; improve the 

resistance against the non-communicable diseases (NCDs) and improve body iron 

utilization which can correct nutritional status and prevent some of diseases from iron 

deficiency. From the study of Wanassanan, P., and et al. (2011) has shown that Rice Berry 

rice has potentials against the Alzheimer’s disease and other neurodegenerative symptoms. 

By these, Rice Berry rice has highly potential for further research to utilize in commercial 
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level to add more value to the products which can directly help the rice farmers to gain 

more income. (Charoensiri R. and Saithichai, N. 2011)  

From these ideas, the researcher has realized about the important of both local 

health promotion, and value addition on local food raw materials and agricultural products 

in Uttaradit province by make these products became more well known. Furthermore, by 

studying on the food culture and raw materials in Uttaradit province will be uncover more 

resources and local knowledge that worth for promoting and develop. The research team 

has selected only quality raw material under the criteria that, all of the raw materials must 

be produced or cultivated by Organic method, must meet the requirement of health 

concerned consumer, and has the potential to developed and promoted to ASEAN 

community or international market.   

Uttaradit Province is the city that has much cultural diversity. In 1852, King Rama 

V of Siam has seen the potential and important of Bang-Pho Tha-It subdistrict as one of 

important trading town in northern region of Thailand so, he has promote Bang-Pho Tha-It 

subdistrict to become Uttaradit city (The meaning of “Uttaradit” is came from 2 Thai 

words, “Uttara” is mean “northern” and “Dit” is mean “port”) by governed under the 

authority of Pichai city. After that, Uttaradit city has much more expand until larger than 

Pichai city so, King Rama V has seen the necessity from this expansion and consider to 

move the government center from Pichai city to Uttaradit city in 1899. This province has 

consist of 3 cultural groups; the central Thai, Lanna, and Lanchang cultural group. (Sukha, 

S. and et al. 2012) This province has located on the border between 3 cultural regions, 

which affected to appearance of mixed pattern in the ways of life, local languages, and 

local traditional ceremonies in this province; some Uttaradit people use Central Thai 

language, some use Laos language, and some use their own local Thai language. (Chaima 

K. and Toosaranon C.  2012) According to the information from Bank of Agriculture and 

Argricultural Co-operatives Uttaradit branch found that, in Uttaradit province has many 

area that local farmers has been promoted by the government authority to cultivate the Rice 

Berry rice in many district including; Muang, Tron, Pichai, and Thong Sankhan district. 

There’re total Rice Berry rice cultivation areas of 1,000 Rais (Approximately equal to 400 

Acres) in Uttaradit provinces and has trend to continuously increasing, which mostly 

cultivate for commercial purpose. (Bank of Agriculture and Agricultural Co-operatives, 

Uttaradit Branch.  2014)    

Therefore, The integration of the knowledge of local communities with nutritional 

issue concern is things that need;knowledge, creativity, and skills to adapt to survive in 

changing of socialstream, which each communities has their own distinctiveness to utilize 

to improve. Uttaradit is the province with 3 distinctive cultures, which has many diversity 

of culture, especially, food cultures, which each has clearly distinctiveness. The adapting 

and creating of own local knowledge to survive and living peacefully and conveniently and 

practicably to own naturalenvironmentand need to improve and inherit own culture and 

knowledge about local food. These are the challenge questions for the researchers to study, 

how to develop the standard food recipes from Rice Berry rice that able to conform to the 

changing in present consumer behaviors and able to utilize the local knowledge and 

resources in Uttaradit province to became better known and has more utilization in future. 
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In additions, the utilization of knowledge that has been taught in course to the communities 

is one of university’s mission which provide both student, teacher, and community to has 

co-learning process efficiently, conform to the strategy of Uttaradit Rajabhat University 

that aim to get acceptance and recognize from local people and local authority on 

important of the university as the knowledge provider to improve their life quality of 

people in communities.    

Furthermore, the development of food standard recipe from Rice Berry rice base on 

communities context of Uttaradit province will provide the benefit to many communities in 

Uttaradit province by use this development to add value to for raw materials and able to 

utilize its for commercial purposes to enhance the strength on food security to prepare for 

ASEAN community 

2. Method 

1. Study and review on literatures about the characteristic and nutritional data of 

Rice Berry rice from research papers, textbooks, and online medias 

2. Collecting and study on the data about the raw materials and forms of foods that 

found in Uttaradit province from various sources e.g., research papers, online medias, and 

interviewing. Study on possible practices for application and development to standard food 

recipes that practicable with Rice Berry rice.   

3. Conduct the field studies and collecting data about foods and raw materials that 

have the potentials to utilize and develop to standard food recipe with Rice Berry rice from 

local communities in Uttaradit province, by observing and interviewing on production 

processes, properties of raw materials, and distribution channels from the raw materials 

producers; and about local food cooking method, cooking techniques, and raw material 

utilizing in local foods from the local cooks; by using qualitative data collecting method 

form 10 raw material producers and local cooks.  

4. Develop the food recipes by use the analyzed data from information and recipes 

of Thai cuisine, ASEAN cuisine, and international cuisine to conduct the test by measure 

in standard units and then create to the standard recipes which adjusted to conform with 

local communities and local raw materials 

5. Evaluate the developed standard recipes, by use 3 food experts, whom are the 

members of the International Chef Association andrenowned in international level; to 

evaluatesensory acceptanceand the potentials of the standard recipeby using 9-points 

hedonic scale sensory evaluation form, and business opportunity and practicability 

evaluation form, which applied from Likert-Type Scale Response Anchors by Vagias, 

WM. (2006). Conclude and analyze the evaluated result including the suggestion from 

experts to adjust the recipes by the expert’s guidelines.   

6. Adjust the standard recipes by use the expert suggestions as the guidelines; 

prepare for conduct the evaluation processes by consumers and food business owners to 

apply for future commercial use in the future. 

7. Conclude all obtained information by use descriptive analysis to prepare for 

write the full report and publish.  

 

3. Results  
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1. Food Raw Materials in Uttaradit Provinces 

The list of food raw materials that has been selected from literature and field studies 

by considering on production capacity, commercial use of raw materials, and theirs 

potentials to develop to food recipes from Rice Berry rice, with the suggestion from 

nutritional and business development advisors; are shown below by 

 Organic Rice Berry rice from Muang district, Tron district, and Pichai district, 

Uttaradit 

 Pineapple from Huai-Mhun subdistrict in Nham-Pad district 

 Cashew nut from Tha-Pla district area 

 Organic sun-dried Thai crap fish (Ta-Phain Daad-Deaw) from Pa-Sao subdistrict in 

Muang district 

 Fresh water snail (Filopaludinamartensi or Hoy-Khom) that generally found in 

Uttaradit area 

 Local Uttaradit edible plant e.g.:  Khan-Toon, Kheelek, Hoo-Suae, etc. 

 Mulberry from Lablae district 

 Sun-dried minnow (Pla Sew Keaw) from Tha-Pla district 

 Seasonal fruits e.g.: Mango, Guava, etc. 

2. Developed standard food recipes 

10 standard food recipes from Rice Berry rice has been developed, consisting of 7 

savory dishes and 3 desserts. The list and details of each recipes are shown below by 

 Crispy Fruit Salad with Spicy Rice Berry Dressing is the salad that consists of  

local seasonal fruit in Uttaradit province, herbs, and fried sundried minnow and 

cashew nut. Serving with spicy taste Rice Berry non-oiled base salad dressing. 

 Northern Style Herbal Rice with Black Herbal Sauce is the dish that has  

inspiration from Thai southern style herbal rice, but modified to use all ingredients 

that found in Uttaradit province. The distinctiveness of this herbal rice is, this rice has 

served with various herbs, vegetables, fried cashew nuts, and freid minnow that found in 

Uttaradit province, as well as the herbal black sauce for tossing with rice, which has been 

developed by use Nham-Poo, the local northern style condiment that has unique aroma; as 

the key ingredient of the sauce. 

 Fresh Water Escargot Rice Berry Cream Soup with Puree Veggies Sauces This  

recipe has been developed by using western style cream soup base as the guideline 

to create, but use the Rice Berry rice flour as the main thickening agent instead of normal 

all purpose flour. This soup has been added with Thai fresh water snail (Hoy-Khom) for 

chewy texture and distinctive taste, and freshly minced Hoo-Suae leaves, a unique local 

northern herb; for unique aroma in soup. This soup also added with the pureevegetable 

sauces for color and nutritional purpose. 

 Uttaradit Rice Berry Cracker with Herbal Mango Chutney and Berry Salsa  

this snack menu has been developed by inspiration of a Mexican food, Tortilla with 

Tomato Salsa. Uttaradit crispy rice paper (Khao-Kab) is the one of the most popular snack 

of local Uttaradit people which can be serve by grilling to create the crispy texture for 

serving, by these, the Khao-Kab which made from Rice Berry flour has been utilize in this 
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recipe to replace the Mexican tortilla and serve with the seasonal berry (strawberry or 

mulberry) salsa, as well as, the Indian yogurt base dipping sauce that has been modified to 

use local fruit such as mango and many local herbs as the key ingredients. 

 Tha-Nueh Amok Trey with Rice Berry Rice This menu has been designed to serve 

as a set meal along with rice; Amok Trey is a Cambodian style food that use fish as the key 

ingredient with various herb that pounded into paste and bring to steamed with coconut 

cream and egg to form the savory herbal and fish curd that eaten along with rice. Uttaradit 

is the one of province that has many diversity of edible fresh water fish that able to utilize 

for the key ingredient for Cambodian Amok Trey like minnow and tilapia; the addition of 

local vegetable like Khan-Toon or many local vegetable is also possible for this menu. 

 Kheelek Cashew Nut Dhal with Rice Berry Pakora this recipe has been purely  

inspired by the Indian influence, the Kheelek cashew nut dhal (Dhal is Indian 

style bean curry) which use to stuff inside the Pakora (Pakora is the Indian style fried 

rice ball), which made from Rice Berry rice; has been prepared by use one of the 

most unpleasant taste leaves that use in Thai food if has the wrong preparation 

process, the Kheelek; but with the special preparation process to eliminate the 

unpleasant taste, the Kheelek will provide the distinctive aroma and taste that can get 

along with Indian dhal which in this recipe has been utilized the Thai herbal paste and 

cashew nut as the ingredients to create the unique taste and aroma for the dish.  

 Fried Thai Crap with Herbal Salad on Rice Berry Crispy Crust is the Thai  

influence appetizer that has inspiration from 2 Thai appetizers, Kra-Tong Thong 

(Thai style fried crispy basket snack) and Miang-Kham (Herbal stuffed leaf ball with sweet 

sauce). This menu has use the fried Rice Berry batter to create the dark crispy crust in the 

shape of basket (by using special mould) to carry various Thai herbs and fried sun-dried 

Thai crap (Ta-Phain Daad-Deaw) inside, then pour with herbal sweet and sour sauce for 

distinctive taste and aroma.  

 Double Berry Cashew Nut and Riceberry Macaron this French style famous  

dessert is originally use almond powder as the most important and key ingredient, 

but in this developed recipe, the expensive almond powder has been replaced with cheaper 

local produced cashew nut and Rice Berry rice powder from Uttaradit province. By 

replaced with cashew nut powder and Rice Berry flour, this recipe not only provide more 

cost benefit to produce the macaron but also enhance the nutritional benefit to the macaron 

too. The macaron in this recipe has been stuffed with Double Berry cream (Rice Berry and 

mulberry with cream cheese) which give little sour taste with cream cheese aroma. 

 Tha-Nueh Rice Berry Cheese Tart this western inspired dessert has consisted of  

3 parts: the crust which made from baked Rice Berry batter, the cream part which 

made from cream cheese and whip cream with refreshing aroma from mint leaves, and the 

topping part which made from sweetened mulberry topping. 

 Rice Berry Coconut Crape with Fruity Tropical Sauce this dessert has been inspired 

by a local dessert “Khao-Kraib Nueng” (Steamed coconut rice crape) from Pichai district 

in Uttaradit which made from rice flour and coconut; the final appearance of this dessert is 

quite similar to be like the French crape. In this recipe, Khao-Kraib Nueng has been 
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modified to use Rice Berry rice flour instead of common white rice flour, and has been use 

to serve with fruits and the tropical sauce that use coconut cream and all tropical fruits that 

can be found in Uttaradit province as the base of sauce; to create the unity of tastes and 

aromas from coconut and tropical fruits. 

Sensory Characteristics 
Evaluation Results 

Average Score S.D. Score Interpreting 

Appearance 6.97 1.24 Like Moderately 

Taste 6.90 1.08 Like Moderately 

Color 7.10 0.93 Like Moderately 

Smell 6.80 0.61 Like Moderately 

Texture 6.57 0.69 Like Moderately 

 

3. Expert Evaluation Result 

For the evaluation results for all developed 10 standard recipes by the food experts in 

contents of sensory evaluation and potential of the recipes assessment are shown as below. 

Table 1: Overall sensory evaluation results of all 10 standard recipes by the experts 

(using 9-points hedonic scale: full marks=  9 score ) 

From the sensory evaluation of all 10 standard recipes in table 1, the evaluated 

sensory characteristics haveacceptation scores in level of “Like Moderately” in every 

sensory characteristics.  

Table 2: Overall potential of the standard recipes assessment results of all 10 

standardrecipes by the experts. ;Assessment expert opinion regarding the appropriateness 

of adoption and opportunities in business.(using Likert-type scale ,Level of 

Appropriateness: full marks=  7 score ) 
 

Topics of Assessment 

Assessment Result 

Average 

Score 
S.D. Score Interpreting 

Cooking process 5.26 1.11 Slightly appropriate 

Practicability to present food trend 5.60 1.37 Appropriate 

Appropriateness of raw materials 

utilizing 
5.42 0.78 

Slightly appropriate 

Food attractiveness and identity 5.39 1.24  Slightly appropriate 

Health and nutrition 5.68 0.91 Appropriate 

Opportunities to promote the recipes 

to ASEAN market 
5.56 0.89 

Appropriate 

Opportunities to promote the  

recipes to international market 
5.65 0.97 

Appropriate 
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For the results of potential of standard recipes assessment in table 2, found that, the 

results of the topics for recipes potential assessment have the assessment score in level 

of“Slightly Appropriate” in total potential assessment topics . 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

 There’re 10 standard food recipes from Rice Berry rice has been developed by 

according to the information that obtained from literature and field studies about raw 

materials and foods in Uttaradit province. The raw materials and forms of food in Uttaradit 

province has been selected to develop to standard recipes from Rice berry rice, by 

considering on possibility of utilizing in various national cuisine (e.g.: Thai, ASEAN, 

Western, etc.) and appropriateness with designed food. The list of developed standard 

recipes is consist of: 

 Crispy Fruit Salad with Spicy Rice Berry Dressing 

 Northern Style Herbal Rice with Black Herbal Sauce 

 Fresh Water Escargot Rice Berry Cream Soup with Puree Veggies Sauces 

 Uttaradit Rice Berry Cracker with Herbal Mango Chutney and Berry Salsa 

 Tha-Nueh Amok Trey with Rice Berry Rice 

 Kheelek Cashew Nut Dhal with Rice Berry Pakora 

 Fried Thai Crap with Herbal Salad on Rice Berry Crispy Crust 

 Double Berry Cashew Nut and Riceberry Macaron 

 Tha-Nueh Rice Berry Cheese Tart 

 Rice Berry Coconut Crape with Fruity Tropical Sauce 

The result of expert evaluation, in both terms of sensory evaluation and recipe 

potential assessment has shown that, all of 10 recipes are haveappropriateness potential in 

both sensory qualities and opportunities to utilize in commercial level.  

These developed standard recipes from Rice Berry rice have possibility for 

further developing to achieve more accurate target group in food market . The further 

studies on recipes acceptance with the consumers and food business groups are needed 

to use as the information to adjust the recipes to achieve the goal to penetratingthe 

consumer market in domestic, ASEAN, and international level in the future . 
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Abstract 

This study aims at analyzing the impacts of several key macro-economic indicators, 

such as: GDP growth, inflation and interest rate, on the Vietnamese enterprises‟ business 

operations. All positive signals like greater – than-expected GDP growth, low inflation, 

and a fairly stable financial market are expected to enhance the firms‟ performance in 

2016. Furthermore, the country‟s integration in the international and regional markets via 

free trade agreements (FTAs) and Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) promises the boost of 

Vietnam economy this year. 

 

Key words:economic growth, inflation, interest rate, operations, Vietnam. 

 

1. Economic growth rate 

Presently, the most prominent feature of the Vietnam economy has been remarked 

by its rebound. The rate of gross domestic product (GDP) in 2015 rose 6.68% compared to 

that in 2014. This achievement is 0.48% higher than the target and even over the growth 

rate of the previous years from 2011 to 2014, showing that the economy has been 

considerably recovered. Among 6.68% of the overall growth, the rate of the agriculture, 

forestry, and fisheries industry increased of 2.41%, which contributed 0.4 percentage 

points to the overall GDP growth rate. Growth rate in the industry and construction area 

was 9.64%, which was much higher than that of the previous year and covered 3.2 

percentage points of the economy growth, while the service sector augmented of 6.33% 

and accounted for 2.43 percentage points (see Table 1). 

Table 1: GDP growth rate 

 The growth rate over the previous year Percentage point in the 

overall growth rate 2013 2014 2015 

Overall 5.42 5.98 6.68 6.68 

Agriculture, forestry, and 

fisheries 

2.63 3.44 2.41 0.40 

Industry and construction 5.08 6.42 9.64 3.20 

Services 6.72 6.16 6.33 2.43 

Source: GSO 

GDP per capita in 2015 was 45.7 million VND, or 2,109 USD and increased 2.7 % 

compared to the last year. The economic structure has continued to shift but in slow pace, 

in which the agriculture, forestry and fisheries accounted for 17.00%; the industry and 
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construction sector occupied 33.25% while the service sector took up 39.73%. The stable 

increase of the economic growth rate facilitates Vietnamese firms to perform better by 

offering a secure business environment and keeping attraction to foreign investments. In 

turn, the better business performances along with high growth rate of their total assets 

would be a positive contributor to the overall economic growth. In 2015, there were 94.754 

registered enterprises established with a total registered capital of 601.5 trillion VND, which 

raised by 26.6% of the number of enterprises and by 39.1% of the registered capital 

compared to those in 2014. In addition, the additional registered capital of the business 

reached 851 trillion VND in 2015. Thus, the total registered capital added to the economy 

was 1,452.5 trillion VND. The average registered capital of a business in 2015 was 6.3 

billion VND, which was 9.9% higher than that in the previous year. The number of 

employees of new enterprises established in 2015 was 1,471.9 thousand people, which was 

an increase of 34.9% compared to that in 2014. Also in 2015, there were 21.506 enterprises 

returning to operate, which increased by 39.5% over the previous year. This shows the 

positive effects of the economics growth rate‘s increase as well as the effectiveness of the 

solutions by the Government and ministries in improving the investment and business 

environment and in boosting the business operations of Vietnamese enterprises (GSO, 2015). 

In 2016, with an effort to facilitate enterprises in their business operations, the 

Ministry of Finance would focus on implementing tax policies for production and business, 

including value-added tax, import-export tax, corporate tax. In particular, the Government 

and ministries continue to review processes to solve problems arising for businesses in the 

implementation of tax policies, customs procedures, and continue to simplify and reduce 

administrative-procedures time to ensure favorable conditions for businesses. The Ministry 

of Planning and Investment affirmed that it would closely coordinate with other ministries, 

branches, and local administrative agencies to consistently implement legal terms and 

regulations which relate to business investment, particularly the 2014 Investment Law and 

the 2014 Enterprise Law. 

To conclude, the economic rebound along with the push to deploy solution and action 

programs and the support of innovative entrepreneurship to facilitate enterprises in their 

business operations will enable the Vietnamese enterprises to significantly develop in 2016. 

2. Inflation 

The year of 2015 recorded the lowest consumer price index (CPI) of only 0.63% 

compared to that in many recent years. The inflation rate last year was particularly low in 

the last months and the CPI was almost unchanged. The impairment of the two commodity 

groups of energy and of food, which accounted for approximately 17% of the CPI basket, 

was the major factor leading to this abnormal phenomenon. 

The prices of many basic items were in the deepest reduction since the period 2007-

2009. The slight growth recovery in the developed countries and the slower growth rate in 

China are the main reason for the demand‘s decrease for energy and raw materials. Besides 

the influence of exogenous supply side, total demand weakened in the previous years also 

had impacts on the price level in 2015. After the exclusion of food, energy, and commodities 

managed by the State out of the basket of goods, the Vietnam‘s core inflation rose by only 

2.05% in 2015, which is relatively consistent and should be sustained in the long term to 
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keep the expected inflation at low levels. Thereby, it would help the lending interest rates 

stand at a relatively low level, which facilitates the process of economic recovery. 

According to the General Statistics Office, the low increase of CPI was due to the 

price adjustment of the commodity group managed by the State, such as of education 

services, health services. In addition, it could be seen the efforts of the Government in 

stabilizing the macro-economic situation and in curbing inflation, especially the price-

stabilization program of the Ministry of Industry and Trade and interest rate management 

of the State Bank of Vietnam to facilitate business operations. The low inflation rate in 

2015 was mainly caused by the cost-push decrease, thereby making the production more 

profitable, which is beneficial to consumers. In fact, enterprises are expecting an increase 

of market prices for their production and business development. However, besides the 

price, another factor that stimulates enterprises‗ production is the purchasing power of the 

economy. When the price is low, people's income is not affected, then, they spend a major 

amout of income on consuming, which increases aggregate demand and boosts the 

economic growth. The low-price factor increased aggregate demand plays an important 

role in sustainable growth. 

To some extent, inflation boosts growth, but when the inflation rate is too high, it 

will restrict growth and cause harm to the economy. The low CPI in 2015 when GDP 

growth was the highest in the last five years is a good sign of the economy. Currently, 

there are no signs to suggest that the national economy fells into deflation by our low CPI. 

The economic growth rate has remained highly, and the savings rate has tended to rise 

since the beginning of the year. The economy is on the rebound and inflation is controlled 

under the target, which are the advantageous conditions for the enterprises‘ operations. 

Figure 1: Inflation as measured by consumer price index 

 

 
 

Source: GSO 

3. Interest rate 

In the credit relationship between enterprises and commercial banks, lending 

interest rates reflect the capital cost that the borrowers are required to pay lenders, which 

are the banks. With enterprises, interest rates form the cost of capital and are also the 

important input costs of production processes. Therefore, any variation in lending interest 
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rates in the market directly affects firms‘ business efficiency or otherwise directly impacts 

firms‘ profitability, which thereby adjust the operating activities. When the lending interest 

rates increase, they will push input costs and unit price to increase, as well as to decline 

profitability and competitiveness of businesses, causing losses and bankruptcy in 

manufacturing business. The increase of interest rates always go hand in hand with the 

trend cuts and downsizing of the production and business activities in the economy. 

Conversely, once interest rates fell, they will facilitate enterprises to reduce costs, to lower 

production costs, and to enhance business efficiency and competitiveness. The low interest 

rates are always a motivation for enterprises to expand their investment, to develop 

production and business operations, and thereby to stimulate growth in the entire economy. 

Low inflation rate which leads to lower interest rates is a considerably positive 

signal of the economy. However, the supply and demand for capital have not yet been met. 

Firms are unable to access loans because they cannot meet the requirements of the banks, 

while the banks are able to cut interest rates, but cannot lower the lending standards. There 

has remained the difficulties of being lack of capital and many businesses continue to face 

the difficulties ahead. Basically, the low inflation rate is caused by the fact that aggregate 

demand has not substantially been improved, but not by the improvement of productivity 

and quality of production activities to reduce the costs of production and unit prices. In 

addition, the actual interest rates in Vietnam are not tied to the inflation issue, although it is 

a very important factor. It can be explained that the interest rates of VND are tied to those 

of USD, related to the methods of flexibly operating the exchange rate of the State Bank. 

The consideration of the macro indicators is essential to get an interest rate policy in line 

with other macroeconomic variables within the policy framework of an overall economic 

development in each period. 

In Vietnam, due to the limitations of the capital-mobilized channels for enterprises, 

funds from commercial bank have always played a very important role, so lending interest 

rates have a significant influence on the operations of enterprises. Data from the State Bank 

showed that in December 2015, in the whole system of credit institutions, there were 11 banks 

to raise their interest rates of about 0.1% to 0.5% per year. In the initial half of January 2016, 

there were three banks to raise their interest rates of from 0.1% to 0.3% per year in the term of 

6 months. The saving interest rates of credit institutions are at 4.5% to 5.4% per year for the 

terms from 1 month to less than 6 months and at 5.5% to 7.2% per year for the terms of over 6 

months. Clearly, the interest rates have a huge impact on production activities of enterprises. In 

the context that the commercial banks have increased their saving interest rates recently, the 

State Bank has promptly issued documents with the objectives to stabilize markets and to ease 

firms about rising interest rates. However, when compared with interest rates of other countries, 

the Vietnam's interest rates have remained at high levels. It can be explained that we have to 

run monetary policies, but the banking system is restructuring its credit institutions. The credit 

institutions used most of their profits to write off non-performing loans, so the possibility of 

further reducing the interest rates would not be high. Besides, the high interest rate of the 

government bonds put pressure on interest rates. Despite the low inflation rate in 2015 at just 

1% and is a good sign to reduce interest rates in a positive way, we still cannot be subjective 

with the inflation rate in 2016 (Nguyen Minh Phong, 2015). 
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In 2016, keeping interest rates steady would be a huge challenge because of many 

pressured factors. Inflation rate is forecasted at around 4-5% by 2016 compared to that of 

0.6% in 2015, suggesting that the expected inflation is much higher this year, thereby 

indirectly putting pressure on the lending interest rates. Rather, the target growth rate is 

6.7% by 2016, which is higher than that of 6.68% in 2015 and than the average of the 

period 2011-2015 (5.88%), reflecting the increase of credit demand. In addition, the 

government bond‗s interest rate with the term of 5 years remarkably increased from 5.4% 

per year to nearly 7% per year in 2015. It is expected that demand for raising capital from 

government bonds in 2016 will be higher than that in 2015, which will create enormous 

pressure on the medium and long term interest rates.  

In addition to the consistent and synchronized measures as previously, in 2016, the 

State Bank will implement new operating instruments to enhance the capability of 

regulating the market interest rates in consistency with monetary policy objectives. If 

successful, it would be feasible to stabilize and mitigate the medium and long term interest 

rates in 2016. 

4. Opportunities and challenges of integration 

The year of 2015 marked a major turning point in the process of international economic 

integration of Vietnam. Basically, Vietnam has completed a series of negotiating free trade 

agreements (TPP, AEC, and EVFTA) which is not only constrained in terms of traditional 

trade regulations but also extended to the issues related to economic institutions such as the 

legal framework of intellectual property, state-owned enterprises, investment, financial 

services, government procurement, etc. This brings opportunities and motivation 

development for Vietnam in 2016, as well as creates additional impetus for the process of 

economic restructuring. However, integration brings both opportunities and challenges for 

stakeholders. The integration process of Vietnam in recent decades has helped bring 

outstanding achievements in economic growth, investment, exports, and improvement of 

incomes for workers. The greater the integration, the higher the external risks, which may 

even worsen the inherent ones. However, the international economic integration along with 

the expansion of trade relations with other countries and organizations are a good 

opportunity to make Vietnam become a developed economy, which is also the inevitable 

trend. It is clear that the integration of Vietnam in recent years has boosted exports and 

foreign direct investment, significantly contributing to the economic growth. 

One important thing also need to be mentioned is that the integration process of 

Vietnam is the main import of intermediate goods, also known as input goods, for 

production. Proportion of imported intermediate goods accounted for about 90% of all 

imported goods, creating huge advantage in promoting production and exports because of 

the following factors: (i) The process of economic integration into the world allows 

domestic enterprises to select the cheap input goods, thus reducing production costs, 

increasing competitiveness of goods in the international markets; (ii) Trade liberalization 

also helps enterprises select the better-quality inputs compared to those in the period before 

the integration, thus promoting the production of high-quality products and improving the 

competitiveness of enterprises (Hoang Trung, 2015). 
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In particular, the opening of the financial services will be a major challenge for 

Vietnamese enterprises. Therefore, to enhance their competitiveness, the Vietnamese 

government should support businesses to reduce their production costs by simplifying the 

administrative procedures relating to production and business activities. For example, reducing 

the number of hours registered tax return or customs declaration procedures will reduce costs 

for firms hiring employees, the result of which will directly reduce the production costs of 

enterprises. The empirical study also pointed out that reducing the time from factory gate to the 

port of export will promote export activities. In addition, improving the quality of education is 

necessary to create skilled workers to participate in the global value chain. 

5. Conclusion 

The analysis shows that the most important elements of the macro economy for each 

country (growth - inflation - interest rates) have a relationship with each other and affect the 

business operations of enterprises. For macroeconomic stability to create momentum for 

development activities of enterprises, the Government and the State Bank of Vietnam together 

with other ministries and departments are suggested to thoroughly study and implement 

synchronized solutions, to propose policies to support enterprises in accessing bank loans. The 

State Bank should flexibly adjust interest rates according to market fluctuation rather than 

leaving the market to fully decide by itself or than leaving the State to absolutely control. The 

operations and development of enterprises will positively contribute to the economic growth. 
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Abstract 

There is a great deal of beer brands in Vietnam market that compete fiercely, in 

which many famous brands have been penetrated for a long time with some brands are 

emerging. Brand value can make stability and market development to improve companies‟ 

competitiveness in the market. Currently, Vietnamese enterprises have started to 

investigate in brand development. This study analyzes the current situation of Asahi beer‟s 

brand development, assessing the strengths and weaknesses of its brand strategies, 

identifying factors affecting branding building, then some brand strategies will be 

recommended.   

Key words: Beer industry in Vietnam, Asahi beer, brand promotion. 
 

Introduction of the beer industry in Vietnam: facts and figures 

Vietnam is becoming one of the most attractive beer markets  in the world and it is 

also the biggest beer consumption market in Southeast Asia, and standing at 3
rd

 of Asia - 

Pacific region (after Japan and China). 

Beer consumption per capita in several countries in the world are also increasing, as 

follows: Czech Republic: 148 liters per person per year; Germany 106 liters per person per; 

USA 77 liters per person per year (ranked No.14 in the world); Japan 43 liters per person 

per year (ranked 40
th

 in the world); Vietnam 30 liters per person per year; ranked 50
th

 in 

the world (Source: Institute for Strategic Studies and Industrial Policy, the Ministry of 

Industry and Trade, 2014). 

There are about 30 international beer brands in Vietnam which makes the market 

become more fierce competition with several strong brands such as Tiger, Tiger, Heineken, 

Ha Noi, Halida, 333, Sai Gon, and so on. The marker has also a diverse segmentation, from 

low end products as ―bia hơi‖ to high end products.  

It is estimated that the development and investment in the beer market in the near 

future is quite large. Especially Vietnam beer market is still open and deeper integration 

under the international terms and commitments; along with many mergers in the beer 

industry is taking place, making Vietnam beer market is increasingly fiercer competition. 

According to the Association of Beer - Alcohol - Beverage Vietnam (VBA), in 

2015, there were 129 beer producers, decreasing by 12 producers if compared to 2010. 

However, the number of producers with capacity from 50 million liters greater than 100 
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million liters per year increases. Currently, the production capacity of the whole industry 

reached 4.8 billion liters with the modern equipment and highly automated. 

According to the VBA, in 2015, the beer output reached 3.4 billion liters, but the 

market share is not equally for all brands. Corporation Beer - Alcohol - Beverage Saigon 

(Sabeco) continues to be the leader in terms of unit volume with 1.38 billion liters. Next is 

the Heineken brand with 729 million liters. Corporation Beer - Alcohol - Beverage 

Corporation (Habeco) ranks at No. 3 with 667.8 million liters and Carlsberg brands with 

229 million liters. Thus, only 4 major brewing companies, including Sabeco, Heineken, 

Carlsberg and Habeco occupied 88.4% market share in the beer industry. 

Some leading brewers such as Habeco and Sabeco have significant growth in sales 

and product quantity; They are market leaders. However, according to experts, Heineken is 

just following Sabeco in terms of product consumption. Thus, competition for No. 1 place 

is always fierce. However, both Sabeco and Heineken have its own confidence. Sabeco 

competes by price while Heineken compete by brand. The total capacity of Sabeco is 

approximately 1.8 billion liters. Meanwhile, by 2015, the production capacity of Heineken 

is only 1.4 billion liters. But this is not considered as a weakness of Heineken because 

Heineken‘s consumption always sticked Sabeco. Besides, Heineken is leader in the 

premium beer segment that offers higher margins than that of medium and low end beers. 

Few years ago, when Heineken‘s comsumption was halp than that of Sabeco, the 

gap between Heineken‘s profit and Sabeco‘s profit is little. Heineken earned more than 

2,000 billion VND per year.  At present, the gap between two brands‘ consumption 

decrease. Heineken certainly does not want to stop there because Vietnam is one of the 

most attractive markets of Heineken. Only in 2010, there were 200 million liters of 

Heineken consumed, after the US and France market.  

The market growth rate in 2015 is increase by 4.7% compared to 2014. But the rate 

was was lower than that of the previous year. It means that the market has a certain 

saturation. Therefore, it is estimated that in next 10 years, the beer consumption will 

stabilize at around 5 billion liters. Also, VBA assessed that the market will continue to 

focus on product quality, better designs, particularly, beer bottles and beer cans will 

gradually replace the draught beer (bia hoi). In addition, fresh beer that is about 1% market 

share, appearing in retail shops or restaurant chain is also expected to grow next time. 

The foreign beer brands are growing stronger  

In 2015, although Sabeco product output reached 1.38 billion liters, but there was 

almost no growth. Meanwhile, Heineken was the first time over Habeco to stand at No. 2 

in output in the industry. The competition in the industry has become fierce and compete at 

point of sale, especially in big cities like Hanoi, HCMC. Even in small localities, the 

competition is very fierce. 

Apart from foreign rivals have been in Vietnam for a long time and having a good 

understanding of the market as Heineken or Carlsberg, the beer market is also witnessing 

the strong emergence of Sapporo (Japan), AB-InBev (USA) and Shingha (Thailand) that 

are just holding 25% of marketshare in Masan Consumer Holdings - the investors of 

Masan Brewery HG factory in Hau Giang with capacity of 100 million liters per year. 

After becoming an enterprise with 100% foreign capital, Sapporo has changed the 
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packaging and focused on expanding its distribution. Also, in May 2015, AB-InBev 

inaugurated brewery factory with capacity of 50 million liters per year in Binh Duong. 

According to AB-InBev's plan, the plant capacity in Vietnam will increase to 100 million 

liters per year in the next time and the product will mainly serve Vietnam market. 

Foreign brewers are doing their marketing activities drastically while domestic 

companies have still many limitations and restrictions; as a result, it takes more time to 

implement branding. In addition, building a solid sales team should be special goal when 

mentioning about challenges in the beer market in 2016. Therefore, enterprises must 

always explore the changes of the market in order to have the appropriate strategies. Due to 

the fierce competition from big foreign companies, the victory only comes to those brand 

that have high quality products, good service and excellent sales team. 

(http://baodautu.vn/canh-tranh-thi-truong-bia-bia-ha-noi-va-bia-sai-gon-co-dau-hieu-giam-

thi-phan-d38251.html) 

Several competitors has just pemetrated into the market  

The competitors like imported beer Heineken, Budweiser and Tiger appeared fairly 

early in the Vietnam market. They have extensive experience in the manufacturing as well 

as building and developing brands. Most competitors are large corporations, reputable 

products, stable quality, with reasonable prices and attractive commision for distribution 

channels; They also apply strategic product innovation, product differentiation and 

organization of events to introduce new products, effective strategic branding and after-

sales services. Therefore, it will be difficult for the later distributors and brands in finding 

new customers and attract competitors‘ customers. 

Bitburger Beer: enhance to promote brand and build distribution system in Vietnam  

Bitburger is one of the best beers in Germany, with a history of over 200 years of 

development. To make the taste delicious, this manufacturer has always set strict 

requirements of quality and input materials that are always the best. Also, the 

mananufacturer has to follow the production process and quality control in accordance 

with strict standards of Germany. As representatives of the Bitburger Group, Bitburger 

beer is not just a simple line of premium beer, when taken with appropriate dosage, it is 

also a nutritious drink and beneficial to health, to meet high demand of Vietnamese 

consumers. 

Kinh Bac Investment and Trading (KBT) is a member of Saigon Invest Group 

(Saigon Invest Group) Corporation - the Vietnam's largest economic and trading company 

in the field of consumer goods; is a strategic partner of the Bitburger Brewery Group 

Braugruppe GmbH. KBT is also the exclusive distributor in the market of Bitburger Beer 

in Indochina. Through the introduction of the Bitburger beer - the No. 1 draught beer brand 

in Germany in the domestic market, KBT has been met the increasingly stringent demands 

in quality, health safety and brand image value for domestic consumers. The company 

plans to build the first brewery of Bitburger across the Asian market.  

After more than four years in Vietnam market, with excellent quality and an unique 

bitter taste different, Bitburger has become familiar to those who love the beer here. Also, 

KBT has successfully organized a series of events expressing traditional German culture, 

such as the Oktoberfest Beer Festival in Ha Noi and Sai Gon that have attracted thousands 

http://baodautu.vn/canh-tranh-thi-truong-bia-bia-ha-noi-va-bia-sai-gon-co-dau-hieu-giam-thi-phan-d38251.html
http://baodautu.vn/canh-tranh-thi-truong-bia-bia-ha-noi-va-bia-sai-gon-co-dau-hieu-giam-thi-phan-d38251.html
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of participants each year. Morever, other events such as the Christmas Day and New Year 

Eve as well sponsoring cultural and sports events have help Bitburger brand more widely 

known to consumers.  

KBT has been planning many important plans include the projects Beer Garden (Bit 

Garden) in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City. Currently, beer lovers had the opportunity to 

enjoy the taste of popular beer in many Brewhouse in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City. 

(http://kbt.com.vn/page/gioi-thieu.aspx) 

Hapro Distribution Company (a member of Ha Noi Trading Corporation) is 

exclusive distributor of Bitburger beer in Vietnam. With the policy of building distribution 

channels is the best way to expand market share, in recent years, the company has 

enhanced the building of distribution network in many locations.  To achive this objective, 

along with synchronous implementation of support programs for each market, the timely 

payment of the distributors‘ costs has contributed improve company‘s reputation. Not only 

focusing on increasing sales in densely populated areas where have high demands, the 

company is promoting the development of distribution channels in the region in which 

have limited demands, thereby strengthening the presence of beer Bitburger in the whole 

market. So far, Bitburger beer have been sold in 43 supermarkets and other shops in Hanoi, 

Ho Chi Minh City, Can Tho, Da Nang, Thai Nguyen, Quang Ninh, Nha Trang, Vung Tau , 

Dong Nai, Ninh Binh, Thanh Hoa, Nghe An. In particular, Bitburger beer was sold in 18 

large supermarkets in Hanoi and Bac Ninh as Hapro Mart, Metro, Unimart, Vinmart, 

Sapomat, Minh Hoa, Dabaco Bac Ninh.  

By the end of 2015, the Hapro Distribution Company consumes about 1 million 

liters of Bitburger beer. The company enhanced cooporation with Big C supermarket, 

Intimex, Vietnam Lotte Mart, which penetrated into the key markets in Ha Noi region. At 

the same time, the company opened 20 wholesale agents for Bitburger beer products in 20 

provinces nationwide. It means that focusing on building distribution system, and 

strengthening cooporation with supermarkets would create opportunities to penetrate into 

the market (http://haprodc.vn/bia-bitburger-tham-nhap-thi-truong-viet-nam). 

Ambition of Sapporo in Vietnam  

The high end segmentation in Vietnam was occupied by Heineken, Tiger 

andCarlesberg in many years ago. As anew comer, the company has to heavily invest in 

brand promotion in order to compete with market leaders. Will it work? This is the big 

question with brewers from Japan named Sapporo. 

Sapporo penetrated into Vietnam since 2010 based on the cooporatopn between 

Japanese Sapporo Corp. and Vietnam Tabaco Corp, then a phase 1 plant with a capacity of 

40 million liters per year was rapidly invested with value of about 42 million US dollars, 

preparing to increase capacity to 100 million liters, and 150 million liters  in phase 3. 

Owing 29% of Vinataba‘s shares since September 2015, Sapporo Japan Group 

currently owns 100% of Sapporo Vietnam. Vietnam is identified as the most important 

market in the Southeast Asia, Sapporo Vietnam limited company is constantly expanding 

investment of plant as well as spending heavily on advertising in Vietnam. Recently, the 

company also collaborated with Tobacco & Liquor Corporation of Taiwan to oproduce 

Gold Medal beer in Vietnam. 

http://haprodc.vn/bia-bitburger-tham-nhap-thi-truong-viet-nam
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Contrary to skeptics, the company now believesthat the premium beer market in 

Vietnam is still potential as forecasted GDP in the next 5 years will increase by 6.5-7% as 

well as the market survey shows that the number of middle class will grow from 8 million 

(2012) to around 40 million in 2020. These are the factors that help this market keep 

growing. According to Mr. Osamu Beppu, director of sales and marketing at Sapporo 

Vietnam Ltd., premium beer and high class segment will increase to reach 70% and 55% 

respectively by 2020. 

The great expectation of Sapporo on Vietnam beer market has some proves.  

According to the company‘s report, revenue growth in Vienam increase by 34% annually, 

and revenue in 2014 was double than that of the year 2012 revenue although there was not 

specific figures. Sapporo even put targets that Sapporo Vietnam‘s revenue will account for 

50% of total foreign beer companies‘ sales. Mr. Osamu Beppu also said that Japan's beer 

market has reached a peak and there is some saturation, while Vietnam still offers many 

opportunities to develop and expand. 

Although Sapporo's business in Vietnam was established since 2010 and growth 

rate are always double-digit, its profit has been totally negative according to the company‘s 

report. The reason is due to large investments in market and advertisement to develop 

Sapporo brand. In addition, the construction of the plant with a large capital together with 

the increase of exchange rate that exceeds 1.000 billion compared to the initial estimation. 

As a relatively late market entry in the context of intense competition, investment to 

promote the image that leads to the loss is also not too difficult to understand. But when e 

Sapporo‘s profit will be positive is a difficult question to answer. (http://cafebiz.vn/cau-

chuyen-kinh-doanh/tap-doan-bia-sapporo-nhat-ban-la-ai-dang-lam-gi-tai-viet-nam-

20151221164221307.chn). 

In 2014, with sales growth of 34% and expanding market share after few years of 

penetration into Vietnam market, along with the forecasted growth in beer industry to 

about 40% within 5 years (source: Euromonitor), also the mother company has spent an 

estimated expenditures of $8.28 million for wholly owned joint venture with VINATABA 

in 2015, this was not surprising. This is a wise move for Sapporo to rapidlyly implement 

plans towards "market master" - even though their market share position in the market is 

still small compared to the giant competitors in Vietnam beer industry. 

It is a golden time for Sapporo because the company has revenue growth and ability 

to penetrate the market share. In addition, the company always engaged brand into high 

revenue drink spots and invest in wholsalers and retailers. The parent Sapporo is also 

having an advantage in terms of ―people‖: The joint venture partner Vinatabe needs to 

divestment. Just the two parties can make a win-win negotiation, the Japanese investors 

will have all rights to control Sapporo company in Vietnam.  

In addition, if there is no change in the SVL joint venture, the parent Sapporo will 

lose the market share because Sabeco is consolidating their position by a equitization as 

well as FTA is making opportunities for foreign beverage comapnies penetrate into 

Vietnam. An important point is that some changes in Sabeco – the greatest Vietnamese 

beer manufacturer with internal organization and equitization which have made some 

―problems‖. Thus, the company is losing some market areas.  Sapporo certainly did 

http://cafebiz.vn/cau-chuyen-kinh-doanh/tap-doan-bia-sapporo-nhat-ban-la-ai-dang-lam-gi-tai-viet-nam-20151221164221307.chn
http://cafebiz.vn/cau-chuyen-kinh-doanh/tap-doan-bia-sapporo-nhat-ban-la-ai-dang-lam-gi-tai-viet-nam-20151221164221307.chn
http://cafebiz.vn/cau-chuyen-kinh-doanh/tap-doan-bia-sapporo-nhat-ban-la-ai-dang-lam-gi-tai-viet-nam-20151221164221307.chn
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marketing research and have has some motivation to buy Vinataba‘s shares 

(http://cafebiz.vn/cau-chuyen-kinh-doanh/sapporo-lien-doanh-hay-thau-tom-

20151011202355171.chn). 

Asahi Beer and Magic Wave Group in Vietnam 

Asahi Corp. in Japan produces various producs such as Asahi beer, Nikka Whisky 

wine, Long drink, etc. but only Asahi beer is officially and exclusively distributed by 

Magic Wave Group (International name: Magic Wave Group Joint Stock Company; Short 

name: Magic Wave Group) that was established in 2000. The company has specialized in 

distribution of beverages and industrial products. After implementation of marketing 

research, manufacturer and the Group has identified that Asahi has a suitable taste and 

income for premium segmentation in Vietnam.  

Currently, the Magic Wave Group with Asahi Corporation is cooperated to exclusive 

distribute Asahi beer products in Vietnam, with the aim of achieving the  output that are 100 

million liters per year and building Asahi beer factory in Binh Duong province. 

Brand development for Asahi beer market in Vietnam is extremely necessary, 

because the market has been appearing more and more various brands of many 

companies from the local and abroad, leading the increasingly fierce competition. The 

Magic Wave Group Joint Stock Company is one of the enterprises in which specialized 

in import - export activities and exclusive distribution of several products such as Asahi 

Beer - Japan, Australian wine, Folite kitchen equipment, SEC elevators - Japan, real 

estate investment and maintenance of electrical equipment. In the trend of rapid 

development, it is time for the company to plan, build and develop its products‘ brand. 

Building and development of the Asahi brand mean significantly important when 

building and operating production plants in Vietnam 

Vietnam beer market is growing rapidly with high growth potential. Asahi Beer 

fermented with a unique formula, produced by a modern technology, suitability with the 

taste of Vietnam and more importantly, it is ensure to food hygiene and safety, meet strict 

regulations of food hygiene in Japan. Thus, there are many advantages at the first step in 

increasing market share. However, there are some major brands with more than 20-year 

experiences in Vietnam market such as Heineken, Tiger and other imported beer like 

Sappro, Bitburger, Budweiser, the Magic Wave Group will absolutely meet difficulities to 

penetrate and develop in the market. Therefore, the company needs to focus strongly 

developing a Asahi unique brand in consumers' minds. 

Research methodology 

Secondary data: It is collected fromReport on business performance of Asahi in years, 

with other documents on Vietnam beer market on newspaper, magazines and internet.   

Primary data: 

- One-to-one interview: 200 random sample was surveyed at stores (via personal 

selling and PGs)  

- Survey with 40 companies‘ managers from restaurents, bar, clubs and hotels 

where are selling Asahi beers via telephone 

- The research was implemented in some locals in Vietnam: Ha Noi, Hai Phong, 

Quang Ninh, Nghe An, Đa Nang, Ho Chi Minh city. 

http://cafebiz.vn/cau-chuyen-kinh-doanh/sapporo-lien-doanh-hay-thau-tom-20151011202355171.chn
http://cafebiz.vn/cau-chuyen-kinh-doanh/sapporo-lien-doanh-hay-thau-tom-20151011202355171.chn
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General evaluation on Asahi brand development in Vietnam  

With the traditional concept of the brand, the first brand is part of the product and 

its function (first stage) is used to differentiate a company‘s product from other products. 

After that, in order to make reputation and loyal customers, trademark became brand. The 

greater the brand value is, the more prestige and loyal customer the brand owns.  

Along with the scientific development of Marketing, opinions of brand management 

have been changed. Brand now is not only a name or a single sign, it symbols for product 

quality, company‘s prestige.  

Thus, a product‘s brand is the market‘s expression of all things that a company has 

owned and serve to customers by employees, the company, products and services. Ambler 

& Styles defined brand is a combinations of attributes to offer to target customers and 

values that they seek for. So product is considered as a part of brand that its functions is to 

provide ―consumption values‖ to customers. Other elements of Marketing such as price, 

place and promotion are factors or tools which will make a famous brand in market.  

The brand is an invaluable asset of business, has a primarily important role not only 

for businesses but also for consumers. Awareness of the brand value will change the 

fundamental activities and organizational structure of the business. To breakthrough 

success in a competitive environment, businesses must increasingly pay attention to brand 

development, consumers make purchase decisions not only based on price and product 

quality but also the brand of the product.  

Many foreign companies have entered the Vietnam market and earned more 

revenue through the process: brand building, brand development and brand 

transformation. Brand has such an important role, but the process of brand building and 

development faces several difficultes such as: Many comapnies misunderstandings the 

role of the brand, there is no relevant brand development strategy; or strategic planning 

process takes place in an inconsistent and unintegrated ways; or busineses meet difficulty 

in the implementation of new brand strategy. 

Customers‟ assessement of Asahi brand 

Assessment on product quality based on the survey with 200 customers as followed:   

Figure 1: Asahi product quality 

No  Grade (10-scale) Ratio (%) 

1  Under 5 10%  

2  6  20%  

3  7  32,5%  

4  8  28,5  

5  9  5,5%  

6  10 3,5%  

(Blind-test without product label, sample size=200) 

As the table shows, there are one-third of interviewees did not know the beer that they 

took was Asahi but they mentioned that the product‘s quality is quite good, 40% of surveyed 

people said the quality was good and excellent.  
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Figure 2: Consumers‟ taste 

Taste Extremely delicious Delicious Fair Bad 
Total 

Grade 4 3 2 1 

Asahi 16 145 39 0 81% 

Sappro 22 133 45 0 78% 

Bitburger 20 125 55 0 73% 

Budweiser 11 130 59 0 71% 

Suntory 10 124 66 0 67% 

Others 3 118 79 0 61% 

(Test with product label, sample size=200) 

The table illustrates that product quality of Asahi beer is quite high. There are 81% 

of customers saying that the Asahi‘s taste is extremely delicious and delicious if compared 

to other high-end imported products that are also early penetrated into Vietnam market. 

Thus, the Magic Wave Group should maintain and improve their product quality and 

promote the brand.  

Factors impacting consumer‟s making decisions  

Figure 3: Level of interest when making decision 

Level of interest 1st  2nd  3rd 4th 5
th

 6th 7th 
Total 

Grade 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Hygien and safety  100 88 80 28 2 2 0 1750 

Quality 90 115 70 21 4 0 0 1766 

Brand reputation 70 68 100 30 32 0 0 1614 

Price 22 23 55 98 79 14 9 1233 

Package 12 2 15 88 66 90 27 928 

Advertising/ sales promotion 3 2 11 17 81 92 94 677 

Easy to buy 3 2 5 18 36 102 99 541 

(Survey: Company‟s survey, 2012) 

The above table presents that hygien and satety is the most important criteria when 

consumers make purchase decision, followed by quality. Brand is 3th criterion in 

customers‘ mind. However, brand is becoming a quite important factor among 

competitors‘ products. In the future, brand maybe becomes the 1
st
 criterion because when 

consumer income will increase, they will pay attention to brand when making decisions, 

especially purchasing beverages.  

Brand awareness of Asahi  

Survey with 200 random consumers in Ha Noi about brand awareness of Asahi  

- How many people know the brand? 

- Which elements do hey remember of the brand? 

- How do they have a relationship / comments on that brand? 

- How many people who tried to use that brand? 
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- How many people continue to use after the trial? 

- How many people will recommendate to others about the brand? 

Figure 4: Brand awareness of Asahi 

People 

knew 

the 

brand 

Elements that make consumers 

remind 

People 

who 

tried the 

product 

People 

who 

continues 

to use the 

product 

Recomme

nd to 

others 

Brand 

Evaluation 
Product 

name 

Company 

name 
Logo Package 

164 

82% 

140 

85% 

135 

82% 

135 

82% 

120 

73% 

110 

67% 

65 

59% 

40 

36% 

Fair 

(Source: Company‟s survey, 2012) 

The table shows that brand awareness of Asahi brand is quite high. But the number 

of people who will continue to buy and recommendate to others are still low. Awareness 

via communication channels as followed:  

� Advertisement on newspaper: 33 % 

� TVC: 28% 

� Display: 52% 

� Word of mouth (friends): 16% 

� Through distributors: 12% 

Key advantages of Asahi in Vietnam  

- The company‘s managers always concern and invest in brand building and 

development programs to all employees of the company.  

- Asahi brand‟s has been somehow trusted by customers and appeared in many 

locations in Vietnam while its distribution system is being enhanced and extended. 

- Target audiences has been identified correctly, some public relation and direct 

marketing campaigns have been successfully implemented and make impressions in 

consumers‟ minds. 

- Product quality has been invested, making a sustainable commition to customers. 

Limitations and fundamental causes of limitations in brand development of 

Asahi in Vietnam  

- Asahi‘s competitive ability is not higher than that of its competitors.  

- Asahi brand is not a strong brand in the market. Therefore, it did not attract 

distribution channels. As a result, the display of Asahi product should be paid more 

attention.  

- There is no master plan to develop Asahi brand. 

- As mentioned above, the Asahi brand is not popular. It is not considered as a high 

perceived quality brand, thus there will not higher price if compared to other premium 

products. 

- Marketing research outcomes are subjective due to marketing researches have 

been implemented by the company‟s employees. In order to have exact market analysis, the 

company should use the independent agency or external experts. 
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- Marketing and advertisement activities are still ineffective because theie 

employees are not professional in marketing, with limited experiences in brand 

development and management as well as in implementation of professionally brand 

promotion programs.  

- However, Asahi brand is potential to develop in the future if there is a sufficient 

investment of the company. If the company cannot make an effective branding strategy for 

Asahi, it will be lost by its competitors.  

There are 3 key alternatives based on previous branding strategies and SWOT 

analysis as followed: 

Alternative 1:Building and developmet Asahi brand‟s elements, enhancing brand 

identities, making an unique and favourite brand personality, and decreasing the 

competitive advantages of potential competitors. 

Alternative 2:Strategy onbrand promotion and increasing sales promotion activities 

for customers. 

Alternative 3: Enhancing product quality and product diversification. 

In short, after combination of these above alternatives, there are some strategies as 

followed:  

Strategy 1: Enhancing product quality and product diversification. 

Strategy 2: Building and developmet Asahi brand‟s elements, enhancing brand 

identities, making an unique and favourite brand personality, and decreasing the 

competitive advantages of potential competitors 

Strategy 3:Brand promotion and increasing sales promotion activities for customers 

Asahi in Vietnam: stratgy selection  

Based on expert panel to assess each strategy with scale: 1 for lowest, 5 for highest. 

The higher the grade is, the more essential and feasible the strategy is. The following table 

shows that Strategy 1 and 2 have higher grade. Therefore, these two strategies should be 

used to build and promote Asahi brand in Vietnam.  

Figure 5: Strategy Assessment and Selection 

Criteria 
Grade for each strategy 

Strategy 1 Strategy 2 Strategy 3 

1. Capital 

2. Employee 

3. Duration of time 

4.Competitive advantage  

5. Feasibility 

4 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

3 

4 

4 

3 

4 

3 

2 

3 

Total 17 19 15 

In short, based on the company‘s missions and objectives to develope Asahi beer, 

along with experts‘s assessment, Strategy 1 and 2 should be prioritized to implement 

Conclusion 

The more the society is developed, the more consumers are increasingly demanding 

in the purchase of products, especially beverages and food. They are not only concerned 
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about price as they used to, they but also concern greatly in quality, food safety and brand 

reputation. Brand which can meet the requirements will be chosen, Recently, Asahi Beer 

brand has been trusted by consumers and has made a positive response. This is a good start 

for the brand development process of Asahi Beer in Vietnam market. 

There is potention to develop Asahi brand due to when the society is more 

developed, the higer consumer income will be, the more cultural exchanges happen among 

countries. In addition, Vietnamese consumers believe in Japan originated goods that is a 

significant advantage to creast first impression and development of marketing and 

branding in Vietnam market. 

---------------------- 
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Abtract 

This research focuses on clarifying the relationship between personal 

characteristics such as innate consumer innovativeness, the individualistic-self, the 

collectivistic-self, uncertainty avoidance and new mobile phones adoption behavior. To do 

this, the author analyzed data from consumers in Hanoi urban areas by using qualitative 

and quantitative methods. In the framework of this article, the author only focuses on 

quantitative research to test the research hypotheses. Research results show that innate 

consumer innovativeness and the individualistic-self have positive influence on new mobile 

phones adoption behavior, in which the individualistic-self has the greatest impact. The 

uncertainty avoidance negatively affects to new mobile phones adoption behavior.  

Keywords: personal characteristics, the individualistic-self, the collectivistic-self, new 

mobile phones adoption behavior, uncertainty avoidance, innate consumer innovativeness. 
 

1. Introduction 

New products are a vital part of the strategy for growth and competitiveness of the 

enterprises. In fact, a large proportion of sales is derived from new products. On the 

contrary, the experience of the world also indicates, there are many new products have 

failed and are not accepted by customers. Therefore, knowledge of new products adoption 

behavior by consumers will be a key factor for enterprises to ensure new product to 

successfully develop. 

The world has a lot of researches of new electrical products adoption behavior. 

Most of this researches has focused on the effect of product characteristics, demographic 

characteristics and innate consumer innovativeness to anew electrical products adoption 

behavior that have skipped an important factor, it's personal characteristics.  

In fact, in recent years, the personal characteristics play an important role in 

promoting new electronic products adoption behavior by consumers in Vietnam. There are 

evidences that personal characteristics such as the uniqueness, the difference, personality, 

stylish, self-expression, dynamism, freedom of choice is often emphasized in the 

advertising message of phone mobile to convince consumers. As a result, the revenue of 

this product consumption in Vietnam in recent years tends to increase rapidly.  

Therefore, a research which is to test whether the personal characteristics can really affect 

to new mobile phones adoption behavior or not is necessary theoretically and practically.   

2. Theoretical overview and research model 

2.1. Theoretical Overview 

New product adoption behavior  

In the world there are two concepts of new product adoption behavior.   

Firstly, concept of new products adoption is a process.  
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New products adoption is the process of operation mentally and physically, through 

which consumers achieve progress and this can lead to the acceptance and continuation of 

using a new product or new brand (Robertson, 1974)  

Secondly, the concept of new products adoption is a behavior (Rogers and 

Shoemaker, 1971; Hirschman, 1980, Midley and Dowling, 1978). The concept of new 

products adoption behavior of Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) is the most commonly used 

in all studies of new products adoption behavior. As the authors suggest that the new 

products adoption behavior is not only include action to buy the product but also related to 

aspects of the new products adoption time. New products adoption behavior is the degree 

which an individual accepts innovation relatively sooner than other individuals in the 

society (Rogers et al, 1971). New products adoption behavior is often measured in three 

ways in experimental studies. Firstly, it is the ownership of new products in a certain group 

(Foxall, 1988). Secondly, it is the intention of buying new products (Holak et al, 1990). 

Thirdly, it is relative time for new certain products adoption(Midgley et al, 1993).  

Factors affecting to new electronic products adoption behavior 

Summarizing the previous studies, it can be found that the factors affecting to new 

electronic products adoption behavior have been identified and confirmed. These factors 

can be divided into three groups. Firstly, it is the demographic characteristics. Secondly, it 

is psychological characteristics, such as the innate consumer innovativeness and consumer 

attitudes. Thirdly, it is the awareness of new product properties. 

- On demographic characteristics 

Most studies have confirmed that people a adopting new electronic products often 

have better jobs, as men, have higher income and knowledge (Dickerson and Gentry, 1983; 

Wang, 2006; Venkatraman, 1991). In addition, Dickerson and Gentry (1983), Wang (2006) 

and Im and colleagues (2003) demonstrated that age has negative impact to new electrical 

products adoption behavior, while, Venkatraman (1991) confirmed that the age has 

positive impact to new electronic products adoption behavior. 

-On psychological characteristics 

In fact, the empirical research results in the US, Europe and Asia on the relationship 

between innate consumer innovativeness and new mobile phones adoption behavior gave 

very different evidence, from a strongly positive relationship (e.g Foxall and Bhate 

research, 1991; Goldsmith et al, 1995; Wood and Swait, 2002; Paswan and 

Hirunyawipada, 2006; Ho and Wu, 2011), to a very weak relationship (e.g research by Im 

et al, 2003; Chao et al, 2010, 2012). In addition, consumer behavior has a significant 

influence on the new electronic products adoption behavior (Wang, 2006). 

-Awareness of the properties of new electronic products 

Awareness of new product properties affects the new electronic products adoption 

behavior (Paswan and Hirunyawipada, 2006; Ho and Wu, 2011);  

Thus, the overall results in the world showed that, there is lack of research explaining the 

new electronic products adoption behavior from the perspective of culture.  

 

Personal culture 
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In the field of research, there are many different theories focusing on the identification 

of individually cultural factors including "Researching the values" of Rokeach et al (1931), 

"Personal culture" of Mc. Clelland (1991), and "Personal cultural structure" of Schwartz 

(1994). In particular, the theory "Personal cultural structure" of Schwartz (1994) is relatively 

comprehensive and the most commonly used in quantitative research.  

Theory "Personal cultural structure" of Schwartz (1994) introduces 10 individual 

cultural values (see table 1). Each individual cultural factor is determined based on the 

objectives that it aims to (Schwartz and colleagues, 2000).  

These values form 2 groups. The first group: openness to change emphasizes thinking 

and own independent action and propensity to change (including the individualistic-self, and 

the innate consumer innovativeness), while, conservation emphasizes obedience, self-limiting, 

preservation of tradition, and protection of the stability (including the uncertainty avoidance, 

compliancewith social norms and the collectivistic-self). The second group: self-enhancement 

emphasizes the equality and concern for the welfare of the people (social responsibility and 

philanthropy), while, self- transcendence emphasizes the pursuit of success and domination the 

others (power and achievement). However, the hedonism is related to both the openness to 

change and self-enhancement. 

Table 1: Personal cultural structure of Schwartz (1994) 

Personally 

cultural factors 
Target Value 

The individualistic-

self 

Think and act independently, creativeness, 

discovery 

Creativeness, freedom, choice of 

own goals, curiosity, independence 

Innovative Like novelty and challenge in life. Diverse life, interesting life, daring life 

Hedonism Joy and satisfaction for themselves senses. Joy, enjoy life 

Achievements Success based on the capacity according 

to social norms 

Ambitious, successful, capable, 

influential 

Powerful Social status and prestige, control or 

dominate other people and resources  Authority, wealth, social power  

Uncertainty 

avoidance 

Safety, harmony and stability in the 

relationship, in themselves and in society. 

Social order, family stability, 

national stability 

Compliancewith 

social norms 

Restrict the impulsive tendencies and 

actions which are capable of doing harm 

others or violating the expectations or 

social norms 

Courtesy, self-discipline, obedience, 

respect for parents and elders 

The collectivistic-

self 

Respect, commitment, acceptance of the 

customs and ideas of cultural and 

religious traditions. 

Modesty, morality, acceptance of 

position in society, harmonious. 

Unselfishness Protect and enhance the interests of those 

who have a relationship with yourself ("in 

the group") 

Helping others, honest, unselfishness, 

responsible, loyal, sincere in 

friendship, seriously in love. 

Social 

responsibility 

Sympathy, recognition, tolerance, and 

protect the interests of all people and nature. 

Think far, social justice, equality, 

environmental protection 

2.2. Research model and hypotheses 
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 Based on individual cultural structures of Schwartz (1994) and the overview results 

of previous studies, the author has proposed a number of meaningful impacts in the 

context of Vietnam. That's four personally cultural factors: (1) the individualistic -self, 

(2) the collectivistic-self, (3) the uncertainty avoidance, and (4) the innate consumer 

innovativeness. In 10 personally cultural factors in personal cultural structures of 

Schwartz (1994), the innovativeness and the individualistic-self are related to openness 

to change. Therefore, the innovativeness and the individualistic-self can promote the 

new mobile phones adoption behavior. On the contrary, the collectivistic-self and the 

uncertainty avoidance emphasize obedience, self-limiting, tradition preservation, 

stability protection. The collectivistic-self and the uncertainty avoidance can be 

predicted to restrict the new mobile phones adoption behavior.  

Figure 1: Research model  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Research hypothesis 

- H1: The individualistic-self positively impacts (impact +) to the new mobile 

phones adoption behavior. 

- H2: The collectivistic-self negatively impacts (impact -) to the new mobile phones 

adoption behavior. 

- H3: The uncertainty avoidance negatively impacts (impact -) to the new mobile 

phones adoption behavior. 

- H4: The innate consumer innovativeness positively impacts (impact +) to the new 

mobile phones adoption behavior. 
 

3. Method of study 

The research is used qualitative research method to analyze discovery factors, 

assess scales and assess trends, the level of impact between the dependent variable and 

independent variables. The questionnaire is directly delivered for consumers to collect 

primary data.  
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The individualistic-self and the collectivistic-self   

The individualistic-selfincludes independence, self-orientation, freedom and 

confidence in yourself, while the collectivistic-self is related to dependence, towards 

other individuals, harmony and tend to the same (Hui, 1984; Triandis et al, 1988). [53] 

In the context of Vietnam, scales of the individualistic-self and the collectivistic-self, of 

Singelis (1994, 1995) was developed to be more suitable by Nguyen Thi Tuyet Mai et al 

(2003). Therefore, the scales of the individualistic-self and the collectivistic-self of Nguyen Thi 

Tuyet Mai et al (2003) are used in this study. 

The scales of the individualistic-self and the collectivistic-self are included in the 

questionnaire in the quantitative research with 5-point Likert scale, with 1 = strongly 

disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = normal; 4 = agree , 5 = strongly agree. 

The uncertainty avoidance 

The uncertainty avoidance is the degree that one person accepts or avoids risks 

(instable or unstructured situations/environments) (Hofstede, 2001; Mooij and Hofstede, 

2002; Veiga, 2001). 

In recent time, Jung and Kellaris (2004) focused on building the scales of the 

uncertainty avoidancewith personal perspective. Therefore, the research is used the scales 

ofthe uncertainty avoidance of Jung and Kellaris (2004) without using the scales ofthe 

uncertainty avoidanceof Hofstede although Hofstede's scales have been widely used in many 

studies. These scales are included in the questionnaire in the quantitative research with 5-point 

Likert scale, with 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = normal; 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree. 

The innate consumer innovativeness 

The innate consumer innovativeness is a general characteristic, difficult to observe, 

reflects the inherent innovation of a person, personality and cognitive style in many 

different situations.  

The innate consumer innovativeness is inherited and used the scale of Manning and 

colleagues (1995). The innate consumer innovativeness is measured through expectations 

to searching information on new products. The scales of Manning and colleagues (1995) 

are included in the questionnaire in the quantitative research with 5-point Likert scale, with 

1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = normal; 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree.  

New mobile phones adoption behavior 

Due to the scales of new mobile phones adoption behavior exists some limitations 

such as only providing temporary data, likely to create prejudice in the study when 

researching only a product and difficult to collect data (Midgley et al, 1978). Therefore, the 

scales of new mobile phones adoption behavior used in this research are developed through 

qualitative research (Cao Thi Thanh, 2014). According to qualitative research results, the new 

electronic products adoption behavior can be understood as the degree that an individual 

accepts innovation more regularly than other individuals in the society. In this aspect, the new 

electronic products adoption behavior can be measured by the frequency of buying new 

products. The way to determine has the advantage of avoiding prejudice in research and collect 

data easily as well as providing long-term data instead of the temporary data.  

Sample and sampling methods  

Regarding sample size, according to Hair JF et al (1998), for EFA exploring factor 

analysis, the sample size is at least five times the total variables observed in the scales. The 

questionnaire of this research includes 26 observed variables used in the factors analysis. 
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Therefore, the minimum sample size to be achieved is: 26 * 5 = 130 units. For a multiple 

regression, the minimum sample size is calculated by using the formula: 50 + 8 * m (m is the 

number of independent variables). In this research, there are four independent variables, the 

minimum sample size is 50+8 * 4 = 82 units. Combining the two above requirements, the 

minimum sample size is 130. In addition, according to the experience, when researching 

common consumer goods there are many authors stated requirements for the implementation of 

the survey with a minimum sample size of about 300-350 units. In fact, because the ability and 

resources are limited, the interview was conducted during 2 months (9-10/2013) with the help 

of colleagues by the method of convenience sampling, non-probability; the results are more 

than 600 votes. After reviewing and screening the remaining 524 valid votes can be used. 

Data analysis 

Leaning data, coding information in the questionnaire, data entry and data analysis are 

used by SPSS software of version 18.0. Method of EFA discovery factor analysis to verify 

value of the scale, the Cronbach Alpha Coefficient is used to measure the reliability of the 

scale, method of multiple regression analysis to test and determine the influence of these 

factors to new mobile phones adoption behavior. 

4. Research results 

4.1. Statistics and description of samples  

Of 524 respondents, there are 210 men accounting for 40.1% and the remaining is 

314 women accounting for 59.9%; with 45.8% of respondents to graduate college / 

university (240 people), 37.8% of high school graduates (198 people), 15.6% of people 

with postgraduate qualifications (82 people) and 8% of those who have not graduated from 

high school (4 people). The average income of the sample is 5.6 million/month. The 

statistics showed that the characteristics of the study sample matching the characteristics of 

the population of Hanoi (proportion of women is higher than those of men, higher levels of 

education and higher average incomes than the national average). This suggests that, the 

sample ensures the representative of consumers in the urban area of Hanoi.  

4.2. Assessment of scale 

 First, the scale is assessed values by EFA factor analysis method. Factor analysis 

will test the convergence of the variable component of the concept of the convergence 

validity, simultaneously measurement of discriminant validity is provided to ensure the 

difference, no interrelationship the between factors used to measure the factors by 

discriminant validity. According to J. F. Hair et al (1998) with more than 350 factor 

loading ≥ 0.3, it achieves the convergence validity and the factor loading of this factor is 

larger then the factor loading of the other factors, which ensures the discriminant validity.  

Results of EFA obtain 26 observed variables, extracted into 4 elements in "Initial 

Eigenvalues"> 1. The total variance is explained when the factors group is 55.808% (> 50%). 

Four factors of the individualistic-self, the collectivistic-self, the uncertainty avoidance and the 

innovativeness have the observed variables and load an independent factor corresponding to 

the value of factor loading ensuring requires > 0.3. 

After analyzing EFA, scale was assessed the reliability by using Cronbach's Alpha 

coefficient. Results evaluated the reliability of the scale show that most Cronbach's Alpha 

values are greater than the value required is 0.7. Most Cronbach's alpha values are lower 
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than Cronbach's Alpha values if excluding variables. The correlation values of total 

variables are greater than 0.3. Therefore, the scale used is highly reliable.  

Table 2: Reliability of the scale 

No. Factor 
Number of observed 

variables 
Cronbach's Alpha 

1 The individualistic-self 6 0,827 

2 The collectivistic-self 7 0,868 

3 The uncertainty avoidance 6 0,851 

4 The innate consumer innovativeness 7 0,853 

 Total 26  
 

4.3. Research Hypothesis Testing 

The research hypothesis H1 to H4 are about the impacts of factors of new mobile 

phones adoption behavior. The research is used a multiple regression method to test the 

research hypotheses. The analytical results are shown below: 

The regression results are statistically significant at p <0.01. This confirms the 

correlation relationship between four cultural factors and new mobile phones adoption 

behavior is to ensure the reliability of 99%. Thus, we can conclude that four individual 

cultural factors have an impact on new mobile phones adoption behavior of consumers. 

Regression model is fit to the data set and can be used. 

The regression results also show that the R
2
 is governed by 0.081. This shows that, 

with this data set, four personally cultural factors explain 8.1% of variation of new mobile 

phones adoption behavior. This result also confirms that there are sufficient basis to accept 

the hypothesis H1, H3, H4. The individualistic-self and the innovativeness have a positive 

impact on the new mobile phones adoption behavior, in which, the individualistic-self has 

the most powerful impact (β = 0.185). The uncertainty avoidance negatively impacts on the 

new mobile phones adoption behavior.  

Table 3: The regression results between some personally cultural factors and 

new mobile phones adoption behavior 

Variable Beta 

The individualistic-self 0.185
***

 

The collectivistic-self 0.059 

The uncertainty avoidance -0.078
*
 

The innovativeness 0.158
***

 

 

R
2
 adjusted 0.081 

F 12.599
***

 

F change 12.599
***

 

N = 524; p ≤ 0.1;  
*
p ≤ 0:05; 

**
p ≤ 0.01; p ≤ 0.001 

All correlation coefficients are standardized 
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5. Discussion  

Using data from a large sample of consumers in the urban area of Hanoi, this 

research provides a deeper knowledge about new mobile phones adoption behavior. The 

research results supported the model for the proposed research.  

Hypothesis H1 of the individualistic-self positively impacting on new mobile 

phones adoption behavior will be accepted. Considering the context of Vietnam, this result 

is entirely consistent. Currently, Vietnam economy is transforming, the traditionally 

cultural values such as the collectivistic-self still coexist with the cultural values of modern 

society such as the individualistic-self. However, the individualistic-self of Vietnamese 

people is becoming popular. The majority of Vietnam today, despite being nurtured in an 

environment with high collectivistic-self, because they are born after the war and the life is 

increasingly more abundant, they are gradually transforming from the concept of "making 

money to survive" into the concept with the individualistic-self which is "making money to 

enjoy ". According to this result, consumers with the individualistic-self have often 

emphasized achievements and goals as well as often competed with others, usually 

concerned with showing themselves and their personality. As we all know, new mobile 

phone products today are often technologically innovated in order to increase using 

efficiency. The ownership of new mobile phones products (modern technology) can help 

people on the individualistic-self gain achievements at work and express their own 

personality. That is reason why they promote to accept new mobile phones products.  

Hypothesis H4 of the innovativeness positively impacting on new mobile phones 

adoption behavior will be accepted. 

According to Manning et al (1995), the innovative consumers are those who prefer 

novelty, like looking for information on new products and often go to places with 

information about new products in order to expect to obtain new product experience. They 

tend to actively accept the new product early because they are always attracted by the 

benefits, better features, designs, unique color and more innovation of new products. In 

addition, they always take the initiative to learn about the new features of the product which 

aims to become the most knowledgeable people about new products and become a pioneer in 

the consumption of new products. When becoming a pioneer, many people want them to 

consult their experiences and relevant information about the new product. Whereby, they can 

strengthen their position in the society. Therefore, the innovative people are the initiative to 

learn about new products and are attracted by the novelty of the product. Compared to other 

individuals, the innovative people often know new products and new technology sooner. 

This stimulates them to easily accept new products. 

Thus, the results of empirical research on the innovativeness of consumers 

impacting on new mobile phones adoption behavior previously does not have unity, but in 

the context of research in Hanoi, the innovativeness of consumers really positively impacts 

on new mobile phones adoption behavior. 

On the contrary, the hypothesis H3 of the uncertainty avoidance negatively affecting to 

new mobile phones adoption behavior will be accepted. This finding is entirely consistent 

with the cultural characteristics of the Vietnamese consumers. As a result of this study, 

Vietnamese consumers are considered to have relatively high uncertainty avoidance. 
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Vietnamese Consumers today are facing with the fact that the market is not sufficient 

information from the mass media or other non-personal channels. Therefore, personal 

information, verbal communications are widely used here.  

Along with the imperfection of information about new products in Vietnam, when 

accessing to new products, consumers are facing a lot of risk. 

Firstly, there is the risk of the product's novelty. Since the products are firstly 

introduced to the market, consumers are not aware of the properties of the new product and 

cannot compare with the products that have been accepted before. The result is that they 

are unsure about the relative advantages of a new product. The uncertainty will cause 

anxiety, suspicion about new products for those who have the the uncertainty avoidance. 

Even, they often consider that the new product is a combination of positive benefits and 

negative impacts to their lives. Feelings of anxiety, suspicion of those who have high 

uncertainty avoidance boost them to continue using familiar products instead of trying a 

new product. Thus, the risk of product novelty prevents from new mobile phones adoption 

behavior in Vietnam.  

Secondly, there is the risk of time. As we know, the majority of new mobile phones 

is created thanks to the new technology. Upon acceptance of new products, it requires 

consumers to invest some time to learn how to use new technology and new software 

associated with the product. However, those who fear risk, change often choose products 

based on existing knowledge about the technology. They often select not so new product in 

order to limit the risks, because they view that the quality of the new products is same. 

Thirdly, it is about economic risks. When launching new products to the market, 

manufacturers often overvalued. Then, this price shall be reduced with very fast speed in a 

short time, even after two months. Therefore, consumers are at risk of price. This risk also 

restricts the early new products adoption. 

Hypothesis H2 is Unacceptable properties. The collectivistic-self does not affect to 

the new mobile phones adoption behavior of consumers. It can be seen that the economic 

transformation of Vietnam in the last twenty years has made the values, attitudes and 

behavior of consumers change. However, that change does not greatly impact the 

collectivistic-self. According to research results, the collectivistic-self of Vietnamese 

people today is still high (average of 3.7 on a 5-point Likert scale, carry out survey on the 

author's own account). This fact reflects the new mobile phones adoption behavior for 

people with high and low collectivistic-self is very small, which means that the innovative 

consumers and backward consumers have high collectivistic-self. 

6. The implications of the research results 

Firstly, it is personalization of new electronic products. 

Manufacturers should attach special importance to the individualistic-self when 

designing new mobile phones. From the design, color and technology applications in the 

new products clearly reflect the efficiency, unique, personality of the individuals. Doing so 

to attract the attention of consumers and increase the level of acceptance of new products. 

Secondly, it is discovery of personally cultural emotions in advertising mobile 

phones. 
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Consumer emotions are often associated with cultural factors. Therefore, to increase 

the effectiveness of communication activities, the advertising message should have 

adaptation on Vietnamese culture, especially the individualistic-self, cultural factors are 

proved to be the most powerful impact on new electronic products adoption behavior in 

this study. Whereby the advertising messages will create cultural feelings for message 

recipients, easily conquer potential consumers. To create the feelings of culture, 

advertising messages should show originality, efficiency in work, self-expression and the 

freedom to choose according to their own personality. Instead of sending the message 

"millions of people are using ..." like fast consumer goods, manufacturers of mobile phone 

products should send a message "Comfortably select according to your personality" or 

"unique in diversity", "difference makes personality", "be number1"... to the potential 

customers. In recent years, Samsung is a good example for the effective exploitation of 

factors of the individualistic-self in their advertising campaigns, which helps them become 

a big competitor in the mobile phone market. 

Thirdly, it is to limit the risks for the new mobile phone 

Businesses should take the customer as the center of innovation. Accordingly, 

businesses should make innovation towards making complex technology became friendly, 

easy to use for all normal users and help them understand the new technology and 

overcome the barriers to accept.  

In addition, in order to reduce technical risks and risks of the product and risk of 

time in the awareness of potential consumers, while launching new products to the market, 

manufacturers should use the diverse means of media to compare the difference between 

the old products and new ones.  

Besides, pricing strategy for new electronic products must also be changed. High pricing 

strategy needs to be combined with a number of free services to buyers of new products.  

Fourthly, it is new product media 

In the era of digital technology today, enterprises commercializing technology 

products should attach special importance to the new information channels like E-

Marketing. As a result, enterprises can provide sufficient information, quickly, right 

subjects to help promote the acceptance of new products. 

7. Limitations and subsequent research 

Although the researcher has tried to find the relationship between the 

individualistic-self, the innovativeness, some personally cultural factors and the new 

electronic products adoption behavior in the context of economic transformation of 

Vietnam, the study also encountered a number of limitations.  

Firstly, the research has tried to be included models of four of the ten factors of 

individual cultures (Schwartz, 1994) to explain the new mobile phones adoption behavior 

of the consumers. However, the independent variables explain only 8.1% of the variation 

of new mobile phones adoption behavior because cultural factors often only indirectly 

affect to the behavior of consumers (Nguyen Thi Tuyet Mai, 2003). This means that there 

are still many personally cultural factors as well as other factors affecting model cannot be 

summarized all. 
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Secondly, the samples are not really varied. The samples are only focus on the age 

of 28-35 years old; women accounting for 59.9%, while men accounting for only 40.1%. 

This restriction may affect to research results. Therefore, it should be overcome in 

subsequent research. 

With these limitations, subsequent research should focus on the issues. Firstly, it is 

to consider the impact of a number of other personally cultural factors of new mobile 

phones adoption behavior. Secondly, the research model of some personally cultural 

factors of new mobile phones adoption behavior should be adjusted when studying other 

electronic products, in the context of other researches. 
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Abstract  

The study focuses on the application of technology model in testing the intention of 

using the internet to find the decisive affecting factors on intention of purchasing cosmetic 

products through internet of Vietnamese consumers. Since then, suggestions, directions 

and solutions were carried out to improve business of enterprises and individuals who 

involved in the field of online business.  

Analysis is done through accrediting Cronbach's Alpha Reliability Coefficient scale 

and linear regression analysis.  

Research results indicate five factors which affect the intetntion of purchasing 

natural beauty cosmetic products by using the Internet: Perceived Usefulness β = 0318, 

Perceived ease of use β = 0275, Social impact β = 0223 Attitudes Towards  β = 0176 

Perceived Behavioral Control  β = 0127. Perceived Usefulness is highest regression 

coefficients. 
 

Keywords: beauty products, easy to use, using the internet. 
 

1. Introduction 

Internet in Vietnam officially started at the end of 1997. November 19, 1997 was 

the first day Vietnam connected global internet. (Wikipedia).Rob Hurle, a professor at 

Australian National University (ANU), is considered as the first to lay the foundation for 

the development of Internet in Vietnam by presenting his ideas to Vietnamese students 

who studied in Australia and bring a "modem" which was ―as big as a brick" to Vietnam in 

1991 for testing. 

Internet surpassed newspapers and audio to became popular media in Vietnam, 

according to a survey by Net Index in 2011 (Net Index survey carried out by Yahoo! and 

Kantar Media research and market analysis company). Accordingly, e-mail (60%) and 

messaging (73%) are the two popular means of online connection. Seeing news on Web, 

accessing the home page of the portal and using searching tools are the most 3 popular  

online activities, accounting for 97%, 96% and 96% of the users, respectively. The number 

of users participating social network increase from 41% in 2010 to 55% in 2011. 

Thus, the appearance of Internet has led to the change in the traditional marketing method 

for most of fields except natural cosmetic products. On the other hand, unsafe situation is 

mailto:thuhamar46@gmail.com
mailto:tqhuy83@gmail.com
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alarming in all fields, including the beauty field. Therefore, the consumers have to choose very 

carefully when buying beauty care products for themselves. 

This research will examine the application of technological model in checking the 

using Internet intention of the consumers for natural beauty products in the context of 

Vietnam. 

2. Method 

 Research objectives 

The purpose of the research is to investigate the theoretical model to analyze the 

intention to use natural beauty products with the actual data in Vietnam. 

Based on the current status of affecting factors, the researcher will make 

conclusions and appropriate recommendations. 

 Research objects and scope  

Objects of the research is the consumers using online shopping for beauty products 

in Hanoi. 

 Theoretical basis 

Online shopping is defined as the behavior of the consumer to shopping the product 

from online stores or websites using the online shopping (Monsuwe, Dellaert and 

K.D.Ruyter, 2004). 

Online shopping is the process whereby the consumers directly buy goods or 

services from a seller in real time, without any intermediary service, over the Internet. It is 

a form of e-commerce. (Wikipedia, 2013). 

The research uses TAM model (Technology Acceptance Model) as the theoretical 

basis. The model has been proved by many previous studies to explain and predict the 

acceptance and use of information technology. The two basic elements of the model are 

"perceived usefulness" and "Perceived ease-of-use". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TAM model (Fred David, 1989) 

Where: 

- Perceived usefulness ―the degree to which a person believes that using a particular 

system would enhance his or her job performance‖. 

- Perceived ease-of-use ―the degree to which a person believes that using a 

particular system would be free from effort‖. 

Moreover, when considering the relationship between attitudes and behavior, the 

research also use TPB attitude model, this is the expansion of TRA model (Theory of 

reasoned Action) (Source: Ajizen & Fisbein, 1980). TPB model said that the intention of 

the consumer action is influenced by 3 factors: attitude towards the action, perceived 

External 

Variables 

Attitude 

Toward 

Using (A) 

Perceived 

usefulness (U) 

Perceived ease-of-

use (E) 

Behavioral 

Intention to 

Use (BI) 
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behavioural control, individual's perception of social normative pressures – referred to 

social influence (Source: Ajizen, 1991). 

The difference of the two models TPB and TRA is that TPB adds the influence of 

the factor " perceived behavioural control" to action intention, in addition to the two factors 

which are "the attitude towards action "and" social influence "(Source: Davis et al, 1989). 

Two models are used popularly to predict the behaviors in many different 

situations, especially in research on beauty product – because the young consumers are 

strongly influenced by the reference group. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TPB model (Davis et al, 1989) 

 

Where: 

- Attitudes towards action: is how the individual feels when doing something 

- Social Influence is the feelings of other persons when you do something (family, 

friends...)  

- Perceived behavioral control is the resources of an individual to perform any work. 

 Research model 

According to theoretical backgrounds which are TAM and TPB models, the 

research proposes the research model related to the consumer‘s intention to use the internet 

in purchasing natural beauty products in the context of Vietnam. 
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Table 1: Measurement scale of research definition. 

No Variable Code Scale measurement concepts 
Measurement 

scale 

1 Perceived 

usefulness 

(HI) 

HI1 

HI2 

HI3 

 

HI4 

1. Using the Internet saves time 

2. Use the internet to save costs 

3.using internet help to perform related work 

effectively 

4. In general,using internet bring benefits 

1 = strong 

disagree, 5 = 

strong agree 

2 Perceived 

ease-of-use 

(DD) 

DD1 

DD2 

DD3 

DD4 

1. Using internet is easy 

2. Using internet fluently not take your time 

3. Internet performance is simple 

4. In general, internet is easy to use 

1 = strong 

disagree, 5 = 

strong agree 

3 Attitude 

towards 

action (TD) 

TD1 

TD2 

TD3 

1. I like using internet 

2. I feel smart when using internet 

3. In my opinion,using internet is helpful for people 

1 = strong 

disagree, 5 = 

strong agree 

4 Social 

Influence 

(AH) 

AH1 

AH2 

 

AH3 

1. Influened people thought that i should use 

internet 

2. Relatives thought that i should use internet 

3. I use internet because others use 

1 = strong 

disagree, 5 = 

strong agree 

5 Perceived 

behavioral 

control 

(KS) 

KS1 

KS2 

KS3 

1. I can use internet even not use the same 

systems before 

2. I'm afford finance to use services 

3. I believe that i have have enough ability to use 

internet 

1 = strong 

disagree, 5 = 

strong agree 

With the hypothesis 

- Perceived usefulness is proportional to intention to use the internet in purchasing 

natural beauty products. 

- Perceived ease-of-use is proportional to intention to use the internet in 

purchasing natural beauty products. 

- Attitude towards action is proportional to intention to use the internet in 

purchasing natural beauty products. 

- Social Influence is proportional to intention to use the internet in purchasing 

natural beauty products. 

- Perceived behavioral control is proportional to intention to use the internet in 

purchasing natural beauty products. 

 Research methodologies 

The research was done by quantitative research method to test the measurement 

model, causal model and investigation method. 

3. Results   

 Investigation 

The study was conducted from January to March 2016 by online survey in which 

the questionnaires are sent to the consumers who participate in online shopping in Hanoi. 
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The sample size is n = 500, respondents are selected by convenient method, they are the 

people purchasing beauty products via Internet. The process of implementing online survey 

results to 310 questionnaires which are collected and satisfied with the requirements: 

Table 2: Information on the subjects answered questionnaires. 

Size specimen n=310 

Sex Male  22 7.1 % 

Female 288 92.9% 

 

 

Age 

18-25 102 32.9% 

25-45 148 47.7% 

>45 60 19.4% 

Earned income Less than 3.000.000 vnd 39 12.6% 

3.000.000-6.000.000 vnd 83 26.8% 

6.000.000-10.000.000 vnd 120 38.7% 

Over 10.000.000 vnd 68 21.9% 

Number of years of 

participation in online 

shopping 

Less than 1 year 72 23.2% 

1-2 years 178 57.4% 

Over 2 years 60 19.4% 

The table shows the demographic factor has strongly influence on the intention to 

buy beauty products. 

- Gender: Percentage of women having intention to use the internet to purchase 

beauty products is more (92.9 %%) than men (7.1%). It is also quite understandable 

because women are usually more interested in beauty care products than men. Women tend 

to choose to purchase and use cosmetics, men are mostly interested in technology products. 

The results obtained above is completely understandable. 

- Age: The majority of sample respondents have intentions to use the internet to 

purchase beauty products in the age group 25-45 (accounting for 47.7%), the age group 18-

25 (accounting for 32.9%). The reason for these percentages is the need and taste of people 

in these age groups. Therefore, when the individuals and companies sells beauty products 

via internet should properly identify the target customers. These are the age group having 

the best opportunity to access advertisement, interact with many modern communication 

channels, such as online media, social networks, websites… 

- Income: The group of objects having the highest intention to purchase via 

internet is the group with income from 6 to 10 million VND (accounting for 38.7%). 

Besides, the group with income from 3-6 million VND also is the list of potential 

customers who use internet to buy beauty products. 

- The group of consumer whose year of using online shopping is from 1-2 years 

will have the highest intention to use internet to buy beauty products. 

 Scale inspection 

Scale inspection of the factors in TAM and TPB models which affect intention to 

use internet to purchase beauty products in the context in Vietnam is done through 

Cronbach‘s Alpha coefficient of reliability; the results are as follows:  
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Table 3: Preliminary assessments by Cronbach's Alpha scales. 

Element 
Observed 

variables 

Average 

value 

Standard 

deviation 

Correlation 

variable 

adjustable-

total 

Cronbach‟s 

Alpha 

If removed 

variable 

Perceived 

usefulness 

 (HI) 

Cronbach‘s Alpha=0.808 

HI1 3.52 0.920 0.681 0.731 

HI2 3.94 0.892 0.542 0.799 

HI3 3.57 0.832 0.662 0.743 

HI4 3.49 0.868 0.620 0.761 

Perceived 

ease-of-

use (DD) 

Cronbach‘s Alpha=0.781 

DD1 3.26 1.127 0.531 0.762 

DD2 3.45 1.035 0.718 0.654 

DD3 3.91 0.842 0.478 0.778 

DD4 3.56 1.027 0.638 0.699 

Attitude 

towards 

action 

(TD) 

Cronbach‘s Alpha=0.774 

TD1 3.14 1.025 0.531 0.715 

TD2 2.82 1.098 0.594 0.716 

TD3 3.21 1.224 0.531 0.748 

Social 

Influence 

(AH) 

Cronbach‘s Alpha=0.867 

AH1 2.81 1.186 0.706 0.738 

AH2 2.67 1.357 0.755 0.706 

AH3 2.96 1.346 0.721 0.724 

Perceived 

behavioral 

control 

(KS) 

Cronbach‘s Alpha=0.774 

KS1 3.46 0.818 0.606 0.779 

KS2 3.39 0.819 0.696 0.737 

KS3 3.55 0.803 0.558 0.745 
 

Cronbach's Alpha method allows the analyzer to remove inappropriate changes and limit 

the junk variables in the research model of Hoang Trong and Chu Nguyen Mong Ngoc (2008 

[14]) and many researchers who agree that Cronbach's alpha coefficient which has values from 

0.8 to approximately 1.0 is good scale, from 0.7 to approximately 0.8 is acceptable. 

Thus the results show us the observed variables are satisfied the coefficient 

Cronbach's Alpha conditions, they are good scales having strong correlation to measure the 

intention to use the internet. 

 Multiple linear regression analysis and test the hypotheses   

A correlation analysis is to examine the linear correlation between the dependent 

variable and independent variables, as well as the relationship between each variable 

correlated independently with each other. 
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Result of coefficient correlation matrix is with significance level α ≤0.05, and the 

correlation coefficients between the variables are from 0.342 to 0.776 (satisfy the condition -1≤ r 

≤1). This shows that 5 independent variables have quite close linear correlation to the dependent 

variable which is intention to purchase via internet. 

Multiple linear regression analysis of the relationship among factors affecting the 

intention to use the internet to buy natural beauty products has R2 adjusted coefficient of 

0.663, which means that the built linear regression model is appropriate to the dataset with 

level of 66.3%. Result of variance analysis indicates that value F = 112.096, with a 

significance level sig. = 0.000 (<0.005), this can ensures statistically, and prove that this 

model is consistent with dataset and ensure reliability. Multiple linear regression correlation 

model of the factors is shown by standardized regression coefficients of the independent 

variables which is proportional to dependent variables in order from highest to lowest, which 

is: Perceived usefulness β = 0.318, Perceived ease-of-use β = 0.275, social influence β = 

0.223, Attitude towards action β = 0.176, Perceived behavioral control β = 0.127. 

The results also show that tolerance factor is low, from 0601 to 0793 and VI value 

is from 1.831 to 2.347, thus there is no multicollinearity and no close correlation with the 

independent variables. 

The analysis results also show that regression model is appropriate with data and 

the variables have statistical significance, the conclusion is that the proposed hypotheses 

are accepted. 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

In general, the actual results show that the proposed model is effective 

comprehensively, consistent with research objectives. Theoretically, the research have 

successfully apply a research model and measurement tools in other countries to Vietnam, 

which allows to build the theoretical foundation for future research in Vietnam. In reality, 

the results have given important contributions to individuals, businesses in Vietnam. With 

the rapid development of E-Commerce, the increasingly fierce competition n the field of 

online business, it opens up many opportunities for small businesses and small-scale 

enterprises. They should consider the following recommendations: 

Specifically: the research results have shown  5 factors affecting intention to use the 

Internet to purchase natural beauty products: Perceived usefulness β = 0.318, Perceived 

ease-of-use β = 0.275, social influence β = 0.223, Attitude towards action β = 0.176, 

Perceived behavioral control β = 0.127. Perceived usefulness has the highest regression 

coefficient, which prove that the first factor affect the consumer‘s intention to use Internet 

to buy beauty product is the convenience the customer‘s feel when using this services. The 

next factor is that the customer will feel how easy when using internet so that 

manipulations on the internet should be easy for the users... In addition, social influence is 

also a factor that needs to be paid attention to: the people have influence on the customer‘s 

behavior think that the customer should use internet or the customer use internet because 

the people around them use the internet... 
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THE DETERMINANTS OF BANKS‟ LIQUIDITY:  

CASE OF VIETNAM 
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Abstract: This paper studies the determinant of banks‟ liquidity in Vietnam, using a 

panel of 39 commercial banks from the period 2009 to 2013. In conclusion, 6 factors have 

been found and classified into two group: (i) the growth rate of capital mobilization, the 

ability of bank‟s CEO (positive), and (ii) total assets, proportion of long-term loans, ratio 

of loans to deposits, and the listing status (quoted or not quoted) of banks (negative). 
 

Key words: Bank liquidity, Vietnamese commercial banks, liquidity determinants 
 

1. Introduction 

In Vietnam, due to a typical ―credit subsidies‖ mechanism the liquidity of banking 

system is considered an indicator of circulation of capital in the economy. Since 2009, this 

factor has become unstable and more difficult for regulators to monitor than ever. The ratio 

of loan to deposit (LDR) was at a high level, averaging 109% ratio in the period of 2009 - 

2011 amid the cash flows through banking system fluctuated wildly. A low credit quality 

partly contributed to the liquidity shortages, pushing many banks to attract more funds by 

raising deposits rates which then climbed up to a high level of 20% per year. 

Consequently, the amount of premature deposit withdraws doubled within 3 years (2010 – 

2012). The interbank market has no longer been the primary capital mobilization channel 

of commercial banks. For the first time in the banking‘s history, commercial banks needed 

collateral to borrow on this market. To solve this problem, the government has 

implemented numerous active policies including restructuring commercial banking system, 

resolving non-performing loans and stabilizing market interest rates. By the end of 

November 2015, the bad debt ratio was brought about 2.7% which approximated to the 

average ratio in the period of 2005 - 2006. The transaction on interbank market is relative 

stable in both size and number, implying that the bank‘s liquidity was significantly 

improved in time. However, all efforts to rebound the impressive growth, at an average 

rate of 7% annually, exposed a boom in credit growth. Remarkably, the Circular 

36/2014/TT-NHNN allowed commercial banks to use maximum of 60% of short-term 

funds, doubling from the previous mandatory requirement to finance the medium and long-

term loans. Despite its positive effects on credit channel, this Circular exposed numerous 

risks due to unsustainable business environment and unpredictable global politics and 

economy. If the credit growth were not regulated carefuly and liquidity problem were 

underestimated, the financial crisis could  returned unintentionally. Therefore, strictly 
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control the liquidity of commercial banking system is crucial for regulators to retain 

financial system‘s stability. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to understand some key 

determinants which could change liquidity position of commercial banks.  

Liquidity is an indicator reflecting financial position of a particular bank to meet its 

payment obligations (Duttweiler, 2008, 2009). A bank losing liquidity would quickly go 

bankrupt and negatively affect the whole economy. Due to its importance, the liquidity 

problem of commercial bank attracts attentions of many scholars such as Diamond and 

Rajan (2000, 2001), Gorton and Winton (2000), Allen and Gale (2004), Repullo (2004), 

Bonfim and Kim (2011), Vodava (2011) ... In Vietnam, however, only Truong Quang 

Thong and Pham Minh Tien applied quantitative methods by using funding gap to examine 

possible effects of financial factors on liquidity risk.  

Conducting this research, the authors believe that there are alternative ways to 

evaluate the liquidity of banks and that focusing only on financial analysis is unreliable as 

a low market‘s transparency. Furthermore, in-depth review on fundamental theories and 

empirical research in Vietnam are necessary to clarify the question: What are determinants 

of liquidity of commercial banks in Vietnam? The authors do not only focus on factors 

related to banks but also on non-financial factors which are rarely presented in other 

research papers. 

2. Research Framework 

To answer the above question, the research framework is proposed as the following: 

Figure 1. Research Framework 

 

 

 

 
 

Source: Generated by authors 

According to Rose (2001) and the regulation of IMF (2006), AIA (1996), the banks‘ 

liquidity is a ratio of liquid assets to total assets. In more detail, the asset is liquid if it can 

be sold quickly without significant losses but what determine the liquidity of an asset is 

still a disputed issue among theorist (Alger et al., 1999). 

The factors affecting liquidity of assets are classified into two categories: financial 

and non-financial factors. The first group includes some ratios of commercial banks which 

are suggested to have significant influence on liquidity. In term of assets size, Iannotta et 

al. (2007) supposed that some banks are ―too big to fail‖. This implication puts these banks 

at a favorable position. For instance, reducing cost of funds allows them to make riskier 

investments. When suffering liquidity crisis, they are always at the first place to get 

supports from central bank. Consequently, the large banks are likely to retain a low 

liquidity position. This idea was supported by empirical studies conducted by Giannotti et 

al. (2010), Vodova (2011), Nguyen et al. (2012). By contrast, Rauch et al. (2008), Berger 

and Bouwman (2009) believed that because small banks only focus on traditional banking 

services, they become more stable as suffering fewer risks and tend to hold as low liquidity 

Determinants 

1. Financial factors 

2. Non-financial factors 

Liquidity of commercial 

banks 
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position as possible. The positive relation between bank size and liquidity is consolidated 

by studies of Valla and Saes - Escorbiac (2008), Bonfim and Kim (2011).  

Some other ratios involved the scale and characteristic of bank loans also affect on 

banks‘ liquidity. For instance, both rational theory (Pilbeam, 2005) and empirical research 

(Valla and Saes-Escorbiac, 2008) showed that credit growth negatively affect liquidity. 

Banks are likely hold more liquid assets when the customers demand for borrowing is low. 

Conversely, when borrowing demand increases, banks have incentive to hold illiquid 

assets to expect for a higher return (Pilbeam, 2005). Additional, by using quantitative 

method, Vodava (2011), Bonfim and Kim (2011) proved that the higher the ratio of loans 

to deposits is, the bigger liquidity risk banks ought to face. In other research on 

Vietnamese market, Quach Manh Hao (2011) emphasized the liquidity risk of commercial 

banks during years prior to 2011 was resulted from the imbalance between loans and 

deposits in both terms of size and maturity. Furthermore, the proportion of medium and 

long-term loans and that of mortgage and construction loans to total loans strongly 

influence the liquidity of commercial banks (Quach Manh Hao, 2011; Hoang Vu, 2008). 

According to Thanh Trung (2012), a high growth of capital mobilization will enable 

commercial banks to achieve ideal liquidity position. However, all these above 

assessments have not been examined by reliable testing. 

In term of risk absorption, the bank’s capital and capital adequacy ratio are well-

known indicators which significantly affect banks‘ liquidity but there is no agreement on 

the way of their impact among studies. According to Thakor (1996), Diamond and Rajan 

(2000, 2001), Gorton and Witon (2000), Rose (2001), banks can create more or less liquid 

assets simply by changing funding structure. Theoretically, there are two existing opposite 

view on this relationship. The first group of researchers supposed that bank‘s capital 

hinders liquidity competence through: (i) the vulnerability of financial structure and (ii) a 

decrease in deposits. A vulnerable financial structure is recognized as declining capital 

tends to create more liquid assets (Diamond and Rajan, 2000, 2001), meanwhile, a high 

capitalization, which is measured as the ratio of equity to total assets, can reduce deposits 

and thereby weaken the bank‘s capability of creating liquidity (Gorton and Winton 2000). 

Conversely, with the assumption of risk absorption, some researchers affirmed that large 

capital helps increase the liquidity of banks (Allen and Gale 2004) as it allows banks to 

absorb greater risks (Repullo 2004). In their empirical research, Vodova (2011), Bonfim 

and Kim (2011) recognized that banks in the Czech, European and North America which 

maintained high capital adequacy level - the most important indicator presenting the bank‘s 

capital – have a low liquidity risk and vice versa. Non-performing loans (NPLs) also have 

negative impact on bank‘s solvency as banks can not generate income to meet the demand 

for withdrawals. A high bad debt ratio also damages confidence of depositors and investors 

that results to massive withdrawal, driving banks to a liquidity crisis.  

The second group which related to non-financial factors involves to bank‘s internal 

governance. As these factors were rarely mentioned as well as verified by quantitative 

approach in Vietnam, this paper is expected to be a new contribution to research literature. 

In term of corporate governance, the bank manager’s competence in liquidity management 

positively impacts the success of investment decision when banks have excessive liquidity 
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and helps bank enlarge capital and liquidate assets in case the thread of liquidity crisis 

appears. In general, Rose (2001) believed the liquidity management is important measure 

of overall effectiveness to achieve a sustainable development goals.  

In addition, Nguyen et al (2012) stated that the listing status could affect banking 

activities as banks whose shares are quoted on stock exchange often hold more liquid 

assets than unlisted banks do. 

3. Research Methodology 

* Sample: From 41 commercial banks operating in Vietnam as of 31/12/2013, 

excluding newly established banks or acquired banks who unable to provide sufficient 

information – that likely give a biased result, the authors choose a sample of 39 

commercial banks with data range from 2009 to 2013.  

* Source of database: The secondary data has been extracted from annual reports 

publicly published on the websites of commercial banks and that provided by Stoxplus. 

* Variable of model: 

+ Dependent Variable: The liquidity of banks (denoted as LIQUID) is measured by 

ratio of liquid assets to total assets. 

+ Independent Variable: These variables are examined by both local and foreign 

researchers or presented in the research framework. The method to identify these factors 

and their expected signal is shown in table 1. 

Table 1: Definitions and Notation of the Variables 

No Variables and Notation Measure Expected Signal 

9 Assets size – TASSET Total assets + 

1 Credit growth – CREDITGR The growth rate of total credit in years  - 

4 Deposit growth – LIAGR The growth rate of deposits in years  + 

5 Loans - deposits ratio – 

CREDEPO 

Aggregated loans/deposits at year end - 

6 Long-term loans/Total loans 

– LONGTR 

Long-term loans/total loans - 

10 The proportion of mortgage 

and construction loans – 

CONSLAND 

Mortgage and construction loans/total 

loans  

- 

2 Capital Adequacy Ratio – 

CAR 

(Tier 1 capital + Tier 2 Capital)/Risk 

weighted assets 

- 

3 Bad Debt Ratio – BADD Bad debts/total loans - 

7 Management Qualification – 

MANEQUA 

Education of bank‘s managers. Dummy 

variable, = 1 if bachelor, = 2 if master, = 3 

if doctoral 

+ 

8 Listing Status – LISTED Dummy variable, = 1 if quoted, = 0 if 

unquoted 

+ 

Source: Generated by authors 
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*Data process method: Applied technique of linear regression on data panel with 

supporting software EVIEWS 8.0, the research model is presented as following: 

                        

                           with i = 1, 2,..,n and t = 1,2,…,t 

Where     : Value of Y for individual i
th

 at t 

        Value of X1 for individual i
th

 at t1 

      : Value of X2 for individual i
th

 at t2 

            , the error of model divided to 2 parts: vi indicates for 

unobserved terms which is different among individuals but unchanged all the time whereas     

represents for unobserved terms which is different among individuals and changeable in time.  

4. Results 

Hausman Test indicates the chosen appropriate method is fixed-effect method 

(FEM). Estimated results are described in Table 2: 

Table 2. Estimated Value of Variables  

     
     Notation   Coefficient  T-Test Probability  

     
     C 0,114386  2,981444 0,0033 

TASSET * -1,50E-10  -1,778604 0,0770 

CREDITGR 0,013380  1,042844 0,2984 

LIAGR ** 0,024475  2,009323 0,0460 

CREDEPO *** -0,030381  -3,627914 0,0004 

LONGTR *** -0,293957  -3,961557 0,0001 

CONSLAND 0,059812  0,747352 0,4558 

CAR -0,030000  -0,320517 0,7489 

BADD -0,132001  -0,908964 0,3646 

MANEQUA *** 0,092962  5,409888 0,0000 

LISTED *** -0,086883  -2,957330 0,0035 

     
 

 

         
No. of observations 195      No. of groups 5 

Adjusted R-squared 0,251452      Log likelihood 121,2195 

F-statistic 5,654887      Durbin-Watson stat 1,022761 

Prob (F-statistic) 0,000000   

          
                          (* p < 10%; ** p < 5% ; *** p < 1%) 

Source: Authors‟ Calculation 

The model explains for 25.14% (by adjusted R – squared) of the change in liquid 

assets to total assets; Prob of F – Statistic is 0.0000 < 0.01 means that    is significant. Log 
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likelihood is 121.2195, implying that a strong correlation is acceptable. Durbin – Watson = 

1.022 (in a range of 1 and 3) that proves no autocorrelation errors in this model. The results 

verified 6 factors affecting liquidity position of commercial banks in Vietnam: 

- Total assets: This research finds that total assets and liquidity position has a 

negative relation which is consistent with the attitude of ―too big to fail‖ introduced by 

Iannotta et al (2010), Vodova (2011), Nguyen et al (2012). Due to the ―credit subsidies‖ 

mechanism for State-owned enterprises and a premier position of commercial banks in 

financial system, some largest banks whose shares mostly held by State receive a huge 

liquidity supports to implement economic policies, as well as participate in restructuring 

banking system. This characteristic partly enables banks to invest in illiquid, riskier assets. 

- The growth of capital mobilization: With 95% confidence, the growth of capital 

mobilization is proved to have a positive impact on commercial banks‘ liquidity in 

Vietnam that consistent with Thanh Trung‘s commentary (2012). In the period of 2009 – 

2013, capital mobilization of commercial banks increased by an average of 23.24% per 

year. As the non-performing loans increased rapidly, raising capital is not only essential to 

fund new loans but also to pay premature withdrawal and meet the tightening regulation of 

State Bank of Vietnam (SBV). 

- The ratio of loans to deposits: This factor has a significant negative impact on banks‘ 

liquidity. In case this ratio above 1, it implies that deposit is not sufficient to meet borrowing 

demand of customers, therefore, banks must access the additional source of funds from other 

credit institutions and SBV. As the result, a pressure will be created to the liquidity of the 

whole banking system. This idea is also consistent with studies made by Moore (2010), 

Vodova (2011), Quach Manh Hao (2011). 

- The proportion of long-term loans in total loans: Similar to discussion above, a 

high proportion of long term loans in total loans has a negative impact on the liquidity 

position of banks (significance of 99%). In the period from 2009 to 2013, the value of 

medium and long-term loans accounted for 47% of the total outstanding loan of 

Vietnamese commercial banking system. According Quach Manh Hao (2011), the duration 

gap between deposits and loans has become more severe. Long-term loans accounted for a 

larger proportion and at larger-scales than deposits with the same maturity. When 

monetary policy is tightened, short-term capital turnover is limited, leading to shortage of 

liquidity. Besides, according to To Ngoc Hung (cited by Hoang Vu, 2008), the ―overheat‖ 

credit growth associated with unreasonable investment structure that highly concentrates in 

real estates for profit-maximizing purposes will expose to greater risks, especially when 

the market gets frozen. This activity creates a mismatch between the maturity of assets and 

liabilities due to the fact that banks have used too much short-term funds, resulting in 

higher liquidity risk. 

- Management Qualification: Consistent with Rose (2011), findings from this 

research shows that manager qualifications have a positive impact on bank liquidity. 

Accordingly, the higher level of the bank managers‘ qualification, the more awareness of 

liquidity risks in the long-term is raised and more prudent decisions are applied in order to 

achieve sustainable development. 
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- Finally, in terms of listing status of banks: Contrary to the findings of Nguyen et 

al (2012), the listed Vietnamese joint-stock commercial banks hold less liquid assets than 

unlisted ones. According to data from Stoxplus, 9 banks whose stocks quoted on two stock 

exchanges do not hold a high proportion of liquidity assets, particularly BIDV and 

Vietinbank which only maintain liquid assets at average of 30% of total assets; meanwhile 

this of unlisted banks such as Maritimebank, TechcomBank or DongA Bank is over 50%. 

The reason for this phenomena could be explained by the fact that most listed banks are 

well established with large-scale, high reputation and excellent capability of assets 

management (Thanh Binh, 2015), so they could easily mobilize additional capital if 

necessary. As a result, the general trend in those banks is the investment in riskier assets 

instead of holding liquid assets. 

There are not enough grounds to examine the relationship among the remaining 

variables and liquidity situation, therefore further study and clarification are necessary.  

5. Findings and Discussion 

The empirical result of the research at 39 Vietnamese commercial banks in the 

period of 2009 -2013 shows that liquidity status is positively related to two factors: 

liabilities growth rate and the qualification level of bank managers and negatively related 

to total assets, long-term loan ratio, loan-deposit ratio and bank‘s listing status. Therefore, 

in order to contribute to the consolidation and control of liquidity in Vietnamese 

commercial banks, the researchers note a number of issues as following: 

First, raising capital should be in consistent with business needs: Besides the 

purposes of diversifying to reduce average cost of capital, differentiating and increasing 

competitiveness in the market, commercial banks should actively develop new debt 

instruments to raise more medium and long-term capital, satisfying the needs of 

businesses. Do not take advantage of duration swap operations, or combining with 

measures to closely manage liquidity if used.  

Second, credit growth should be controlled and linked with liquidity safety: Although 

it is allowed that commercial banks can use 60% of short-term fund for medium and long-

term loans, they should not reach this limit to avoid the risk of losing liquidity under internal 

and external uncertainties or in case there is adverse information for banks (especially events 

related to the high-level personnel changes or financial health). Conversely, the State Bank 

should apply measures to closely monitor liquidity and consider reducing above mentioned 

rate when banks have reached the balance of deposits and loans. 

Third, ensuring the effectiveness of long-term loans for the construction and real-

estate sector: Medium and long term loans for the construction and real estate industry is 

very risky but this would be the ultimate choice of commercial banks in the current 

conditions. Therefore, in addition to banks‘ efforts to closely monitor the loan quality, the 

Government should support in improving market transparency of the real estate market 

through building appropriate price index, enhancing statistics, reporting information on 

land planning, licensing investment projects and supporting financial policies ... This also 

contributes to solving all of the non-performing loans backed by real estates in banks.  

Fourth, improving the capacity of managing liquidity in banks: To ensure liquidity, 

the manager must closely monitor activities of all departments related to the mobilization 
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and use of fund in banks; Proactively anticipating and satisfying transactions of large 

customers to make efficient plan in dealing with liquidity deficit as well as in using surplus 

funds reasonably. Finally, there should be a conformity within the board of directors to 

ensure that the importance and the order of liquidity tasks are clearly defined. 

Fifth, strengthening the close and comprehensive monitoring of the operation of 

commercial banking system, including large-scale banks and the State-owned commercial 

banks: In order to ensure the sustainability of the system and avoid bank run which is 

harmful for the whole economy, it is necessary that the State Bank should closely and 

comprehensively monitor the operation of both large-scale and State owned commercial 

banks; separating the management and supervision from the ownership in the bank, 

towards the eradication of separate regulations, the status of "credit subsidies". 
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APPENDIX.  Results of Hausman Test 

 (b) 

tdcd 

(B) 

. 

(b-B) 

Difference 

Sqrt(V_b-V_B) 

S.E. 

TASSET -1,50E-10 -7,65E-10                6,15E-10 0,0000098 

CREDITGR 0,013380 0,3426870 -0,3293070 0,0171213 

LIAGR 0,024475 0,0052131 0,0192619 0,0131002 

CREDEPO -0,030381 -0,0045493 -0,0258317 0,0345267 

LONGTR -0,293957 0,0021823 -0,2917747 0,0053431 

CONSLAND 0,059812 0,0007622 0,0590498 0,0089122 

CAR -0,030000 -0,0035785 -0,0264215 0,0230209 

BADD -0,132001 0,0003322 -0,1323332 0,0074065 

MANEQUA 0,092962 0,0074065 0,0855555 0,0223161 

LISTED -0,086883 -0,0474712 -0,0394118 0,0120561 

b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg 

B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg 

    Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic 

                  chi2 (8)     = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B) 

                                    =       22,14 

                Prob > chi2 =      0,00025 

                (V_b-V_B is not positive definite) 

Prob value = 0,00025 < 0,005, we accept Ho, FEM is chosen. 

Source: Generated by authors 
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Abstract  

This study evaluates the role of financial statements in Vietnamese commercial 

banks‟ loan decisions. The survey of loan officers from different banks indicates that 

financial statements are perceived as useful information in the lending decision in both 

large and small banks. The result shows that the income statement is considered more 

helpful than the balance sheet, the cash flow statement and the notes. The experienced loan 

officers find the notes more important than the inexperienced loan officers. The notes, 

additionally, are viewed more important by loan officers in large banks compared to loan 

officers in small banks. The findings also show that audited financial statements are much 

more reliable than unaudited ones in assessing corporate borrowers‟ credit risk. 

Moreover, the Big4‟s audit reports appear to be more reliable than non-Big4. 
 

Keywords: audit reports,bank loans, financial statements, lending. 
 

1. Introduction 

There have been 36 Vietnamese commercial banks including 9 banks with legal 

capital of over VND 10 billion, 10 banks with legal capital from VND 5 billion to VND 10 

billion and 17 banks with legal capital under VND 5 billion (KimTien, 2015). A survey 

taken by Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry in 2014 showed that 76% of large 

firms, 72% of medium companies, 60% of small enterprises and 38% of micro-small ones 

have been lent from banks (Nguyen, 2016). Vietnamese lenders suffered the bad debt rate 

of 2.55% at the end of 2015 (Reuters, 2015). Regardless of business client sizes, both large 

and small banks always require their clients‘ updated the financial statements to assess 

credit risk and to manage granted loans. The financial statements do not meet the banks‘ 

expectation because of bias in favour of borrowers and the unreasonableness of estimates 

(Mai, 2015). As regulated by the Ministry of Finance, foreign investment companies, 

banks, financial institutions, insurance companies and public companies must have an 

audit of their financial statements (Ministry of Finance, 2014), whereas medium and small 

businesses might be exempt from an audit. Ultimately, financial statements of over 

mailto:maianh29@yahoo.com
mailto:nguyenhuudong.neu@gmail.com
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535,000 small and medium-sized enterprises which represent 97% of the number of 

businesses in Vietnam might not be audited (Nguyen, 2016). Some banks might request 

audited financial statements from clients which are not required a statutory audit by law. In 

spite of that, there are doubts about whether these financial statements are really useful for 

bankers in making lending decisions or simply because of government agencies‘ 

requirements. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate how important financial statements are in 

lending decisions of Vietnamese commercial banks. This research also examines whether 

differences in types of banks and loan officers‘ features have influenced the perception of 

the importance of financial statements. 

Prior studies revealed that large banks relied more on financial information to make 

lending decisions than small banks do whereas small banks mainly based on non-financial 

information such as lender – borrower relationship, loan purpose, collateral and years in 

current business. (Berger and Udell, 1995; Kowk, 1999; Berger and Udell, 2002; Kim, 

2009; Colombatto, Melnik and Monticone, 2011). Although financial statements were 

perceived to be important information for lending purposes in both large and small banks, 

their credibility was considered less adequate in small banks than that in large banks (Kim, 

2009). Poorer quality accounting information of business borrowers led to loans with 

higher interest rates, larger transaction fees and more enormous value of collateralized 

assets (Bharath, Sunder and Sunder, 2006). 

In respect of accounting information, the non-GAAP basis, such as tax basis of 

accounting made small businesses less costly and more easily in preparing (Ernst & 

Young, 2012). Williams, Chen and Tearney (1991) conducted an experimental research 

and found that bank officers did not refuse small borrowers‘ financial statements which did 

not comply with complex accounting standards for deferred taxes, interest capitalization, 

financial leases and salary accruals paid in the future for vacation time. The study of 

Minnis and Sutherland (2015) on lending small clients in USA showed that financial 

statements were requested for only half of the loans and bankers used tax returns as 

alternative information. 

In a survey taken by Kim (2009), the audited financial statements were perceived to 

be more important than non-audited ones in small banks. Other studies reported similar 

findings. For example, Minnis (2010) implemented a quantitative research in private US 

firms to measure the relationship between lenders‘ debt pricing and the verification of 

financial statements. The study provided evidences that audited financial statements were 

more highly associated with deciding interest rates in which firms with audited financial 

statements had lower cost of debt.  Cassar (2011), however, questioned Minnis‘ research 

methods and hypotheses due to the absence of variables relating to the audit choice, the 

loan amount and the type of loans. Ultimately, this variable omission might lead to bias 

results. By conducting focus groups, Gray and Ratzinger (2010) discovered that the 

requirement of auditing firms depended a lot on the perceived risk associated with the 

loan. Bankers agreed that for large or complex organizations, Big4 audits would be 

superior because Big4 firms had the depth of resources needed to service these clients. 

Tsai and Hua (2009) found that firms with Big4 audited financial statements may earn 
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lower interest rate than those of non-Big4 audited financial statements.  However, there 

was no significant difference in the effect on the debt contract terms between large and 

small auditors suggested from the investigation of Chen and He (2012). 

The importance of every single financial statement was perceived differently. A 

survey in Australia conducted by Jones, Romano and Smyrnios (1995) found that lenders 

used the statement of cash flows significantly more than managers, investors and others. 

Research in Qatar taken by Alattar and Al-Khater (2007) confirmed the importance of the 

cash flow statement to bank officers. Although cash flow information was considered as 

more informative to lenders than other users, the statement of cash flows was little used 

(Kowk, 1999) and assessed as less important than the income statement by bank officers in 

Botswana (Kitindi, Magembe and Sethibe, 2007).  In that study, the most importance was 

the income statement, following by the cash flow statement, the balance sheet, the 

auditor‘s report, the notes and the directors‘ report. In Sri Lanka, there was a different case 

when bankers ranked the cash flow statement even lower than the notes (Zoysa and 

Rudkin, 2010) in the following order of importance: the income statement, the balance 

sheet, the notes, the cash flow statement, the auditor‘ report and the directors‘ report.  In 

the United Arab Emirates, the income statement appeared to be the most important 

component for investment decisions (Alzarouri et al., 2011). Investment analysts in 

Malaysia, however, equally considered the role of the income statement, the balance sheet 

and the statement of cash flows (Ghazili, 2010).  The cash flow statement and the balance 

sheet were assessed as most influencing information by the Swedish bank officers 

(Karilainen, 2014). Another research in South of Africa revealed that users preferred 

focusing on the cash flow statement to the income statement, the balance sheet, the notes, 

the directors‘ report and the auditor‘s report (Staibank and Peebles, 2006). 

When it comes to individual items of financial statements, the most informative 

items were profit, revenue and cash flows from operating activities (Karilainen, 2014). 

Additionally, details of liabilities, assets and equity were highly valuable in making 

lending decisions. A quantitative research in USA taken by Dou (2012) discovered that 

firms with a large proportion of debt on the balance sheet had less probability of 

renegotiation. The segment report was paid attention as much as the balance sheet notes 

and the income statement notes, whereas the accounting policies and the cash flow 

statement notes were not important to users (Staibank and Peebles, 2006).  

In regards to human features, there was no evidence of influence of loan officers‘ 

educational background on their perception of the importance of financial statements 

(Kowk, 1999; Kim and Elias, 2008). Loan officers with a business degree viewed financial 

statements as important as loan officers with a non-business degree (Kim and Elias, 2008). 

Loan officers were also classified into two groups (more experienced and less experienced) 

and there was a significant difference in their sense of unaudited financial statements‘ 

credibility (Kowk, 1999; Kim and Elias, 2008). The more experienced loan officers 

realized that unaudited financial statements were less reliable than audited ones, whereas 

the less experienced loan officers did not. 

Regarding the level of satisfaction with financial statements, a survey conducted 

by EFRAG (2009) showed that 75% of the lenders satisfied with financial statements. 

They suggested that financial statements should be improved in terms of prospective 
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financial information, additional segmental information and information on risk 

management process. 

 The prior findings lead to the following research questions (RQs): 

RQ1: Whether financial statement information is a useful consideration in making 

lending decisions? 

RQ2: Which information in financial statements is the most important for lending 

decisions? 

RQ3: What is the difference between the loan officers‘ perception of the importance 

of financial statements in lending decisions at banks of different sizes? 

RQ4: What is the difference between the perceptions of the importance of financial 

statements of loan officers with different features? 

RQ5: What is the difference between the reliability of financial statements with 

different audit levels when making lending decisions? 

Hypotheses 

The study is based on the following hypotheses, as applied to Vietnamese 

commercial banks: 

H01: Financial statement information is just as useful as many other information in 

making lending decisions. 

H02: All components in financial statements are equally important for loan 

decisions. 

H03: There is no significant difference between the loan officers‘ perception of 

the importance of financial statements in lending decisions at banks of different sizes.  

H04: There is no significant difference between the perceptions of the importance of 

financial statements of loan officers with different features. 

H05: There is no significant difference among reliability of unaudited financial 

statements, financial statements audited by a Big4 firm and those audited by a non-

Big4 firm.  

The first hypothesis concerns the need to verify whether bankers in Vietnam find 

financial statement information useful and actually use it for lending decisions. The 

usefulness of financial statement information would be confirmed if more bankers 

proclaim using it in deciding loans than other information sources. The second hypothesis 

brings attention to the importance attached to single financial statements as well as specific 

elements. A set of financial statements includes the directors‘ report, the auditor‘s report, 

the balance sheet, the income statement, the cash flow statement and the notes. We 

hypothesize that loan officers find the different components to be equally important. This 

would be corroborated if we find no preference in their response to our survey. The third 

hypothesis emphasizes on the difference between banks in using financial statements. We 

hypothesize that regardless of bank sizes, loan officers are equally concerned with 

financial statements to make lending decisions. This would be true if there is no 

dissimilarity suggested in their answer to our investigation. The fourth hypothesis draw 

attention to the difference between loan officers. They are disparate in gender and lending 

experience. We hypothesize that disregarding different features, loan officers are equally 
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concerned with financial statements when making lending decisions. This would be true if 

there is no contrast indicated in their response to our investigation. The last hypothesis 

focuses on the role of audit in enhancing the financial statements‘ credibility. Some 

business borrowers provide banks with unaudited financial statements while others give 

financial statements audited by a non-Big4 firm, even a Big4 firm. We hypothesize that, 

regardless of having an audit, loan officers find financial statements to be equally reliable 

in lending decisions. This would be confirmed if no difference is found in the answer to 

our questions.  

2. Method 

Sample selection  

The sample for this study comprised loan officers from two large banks and three 

small banks in Hanoi as well as their branches in Northern Vietnam. The criterion to 

classify a bank into large or small banks is the size of legal capital. The size of legal capital 

of each large bank exceeds VND 10 billion. Legal capital of each small bank is under 

VND 10 billion. Primary data was collected by means of a semi-structured questionnaire. 

The authors contacted branches‘ senior managers and asked for their cooperation in data 

collection.  In the case of being unable to approach senior managers, the authors 

themselves directly communicated with loan officers whom they have personal contact to 

ask for their own participation and their colleagues to take part in the survey. Of the 213 

questionnaires collected, 9 sheets in which respondents failed to complete a significant 

portion of questions.  The usable sample, therefore, consisted of 194 questionnaires.  

Survey instrument 

An opinion survey questionnaire was developed to measure the loan officers‘ 

perception of the importance of financial statements in lending decisions, their credibility 

and suggested improvements. Out of 57 variables considered, 42 variables were adjusted 

from the studies of Kowk (1999), Kitindi, Magembe and Sethibe (2007), Kim (2009), Tsai 

and Hua (2009), EFRAG (2009) and Karilainen (2014), 15 variables were selected from 

results of four in-depth interviews with loan officers of two large banks and two medium 

banks. Respondents were instructed to record their opinions on a seven - point scale 

ranging from ―not important at all‖, ―not useful at all‖ or ―not reliable at all‖ to ―extremely 

important‖, ―extremely useful‖ or ―extremely reliable‖.   

Means were used to rank variables. The Friedman tests were carried out to 

determine if there were statistically significant differences between the importance of 

information variables. The Mann-Whitney U tests and Kruskal - Wallis tests also were 

used to identify whether there were statistically significant differences between the loan 

officer groups regarding the importance of financial statement information, the 

credibility and the suggested improvements. The reasons for using the Friedman tests, 

the Mann – Whitney U tests and Kruskal - Wallis tests are that the groups taking parts in 

the survey are of different sizes and loan officers‘ perception were measured on an 

ordinal scale. These tests were implemented at a 5 percent significance level to confirm 

the results of significant differences among means. 
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3. Results 

Respondents‟ background 

Out of 194 respondents, 45.9 percent was male and 54.1 percent was female. 

Respondents comprised 52.6 percent from large banks and 47.4 percent from small banks. 

The proportion of respondents in each lending experience group was 30.4 percent under 

three years, 30.4 percent from three to five years and 39.2 percent over five years. 

Perceived usefulness of financial statements 

 The loan officers were asked to show the usefulness they attach to 14 different 

possible sources of information in deciding loans. A Likert scale ranging from one (not 

useful at all) to seven (extremely useful) was used for indicating the user usefulness on 

the given items. The mean score received for each source in individual loan officer 

groups and all groups is reported in Table 1. The loan officers assigned an average 

usefulness mean of 6.31, revealing a strong agreement on the usefulness of financial 

statements for lending decisions. The financial statements, however, were just ranked 

as the third – most usefulness, followed by the borrower – bank relationship (µ = 6.26).  

The bank statements (µ = 6.41) and the business plan (µ = 6.39) were the two top-

ranked usefulness in the loan decision. A Friedman test was conducted to determine 

whether loan officers had a differential rank in order of usefulness for these four 

sources of information. Results of that analysis indicated that there was a differential 

rank in order of usefulness for the four sources of information in lending decisions (X
2
 

= 9.531, p = 0.023). Therefore, the first hypothesis about the usefulness of the financial 

statements in loan decisions is confirmed. Financial statements, nevertheless, are not as 

useful as other financial information (the bank statements) and nonfinancial information 

(the business plan). 

 The results of Mann-Whitney U tests showed that the differences between the 

perceptions of male and female loan officers regarding sources of information were not 

significant. Additionally, the results of Kruskal-Wallis tests carried out to determine 

the differences between loan officer groups with various work experience revealed that 

the perceptions of loan officers varied significantly in regards to only one of 14 sources 

of information listed in the questionnaires. The perceptions of the usefulness of the 

discussion with clients‘ directors were significantly different among three loan officer 

groups (X
2
 = 6.725, p = 0.035). The means for loan officers with lending experience of 

less than three years, from three to five years and more than five years were 5.76, 6.02 

and 6.24, respectively. This showed that the more experiences loan officers had, the 

more usefulness of the discussion with clients‘ directors were ranked. Out of 14 

sources listed in the questionnaires, the usefulness of clients‘ legal records, the 

discussion with clients‘ directors and information about clients‘ board of management 

were perceived significantly differently between loan officers from large and small 

banks, using Mann-Whitney U tests (p = 0.009, p = 0.029 and p = 0.006 respectively).  

Loan officers from large banks ranked these three sources of information as more 

useful than loan officers from small banks. The means of the three sources of 

information for large banks were 6.42, 6.21 and 6.27, respectively and those for small 

banks were 6.05, 5.84 and 5.76, respectively. 
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Table 1: Loan officers‟ rating of the usefulness of various sources of information 

No. Source 

Gender Experience Bank‘s size 
Overall 

Mean Male Female MWSL <3yrs. 
3-5 

yrs. 
>5yrs. KWSL Large Small MWSL 

1 Bank account 

report 
6.47 6.37 0.682 6.39 6.37 6.47 0.889 6.47 6.41 0.393 6.41 

2 Business plan 6.30 6.47 0.362 6.29 6.29 6.55 0.108 6.36 6.42 0.585 6.39 

3 Financial 

statements 
6.36 6.27 0.545 6.36 6.24 6.33 0.600 6.3 6.33 0.761 6.31 

4 Borrower – bank 

relationship 
6.26 6.27 0.988 6.17 6.24 6.36 0.364 6.34 6.17 0.287 6.26 

5 Legal records 6.18 6.30 0.467 6.14 6.27 6.30 0.632 6.42 6.05 0.009 6.24 

6 Tax returns 6.15 6.11 0.873 6.36 6.05 6.01 0.123 6.15 6.11 0.920 6.13 

7 History and 

background 
6.12 6.10 0.964 5.93 6.17 6.20 0.243 6.16 6.05 0.617 6.11 

8 Discussion with 

directors 
5.99 6.07 0.661 5.76 6.03 6.24 0.035 6.21 5.84 0.029 6.03 

9 Board of 

management‘s 

information 

6.02 6.03 0.943 5.73 6.05 6.24 0.084 6.27 5.76 0.006 6.03 

10 Market 

information 
5.41 5.62 0.126 5.52 5.56 5.49 0.905 5.51 5.53 0.837 5.52 

11 Internal control 

system 
5.33 5.32 0.961 5.15 5.29 5.49 0.390 5.42 5.23 0.351 5.33 

12 Business 

industry‘s 

statistics 

5.25 5.16 0.679 5.36 5.27 5.03 0.154 5.17 5.24 0.759 5.20 

13 Dividend policy 5.00 5.10 0.549 5.05 5.20 4.93 0.403 5.11 4.99 0.329 5.05 

14 Macro-economic 

indicators 
4.64 4.63 0.942 4.78 4.78 4.41 0.113 4.79 4.47 0.074 4.64 

Note: KWSL: Kruskal-Wallis significant level; MWSL: Mann-Whitney significant level; mean 

values – scoring: 1 =  not useful at all; 7 =  extremely useful 

Perceived importance of financial statements‟ components 

A set of Vietnamese financial statements comprises six sections: a directors‘ report, 

an audit report, a balance sheets, an income statement, a cash flow statement and notes. 

The loan officers was requested to present their evaluation of the importance of financial 

statements‘ individual sections on a seven – point Likert scale ranging from not important 

at all (1) to extremely important (7). The mean score received for each section in individual 

loan officer groups and all groups is summarised in Table 2.  
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The income statement(µ = 6.32) was perceived to be the most important section, 

followed by the audit report (µ = 6.24), the balance sheets (µ = 6.18), the cash flow statement 

(µ = 5.95), the notes (µ = 5.93) and the directors‘ report (µ = 5.16).  A Friedman test was 

conducted to determine whether loan officers had a differential ranking order for thesesections. 

The results showed that there was a differential ranking order for the six sections in lending 

decisions (X
2
 = 224.845, p = 0.000). Therefore, the second hypothesis about the equal 

importance of the sections in a set of financial statements is rejected. The income statement 

being viewed as the most important part and the directors‘ report being considered as the least 

important made our results consistent with the findings of Kitindi, Magembe and Sethibe 

(2007), Zoysa and Rudkin (2010) and Alzarouri et al.(2011). The audit report being viewed the 

second important section, nevertheless, is different from any earlier studies. 

The results of Mann-Whitney U tests and Kruskal-Wallis tests indicated that the 

notes was the only section of a set of financial statements that loan officer groups have 

significant differences in regards of its degree of importance. The perceptions of the notes 

were significantly different among loan officers with different lending experience (X
2
 = 

6.979, p = 0.031) and between loan officers from banks of various sizes (z = -2.591, p = 

0.010).  The means regarding the notes for loan officers with lending experience of less 

than three years, from three to five years and more than five years were 5.76, 5.76 and 6.20, 

respectively. This revealed that the more experienced loan officers considered the notes as 

more important in lending decisions than the less experienced loan officers. The loan officers 

from large banks also ranked the notes as more important than the loan officers from small 

banks (means of 6.10 and 5.75, respectively). Therefore, the third hypothesis about the 

similarity between loan officers‘ perception of the importance of financial statements in 

lending decisions at banks of different sizes is partially rejected. The fourth hypothesis about 

the indifference between the perceptions of the importance of financial statements of loan 

officers with different features is also somewhat rejected. 
 

Table 2: Loan officers‟ rating of the importance of various financial statements 

No. Statement 

Gender Experience Bank‘s size 
Overall 

Mean Male Female MWSL <3yrs. 
3-5 

yrs. 
>5yrs. KWSL Large Small MWSL 

1 Income statement 6.37 6.27 0.494 6.34 5.32 6.29 0.922 6.27 6.36 0.976 6.32 

2 Audit report 6.30 6.19 0.464 6.19 6.32 6.22 0.868 6.16 6.34 0.529 6.24 

3 Balance sheet 6.18 7.17 0.774 6.07 6.08 6.33 0.222 6.18 6.17 0.730 6.18 

4 Cash flow 

statement 
6.03 5.90 0.283 5.81 5.85 6.6 0.100 6.07 5.84 0.091 5.95 

5 Notes 5.94 5.92 0.727 5.76 5.76 6.2 0.031 6.10 5.75 0.010 5.93 

6 Directors‘ report 5.35 4.99 0.075 5.14 5.05 5.25 0.703 5.23 5.08 0.428 5.16 

Note: KWSL: Kruskal-Wallis significant level; MWSL: Mann-Whitney significant level; mean 

values – scoring: 1 =  not important at all; 7 =  extremely important 
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Perceived credibility of financial statements 

 The respondents were asked to rank the degree of credibility they attach to various 

types of financial statements. A Likert scale ranging from one (not reliable at all) to seven 

(extremely reliable) was used for indicating the degree of credibility on three types of 

financial statements: unaudited, audited by a Big4 firm and audited by a non-Big4 firm. 

The mean score received for each type of financial statements in individual loan officer 

groups and all groups is reported in Table 3. A Friedman test was conducted to determine 

whether loan officers had a differential rank in order of credibility for thesethree types of 

financial statements. Results of that analysis indicated that there was a differential rank in 

order of reliability of the three types of financial statements (X
2
 = 335.197, p = 0.000). The 

financial statements audited by a Big4 firm were perceived to be the most reliable (µ = 

6.36) whereas the ones audited by a non-Big4 firm were assigned to be moderately reliable 

(µ = 5.11). The loan officers viewed the unaudited financial statements to be slightly 

unreliable (µ = 3.46). Ultimately, the fifth hypothesis about the indifference among 

reliability of unaudited financial statements, financial statements audited by a Big4 firm 

and financial statements audited by a non-Big4 firm is rejected.   

 The results of Mann-Whitney U tests showed that the difference among the 

perceptions of male and female loan officers regarding the credibility of unaudited 

financial statements was significant (z = -2.246, p = 0.025). Female loan officers realized 

that unaudited financial statements were more unreliable than male loan officers (means of 

3.28 and 3.67, respectively). Additionally, the results of Kruskal-Wallis tests carried out to 

determine the differences between loan officer groups with various work experience 

revealed that the perceptions of the credibility of financial statements audited by a non-

Big4 firm were significantly different among three loan officer groups (X
2
 = 8.604, p = 

0.014). The means for loan officers with lending experience of less than three years, from 

three to five years and more than five years were 5.41, 5.03 and 4.93, respectively. This 

showed that the more lending experienced loan officers were, the less credible of the 

financial statements audited by a non-Big4 firm were ranked.  

Table 3: Loan officers‟ rating of the credibility of financial statements in lending 

decisions 

No. 

Type of 

financial 

statements 

Gender Experience Bank‘s size 
Overall 

Mean Male Female MWSL <3yrs. 3-5 

yrs. 

>5yrs. KWSL Large Small MWSL 

1 Audited by 

a Big4 firm 
6.36 6.35 0.680 6.41 6.39 6.29 0.333 6.32 6.39 0.474 6.36 

2 Audited by 

a Non-Big 4 

firm 

5.15 5.08 0.785 5.41 5.03 4.93 0.014 5.08 5.14 0.553 5.11 

3 Unaudited  3.67 3.28 0.025 3.71 3.36 3.34 0.211 3.56 3.34 0.474 3.46 

Note: KWSL: Kruskal-Wallis significant level; MWSL: Mann-Whitney significant level; 

mean values – scoring: 1 =  not reliable at all; 7 =  extremely reliable 
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 4. Discussion and Conclusion 

 The major objective of this study was to investigate the perceptions on the usefulness 

of financial statements in lending decisions at Vietnamese commercial banks. The results of 

the survey confirmed that financial statements are greatly useful for loan decisions. However, 

loan officers find bank statements to be more useful than financial statements. This could be 

explained by the important role of cash flow information for lending decision-making. Loan 

officers might find out true information of cash flows from bank statements which financial 

statements might not provide because of their questionable credibility. 

 Overall, the loan officers attached a high degree of importance to all components of 

financial statements, with more emphasis on the income statement. The finding suggests that 

loan officers are more concerned with profitability than other financial indicators. Surprisingly, 

a high degree of importance also was attached to the audit report. This might concern to the 

financial statements‘ credibility. Additionally, modified audit opinions would be useful for 

loan officers to make accounting adjustments before doing financial analysis for borrowers. 

The least importance attached to the notes and the directors‘ report raises questions about their 

instructiveness. The qualitative information of these two components, apparently, is less 

preferred compared to quantitative information. Another study should be carried out to find out 

reasons for unattractiveness of these two components to loan officers. 

 The results revealed that unaudited financial statements are not credible. The loan 

officers, moreover, attached a low degree of credibility to financial statements audited by a 

non-Big4 firm. This places in doubt audit quality and professional ethics of accountants. 

Another study should be implemented to find out why loan officers do not have confidence 

in financial statements and what should be done in order to enhance their credibility. 

 The analysis showed that male loan officers and female loan officers do not differ 

significantly in their perception of financial statements regarding their usefulness, 

importance and credibility. The only difference between them is that female loan officers 

view unaudited financial statements as more unreliable than male loan officers. This might 

imply that female loan officers are more prudent than male loan officers. In terms of 

lending experience, loan officer groups differ significantly in their perception of the 

usefulness of discussion with directors, the importance of the notes and the credibility of 

financial statements audited by a non-Big4 firm. More experienced loan officers find the 

discussion with directors more useful, the notes more important and the financial 

statements audited by a non-Big4 firm less reliable than less experienced loan officers. 

This might imply that loan officers, through lending experience, may improve their skills 

and prudence in loan decision- making. 

 The findings of the study also indicated that financial statements are useful in loan 

decisions at both large and small banks. Loan officers in both large and small banks fully 

realize the significant difference in the credibility among financial statements of different 

levels of audit. Loan officers in large banks view the notes as more important than loan 

officers in small banks. This might be imply that loan officers in large banks are more 

careful in analysing financial statements. 

 The results of this study were subject to the limitations of a systematic, small and 

regional sample. Additional studies should be implemented elsewhere in Vietnam (e.g. Southern 

Vietnam) to test whether the findings in this might be generalized to all banks in Vietnam.  
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Abstract  

Vietnamese enterprises continue to face serious difficulties due to the influence of 

financial crisis in the past years. One of efficent management tools at present in the 

process of decision-making in management, operation and control of the administrator's 

business operations, strengthen development of Vietnamese enterprises is Responsibility 

Accounting (RA). However, responsibility accounting in general is a very new content in 

both theoretical and Practice in Viet Nam. Therefore, determining theoretical framework 

of responsibility accounting and the level of responsibility accounting application that 

enables enterprise administrators to make a decision exactly, promptly and 

comprehensively as content of important argument. Research have shown the application 

with  Responsibility Accounting in enterprises according to 7 elements of Responsibility 

Accounting in Vietnam textile and garment enterprises. This is the scientific basis for 

enterprises in Vietnam in general and Vietnam textile and garment Enterprises in 

particular have a successful application of responsibility accounting to improve the 

business performance. In the dimension of this paper, SPSS 22 was used to collect and 

analysis data, basing on the results of 64 questionnaires of managers and head of 

department from Vietnamese textile and garment Manufacturers. 

Keywords: Responsibility Accounting, title and garment   
 

1. Introduction 

One of the crucial tools for management nowadays in decision making of 

managing, operating and controlling business activities is viewed as system of 

responsibility accounting. Responsibility accounting helps management to control and 

evaluate activities conducted by departments of a firm and evaluate different levels of 

management responsibilities. Then, this also helps management to have valuable 

information in making decisions for achieving general objective, strengthen sustainable 

development of enterprises. Presently, Vietnamese firms have been conducted 

restructuring process after financial crisis and coped with intensive competitions. 

Vietnamese firms also cope with challenges in evaluating outcomes of these firms. In 

the dimension of this paper, theoretical framework of responsibility accounting and 

Level of Application of responsibility accounting at Vietnamese firms have been 

shown, basing on the results of in-depth interviews of management from Vietnam's 

textile and garment firms. 
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1.1.Definition and nature of responsibility accounting 

There are many different views about the responsibility accounting, according to 

different purposes, professional researchers or administrators in enterprises with different 

angles of RA in the business different now. However, there is no unified concept of 

responsibible accounting: 

―This new approach to accounting and reporting is the development of an 

accounting system designed to control expenditures bay directly relating the reporting of 

expenditures to the individuals in the company organization who are responsible for their 

control. This systems results in the preparation of accounting statements for all levels of 

management, designed primarily so that they can be effectively used by the operating 

people as a tool in controlling their operations and costs‖ [5] 

Responsibility accounting is considered as an important control system and 

represents a source of information that facilitates decision making process in short and 

long ranges [6] 

Responsibility accounting as a control device emphasizes responsibility centers. 

These are subunits of an organization under a specific manager‘control and hence having 

direct responsibility for its activities [2] 

From the point of view of responsibible accounting, we can draw some general 

nature of the liability of accounting as follows: 

Firstly, responsibility accounting is a basic content management accounting to 

generate financial information systems and non-financial related to the actual operation 

and planning, are used to control control activities and assess the performance of each 

division, head of department in the enterprise 

Secondly, responsibility accounting related to the organizational structure of the 

enterprise is decentralized and explicit authorization. A basic requirement for the 

implementation of responsibility accounting is the existence of a realiablly organizational 

structure. The complete line of power should be determined before responsibility 

accounting is done. The managers at the decentralized level decision consistent with his 

management responsibilities in the operation of the business. 

Thirdly, responsibility accounting to provide information to help managers control 

business activities of subordinate managers. Accounting control responsibility by passing 

individual responsibility for the achievement of financial targets and non-financial 

enterprises. Accounting assign responsibility, set the powers and responsibilities for 

each department or individual and a system of indicators, reporting tools outcome of 

each department have control and responsibility respectively, thereby to control the 

operation and connect the parts and units within the enterprise ensures businesses 

operating activities according to plan 

Fourthly, responsibile accounting can based on decentralized organization and to 

divide the responsibility centers consistent with the organizational structure or accounting 

shall be based on the content in order to divide the contents specific details. In each 

content, RA using a mixture of cost accounting methods and methods of results evaluation, 
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particularly modern methods for recognition, measurement and evaluation of performance 

achieved in Business Department. 

Fifthly, Responsibility Accounting establishes a reporting system providing 

financial and nonfinancial information for administrators to control operation according to 

defined objectives 

Through the synthesis of views on different aspects, can be generalized: 

Responsibility accounting is a information system based on decentralization, 

decentralization to the administrators, department within organization using a mixture of 

cost accounting methods and evaluation methods to record success, measure, evaluate 

operating results achieved in the organization in order to provide financial and 

nonfinancial information for managing the appropriate powers as assigned and 

responsibilities in parts, the center responsibility for controlling parts and units in 

operation now in the right direction intended. 

1.2.Role of responsibility accounting 

Responsibility accounting will measure the cost related to the center, allocation of 

expenses, revenues, provide information to prepare a detailed cost estimate, provide 

information on the performance of all levels of management, to provide information for 

senior executives are choosing lower-level administrators, allowing administrators to set 

up a system of salary, bonus and incentive systems accordingly right now ...to strengthen 

sustainable development of enterprises. 

1.3.Elements of responsibility accounting 

Considering the perspective and approach of the organizational structure and the 

level of decentralization, the liability of accounting is divided into the central 

responsibility.  

Center shall be part of the organization, where executives responsibility department 

operating results of its parts. Accordingly, based on the organizational structure and degree 

of decentralization, enterprise system centers corresponding responsibility. Currently, most 

researchers believe that there are 4 types of responsibility center that is responsibility for the 

cost center, the center is responsibility for revenue, profit center responsibility and 

responsibility investment center. 

Considering the views and approaches of content, liability accounting has the 

following elements: 

According to Hansen & Mowen (2005), Responsibility accounting included four 

essential elements [1]: 

1) Responsibility is Defined 

2) Performance measures are Established 

3) Performance is measured  

4) Individuals are Rewarded 

The basic elements work together in the order of the following diagram: 
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Diagram 1.1 : Basic elements of responsibility accounting 

(Source: [1]) 

From 4 basic elements as above, in his study, Gharayba and colleagues [3] developed 

into 7 elements and other authors as Hanini [4]... used in research on accounting charge liability, 

responsibility accounting has the following elements: 

1) RA shall divide the organizational structure of the enterprise to its various 

responsibility centers based on the specific characteristics of such enterprises 

2) Responsibility Accounting decentralize power to the administrator at the center 

of responsibility with clear authority and administrator shall be responsibility for the 

achievement of the central responsibility. The administrator should be authorized with 

power matching activities at the center of responsibility and accountability necessary to 

make decisions related to the responsibilities of the central and executive responsibilities 

treatment to achieve planned results. 

3) Responsibility accounting shall divide the costs and revenues to the central 

responsibility as possibilities and limits the power of the center. Also, Responsibility 

accounting shall determine and calculate direct costs, indirect costs, revenue and internal 

transfer prices between central responsibility appropriately and accurately to identify clear 

responsibilities. 

4) Responsibility accounting implementation link between the estimates with actual 

results at the center of responsibility. Accountants are responsibility for encouraging all 

employees of each center are done drafting to ensure appropriate cost estimates, feasibility 

and can achieve the overall goals of the business. 

5) Responsibility accounting estimater used to control and measure results through 

the comparison with the actual results of each responsibility center 

6) Responsibility Accounting prepare a report to analyze the difference of actual 

results with the estimates to determine who shall be responsibility for the difference. All 

managers have to analyze the reasons for the difference between the actual results achieved 

and estimates made. Accounting reports shall be classified according to different levels of 

responsibility. 

7) Responsibility Accounting set up an incentive system which has a close 

relationship with the estimation results at the center of responsibility to limit undesirable 

disparities and promote good differences, and determine who is responsibility for the 

difference in order to encourage employees to improve their achievement and the overall 

success of the entire enterprise 

Content approach is suitable for the development of responsibility accounting. 

Initial accounting responsibilities have 4 primary elements (Hansen and Mowen (2005) 

developed into 7 elements (Gharayba and colleagues). Later, AL Hanini developed into 43 

Responsibility 

is Defined 

Performance measures 

are Established 

 

Performance is 

measured  

Individuals are 

Rewarded 
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scales matching 7 elements. In the next section, researchers will use content-based 

approach (the approach of 7 elements) and the use of Al Hanini 43 scale was developed 

based on seven elements to perform analysis the application of responsibility accounting in 

Vietnam's textile and garment firms. 

2. Research Methodology 

2.1. Measuring Scale of Variables 

Research on using the measurement scale included 43 items on measuring the level 

of responsibility accounting application of Hanini (2013) [4] and developing more new 

items on measurement is the measurement on method of Balanced Scorecard to achieve the 

researching target. In order to research on 43 these variables and new variables on 

developing more is realiable, suitable to Vietnam's textile and garment firms 

2.2.The population of the study 

The population of the study isrepresented by Vietnam's textile and garment firms of 

the sample was represented by a random sample consists of the general managers and the 

managers of deparment... 72 questionnaires were distributed but 64 were retrieved with 

a percent 89%. To support for the survey research, the Likert scale (5 choices) is used. The 

format of five-level Likert scale is: 1= ―very low‖; 2= ―low‖; 3 = ―medium‖; 4 = ―high‖; 5 

= ―very high‖. 

*The description of the sample about Job title 

Table 1: The description of the sample - Job title 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Board of Director 15 23,4 23,4 23,4 

board of managers 17 26,6 26,6 50,0 

Head of department 16 25,0 25,0 75,0 

Foreman 16 25,0 25,0 100,0 

Total 64 100,0 100,0  

 

*The description of the sample about Age 

Table 2: The description of the sample – Age 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid From 30-39 years 12 18,8 18,8 18,8 

From 40- 49 years 33 51,6 51,6 70,3 

More than 50 years 19 29,7 29,7 100,0 

Total 64 100,0 100,0  
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*The description of the sample about Practical Experience 

Table 3: The description of the sample - Practical Experience 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid From 5-10 years 8 12,5 12,5 12,5 

From 11- 20 years 21 32,8 32,8 45,3 

More than 20 years 35 54,7 54,7 100,0 

Total 64 100,0 100,0  
 

2.3.Analysing Data Technique 

There are total of 64 collective and valid responses. After collecting data, according to the 

part and the group of these data in the questionaire, they are changed and encoded in Microsoft 

Excel. Then, SPSS 22.0 is applied to analyse these data 

2.4.The hypotheses of the study and the items of the hypotheses 

Based on the theoretical frame and the previous studies, the following hypotheses 

were formed:  

The first hypothesis: 

HO1:Vietnam's textile and garment firms do not divide the organizational structure 

into centers of responsibility.  

This hypothesis tested through the items: 

Table 4: The items of the first hypothesis 

N Item 

 

1 

There  is an organizational structure divided into administrative units  according the nature 

of the activity. 

2 There is clarity in dividing the work in the administrative units 

3 There is a clear description to the centers of responsibility 

4 There is a coordination and clarity in the relation between the centers of responsibility 

5 There is a specialized manager for each center of responsibility 

6 Every center of responsibility has one type of activity 

7 The operations inside the center of responsibility are characterized by homogeneity 

The second hypothesis:   

HO2: Vietnam's textile and garment firms do not authorize the managers of 

responsibility centers with clear powers. 

This hypothesis tested through the items: 

Table 5: Theitemsofthesecondhypothesis 

N Item 

8 The manager is told his duties in the center of responsibility 

9 The manager of the center is granted appropriate authorities to do his work. 

10 There is a descriptionand identification of the responsibilities and the authorities of every job 

11 The employees of the center of responsibility have the needed expertise to do their work in the center. 

12 The managerof thec enterisgivenenoughtimetodo the irwork. 

13 The employees‘accountabilitysuitstheirresponsibilities. 
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The third hypothesis:  

HO3: Thecosts andtherevenues arenot distributed tothecenters ofresponsibility 

according toeach center‘s capabilityandpowersinVietnam's textile and garment firms. 

This hypothesis tested through the items:  

Table 6:The items of third hypothesis 

N Item 

14 All the revenues regarding the center of responsibility are identified and recorded. 

15 All the costs regarding the center of   responsibility are identified and recorded. 

16 There is clarity in the system of comparing the revenues with the costs of the center of 

responsibility 

 

17 

There is a clear policy regarding the indirect   costs‘ distribution to the centers of 

responsibility. 

18 There is a clear and identified system of the costs distribution and the revenues 

The fourth hypothesis:  

HO4: Vietnam's textile and garment firms do not link previously the estimated 

budgets with the centers of responsibility. 

This hypothesis tested through the items: 

Table 7: The items of the fourth hypothesis 

N Item 

 

19 

A clear and a realistic objective is identified for every center of responsibility complies with 

the performance standards. 

 

20 

Necessary adjustments on the estimated budgets of the centers are carried out wherever 

there is a need. 

21 The estimated budgets are prepared regarding every center separately. 

22 The firm trains the employees of the centers and encourage them to achieve these centers‘ 

objectives. 

23 All the employees of the center participate in preparing the center‘s budget according to 

their job. 

24 Enterprises use  financial scale to prepare budget 

25 Enterprises use  Non- financial scale to prepare budget 

The fifth hypothesis:  

HO5: The estimated budgets are not used for control and performance evaluation in 

Vietnam's textile and garment firms. 

This hypothesis tested through the items: 
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Table 8:The items of the fifth hypothesis 

N Item 

 

26 

Comparing the employees Actual performance with the planned one in every center facilitates 

the communication between the administrative levels. 

 

27 

Comparing the employees Actual performance with the planned one in every center helps in 

evaluating the employees‘ performance. 

 

28 

Comparing the employees Actual performance with the planned one in every center provides 

appropriate information in the proper time. 

29 Comparing the actual performance of the employees supports the policies of control. 

 

30 

Comparing the employees Actual performance with the planned  one in every center aims to 

identify the deviations and consequently identifies who is the responsible. 

The sixth hypothesis:  

HO6: Vietnam's textile and garment firms do not prepare reports through which 

deviations of the actual performance of the planned one was analyzed. 

This hypothesis tested through the items: 

Table 9: The items of the sixth hypothesis 

N Item 

31 Reports of the center of the responsibility is prepared to measure the center‘s performance. 

32 The manager and the employees of the center of responsibility participate in designing the 

form of the performance report. 

33 The reports regarding the center of responsibility care of the financial aspects. 

34 The reports regarding the center of responsibility care of the non-financial aspects. 

35 The reports measures the performance of each center separately. 

36 The information of the reports are linked with employees who are responsible for them. 

37 The deviations mentioned in the report are analyzed and studied. 

38 Methods to treat the reasons of the mentioned deviations in the reports are set where it is 

possible. 

The seventh hypothesis:  

HO7: There is no system of incentives that links the results of the centers of 

responsibility in Vietnam's textile and garment firms. 

This hypothesis tested through the items: 

Table 10: The items of the seventh hypothesis 

N Item 

 

39 

Enterprises‘s administration grants incentives to the employees who achieved the objectives 

of the planned objectives. 

 

40 

Enterprises‗s administration grants moral incentives to the employees who achieved the 

objectives. 

41 The incentives suit the employee‘s responsibility in the center. 

42 The incentives contribute in increasing the employees‘ efficiency who work in Enterprises 

43 There is a satisfaction by the employees towards the incentives system. 

44 The employees are rewarded and motivated regarding objective basis and efficiency. 

45 There is a periodical reconsideration of the system of incentives 
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3. Results of research 

Resultsoftestingthehypothesis: 

Table 11: One-Sample Statistics 

 N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Organizational structure divided 64 3,1496 ,96335 ,12042 

Authority divided 64 2,8568 1,15541 ,14443 

Distribute cost and revenues 64 3,3375 ,92642 ,11580 

Prepare estimates budget 64 3,2790 1,00547 ,12568 

Use estimates budget 64 3,2531 1,01434 ,12679 

Use reports 64 3,1523 ,86041 ,10755 

Incentives system 64 3,0067 ,92317 ,11540 

 

One-Sample Test 

Table 12: One-Sample Test of hypothesis 

 

Test Value = 3 

T Df 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

95% Confidence Interval of 

the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Organizational structure divided 1,242 63 ,219 ,14955 -,0911 ,3902 

Authority divided -,992 63 ,325 -,14323 -,4318 ,1454 

Distribute cost and revenues 2,914 63 ,005 ,33750 ,1061 ,5689 

Prepare estimates budget 2,220 63 ,030 ,27902 ,0279 ,5302 

Use estimates budget 1,996 63 ,049 ,25312 -,0002 ,5065 

Use reports 1,416 63 ,162 ,15234 -,0626 ,3673 

Incentives system ,058 63 ,954 ,00670 -,2239 ,2373 
 

The result of One-Sample Test according to 7 elements is in Sig. column (2-tailed): 

Sig < 5% means that with the significance level 5% (trust level 95%), we reject H0, accept 

H1; Sig > 5% means that there is not enough basis to reject H0.  

According to the data of collected samples, the result table shows that:  

The Sig values of elements: Organizational structure divided, Authority divided, 

Use reports, Incentives system are greater than 0.05. It means that we have not enough 

basis to reject H0. The means of these elements of accounting responsibility are 3, it shows 

that the influence level of these elements is medium.  

The Sig values of elements: Distribute cost and revenues, Prepare estimates budget, 

Use estimates budget is less than 0.05. The means of these elements is greater than 3, it 

shows that these elements   have a high application level 

 4. Discussion and Conclusion 

Application with responsibility accounting is to provide information for decision-

making processes of internal governance is the basis for developing internal resources, 

enhancing the competitiveness and improving the business performance of Vietnam in 

general and Vietnam's textile and garment Enterprises in particular. To build and apply 

successfully responsibility accounting requires the latest synergies from the business itself, 
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government and educational institutions to promote the factors that impact the 

responsibility accounting liability in Vietnam's textile and garment Enterprises. Based on 

the research result, the authors propose the following solutions to improve level of 

application of responsibility accounting: 

Managers in Vietnam's textile and garment Enterprises have to carry out the 

structural division of a organization into different responsibility centers on the natural 

features and administrating characteristics of their own business organization 

Based on the organizational structure, short-term and long-term goals of Vietnam's 

textile and garment Enterprises, the most senior executives in the company should perform 

authorization for the managers of responsibility center with explicit power to administate 

and managers must be responsibility for results and effective performance of responsibility 

centers. 

Use the financial and non financial indicators in four aspects of Balanced Scorecard 

model (BSC) as follows: Financial aspect includes such indicators, Aspect of customers 

including such indicators, aspects of internal business, aspect of learning and development 

Vietnam's textile and garment Enterprises have to evaluate according to the aspects 

of BSC method including the financial and non-financial indicators to ensure 

comprehensiveness in providing the information for corporate governing administrators 

effectively to improve business achievement. 

Making a report on responsibility accounting should use indicators of 4 aspects 

according to the method of BSC Balanced Scorecard to constitute accounting reports shall 

conform to the various responsibility centers. 

Rewarding system must also use the financial and non-financial indicators 

according to the method of BSC to make a rewarding base to ensure objectivity, 

comprehensive system of rewarding 

The Government should soon establish full legal of accounting and accounting 

responsibility for the enterprises in the economic market currently 

The state should build and plan for training of accounting staff in phases 5, 10, 15 

years and longer strategic 

Responsibility accounting is the most important content of management accounting. 

Responsibility accounting is to provide the information for the administrators to make 

business decisions timely and correctly. Studies of Responsibility accounting in Vietnam's 

textile and garment firms was synthetic, system, overview of new perspectives on 

accounting in corporate responsibility. Research clearly shows the level of application 

Responsibility accounting firms in Vietnam's textile and garment firms. Since then, It is 

necessary for the Vietnam's textile and garment firms to encourage to use the other modern 

administrative accounting methods initsbusiness astheapplication of the balanced 

Scoredcard (BSC) to improve the performance to strengthen sustainable development of 

Vietnam's textile and garment firms and Vietnam Enterprises in the context of international 

integration further and broadly at present 
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EVALUATING QUALITY OF PRODUCTIVITY 

 COURSES IN VIETNAM 

Do Thi Dong. 

National Economics University 

Abstract 

Human capital is a key element that enables sustainable economic development. 

This paper mentions one of fundamental solutions to development of human capital in 

Vietnam. That is strengthening and expanding productivity management courses. To do 

that, quality of productivity courses are assessed and based on the quality assessment, 

suggestions are made to enhance productivity courses in Vietnam.  

Key words: Productivity, quality, quality of productivity courses  
 

1. Introduction 

With the target of basically becoming an industrial country, the policy of the 

Vietnamese Government is accelerating the process of industrialization and modernization. 

To achieve this target, investment in human capital is necessary as it is the key to growth. 

Higher human capital leads to higher worker productivity and finally contributes to 

economic development. To advance human capital, education, training and health are the 

most important investments. Among them, education and training, especially on 

productivity management are very important as they help to equip learners with knowledge 

of how to work more effectively and efficiently and expand the number of productivity 

specialists. Assessing the quality of different productivity courses offered by training 

institutions, thus, is important for strengthening and expanding them to meet the growing 

demand of the local industries and finally improve human capital. 

The purpose of this paper is to assess quality of productivity courses offered by 

training institutions in Vietnam. A research was conducted with 16 training institutions in 

Vietnam. Based on research findings, some suggestions are made to strengthen and expand 

productivity training in Vietnam. 

2. Quality of productivity courses 

2.1. Productivity courses 

Productivity is usually explained as a relationship between the quantity of output 

produced  by  an  organization  and  the  quantity  of  inputs  used  to  generate  the output,  

which  satisfies  user  or  customer  needs.  It is a measure of the effectiveness and 

efficiency in producing the output with available resources (Asian Productivity 

Organization, 2012). Productivity can be measured in any of national, industrial, company 

and even individual levels. It is not only the concern of companies, industries or 

government agencies; it is everybody‟s business.  

The term productivity and performance are considered synonyms in today‟s context. 

The concepts of productivity or performance is linked to almost all types of industrial tasks 

and activities, any training courses or programmes being offered may be directly or 

indirectly related. Productivity management courses also called productivity courses are 

classified into eight categories as followings: 
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Table 1: Classification of productivity courses 

Performance- based Efficiency, Effectiveness, Physical Productivity,  Quality,  

Quality of Work Life, Profitability and Innovation. 

Technology-based CIM (CAD, CAE, CAPP, CAM), FMS, Material Handling 

Systems (AGVs, Conveyors, PIT, etc.), Energy Conservation, 

Remanufacturing, or any other in this category. 

Employee-based Financial Incentive Schemes (Individual/Group), Job Rotation/ 

Job Enlargement/ Job Enrichment, Small Group Activities 

(Quality Circles/ Work Improvement/ Achievement), or any 

other in this category. 

Product-based Value Engineering,  Concurrent Engineering,  QFD  (Quality 

Function Deployment), Market Research, New Product 

Development (NPD), or any other in this category 

Task-based Job/Task Design and Job/Task Analysis, Job Evaluation, Job 

Safety Design, Human Factors Engineering/ Ergonomics, 

Production Scheduling, or any other in this category. 

Material-based Inventory Control, MRP-I, MRP-II, ERP, SCM (3PL/4PL), or 

any other in this category. 

Quality-based Service Quality/Operations Management,  Six-Sigma, Process 

capability, Zero Defects, Statistical Process Control/ Statistical 

Quality Control, Acceptance Sampling/ Continuous Sampling 

Plans,  Robust Design (Taguchi Method), Automated Non-

Contact Inspection, or any other in this category. 

Cross-functional 

/Interdisciplinary 

Benchmarking  (Product or Process), Environmental 

Management System,  Sustainability Modeling/Sustainable  

Manufacturing/Production System, Knowledge Management,  

Hazard Analysis and Risk Assessment,  Continuous 

Improvement (Kaizen),  Total Performance  

Assurance Modeling for Manufacturing/ Service Systems, or any 

other in this category 

Source: Pradip Kumar Ray, 2015  

2.2. Quality of productivity course 

According to ISO 9000, quality is ―degree to which a set of inherent characteristics 

fulfils requirement‖. Quality can be viewed in different perspectives. Whenever we 

mention quality, we need to refer to specific consuming situation. In the case of training 

activity, there are several models to assess quality of training program and course. For 

example, quality of training program can be evaluated by Nordic model (Gronroos, 1984), 

Kano model (Elma et al., 1996), SERVQUAL model (Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry, 

1985, 1988, 1991), SERVPERF model (Cronin and Taylor, 1992), Evaluated performance 

(EP) model and Normed quality model (Teas, 1993), and four level model (Donald 

Kirkpatrick, 1976, 1994).  
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Among the above models, the Kirkpatrick model has served as the primary organizing 

design for training evaluations for over forty years. According to this, training evaluation 

model delineates four levels of training outcomes: reaction, learning, behavior, and results. 

They are evaluated based on the following questions: 

Level 1: Reaction - What does the learner feel about the training? 

Level 2: Learning - What facts, knowledge, etc., did the learner gain? 

Level 3: Behaviors - What skills did the learner develop, that is, what new 

information is the learner using on the job? 

Level 4: Results or effectiveness - What results occurred, that is, did the learner 

apply the new skills to the necessary tasks in the organization and, if so, what results were 

achieved? 

The Kirkpatrick model is suitable for evaluating the outcomes of training courses 

and programs. First, the model represents a straightforward guide about the kinds of 

questions that should be asked and the criteria that may be appropriate. Second, the model 

reduces the measurement demands for training evaluation. Since the model focuses the 

evaluation process on four classes of outcome data that are generally collected after the 

training has been completed it eliminates the need for, or at least implies that pre-course 

measures of learning or job performance measures are not essential for determining 

program effectiveness. In addition, because conclusions about training effectiveness are 

based solely on outcome measures, the model greatly reduces the number of variables with 

which training evaluators need to be concerned (Reid Bates, 2004). For these reasons, the 

Kirkpatrick model is used for evaluating quality of productivity courses in this paper.  

3.  Methodology 

This analytic research focuses on two types of training institutions, including 

organizations providing productivity courses and programs for non-students and 

universities and colleges offering courses for students in both undergraduate and post- 

graduate degrees.  

3.1. Research framework 

To evaluate quality of training courses and programs, this research uses the 

Kirkpatrick model. In this model, evaluation is often looked at from four different levels 

listed in previous part. Note that the farther down the list, the more valid the evaluation. 

Based on this model, questionnaires are developed. The contents of the questionnaires are 

presented in the next part. 

3.2. Data collection and processing 

There are two types of data, secondary data and primary data. The secondary data is 

collected from some sources as internet, journals, and reports from training institutions. 

Primary data is collected through questionnaires survey and interview.  

There are two types of questionnaires. The first is for training institutions including 

colleges, universities and companies. Table 1 shows the contents of the first type. 
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Table 1: Brief contents of questionnaires for institutions 

No. Contents of Questions 

1 To explore which productivity courses are provided by institutions 

2 To know numbers of productivity courses  

3 To learn the numbers of teachers providing productivity courses 

4 To learn numbers of trained people. 

5 To learn the main merits and problems associated with design and running each 

type of course or program in respect of a number of issues such as quality of 

courses, availability of resource persons, facilities required and such other factors. 

6 To learn the future plan in terms of offering productivity courses and program of 

the institutions.  

Source: conducted by author   

The second type is for learners. It includes two slightly different forms for students 

in universities and learners of on- demand courses. Each consists of 5 parts - learners‘ 

feelings of the training courses and programs, the knowledge they gain, the skills they 

have, the results after finishing courses and programs and their ideas to improve quality of 

the courses and programs.  

The questionnaires were distributed and collected by the author from July 2015 to 

February 2016. Some questionnaires are distributed and collected through email, the 

majority are through direct survey. Respondent were majorly met to fill in questionnaire, 

or to be interviewed. The length of the questionnaire is two pages for institutions and one 

page for learners. They are designed in both Microsoft Word and Google docs formats. It 

would take respondents about fifteen to twenty minutes to answer all the questions. This is 

considered the most appropriate amount of time that respondents have enough 

concentration and motivation to answer. After seven months, the author collected 

information of 16 training institutions and 66 learners, among them, 32 respondents are 

students and the rest are learners from enterprises. Ten learners were interviewed for detail 

information about productivity courses. Microsoft Excel software is used to process data. 

4.  Findings 

4.1. Types of courses and training programs. 

Bachelor program 

Among universities, academies and colleges in Vietnam, there are two universities 

offering bachelor program on quality management. They are National Economics 

University in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City University of Economics. The courses offered 

by the two universities are as followed: 

Table 2: Courses offered in bachelor program in quality management 

Courses by National Economics 

University in Hanoi 

Courses by Ho Chi Minh City University 

of Economics 

Quality management Advanced quality management 

Productivity management Quality management system 

Service quality management Quality techniques 1 

Standardization Quality techniques 2 

Quality statistics 6 sigma 
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Source: result of the survey 

In addition to the above courses, students in the two programs also takes several 

productivity courses such as lean management, customer satisfaction management/ 

measurement, ISO 14000, business re-engineering. National Economics University and Ho 

Chi Minh City University of Economics are also the two institutions having the quality 

management departments which specialize only in providing productivity and quality 

management courses and training undergraduates major in quality management. In average, 

there are about 130 to 150 graduates in quality management annually. Graduates are 

considered productivity and quality specialists. Many of them now are in the position of 

quality managers in enterprises, teachers and consultants in productivity and quality 

management in Vietnam. 

Master program 

Master program of business management specializing in quality management is 

offered by National Economics University. Master students study such subjects as quality 

improvement tools, business process management, quality management system, business 

re-engineering, and modern business management. There are about 5 to 8 postgraduate 

students in this program annually. 

On- demand courses or programs  

Whereas contents of courses offered for students in universities are similar, courses on 

demand of enterprises offered by universities are various from different fields. Table 3 shows 

some organizations specializing in productivity training in Vietnam. In addition to public 

institutions, productivity courses are provided by a lot of private companies in Vietnam.  

Table 3: Some organizations offering productivity courses in Vietnam 

Lists of some organizations offering productivity courses 

The Assistance Center for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises in Hanoi  

The Assistance Center for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises in Ho Chi Minh City 

National Economics University 

University of Economics and Business – Vietnam National University 

Hanoi University of Technology 

Hanoi University of Industry 

Hanoi Textile and Garment Technology University 

Ho Chi Minh City University of Economics 

Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

Vietnam Association of Small and Medium Enterprises 

Hanoi Small and medium Enterprise Association 

Vietnam Textile and Apparel Association 

Ho Chi Minh City Association of Apparel, Textile and Embroidery 

Hanoi Business Incubator 

Top man JSC. 

PTI Training Joint Stock Company 

Source: Result of the survey 
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4.2. Quality of productivity courses and programs 

4.2.1. Quality of bachelor and master training programs 

The majority of the statements were followed by a scale (5 grades, from ―totally 

disagree‖ to ―totally agree‖ options). In the analysis below, the lowest two grades (1‐ 2) 

are grouped as negative opinion; third grade (3) as neutral, and the highest two grades (4‐

5) as positive opinion. 

It is not easy to assess whether respondents are satisfied with the training program 

they participate into in universities. The results of survey revealed among 32 respondents 

those are either forth year students or recent graduates, most of the respondents (59.4%)  

are neutral with regard to this issue, with more negative (28.1%) than positive (12.5%).  

Among three criteria including training program, teachers, and service support, 

respondents seem to be dissatisfied with service support as their evaluation of information 

in the website, supporting staffs and job consulting activities are the lowest and less than 

the average level. The average score of service support is lower than 3. It means majority 

of respondents are not satisfied with service support. Respondents seem to be more 

satisfied with teachers than training program (see figure 1). Given these statements, 

feelings of learners about training program are also assessed.  

Figure 1: Quality assessment of training programs in undergraduate level 

 

Source: Results of the survey 

Again, it is not easy to learn customer loyalty by asking respondents whether they 

take the higher level programs in the university in the future as among respondents, 28% 

are neutral with regard to this issue, with more positive (40.7%) than negative (31.3). 

Three proportions are not so much different.  
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Figure 2: Quality assessment based on knowledge, skill and attitude by students 

 

Source: Result of the survey 

Figure 2 shows assessment based on Kirkpatrick model by respondents. According 

to this model, quality of training program is evaluated based on 4 levels of feelings, 

knowledge, skill, and results occurred. Feelings of the program are given in figure 1. 

The last three levels of knowledge, skill and attitude are shown in figure 2. It can be 

said that majority of respondents agree with statement that they gain knowledge and 

change attitude after participating in training program. A large proportion of 

respondents are neutral with regard to the statement that they develop skill after being 

trained, the positive (43.75%), is much higher than the negative (9.38%). 

Fourth - year students and recent graduates have some ideas for improving training 

program in order to improve training quality. Their ideas are about changing teachers‘ 

attitude and teaching methods, changing attitude of students toward learning, changing 

attitude of staffs and upgrading teaching technology.  

4.2.2. Quality of on- demand productivity courses  

Figure 3 shows the respondents‘ assessment of some productivity courses. Learners 

seem to be the most satisfied with the meeting room, encouragement of learners‘ 

participation and interaction, and learning objectives. The overall mean value of 

learners‘ perceptions with respect to these statements are higher than 4.0 (Figure 3). 

Learning materials seem make learners dissatisfied the most as the average score is the 

lowest and lower than 3. Learners quite agree with remain statements. 
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Figure 3: Assessment of training program quality by learners 

 

Source: Results of the survey 

Figure 4 shows respondents‘ assessment of quality of productivity courses with 

respect to knowledge, skills and attitude. The overall mean values of learners‘ assessment 

are all higher than 3.5. It means that respondents quite agree that they receive new 

knowledge which is useful in their work, they have new skills or they develop their useful 

skills for working, and they positively change their attitude in their work.  

Figure 4:  Quality assessment based on knowledge, skill and attitude by learners 

 

Source: Results of the survey 

Among surveyed respondents, 53% satisfied with training courses whereas nearly 

6% are dissatisfied. 41.18% are neutral with respect to assessment of satisfaction toward 

productivity courses. In order to improve course quality, respondents also report some 

weaknesses which can be addressed for improvement as in the next part. 

5. Discussions and recommendations  

5.1. Training programs in universities 

The results showed that learners are quite satisfied with the training program. After 

three years and a half or four years, students are rather confident with their knowledge of 
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productivity and quality management. They have a basic knowledge of productivity and 

quality management such as quality planning, quality assurance, quality control and 

improvement, productivity measurement and improvement. They also can apply some quality 

techniques such as SPC, 5S, QFD, QC, etc. to implement quality management activities and 

know how to write quality manual, working procedures, process flowchart, and work 

instructions. In addition to that, they are trained to improve their skills such as presentation, 

communication, time management, stress management, problem solving, etc. Responses from 

recent graduates revealed that the training curriculum is helpful for their career. 

Besides good practices, there were some weaknesses of productivity programs 

offered in universities. As the survey revealed, the weaknesses are five  folds: 

- Regarding training program structure, the survey revealed that students complain 

about the number of courses on theory. At present, the program includes many basic and 

required courses such as Political Economics, Ho Chi Minh ideology, Philosophy, History 

of the Communist Party, Basic informatics, etc. whereas the courses on business practices 

seem fewer than students‘ expectation. Each major has 5 required 3- credit courses and 4 

elective 2- credit courses.  

- With regard to teachers, some teachers lack practical business knowledge. Some 

do not have attractive teaching method. Traditional teaching method is majorly used. 

Although students often have a presentation or project work in each course, the teaching 

method is still considered boring. In some courses, there should be guest speaker to support 

learning. Through discussion with guest speakers, students can better learn how reality is.  

- As regards staffs, their services are not highly evaluated. According to learners, 

staffs are often too busy and students‘ requirements sometimes are not met on time. Staffs‘ 

responsiveness and courtesy are also as not good as expectation of students.  

- The supporting services such as library, information service, dormitory, canteen, 

and parking are not highly evaluated. There are complaints about staff attitudes, 

infrastructure, resources, etc. in these services. 

- Reading materials are not highly evaluated. In some courses, text books are not 

fully updated. Besides text books, reading materials are not sufficient.  

5.2. On- demand training courses and programs 

According to the result of the survey, learners are quite satisfied with training 

courses and programs. Generally, courses are designed with respect to training need 

assessment. Course objectives are clearly defined and met. Course contents are relevant 

and useful to learners, well organized and easy to follow. Trainers are knowledgeable 

about the course topics and well prepared.  However, some weaknesses still exist. They are 

given below: 

- Contents of courses are theoretical and general but not practical. In some courses, 

topics are mostly theoretical and far from reality. Teachers focused much on concepts and 

models and make learners difficult to apply to their jobs. 

- Some teachers lack of practical experiences. Some have not got attractive method 

of knowledge delivering. As a result, learning effectiveness is not high. 
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- Learning materials are not really useful for learners as in some courses, reading 

material are quite different from the course content. In some others, reading materials are 

just printed slides of the presentation. 

5.3. Recommendations  

5.3.1. Recommendations to training institutions 

- There should be fewer courses on theory and more courses on business practices 

instead. Some courses such as Ho Chi Minh ideology, History of the Communist Party, 

Philosophy, etc. should be shortened or restructured as seminar or workshop which could 

be organized in one class.  More specific subjects on business practices should be added to 

the program. 

- With regard to teachers, there should be some train of trainers courses given to 

teachers. Courses should be about both teaching method and knowledge of business 

practices. Courses on business practices should be in type of field trip, study trip, seminar, 

workshop, etc. International resource experts should be found and used for improvement of 

teachers‘ capability. Guest speakers those are productivity and quality managers or experts 

should be invited to talk with students about how the reality is. 

- Service staffs should be improved in terms of their responsiveness and courtesy. 

Internal training should be organized to change staffs‘ attitude in serving. 

- There should be assessment of customer satisfaction toward quality of supporting 

services such as library, information service, dormitory, canteen, and parking. Students‘ 

complaints about these services should be collected and solved. 

- Reading materials should be improved. Text books need fully updated and reading 

materials need relevant to courses and sufficient. 

- Process of training need assessment in training institutions should be improved. 

Learners‘ needs should be identified and based on that, contents of courses should be 

conducted. 

To develop and improve productivity courses, there should be support from some 

organizations such as Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST), especially Vietnam 

National Productivity Institute (VNPI), a member of MOST, Ministry of Planning and 

Investment, Associations, etc.  

Among the above organization, the role of VNPI is important. VNPI is authorized 

to be a permanent representative of Vietnam in Asian Productivity Organization (APO) to 

coordinate and implement the APO‘s programs and projects. With the mission of 

contributing to the socioeconomic development of Asia and the Pacific through enhancing 

productivity, APO has a network of productivity experts around the world. Thus, VNPI is a 

source of relationship with experts through APO. VNPI can support training institutions in 

Vietnam in expanding and improving productivity courses by several ways. Firstly, the 

institute could let trainers from institutions participate into productivity courses organized 

by APO either in or outside Vietnam. These courses help learners to update their 

knowledge and skills of productivity management. Through the participation of courses 

with foreign learners, Vietnamese trainers also can strengthen relationship with foreign 

trainers and knowledge sharing could be enhanced. Secondly, since VNPI has qualified 
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trainers in productivity management field, the institute can help institutions organize 

courses for either trainers or learners. Thirdly, VNPI could organize a network of 

productivity management trainers and consultants so that members can share knowledge, 

skills and experiences of productivity management.  

Ministry of Science and Technology can support institutions in expanding and 

improving productivity courses in several ways such as giving some of grants which are annual 

State spending to such project as enhancing productivity teachers‘ capability or creating 

productivity movements relating to development of productivity courses. Other ministries such 

as Ministry of Planning and Investment, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, 

Ministry of Industry and Trade can support their training institutions in expanding and 

improving productivity courses by enhancing capabilities of training institutions. 
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Abstract 

 Nyaung Oo located at central dry zone Myanmar has renowned for ubiquitous trees 

of toddy palm since Pagan Period. It is also epitome example of traditional agroforestry 

system, designated as “palm trees in the farms and farmers in the palm forests”. 

Ecological niche-based toddy palm tree is very important because it is property inheriting 

or transferring from the ancestors since ancient time. It is accounted as symbol of 

communities of central dry zone area, as their way of live ties up with the benefit used of 

toddy-sap-based products for long time until it become culture and living by transforming 

for daily-life used commenting-based farmyard plantation of toddy palms help the rural 

people to employ system that produces the goods, income generation and services which 

they need now and in the future. But with the globalization thread, it invaded in central dry 

zone and population of local sap tapper declined. Because they have neglected of its value 

in term of economic capital in accordance with lack of technology transfer. Most of the 

sap-tappers have given up their traditional sap-tapping. In this condition, most of toddy 

plants were no longer used for sap tapping and existing trees were cut for wood 

substitution purpose. This community initiative project conducted in 2012 – 2014 to have a 

better understanding of productive potential of community toddy palm project, which 

should be exploit and explore existing wealth of local knowledge recognizing strong local 

cooperation and participation is critical to on farm insitu conservation of toddy palm trees. 

Enhanced productivity through community agroforestry is only way to secure and sustain 

in particular dry zone area. This participatory project has been initiated with two 

mandating such as to create sustainable livelihood system development and to conserve the 

traditional agroforestry system. It is also a component of the livelihood and poverty 

alleviation strategy for inhabitant of the central dry zone area.  
 

Keywords: Community-based approach, Participatory approach 
 

Introduction 

Nyaung Oo located at Central Myanmar is well known for ubiquitous trees of Htum 

or palmyra botanically known as Borassus flabellifer L. belonging to family Palmae. 

Borassus flabellifer L. mostly confined to the extremely hot weather condition of dry zone 

and it can be designated as ecological niche-based tree of central dry zone area. In this 

area, palmyra trees  has become traditional flora of symbol (or) emblem.  

Plamyra trees have a long history of maintaining both subsistence and commercial 

products many of which are deeply embedded in local culture as well as Myanmar culture, 
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largely because of a longer history, palmyra utilization of Nyaung Oo region is more 

diverse and more intensive in number of products.  

Among them palmyra (or) toddy sap-based products is one of the most important 

not only in local but also in the whole Myanmar. The sap, when can be tapped from open 

inflorescence Borassus flabellifer L. of long history of contributing the main source in the 

form of solid Jaggery. The traditional sap-tapping technology was handed down by words 

of mouth for centuries and local people of Nyaung Oo Township have a deeply rooted sap 

tapping tradition.  

Toddy palm plays an important role on traditional and culture of people live in 

Central Myanmar. Therefore, it has to be considered that Central Dry regions of Myanmar 

toddy palm plants could be cultivated abundantly in many suitable places due to their 

valuable usefulness and traditional applications. Their quality of life would depend on 

traditional, cultural, and belief of community. Most of the food and sap-based products 

have been locally produced through direct learning experience with gradually proceed.  

Particularly, many sap-based items. Production are also local wisdom in terms of 

indigenous technologies handed down by generation to generation. Even though, currently, 

rural communities of Nyaung Oo have started changing in various parts, but sap-based 

products from toddy palm trees still stays with rural society because Jaggery is a basic 

ingredients of Myanmar food culture moreover it have value of nutrient for energy for vital 

of life. But regarding to economic and social aspect changes, through globalization rural 

society has significantly changed, therefore majority of rural people earning couldn't adapt 

to keep with self-sufficiency.  

These impacts were effected on traditional sap-tappers who were partially farmers. 

They have to abandon their traditional sap-tapping services. So that sap-earn living people 

have declined become mostly went to abroad for more income generation and they also 

neglect of it's value in term of economic capital in accordance with lack of knowledge and 

technology. Present days, most of the toddy palm trees have been standing ideal, without 

being tapped due to lack of skilled persons.They are no longer used for producing sap. 

Therefore, they have been cut for substation of timbers.  

Most of the toddy palms trees were cut at alarming rate. In some villages toddy 

trees were on the blink of local extinction. In the past, toddy palm tree generally grew 

covering the whole Kyaunk Padaung and Nyaung Oo townships but presently, 10 villager 

are left-namely as Ngaminmay, Shwe Haling, Chaung Shae, Ngatha Yark, Taung Zin, War 

Khim Gyi, Htum Phosu, Hint Kyat Kawe, Kyaung Nyo, and In Taw Kyal. The survey was 

done in 2015 with the number of local sap tappers and no of toddy palm trees, it was found 

that no of sap tapper at 20 villages were 280 and palm trees were 860,000.  

Methodology 

Participatory research was carried out among three distinct categories of 

stakeholders, development professionals, and experts; non-government organizations 

(NGOs); and community members, including the key resource persons. The experiment 

group composed of 3 villages. They were included local scholars of knowledgeable people, 

toddy palm trees owners, community leaders, local leaders. Interviews and focus group 

discussions were used to gather information. Field visits were also made to the project sites 
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to understand the current development interventions. Data collection and analysis were 

done with document, in-depth interview, focus group discusses, observation and 

participation action research.  

Local Community Innovation in Toddy Palm Resource Management 

However, there is some people rely on toddy palm sap-based products have has also 

realized on conservation and production for this livelihood. Therefore, development 

strategy for sustainable development toddy palm tree and community development was 

undertaken as local initiatives. Awareness  was  firstly  created  in  Chaung  Shae   and  

Shwe Hlaing villages by means of local community participation. People participation in 

preservation conservation and maintenance to make the optimum use of plant resource can 

also be established with the strength of community. It was ―community –based co-

operative for toddy-palm and sap-based products, firstly practices at Chaung Shae village.  

Self-dependent Toddy - Sap products and conservation activities was operated in a 

manageable scale, depending on some  important fund shared by local villagers, integrating 

with some existing resources such as cultural capital, plant resource capital and social 

capital. It was a good opportunity to rehabilitate community potency by using resource, 

local wisdoms, their indigenous-based culture, to be social capital and power to create a 

strong society, for protection insitu on farm conservation of toddy palms trees and creating 

environmental friendly income generation for sustainable development. All theory, formal 

sap-tapping is very risky. But it can provide only marginal returns.  

Therefore, the possibilities for new food processing enterprises and users (or) 

consumers for many of these products have been explored at dry zone areas. New 

commercial opportunities will also continue to increase the range and size of particular this 

plant resource based. This cooperative is the informal section that is they are not officially 

recognized by conventional financial institution. Therefore, it is often difficult for then to 

get financial assistance to start up small scale food processing or marketing.The degree of 

in situational support received from co-operatives, government, NGOs, bank and any other 

organization was very limited.  

But Technology transfers was provided by Mandalay University, Department of 

Botany and Industry Ministry in terms of training and food processing technologies as 

capacity building. Increasing commercial values, expanding markets can lead to the 

introducing of appropriate green technologies effecting ecology and economical 

development at dry zone area.  

Recommendations 

Strengthening and promoting development initiatives  

Involvement of the development organizations in the project locations should be 

promoted. This can be achieved by educating local NGOs to take an interest in 

conservation and community development initiatives and by providing them with 

appropriate tools and options to initiate relevant programmes. A network of village 

development organizations such as the forest protection committees (FPCs) and eco-

development committees.  
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Linking to micro-credit and micro-finance institutions  

Communities have been organized and self-help groups have been formed to 

inculcate the habit of saving and enhance financial security. There is a huge potential for 

securing micro-credit from local and national governments, financial institutions, and 

cooperative banks. Micro-credit is a very important input for developing appropriate 

livelihoods and enterprise strategies.  

Capacity building  

Improving the capacities and skills of the different stakeholders involved in 

activities will be essential to bring about a positive impact on conversation and livelihoods. 

Training on different aspects of conservation, resource planning, micro-credit, 

development of micro-plans, technologies, enterprise development, marketing, and 

business management will be vital for success. Recently, Mandalay University, Botany 

Department involved in Training such as food processing and food preservation for toddy 

palms based products.  

Agroforestry promotion 

There are already good practices in toddy-based agroforestry in the areas and 

communities has established on farm insitu conservation of the toddy palm trees in terms 

of farmers in the toddy forest and toddy forest in the farms. 

Ecotourism promotion 

Ecotourism has immense potential in the area and it is being introduced in some 

places, although on a small scale. Toddy culture has a great potential for ecotourism and 

culture tourism which earns income generation to local communities.  

Promoting of appropriate technologies 

Other income generations activities, which have minimum negative effects on the 

environment; such as beekeeping, have a lot of potential in the project areas. In areas 

where bee floras are abundant, beekeeping could provide a good source of income. Other 

technologies, such as low cost renewable energy systems, which could provide 

alternatives to firewood or that use of water efficiently, should also be explored. The 

current dairy development situation should be studied and appropriate recommendations 

and strategies for the development of the sector promoted.  

Discussion and Conclusion 

Toddy palm is important to dry zone's local communities because it is property 

transferring from their ancestors since ancient age. It is also accounted as symbol of dry 

zone area and way of living of communities up with benefit use of sap-based products for 

long time until it become a culture and living by transforming for daily life use. Local 

People are also realizing the tremendous losses of ecological niche-based of trees of dry 

zone, when result from improper utilization and in discriminate falling. This awareness 

need to be reinforced my giving local community the opportunity to have a role in resource 

management.  

It is particularly important to ensure that Toddy plant based small scale enterprises 

link to sustainable management of biodiversity integrating with agrobiodiversity. There is 

no doubt that toddy sap-based small scale food processing can play a substantial role in 
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improving the livelihood of local sap-tappers and those families. This research reveals that 

the most significance for community development is local people participation. Another 

important factor for community development is effective development strategy 

implemented by stakeholder and local community who really understand and share the 

benefit from the development without impacting the local ecological condition.  

In 2013-2014, dry zone are have started effecting climate change. It is coming and 

negatively impacting on timely water availability, biodiversity crop diversity and food 

security in that area. Local people are experiencing the acute shortage of water resource, 

underground water, and animal fodder. Climate changes integrating with land use pattern 

changes due to cutting off all existing toddy palm trees can be main drivers of 

environmental change in the dry zone area. These drivers will change the livelihoods of the 

rural community and will increase their economic and environmental vulnerability 

dramatically.  

Natural landscape of dry zone area was endowed with the existence of millions of 

toddy palm trees. Local people are used to practicing the traditional agroforestry system 

with palm trees in their farm indirectly and directly providing goods and services to the 

central dry zone ecosystem. As a remedy measure for climate change, protections of 

ecological niche-based toddy palm tress are increasingly important. In that area it needs to 

promote income activities that balance the need for conserving plant resources and meet 

the requirement of the local communities.   

This small scale enterprise can be especially effective in providing essential 

supplementary income often during seasonal period of critical shortage, creating a bridge 

between desperation and hope. In order to maintain the multipurpose toddy palm trees, it 

needs to preserve and improves or develop the cultural like practice to be in consistent with 

modernized aged appropriately and effectively. By increasing the access to toddy-palms 

based economic benefits. It is hoped that small scale enterprises will involve people in 

there are active management giving then a stake in the future sustainability of natural 

resources.  

Objectives  

– To develop local (or) village sale micro-enterprise development programme for 

poverty eradication  

– To promote enterprise based on diversification of toddy sap-based products and 

to promote the products of high value, and low perishability which are particularly relevant 

for the central dry zone area  

– To promote sustainability of traditional Agro-forestry and on farm insitu 

conservation of toddy palm trees 

– To create Job opportunity, income opportunity for village people and to increase 

the rate of women participation 

– To access strong external support for local food processing infrastructure 

development, technological back-up promotion and access to market  

– to establish toddy palm-based community forestry and REDD+ program for 

greening of dry zone area  
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Imparting lectures and training for food processing  
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Abstract 

The handicrafts play important role in the local and regional economy. The 

traditional handloom weaving in Myitkyina has been kept alive by those local skilled 

weavers with the age-old women.  The handloom weaving contributes wider social network 

and household income generation. Handloom weaving materials such as lungji, garment, 

headwear/turban, and every traditional clothes are essential for culture ceremonies. There 

are many meaningful patterns of descendents and ancestral of Kachin tribes.  

Innovativeness, increase productivity, introduces new colors and designs need to be 

studied to maintain cultural handloom fabrics.  There are several systematic procedures 

and it was going to be extinct because various situations, such as difficult to get material 

needs for weaving, inadequate working capital, young generations neglect traditional 

handloom weaving because readymade designs can easily be obtained from the stores, and 

etc. This is the costly sources of textile designs in Kachin people and make by good 

experience and skillful elderly women textile designers handed down to produce 

traditional designers and craze designers for young generations. This study emphasized 

handloom weaving and spinning by hand become a leading symbol of the handloom 

weavers to generate sustainable income and job opportunities of the handloom weavers in 

urbanization. 

Keywords: Urbanization, Handicrafts 
 

Introduction 

This study presents traditional weaving and textile in Myitkyina, Kachin State.  

Myitkyina is capital of Kachin State and it is formed 28 quarters. Traditional 

weaving can be studied mostly in Shatapru quarter and quality depending on their 

structure, materials, and skill. Kachin – hand woven fabric, are made in Myitkyina. The 

age old people have experiences and skills on local hand weaving. The handloom 

weavingcontributes wider social network and household income generation.Handloom 

weaving materials such as lungji, garment, headwear/turban, and every traditional clothes are 

essential for culture ceremonies. There are many meaningful patterns of descendents and 

ancestral of Kachin tribes to maintain culturalhandloom fabrics. This study emphasized 

handloomweaving to generatesustainable income and jobopportunities of the handloom 

weavers in urbanization. 

Local people love traditional weaving or hand loom in generations and handed down to 

their new generations. The people have a custom to wear own traditional cloths in cultural 

ceremonies. Traditional patterns are meaningful that interpret culture of clans of descendants 

from a particular ancestor, natural resources, environment and heavenly bodies. Nowadays, 

young generations mostly are being neglected. The local products with Kachin traditional 

mailto:sengaung@gmail.com
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design are appropriate to wear in local climate condition and it is a characteristic of culture 

lovely wearing style. 

The study is expected to produce increase amount and improve quality of clothing 

for local people and to observe socio-economic revival of textile industries in Myitkyina. It 

will also help increase family income/living standards thereby expanding human base and 

productivity.   

Traditional garment /lungi are popular and it is worn by Kachin communities in 

everywhere. It is normally woven from cotton, silk and cannabis fibre in a variety of 

designs and colors. Garment only the men wear, and women wear are different in designs.  

The price of handloom Lungi is higher than power loom one. Weavers are skilled 

and have experience of weaving handloom.   

Aim and Objectives 

The aim of this paper is development of large scale production of traditional designs 

and cultural maintained in clothing.  

The study also attempts to present an overview of textile industry and power loom 

weaving products located in Myitkyina and textile industry is mainly intended to provide 

abundantly the facilities of the clothing for the population of the town. The products of the 

textile would be recognized as a distinctive quality woven product through the 

development and promotion.  

- to study strength traditional handloom weaving in Myitkyina 

- to observe cultural revival of the  craft  

- to study on marketing stage of textile industry products  

- to present an overview of the current situation of handloom weaving and also the 

textile industry in Myitkyina 

Methodology 

The qualitative and descriptive research technique is used. Official data such as 

rainfall, temperature, wind, population number, distribution of textile industries and etc. 

are obtained from Government Offices. Interviews with handloom weavers and textile 

related persons. Field observation on textile industries are carried out. 

Data sources are Immigration Department, Meteorology Department in Myitkyina, 

Land Record Department, and Quarter level of administrative offices in textile industries 

concentrating areas of Myitkyina. 

Documentary photos are taken from field work and literature review is carried. 

The result would be fulfilling in cultural and traditional priority productionin 

handloom weaving and textile industries and strength of local socioeconomic development 

and distinctive quality garment and materials production function.  

Physical environment 

 Location: Myitkyina Township is situated mostly at the western bank of 

Ayeyawady River, in the southeast of the Kachin State, and which lies between latitudes of 

25° 32'- 26°12' N and longitude of 96° 40'-97° 32'.  According to GIS measurement (Seng 

Aung on 21.8.11) Myitkyina Myo, which is situated between latitude of 25.33° – 25.44° N 

and longitude of 97.35° - 97.42° E (Figure 1). It has an area of 69,371 square miles 

(1606429 acres). The town also located on the western bank of Ayeyawady River and it is 

made up of 28 quarters (Figure 2).  
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Topography:  Myitkyina is situated at 476 ft above sea level and composed of flat 

and fertile soil. It is surrounded by N‘hkai bum range in the north and AyeyawadyRiver on 

the east. Mostly are residential area and rice fields. 

Geology survey is not seen for review here. There is no drainage channel except 

N‘Jang Hka chaung. 

Climate: Climate of Myitkyina is subtropical monsoon and three seasons, summer, 

rainy and winter. Monthly annual rainfall, monthly mean temperature, minimum 

temperature and wind, are shown in Tables and Figures. 

 
 

Figure (1): Locationmap of Myitkyina environment.Process: Seng Aung,  

Lecturer, Geog. Dept.  
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Figure (2): Location map of Myitkyina 

Process: Seng Aung, Geog. Dept.MyitkyinaUniversity 
 

 

Figure (3): Annual Rainfall (inches) of Myitkyina  

Source:  Table (1) 
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Figure (4): Monthly Mean Temperature (F) of Myitkyina Township 

 

Figure (5): Monthly Minimum Temperature of Myitkyina 

 

Figure (6): Monthly wind in Myitkyina (mile/hour) 

Table (5): Population distribution by wards in Myitkyina (2011 statistate) 
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No Myitkyina Acres Squares Mile Total pop Density 

   Total population  22o46  69371 145492   

Source: State Immigration, Myitkyina 

History and traditional cultures 

There are some indications that weaving was already known in the Palaeolithic era. 

Estimation of Neolithic handloom weaving and textiles were well known at a site dated to 

about 5000 BC. This fragment is woven at about 12 threads by 9 threads per cm in a plain 

weave. Flax (a blue-flowered herbaceous plant) was the predominant fibre in the rural 

areas at this time and cotton was grown in taungya. Silk worm culture was practiced to 

make the primary fibre. Another Ancient Kacjom item, known as the N‘hpyeng 

Htawnghkun, makes with different colours, patterns of interpreting heavenly bodies. This 

item can be found at Traditional Weaving School and the Museum. It is used in Manau 

Dance Festival and cultural ceremonies.   Kachin women worked as weavers during the 

early Era. They washed cannabis fibers in hot water and wood-ash soap and colour with 

some leaves (Lachyut) then dried them for 3 or 4 times.  

The women worked step by step to weave materials on looms, where they stretched 

the threads, after which they passed threads over and under each other. The finished cloth/ 

material was then taken to a fuller. 

Weaving was an art practised in very early times. The Kachin women were 

especially skilled in it, and some have regarded them as its inventors and it is referred to 

subsequently as specially the women's work.  

Kachin culture handicraft has being grown gradually as higher quality, design, 

patterns and yarn but original hand weaving lungi is the best one as traditional wear material  

of Kachin tribes. Traditional weaving is essential household art for women that mothers 

handed down to generations to generations.  Nowadays, present generation neglect weaving 

traditional handicraft weaving. Age old women are skill handicraft weavers and they like 

very much original quality that culture meaningful patterns, outstanding and unique in design 

for Kachi people suitable for wear comfort. Natural forest resources have been used to make 

weaving materials such as cotton loom, reeling machine, fibre, cannabis fibre, resin, beewax, 

dye, and etc. In modern days chemical and machineries are substituted by technical 

supporting for large scale production.  Power loom products are popular as modernized and 

commercial. Growing population need more food, more cloths and shelters which is direct 

effect on commercial production in handloom weaving and textile industry. 

Every ethnic tribe has own culture and tradition on foods, housing, and clothing in 

our globe. Each national race owns traditional culture and interested in traditional wearing 

themselves in culture ceremonies. People living in KachinState are participating with 

Kachin traditional cloths in Manau ceremony in every year is very attractive example. 

Definitions and characteristics 

A loom is a device used to weave cloth. Weaving is done by intersecting the 

longitudinal threads, the warp "that which is thrown across", with the transverse threads, 

the weft, "that which is woven".  
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Weaving is a textile craft in which two distinct sets of yearns or threads are 

interlaced to form a fabric or cloth. The threads which run lengthways are called the warp 

and the threads which run across from side to side are the weft or filling. 

Cloth is usually woven on a loom, a device that holds the warp threads in place while 

filling threads are woven through them. Weft is an old English word meaning "that which is 

woven". The way the warp and filling threads interlace with each other is called the weave. 

Woven cloth can be plain (in one colour or a simple pattern), or can be woven in decorative or 

artistic designs and interpreting cultural patterns.  

Though commercial fabrics are popular increasingly traditional hand weaving 

remain essential crafts. 

In weaving cloth, the warp is the set of lengthwise yarns that are held in tension on a 

loom. The yarn that is inserted over-and-under the warp threads are called the weft, woof, or 

filler. Each individual warp thread in a fabric is called a warp end or end. Weaving involves 

the interlacing of two sets of threads at right angles to each other: the warp and the weft. The 

warp threads are held taut and in parallel order. The warp threads are moved up or down by the 

harnesses creating a space called the shed. The weft thread is wound onto spools called 

bobbins. The bobbins are placed in a shuttle that carries the weft thread through the shed. The 

raising and lowering sequence of warp threads in various sequences gives rise to many 

possible weave structures. Both warp and weft can be visible in the final product. 

Development of textile industry 

Weaving is one of the oldest skills and the powerloom textile industry has grown up 

from handloom sector traditionallywith inherent technical knowledge and is being 

continuing in Myitkyina.  The powerloom sector are spread over 4 units with an average 

holding of alittle over 4 looms per unit. The sector largely comprises of very tiny unitswith 

a majority of loom holdings in the range of 1 to 8. The powerloomsector is consistently 

meeting out the need of the fabric required for garmentsector for the market. This sector is 

about 50% of the total fabric production in the city. However the growth of the powerloom 

sector in Myitkyina has been growing to facilitate equal opportunity for the development 

of the sector. 

Textile is inherited art of national races and people maintain own traditional culture. 

People always try to improve quality and mass production for trade network societies as 

local, regional and also international level. 

Distribution of textile industries mostly are found in Shwinyaung Pin zone (8, 11, 9) 

totally (68), Aye Tse-Ti (4), Kyun Pintha (6), Ram Pu (1), Le Gone (3) (City Development 

Program, 2011). Nearly all industries are producing varieties of lungi, garment, bag and 

necessary materials for markets. The highest labour force is 15 people according to 

statistics of City Development Program 2011. According to interviewed industrial owners, 

wage of worker is 4000 kyat per day. 

Recommendation 

Textile industry in Myitkyina needs to be strengthened in different ways. These 

include - 
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 Technological up gradation of the industrial facilities including improvements in 

terms of designing machinery and new power looms. 

 Capacity building of the textile industries stakeholders in terms of new designs 

and techniques, costing and pricing and cord keeping.  

 Building of marketing linkages at the national and international level. 

 Development and adoption of marketing and promotion strategies.  

 Product development in terms of introducing new color and designs and product 

diversification in terms of producing products like shawls and scarves. 

 Quality control and market linkaged. 

 The Integrated scheme on modernisation of powerloom functions 

 To provide infrastructural support for handloom and textile industry  

 Local sericulture and mulberry plantation in permanent sites for silk worm 

culture, cotton farming and yarn producing in Myitkyina could gain use enough handloom 

and textile.  

 Traditional ecological knowledge is a source of conservation and socioeconomic 

development. 

Conclusion 

Useful to environmental applications: biological and resource management, 

conservation education, reserve design and pattern, planning, are useful to environmental 

applications in handloom and textile industries in Myitkyina and have strong potential for 

informing the marketing and ecological restoration. These applications would play a vital 

role in ecological monitoring and change.The powerloom industry has grown up from 

handloom sector traditionally 
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Abstract 

Paris Agreement has been considered a successful negotiation round among parties. 

And Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) is a tool for implementing this turning 

point agreement. Vietnam‘s Prime Minister stated her commitment of GHG emission 

intensity reduction target at 8-10% by 2020 and also contributes honorably 1million USD 

to the Green Climate Fund. To implement the commitment, Vietnam has been proactive in 

nationalize the global will via national actions. And remarkably, more have been done at 

the sub-national level. This writing will tell you more about this localization of 

commitment in Vietnam via telling a story of Quang Ninh province, ―Vietnam in small 

size‖ who is famous for UNESCO‘s world heritage Ha Long Bay, trying her best in 

pursuing green growth. 

Key words: provincial green growth action plan 
 

1. Quang Ninh‟s economic development and economic restructure situation 

1.1. Some figures about Quảng Ninh province 

Quảng Ninh is located in the North East of Vietnam with the northern border with 

China, the East border to the North Sea, the West to 3 other provinces of Lang Son, Bac 

Giang and Hai Duong, the South to Hải Phòng. This creates politically economic 

geographic advantages for Quang Ninh as well as foreign trade with China, bridging 

ASEAN-China cooperation; open Northen Sea cooperation, joining Nanninh-Singapore 

economic lobby… 

Quảng Ninh is priviledged with diversified minerals with many typical ores with 

huge volumes at high quality compared to other provinces, such as: coal, clay, quazt, 

limestone… 

Quang Ninh is also given tourism potentials with many famous beaches. Notably, 

there is UNESCO‘s world heritage of Ha Long Bay and One of New World‘s Wonders; 

Quang Ninh is also the place where Bái Tử Long Bay with more than 600 sand and 

limestone islands isolated with breathtaking landscapes. These are unique opportunities 

and potentials for Quang Ninh to develop many types of tourisms for entertainment and 

cultural services. 

1.2. Economic development 

Quang Ninh keeps stably high economic growth. The average economic growth 

during 2011-2015 is 9.2% (the contry‘s average at 5.8%), and is the highest score among 7 

provinces in the Northern focused economic zone.  

Economic structure continues in a positive shift, reducing the reliance on mining 

industry, changing from ―brown― to „green― pattern. Industrial production growth at 7.9% 
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annually. Services are getting more dicersified with a growth of 11.5%/year. Agriculture 

production grows stably at 4.7%/year and owes good succeses in implementing National 

New Rural Target Program. 

During her development process, Quang Ninh moves towards sustainable direction 

in the same track with Vietnam National Green growth strategy. It is reflected in her 

prioritized development goals: (i) economic structure has been shifting from „brown― to 

„green― patterns. Priority is given to services and non-mining industries, in parallel 

assuring a cleaner and more sustainable coal exploitation process; (ii) Concentrate on 

investment for socio-economic infrastructure with promotion of science and technology 

application; (iii) Environment protection and proactively in responding to climate change; 

(iv) Improve social well-beings and people‘s living standards. 

2. Green growth: Prosperous future for Quảng Ninh 

2.1. Green growth – Chance to restructure Quang Ninh’s economy  

The economic restructure towards green economy will bring the following 

opportunities for Quang Ninh:    

First, the modernization and industrialization in recent years have created 

continuous growth for Quang Ninh, creating internal strengths (human resources, financial 

and material sources, favourable policies, etc…) supporting for a new development trend. 

Located in the development-engine position of the Northern focused economic zone, 

together with Hanoi and Hai Phong, Quang Ninh serves as one of the driving forces for 

regional socio-economic development, the important transportation routes with border 

commerce gates, convinient sea ports, easy trade relations with North East Asian Countries 

and Mekong sub-regional countries as well as the connecting points for the free trade zone 

of ASEAN - China. 

Second, Quang Ninh strategic vision is to  make a turning point, aiming at 

becoming a modernized province with key income from advanced industries and 

servicesby 2020. Quang Ninh tends to take lead in changing growth parttern from „brown― 

to „green―, promoting marine economic activities, creating firm foundation for leap-frog 

development after 2020; assuring for social wellbeings and maximizing cultural values. 

Third, international integration at global and regional levels has brought chances for 

Quang Ninh to get lessons and experiences in pursuing green growth path in USA, Japan, 

South Korea, etc,.. as well as seeking assistance from international institutions in searching 

for an appropriate model. With special economic-politic geophraphic location like a 

„Vietnam at small-size―, Quang Ninh holds in hand opportunity to develop a 

comprehensive and diversified economy with highly international integration. In addition 

to support from JICA (Japan‘s International Cooperation Agency) in realize the province 

green growth action plan (PGGAP) (in protecting Ha Long Bay environment and 

improving Quang Ninh‘s environment), USAID and UNDP also help the province in 

strengthening capacity in completing her PGGAP. 

Forth, natural geography and high valued biodiversity have brought opportunities 

for some green industries including green and eco tourism with UNESCO World‘s heriatge 

assets as well as development and use of renewable energies including wind, solar, wave 
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and bio energies,etc… This will help Quang Ninh to contribute to emission reduction in 

energy sector. 

Fivth, population structure of Quang Ninh has created engine for sustainable 

development. In 2013, the population of the province was 1,202,900 with the growth rate 

during 2005 - 2013 of 1.2 %, for 2013 at 1,3 %. Urban population is 742,300 accounting 

for 61.7 %, rural population is 460,600 covring 38.3 %; the share of urban population is 

much higher than other provinces in the Northern Vietnam. Labour force since 2013 is 

704,700, of which 59% equipped with training, the labour with professional and technical 

quality making a share of over 25 % which is the second highest number in the Red River 

Delta (just follow Hà Nội), this is an advantage for Quảng Ninh. 

 

Quang Ninh‟s population pyramid in 2009 

Labour composition of the province is making a positive move with reduction in 

agriculture, forestry and aqua-production from 42.5% in 2011 to 36.9% in 2014; increase 

in trade and service industries from 29.5% in 2011 to 32.05% in 2014; the share in instry 

and construction is 31.01%. Quang Ninh is the top among 15 northern moutainous 

provinces to have all conditions for education quality.  

2.2. Challenges in pursuing green growth in Quảng Ninh 

Quảng Ninh is coping with development conflicts: (1) exploitingunlimited 

poetntials with limited resources; (2) strengths and comparitive advantages not yet fully 

accompanied with favourable policies; (3) fast and strong economic growth while quick 

closing rich&poor gaps, especially in remote, border and islands areas; (4) adverse impacts 

from climate change on sustainable development direction. Typically, there are challenges 

in keeping high socio-economic growth and conserving natural resources, ecology and 

envioronment.  

Therefore, Quang Ninh should overcome 4 main thresholds in her restructuring process: 

The first thing is capturing and understanding the new concept of green growth in 

Vietnam‘s condition, where requires exploring suitable approach and roadmaps for 

application. Experiences and facts show that changing economic structure is not an easy 

work to be done at all scales. As a leading province in realizing the real socio-economic 

restructuring from „brown― to „green― pattern, it requires thorough understanding of the 
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green growth process from designing towards measuring and verification of the whole 

process and results.  

Another challenge is how Quang Ninh can escape from „brown― development 

model that has been stayed for long time at the national and local levels. In particular, 

Quảng Ninh is an industrial province focusing on mining, construction material 

manufacturing, thermal power generation, mechanics (coal production, just alone, covering 

for around 90% of the whole country‘s outputs) at high growth rate, and the large share of 

polluting industries with dominant backward technologies for low efficiency and high 

energy consuminng while changing technologies is not an overnight action potential. 

Thirdly, eventhough Vietnam has escaped from poor group but the national savings 

remain very low in comparision with advanced countries. This has hampered Vietnam to 

invest in following green growth path. Fact shows that there are limited capital resources 

for green investment in Vietnam, especially in the world economic recession, decreased 

public spending and limited private investment. 

Last but not least, Quang Ninh is projected to be most vulnerable to climate change 

and has been suffering seriously from sea level rise and extreme natural disasters (recent 

floods in August 2015 with total loss of 1,500 billion VND, equivallent to 6.25 million 

USD). With large population located intensively along the coast and delta, it is essential for 

Quang Ninh to design responsive and effective actions to climate change, both adaptation 

and mitigation. This brings challenges and opportunities in reducing emission, increase 

carbon capturing capacity through measures that enhance green growth for sustainable 

development. 

3. Quang Ninh‟s provincial green growth action plan 

According to Vietnam National Green growth Strategy and Action Plan (VGGS and 

VGGAP), Quang Ninh, one of the pioneer province started her own green growth strategy 

in June 2014 (The Plan number 3741 for 2014-2020), with the aim ―to have fast and 

sustainable economic development along with green industries, controlling environment 

pollution, imprving responsive capatity to climate change; moving towards low-carbon 

economy, reducing emission and enhance the carbon absorbing capacity. Quang Ninh will 

try her best to a modern province with developed industries and services, taking lead in the 

North, an great example for the country‘s restructuring process by 2020, shifting from 

„brown― to „green― pattern, founding firm basis for a leap-frog in development, assuring 

for socio-econmomic wellbeings and sustain traditional culture.‖ 

This Plan (―Plan number 3741‖) was built on the framework of VGGS and PGGAP 

and reflects the province‘s vision and commitment towards green growth. A green growth 

task force has been established with involvement from all departments 

(plannin&investment, finance, environment, science and technology, construction, industry 

and trade, transportation, etc.,..) and related key stakeholders including, Ha Long Bay 

management board; Vinacomin (Coal production group)and Quang Ninh electricity company. 

General assessment 

Plan 3741 includes 11 groups of activities based on priorities set by 23 activities in 

VGGAP. The province also identifies 26 indicators for green growth M&E assinging for 
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respective departments. Notably, main reduction targets by 2020 were also identified, 

indluding the reduction in GHG emission intensity at 8-10% (2010 baselines); reduction of 

GHG emission volume in energy activities around 10-20% in comparision with business as 

usual scenario;... 

It is clear that there are still some limitations in the Plan 3741 regarding: appropriate 

green growth indicators , green growth activities which requires more tailor-made and 

divided into green growth pillars set by VGGS and VGGAP, the pragmatic manner of 

green growth activities, responsibilities by stakeholders and available cum potential capital 

resources, etc.,… 

Having said that, the Plan 3741 should follow 05 green growth themes stated in 

VGGAP and VGGS, they are: 1. Commuincation and awareness raising to involve the 

whole society; 2. Institutional arrangement for PGGAP implementation; 3. Implementing 

GHG emission reduction and promoting usage of clean and renewable energy; 4. Greening 

production; and 5. Greening life style and promoting sustainable consumption.  

Additionally, resources mobilization and allocation in terms of planning and 

budgeting should be made clearer in this Plan as well as reporting requirements. To do this, 

a review of province budget expenditure for green growth and climate change actions 

should be reviewed. This will help to understand tha gaps and intervention opportunities.  

To facilitate the budget allocation, green growth actions in the plan should be 

screened carefully for feasibility. And a green growth project portfolio should be built and 

attached to this plan for real integration in the socio-economic development planning and 

implementation. 

4. Recommendations 

PGGAP has an important role in realizing central government‘s will and 

commitment to the global community. There is no one-size-fit-all model for green growth 

implementation. Therefore, this process requires strong political comitment from the highest 

VIPs at the province and coordination of the green growth focal point at the central level 

(ministry of planning and investment as the case of Vietnam), development partners, experts in 

various fields. Steps in preparing PGGAP require direct contribution from provinces in 

reviewing development process, collecting data, setting priorities for the province its own; 

identify measures of implementation and M&E indicators. If there is lack of strong enagement 

from local authorities, failure in green growth actions at grassroot level will t be impossible. 

For Quang Ninh, the financial solutions should be enhanced and the following 

contents can be taken into account: 

• Selecting appropriate green growth indicators which are respresentative, 

measurable and verified in times at the provincial level. 

• Activities should be categorized according to 3 strategic tasks set in VGGS and 

VGGAP (reduction of GHG emission intensity, greening production and greening life style) and 

in to 05 mentioned-above groups of activities with close consultation with experts, provincial 

leaders and local business community to identify solutions/activities/project list that are practical 

and feasible in each period of the plan. 
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• Implementation organization: clear responsibility for local agencies and a M&E 

mechanism should be strictly followed. 

• A financial map for green growth activities could be an effective tool for mobilizing 

further resources from central budget, donor community and private sector. 
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Abstract  

Urban bias and rural industrialization are considered as two essential trends of 

rural development. In these processes, rural areas face with many problems such as the 

rural livelihood, the problems of economy and society. It creates which the controversy of 

how to develop rural areas and what is really suitable trend for rural development. This 

study contributes to the analysis of rural development against the land expropriation with 

the case study in Viet Nam. It analyses two main areas: (i) what reasons do they cause the 

conflicts in the expropriation of land?  And how does the land expropriation influence the 

rural development? The study is based on six months of fieldwork during which both 

quantitative and qualitative research techniques were used. The outstanding method is 

Mactor method that is applied for the first time in research about rural development in 

Viet Nam. Fieldwork findings provide new and detailed evidences to support the view that 

the land expropriation for urban bias (urbanization) failed to spur rural economy and 

improve rural livelihood, contrary to what is argued in most of the literature and the 

planner‟s view. We found that the poor farmers were beggared gradually and they had 

lack of the assistants to cope and recover from the big shock in the land expropriation 

process. Thus, they led the increase of social conflicts. The survey showed that the main 

reason of social conflict in two villages are the limitation of policy, the unbalanced power 

between actors in the territory (use Mactor method) and the lack of efficient 

communication forum to exchange the actors‟ needs. 

.Keywords: Rural area, development, expropriation of land 

 

1. Introduction 

The fact that the concentration of the world‘s poor population is in rural areas 

(World Bank, 1975; 1988; Harris, 1982; Ellis, 2000) has been the reason of scholars and 

policy-makers for many recent decades to direct their attention to these areas in order to 

answer a series of questions about why is that way?; What it is the way to develop these 

areas to improve human well-being?, Some scholars have suggested ―better nutrition and 

health services, more secure livelihoods, satisfying leisure hours, political and cultural 

freedoms and a sense of participation in community activities”(Paul and Mahbub, 1981). 

Many scholars agree that the term ―rural development‖ is considered as a process for 

improvement of the quality of rural people‘s life, especially the poor (Chambers, 1983; 

Singh, 1999; Ellis, 2000; Bernstein, 1992). 
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 Generally, from very early on, philosophers of state believed that development, as a 

process, occurred on two levels: one involved the creation of economic political and social 

structures that allowed for the majority of individuals to lead an existence with basic need 

met and is known as the term ―top-down approach‖ or development from above‖. The other 

was a transformation in the behaviours and perceptions of individual citizens that supported 

the structural changes in society and is recognized by the term ―bottom-up approach‖ or 

―development from below‖. Since the early 1980s, these two approaches have been widely 

accepted to describe the two sets of rural development programs (Stohr and Taylor, 1981). 

After the appearance of the two above schools of thought, almost all studies about 

rural development have been divided into two ways: one is by the top-down approach and 

other is by the bottom-up approach. Another significant point is that rural areas in their 

development process have to face two remarkable trends including industrialization and 

urbanization (Lipton, 1977; Desai and Potter, 2002; Varshney, 1993; Sutton, 1989; 

Varshney, 1993). Urbanization process is the reason causing the unequal development 

between urban areas and rural areas. The numerous skilful labours coming from rural areas 

move to big cities with expectation that they can earn enough living. Therefore, the 

remaining labours in rural areas are mostly elders and youth who can do some simple job 

referring growing rice. As Lipton argued that the most classic conflict in poor countries is 

caused between the rural and urban classes (Lipton, 1977). However, this trend was applied 

widely in a lot of developing countries as a shortest way to grow the economy and increase 

the country's image. Thus, the purpose of rural industrialisation is to repair the failures of an 

urban bias by reducing rural-urban migration in order to curb the growth of metropolitan 

centres (Mendels, 1972; Parnwell, 1996; United Nations, 1978; Saith, 1991; Schumacher, 

1973). Also, most of the researches that have been done about rural development was often 

carried out under specific conditions or trends, for example industrialization, urbanization, 

globalization, the reduction of agricultural land, or the development of an industry in rural 

areas and the role of traditional industries in rural development, etc.  

In Vietnam, after ―Doi moi‖ (Renovation) in 1986, economic reform has 

transformed the nation from a centrally planned economy to a market oriented one (Dao, 

2001; 2002), a valuable point in the development process of rural areas. Vietnam has 

changed vigorously from a country that had a backward technology economy, high rate of 

poverty, and low growth rate and so on to a country that now has a strong economic 

growth, second only to China in Southeast Asia (World Bank, 2001a). In this context, the 

rural area is an integral part of Vietnam‘s socio- economic picture with around 69.6% of 

the population still living there; and as important contributors the high-gross domestic 

product (GDP), gross national product (GNP) (United Nation, 2010). Under land reforms, 

technological change and market development, the development of agriculture in particular 

and rural areas in general are now recognized as being important to developing countries; 

and as a result is being closely linked  with macroeconomic policies. Enabling institutional 

environments also strongly affect the total power of national econom. It is evident that 

growing integration in international markets, rapid economic growth rates and urbanization 

have had a significant impact on many fields of rural  development such as GDP, structure 

of economy, labour, employment, and many of them for the better. Despite the 
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effectiveness that the economic growth process has given, this process has also created 

many problems, especially, the expropriation of land as result of urbanization and the 

industrialization process. Such change brings issues about not only in the economy but also 

in the environment as well as traditional culture. Land expropriation now becomes a big 

issue in rural development for a number of reasons: (i) the urbanization trend broke out as 

one of the main characteristics of socioeconomic development in Vietnam in recent years 

and has been happening more and more rapidly (Ministry of Planning and Investment & 

General Statistic Office, 2011); (ii) land expropriation has threatened to the deepest and  

most complicated relationship in the society, the ownership, with the specific 

characteristics of Vietnam (both in a historical aspect and factual) (Cuc, 1995; Thoan & et 

al, 1995); (iii) the rural development strategy of Vietnam in the near future and distant 

future, in which, the primary mission is to improve the quality of rural life, living standard 

of farmers in both the matter and the mind, to ensure harmonious development between the 

areas, and to develop more quickly in the disadvantage areas, etc (Government, 2008). 

These targets has led land expropriation has happened more strongly. On the other hand, 

almost researches about rural development in Vietnam were done by top-down approach. 

These studies supported strongly the problems of rural development that caused from legal 

system, administration system and rarely found the reasons from the interactions between 

actors in the territory. Thus, a comprehensive view should be combined from two 

approaches: top-down and bottom – up approach. 

All of the above issues have impressed us much and encouraged us to follow the 

research problem on how rural areas are developing when faced with the challenge of land 

expropriation. This research aims to investigate the influence of land expropriation on rural 

development in Vietnam and to evaluate the roles that major factors and actors have in 

Vietnamese rural development. It also seeks to fill the gap in the literature by exploring 

urbanization and industrialization trends, their consequences, land expropriation, and the 

right way to promote and support rural development in developing countries. In light of the 

summary discussion above, the key research questions that inform the thesis are as follows: 

My central research questions are: (i) What reasons do they cause the conflicts in 

the expropriation of land? And How does the land expropriation influence the rural 

development?” 

2. Method 

The research approach adopted for this study is the territorial intelligence and was 

based on a combination of quantitative and qualitative research methods. The aim of this 

study is to find the interactions between the actors in the rural area, hence, to find how the 

actors face with their difficulties in the changing process of land expropriation. Thus, the 

best answer is using the Mactor method, the efficiency tool of the territorial intelligence 

science. The study is based on six months of fieldwork in two villages Tan Trieu and Tay 

Mo in Hanoi capital where has the highest urbanization level in Vietnam. A survey 

questionnaire is conducted with a random sample of about 115 households in each 

settlement level selected for a total of 230 completed questionnaires (exactly 120 

questionnaires for Trieu Khuc hamlet and 110 questionnaires for Mieu Nha hamlet). With 

the assistant from freelances, we controlled the mistakes well so that there could be 24 
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wrong questionnaires (make up 10% in the total). This results was quite good because the 

assistants were villagers, so they knew the survey place like the back of their hand, they 

knew thoroughly the farmer‘s livelihood and their condition in the land expropriation. The 

second reason was that we checked mistakes and learned from experience continuously for 

the assistants. Each questionnaire took between 20 minutes to 50 minutes to complete. I 

used the snowball technique to select the next households that means I had already made 

contact to the primary households and after that they help me contact other households. 

Also, this research used other qualitative tools as focusing group with people in 

rural tocollectinformationon thevillageandcommunecontextsandonspecificissues. This method 

is simply a group application of the semi-structured dialogue technique. Information is 

collected with a small group of participants directly involved in the research problem. It is 

a highly useful technique when a specific group in the community must be consulted (i.e. 

women, artisans, leaders, etc.) or when information on a specific theme is needed.  The 

group dynamic may allow for a more open participation from all, and provide a forum for 

the exchange of ideas and possible consensus-building. Once again, the methodology is 

similar as semi-structured dialogue. It is advisable to use a board or large cardboards to 

visually represent the main ideas that come up throughout the discussion and ensure that all 

understand. The aim of this method is to concentrate the opinions of the participants to 

evaluate the power of the actors in the rural area to find the actor who can gain initiative on 

―combat‖, keep the key power in ―the game‖ of the land expropriation process. As a result, 

this method will give the forecast of rural development in the near future. Also, this 

method plays the supplementary role in the Mactor method, because the result of 

conducting focussing group method will be the input material of these methods. The focus 

group technique is used with two kinds of actor including one was the actors in the village 

(the farmer, the investor, the local leader) using in the focusing group for Mactor method. 

Also, group discussions with farmers (womenand menseparately) helped to collect 

information about livelihood matrix, rounddiagram forlabour migrations or special cases 

that have high-level land expropriation. 

The Mactor method distinguishes the actors in the system, under various degrees of 

freedom and different powers, will be able to do, through strategic action, in order to 

obtain at the goals they have set, and thus successfully to carry out their project. The actors 

in the system have interdependences about benefits, rights; even have the conflicts about 

these fields. Thus, each actor can move his/her strategic that is confronting other actors‘ 

plan, making change the balance of power between them (in terms of constraints and 

means of action). These changes in the past and present, thus, make to predetermine the 

future. Therefore, analysis the actors‘ strategic and their power in a system is essential in 

order to throw light on the strategic issues and the key questions for the future (which are 

the outcomes and consequences of foreseeable battles). 

Analysis of actors‘ moves, as proposing with Mactor method, proceeds in the 

following six stages: 

The first stage is to note down each actors‘ plans, motivations, constraints and 

means of action (construct the actors‘ table of strategy). In this stage, by recalling the 

matter of focusing on those actors who directly join the seminar, I then construct an actor‘ 

table of strategies, presented in the form of a square matrix (actor x actor) in which: 
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- Each diagonal cell contains the aims and objectives of each actor, the problems that 

they met and the means to solve the problems, insofar as these can be identified. 

- The other cells contain the means of action which each actor may use against the 

others in order to achieve their aims 

One thing noted in this stage is the role of the host in the seminar that makes the 

participants discuss together and be comfortable to expose own opinions, even bare their heart 

to the others; or when the content of discussion is ―pushed‖ so far from the main aim of study, 

the host must be clever to control the matter of discussion concentrated into the primary aims.  

The second stage is to identify the strategic issues and objectives associated with 

these battlefields. Through group reading and discussion of the actors‘ strategy table, the 

strategic issue, the battlefields on which the actors will confront each other – are brought to 

light fairly easily. 

The third stage is the position each actor on each battlefield and notes the convergences 

and divergences. In this stage, the relationship between the actors on each battlefield can be 

presented in the form of a diagram of possible convergences and divergences. 

The fourth stage is to rank the objectives for each actor and assess possible tactics 

(interaction of possible convergences and divergences) in terms of their objective 

priorities. In this stage, to be suitable for the aims of study, it is essential to build other 

matrices from the original matrix to bring interaction and attitude of the actors about each 

objective to light. A new matrix, called MOA (objectives x actors) is transposed from 

matrix MAO (actors x objectives). The result of matrices MAO x MOA, give a matrix 

Actors x Actors in format. Filling value of the cell in new matrix with corresponding to 

motions in favour of certain objectives (indicated by +1) or opposed to other (indicated by 

-1), the matrix MAO x MOA gives two newer matrices: CAA matrix describes the number 

of convergences and DAA matrix expresses the number of divergences. Also, in order to 

have a deep understanding about the attitude of actors, these processes are done again once 

more time give 2 matrices: 2CAA and 2DAA with the scale from -4 to 4. 

The fifth stage is evaluating the relationships of power and formulates strategic 

recommendations for each actor, in keeping with the actors‘ objective priorities and 

available resources through two matrices: the matrix of direct influence (MID) and the 

matrix of direct and indirect influence (MIDI). 

The sixth stage is raising key question about the future; formulate hypotheses 

regarding the trends, events and discontinuities that will characterize the evolution of the 

balance of power between actors. It is around these key questions and hypotheses as to 

their answers that the scenarios will be constructed. 

Finally, there are three stages are specially noted concluding from stage three to 

stage five because of the biggest and largest information they gave, and the rest of stages 

can be passed rather quickly. 

3. Results 

a. Introduction and constructing the actors’ strategy table 

The first question concerns the number of actors to be taken into account. When I 

carried out the questionnaire survey in two villages Tan Trieu and Tay Mo, I found that there 

are three major actors in rural area such as the farmers, the local leader and the investors with 

their different interests which make them to converge or diverge in each issue. This actor did 
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not diverge and did not converge to any actors.  Five representatives  were invited into the 

seminar including Farmer representative (A1), Local government (A2); Tan Trieu handicraft 

project (A3), Trade Housing project (A4), Small private business on handicraft (A5).The 

strategies of each actor are described clearly in the Table 1 as the below: 

Table 1: Actor’s strategies 

Action 

Of    

On 

Farmers State Investors 

F
a
rm

e
rs

 

Objective: 

- To receive higher price of 

compensation  

- To find new job and stabilize 

the new life 

- To have the land for 

production 

Problem: 

- Difficult to stabilize new life 

- To lack the assistant of the 

state, the investors and the 

society 

Means: 

- To oppose strongly the land 

expropriation 

- Association between famers 

-Diversification of activities 

- Pressure on the state to 

keep their promise 

- Require public 

information with farmers 

through the yearly 

conference 

- Offer to solve the 

complaints and have the 

lawsuit to the central 

government. 

- Not received the 

resettlement land if it is 

not reasonable  

- Not join in the vocational 

training programs if they 

are not efficiently and 

practically 

- To offer higher price 

payment of expropriation 

land 

- To oppose the pollution 

of the environment 

around the industrial park  

- To hinder the companies 

expropriate the land by 

refusing the money of 

compensation; building 

the barriers in the 

expropriation land. 

 

S
ta

te
 

- Require the farmers join in 

the vocational training 

program sufficiently 

- Bargain, even impose (in 

some detail situation)  with 

landowner about the price and 

the resettlement land; repress 

the hostile elements (by power 

of state) 

 

 

 

Objective: 

- Improve the social-

economic development of 

the local  

- Attract the outside 

investment resources 

- Advance the quality of 

economic infrastructure of 

the local 

Problem: 

- Competition pressure 

from the neighbor cities 

- Unemployment and 

Inflation 

- Pressure of raising the 

local revenue source 

Means:  

- Sustained growth 

- Play an direct role to 

clear the ground (the 

investors employ the 

local state ) 

- Create good conditions 

in the administrative 

formalities, set the 

attracted price of 

compensation 

- Require the 

responsibilities of 

investors in the 

development of the local 

(by the power of state) 
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In
v
es

to
rs

 

- Payment low price quickly 

with the primary farmers  and 

higher price with the last 

farmers 

- Convince the farmers by 

promising the jobs after 

finishing project 

- Pressure the local state 

clear the ground more 

quickly 

- Accept some conditions 

that state gives to 

contribute in the social-

economic development of 

rural area 

Objective: 

- Receive the high profit 

in investment 

- To clear the ground in the 

short term and cheap cost 

Problem: 

- Depend strongly on the 

local state in clearing the 

ground 

- Oppose strongly from 

the farmers 

Means: 

- Bargain with the 

farmers and local state 

about the price and 

method of expropriation 

To summarize above actors‘ strategies, there are five issues in the battlefield that 

each actor had trended to protect own objectives and oppose others. The conflicts of 

actors‘ benefits have made stressfully the relationship between them and they have affected 

on their actions when they have been associated objectives. 

b. Identifying the strategic issues and associated objectives 

Through group reading and discussion of the actors‘ strategy table, the strategic 

issues, the battlefields on which the actors will confront each other are brought to light 

fairly easily. Here I concentrate on five strategic issues regarding with five actors have 

converging or divergent objectives (convergences or divergences). These five issues 

concern the following: 

I1: Identification the price of compensation. The farmers want to increase the price 

of compensation. To set up the price based on the land price in the market and the 

agreement between the farmers and the investors if they are the private economic projects 

or the farmers and the state if they are the public social projects. Of course, the investors 

and the local state do not agree with this issue. 

I2: Vocational training and finding the new jobs.  The farmers take interested in this 

issue because this is the right trend to change their jobs and stabilize their life after the big 

shock. However, the other actors under consideration are not quite concerned with this 

objective. In fact, the farmers have known that the vocational training is important to them, 

but sometimes they are discouraged to join these classes because they are not practical. 

I3: Environment and social evil. This issue makes the conflict in opinion of three actors. 

I4: The system of law and policies permit in investment process. The interest of 

investors regarding the good conditions of the system of law and policies permits in 

investment process. Thus, they oppose to the local state because of delaying the procedure 

for issuing investment licenses or the low rate of clearing ground process, while they are 

accepting some unspoken consents to improve the rate of clearing ground process or 

simplify the procedures; even sometimes they have to bride the local leader into obtaining 

their objectives. 
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I5: Using the land resource for resettlement. This issue is received more interest of 

both local state and the farmers than the investors. 

Each of these strategic issues (battlefields) can be presented in the form of one or 

more precise objectives over which actors are in convergence, in divergence, or neutral. 

c. Positioning each actor in relation to the strategic objectives (signed position matrix) 

The relationships between the actors on each issue (called battlefield) can be 

represented in the form of a diagram of possible convergences and divergences. Therefore, 

it is important to construct all the diagrams of possible convergences and divergences 

associated with each strategic objective which describe the action of each actor from one 

objective to another. Of course, the action of each actor is different with others‘ when they 

face to a detail objective. For example, below I see the positioning of actors towards the 

objective of identification the price of compensation. 

Objective:  Identification the price of compensation 

+ = in favour of objective 

-    = opposed to objective; and neutral attitude 

Figure 1: Positioning actors toward the objective of identification the price of 

compensation 

 
 

 Table 2: 1MAO; signed matrix of positions (matrix actors x objectives) 

1MAO matrix O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 Absolute sum 

A1 -Trade housing project -1 -1 -1 1 0 4 

A2- Handicraft village project -1 -1 -1 1 0 4 

A3- Famers  1 1 1 0 1 4 

A4- Local government -1 -1 1 -1 -1 5 

A5- Small business  0 0 -1 1 1 3 

Number of agreements 1 1 2 3 2   

Number of disagreements -3 -3 -3 -1 -1   

Number of positions 4 4 5 4 3   

Source: Result from Mactor  

 

The famers 

Handicraft project 

The state Trade housing project 

Small business 

Identification 

the price of 

compensation 
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The MAO matrix (actors x objectives) is filled in as follows: 

-1: Actor i unlikely to achieve objective j 

 0: Actor i neutral position to objective j 

 1: Actor i likely to achieve objective j 

 

Commentary: 

Simply examining the positive and negative total of the lines and columns of the 

1MAO matrix provides the rich information. As results, in one hand, that the small 

business (A5) is only concerned with two objectives as to control the pollution (O3) and 

improve the law system (O4), while all other actors are involved in almost of five 

objectives in battlefield. On the other hand, two objectives make the most of disagreements 

between the actors, detail, the battlefield O1, put price of compensation, causes the farmers 

oppose with the rest of actors unless A5 (small business) because sometimes, the A5 is one 

of households who have the same condition and situation with the farmers but they have 

lived by the handicraft activities (in this case, A5 is neutral in opinion with this objective). 

Similarly, the objective O2, vocational training and finding the new jobs, make the same 

results in position of actors in the system, with the famers agree this objective while other 

actors have divergent attitude to this battlefield. A weakness of this matrix is to show 

simply the divergent and convergent attitude in five objectives fixed at the actors‘ strategy 

table; however, it does not mention the degree of opposition or agreement that describes 

the position of actors in relation to objectives. 

These first completed diagrams remain rather elementary because they only take 

into account the number of divergences or convergences over the objectives. To return 

above instance, we only can see the famers disagree with the state, handicraft project and 

housing project over the objective O1, but we can‘t see that ―are there the differences of 

the divergences level between the actors over each objective? To bring the model closer to 

reality, it is advisable to introduce two dimensions which have so far been omitted: 

- Hierarchy of objectives, which varies from actor to actor 

- Relationship of power between actors. 

d. Ranking the objectives for each actor (valued position matrix) and assessing 

the range of possible convergences and divergences 

In order to take into account each actors‘ specific hierarchy of objectives, we 

rebuild the new matrix similar the 1MAO matrix but to note the positioning of actors in 

relation to objectives on scale from -4 to +4, according to whether the level of opposition 

or agreement is very high, high, medium and low. This new matrix is called 2MAO matrix. 

The more the actor feels concerned with an objective which is important for him, the 

higher absolute value recorded. 

We thus obtain a second valued position matrix of the MAO type, the 2MAO 

matrix is presented as the Table 3 as below: 
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Table 3: 2MAO; valued positions matrix (actors x objectives) 

2MAO Matrix O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 Absolute sum 

A1- Trade housing project -3 -2 -1 2 0 8 

A2- Handicraft village project -4 -2 -1 2 0 9 

A3- Famers 4 3 2 0 3 12 

A4- Local government -2 -1 1 -2 -1 7 

A5- Small business 0 0 -2 1 2 5 

Number of agreements 4 3 3 5 5   

Number of disagreements -9 -5 -4 -2 -1   

Number of positions 13 8 7 7 6   

Source: Result from Mactor  

In similar fashion, we shall build two new matrices 2CAA and 2DAA, one times again; to 

examine all pair valued convergences and divergences. Each element is obtained as the average 

intensity (in absolute values) of respectively agreement and disagreement on objectives.  

Table 4: 2CAA; valued matrix of convergences (actors x actors) 

2CAA matrix A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 

A1- Trade housing project 0.0 8.5 0.0 4.0 3.0 

A2- Handicraft village project 8.5 0.0 0.0 4.5 3.0 

A3- Famers 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 2.5 

A4- Local government 4.0 4.5 1.5 0.0 0.0 

A5- Small business 3.0 3.0 2.5 0.0 0.0 

Number of convergences 18.5 16.0 4.0 10 8.5 

Degree of convergence (%) 43.5 

    Source: Result from Mactor  

Table 5: 2DAA; valued matrix of divergences (actors x actors) 

2DAA matrix A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 

A1- Trade housing project 0.0 0.0 7.5 3.0 0.0 

A2- Handicraft village project 0.0 0.0 8.0 3.0 0.0 

A3- Famers 7.5 8.0 0.0 7.0 2.0 

A4- Local government 3.0 3.0 7.0 0.0 4.5 

A5- Small business 0.0 0.0 2.0 4.5 0.0 

Number of divergences 10.5 11.0 24.5 17.5 6.5 

Degree of divergence (%) 56.5 

    Source: Result from Mactor 

We have an example to be clear about the meaning of these matrices. 

- Average of valued convergences between A2 and A1 is: 

       
|  |   |  |

 
  
|  |  |   |

 
 
|  |  |   |

 
 
| |  | |

 
     

Similarly, 

         

- Average of valued divergences between A2 and A3 is: 

       
|  |  |  |

 
 
|  |  |  |

 
 
|  |  |  |

 
     

Or                 2DAA21= 0 
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To see two new matrices, 2 CAA matrix and 2DAA matrix, we can know that the 

highest valued of convergences between a pair of actors belong to the close relationship of 

A1 and A2 or A1, A2 and A4. To return the 2MAO matrix, it is easy to note these actors 

have some common benefit in the objectives O1 and O2. Similarly, the highest valued of 

divergences between actors A1 and A3, A2 and A3, and return the 2MAO matrix, the 

objectives caused this conflict are the objective O1 and O2.  

These above values mean the average of convergence or divergence values between 

each pair of actors toward their objectives. Thus, when the first version of convergence and 

divergence matrices only show the number of objectives that each pair of actor agree or 

oppose, the second version ones also the degree of convergences or divergences of a 

couple actor toward its objectives. We also must construct a second version of complete 

diagrams of possible divergence or convergence, which in the event does not differ 

noticeable from the first, this step can be expected. 

In the graph of order convergences between actors, I cannot see the remarkable 

differences between the first version and second version of convergences attitude of actors, 

and so which is why this second diagram is not presented here. However, I note a 

decreased level of resistance between A3 (famers) and A4 (local government); A4 (local 

government) and A5 (small business). The causes of total opposition between two actors 

(A3 and A4) are from the objective O1 (put price of compensation), O2 (vocational 

training), and O5 (resettlement) which make the famers are fighting for the survival of 

their life. Similarly, A4 and A5 are fighting together from the objective O3, O4 and O5 

(see detail differences of divergences position between actors in Figure 2). Of course, if I 

had chosen a different scale for measuring the importance of objectives the results would 

perhaps have developed more noticeably from one diagram to the other. 

Figure 2: Second complete diagram of divergences over objectives 

 

Source: Result from Mactor 
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Now, one more question must be made clearly is how is the interaction between 

agreement and disagreement in an objective. To continue, I compare the degree of 

agreement and disagreement of actor‘s implication towards its objectives in 2MAO matrix, 

we can see what the objective makes the biggest conflict between these actors, and 

somewhat to know the reason of the opposition.  

Following this graph, the objective O1 (put the price of compensation based on the 

price of land market) makes the biggest opposition between five actors in the system, while 

the objective O4 (simplify the investment law and increase the rate of cleaning ground) and 

object O5 (resettlement) receive the high agreement from almost actors. Also, if we note 

the degree of convergences and divergences in the end of two matrices 2CAA and 2DAA, 

we can see that the rate of divergences is more than the rate of convergences in the total 

(degree of divergences is 56.5%, while the degree of convergences is 43.5%). Thus, 

obviously, through to analysis the hierarchy of objectives in the actors‘ strategy is well- 

founded to examine attitude and capacity of actors in the battlefield. 

Figure 3: Histogram of actor’s implication towards its objectives 2MAO 

 

Source: Result from Mactor 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

The real power of each actor distinguished and concentrated the most conflict of 

these actors in some major pair of actor. Moreover, the opposition of interest between A4 

and A3 seems to be plus twice as significant as that between the same pair of actor in the 

first diagram. The most conflict in primary seems to be actor A3 face to actor A1 and A2 

who expropriated directly famer‘s land. However, when the balance of power is taken into 

account, the interaction of conflict is lean toward the real relationship between A3 and A4, 

and we also note the detail against in the Tan Trieu village between the handicraft village 

project (A2) and famers (A3) (to remark that the handicraft village project is a project 

which belong the ownership of Thanh Tri district People‘s committee). To compare the 

hierarchies of objectives, we can confirm that the objective O1 (set price) is the strongest 

divergence objective because it relates many actors with opposed attitude while objective 

O5 (resettlement) is lowest divergences objective because it relates only actor A3 and A4. 

Therefore, the needs of each actor in the territory only are satisfied when actors‘ private 

benefit comes more closely together. That means it is necessary to have an efficient 

communication forum for total actors in the territory. Moreover the activity mechanism of 

this forum also is really good. When each actor listen attentively the benefit and aspiration 
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of others, they will correct their actions to obtain the agreement quickly. In this situation, it 

is evident that the needs of farmers and small business (almost of them is personal 

production) who have the least power should be observed/ respected. 
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Abstract  

NRAs are“geo - economic spaces” which have been fast builtin the process of 

rapid urbanization in many cities of Vietnam. Theoretically, NRAs‟ main function is to 

provide urban residents with harmonious, civilized, modern and sustainable living 

environment and NRAs should be constructed following systematic investmentsfor the 

proposed development plans. 

Employing assessment criteria with sustainable development perspectives, this 

paper analyses and highlights the positive features of the development of NRAs in Hanoi 

such as: providing a diverse and competitive housing market for the citizens; creating a 

convenient, modern and green living environment to support a healthy style for the citizens; 

forming the modern NRA management to set the foundation for raising the awareness and 

managerial skills of the authorities and the community participation. Some negative features 

also found in terms of residents‟ satisfaction and balancing house supply and demand due to 

limited external spatial connections, illogical internal space design, and lack of quality 

control, insufficient and overlapping investment management and policies.  

The paper then proposes groups of solutions for NRAs development towards 

sustainability in Hanoi in the coming years. The most essential group solution is to change 

the approach and vision; develop the assessment criteria for sustainable development and 

apply them into the process of planning, investing and managing the NRA.  
 

Key words: New Residential Areas, Urbanization, Urban Sustainable Development, Hanoi 
 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Concepts of new residential areas (NRAs) in the context of urbanization 

Urbanization is the process by which towns and cities are formed and become larger as 

more and more people begin living and working in urban areas. To meet the urbanization 

growth rate, the urban sprawl and meet the housing demand, one in many solutions selected 

by many cities around the world and Hanoi as well is the construction of NRAs.  

NRA may be“a new town, a planned community or planned citywith planned 

functions”and“its developments are in line with the proposed planning” (English 

Language Dictionary, 2009). In Vietnam, according to the definition of Ministry of 

Construction, the NRA is ―an area in the urban territory with the systematic development 

in terms of technical and social infrastructure and housing”.In terms of socio-economic 

and living functions, we also should consider NRA is “A geo-economic space in a city, 

formed by a systematic investments for the development in line with the proposed plan. 

NRAs‟ function is to provide a harmonious, modern and sustainable living environment for 

the city‟s residents”. (Nguyen Van Cuong, 2015). 

mailto:lethuhoaneu@gmail.com
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Distinctive features of NRAs are (1) To be formed from the master plan of an urban 

area/ city, complying with the the land planning and urban functionalization in terms of 

population and territory size; (2) To be a complex host of factors such as infrastructure – 

population - culture and society with the urban functions for living; and (3) The 

development of NRA is closely linked to the surrounding urban areas.  

1.2. Concepts of NRAs development towards sustainability  

The development of NRAs towards sustainability is to maintain the harmony within 

the area, closely linked with the surrounding areas as well as the existing urban areas/ city 

as a whole, to be capable of spreading positive impacts to the surrounding areas, to be 

designed and built to reduce or eliminate adverse impacts on the environment and people's 

lives, to meet the service demand, to balance between supply and demand, to improve the 

quality of life in the NRAs in terms of economic - social - environmental and institutional 

aspects so thatno ‖burden‖ is left for future generations. 

The development of a NRA towards sustainability is affected by (1) Internal 

factors: the geographical, ecological and natural features of the urban area; the total size of 

the NRA; the spatial housing and service structure in the NRA; the infrastructure and 

traffic connection in the NRA; the cultural and living style of the citizens in the NRA, the 

features of the community in the NRA; the environment and natural conditions of the 

NRA; and (2) External factors: the development, quality and urbanization growth rate of 

the city; the availability of the economic and social infrastructure in the city; the 

advancement of technology;  globalization and international integration; the competence of 

the NRA investors; the management policy and capacity of the urban authority.  

Experiences from developing sustainable NRAs in the UK, Spain, USA, Japan, 

Singapore and China has resulted in some lessons as follows: (1) planning and developing 

NRAs should ensure favorable access of the population to all utility services, create 

friendly living spaces, preserve cultural identity and distinctive traditions of the 

community; (2) the NRA is a component which should be planned in the spatial structure 

of the entire urban/ city as a whole, in harmony with the existing urban area; (3) The state 

regulations to the real estate market as well as policies to increase the attractiveness and 

efficiency of the urban area in the relocated areas from the central areas are needed; (4) 

Prior to the NRA project implementation, investors need to clearly identify the ―potential 

communities‖ (who will live in NRA)in order to plan their most proper layout; (5) the 

NRA is successfully built on the principles of quality assurance in the environment area, 

maintaining the ecosystems and biodiversity, respecting the natural terrain, minimize the 

adverse impacts on human health ; increasing the use of renewable energy with the support 

of the effective program to prevent environmental disasters and to respond to climate 

change; (6) The role and involvement of private investors and community are respected 

and highly recommended. Forms of public private partnership (PPP) in many countries 

work as a lever for financial resources and expertise from the private sector. 

1.3. The forming and development of NRAs in Hanoi  

 Hanoi - the Capital of Vietnam,has the area of 3,344 square km; including 28 

districts with the population of  7,146,200 (2013). The City owns favourable social - 

natural conditions for urban construction and development. The process of urbanization in 
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Hanoi has undergone many changes. Since the ―turning point‖in the year 2008 on the 

adjustment of administrative boundaries of Hanoi, the City is now 3 times larger and it 

becomes the 13th largest capital city in the World.The new urban development of Hanoi is 

associated with the economic development and orientation of the City master plan. Before 

the year 1997, there was no concept of NRAs in Hanoi but only the ―group of housing‖. 

Since 1998, the NRAshave been formed and developed with accelerating growth in terms 

of rate and area. By 2014, in the extended Hanoi city, there were more than 200 NRA 

projects approved and being built, capable of resolving 25 to 30 million squaremetters of 

housing. Positive features of NRAs development in Hanoi include: providing a diverse and 

competitive housing market for the citizens; creating a convenient, modern and green 

living environment to support a healthy style for the citizens; forming the modern NRA 

management to set the foundation for raising the awareness and managerial skills of the 

authorities and the community participation.Besides the avantages of a modern living area 

with safety and luxury, there are remaining unsustainable issues of the NRA in terms of 

location, size, the environment degration and poor link with the surrounding areas and 

other socio-economic infrastructure. 

1.4. Research objectivesand methods 

This research aims to (1) Analysing and assessing the current state of NRA 

development in Hanoi from the sustainable perspective, based on criteria of 

sustainability;identifying the remaining unsustainable issues; (2) Recommending the view, 

orientations and solutions for the development of NRAs in Hanoi towards sustainability for 

the period to the year 2020 with the vission towards the year 2030. 

The paper employs research techniques such as geographic information system 

(GIS), systematic analysis and induction; forecasting; SWOT (Strength, Weakness, 

Opportunity and Threat) analysis.Secondary data fromYear book of the General Statistic 

Office (GSO),blue prints of Hanoi‘sDepartment of Urban Planning, Ministry of 

Construction‘s Department of Housing and Real Estate, Authority of NRAs‘ Investment 

and Contruction… were used fo analysis. Besides, primary datawascollected from depth 

interviews and surveys with 280 households living and/ or doing business in the 3 

distinctive NRAs, namely Linh Dam, Viet Hung and Ciputra. 

Table 1: Information of the Surveys in the 3 distinctive NRAs 

NRA 

Year 

started 

building 

 

Areas (ha) 

Total 

population 

(number 

of people) 

Involvement in the Surveys 

Households 

being in 

depth 

interview 

Questionnaires 

with households 
Businessmen 

 Issued Collected  

Linh Dam 1997 
200 (not include the being 

extended area and 74ha of lake) 
25.000 20 100 80 10 

Viet 

Hung 
2004 

210(not include the being 

extended area) 
26.000 20 100 91 10 

Ciputra 2000 
34ha  (1

st
 phase; planned of 392ha 

including Nam Thang Long) 
5.500 5 80 50 3 

Total 45 280 221 23 

Source: Authors‟ surveys 
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2. Contents and Assessment Criteria for Development of NRAsTowards 

Sustainability  

The development of NRA towards sustainability should be considered form the 

economic - social - environmental and management aspects. Based on the various criteria 

being used in the world and Vietnam for sustainable development and sustainability of the 

residential areas, the authors selected and proposed the criteria for assessing the 

sustainability of NRAs in Vietnam.  

Table 2: Criteria for assessing the sustainability of NRAs  

No. Criteria Assessments 

I. Economic Aspect 

1.1 Location of the NRA in 

the urban spatial 

structure  

 

1. Distance (km) or time (minute) needed to access the 

functional area and infrastructure  

2.  The monthly payment or the proportion of the income 

for travel expenses of the inhabitants in the NRA  

3.The connection of the NRA with other areas of city by 

public transport 

1.2 NRA area 4. Average area of NRA (ha) and the population of  NRA 

1.3 Balance of economic 

benefits of investors and 

house buyers  

5. Occupancy rate (%) 

6. Average housing price in the NRA compared with the 

average income of house buyers  

1.4 Economic benefits of 

NRA‟s management 

board and inhabitants  

 

7. Rate of housing designed meeting the needs  

8. Rate of public service area over the total area  

9.Rate of occupancy to areas for services  

10. Monthly payment of inhabitants for services  

1.5 Economic impacts to the 

surrounding areas 

11.Impacts of NRA to the infrastructure of surrounding areas 

12.New economic activities and new jobs created 

II. Social Aspect 

2.1 Community  

participation 

 

13. Forms of NRA‘s inhabitants involving in 

construction and management  

14.Satisfaction to participation  

2.2 Cultural and historical 

protection of the area  

15. Number of conservation works/ projects  

2.3 Accessibility to public 

service  

16.Distance from housing area to public services (school, 

clinic, market...) 

17.Proper& suitable public infrastructure and services  

18.Satisfaction rate of inhabitants on NRA services 
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No. Criteria Assessments 

2.4 Needs of sustainable 

traffic 

19.Convenient internal traffic linkage, bicyle  lane with tree lines  

20. Distance from housing to bus station  

21.Residents‘ satisfaction on traffic  

2.5 Cultural and 

recreational activities  

22.Area for sports; cultural and recreational activities  

23.Quantity, quality of cultural and community activities  

24Satisfaction of NRA‘s inhabitants 

2.6 Safety maintenance  

 

25.Unemployed/ seasonal workers and unstable income 

26.Addicts, social disturbance, crime rate …  

2.7 The harmony and 

impacts of NRA to the 

surrounding areas  

27.Household re-located from city center  

28.Accessibility to the NRAs‘ public services from the 

neighborhood 

III. Environmental aspect 

3.1 Maintain and improve 

the ecological system in 

the area  

29. Natural landscape and the urban agriculture 

30.Green/ blue spaces 

31.Satisfaction of NRA‘s inhabitants  

3.2 Sustainable environmental 

technical infrastructure  

32. Solid waste and wastewater collection and treatment 

33. Satisfaction of NRA‘s inhabitants  

3.3 Water supply and 

recycling 

34.Clean water supply 

35.Suitable planning of the runoff water on roof and on 

the ground, increase the rain water absorption 

3.4 Sustainable use of 

energy 

36. Public lighting with high energy efficiency  

37. Using renewable and recycling energy 

3.5 Response to climate 

change and natural 

disasters  

38. Building facilities to response to climate change and 

natural disasters 

39.Programs on climate and natural disaster resilience 

IV. Institutional aspect 

4.1 Policy on sustainable 

development of NRA  

40. Integrating the content, criteria of sustainability in 

NRAs‘ planning and development 

4.2 Competence and planning 

towards sustainability  

41.Consistance between the city and regional socio – 

economic development plan and master plan  

4.3 Competence and 

effectiveness of urban 

management 

42.Plans and mechanisms to mobilize the resources of 

the line management  units  

Source: Proposed by the authors‟ 
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3. Assessing the sustainability of NRAs development in Hanoi  

3.1. Economic aspect 

High travel costs due to the inconvenience in allocation of NRAs in the urban 

spatial structure. Built NRAs are concentrated in the City center, causing traffic pressure in 

the centre and high travel costs to work for people living in NRAs. It may take 60 to 90 

minutes or more to travel from City center to satellite towns by public transports, 45 to 60 

minutes by car or motorbike, so people can hardly approach to work in urban centers and 

vice versa. 
 

 
 

Firgure1: The location of NRAs in Hanoi 

NRAs‘ scale  and investors‘ financial capacity: there are 4 types of NRA scale, 

which are very large (more than 100ha), large (50 – 100 ha), medium (20 – 50 ha) and 

small (less than 20 ha). Very large NRAs account for 25 percents of NRA projects but 

occupy 81.3 percents of all NRAs area. Many of these projects have been at the intial stage 

or without operation after many years of starting up due to the limited financial capacity of 

the investors. 
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Table 3: Typesof NRAs in terms of scale (as to end of 2012) 

 Small Medium Large Very large Total 

Quantity Number 19 78 52 50 199 

Percents 9,6% 39,2% 26,1% 25,1% 100% 

Area Area (ha) 214,135 2.587,9 3.542,61 27.611.36 33.596 

Percents 0,63% 7,62% 10,34% 81,3% 100% 

Source: Compiled based on data from Department of Urban Development, MOC 

Social infrastructure is not well planned and cannot meet the residents‟ 

demand.Results from the surveys in some NRAs showed that, most of the inhabitants/ 

households are willing and can afford to pay the service charges and expenses of their 

daily needs.Meanwhile, the NRAs‘ investors often focus on their profits without paying 

attention to the planned functional spaces. In many NRAs, limited land for infrustructure 

have been converted into land for housing (to serve the short term business benefits). Thus, 

the NRA structure does not have enough spaces to meet the inhabitants‘ ―daily expenses‖. 

Lack of markets, parking and play ground… has resulting in the formation of temporary in 

official open markets, the spontaneous vegetable stalls, food, and grocery... in the 

buildings. Lack of service spaces also caused shortage in financial resources to cover the 

NRAs‘ service and maintainance costs.  

The NRAs have been lack of nearly 60 public schools, leading to fact that the 

children have to come to schools in other areas of the City, raising many complicated 

issues in transportation and education management. 

Financial goals of the investors and buyers could not be met due to land 

speculation. Many houses/ apartments in NRAs have been sold ―by paper‖ but still left 

empty. Unrealistic high price is the reason why these houses/ apartments could not be sold. 

―The buyers could not buy while the sellers (investors) could not sale‖ is the consequence 

of land speculation or the ―real estate fever‖ in the past. 

The role of NRAs in resettlement the City‟s population as well as in economic 

growth of the surrounding areas is limited. In fact, NRAs has not shown the role as an 

economic growth driving force or sites for resettlement policy implementation in order to 

reduce pressures of densely - populated areas in the City.  

3.2. Social aspect 

The NRAs‘ ability to meet the spiritual and cultural life, preserving historical and 

cultural values is obtained. Most of the NRAs were built in accordance with Heritage 

Conservation Law and do not violate the recognized religious works. However, the NRAs 

built in the locations of the ancient village fail to create the natural link between the ancient 

villages and the new ones.  

The types of housing in many NRAs are monotonous, could not flexibly respond to 

the changes in housing needs in the process of socio-economic transition and alteration in the 

family structure (the development of ―multi generations‖ family models over the time).  
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 Impact of NRAs on reducing poverty and unemployment rate in the locality and 

surrounding areas and on local security is not well-perceived. In the NRAs, especially in 

the peri-urban areas, the shift of labour workforce towards better income and stable jobs 

has not clearly observed.  

  The participation of inhabitants in the formation and management of NRAs in  

Hanoiis limited since they are not completely involved in the project implementation. The 

investors have made great efforts in housing contruction but not in the house management 

and maintenance, resulting in the low satisfaction of the inhabitants.  

3.3. Environmental aspect 

The fact that most of the NRAs are developed with proper population density has 

initiallycreated high quality living environment with hamornized factors for development, 

enhancing the connection between human and the nature, improving the community health. 

There is a high proportion of inhabitants, especially the elderly and young people,showing 

satisfaction with the living environment in terms of the ―quietness and health care‖. 

Table 4: Assessment of 3 NRAs‟ inhabitants on living environment 

(point 5: the best, most satisfied; point 1: dissatisfied) 

No. Criteria Linh Dam NRA Viet Hung NRA Ciputra NRA 

1 View 3.8 3.6 4.4 

2 Housing quality  3.6 3.8 3.7 

3 Public transport convenience  3.3 3.3 3.8 

4 Hygiene 3.8 3.9 4.6 

5 Safety 4.1 4.2 4.4 

6 Peace 4.3 4.6 4.5 

8 Hospitability 4.1 3.7 4.2 

9 Maintenance  3.2 2.9 3.8 

10 Management 3.5 3.9 4.2 

Source: Authors‟ surveys, 2013 

In many NRAs, landscape architecture is in form of ―valley space‖ (high-rise 

residential stalking along the major roads, residential and low-rise buildings situated in the 

core layout). This kind of architecture increases land use efficiency but reduces view of 

low-rise buildings; the high rise buildings are lack of distinctive features which in turn 

damages the view of the whole NRA. 

The current construction of NRA also tries not to destroy natural systems 

(landscapes, canals, trees ...). However, the area of the park, trees, flower gardens, ponds… 

remains a constraint. Standard of green space area of 7 square meters per capita is hardly 

achieved. In some NRA, the green space per capita is even less than 1 square meter. 

In NRAs has been lack of rubbish classification activities and recycling programs 

for the household garbage and other wastes. 3R (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) program has 

been underway but only on a small scale. About 50 percents of surveys‘ respondents are 
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not satisfied with waste management services. Few NRAs meet the standard of less than 40 

percents water absorption outside the house due to the high construction density. In Viet 

Hung NRA, water absorption outside the house only accounts for 20 percents. Most of the 

NRAs do not have any plan to take any action in order to promote this target. 

All NRAs are equipped with a fire hydrant hose and entrance for fire trucks to 

access to every house. The high-rise blocks are built in accordance with earthquake 

resistance standards. However, there is a lack of NRAs‘ facility to respond with higher 

danger levels of floods and natural disasters. Nearly 50 percents of the NRAs do not have 

enough capacity for disaster and climate resilience. 

3.4. Institutional aspect 

It is accepted that NRAs development has been forming the modern management 

model which is setting the foundation for raising awareness and managerial skills of the 

authorities and community participation. However, effectiveness in the process of 

planning, proposing for approval and applying construction permits of NRAs is low. Most 

of NRA development project involved, on average, 33 procedures. According to statistics 

from Department of Urban Development (Ministry of Construction), it usually takes 3 

years for procedures from 1st step of applying for construction permits to the step of 

―ground breaking‖ (2013).  

Inefficient coordination between the consultants and NRA investors leads to several 

"suspended projects" due to lack of NRA plans with ratio in 1/500. 

Changing land use plans after the approval of construction plans: the majority of 

NRA projects have made adjustments to the initial plan to increase construction density, 

building height, floor area, to change from public service space to mixed functional 

housing area. These adjustments create a bad precedent which shows the poor construction 

management, violates the regulations on adjusted construction plans, and leads to the 

imbalance and unsustainable development in NRAs. 

4. Conclusion and recommendations for NRAs development in Hanoi towards 

sustainability  

Development of NRAs in Hanoi has achieved positive features such as: providing a 

diverse and competitive housing market for the citizens; creating a convenient, modern and 

green living environment to support a healthy style for the citizens; forming the modern 

NRA management to set the foundation for raising the awareness and managerial skills of 

the authorities and the community participation. Besides, there are still negative features in 

terms of residents‘ satisfaction and balancing house supply and demand due to limited 

external spatial connections, illogical internal space design, and lack of quality control, 

insufficient and overlapping investment management and policies.  

In year 2015, Hanoi‘s GDP per capita is about USD 4,200; City population reaches 

7.2 to 7.3 million people; Urbanization ratio is approximately 46 percents. To support the 

target goal of increasing the housing area to 23-24 square meters per person in year 2016, 

more than 18 millions square meter of housing area must be provided. By the year 2020, 

housing area will be nearly 40 square meters. Development of NRAs is considered as an 

important factor that helps the City of Hanoi to meet these targets. 
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The development of the NRAsin Hanoi capital towards sustainability should be 

consistent with the socio-economic development of the country and Hanoi, aiming to build a 

civilized capital city in the process of rapid urbanization, modernizationand international 

integration. Hanoi should focus on developing NRAs with modern, civilized and 

environmentally friendly, functional features and appropriate scale and harmony in urban spatial 

structure of the city, alternating the focus of development to green spaces and open corridors, 

maintaining and utilizing the natural geographical features to ensure sustainable development. 

To achieve these objectives, Hanoi should take drastic and systematic actions. 

Resulting from analysis of Hanoi‘s NRA development, recommendations for the coming 

time may include:  

Enhancing the systematic and flexible features in NRA development projects, 

issuing guidelines to the categories of NRAs and ―socializing‖ in resource mobility. 

Enhancing sustainable development of City‘s transportation systems, focusing on 

development of  static traffic areas and public bus system; constructing high-speed 

transportation systems, modern subway and elevated railway systems as well. 

Monitoring investors‘ financial capacity, promoting fund mobilization by various 

social infrastructure construction methods; issuing regulations requiring the investors to 

deposit an amount of money to ensure the implementation of NRA construction in 

accordance with approved plans.  

Strengthening public – private partnership (PPP) models in development and 

provision of NRA services, enabling greater private participation. 

Strengthening community participation in urban development planningin 

widelypublic and regulation ways; officially confirm the basic rights of people on this 

matter by legislative documents. 

Applying alternative solutions to reduce water and solid waste pollution, to save 

energy and to use renewable energy efficiently. Applying green building standards to every 

newly built house. 

Defining clearly responsibilities of stakeholders and relevant organizations; 

improving the quality of human resources; proactively researching the housing market as a 

basis for building and implementing NRA development strategy.  

Restoring the urban construction disciplines, strictly manage NRAs investment and 

construction process; developing appropriate sanction framework for those investors who 

do not comply with approved plans. 

Regulating the process of gathering public opinions on the planning and 

management of NRAs. 

Investors and consulting units should survey and analyze housingdemand in NRAs 

and surrounding areas, analyze and define potential residents and assess trends in NRA 

development. Apply sustainability indicators for NRAs. 

The last but most essential solution is to change the approaches, perspectives and 

visions of NRAs‘ authorities, investors and inhabitants; develop assessment criteria for 

sustainable development and apply them into the processes of planning, investing and 

managing NRAs. 
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Abstract         

Today, marketing territorial widely applied in different localities and regions in 

order to influence the behavior of investors. Marketing territory is seen as the engine of 

economic development. In Vietnam today, some provinces have done well marketing 

strategy to elevate the territory of the brand, focusing on cross-linked and territorial 

marketing approach enhanced perspective Provincial Competitiveness Index PCI. PCI is 

directly related to the investment climate and the possibility of attracting investment in 

Vietnam in general and in particular provinces. Posts will conduct analysis of the 

constituent elements of the marketing mix according to the indicators territory constitutes 

provincial competitiveness. 

Keywords:Marketing place, Provincial Competitiveness Index, Local products. 
 

1. Introduction 

1.1. The rationale of the study 

 Currently, globalization and international economic integration has set out to 

businesses, sectors, localities, regions and countries facing competitive pressures. Countries, 

territories and local authorities have to compete with each other to attract investment in 

economic development - social. To compete in attracting investment, the locality must meet 

best the demands of investors. To satisfy the needs of investors, local authorities could be 

considered investors as to satisfy customers. The localities should implement a marketing plan 

strategically to take advantage of the progress that other localities have taken to their local 

development most effectively. A local planning comprehensive marketing strategy will be 

developed in a flexible way towards a long-term vision for the decision. Thus, marketing the 

territory is used for the purpose of attracting investment and development investment. 

With the purpose of evaluating the competitiveness of Vietnam‘s localities, 2005, 

Chamber of Industry and Trade of Vietnam in collaboration with the project to improve the 

competitiveness of Vietnam (the US Agency for International Development United Any 

funding) performed studies evaluating Provincial competitiveness index of the business 

environment in Vietnam. Starting in 2005, the Provincial Competitiveness Index (PCI) of 

42 provinces and cities was first announced to assess the business environment; the quality 

of economic management and administrative reform efforts of provincial governments and 

cities across the country.Since 2012, PCI has been carried out for the country's 63 

provinces. PCI measuring 10 areas of economic governance that affect the development of 

the private sector, including the PCI 10 index components. The results of the project 

evaluation Provincial Competitiveness Index (PCI) on the business environment in 

mailto:huongdhhv84@gmail.com
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Vietnam suggests, questioning and analytical approach of the project is quite consistent 

with territorial marketing thinking . Provincial Competitiveness Index is designed to reflect 

the differences of the provincial environmental and regulatory policies. A policy 

environment and good legal might improve the operation of the private sector in every 

situation, regardless of the conditions of the original tradition that provinces like. 

Phu Tho province is a mountainous northern midland, with favorable terrain for 

transportation, with three great rivers flowing through, railway transport system in Hanoi - 

Lao Cai - Kunming; 2 highways, trans-Asian highway is an important bridge economic 

exchanges between China and Vietnam and other ASEAN countries. Moreover, Phu Tho, 

there are other factors to economic development - such as the human society and natural 

resources ... Our motto effectively exploit the potential and comparative advantages, over 

time, the province has given Executive drips attractive incentives, open call for local and 

foreign investment and development investment, Phu Tho quickly become the economic 

center of the Northwest. However, considering the potential for economic development - 

economic development of the province in recent years have not matched, due to shortage 

of funds, which is accompanied by outdated technology and low labor productivity. 

Improved operating capacity will contribute to promoting the market economy operate 

more efficiently, to attract domestic and foreign investment and reducing costs and 

business risks in Phu Tho. Therefore, achieving high scores and high position on the PCI is 

the way to Phu Tho marketing attracts investors‘ fish. 

1.2. Theory 

This study applies the theoretical framework of territorial marketing Philip Kotler 

and Provincial Competitiveness Index PCI of Chamber of Commerce and Industry of 

Vietnam collaborative research with the Agency for International Development 

Cooperation United States US –Aid. 

In Marketing place, next to the traditional 4P include: product, price, place, 

promotion; marketing - mix place are also added 2P is Power and public. The variables of 

the marketing mix territory should be done in a coordinated positioning strategy in a 

territory. Within the scope of this article, the authors apply the marketing mix in a local 

territory in a country -specific: local products, local product prices, distribution of local 

products, promote local products local, local authorities and the local public. 

Provincial Competitiveness Index PCI includes 10 indices: market entry costs, land 

access, transparency and access to information, cost of time, cost unofficial, the 

environment fair competition, the dynamics of government, business support, labor 

training, and legal institutions. 

1.3. Objectives of the study 

This study focused on two main objectives: (1) Analysis of Results Provincial 

Competitiveness Index of Phu Tho period 2011-2015; (2) Analysis of marketing - mix 

territorial approach PCIcompared with the northern mountainous region. 

2. Method 

Author used methods of collecting, processing and analyzing information. 

Secondary data sources are aggregated and processed by Excel. 
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3. Results 

3.1. Provincial Competitiveness Index of Phu Tho period 2011 - 2015 

Is a province in the northern mountainous region, Phu Tho has actively participated 

in the assessment and classification of PCI since 2006. However, the years, the results of 

Phu Tho PCI ratings are low, results specific ratings are shown in the following table: 

Table 1. Provincial Competitiveness Index of Phu Tho period 2011 - 2015 

 

Targets 

Year Compare 

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2012/ 

2011 

2013/ 

2012 

2014/ 

2013 

2015/ 

2014 

1 Market entry costs 8,43 9,05 7,28 8,26 8,51 0,62 (1,77) 0,98 0,25 

2 Access to land 5,6 5,97 5,97 5,77 5,12 0,37 0 (0,2) (0,65) 

3 Transparency and access 

to information 

5,87 5,47 4,91 5,65 5,41 (0,4) (0,56) 0,74 (0,24) 

4 The cost of time 6,9 6,26 4,89 6,42 6,27 (0,64) (1,37) 1,53 (0,15) 

5 Cost unofficial 6,93 5,93 6,58 5,15 5,33 (1,0) 0,65 (1,43) 0,18 

6 Fair competitive 

environment 

N/A N/A 4,24 4,76 5,42 - - 0,52 0,66 

7 The dynamics of 

government 

5,61 4,63 3,93 3,9 4,63 (0,98) (0,7) (0,03) 0,73 

8 Business support 4,89 4 5,84 6,46 6,15 (0,89) 1,84 0,62 (0,31) 

9 Labor training 4,7 4,57 5,05 5,57 6,02 (0,27) 0,48 0,52 0,45 

10 Legal institutions 4,96 2,95 5,13 5,31 5,85 (2,01) 2,18 0,18 0,54 

11 PCI 60,31 55,54 53,91 57,72 58,37 (4,77) 1,63 3,81 0,65 

12 Ranking in 63 provinces 

and cities 

27 40 54 39 35 13 14 (15) (4) 

13 Ranking in the northern 

mountainous region 

5 6 7 3 3 1 1 (4) 0 

14 Group ratings Good Rather Relativ-ely 

low 

Rather Rather - - - - 

(Source: Report PCI years 2011 - 2015) 

Results ratings PCI period 2011 - 2015 of Phu Tho province to change. In 2011, 

Phu Tho ranks 27th out of 63 provinces and cities, and No.5 from the 14 provinces and 

cities in the northern mountainous region. 2012 and 2013, results Phu Tho ratings 

continually downgraded ratings than the country and the region. By 2014 and 2015, the 

ratings were ascending Phu Tho province, ranking 35 out of 63 provinces and cities, and 

No.3 in the region. 

In particular, in 2012 the index rose only 2 points compared to 2011, which is the 

index of market entry cost and access to land. 2013 has 4 indexes rose compared with 

2012, which is the index Cost unofficial, supporting businesses, labor training and legal 

institutions. 2014 with 3 index points, which is the index Access to land, informal charges 

and government dynamics. 2015, the index rose 6 points compared to 2014, however, the 

score difference is low, the level of increase is not high. 
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3.2. Marketing - mix territorial approach PCI 

3.2.1. Local products 

Local products of Phu Tho province expressed mainly through the product value 

Phu Tho province is providing to investors. The values shown in the ability to meet the 

needs of the investment environment for businesses have been and will invest in Phu Tho 

province. At the same time, it also shows the competitiveness of Phu Tho province 

compared to other provinces to attract investment in the development of their localities. 

In marketing territory, factor "product" and "authorities" have direct relationships 

and close together. Based on the PCI ranking results, the authors classified following two 

criteria on the territory: Transparency and access to information (20% weighting); 

Employee training (20% weighting). 

Table 2. Compare local product ratings in the Northern mountainous region 

Targets 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Transparency and access to 

information 

5,87 5,47 4,91 5,65 5,41 

Results ranked in the northern 

mountainous region 

5 12 13 8 13 

Lowest Province 4,51 2,93 4,45 5,23 5,31 

The highest provincial 7,34 6,98 6,73 7,14 6,89 

Labor training 4,7 4,57 5,05 5,57 6,02 

Results ranked in the northern 

mountainous region 

11 7 9 8 3 

Lowest Province 3,95 4,14 4,8 4,69 4,61 

The highest provincial 5,22 5,48 5,95 7,32 7,14 

(Source: Report PCI years 2011 - 2015) 

Through comparative figures above we can see, both indicators of the factor Local 

Products of Phu Tho province is situated in the average in the region. Of these, only the 

transparency and access to information in recent years lies in the low rank, only the labor 

training has gradually become Phu Tho strengths compared to other locations in the region 

(in 2015 index ranks 3rd in 14 localities in the northern mountainous areas). Specifically 

some indicators of labor training in 2015 in the province: the proportion of trained laborers 

to 55%, while the proportion of trained workers reached 38,5%; The proportion of trained 

workers in agriculture, forestry at 32,1%, industry and construction 82,4% gain, reaching 

86,2% service sector; Total manpower training new 2015 is 179,2 thousand people; 

retraining and retraining improve staff and public servants, entrepreneurs, technical 

workers reached 18,7 thousand. These results showed the province's efforts to add value to 

local products for investors. 

3.2.2. The price of local products 

In marketing the territory, the local product price fluctuations reflect the balance 

between supply and demand of local investors. Based on the PCI ranking results, the authors 

classified the three indicators on the product locally, including: The cost to enter the market 

(10% weighting); The cost of time (15% weighting); Unofficial costs (a total of l0%). 
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Table3. Compare the product ranking local Northern mountain region 

Targets 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Market entry costs 8,43 9,05 7,28 8,26 8,51 

Results ranked in the northern mountainous region 10 6 7 6 7 

Lowest Province 7,37 7,58 6,1 7,17 7,94 

The highest provincial 9,41 9,4 8,09 9,01 8,84 

The cost of time 6,9 6,26 4,89 6,42 6,27 

Results ranked in the northern mountainous region 4 3 14 3 7 

Lowest Province 5,15 3,51 4,89 4,85 5,06 

The highest provincial 828 6,7 7,11 6,64 6,98 

Cost unofficial 6,93 5,93 6,58 5,15 5,33 

Results ranked in the northern mountainous region 4 7 3 3 3 

Lowest Province 4,54 4,52 4,33 2,81 3,53 

The highest provincial 8,05 7,24 7,57 5,54 5,76 

(Source: Report PCI years 2011 - 2015) 

The above table we can see, only the market entry costs in the average in the region 

and quite high compared to the country. This shows investors when to Phu Tho province 

have to pay to enter the market is quite high, thus reducing the province's competitiveness 

in attracting investment. 

The cost of time fluctuations between years. 2012 ranked No. 3 in the region, class of 

2013 dropped 11, and ranked No. 14 in the region; 2014 back to 3rd place in 2015 and 

relegated to No. 7 in the region. In recent years, to reduce the time cost for investors, the 

Department of Planning - Investment in Phu Tho province has implemented the "one stop 

shop" for business done online business registration. So settling time of business registration, 

tax identification numbers, the relevant work is shortened to a maximum of 7 days; number 

of organizations and citizens to travel to the administrative bodies reduced to no more than 3 

times; minimize the administrative procedure. The reduction of administrative procedures 

has helped save time, enabling businesses to learn the market and invest in the province. In 

the coming period, in order to attract investment, Phu Tho province must also include 

measures to shorten the waiting time for investors to reduce costs to the lowest time. 

In addition to market entry costs, the local investors also bear unofficial expenses. 

Cost Index unofficial provincial average was at the local rather than the other. Thus, Phu 

Tho done better many other localities in the region on the expense account is not official. 

In the future, want to eliminate unofficial costs, should correct the provincial public 

servants, especially those officials directly in charge of access to the enterprise. In addition, 

the province should organize more dialogues, meetings between enterprises and provincial 

leaders, leaders of relevant departments to solve difficulties and problems in the course of 

carrying out investment projects for the enterprise. 

3.2.3. Local Product Distribution 

In local marketing, distribution takes place when customers perform acts of local 

consumer products; territorial position demonstrates the attractiveness of local and distance 

to markets, therefore, is also related to rents and land use. Based on the PCI ranking results, 

the authors classified Land access criteria (weighted 5%) to distribute local products. 
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Table 4. Compare ratings local product distributionin the Northern mountainous region 

Targets 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Access to land 5,6 5,97 5,97 5,77 5,12 

Results ranked in the northern 

mountainous region 

12 9 11 3 12 

Lowest Province 4,44 4,82 5,65 4,39 4,55 

The highest provincial 7,71 7,4 7,39 6,03 6,67 

(Source: Report PCI years 2011 - 2015) 

In recent years, the province has organized publicity plans , especially land use 

planning, land price in the area, the investment policy and investment incentives on the 

website to fish workers, businesses easily searchable. Through Table 4, data comparison 

shows, the index Access to land has sharp change between years. Comparison in the 

region, in 2014, Phu Tho province increased by 8 compared to 2013 and rank in 2015 to 

rank dropped 9 versus 2014. To stabilize the index, the provinces need to shorten the 

distance of geography in the process bring local products to our customers, to make them 

see the advantages in accessing, understanding and ease of consumption of local products. 

3.2.4. Local government 

The government plays an important role in decision - making related to 

investment activities of local development. In relation to local marketing, government 

has acted as force -oriented, has acted as an important factor in attracting investment in 

the service of economic development - local society. This factor determines the 

environment and the nature of local investment. In fact, the clear delineation factors 

"government" and elements "product" in marketing territory is not simple. 

According to the evaluation PCI (from 2009 to present), the factor "Government" 

in the territory of the marketing mix is weighted 20% includes the following indicators: 

The dynamics and the pioneer of the provincial leaders (key some 10%); Business 

support services (5% weighting); Legal institutions (weighted 5%). 

Table 5. Compare ratings local authorities in the Northern mountainous region 

Targets 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

The dynamics of government 5,61 4,63 3,93 3,9 4,63 

Results ranked in the northern mountainous region 4 5 13 10 6 

Lowest Province 1,55 3,4 3,12 3,14 3,32 

The highest provincial 9,38 6,77 6,58 5,51 6 

Business support services 4,89 4 5,84 6,46 6,15 

Results ranked in the northern mountainous region 2 5 2 1 5 

Lowest Province 1,78 2,31 3,85 3,9 4,4 

The highest provincial 5,57 4,71 6,1 6,46 6,7 

Legal institutions 4,96 2,95 5,13 5,31 5,85 

Results ranked in the northern mountainous region 9 10 10 9 4 

Lowest Province 4,18 2 3,72 4,1 4,64 

The highest provincial 6,87 4,11 6,74 6,96 6,33 

(Source: Report PCI years 2011 - 2015) 
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Table 5 shows that the dynamics of the index steadily authorities and ranks low in 

the region, namely: in 2012 fell 0.98 points compared to 2011, ranked No. 5; 2013 

decreased compared to 2012 is 0.7 points, ranked No. 13; 2015 rose to No. 5 in the 

region. However, this is still lower scores compared to other provinces across the 

country. This proves that, in the eyes of investors Phu Tho provincial government is not 

really active in conducting activities related to attract local investors. Therefore, in the 

coming time, the leaders of the provinces need solutions to improve this index up to meet 

the needs of investors. 

Phu Tho province investors are highly appreciated the services business; the index 

topped the region in 2014 and slipped to 5th place in 2015 in comparison with other 

localities in the region. In 2012, Phu Tho province issued decision 04/2012/QD - 

Committee on 12/01/2012 investment support for investment projects in the province of 

Phu Tho. However, the province does not have much clean land; factory space for lease, 

in the future, to improve this indicator, the province should accelerate the clearance, land 

compensation price adjustment time, increase clean land and buildings for lease. 

In addition, the legal institution index steadily improved, from No. 9 in 2014 to 

No. 4 in 2015. But the current reality, the work of legal aid in the province is limited; the 

provisions relating to the accusations, litigation quite clear but the people and businesses 

rely on legal institutions to protect their rights is very difficult. 

Thus, according to survey data, ratings PCI and the arrangement of the author, local 

variables Product greatest importance (weighting 40%), followed by elements of local 

product price/ cost (with a weight of 35%), local authorities have the 3rd place (20% 

weighting), the final element position (distribution of local products with weights of 5%). 

Variable promotion of local products and local public is not specifically expressed through 

the index PCI. 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

Around the world, many countries have operated under the model state "State 

Enterprise", ie see the state needs a business providing public services to the society. 

State is the seller of social services and public service buyers. In that relationship, the 

seller must optimize customer value, customer satisfaction with the products and services 

of the highest quality, lowest cost; Buyers must have confidence that the seller will 

assign his right product, right time, and right price with good quality. For this, the 

understanding and adoption of both a territorial marketing requirements, both as a tool to 

attract investment in the country and internationally in order to successfully implement 

the guidelines and policies of economic development - social the provincial. For Phu Tho 

province, attracting investment for development is the only way to develop the economy, 

improve social life and promoting local position in the region. Applying the PCI in 

building analysis and marketing - mix territory in order to attract investment and 

development is a new approach to strategic Phu Tho province in search of measures to 

attract investment to be effective. 
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Abstract 

Impacts of the rapid pace of urban expansion towards rural areas become more 

and more profound. So this report aims at providing theoretical background and practical 

evidences of the effect of urbanization on agricultural land use and rural environment. 

Research methods include literature and practice review upon previous findings and 

describing and analyzing the status of agricultural land use in the context of urbanization 

in Vietnam. Two main results from this report are developing formal framework suggestive 

of some impacts of urbanization on land use and rural environment and analyzing the 

effects of urbanization on agricultural land use and rural environment in two core urban 

systems, Red River Delta (Hanoi) and the Southeast region (Ho Chi Minh city).  
 

Keywords: land use, rural environment, urbanization 
 

1. Introduction 

 In recent years, there has been considerable debate and interest in the effect of 

urbanization on agricultural land use and rural environment. After 30 years of Doi Moi 

period, Vietnam comes into the era of rapid industrialization and modernization, and also 

confronts with problems of urbanization process including urban sprawl, land use change 

and natural environment management in rural areas. Thus, this paper raises key issues in 

the complex relationship between urbanization expansion, land uses and natural resources 

consequences with the limitation in two core urban systems in Vietnam: Red River Delta 

and Southeast Region, where urbanization sprawl is most widespread. Two issues, 

elaborated in this paper, are the impacts of urban boundary expansion and urban population 

increase on the change of agricultural land use for industrialization and modernization 

activities and the habit of land exploitation of farmers. These changes in the context of 

unplanned and rapid urbanization will have considerable influence on soil quality such as 

soil degradation, and in the long – term it triggers further problems of imbalance of hydrate 

system and ecosystem in rural environment. The analysis of problems isimplemented by 

using the data of General Statistics Office of Vietnam and other relevant research results. 

Based on theoretical framework presented in the first part and a description of land use 

change due to urbanization process and some overall impacts on rural environment, the 

final part will give some suggestions of land conservation and sustainable rural 

environment for policy makers in Vietnam.  

2. Method 

 The research framework of this paper is established through summarizing, 

analyzing and comparing previous research on diverse impacts of urbanization on 

agricultural land use and environment in Vietnam and other developing countries. Based 
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on this framework, secondary data including relevant national and regional data are taken 

from General Statistics Office of Vietnam, press, documents by institutions and other 

research. These provide more detailed information on patterns of influence on land use 

changes and landlessness, rural environment in a rapid urbanization context in Red River 

Delta and Southeast region of Vietnam and support managers and policy makers to 

produce effective solution for urbanization process in Vietnam.  

3. Results 

3.1 Overview of urbanization and its characteristics affecting land use and rural 

environment 

 The precise demographic definition of urbanization is the increasing share of a 

nation's population living in urban areas (and thus a declining share living in rural areas).  

A nation's urban population can grow from natural increase, net rural to urban migration 

and reclassification (originated from urban settlement‘s boundaries expansion)  

 The term urbanization is also used for the expansion of urban land uses which entails a 

shift in settlement patterns from dispersed to more dense settlement. This change is likely to have 

effects on, for example, the land available for agriculture (Satterthwaite, et al 2010) 

 Urbanization in developing countries is attributed by some characteristics (Zhu, 1999)  

- Rapid urbanization and highly concentrated spatial pattern 

- Unprecedented and highly – concentrate urban population growth 

- The expansion of metropolitan cities is often directly and causally connected with 

regional disparities  

 Urbanization in Vietnam also possesses the characteristics of urbanization of 

developing countries. However, urbanization in Vietnam happens inequitably, with the 

majority of small and medium urban. Moreover, another characteristic of urbanization in 

Vietnam is embedded with rapid industrialization and modernization process with 

spontaneity and no planning. This will make the impacts of urbanization on land use and 

rural environment become more substantial.   

 Based on literature review and practical evidences, the impact of urbanization on 

land use and rural environment can be generalized in below analysis framework:  

URBANIZATION

Boundary Expansion
Natural Population Increase

Rural-Urban migration

Agricultural Land use
Waste and Emissions from 

Production, Transportation and 

Household Refuse
Population Activities

Land 

Intensification
Land 
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 Urbanization is attributed by two parallel processes: boundary expansion and urban 

population increase. These processes have impact on land use change and rural environment 

through diverse human activities including production, living, movement and consumption but 

urban population plays a decisive role. The rise of urban population leads to the intensification 

of natural resource exploitation including agricultural land, landscape, watershed, the change 

of livelihood and household consumption, the increase of movement as well as waste and 

emissions. As a result, it will have direct influence on ecosystem balance, land environment, 

hydrate system and biodiversity in rural environment, which is the condition for sustainable 

development. Thus, this paper aims to analyze a part of impact of urbanization on the 

expansion and the change of land use which triggers negative influence on land, water 

environment and biodiversity in rural environment and periphery area. Some evidence from 

two biggest urban systems in Vietnam: Red River Delta (Hanoi) and Southeast Region (Ho 

Chi Minh) are presented to clarify those impacts. 

3.2. The impact of urbanization on agricultural land use and rural environment  

3.2.1. Land exploitation for urbanization  

 Urban sprawl has substantial impact on land resource and rural environment under 

three main forms: Land intensification, land fragmentation and land conversion. Land 

intensification implies the change of livelihood strategies due to farmland loss for 

urbanization, land fragmentation denote the process of allocating land into small parts for 

different uses without planning which results in devastating the natural system structure. 

Land conversion is considered as the process of switching land use from agricultural land 

to industrial or living areas, which pervades in rural periphery areas. All of those changes 

in the long-term will influence on not only land and water environment but also overall 

ecosystems in rural areas.     

Land Intensification. Urbanization has consequence on farmland loss, which 

inevitably leads to land intensification. This process was mentioned in the classic theory of 

land intensification due to population pressure and land scarcity of Boseup (1965). 

Boserup affirms that land scarcity will induce continuing change in agricultural 

technologyto produce higher yields from limited land scale. That means farmers have to 

exploit agricultural land intensively by applying technology, fertilizers, chemicals, which 

leads to the hazard of soil degradation and contamination of land and water resource in 

rural areas. Besides, Wood et al (2000) và de Vries et al (2003) proved that agriculture 

takes critical roles in maintaining water quality, regulating water flow, recharging 

underground aquifers, mitigating flood risks, moderating sediment flows, and sustaining 

freshwater species and ecosystems. Therefore, any change in the habit of utilizing 

agricultural land due to urbanization has impact on both land resource and hydrate system.  

Land Fragmentation. Fragmentation is defined as the breaking up of a habitat, 

ecosystem or land-use type into smaller parcels (Forman, 1995). Jaeger (2000) divided the 

drivers into human factors (such as the anthropogenic fragmentation caused by roads, 

railway lines, and extension of settlement areas) and natural factors (including fragmentation 

that creates natural barriers to animal migration. Fragmentation derives from human factors 

which is partly the result of urbanization. This process disconnects landscape corridors, 

affecting biodiversity and ecosystem processes. Because many species are adapted to large 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2610165/#bib149
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2610165/#bib35
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rather than small patches of habitat, fragmentation usually decreases species richness 

(Vogelmann, 1995), forces species to migrate (Dyer, 1994), and drives the global 

biodiversity crisis (Jorge & Garcia, 1997; McGarigal & Cushman, 2002). Besides its 

implications for biodiversity, fragmentation impacts agriculture and forest production, native 

systems (Lawrence, 1988; Carsjens & van Lier, 2002; Carsjens & van der Knaap, 2002).  

Land Conversion. Rapid urbanization coincides with the conversion of land from the 

agricultural sector to industry, infrastructure and residential uses (Ramankutty, Foley, and 

Olejniczak, 2002). Impact of land conversion on environment can be evaluated by the scope 

and level of impervious surface coverage. This factor has impact on environment quality in 

both rural and urban sphere. 

The construction of the public infrastructure, factories, commercial centers and 

housing will reduce the capability of land absorption and increase surface flow 

(Gregory,2006), leading to other consequences such as soil erosion and flood or drought of 

natural land surface (Mishra, et al, 2010).  

3.2.2. Impact of population on land use and rural environment 

 Urban population pressure is more and more increasing because of natural urban 

population increase and rural-urban migration, which will induce the demand of 

agricultural products and land intensification. As mentioned in Boserup (1965), one of 

influential factors on land exploitation is population pressure. When population size 

increases, the demand of water, food, housing, energy, clothing, goods also rises up 

considerably. The increasing demand forces farmers to exploit intensively limited land 

resource and the result is soil degradation, erosion or contamination.  

 Besides, a number of rural-urban migration due to urbanization have result in labor 

scarcity in rural areas and the change of traditional livelihood strategies depending on land of 

households in this area. Some studies proved thatlabor scarcity resulting from rural out-

migration leads to the decay and abandonment of traditional labor-intensive agricultural 

technologies by migrant households and prevents adoption of innovative agricultural 

technologies (Mazambani 1990; Black 1993). However, other studies take opposite view with 

the explanation that remittances from urban household members and earnings from non-farm 

activities have a major role in financing innovation and intensification of farming in in Asia 

(Hoang et al. 2005, 2008). Those changes have direct impact on the intensity and strategy of 

land use for household livelihood, which influences on land, water and hydrate system. 

Besides, urbanization also encourages commuters moving between rural area and central 

district area. This type of migration requires the development of infrastructure, which reduces 

agricultural land scale and encourages the expansion of residential land and infrastructure 

(Eppler, et al, 2015). That brings about obvious consequences of land use change in terms of 

land intensification, land fragmentation and land conversion on rural environment.  

3.3.Impacts of urbanization on agricultural land use and rural environment in 

Vietnam 

3.3.1. Urbanization in Vietnam  

 Vietnam develops two independent urban system, including core urban and 

periphery: urban system of Ho Chi Minh (the Southeast Region) and Hanoi (Red River 

Delta).  According to General Statistics Office (2009) & UNFPA (2014), urbanization rate 

of Vietnam in 2009 was 29.6%, the Southeast region held the rate two times higher than 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3241916/#CR40
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3241916/#CR7
http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/365/1554/2809#ref-23
http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/365/1554/2809#ref-24
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the whole country and Red River Delta took the second place with 29.2% and level of 

urbanization of these regions are the leading position among the whole country.  

Urbanization rate in two regions increased dramatically due to two factors: the 

process of industrialization and modernization, rural – urban migration. Ho Chi Minh city 

(HCM) and the Southeast region accounts for around a half (45%) of total 

industrial production.  However, heavy industry and fast-growth industry (high-tech 

industry) mainly gather in Hanoi and Red River Delta, higher than HCM and Southeast 

region (55% compared with 39%). In the meanwhile, the population density in Hanoi 

reached 1.926 people per square kilometer in 2009 and in HCM this number was 

3.399people per square kilometer (7,4 times and 13.1 times higher than average population 

density in Vietnam respectively) (Hoang,Doan, 2013).  

 World Bank (2011) indicated that industrialization and modernization in these two 

regions induces the increase of land conversion for urban activities. Moreover, urban 

population growth puts the pressure on urban boundary expansion in the Southeast Region 

and Red River Delta into rural periphery and surrounding areas. This process will have 

substantial impact on agricultural land and rural environment. Based on typical evidence of 

two biggest urban system in Vietnam: Red River Delta (Hanoi) and the Southeast Region 

(HCM), the next part will clarify how urbanization impacts on land use change and rural 

environment in Vietnam.  

3.3.2. Land Exploitation for Urbanization in Vietnam 

 Agricultural land scale in Vietnam rural areas are reducing considerably due to urban 

sprawl for residential use and industrialization and modernization (Asian Development Bank, 

2012). Agricultural land scale from 2000 to 2010 increased in the whole country, but decreased 

substantially in the regions with high urbanization rate such as Red River Delta (-14.6%) and 

Southeast Region (-20.4%). According to Ministry of Natural Resources & Environment, in 10 

years (2001-2010)  agricultural land reduced 100 thousand ha each year on average, especially 

in 2007, 120 thousand ha of farm land was lost, mainly perennial plants or periphery land due 

to industrial build up and urbanization (Le & Nguyen, 2011). 

 Farmland loss changes the livelihood strategies of household in rural areas, which puts 

pressure on land intensification by applying technology, fertilizers, etc resulting in soil 

degradation in rural areas, especially rural periphery in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh. According to 

Kontgis (2004), farmland loss in Vietnam became more and more prevalent while agricultural 

output kept increasing, that means agricultural land exploitation was more intense. Below table 

presents the change of planted paddy area and yield of paddy area in both Red River Delta and 

the Southeast Region in the period 2000-2010. It shows planted paddy area tended to go down 

during the period but agricultural output rose substantially.  

Table 1: Change in planted paddy area and yield of paddy area, 2000-2010  

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Planted Paddy Area (thousand hectares) 

Vietnam, total 7.666,30 7.492,70 7.504,30 7.452,20 7.445,30 7.329,20 7.324,80 7.192,50 7.422,20 7.437,20 7.489,40

Red River Delta 1.261,00 1.251,30 1.245,80 1.232,70 1.210,00 1.186,10 1.171,20 1.153,20 1.155,40 1.155,50 1.150,10

Southeast Region 399,4 381,4 366,3 361,3 353,1 318,9 305,3 300,4 307,6 304,7 295,1

Yield of Paddy Area (Quintal per hectare) 

Vietnam, total 42,4 42,9 45,9 46,4 48,6 48,9 48,9 49,9 52,3 52,4 53,4

Red River Delta 53,6 52,8 55,8 54,4 57,2 53,9 57,4 56,1 58,9 58,8 59,2

Southeast Region 30,3 31,7 33,1 35,1 36,2 38 38 41,3 42,8 43,8 44,8
 

Source: General Statistics Office of Vietnam 
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 Meanwhile, Asian Development Bank (2012) also affirms that land use change 

process‘s pressure in periphery and rural areas and its consequences on land intensification 

triggers soil degradation and the loss of fertility of the soil in Vietnam. Moreover, that 

farmers utilize unsustainable natural resource management methods leads to the increase of 

impoverished land.  Fertilizers, pesticides swilling around land surface results in water 

surface and artesian water pollution in rural areas in Vietnam. According to Farmer Union 

of Vietnam (2015), each year there are 7.500 tons of pesticides packets eliminated directly 

into rural environment which triggers agricultural land pollution considerably. Under this 

circumstances, biodiversity on land surface and water declines drastically and also it will 

reduce the ability of facing with climate change in Vietnam.  

 Besides, urbanization with farmland loss for industry area, residential area and 

infrastructure cause the increase of impervious surface coverage and negative change of 

rural environment. According to research result of Tran Thi Van (2008) of impervious 

surface coverage situation in HCM city and rural surrounding areas, because of unplanned 

urbanization, the conversion from agricultural land to residential use and infrastructure 

triggers ecosystem imbalance in rural periphery due to the impediment of water absorption. 

Low-lying paddy areas used to be a drainage system; nowadays it is substituted by build-

up areas, which results in frequent inundation situation in flood tide or rainy season. Thus, 

it can be seen that rapid urbanization without planning in HCM city has considerable 

impact on natural water flow, surface coverage, and hydrate system of the whole city and 

rural surrounding areas (VNNEWS, 2010).  

 Land fragmentation in Vietnam due to the process of industrialization and 

modernization have not been proven in many research, but obviously does the expansion of 

factories, industrial areas into rural areas lead to not only the loss of paddy area and but 

also land fragmentation which results in the increase of abandoned agricultural land. 

According to Agricultural and Rural Development Department, there is around 5000 ha 

agricultural land abandoned in Hanoi till 2014, mainly alternate area of paddy land and 

industrial areas, infrastructure system. This leads to the damage of irrigation system and 

ecosystems (Đỗ Minh - Hoàng Sơn, 2014). In HCM, abandoned agricultural land are 

mainly in Cu Chi, Hoc Mon, Binh Chanh with more than 3000 ha abandoned land till 2009 

due to urbanization plan and environment pollution (Vietnamplus, 2009). Apparently, there 

are no obvious evidence of agricultural land abandoned due to urbanization but this 

situation is respectively prevalent in rural periphery of large urban such as HCM city and 

Hanoi. In the long-term, abandoned land will degrade gradually and the balance of 

ecosystem and hydrate system is affectsubstantially.  

3.3.3. Impact of population on land use  

 Urban population is increasing dramatically, especially in Red River Delta and the 

Southeast Region. Rural-urban migration is the main cause for this situation. The disparity 

of rural and urban population is more and more apparent, that means the pressure on 

agricultural land exploitation for production in these regions is more intense. It results in 

the change of livelihood strategies of farmers, forcing them to exploit over carrying 

capacity of natural resources. So soil degradation and rural environment imbalance will be 

the inevitable consequences of this change.  From 1999 to 2009, the Southeast Region with 
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HCM city experienced an increase in urban population rate from 30.1% to 57,1% and in 

Red River Delta, urban population rate rose from 19.9% to 29.2%(General Statistics Office 

of Vietnam, 2009). Urban population is more and more increasing while rural population 

tends to decrease substantially in both Red River Delta and the Southeast Region. 

Especially, in 2009 rural population in the Southeast region only accounting for 42.68% 

has to produce agricultural products for 57.3% of urban population (as mentioned in below 

table 2). That means farmers are encouraged to exploit land resource at more intense level 

(General Statistics Office of Vietnam), which is presented in the increase of Yield of 

Paddy area in Red River Delta and the Southeast Region (Table 1) 

Table 2: Population size by rural – urban in 2000, 2005, 2009 

People 

  

Urban Rural 

2000 2005 2009 2000 2005 2009 

Vietnam, total 18.725,4 22.332,0 25.584,7 58.905,5 60.060,1 60.440,3 

Red River Delta 3.923,8 4.917,0 5.752,4 14.136,9 14.059,7 13.865,7 

Southeast Region 5.834,5 6.923,1 8.114,0 4.770,0 5.457,5 6.035,0 

Source: General Statistics Office of Vietnam 

 Second factor that contributes for the change of land quality and rural environment 

in Vietnam is remittance from migrants. Remittances are considered as a capital for 

investing in technology in order to reinforce agricultural land exploitation. Household‘s 

remittance increase gradually over the year, from 2005 to 2009 remittance income increase 

the amount of 3.7 million.  

Table 3: Remittance Income during the period 2005-2009 

Million 

Year 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Remittance Income 7.3 7.9 8.8 10 11 

Source: Tran, 2013 

According to Social Development Research Institutions, households with receiving 

remittance spend more for agricultural production than households without remittance. 

Spending for production increases 11.5%, the second highest among types of consumption. 

Investment for agricultural production from remittances will enhance land quality if 

farmers pay attention on sustainable production. However, in Vietnam farmers with low 

level of knowledge tends to invest in production by using fertilizers, pesticides and 

maximizing land exploitation without any conservation activities. Therefore, additional 

remittances lead to severe problems in land resource degradation and rural environment‘s 

sustainable development in Vietnam.  

1. Conclusion and Recommendations 

This paper contributes a framework to analyze the impact of urbanization on land 

use and rural environment in terms of boundary expansion and population. Urban 
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boundary expansion results in the shortage of farmland, which forces farmers to exploit 

intensively the remaining agricultural land. Meanwhile, the expansion of industrial and 

residential areas, infrastructure become the main catalyst for agricultural land 

fragmentation and the increase of impervious surface coverage. Consequently, land 

intensification and land fragmentation triggers the situation of soil degradation and 

contamination and in the long – term; it will affect on biodiversity and hydrate system. 

Concurrently, land conversion for urban activities impacts directly on water flow in urban 

and surrounding areas because it restricts the absorption of agricultural land. In other 

aspects, the increase of population size and migration plays a role in changing livelihood 

strategies of farmers, which leads to the change of agricultural land quality. Thus, the 

impact of urbanization on land use and rural environment is inevitable. However, urban 

expansion is unceasing in the context of rapid industrialization and modernization, it 

demands specific solutions to conserve land scale and reach sustainable development. Two 

main problems to deal with include:  limitation of negative impact of urban expansion; 

conservation and development of fertile agricultural land and rural ecosystem in order to 

reach sustainable development.    

 Limitation of negative impact of urban expansion.  

Managers and policy makers need to identify development objectives obviously, 

focus on long-term urban planning in order to reduce the fragmentation of fertile farmland 

and the concentration of land loss in certain areas through appropriate land use policies.   

Avoiding the formation of metropolis in order to diminish the pressure of rapid 

population increase.  

 Organizing rural and periphery space in rational structure including three basic 

components: Residential and infrastructure systems with a core central district and 

satellites, industrial area, road, etc; green space for natural forest and landscape; fertile land 

for agricultural production. 

 Conservation and development of fertile agricultural land and rural ecosystem.  

Give farmers the opportunity to enhance their knowledge of ensuring land 

exploitation and conservation by different methods. For example, organic agriculture 

framework, which was applied successfully in India, can be used in Vietnam to not only 

restrict negative effects on environment but also consume human waste.  

 Supplement agricultural land from unexploited or uncultivated land. However, this 

measure requires a specific plan, avoiding deforestation for agricultural production.  

Strengthen the laws, regulations and improving accountability of land management 

agencies in the granting of construction permits, change of land use purposes or using land 

withimproper purpose.  
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Abstract 

This study examines challenges of urban expansion on natural wetland ecosystem. 

Estimation of half of an area of Hunkawng Valley is wetland area. People from everywhere 

approach to this natural wetland area for many purposes such as amber and gold extraction, 

searching and gathering forest resources which direct impacts on natural wetland ecosystem 

and environment need to be observed. Human activities cause negative and positives impacts 

on natural wetland environment. So this study would help sustainable natural wetland 

ecosystem alive and species preservation, stability of natural environment to gain green 

economy in Hukawng Valley. Study aim to focus on status of wetland ecosystem toward 

sustainability of natural environment and green, clean and sustainable development in 

Hukawng Valley. Mitigation of climate variation, green oriented economy development and 

wetland biodiversity preservation are major objectives of this study. 
 

Key words: Urbanization, Wetland 
 

Introduction  

This study describes the challenges of urban expansion on wetland ecosystem and 

study focuses on spectrum of socioeconomic activities impact on wetland environment. 

Wetland area possesses types of swamp forest, fertile soil, water resources and variety of 

bio-species etc. that can be observed. 

Sustainable development as a concept and a goal has become widely accepted for 

the management of forest and natural resources and it was recognized that there was a need 

to link conservation of wetland resources with the development needs of rural populations 

dependent on the resources. 

This study also focuses on the impact of over extraction, growing migrant and 

floating populations and informal settlement, the agricultural encroachment, and other 

unsustainable activities such as wood energy collection linked the demand for fuel wood to 

the deforestation and the deterioration of wetland ecosystem in Hukawng Valley. 

Therefore, this study aims at investigating the state of the challenging in natural 

wetland ecosystem and forest resource; so that sustainable wetland ecosystem management 

is needed the study was carried out with the objectives to investigate (a) unsustainable 

activities (b) impact and (c) opportunity of wetland ecosystem toward green economy.  

Methodology 

Empirical field surveys such as personal observation, interviews with indigenous 

people, were conducted in HukawngValley. Data and information were collected through 

the observation in gold mine and amber extracting areas, fish preservation areas, and 

agriculture encroachment in wetland area.  

Documentary photos and GPS data were collected in field works to investigate real 

situation and to construct database and to be identified with the qualitative and descriptive 

research field works. 
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Geographical overview  

Hukawng Valley lies at the eastern portion of the Himalayan range and its position 

makes rich biogeographic region of wetland ecosystem and challenges is reflection of 

richness of biodiversity.  

Location: Hukawng Valley is situated in north western part of Kachin State, is 

stretches from latitude of 25˚ 45′ N to 27˚ 10′ N and longitude of 96˚ 10′ E to 97˚ 10′ E. 

and at altitude from 608 to 6758 feet above sea level.  

Topography: Topography ranging from 400 feet to 2700 ft. in elevation. Hukawng 

Valley was once a depression and is filled up by river alluvial but there are parts in the 

centre where swampy condition. It is rich fertile valley built up by the Tanai Hka River and 

its tributaries and it is surrounded by mountain ranges.  

Drainage: Tanai Hka, upper part of Chindwin River flows in the middle part of 

Hukawng Valley with numerous meander bends and loops. It takes its source in the 

NongYangLake (KumunRange, 8,000 feet), which form a watershed between the Mali Hka 

and the Tanai Hka. It traverses the HukawngValley westwards descending rapidly through 

a gorge with frequent rapids and waterfalls unit it enters Singkaling Hkamti (Jengreng 

Hkamdi in local name). Its tributaries are Dabyi Hka, Lamung Hka, Tawang Hka, Maning 

Hka, Tarung Hka, and Nam Byu Hka. There are several natural lakes with plenty of fish 

varieties and fresh water species in Hukawng. The valley includes huge wetland and 

natural lakes; plain is built with fertile soil by floods annually in rainy season.  

Climate: Annual rainfall was approximately 150 inches before year 2000, and the 

whole area is lush and green. In 1993, average rainfall was 0.8461 inches in 2000, and 

minimum temperature was 2.22° F in 2009-2010. 

Flora: Structurally the wetland forest is complex and densely occupies the floor, 

rapid plant growth herbaceous plants, wild gingers, Zingiberacae, types of rattan, ferns, 

fungi, yeasts and algae can be observed. 

Wildlife: The umbrella species of Elephant, Tiger, Himalayan bear, deer, leave deer, 

wild pig, monkeys, amphibians, birds, peacock, pheasant, snakes and reptiles, burrowers and 

other rear animals. There are many natural lakes with bio-species such as tortoise, snails and 

varieties of fish. These vertebrate and invertebrate, mammals, amphibians, insects, birds, 

reptiles can be observed under wetland areas in Hukawng Valley. 

Sequential economic activity:  

Wet rice agriculture,  

Winter crop cultivation 

Orchard and garden establishment, and  

Agriculture encroachment 

Amber extraction 

Gold mining 

Quick cash crop growing (poppy) and  

Other gold and amber extraction related earning. 

According to interviewed native age old persons the name of Hukawng means "get 

easily foods and daily needs " from these natural wetlands and good soil fertility to 
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cultivate,rich wild edibles inthe natural forest and also plenty of fish in streams and natural 

lakes and rich wildlife for hunting, rich gold and valuable things. There was a small 

population number during 1960s and 1070s then people from Chiphwi, Hsaw Law, and 

Sumpra Bum moved to Hukawng Valley that was pull factors of forest resource and the 

government policy. People moved to Tanai from remote mountain areas becauserodent 

destroyed crops in 1978-80. Tanai was grown gradually and people practiced rain fed rice 

cultivation and small taungya by traditional way to sufficient food for families. Communal 

work and collective work of the villagers in reciprocal labor were major activities. 

Indigenous people exchange agriculture knowledge and experience freely was sustainable 

way. 

During 1978-1980, Lisu community moved from Puta Oo and settled down in 

Lamung Hka area then established the Lamung village and they established orchards and 

search gold for their earn.  In 1990s, after market economy, rapid growth of population in 

HukaungValley and natural resource extraction is becoming larger.Better infrastructure 

and gaining peace are closely related to socio-economic development and wetland 

ecological change with the consequence take place informally. 

After 1090s, the most common aim of rural population waschanging to establish a 

seasonal cropping system that will bring the persons into harmony with the general nature 

of permanent agriculture in the region where they operate. Thus the indigenous people who 

establishes long-term system that is a form of agriculture adapted to local climate condition 

and soil thus taungya cycle was more than 10 years rotation it was sustainable. 

They establish a wider wet rice farm that will eventually have a permanent form 

toward regular producing food especially rice, which can either be eaten or any be sold, to 

yield a monetary return. Indigenous people engage in whatever income-producing 

activities they can and which are adaptable to their conditions of life. Distinctly 

commercialized crops cultivation tends toward monocrop specialization alternatively, 

whether it is citrus fruits (oranges, lemon, kumquat, rambutan), tea, coffee, indigenous 

rice, medicinal plants, tobacco and vegetables. The crops yield was high and mainly for 

home consumption. Other edible roots crops such as taro, yam, cereals, maize, millet, 

andsurplus wereshared with relatives some are sold at the nearest local market. Most of 

forest-based production systems operate under indigenous ways and there was no negative 

impact on natural environment. 

The companies expanded agriculture in wetland areaandgrowing informal 

settlement cause challenges on wetland ecosystem.  Informal residents were company 

workers come from lower Myanmar. These workers gradually save money to established 

new residential place, warehouses, small shops as informal patterns of activities. Daily 

activities such as cycle taxi, workers in rice fields, and market. Some are fishing, rattan 

extracting, boat workers and etc. Their lives changed from daily workers into work owners 

and expand their working space to natural wetland forest areas. 

Urbanization, floating population, increasing informal activities, and over extraction 

are key factors of challenges in wetland natural environment in Hukawng Valley since 1990s. 

Impacts 
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Environmental impacts on the wetland and water resources, soil erosion, wastes 

disposal, sedimentation in river system, contamination of soil and ground water, 

wildlifeand climate can be observed. According to field observation, wetland becomes dry 

land, shallow rivers and streams, loss biodiversity, forest degradation, mercury effect on 

water species and human health in gold mine areas. Over extraction, logging and charcoal 

production are directly affected on wetland environment and threat wildlife communities. 

Some of fish varieties are lost in rivers and wildlife cannot be found in the wetland and in 

the forest. 

Rapid floatingpopulation growth and inadequate capability of housing needshave 

encouraged to the development of informalsettlements.Living in these settlements often 

significant health risks of infected disease etc. Food storage facilities and clean drinking 

water quality are often poor. Cooking and heating needs depend only on charcoal and wood 

fuels, lacking measure of consequence exposures to indoor pollution and human body. Access 

to health and other services are limited; overcrowding can contribute to stress, violence 

andincreased problems f drugs and other social problems. Together, these could special risks to 

indigenous people. 

In rainy season runoff water carry eroded materials from mining areas and 

transported into wetlands and rivers are loaded easily. The toxic effects of mined 

substances need to measure for wetland ecosystem alive and human health.  

Impact Assessments 

Gold panning and mining is widespread in study area. Whilst mechanized gold 

panning contributes to banks erosion in the rivers, major concern is the use of mercury. 

Mercury is extremely toxic heavy metal that bioaccumulates in food chains and nothing is 

known about the use of mercury and its effect on the flora and fauna in wetland ecosystem. 

Socioeconomic development and environmental impact occurs by gold mining 

operations.Monitoring frameworks which protect the ecology and improve the lives of 

local people, collaborative research that works directly with stakeholders and policy 

makers to conserve wetlandbiodiversity and the ecosystem need to be done effectively. 

development of sustainable livelihoods; improve life quality in local communities; protect 

contaminated wetland, biological and chemical treatment mining systems are essential in 

Hukawng Valley. 

Reduce environmental impacts, mining related preservation framework, technical 

capacity, water analysis, soils analysis, mineralogical analysis need to be issued.  

The wetland is also home to many species, including elephants, black bears, wild 

boar, and deer,variety of birds, water-birds, insects, amphibians, and rattan, bamboo, fruits, 

flower eating species, medicinal plants, ornamental varieties such as orchid species, 

potential agriculture land, and landscape. The current status of the area that need to be 

designated affectively as natural protected area and effective preservation by cooperation 

with local communities whether the distribution of the biodiversity like leaf deer, tiger, 

Himalayan bear, kinds of monkey, and other wildlife species resources need to develop. 

Wetlands are seasonal water bodies, lying in the major flood plains of the Tanai Hka 

River and streams. These wetlands are vitally important as spawning, feeding and nursery 

areas for fish varieties and aquatic life. Effective fish preservation operations are important 
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during spawning period in order to prevent extinction of fish and fresh water species and 

reduce destructive fishing activities such as the use of bomb, electric shock, the use of poison, 

and fishing in spawning period which have an adverse impact on wetland community. 

Currently need formal environmental impact assessments is required to save wetland 

ecosystem in Hukawng Valley. 

Sustainable management on wetland includes water resource and natural beauty, 

indigenous knowledge, human resource, and awareness need to be explored. Status of 

natural wetland resources can be perceived as indicator of natural ecosystem 

sustainability.According to field observation and interviewed local people, agricultural 

expansion local geographic conditions, socio-economy and markets accessibility is an 

important indicator of the future sustainability. A clear understanding of the needs for 

balance between the resources and floating population is main factor of the 

wetlandenvironment. 

Key challenges  

Increasing company, new comers and floating populationto expand their business is 

major challenges of natural wetland ecosystem in Hukawng Valley.HukaungValley is one 

of economic boom area and growing informal sector of socioeconomic activities. Getting 

clean drinking water, appropriate facilities such as housing, garbage and waste systems are 

lacking.The peopledepend upon the informal activities. Agricultural encroachment of 

companies, rattan collection, gold mining, search agarwood (Aquilaria), hunting, fishing, 

are major sources of wetlanddestruction. Consequences are deforestation, biodiversity loss, 

climate variation and poverty of native people. 

Local farmers experienced climate variation has indicated that for every procedure 

of farming in HukawngValley. The ability of natural wetland ecosystem provides the 

goods and services that we, and future generations need for well-being. Local farmer are 

indeed experiencing the difficulty to practice wet rice/Le cultivation due to situation and 

climate variation. They are depending only upon rain water to plough their farms.  

Conclusion 

Human activitiescause climate variation is one of the major driving forces behind 

the unprecedented loss of natural resource and biospecies and ecosystems maybe struggle 

to keep pace with changes in temperature and rainfall, contaminated water runoff and 

extinction rates will increase. The impact of climate variation will affect on the most 

vulnerable extracting areas. The relationship between wetland environment and climate 

variation runs both ways. Driver of climate variation and biodiversityloss is 

unsustainable extraction of gold and amber in Hukawng Valley. Maintaining wetland 

biodiversity will make ecosystems resilient in the face of a changing climate. Wetland 

forests represent an important storage place for carbon dioxide.  

A variety of crops and livestock are important resources against changes to the 

rhythm of the seasons. Climate variation is indeed energy and a security issue but is also an 

environmental issue. Natural wetland resource is the foundation of life and one of the 

pillars of sustainable development in Hukawng Vallay. All of this is of particularly 

importance for the local people. Those who live on only a few earning a day need natural 

resource to meet their basic needs. Wetlands present a bulwark against extreme weather 
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events.Without the conservation and sustainable use of natural wetland resource; we will 

not achieve the sustainable development Goals in study area.  

As the world also focuses more attention on climate change, the links between 

climates change and biodiversity are also being articulated. Indeed, the conservation and 

sustainable use of wetland resource is an essential element of any strategy to adapt to 

climate variation. As agricultural landscapes become warmer and drier, farming and 

livestock and cereal crops can not gain sufficient food for farmers. These challenges need 

to move rapidly at local and national levels for the sake of current and future generations, 

and to achieve the goals of sustainable development in HukawngValley. 
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Abstract  

The research the lessons Entrepreneur of the Long Lublae Durian agricultural in 

NanokkoksubdistrictUttaradit, aims to develop the Lessons of the Long Lublae Durian 

agricultural entrepreneurs. To minimize disadvantage to producers Long LubLae 

Durian.The process and the way research is divided into two phases as follow. 

Phase One, The design and develop the lessons Entrepreneur of the Long Lublae 

Durian agricultural. There is planned to study and compile knowledge that is important to 

the business of the Long LubLae agriculture. 

Phase Two, The review and improve the lesson and the instrument used for this 

research is 

1. Recording meetings Exchange Program for Management Development and 

Agribusiness. 

2. In-depth Interview for the target group is farmers who produce durian (Long 

Lublae) in Uttaradit. 

3. A criticism study meeting notes. 
 

1. Introduction 

The project's research, education and development of agriculture business 

management, organic rice and Long Lublae durian during the year 2555-2556 found that, 

the farmers who produce organic rice in Uttaradit are able to manage the business 

comprehensive. The products have standards support and the opportunities for market quite 

hitIn the country and abroad. But during the last 3 year found that business expansion is 

slower.Because the new farmers do not give priority to be an agribusiness 

management.Moreover, they still lack of group integration to provide negotiation power 

product prices in both, organic rice and Long Lublae durian. So, farmers can not able to set 

the product prices manually. It must be prepared the organic rice and Long Lublae durian 

agribusiness entrepreneurship lesson.To create the organic rice and Long Lublae durian 

agribusiness entrepreneur.To manage a comprehensive agribusiness. Agribusiness is a 

business that covers everything related to agriculture.Since the distribution of inputs, 

manufacturing the agricultural products, transformation and commercialization of 

agricultural products. It also includes businesses that support the agricultural business too, 

such as transportation, finance, and warehousing. At present, competition in business and 

agricultural goods has intensified greater. Farmers need to be adjusted in various ways to 

keep pace with the dynamics of the situation.To create and maintain a competitive 
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advantage to remain constant.In order to compete with other rival in the intense 

competition. (Centre for Knowledge Management of Agricultural Development,2558)But 

many farmers still lack access to knowledge on agribusiness.So, it‘s giving them only the 

knowledge on agricultural. This is usually a disadvantage in a business.In terms of market 

access justly and to reasonable pricing.It cannot compete in the current economic climate 

and had finally gone. 

 The researchers also found that the gap between the theory. Because it still lacks of 

coherence of theories and knowledge and the connection to solve the problems in real life. This 

is a proposition challenge for the researchers are to create the organic rice and Long Lublae 

durian agribusiness entrepreneurship lesson. What features and elements that should be used. It 

will help strengthen the farmers can develop their own quality and sustainability.According to 

the philosophy of the Uttaradit Rajaphat University.The Higher Institute for Education and 

Community Development to enhance the quality of life for residents. 

Research Objectives 

1. To develop the Long Lublae durian agribusiness entrepreneurship lesson. 

Scope of Research 

1. The content scope is the Long Lublae durian agribusiness entrepreneurship 

lesson. To minimize unfavorable to the Long Lublae durian producer. The content of the 

course includes factors of production, transformation, the market mechanism, and 

collective bargaining; distribute products, and byproducts, basic bookkeeping system 

revenue – expenses, the calculation for the full price, breakeven point analysis and cost 

analysis. 

2. The extent target includes Long Lublae durian farmers in Lablae district, 

Uttaradit. 

3. The scope of area includes Maepool subdistrict, Na Nokkok subdistrict, and Dan 

na kam subdistrict in Lublae district, Uttaradit. 

Definition of terms 

 The Long Lublae durian agribusiness entrepreneurship lesson: The lessons which 

the Researchers conducted to gather knowledge on the importance of Long Lublae 

agriculture. Assortment of knowledge and manage knowledge into a system. To create and 

develop the Long Lublae durian agribusiness entrepreneurship lesson. 

 Disadvantage: Inequality to access to knowledge, factors of production, 

manufacturing process, production resources, transformation, and market of farmers, 

consumers, Or persons involved agri -business. From upstream, midstream, downstream. 

The disadvantage can be analyzed the position, size, direction. And the impact happened 

clearly.Market mechanisms means factors determining the demand in the market. Such as 

an economic conditions, consumer, number, and tastes consumption, access products, 

durian price and other agricultural products that result in a change in the prices of product 

and services, durian agribusiness.Factors of demand from buyers and Determinants of 

supply in the market.Such as weather in the area, number of acreage, Yield per hectare, 

and the quality of durian. As a result,it can change in the prices of product and services of 

Long Lublae durian.That caused by the need of the seller. 
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2. Method 

 Procedures and methods for the study of this research is the development of 

research. To develop the Long Lublae durian agribusiness entrepreneurship lesson in 

Na NokKon district, Uttaradit. The step operation is divided into two phases as follow.  

Phases one 

To develop and create the Long Lublae durian agribusiness entrepreneurship lesson. 

It is planned to study the knowledge that is critical to the business about what, where, who, 

lacking any knowledge. Then creating knowledge.To find ways to extract knowledge from 

various sources in the area.To analyze and scrutinize the knowledge to use in the design 

and develop the Long Lublae durian agribusiness entrepreneurship lesson. 

The process and operation. 

1. Consult the documentation, information, research, related to the development 

process, knowledge of the durian and agribusiness. To identify concepts in the Long 

Lublae durian agribusiness entrepreneurship lesson. 

2. Meeting the researchers and people involved in target area. The third district 

includes Na Nok Kok, Mae Pool, and Ban Dan Na Kam. By joining with other agencies 

involved include President of the local authorities, district agriculture, provincial 

agriculture, andThai post office. The meeting is to discuss the problems of farmers, needs 

and solutions. A summary of the problems and needs from survey the area, by descending 

order of importance. 

3.  Meeting, analyze of the problems, issues and the needs of farmers from the 

survey area. To design the original lesson. 

4. Working on the ground to study and gather knowledge about durians from local 

resources in the community. Using the principles of knowledge management. By collecting 

knowledge available. Which are scattered in the person or documents.To develop into a 

system. So that people can have access to knowledge and develop themselves to be a 

knowledgeable person. Knowledge can be used more efficiently. This will result in the 

greatest benefit. 

5. The building of the original lessons composed of 

5.1 Script, by set the principles, objective and target of the lesson. 

5.2 Flow chart, to define the content of each unit. 

5.3 Compile and prepare knowledge documentation. 

Phase two 

1. Critiques the origin lessons by representative‘s durian growers in the area. To 

adjust according to the feedback received. 

2. Take that lesson to create and develop courses to meet the goals in each of the 

study. 

3. Results 

 After studying and exploring the needs of farmers. And analyzing problems and 

needs. To bring the data attributed to consideration and draft the lesson. Researchers have 

studied the documents and related research, design and develop the lesson. Which the 

documents that compound with lesson is the unit, which consists of 
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1. Summary of learning 

2. Purpose of learning 

3. Summary 

4. Content 

5. Exercise 

6. Learning activities 

7. Media/ Additional Resources 

8. Measurement and Evaluation, by focusing on knowledge and activities related to 

agribusiness. Since the production and distribution, production factors, manufacturing, 

preservation, the processing of agricultural product, and the distribution of agricultural 

products. The scope of the agricultural business, thus covering all business that related to 

agriculture. Since the business of production and distribution of production factors, 

business production of agricultural product, Business processing and trading of agricultural 

products. There are also businesses that support the agricultural business, 

too.(NongluckSupunchaiyamas. 2550:15)The lesson design consists of eight learning units. 

The main focus is to reduce the disadvantages of the agribusiness in many processes as 

follows. 

1. General knowledge about Long Lublae durian 

2. The planting of Long Lublae durian 

3. The preparing Long Luble durian plant 

4. The management of durian Long Luble plant in each period 

5. The maintaining of Long Luble the durian plant 

6. The Long Luble Durian Yield management 

7. The post-harvest management 

8. The gathering a group of farmers 

 The criticism and sharing of knowledge in lessons by representatives durian 

growers found that, the satisfaction of the farmers on the overall lessons. The average 

scores are in the highest level.(X=4.67) And when considering that each list found that 

farmers are satisfied in each list in the highest level.In descending order from the highest to 

the lowest. The top three include: The media used are appropriate and clear (Illustrations, 

charts, diagrams) (4.81) The possibility of bringing content to use. (4.79) And the 

description of the answer is clear in the language and simplification.(4.78) 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

Phase one: The results of design and development the Long Lublae durian 

agribusiness entrepreneurship lesson. 

 The conference and exchange ideas and problems of farmers at The Sri 

UthumpornKanaruk temple.The Dan Na KamSubdistrict and The Na NokKokSubdistrict 

found that, the Needs and ways to fix the problems with the current situation about the 

Knowledge Management. Which found that still lack of knowledge management in the 

area. The farmers would be disadvantaged and the impact is inaccessible of knowledge 

about Long Lublae durian and also include the correctly knowledge which is necessary for 

business. Which before research, the farmers have information about the various 

knowledge on one level. But still lack of knowledge management system. The results of 
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the project have been set to manage knowledge from farmers who is a local sage, analysis, 

synthesis, and creating a knowledge. And take the lesson to critiques by local farmers. It 

confirmed that it had knowledge of the needs of the business in the agricultural area, 

literally. To minimize the disadvantage of the mechanisms of the Long Lublae durian 

market, Uttaradit province, along the trade fair. According to the study documents and 

research related to knowledge management. Said that, The knowledge management must 

make it clear that  what the targeting of knowledge management is. It called Desired State, 

the target may be determined by the actual problem. Prepare KM Process for creating and 

acquiring knowledge, organized knowledge into the  system, assess results and consider 

knowledge for Access to knowledge and sharing knowledge.(The management system of 

the National Productivity Institute. 2548)The development, the most is the studies and 

survey basic data. It is a necessary and critical information infrastructure in order to 

determine the content of the composition of the lessons.To respond to the needs and 

conditions in the current context as much as possible. Background information is a various 

information. The developer will have to study and analyze the factors considered in 

establishing or seeking knowledge in all aspects of the lesson.Including the knowledge that 

is local, context, community, economy and politics. 

Phase two: Inspection results and the improve lessons. 

 The critiques lesson by farmers who grow Long Lublae durian in the area, using 

questionnaires and interviews found that. Farmers are satisfied in each list in the highest  

level. By the featured of the lesson is the knowledge that about the problems of farmers in 

the district.By searching the knowledge from sage farmers about business management and 

Long Lublae durian knowledge. The willingness of searching for knowledge, And have the 

patience to train themselves to acquiring knowledge.Is a local scholar that as an example to 

learn from practice, suitable for application to real practice. The content is easy to 

understand and consistent with the preservation and transfer of knowledge in line with the 

way of life of the community. The knowledge acquired, Is the practical guide for farmers. 

This is consistent with the concept of the development of the National Productivity 

Institute. (2548) That said, knowledge management is compilation knowledge that is 

scattered in the person or document and develop it into a system. So that individuals can 

access knowledge and develop their own knowledge.It can be used effectively and will 

result in maximum benefit. This is consistent with Sangad Utranun (2538) mention that the 

meaning of the development lesson is to make it better or make it completely.To suit the 

needs of individuals, the environment, and the needs of local communities. 
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Abtract 

Transportation Infrastructure Regeneration means improving the physical, 

economic and social well-being of today‟s Vietnam. Over the past years it has played an 

important role due to the changing demographic and economic conditions. Vietnam faces 

big range of demographic and economic challenges. Demographic challenges include 

diversification of lifestyles and migration. Economic challenges include globalisation, the 

deregulation of markets and rise in unemployment. These dramatic processes lead to a 

strong pressure for Vietnam changes due to vacant land and building, an obsolete or 

under-utilised infrastructure and social segregation. Especially, the financial resources 

is limitted so that almost every municipality ascertains a loss of revenues to finance 

Vietnam development, local public transportation, construction and maintenance of 

Transportation Infrastructures, schools, hospitals, cultural and sports facilities. In this 

case, public private partnershipss between the public and private sector can be a 

reasonable instrument for Vietnam development and regeneration. Furthermore, it 

exemplifies the trends and expectations to establish public private regeneration projects 

in Vietnam by addressing the questions: how renewal and public private partnerships 

activities affect the economy and whether their strategies promote sustainable 

Transportation Infrastructure Regeneration in Vietnam in the long term.  

Key words: public private public private partnershipss, Vietnam development, 

infrastructure, transportation, Transportation Infrastructure Regeneration.  
  

Introduction: 

Based on the World Bank‘s Vietnam development report 2015, to remain the 

growth speed, Vietnam should continue increasing investment in the infrastructure to 11-

12% of GDP. Especially, traffic in nearly 70%, when average income per capital of 

Vietnam reaches the average level of the world, the capital source of ODA shall reduce 

significantly, at that time, and capital mobilization shall be stressful actually to Vietnam, 

beyond capability of the Government (about 2.5 billion USD/year). While the enterprises 

in private sector which has enough financial that has been interested in and wanted to 

participate in development investment in infrastructure in Vietnam, many people are 

opinions that promotion of Private-Public-Partnerships model in Vietnam is an effective 

solution. Therefore, Investment of Transportation Infrastructure Regeneration is essential 

in the current context of Vietnam. The paper focuses on understanding of public private 

mailto:trorchidbui@gmail.com
mailto:lanbh@neu.edu.vn
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partnership, application model in investment of transport infrastructure regeneration for 

Vietnam from mechanism framework to suitable model selection and supportive policy to 

setting up and operation this model effectively. 

In the world, in both developed and developing countries, the past decades have 

witnessed an ever increasing use of PPP as a delivery mechanism for the provision of public 

service. Governments in the developing countries often lack the fund to make the 

investments that are required to provide for public services. Using PPP in these investments 

allows for acceleration of service provision. The main strength of the private sector is its 

business process management skills which allow it to implement the projects effectively and 

efficiently, saving cost for the government and/or end-user. A PPP would be a way for the 

government to share in the benefits of the creative ideas of private sector partner. 

1. The Urgent need for PPP in Road transportation Infrastructure Regeneration 

Public Private Partnership (PPP) is defined as a mode to create value for money 

through joint implementation of a project between government and a private entity for 

public benefit. The PPP projects may be (but not definitely) effective in comparison with 

those carried out by traditional way. Generally, some factors may exert influence on 

project efficiency, simultaneously acting as a positive stimulus to the PPP projects such as 

intelligent risk allocation, lifecycle optimizing, formal contracting, competition, private 

financing, payment method, outcomes 

Application of PPP has pre-dominantly taken place in sectors that require extensive 

capital investments, for example power generation, telecom, and water and wastewater 

treatment. In more recent years, PPPs have also been applied in sectors such as health and 

education. Internationally, we can contribute the increased use of PPP as a delivery 

mechanism to three main drivers: 

 Investment in public services 

Governments in the developing countries often lack the fund to make the 

investments that are required to provide for public services. Using PPP in these 

investments allows for acceleration of service provision through: 

 Access to direct financing by non-government organizations 

 Accessing to capital 

 Greater value for money in the use of resources 

Experiences
123

have showed that in both developed and developing countries, PPP 

can contribute to achieving service delivery with a better price to quality ratio than 

traditional public service delivery through the use of private sector management skills and 

competencies. The main strength of the private sector is its business process management 

                                                           
123
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skills which allow it to implement the projects effectively and efficiently, saving cost for 

the government and/or end-user.  

2. Types of PPP in Road Transportation Infrastructure Regeneration 

Following figure, ADB and WB showed the choices by the participation level from 

private sector partner in field of Road transportation infrastructure. The figure 

demonstrates the PPP plans from left to right, indicating: 

o Increasing financial risk and responsibility allocation to private sector 

o Increasing complicatedness of the contract structure 

o Increasing commitment in public policy made by State, including 

o Preparation and supervision 

o Investment by private sector over longer term contract 

o Greater attention in project lifecycle cost 

 

The big and small road projects are often suitable in form of turnkey or BT contract 

as the operation cost under a standard contract is usually less than that for construction 

cost. The turnkey contract transfers the designing and building risk to private sector with 

fixed - price contract. This form of contract, responsibility in road maintenance is still 

taken by public sector.  

The bridges, roads and tunnels with high density of traffic, especially suitable in 

respect of cost recovery by collecting toll from the users. This method comes into full play 

with considerable benefits if the segment on which toll to be selected will be chosen 

instead of other segment on the same route. The public sector should determine when fee 

collection is practicable, it makes decision wherether transferring the obligation of capital 

investment    and collecting toll to the private contractor or assume such obligation. 

The BOT contract is preferable when private contractor finances the big road 

project, collects toll and takes risk associated with road use. The model DBFM is also 

taken full advantage of private funding but preferable when the private sector afraid of 

revenue risk or the project is not commercially attractive when the private contractor 

collects user fees. For the model, private sector will receive fees from public sector and 

public sector will take risk associated with road use. 

The small scale projects are more appropriate with the traditional procurement or 

turnkey contract and not suitable to other PPP unless some projects are combined to 

become a big contract with many items. 

3. PPP in Road Transportation  Infrastructure Regeneration (RTIR) in Vietnam 

Most ―BOT‖ projects in RTIR which have been carried out, or during the different 

phases of planning process, the investor in fact is not really from private sector. In most 

cases, the investor is a State-owned enterprise or a joint stock company newly established 
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in which the State-owned enterprise is the main stakeholder. The shareholders of the 

companies which participated in the projects, operating in "commercial" way for the target 

―profit‖ so they can be considered a part of enterprises (business) while they are not 

―Private sector‖.  

- BOT model in RTIR in Vietnam 

There are 3 BOT models which have been used in Road transportation projects. 

 BOT without fund from government, in which full capital of the project is funded 

by the investor and from the loan lent by the financial institutions. In February 2012, 

Vietnam and Japan agreed to carry out study on urban railway, section No. 5 Hoa Lac- Ho 

Tay using PPP model and the Prime Minister has delegated the Ministry of Transport to 

take prime responsibility, with Hanoi and relevant agencies in coordination with the JICA's 

study team to make feasible study report on this project. There are 3 plans, if this railway is 

above, the total investment capital is about USD 3.75 - 4.2 billion, if it is both above and 

underground, the amount is about USD 4.28 up to USD 4.79 billion; and if it is 

underground, the amount is USD 4.78 - 5.34 billion. 

 BOT with direct financing from government by capital contribution, it the case of 

Rach Mieu bridge with 60% of investment value. This is from both governmental and 

provincial support. 

 BOT with direct financing from government.  

 On the bypass in Vinh city (and also proposed for Trung Luong – Can Tho 

expressway), the direct financing is by delegating the investor to collect toll at a facility nearby. 

 The indirect financing may be applied by delegating the land development 

within the road corridor, as proposed for Ha Noi – Hai Phong expressway, and provincial 

road Ha Noi - Son Tay. 

- BT model in RTIR in Vietnam 

The Build - Transfer (BT) model has been used in RTIR in Vietnam. An example is 

Nguyen Van Linh Boulevard project in HCMC. This road has been build and transferred 

by the investor to the municipal authority. In change of the road and 30% of project capital, 

the municipal authority permits the investor to develop 600 ha of land in both sides of the 

road. The Nguyen Tri Phuong Bridge and road in HCMC has also been built with BT 

model. In this case, compensation for the investor is delay in payment for work 

completion. A BT contract has just been awarded to an investor, who is in charge of Phu 

My Bridge in HCMC, to build the approach road to this bridge. 

- Financial leasing model in RTIT in Vietnam  

The sale of fee collection right on a road or a bridge currently is considered a form of 

leasing, accordingly, after project has been designed, constructed and put into operation for a 

time, private sector shall operate and finance, and investor and bank shall assess (sell assets). 

One of measures to market such project is to bid for contract basing on total revenue of project. 

Any complex or investor that offers the highest bidding price shall win the project. In a 

complex, a bank can participate both in equity and debt rate in total finance.  

In general, such projects often lengthen from 3 to 5 years; afterward, projects are 

transferred to the State (provision of re-transfer). For the National Road No. 51, duration of 

commission contract is 7.5 years. 
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As a result, the Government has deducted from future cash flow to receive current 

value from private investors and use such amount to finance new road projects. Thereby, 

only part of private investor‘s interest is mobilized. 

Table 1: Some of implementing projects by BOT models 

PPP Bridges and Tunnel  

Yen Lenh Bridge (National Road N
0
 38). BOT + GG 

Ong Thin Bridge (National Road N0 50). BOT + GG 

Binh Trieu II Road and Bridge  BOT 

Co May Bridge (National Road N0 51). BOT 

Nguyễn  Tri Phương Road and Bridge BT 

Đeo Ngang Road (National Road N0 1A) BOT 

PPP Expressway  

Right to collect fee on the Phap Van - Cau Gie Expressway Leasing- Franchise 

PPP National Road  

 National Road N0 1A , An Sương - An Lạc  BOT 

National Road N013, Ho Chi Minh city to Thu Dau Mot BOT 

 National Road N0 1K, Ho Chi Minh to Bien Hoa, (inclunding Hoa An Bridge) BOT 

PPP bypass  

Vinh city bypass, National Road N0 1, Nghe An province BOT + TCR 

PPP urban road  

Nguyễn Văn Linh road , Ho Chi Minh city BT + LDR 

BOT project inter-province road, Ho Chi Minh BOT 

BOT Hung Vuong, Đien Bien Phu extension road  Leasing- Franchise 

PPP Bridge  

Rach Mieu Bridge BOT + GG 

Phu My, Bridge  BOT 

Road to Phu My bridge BT 

PPP expressway   

Cau Gie - Ninh Binh  Expressway Normal 

Lang – Hoa Lac  Expressway BOT 

Ha Noi – Hai Phong. Expressway BOT + LDR 

HCMC - Trung Luong. Expressway Normal 

Trung Luong - My Thuan - Can Thơ  Expressway BOT + TCR  

My Phuoc - Tân Van, Binh Duong  Expressway BOT 

Lien Khuong – Đa Lat, Lam Đong  Expressway BOT + GG 

Ho Chi Minh - Long Thanh – Dau Giay  Expressway BOT 

Noi Bai – Lao Cai  Expressway BOT 

BOT = BOT without financial support from the Government  

BOT + GG = BOT with direct support of the Government under financing  

BOT + LDR = BOT with indirect support of the Government under form of land 

development right distribution  
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BOT + TCR = BOT with indirect support of the Government under form of fee 

collection right distribution on such road or bridge   

BT + LDR = BT with indirect support of the Government under form of land 

development right distribution  

Leasing = investors are assigned fee collection right on such road for a certain 

period to exchange investment paid to the Government 

4. Problems of Public Private Partnership in RTIR in Vietnam 

PPP has speed up Road transportation infrastructure regeneration in Vietnam by 

mobilization of additional funds, improvement of Governmental public administrative 

management policies through provisions on enhancement of quality of public services and 

traffic infrastructure. PPP road projects have supported the transition to market economy 

by providing private sector with investment opportunities. However, the PPP investment in 

traffic infrastructure regeneration (TIR) has faced with some issues. 

- Time delay of Projects  

Reclamation of land which is used in projects is so delayed that investors cannot 

approach the project land lot. Investor‘s tardiness regarding mobilization of funds 

including equity and loans. It is critically important for form of State finance lease; 

accordingly, right of fee collection is bided. In such circumstances, joint stock companies 

which have been established by investors have not had considerable assets; without 

―interference‖, banks are very prudent to loan an organization which has no mortgage.   

- Transparency of bidding and negotiation process  

Currently, competition on right of a specific project establishment is so few that the 

competitive bidding shall be infeasible. One of projects which are rarely featured by 

competition on construction right is Ho Chi Minh City - Long Thanh - Dau Giay expressway 

which both and an organization leaded by BIDV have positively pursued. Specifications and 

criteria of the project have not been defined clearly before preparation of proposal by two 

bidders; as a result, bid outline is very various. Proposes to use ODA funded by ADB and 

JBIC, meanwhile BIDV suggests utilize domestic funds which are supported by use right of 

road gallery. As a result, has won the construction contract without any transparent and 

competitive bidding.  

- Estimate of cost and cost increase 

This has been resulted from land underestimate in research of project feasibility, 

tardiness in compensation of site clearance and inflation impacts due to delayed 

construction schedule. Policies of land compensation and price as set forth by the 

Government do not often show actual market price of land. This has been resulted in 

disputes in relation to compensation; and in some cases, legal actions of concerned persons 

can delay the construction schedule and raise the price.  

Process of construction cost estimate and site clearance should be reviewed to 

ensure that cost estimate of feasible research and primary design shall be reflected 

accurately more than actual cost. Risk distribution in BOT contracts should be reviewed to 

encourage and/or fine respectively changes of construction cost. 
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- Equal competition between State-owned enterprises and private sector  

Currently, investors of PPP projects as mentioned above have mostly been state-

owned enterprises. Featured by private sector in Vietnam, private enterprises have recently 

been established with weaker financial capacity than those of state-owned enterprises; 

consequently, unable to compete directly with state-owned enterprises. However, the 

private companies are more flexible and market-oriented. Therefore, they can offer 

business skills for project development and implementation, and become useful partners of 

state-owned enterprises.  

It is a concern when plays the role as representative of owner (the State) and 

investor of the expressway. is assigned to develop Vietnamese expressway system, manage 

collected fees, implement business plans and provides services in order to refund loan and 

profit. Competes directly with business sector regarding development of specific projects. 

Through approach to the Governmental guaranty such as issuance of bond, and current 

concessional loans under ODA agreements, is favored more than private organizations that 

have to pay commercial interest rate of loans. 

- Institutional capacity of Governmental authorities in charge of PPP 

management  

The review has defined multifunctional features of the Government at provincial 

and central levels that have carried out PPP road projects. However, number of necessary 

trained and experienced state officers has still been insufficient to ensure planned and 

effective projects. Regarding Road transportation, for some projects which have been 

carried out by state-owned enterprises or state-owned enterprises in combination with 

many private enterprises (including foreign invested enterprises), complexity of contracts 

tends to exceed capacity of state authority which is authorized to manage such contracts.  

5. Policy Recommendation for Organizational model for PPP in RTIR in Vietnam  

Depending on targets and functions of units, in principle, organization of a PPP unit 

has 4 models as follows:  

- Provincial governmental authority (such as Treasury or Department of Planning 

and Investment). This is an attractive measure when the use of PPP has not been popular. 

A central PPP unit can function as resource center (i.e. knowledge management and project 

support), ensure to create a favorable policy environment (policy consultancy), offer jobs 

(PPP initiation), and ensure financing (financial intermediary), and/or plan information 

strategy and give advices to beneficiaries (propaganda).  

- Specialized ministry (such as Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Education or 

Ministry of Health). This ensures that PPP is considered a form of potential service supply in 

specialized ministries. Such units can reduce transaction expenses when specialized ministry 

has offered fully quantity of work by implementing the role of knowledge management, policy 

consultancy, project support and contract management. This can be a suitable measure when 

countries have started to perform PPP projects for the first time and when a limited quantity of 

contracts has been performed.  

- Specific governmental agency can be attractive in a highly politicized 

environment. PPP unit can function as neutral and independent party (not be attracted by 
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discussion of budget allocation). PPP unit shall, in such cases, mostly function as 

knowledge management, project support and policy consultancy. 

- Joint Venture Company (i.e. an independent PPP with full rights), of which 

knowledge and experiences of private sector are merged. The best example is Partnership 

in Britain, established in 2000 with 51% owned by private sector. Such unit shall provide 

projects with consultancy. An interest thing is that British Partnership can have direct 

stocks in PPP projects.  

An effective organizational model shall satisfy various changes of governmental 

roles during the implementation of PPP program. The government is required to change 

from the position of service supplier to initiator of projects and manager of service supply. 

Therefore, the organizational model is required to:  

- Separate responsibilities of project preparation from project approval by 

establishing a PPP Committee under leadership of a Deputy Prime Minister to supervise the 

national project preparation (such as projects by the Ministry of Transport and Directorate for 

Roads of Vietnam) and approve projects in important phases. The Ministry of Transport has 

similar roles in projects proposed by local level. 

- Clarify responsibilities and management procedures. International experience 

has shown importance of establishment of good contract for PPP road projects
224

. If a 

project is adjusted by an effective contract, management agency has only to supervise the 

contract compliance. As discussed below, it seems that the establishment of a specific 

management agency for road is not persuaded. However, it does not imply that the 

important role of management is ignored. Suitable and effective management has still 

played important role of PPP program. Therefore, guarantee for management function 

which is defined and understood clearly and responsibility for implementation of such 

function which is distributed clearly are very necessary.  

- Establish PPP unit in the Ministry of Transport to increase capacity of 

project definition, proposal, assessment and inspection in order to provide specialized 

capacity to consult, develop and inspect PPP projects. Even many proofs have shown that 

the PPP role in any country which has established PPP unit is relatively largest 

important.Remember PPP unit is an inter-sector agency which is not belonging to any 

specific ministry such as Ministry of Transport. Because PPP unit is often assigned to 

inspect payment capacity and currency value of projects, many countries tend to place this 

unit at the Ministry of Finance. Meanwhile the key role of the unit is to develop projects; it 

also tends to establish the unit as a separate unit, even in connection with private. Taking 

into consideration of detailed PPP unit to support common PPP program of the 

Government is to exceed scope of this report. Therefore, proposals herein are only applied 

to RTIR.   

This research project is focused on road, our proposals is limited to functions of 

PPP cell and necessary skills related to PPP road. However, as shown in below figure, 

there is no reason to limit the establishment of PPP unit capacity to support other traffic 

sectors.  

                                                           
224

Toll Roads, Estache, A et al. 
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[[ 

Figure 1: The development of PPP and Ministry of Transport 

 PPP unit under the Ministry of Transport shall function as follows:   

(1) support the Ministry of Transport to establish PPP framework, including:  

 (2) propose projects in order to help the Ministry of Transport define suitable 

transport PPP projects. PPP projects can be proposed as follows:  

 (3) analyze each project- accept or develop an idea as mentioned in (ii) above; PPP cell 

is required to analyze opportunities, feasibility and currency value of project.  

(4) manage transactions. This function covers the whole process of bid preparation and 

bidding. PPP bidding can be carried out in some various ways. For competitive bidding of non-

single proposal, PPP cell is required the following support steps: 

(5) Support management, inspection and supervision of contract performance  

 (6) carry out other functions as assigned by Minister  

(7) assist province/city People‘s Committee, as required, regarding activities of 

above-mentioned functions.  

1. Conclusion  

Sum up, Partnerships for Vietnam regeneration can be considered as various types 

of coalition modeled between a wide range of actors (public and private) to reverse 

ecnomics, social and physical defined decay in Vietnam. It attracts new private investment 

in a wide of spectrum of local activities and polycies. However, Local parnership needed to 

be intergrated into rider framework for the region. And Implementing the partnership and 

investment model of Transportation Infrastructure Regeneration in Vietnam should learn 

experiences from similar models in other countries for selection of a typical project in 

applying test PPPs model, then forth learn from experiences to expand for other projects in 

the whole country.  
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Abstract 

 Clean water plays a substantial role in human life and is an important element for 

the development.The model of public - private partnership in clean water supply has 

become an increasing interest of the Vietnamese government in recent years. However, the 

results are not yet as expected. In this article the author offers solutions on promotingthe 

expansion of the water supply network relying on two main components which are the 

needs of the people and water supply companies. In addition, these solutions have been 

applied in a real-case project which demonstrates first successful results within the 

conditions in Vietnam.   

Keywords: clean water supply, public-private partnership. 

 

1. Introduction 

 The field of water and sanitation has always been a concern of the Vietnamese 

government and is prioritized in the plan of socio-economic development of the country. It 

has also been identified as a Millennium Development Goal that the government has 

committed to the international community. In recent years, Vietnam has made significant 

improvement in the coverage of water supply network. As reported by the GSO 1/2016, by 

the end of 2015 85.8% of Vietnam's rural population was using clean water, which is an 

increase up to 29.3% compared to 1999. It is estimated that at the end of this year the 

amount of rural population using clean water will reach 86%. 

Figure 1: The rate of using clean water in rural areas of Vietnam in 2015 

 

Source: GSO, 1/2016. 

The investments in water supply projects come from various capital sources such as 

central banks, local budgets, ODA, etc. Thereby, the call for the investment funds outside 

the government budget, particularly for the model of public private partnership (PPP), is 

considered as an effective solution. However, the establishment of PPP in the water 
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supply sector is realized rather slowly. Of the 86% of rural people using clean water only 

46% are using clean water that meet the standards of the Ministry of Health (i.e. water 

that originates fromclean water plants). 

Many studies have pointed out the factors affecting the progress of PPP, such as 

asynchronous policy and political instability; the limited ability of governmental support; 

the incompetence of private firms participating in the projects due to the lack of 

innovation in project design, lack of skills and appropriate experience; the wrong choice 

of area and time of project implementation. These factors may be similar in many 

countries, but the severity of the factors may vary. For example, in France researchers 

observed that an unsuitable distribution system is not and low contract flexibility are the 

main causes leading to failure of PPP in clean water (Pezon and Breuil, 2012). In China, 

long lasting negotiating processesare the biggest hurdle, which in turn is evaluated as the 

second largest barrier in the UK and Hong Kong. However, in China the capacity factor and 

the experience of privatization rank second on importance, whereas in developed countries 

like UK and Germany these factors account for only eighth-and ninth place accordingly 

(Chan and colleagues, 2010). Certain factors are not listed in developed countries, while in 

Vietnam they arean important factor for a favorable PPP project. From the above limitations, 

the purpose of this study is to answer the question: What are the solutions to expand the 

water supply network within the conditions of Vietnam today? What are the most important 

factors for the success of a water supply project? 

These results will be an important basis for the water supply model applied in the 

social context of Vietnam today and encourage the accomplishment of national goals with 

respect to clean water. 

2. Research Methods 

 This study uses a factor analysis method for determining the efficiency in PPP 

operations: The idea of this approach is to list and categorize specific factors of a project 

into groups pertaining to favorable and unfavorable factors (hereby, unfavorable factors 

signify to not support operational PPP projects in the field of water supply). On this basis, 

the method will proceed to estimations. If the group of favorable factors prevails over 20%, 

this implies that the PPP project operates efficiently. If unfavorable factors contain more 

than 20%, then the operational PPP project will be regarded as inefficient (Chan and 

colleagues, 2010). This measure is implemented quite commonly in Asian countries such 

as China, India and the ASEAN countries, which have similar conditions to Vietnam. 

According to this measure, the water supply PPP projects will be studied from the 

perspective of motivatingfactors or factors that hinder an efficient operation of a project. 

These factors of promotion or hindrance were identified by experts who also pointed out 

the importance and scoring of each factor. 

 - Suppose there are n factors that promote PPP projects on water supply; whereby 

Wi is the quantity of motivating factors i. Experts assign the score of motivating factor i as 

Si. The sum of scores of all motivating factors is T
a
, while: 

   ∑    
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- Suppose there are m factors hindering operation of water supply PPP projects; 

whereby Qi is the number ofhindering factors i. Experts assign the score of hindering factor 

i asZi. The sum of scores of all hindering factors is Tb, while: 

   ∑    

 

   

 

 Based on the survey results, the experts selected 17 motivating factors and 17 impeding 

factors on PPP projects in the field of water supply in Vietnam. Thereby, they emphasize the 

importance of each factor and determine the scores. The comparison between T
a
 and T

b
 

enables the selection of effective PPP projects on water supply. Thereby, the empirical study 

focuses on the project of the company called ―DuyTien clean water and environment Co. ltd‖. 

It is the first entity participating in aPPP model for water supply in Ha Nam province and has 

extensive experience in the management and operation of water plants. 
*
Table 1: Results of the efficiency of water supply PPP project 

Project PPP model 

Total score of 

motivating 

factors 

Total score of 

hindering 

factors 

Difference 
Percentage 

difference (%) 

DuyTien – Ha Nam BOT 4,43 2,85 1,58 35,66 

* Calculated and aggregated from the survey results. 

 From the calculated results on promoting- and hindering factors one can observea 

significant difference with a difference ratio of 35.66%> 20%. This result matches with the 

activity report of the company. The project was implemented in Moc Nam commune from 

2007. It demonstrated efficient operations and improved living conditions for the people. 

However, neighboring communes such as MocBac, ChauGiang and Yen Bac do not grasp 

the benefits from the clean water plant due to the limited state budget. Particularly, the 

procedure of requesting for financial support took a great deal of time and therefore failed. 

To determine the scope of empirical study, researchers used an appropriate 

combination of qualitative- and quantitative methods. The author has surveyed three 

neighboring communes of the project containing Moc Bac, Chau Giang and Yen Bac. 

Thereby, the survey indicates the level of willingness-to-pay (WTP). 

Amongst 250 people that have been surveyed, there are 239 valid respondents 

(95%).Thereby, 56% of respondents have an average income of 8-12 million VND per 

month.  These households have an average level ofwillingness-to-pay (WTP) in clean 

water servicesof 98.500VND/month which takes up1.2% of theirmonthly income. The 

following table presents the WTP of the respondents: 
*
Table2: Results WTP 

Description Value 

Mean WTP of a household/month 98.500 VND 

Average number of members in a household 4,1 

WTP/person/day 734,1 VND 

Standard water demand/person/day 0,12 m
3 

* 

WTP/m
3
 6117 VND 

* Average demandfor clean water in ruralVietnam amounts 80-120 liters/day/person 
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 The result is based on the roadmap, the increased production costs and the water 

circulation in 2018which amounts5900VND/m3 of DuyTien company to ensure 

sustainability in the water business. In case anetwork expansion occurswithout support from 

the state budget, then the water supply network can be regarded as successful if the 

percentage of using clean water is higher than 80% and monthly average water usage 

(m
3
/household)> 10m

3
 (source: calculations of water company) 

3. Conclusions and Recommendations 

 Based on the study results, the author has selected ―DuyTien clean water and 

environment Co. ltd‖ to expand the water supply network to the neighborhood. After 

approximately three months of operationsat the end of 2015, the following results have 

been achieved so far: 
*
Table 3: Results of neighboring communes. 

 

Area 

Network expansion 

of water supply 

system (m) 

Connection rate / 

total ability to 

connect 

Monthly average 

water usage 

(m
3
/household) 

Number of households 

using clean water/total 

network 

ChauGiang 2500 600/650 17 92% 

MocBac 600 200/250 11,5 80% 

Yen Bac 200 30/30 16,6 100% 

* Source: Reportsfrom water company DuyTien (03/2016). 

 The results demonstrate that the number of households using clean water per total 

expanded network amounts 90% with a monthly average water usage of 15m
3
 per 

household.Consequently, the company has met the expectations without funding support 

from the state budget. 

 Based on the results achieved, the author indicates two most important factors on 

the expansion of the water network: the capacity of the private sector involved in the 

project and the demand of the people. In present conditions, limited budget resources and 

funding from the state are very problematic. Therefore, selecting efficient PPP projects on 

clean water supply and surveying the demand of the people in the neighborhood will 

promote the expansion of the water network. 
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Developping agricultural services in Ha Nam province 

Agricultural services play an important role in ensuring the inputs and outputs to 

develop Vietnam‟s agriculture in general and Ha Nam‟s in particular. This article will 

clarify the characteristics of agricultural services. Besides, on the basis of results from the 

statistical survey on the current situation of agricultural services in Ha Nam province, the 

article aims to indicate some problems from which recommendations for developing 

agricultural services in the province is given. The suggestions include strategies and plans 

for developing basic agricultural services, the way to complete mechanisms and policies of 

agricultural services, focus on some kinds of services which have direct impact on 

improving the competitiveness of Ha Nam‟s agricultural product, establishment of 

developing agricultural service models, giving staffs education of agricultural service and 

administrative reform to improve the effectiveness of state management at all levels. 

Keywords: Agricultural services, develop agricultural services, Hanam province. 
 

1. Introduction 

 Wider and deeper global economic integration has given great opportunities and 

challenges to our country‘s economy in general and agriculture in particular.Ha Nam is an 

agricultural province, but its farmland has decreased gradually in recent years. In 2014, 

63.2% of the province‘s area was occupied with agricultural productive land, of which 

annual crops land accounted for 44.8% and paddy land accounted for 40.2%. In 2010, the 

rural labour force over 15 years old accounted for 89.7% of the province‘s population. This 

figure in 2014 reduced to 85.0%, whereas agricultural productivity is required to rise to 

ensure both domestic food security and improvement in agricultural exports‘ quality and 

quantity which boosts global competitiveness. Ha Nam cannot but position its agriculture 

in the general economic structure to have a long-term development strategy. Besides, the 

province should take its local advantages and develop such agricultural services as cultivar 

and livestock selection, scientific progress application and mechanization.  

 The article will clarify the characteristics of agricultural services. Besides, on the 

basis of statistics from Ha Nam Statistical Office and an investigation into Ha Nam and 

Red River Delta from the Ministry of Agricultural and Rural Development (Vietnam), it 

shows the province‘s reality of agricultural services, from which solutions to enhance the 

services are recommended. Due to the limitation of time and resource, the article only 

focuses on researching Ha Nam‘s basic cultivation services from 2010 to 2014. 

Characteristics of agricultural services 

 Hoang Minh Duong and Nguyen Thua Loc (2005) suggested concept and 

characteristics of commercial service. They also analyzed roles, contents, directions and 

development methods of the service. On the basis of their research, the authors showed that 

agricultural services included all of the activities serving for input preparation, production, 
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collection, primary treatment and consumption in the markets which enabled agricultural 

production to happen quickly and effectively. 

 In addition to such common characteristics of a service as production process in 

concurrence with service consumption, invisibility, unstorability, seasonality and 

dependence in space, time and individuals; agricultural services have particular 

characteristics below: 

 Firstly, agricultural services occur from the first stage to the end of the production 

process, creating favorable conditions for farm operators to join the supply chain in the 

market. This is also a request for agricultural production in the growth of market economy 

and global economic integration. This characteristic requires not only a link of operating 

activities of agricultural service providers to give customers added value but also a 

connection of businesses and organizations from various areas such as manufacturers, 

processing companies, financial institutions, banks, customs departments, insurance 

companies and logistics companies to provide customers the highest satisfaction. 

 Secondly, while agricultural products are very essential for our lives, agricultural 

services are necessary for efficient cultivation and breeding. Thus, in order to develop 

agricultural production, such services as input supply (seeds, fertilizer, pesticide…), 

irrigation, harvest, primary treatment, processing and product consumptions… should be 

well-organized.  

 Thirdly, agricultural services are influenced by natural condition, weather and 

seasons. Therefore, the service providers must forecast natural changes to make suitable 

business plans. 

 Fourthly, the last efficiency of agricultural services can only evaluated objectively 

and accurately after harvest and consumptions. So the service providers must also have 

exact market needs assessment to instruct households and cooperatives to have suitable 

methods of production. 

2. Method 

To achievethese goals, thisarticleby using thesynthesismethod: theoreticalresearch, 

actual research, study the document then linked launched the necessaryconclusions. 

 The article was based on the 2014 Statistical Yearbook of Ha Nam‘s Statistical 

Office and secondary data from the 2014 surveys of the Ministry of Agricultural and Rural 

Development (Vietnam), in which 487 valid response sheets of the Red River Delta Area, 

184 sheets of Ha Nam and 303 sheets of Thai Binh Province were collected. The data was 

used to make comparison among areas.  

3. Reality of agricultural services in Ha Nam province 

3.1. Structure of Ha Nam‟s agricultural output value 

 Ha Nam‘s agricultural production can be summarized as follows: 

 The province‘s 2014 economic structure at current prices indicated that the industry 

and construction sector, service sector and agro-forestry-fisheries respectively accounted 

for 54.7%, 30.8% and 14.5% of the GDP. According to the province‘s 2014 agricultural 

output value structure, cultivation accounted for 48.4% of the output value while cereal 

grains occupied 68.6% of the output value of cultivation and 76% of the agricultural 
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productive land (Ha Nam‘s Statistical Office, 2015). Therefore, the article is mainly about 

studying on services for the province‘s cultivation. 

3.2. Situation of developing basic services for Ha Nam‟s agriculture 

 Firstly, due to the lasting care of Ha Nam Province People‘s Committee and 

relevant agencies, service activities have been operated well, basically providing farm 

households with inputs and enabling the province‘s agriculture to develop in recent years. 

 The proportion of households provided mechanized services went up to 95.65%. 

The proportions of area in mechanized land preparation, planting operation and harvest 

were 97.68%, 18.04% and 22.60%, respectively (Ministry of Agricultural and Rural 

Development, 2014). 

Table 1: Average proportions of the farm households and winter paddy area 

were provided mechanized services (%) 
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Red River Delta 487 96.71 96.51 8.33 27.52 41.68 97.13 6.42 24.24 45.53 

Thai Binh 303 295 294 - 143 158 96.82 - 37.65 58.22 

Ha Nam 184 176 176 43 150 45 97.68 18.04 - 22.60 

Source: Ministry of Agricultural and Rural Development, 2014 

Secondly, some services such as land preparation, plant nourishment and harvest 

have been developed well, basically meeting farm households‘needs. 73.91% of the 

households used services applied technical progress in rice production (Ministry of 

Agricultural and Rural Development, 2014). 

Thirdly, all of the local resources in agricultural services have been exploited 

in such diverse forms of on-site supply organization as businesses, co-operatives, 

cooperative groups and private companies. 58.7% of the service providers locate in 

the customers‘villages and 41.3% of the providers locate in the communes, which are 

very convenient for serving them in place (Ministry of Agricultural and Rural 

Development, 2014). 

Fourthly, there have been conscious changes in the households‘attitudes and 

methods of organization and behaviours. For example, they accepted flexible payment 

methods of the province‘s service providers. 76.7% of the households had sight at -

once-payment ; 4.3% of the households had payment in arrears in cash and by bank 

transfer; 0.5% of the households had payment in arrears by their products (Ministry of 

Agricultural and Rural Development, 2014). 
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These services had a contribution to develop agricultural production. The 

province‘s agricultural output value increased from VND 5,951,474 (2010) to VND 

7,808,917 (2014) (Ha Nam‘s Statistical Office, 2015). 

 

Figure 1: The province‟s agricultural output value in 2010-2014  

(at current price) 

Source: Ha Nam‟s Statistical Office, 2015. 

Fifthly, the majority of farm households gave positive comments on the services. 

64.2% of the households said that the services had many advantages while only 0.5% of 

the households got difficulties (Ministry of Agricultural and Rural Development, 2014). 

Sixthly, due to developing agricultural services, there has been an upward trend in 

the yield of the province‘s key cereal such as rice and corn in recent years. For examples, 

from 2010 to 2014, the average annual yield of rice increased slightly from 5,940 kg/ha to 

5,960 kg/ha while the yield of spring paddy grew remarkably from 6,370 kg/ha to 6,590 

kg/ha (Ha Nam‘s Statistical Office, 2015). 

The increase of crop yield contributed to increase the output value per hectare of Ha 

Nam‘s cropland from VND 72.6 million/ha to VND 88,3 million/ha at the current price 

(Ha Nam‘s Statistical Office, 2015). 

 

Figure 2: Output value per hectare of cropland in 2010-2014 

Source: Ha Nam‟s Statistical Office, 2015. 

Seventhly, positive outcomes of the agricultural services in recent years have played 

an important role in the development of agriculture, creating jobs, raising farmers‘ income 

and living standard, stabilizing social order and safety in Ha Nam. The 2014 average 

income of the province‘s inhabitants was 1.97 times higher than the 2010 average income 

(Ha Nam‘s Statistical Office, 2015). 
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Figure 3: Per capita income/month of Ha Nam in 2010-2014 

Source: Ha Nam‟s Statistical Office, 2015. 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

4.1. Limitations of the services 

Firstly, the services have only occurred in a few basic stages such as land 

preparation, seed supply, irrigation, plant nourishment and harvest; but there have not been 

services for processing and product consumption yet. 

Secondly, such high technical services as biotechnology and linkage in production 

have only grown by movements. They have not really developed sustainably and met the 

requirements of advanced agricultural production yet. 

Thirdly, the services have not met such sudden requirements as control of insect 

pests, consumption of agricultural products in bumper crops and have not solved the long-

lasting problem ―bumper crops but low prices‖ yet. 

Fourthly, thequality of the supply services has not been high and their modes of 

supply have not been professional yet whereas their price has been higher than farmers‘ 

income. 45.7% of the farm households accepted the harvest service price while 32.0% of 

the households said that the price was high (Ministry of Agricultural and Rural 

Development, 2014). 

Fifthly, the technical infrastructure of the businesses and co-operatives in irrigation 

and agricultural product processing services is in poor condition. Machinery systems have 

not been maintained properly and canal systems have not been completed. In addition, 

management organization does not catch up with requirements.  

4.2. Causes of the limitations 

The objective reason is that Ha Nam‘s economy has developed more slowly than other 

provinces‘economy of the Red River Delta. Its poor technical infrastructure and outdated 

technology cause difficulties in developing agricultural sevices. 

Mechanisms and policies of the State, at some point, are not really appropriate for 

particular conditions and have not become practical resources to develop the economy in 

general and the services in particular. 

 The subjective reason is that the awareness of the agricultural services‘ role and 

importance has not caught up with the requirements. There is still not any long-term 

strategy of the agricultural services. Besides, the educational attainment of the province‘s 
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inhabitants and staffs has not met the requirements of developing agricultural services in 

global economic integration. 

4.3. Recommendations for the development of basic agricultural services in Ha Nam 

 Firstly, the province needs to build strategies and projects of developing basic 

agricultural services 

 In order to develop agriculture, it is important to take a long-term view to overcome 

immediate challenges and difficulties. Thus, it is necessary to build strategies of 

developing the province‘s agriculture and its services through 2020 and a view to 2030. 

The province also needs to determine long-term orientations to develop the agriculture on 

the basis of positioning it in Ha Nam‘s economic structure.  

 Developing the province‘s agricultural services means focusing on serving for great 

orientations.  They include agricultural transformation towards planting triple-cropped rice, 

strain and crop restructuring to take advantage of the province‘s strengths and developing 

agricultural supply services that have high quality and met customers‘ needs in domestic 

and oversea markets. 

 The other orientation is developing agriculture towards stabilization, industrialization 

and modernization. Therefore, freight forwarding services must be quick and flexible for 

customers‘ needs. In addition, the linkage model of farmers, businesses and banks in 

production, processing and consumption must be completed and developed. High 

technology must be also applied to the services for the models of fattening dairy cows and 

cropping fresh vegetable for exportation at first. Besides, it is important to develop services 

that use regional linkage in production and consumption chains with the attendance of 

strong businesses. 

 Secondly, the province‟s mechanism and policies of developing agricultural 

services must be completed 

 The mechanism and policies of developing economy in general and services in 

particular are promulgated by the State. Then, local authorities will concretize the 

regulations in accordance with each local situation. 

 One of the important policies to develop agriculture and its services is land 

consolidation that makes fields larger. The policy gives convenience in cultivation and 

application of mechanized services in land preparation, planting operation, nourishing, 

insect pest control and harvest and prevents the abuse of crop protection chemicals that are 

harmful for human health. 

 Besides, the policy to attract social resource‘s investment in developing agriculture 

and its services should be completed. Feasible mechanisms to build research agencies in 

the province are necessary to motivate the development of technical and scientific services. 

It is also important to supplement support policies to make businesses become the essential 

parts of the technical and scientific market. Then, they will have an active investment in 

research and development which creates technology and software innovation to enhance 

the competence in production – business management and increase the total factor 

productivity (TFP) that contributes to economic growth. 
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 Another important thing is the priority policy in distribution of using and 

approaching capital sources for developing the agricultural services. At the same time, it is 

necessary to transform and synchronize mechanism of management and research activities; 

promote the role and efficiency of science and technology organizations in the province to 

conduct core tasks; motivate scientific research, deployment and application of technology; 

develop all of the sectors reasonably and contemporarily. 

 The province should also create the investment promotion policy to attract 

universities and centers for research, application and transfer of agricultural science and 

technology. 

 Thirdly, the province needs to concentrate on developing services that have direct 

impact on enhancing competitive competence of its agricultural products. 

 It is necessary to develop services towards large scale production, high added value 

and stabilization; which requires production organization towards developing the linkage 

model accompanied by application of science and technology progress and product 

consumption. It also requires the voluntary linkage among farmers, between farmers and 

cooperatives, businesses; in which businesses play a main role in searching output markets, 

input ordering, brand building, product consumption and ensuring stable production. 

 Besides, the province‘s relevant agencies need to organize research and 

development of strain, crop, scientific products and innovative technology to serve for 

production; train staffs; transfer and provide technical services; supervise and control the 

quality of products and consult on investing new technology, applying new standards and 

techniques in agricultural production for farm producers. 

 Fourthly, the province must find an organizational form and a business model to 

develop agricultural services 

 In company with strategies, plans, mechanism and policies, an organizational form 

and an appropriate business model are very important to develop agricultural services. The 

development of an economic institution depends on its inner strength, but not the external 

one. Agricultural is also like that. Thus, although there are many organizational forms of 

agricultural services, cooperative are the most suitable for the province‘s conditions. The 

2012 Cooperative Law and successful examples of new-type service cooperatives in many 

provinces show that encouraging the formation and implementation of agricultural service 

cooperatives is the most important element to restructure the agriculture and enhance the 

competitive competence of Vietnam‘s agriculture in general and Ha Nam‘s in particular. 

 Fifthly, training staffs for developing agricultural services is an urgent need 

 Human are the key to success. Therefore, in order to build a qualified agricultural 

staff to meet the requirements of global integration, Ha Nam needs to follow these 

solutions below: 

 + The strategies of building qualified staffs in conformity with the new situation, 

which focus on training, must be completed and adjusted appropriately. Agricultural staffs 

must have the relevant qualifications.  

 + Learning environment for the staffs should be created. The staffs should study not 

only in training courses but also in the regular working environment.  
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 + The treatment policy must be satisfactory. It is one of the important solutions 

because the good treatment regime will not only attract highly qualified and enthusiastic 

staffs, but also prevent corruption, embezzlement and bureaucracy in executing civil 

services of the staffs. Performance-based treatment will encourage creativeness and 

responsibility of each individual.  

 Sixthly, the province needs to have administrative reform to enhance the 

effectiveness of state management at all levels. 

Enhancing the qualification and responsibility awareness of the staffs in executing civil 

services is the task of leaders. It is necessary to increase publicity, transparency and force 

administrative form in agencies of civil services. In the purpose of maintaining investment 

environment, transforming growth model and industrialization in agriculture, the Provincial 

Party Committee and People‘s Committee need to have a special concern in completing and 

conducting the project of transforming development and investment orientation which applies 

industrialization in agricultural production, develops livestock farming in households and 

provides fresh agricultural products to the provincial market and Ha Noi. 

If these solutions above are implemented synchronously, the growth of agricultural 

services will reach to a new level, contributing to Ha Nam‘s economic development. 
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Abstract 

Migration is a common and the inevitable phenomenon in any society in the world 

in general and Vietnam in particular. Over the past 20 years, Vietnam has seen an 

exponential increase of the influx of national and international immigrants. Migration 

flows common in Vietnam is rural - urban migrants where people flock to cities to look for 

work to increases family income. It also leaves more significant impact in urban areas 

especially for infrastructure. The following article will analyze the impact of migration on 

urban transport and housing in Vietnam, and on that basis proposed some solutions to 

control immigration effectively. 

Keywords: Migration, urban, transportation, housing 

 

1. The concept of migration 

According to the United Nations Commission in 1958 introduced the concept of 

migration as a form of movement in space by humans from one administrative unit to 

another administrative unit, together with the change shelter frequently in a defined 

time period. 

According to the International Organization for Migration (IMO) defines migration 

as the population shifts include any shift of a person or a group of people, including 

through national borders or in a country. As a movement of people, regardless of length, 

composition and reasons including migration of refugees, refugees evacuating, economic 

migrants and people move for other purposes (including family gathering). 

 This definition points out the essential scope to determine the types of 

migration, migration reasons. Simultaneously with the above definition, it gives the 

most overview of current types of migration in Vietnam, help the classification of the 

impact of migration of departure and destination more clear and easy to identify more. 

2. Impacts of migration on urban transport and housing in Vietnam 

2.1. Impacts of migration on urban transport 

Migration to large urbans beside the positive side, it also causes problems for the 

urban  in which urban transport is one of the outstanding issues. Free migrants go to large 

urbans to earn for living in a variety of types of work. There are jobs in the house, but there 

are also jobs in the streets as hawkers, selling lottery tickets, shipping materials, motorbike 

taxi driver ...To compete and have income, they are willing to encroach on the roadway 

pavement, adversely affecting people's living environment and cause unsafe traffic. When 

participating in traffic, many people are not aware of the traffic laws, do not know the 

provisions of the city about traffic as the prohibited areas some means of circulation, or 

time for prohibiting some means of circulation, despite the dangers, they carriage 

mailto:huyen116@yahoo.com
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voluminous goods, carrying more persons than prescribed, failure to comply with 

regulations on ensuring order and safety traffic. 

On the other hand, migration to large urbans causing urban population increased 

rapidly whereas the urban infrastructure has not developed to keep pace with population 

growth which causes congestion phenomena occur everywhere, especially during rush 

hours. For example, in 2010, Hanoi has around 112.126 all kinds cars, the average growth 

rate of 15-16% and more than 1 million bicycles. In which, passengers use private 

transport account for over 80%, bus over 10%, the rest is the other vehicle. The annual 

growth rate of motorcycles is 7 times and cars is 5 times than the population growth rate, 

the main reasons is due to the migration. This figure is alarmingly cause traffic jams 

because of occupying areas of motorcycles is 7.4 times larger and cars is 13 times 

compared to bus. Simultaneously with major consequences as noise, dust ...to make 

environmental pollution problems increasingly serious. 

Technical infrastructure system in urban areas is one of the key factors which 

promote economic and social development. In 1999, only has about 18 millions people live 

in urban areas, about 23.6%, then in 2002 was over 20 million (equivalent to 25.1% of the 

population). Expected by 2020 is 45%.The urban population will be increasing while the 

technical infrastructure of all the city has not yet meet the current conditions .Technical 

infrastructure in Vietnam urban areas are very weak and lack, in particular to transport 

systems. Low-density road network, estimated at major cities such as Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh 

City, Hai Phong, Da Nang is only 4-5 km / km2. At urban of grade 2, 3, this figure is half. 

Besides, this road network is unevenly distributed, lack of interconnection. Streets are short, 

narrow road limit, bad quality but many crossings. These intersections are mostly same level, 

narrow, not rational so that overcrowding in the nodes more and more serious. Land for 

static communication is too low lead to a lack of parking, the parking spot as well as the 

intercity bus station. Estimates, the proportion of land reserved for traffic less than 10% of 

urban construction land, while the necessary proportion is 20-25%. 

2.2. Impacts of migration on urban housing issues 

Recent years, the Party and the Government was very concerned about the housing 

problem, investing several billions for construction of new housing in urban and industrial 

parks. Thus, they has solved an important part of people's residence. However, urban 

housing situation is still very stressful in all aspects: new development, renovation, purchase, 

transfer and management. In fact, the housing fund, the new public buildings are rapid 

growth, but does not meet the needs of urbanization (schools, health care, water supply, 

electricity and urban environmental sanitation). If no effective solutions, the effect of 

housing will directly affect economic - society development in general and urban 

development. The more important thing is to fix the consequences of mistakes because of 

urban housing policy will long and costly. The study showed that urban housing contained a 

series of problems in its essence which can only resolve by a greater national stature policy. 

However, today citizen‘s expenditure on housing still have a significant gap. On housing, in 

recent years, our country has millions square meters newly-built houses to serve the demands 

of citizens. But rapid growth of urban population has reduced the average area of housing. 

Besides that, many houses are damaged and degraded, unsafe or has expired now. Free 
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immigrants into our country, the housing is a concern problem, some seasonal migrants who 

have purpose is to looking for jobs at the harvest time, with qualified low-skilled, they can 

not afford a house. They often congregate in the sidewalk or in a cheap boarding house, 

accommodation conditions are very difficult. Housing spaces per capita in urban of our 

country are too low (5,4m
2 
/ person). The quality of housing is not guaranteed, conditions of 

the infrastructure and environment is poor. "Slum" house has significant proportion in urban. 

Supply and demand is serious imbalance, plus the impact of the unreasonable policy, ... 

make housing prices are too high compared with income of citizens. Since eliminating the 

subsidy of goverment, amount and quality of housing which are invested by local people 

increased significantly. However, spontaneous housing construction has made urban 

administrations can not control construction as planned, affected the urban landscape 

architecture and living environment. Overall, the proportion of households living in an 

apartment in urban is higher than rural areas, with a difference of 2.6% (9.7% compared with 

7.1%).Thus, compared with the population census in 1999, the proportion of households 

living together has increased in both areas (1999 was 7.7% in urban and 5.8% in rural). The 

difference is small if calculated for the whole urban and rural. However, compare between 

different types of urbanfound that the proportion living together in urban of grade  II to IV & 

V is even lower in rural, while that proportion in the two urban of two special grade more 

high considerably than other. For example, the proportio living together in special grade 

urban was 17.2%, while in other urban areas only in the range of 6 to 8%. 

In recent years, about housing, our country has millions m
2 

newly-built houses to 

serve the demands of the people. (5,4m
2
/person).The quality of housing is not guaranteed, 

the conditions of the infrastructure, the environment is poor.Supply and demand is serious 

imbalance, plus the impact of the unreasonable policy, ... make housing prices are too high 

compared with income of citizens.However the rapid growth of urban population has 

reduced the average area of housing. Besides that,many houses damaged and degraded, 

unsafe or has expired now. Free immigrants into our country, the housing is a concern 

problem, some seasonal migrants who have purpose is to looking for jobs at the harvest 

time, with qualified low-skilled, they can not afford a house. They often congregate in the 

sidewalk or in a cheap boarding house, accommodation conditions are very 

difficult.Housing spaces per capita in urban of our country are too low (table 1). 

Table 1: Characteristics of average housing area of households in urban (with grade 

of the urban) and rural, 2009 

 

Characteristics 

Type of residence 

Special 

urban 

Grade 

1 

urban 

Grade 

2 

urban 

Grade 

3 

urban 

Grade 

4,5 

urban 

Urban Rural Total 

1. Cohabitation 17.2 8.2 6.1 6.4 5.6 9.7 7.1 7.9 

2. Housing area per capita: Non- cohabitation (%) 

<4 m
2
 2.0 1.4 1.8 1.1 1.0 1.5 0.9 1.1 

4-6 m
2
 4.3 4.2 4.8 3.0 2.9 3.8 3.1 3.3 

6-10 m
2
 11.7 13.2 12.8 11.0 12.0 12.0 15.0 14.1 

10+ m
2
 82.0 81.2 80.6 84.9 84.1 82.8 81.1 81.6 

Source: UN-Habitat, 2010 
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Housing forecast in the future: Demand for housing in urban is increasing due to 

country population increases in general and in particular, urban population increases.See 

the table below: 

Table2: The index of housing and urban, 2009-2020 

Index Unit 2009 2015 2020 

Urban population Millions 25,43 35 44 

Rate of urbanization  % population 29,63 38 45 

Average people per household Person  3,7 3,4 3,2 

Average housing area  / person  square/person  19,2 26 29 

Demand of housing      

No of apartments/ houses Millions  6,76 10,2 13,5 

The total area   Millionsquare 476 905 1260 

The increase total area Millionsquare 0 429 784 

Source: Ministry of Construction, 2011 

3. Some solutions  

To control and regulate migration on the basis of respecting the right to free 

movement and residence of citizens efficiently is difficult problems, and the authorities 

should use good economic tools, social policy. (For example, to younger workers who 

have rural origin voluntarily stay hometown, they must invest up to improve rural 

infrastructure, promoting agriculture, develop agricultural insurance system …). Need to 

have some below solutions:  

First: Determine the size of the urban population appropriately 

Considered migrant workers are motivated to actively promote economic-society 

development, contributing to the population distribution, economic-

employmentrestructuring, raise living standards.However, need to enhance the role and 

responsibilities of municipal government in the city building long-term planning, strategic 

planning of economic-society development of the city according to the schedule which has 

calculated the population and labor scale, structure to suit each phase of development. 

Second: Upgrade information systems to serve the policy making and regulatory 

management of migrant workers into the city 

 The information in the state administration as a tool to capture new signals which 

state capturing, processing, effective using to set out decisionsto manage economic to meet 

the country‘s development in the certain periods. To make policy for labor and implement 

management labor who moved into the city, the city government should have sufficient 

information, updates on the number and structure of migrant workers. 

Third: Establish and implement planning, economic-society development 

strategycomprehensively in each stage to regulate the flow of migrant workers. 

On the basis of the orientation of urban development, we need a more specific plan 

which must be taken seriously. To develop urban sustainablely, they should implement 

planning, reviewing, adjusting synchronously and implement the establishment and 

enforcement of planning. One of the important attraction to pull labor move to city is a 

vibrant of the labor market with employment opportunities and higher income. So in order 
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to spread the flow of workers, we must develop satellite towns around the city, develop 

industrial parks to the periphery as planned. 

Fourth: Strengthening regulation and management of labor move to cities by 

economic methodssuitable for market mechanisms and rules of city development. 

Economic method is the indirect effects method to objects are managed through 

economic benefits to create situations for objects can select. Using econometric methods 

will promote the initiative and creativity. Use economic leverage, methods to attract and 

encourage people and businesses develop to ensure harmoniously between the general 

interest and private interests; using economic incentives to regulate economic activity 

and attract potential resources of migrants. The city should receive limited investment 

projects and need more unskilled workers in urban in order to create barriers to indirectly 

restrict the migration of people to cities. The kernel metropolitan areas should encourage 

higher intelligence industry, advanced technology, selected employers, in association with 

research centers. 

Fifth: Improving urban management apparatus, improve the efficiency of labor and 

residential management 

Define clearly the functions and duties of the management apparatus of the market 

economy, good organization apparatus is an important measure to create the legal 

framework for the functions, tasks, plan socio - economic. 

Sixth: There are policies on housing for immigrants 

Every year, number of immigrants in the city that lack of housing and rising home 

prices are too high compared to the income of immigrants. They must live in the shabby 

makeshift apartment which are built spontaneously affect to the development of the 

technical infrastructure. Therefore, the city government leaders need to create conditions 

for immigrants with low income can bye social house with low-cost; Build the apartment 

to lease and houses on deferred payment ; Regulate the urban population growth in line 

with the pace and demand of economic and social development. Review investigation and 

classification of the housing situation of the population in the central area. In the future, 

need to specify the standards of housing for the settlers in this area. Moving down the 

households who are residing in low quality houses to the city planning areas. 
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Abstract  

This research was aimed at studying: 1) preparation of women who were travelling 

to marry a foreigner and their expectations of living with their husbands in the 

destinationcountry;2) factors correlated to the levels of expectations of living with their 

husbands in the destination country. The quantitative method was applied and the target 

group consisted of 211 women living in Udonthani and Khon Kaen who were going abroad 

to marry a foreigner. The number of women in these two areas has shown high potentialin 

cross-national marriage. The data were collected through the structured interview during 

June to August 2011. Pearson Correlation Analysis was done to determine correlation 

between the factors.  

The results show that women who were going to marry a foreigner had language, 

socialand cultural preparation for their lives abroad. Preparation in terms of knowledge on 

theirrights after marriage, needs of assistance while living abroad, and financial 

management was found at a low level. However, the majority‟s expectations of living with 

their foreign husband were at a medium level; roughly half had great expectations of 

security, sustainability, honest spouse who trust them, and spouses‟ assistance in their 

adjustment. Moreover, one out of three of the target groups expected their foreign husband to 

providefinancial assistance to support their parents and family back home. The factors 

correlated significantly to expectations of living with a foreign husband included the 

degree of preparation before travelling and the net income.  
 

Keywords: Married to Foreigners, Cross-cultural Marriage, Expectation of Live, 

Preparation of Migration, Female Migrant. 
 

1. Introduction 

The recent past development work in Thailand is generally seen as resulting in 

economic and social changes at all levels including the family. Thai families have 

experienced a higher workload to support their members under the consumerism age, so 

that they live a better and more convenient life. Some families let their female members 

migrate to another region to earn more incomes, most frequently in the service sector 

(National Statistical Office, 2010).These women had more chance to meet foreigners and 

develop their relationships that led to marriage. Cross-cultural marriage in the rural 

Northeast has become a prevalent phenomenon since 2003. The foreigners who married Thai 

women were from Europe, for example Germany, Switzerland, and England (Deemanop, 

2003).In addition to meeting foreigners in the province where the women were working in 

mailto:treeborofsplendour@gmail.com
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the service sector, some women utilized the advance and modernization of globalized 

information and communication to contact foreign male friends. Cross-national marriage 

leads to social changes from the traditional situation where parents had an influence on 

their daughters‘ marriage partner. When women go out to work, parental influence in this 

respect declines (Lapanun, Mettarikanon, and Apichatwallop, 2007). After marriage, a 

number of these women have to move and live abroad in the husband‘s country. It was 

therefore interesting to how these women, who had not been much familiar with their 

husband and who would face socio-cultural differences, expect in living with their 

husbands abroad and what factors correlated to the expectations of living with the 

husbands at the destination country. The result of the study would reflect the trend of 

cross-cultural marriage sustainability. If the expectations were many, the pressure could 

arise in the cross-cultural life of the rural northeastern women. 

2. Research Objectives 

This research was performed to study: 1) thepreparation of women who were 

migrating to marry a foreigner and their expectations of living with their husbands in the 

destination country;and 2) factors correlated to the levels of rural Isan women‘s 

expectations of living with their husbands in the destination country.  

3. Concepts of Migration and Cross-cultural marriage 

3.1 Migration Concepts  

 The first concept focusing on the migration phenomenon is “the Laws of 

Migration”, which was developed byErnst George Revenstien (1885). The major point 

was that the major trend of each individual migration involves a return as a compensation. 

That is to say, when there is a great number of migrations from any area, there is a regular 

return to the hometown of the migrants who left the place to live and work in another 

place. Besides, Revenstien explained that most migration is from rural to urban areas in 

order to find civilization, especially in an economy which opens a chance for employment. 

 The “Theory of Migration” is the theory Everett S. Lee (1966)  further developed from 

the Laws of Migration with a focus on interesting explanation of migration. Migration here is 

defined as the change of a person‘s abode, both permanently and temporarily, both to a 

nearby or a distant place, and both domestically or internationally. Thus, migration of a 

woman to marry a foreigner is categorized under Lee‘s definition.  

 There are more suggestions regarding the aspect of satisfaction or dissatisfaction of 

an individual or a family towards the profits to be gained from different places. For instance, 

the concept of “Place Utility”developed by Brown and Moore (1970) emphasizes the degree 

of satisfaction towards the profit from a place that influences decision made on migration. If a 

person is not satisfied with a place, he or she will decide to move. A rural woman‘s migration 

to marry a foreigner may be an outcome of her dissatisfaction of her own socio-economic 

condition. This correlates to the concept, “Location Specific Capital” of  Davanzo and 

Morrision (1981), who sees that the factor leading to different migration behaviour is due to 

the comparison of the profits to be obtained between the place of origin and the destination. 

 Later arrived the dimension of households which aroused further studies on 

migration. One example is Stark (1991) who explained about an individual reasons affecting 
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decision to migrate. These circle around the household issues such as incomes and household 

risks – if a family needs the highest income from all household activities with the least risks 

from those activities, then the family will base their decision on these issues before letting a 

member migrate.  

 3.2. Cross-Cultural Marriage of Thai Isan Society  

Cross-cultural marriage is one form of population migration which started in the 

beginning of the 20
th

 Century. Many academics talked about the reasons behind cross-

cultural marriage. Sassen (2000), for example, reflected the reason of cross-national 

marriage in the article, “Women‟s Burden: Counter-geographies of Globalization and the 

Feminization of Survival” that migration for a marriage purpose or occupational purpose is 

made to a country with a higher degree of development than the country of origin. Most 

women were selected to work or marry and live with their husbands in a richer country. 

They would leave the family in the home country to live in a country having a higher 

economic status and development owing to their good attitudes towardcross-national 

marriage(Oxfeld, 2005; Suzuki, 2005). It can be said that cross-nationalmarriage is the 

consequence of the structural conditions of the present globalized societythat forces women to 

take economic responsibilities for the family and the community. This is the gap in the 

economic advancement, fund, power, and gender relations (Sassen, 2000). It can also be 

said that cross-national marriage has its ground in an economy. 

Marriages between Thai women and foreign males became evident during the 

Vietnam War, when there were more than 49,000 American soldiers coming into 

Thailand and the army bases were founded in 1964. The number peaked to 140,0001 

soldiers in 1969. The American army bases in different provinces such as Nakhon 

Ratchasima, Udonthani, Ubon Ratchathani and Sattahip District resulted in expansion 

of entertainment businessesand services such as restaurants, night clubs, bars, and 

massage parlours in the vicinityof the army bases and famous service zones such as 

Patpong, Pattaya, etc. Such businessgrowth attracted women to the service sector, and 

some, to work in brothels as prostitutes (Cohen, 2003).   

The first study of Buranasompop (2000) revealed that when young girls planned to 

marry a foreigner, they dreamed of a well-off man with a good job and the ability to 

support them. When time passed, this attitude has changed. Women select a marriage 

partner who accepts them and respect their family. They also need social welfare and better 

living of themselves and family. A study of Thai women‘s migrationto Germany through 

marriage byRuankaew (1998) conducted at the destination showed that the women group 

had different backgrounds in education, occupational skills, economic status of the family, 

hometown and experiences in being employed, and migration. Most of these women were 

from Isan and the North who hoped to live in a better social setting. These factors were the 

important condition forcing them to migrate through marriage. Their incentives consisted of 

economic factors, family crisis,and former marriage problems such as husband‘s violence, 

husband‘s adultery behaviour or husband‘s desertion. These problems were mentioned in a 

study byWanitchang (2007) who found the reason of Thai women choosing to marry a 

foreigner as being the divorce from irresponsible husbands. Another research work 

performed at the destination by Duangkamnert (2008) reflected that most Thai women who 
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got married with German men wanted to raise their socio-economic status from their social 

values of attainment of their life goals within a short period.  

Review of related documents demonstrated that migration for cross-cultural 

marriage purpose rooted from background conditions. Therefore, rural Isan women must 

have numerous expectations of living with a foreigner in the destination country. There must 

also be many factors related to their expectations such as the factor of general traits of the 

women who are migrating for marriage, household factor, and factor related to social 

psychology, i.e., preparation of women who are going to marry a foreigner. 

4. Research Methodology 

This study applied the Quantitative Research design with the analytical unit at an 

individual level, i.e., 211 women who were travelling to marry a foreigner. The Snowball 

Sampling Technique (Snijders, 1992) was used in order to obtain the sample group with 

the required characteristics. Since there was no database indicating the number of the 

population of the study, a preliminary survey was conducted to select the target site for the 

research with the target group in Udonthani and Khon Kaen.   

The interview was used as the tool for collecting data. This was developed and 

tested in terms of content validity from an expert before trying out with 30 women who 

were going abroad to marry a foreigner and were non-participants of the research. The 

reliability of the interview form was analyzed and the Cronbach
‘
sAlphaCoefficient 

obtained was 0.91 indicating that the interview tool met the quality required. 

The research variables of this studycomprised: - The independent variables: the 

present age of the women, net income per month, total debt, number of dependable 

members, number of migration times abroad, the number of relatives married to a 

foreigner, length of time of going steady, degree of preparation before migration. All of the 

independent variables had continual measuring scales with the present age and the degree 

of preparation measured in interval scales and the rest measured in ratio scales. The 

dependent variables included expectations of living with their foreignhusband in the foreign 

country, which covered expectation of marriage life, expectations of being accepted and 

equality at the destination country, expectation of support from the foreign husband, and 

expectation of life planning at the destination country. The answer scales were divided into 

5 levels: 5 - most, 4 - high, 3 - moderate, 2 – low, 1 - very low or least. The dependent 

variables covered 29 question items and the measurement was in interval scales.  

Data Collection: The researchers made an official request for cooperation from 

village heads in order to ask the women who were travelling abroad for marriage to give 

the interview. Then the snowball method was applied to find more informants. We 

received good cooperation and the field survey was conducted from June to August,  2011. 

Data analysis was based on computation and analysis using the SPSS software and 

descriptive statistics. The Pearson Correlation Analysis was based on to analyze factors 

correlated to the expectations of living with a foreign husband in the destination country. 

The results were presented through description and tabulation.    

5. Research Results 

The following presentation topics of research results include: the characteristics of 

women who were migrating to another country for marriage with a foreigner, preparation of 
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the women before migration, the expectations of living with a foreign husband in the 

destination country, andthe factors related to the expectations of living with a foreign 

husband in a foreign country.  

5.1 Characteristics of women who were migrating to a destination country for   

marriage with a foreigner  

The participating women were at an average age of 39.8 years, with the majority of 

40.8% being 41-45 years, 15% were married or lived with a partner, 36.1% completedprimary 

education, 87.25% had 1-2 dependents to support. As high as 58.7% had debts, with the 

amount of debts of 73.1% being lower than 100,000 baht(3,132 US$). It should be noted that 

46.9% of these women had been unemployed in Thailand. 70.8% had been abroad once or 

twice. 56.0% went steady with their foreign boyfriends for less than one year. The country of 

the highest cases of marriage destination was Germany followed by England. 45.4% had 

relatives married to a foreigner, which was a clarified social network in the process of cross-

cultural marriage. Similarly, a study by Duangkambert (2010) found that most cases of 

marriage with a foreigner in Germany of Thai ladies happened from persuasion by relatives. It 

was also noted that these women had been married to a Thai before, with the highest number 

of former marriage length of 9.7 years, and 69.2% had been divorced. It can be seen that the 

above characteristics coupled with responsibility for dependent family members were the force 

behind their decision to get married to a foreigner. 

5.2 Preparation before the migration of the women who were married a foreigner  

As high as 63.5% of the women were found to prepare themselves before leaving at 

a medium level and 23.5% at a low level. This indicated risks that might take place. In 

terms of language and socio-cultural aspects to live in the destination country, only one 

third prepared by learning the language before travelling, where 36.8% said it was not 

necessary to learn about the social and cultures of the country of destination. Regarding 

knowledge of the rights after marriage, only 54.5% of the women understoodthe law 

governing marriage with a foreigner, only 1 out of 3 understood about marriagevisa and the 

rights related to cross-national marriage. Only 1 out of 4 prepared themselvesin terms of the 

channel to contact the Thai Embassy abroad, associations/ departments/organizations that 

can provide assistance in time of troubles. Besides, only 39.3% were found planning for 

their occupation abroad. The findings show that women who were going to marry a 

foreigner abroad prepared themselves at a low level in terms of living. This might lead to 

pressure that could possibly affect their lives.  

5.3.Expectations of living with a foreign husband in the destination country  

On analyzing the expectations of living with a foreign husband, we found that 

78.4% showed medium expectations. Roughly half of the women expected highly of stable 

and permanent family life, of honest and reliable spouse who could give assistance and 

support, of a spouse who would be true to and accept them.The high expectation of women 

who were migrating abroad was in building a stable family. It could be understood that 

these women had divorced; when they had a chance to marry a foreigner from a foreign 

culture, their ideal was towards a stable family (Kraikrueng, 2013). With regard to 

expectations of being accepted and equality in the destination country, it was found that 

over 45.0% of the informants expected at a moderate level for being accepted in the social 
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and being treated equally. This reflected their inconfidence in living abroad owing to 

differences in culture. Moreover, the time that they learned about each other was not long. 

The women had also been divorced from a Thai husband. Hence, one third of the women 

expected at a high level to be supported by the foreign husband in economy and assistance to 

their family when it is in need of money by being allowed to let them support their family by 

remitting money back home. These answers were found at a medium level of 51.4% and 

51.0%, respectively. It can be seen that most of the target group expected economic support 

to assist their family since in Thai rural areas, daughters are close to their parents because of 

the social trait of female-side inheritance. Daughters are aware of their responsibility to take 

care of their parents even though after their marriage (Deemanop, 2013).  In terms of 

expectations of life planning when abroad, the target women had high expectations, with 

42.6% intending to learn the language. More than half expected at a medium level to have 

Thai friends and networks to do activities and help one another. It should be noted that 

40.7% of the migrating women expected at a very low level to live forever abroad. 

5.4 Factors related to the expectations of living with a foreign husband in the 

destination country 

Pearson Correlation analysis through independent variables of the present age of the 

women, total monthly income, number of dependents, number of migration time abroad, the 

number of relatives married to a foreigner, length of time being steady, total debts, and 

preparation before the migration was conducted against the dependent variable of 

expectations of living with a foreign husband. 

The findings indicate that the expectations of living with a foreign husband in the 

destination country correlated positively to the total monthly earnings and preparation before 

migration at a significant level of 0.05, or at 0.167 and0.326, respectively, which were in 

accordance with the research hypotheses. At the same time, the preparation before migration 

correlated positively with the total monthly earnings and the number of relatives‘ marrying 

with a foreigner at a significant level of 0.05, at 0.226 and 0.248, respectively. However, it 

correlated negatively with the number of dependents at 0.248. It was noted that the number 

of times of migration abroad correlated with the number of relatives marrying a foreigner 

(Table 1) and the correlations between variables with significant levels were at a low level.  

Table 1 Correlation coefficient of variables that associated with the expectations of  

living with a foreign husband of rural Isan women.  

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1. Age  1.000         

2. Income 0.004 1.000        

3. No. of dependency -0.024 -0.039 1.000       

4. No of migration to aboad 0.195
*
 0.377

**
 0.006 1.000      

5. No of relatives married foreigners 0.078 0.222
*
 0.016 0.282

*
 1.000     

6. Period of get relation 0.285
**

 0.023 0.041 -0.009 -0.157 1.000    

7. Total Debts 0.176 0.060 0.124 0.032 -0.043 -0.096 1.000   

8. Preparation Level -0.134 0.226
**

 -0.204
**

 0.143 0.248
*
 0.024 -0.065 1.000  

9. Expectations Level -0.098 0.167
*
 0.011 0.138 0.015 0.044 -0.078 0.326

**
 1.000 
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations 

6.1. Conclusions 

The following major conclusion points were drawn:  

1) Most of the women informants‘ preparation before travelling to live abroad was 

at a medium level. Only one third learned the language and roughly 54.5% reported that 

they understood about marriage registration with a foreigner, while one out of three had 

knowledge of marriage visa and laws governing the rights of cross-national marriage. Only 

one fourth of the women prepared for the channel to contact an organization such as the 

Thai Embassy if assistance was needed. For their expectations of living with a foreign 

husband abroad, roughly half of the target group expected at a high level that their family 

life would be stable and sustainable, their spouse would be honest and reliable, be friendly 

and assist in their adjustment. Only one third expected at a high level that the foreign 

husband would support in the economy, so that they would take care of their parents back 

home to live more comfortably with monetary assistance.  

2) The factors correlated significantly with the expectation levels of living with a 

foreign husband abroad at the 0.05 level included the total income per month and 

preparation for migration.  

6.2.Recommendations from Research Results  

From the study results, recommendations could be made for organizations and 

departments concerned with migration of women to marry both in terms of policies and 

plans. It was found that there has been no organizations that plan or implement anything for 

cross-cultural marriage of Thai women especially their preparation before travelling. In fact, 

preparation in language and cultures is very important as well as understanding about 

marriage registration, marriage visa, and laws governing marriage with a foreigner and 

preparation for a means to contact when in need of assistance.  

Additionally, assistance, rights protection should be provided for the women who 

are travelling to marry with a foreigner in 2 aspects:  

1) The means for assistance in domestic country or Thailand – This should be an 

integrative operation between government and private organizations to increase 

mechanisms for screening women before they travel abroad in order to reduce risks. A 

system of assistance should be developed to assist women from impact when they return to 

Thailand both mentally as well as occupationally.  

2)The means for assistance in the destination country – There should be a system of 

counseling and assistance, where the Government should seek cooperations from private 

organizations in the area.  
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Abstract 

The purposes of this study were to investigate the phenomenon of poverty and 

inequality in households of OTOP local cotton operators and to analyze the approach for 

reducing the issues of poverty and inequality by using the process of developing 

community enterprise. The sample groups were 32 persons including chair persons, vice-

chair persons and committee members. The research instruments were in-depth interview, 

focus group discussion, and observation. The data was analyzed by triangulation. 

The results showed that the dynamic of the poverty and the inequality in households of 

OTOP local cotton operators for the past 20 years were at the highest level. However, the rate 

of the poverty and the  inequality were reduced after starting the OTOP business with the 

support of  the government from the year 1989. The OTOP local cotton operators agreed that 

the situation has improved considerably since the year 2000 with the 7 factors ; powerful 

group leaders, manufacturing process, marketing, the interaction with the outsiders, 

community welfare, product development, and the implementation of the sufficiency economy. 
 

Keywords: dynamics of the poverty and the inequality, OTOP, local cotton operators 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Rationale of the study 

 After studying literature and research on poverty and inequality in the past, 

satisfactory answers showthat Thailand was successful in economic growth at a high level 

and it can reduce the poverty rate of the country from 1977 onwards. Although the rate of 

economic growth was negative in recession in1997, it could grow again in late 1997 

onwards. The success of economic development has helped average household income of 

Thailand rise and the poverty is greatly reduced. In addition, the findings of Sakonthawat 

(2012) found that Thailand was successful in reducing the proportion of the poor 

continuously in the last twenty years, between 1988 and 2009.By analyzing the patterns of 

dynamics of poverty in four household groups: chronic poverty,transient poverty, moving 

into poverty and never poor,it is found that reduced poverty rate is the result of households 

getting out of poverty by about 40 percent.However, the proportion of households that 

cannot get out of poverty or chronic poverty is10 percent.It shows that poverty still exists. 

In other words, the source of inequality still exists and it remains an important issue in the 

northeast of Thailand. 
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 However, the government of Thailand has several policies and projects to improve 

the quality of life, income and well-being of the people especially in the agricultural sector 

and in the rural area. One Tambon One Product or OTOP, which started in 2001, is a 

project that aims to create prosperity of the community to enhance the well-being of people 

in the community. Therefore, OTOP business in the community may be a factor that can 

reduce poverty and inequality as well.It would be interesting to study the dynamics of 

poverty and inequality as well as factors affecting the success of OTOP business that lead 

to the reduction of poverty and inequality of households. The members of OTOP cotton 

processing in UbonRatchathaniare used as resources in this study. 

1.2Significant Theory 

This research is applied mixed-methods approach including quantitative and 

qualitative research to find out the dynamics of poverty within a sustainable livelihoods 

framework to indicate the changes of two householdgroups. One ischronic povertyand 

another is transient poverty which moves into poverty or moves out of poverty in 3 

ways:Non-poor ➝ Poor, Poor ➝ Non-poor and Poor ➝ Poor. 

1.3 Framework 
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1.4. Related Studies 

Sakonthawat (2012) studied the dynamics of poverty: a case study of farmers in the 

rural northeast and central Thailand. A combination of quantitative and qualitative research 

was used to analyze the study. The objective was to use the advantages of both methods to 

explain the dynamics of poverty at the household level in rural Thailand in twenty years, 

between 1988 and 2009.Two hundred and forty households from SuphanBuri, a province 

in central Thailand, and KhonKaen, a province in northeastern Thailand, were chosen in 

the study because both provinces were the main rice producers.The study was conducted 

through a combination of quantitative research of panel data collected from questionnaire 

and qualitative research.Interviews were used to inquire personal profile to analyze the 

factors affecting the dynamics of poverty including general information and the asset 

possession of households with a focus on the concept of rural livelihood framework.The 

results showed that from a macro level, it clearly indicated that Thailand succeeded in 

reducing the proportion of the poor people continuously and it was the reduction of poverty 

in the northeast and central regions. When analyzing the patterns of dynamics of poverty in 

four household groups: chronic poverty, transient poverty, moving into poverty and never 

poor, it found that poverty reduction was the result of a household getting out of poverty 

by about 40 percent.However, it found that the proportion of households that could not get 

out of poverty and was in chronic poverty was at 10 percent and eight percent of all 

households was not poor, but nearly fell into poverty. 

 Office of Agricultural Economics, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (2012) 

conducted a study of poor agricultural households in lower northeastern part. The 

objectives were to study the economy, society, infrastructure and the environment of poor 

farming households and analyze the living conditions of poor agricultural households in 

depth. Furthermore, the study was used to propose the guidelines and solutions 

corresponding to the area. In this study, data from economic and social surveys of 

agricultural households and workers of 2009/2010 in the lower northeastern part was used 

includingin-depth interviews of poor agricultural households and discussions of 

agricultural groups,leaders and government agencies in the area.The study found that the 

age of household head of  most poor households was over 50 years. The members in each 

household were more than five people. The education of the household head over 90 

percent was at compulsory level. Most of them were not the member of the group and they 

were not trained in areas beneficial to their career.More than 80 percent of them were 

farmers. More than 90 percent of the area was farmland outside the irrigation area.The 

average size of land holding per household was fewer than households out of poverty. 

Meanwhile, it was likely that the mortgage sale and lease of arable land increased. 

Accelerated approaches to solving the problem of poverty included the water management, 

improvementof suitable soilsystem and growing crops suited to local conditions,planning 

to plant a variety of plants to reduce the risk and using residual materials from one plant to 

another plant for maximum benefit. 

 Jongwutiwes, Singhalert and Passago (2013) studied the Factors Affecting the 

Success of Community Business Management in Muang District, Roi-et Province.The 

conclusion showed that there were 12 factors in the study including 1) Operations and 
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management 2) Production management 3) Marketing management 4) Financial and 

investment Management 5) Leader 6) Group committee  7) The participation of the 

members 8) Labor 9) Community regulations 10) Activities with external 11) Welfare and 

12) Networking. These factors were associated with factors affecting the successful 

operation of the community business with statistical significance level at.05.There were 

four variables affecting the most to the least respectively: 1) leadership, 2) networking 3) 

management and 4) group committee. These four factors affecting the successful operation 

of the community business or influencing changes or variation to the successful operation 

of the community business showed statistical significance level at.05. 

1.5. Objectives of the Study 

1) To study the phenomenon of poverty and inequality of OTOP household 

operators of cotton processing group in structural dimension, link to the mechanism of the 

government, market system and community context. 

2) To analyzethe approaches to tackling poverty and reducing inequality of OTOP 

household operators using the development process of community enterprise. 

2. Method 

Participants of this study were 32 samples including chairpersons of the groups, 

vice chairpersons and members of OTOP local cotton operators in Ubon Ratchathani 

Province. Research Instruments were in-depth interview, focus group discussion, and 

observation. In interviews and focus group discussion, three points were defined as a 

framework including 1) Basic information and potential self-reliance at household level 2) 

Elements leading to sustainable living were divided into 3 phases: the first phase was 

living conditions in parents‘ generation or before 2001, the second phase was living 

conditions between 2001 – 2014 and the last phase was present living conditions in 2015 

onwards  3) Suggestions on the factors affecting the success of OTOP cotton processing 

businessthat led to the reduction of the poverty and inequality.Data Collection was 

conducted by the researchers asked for the permission to stay in the community for 2-3 

days to conduct structure interview, observe and study related document and 

evidence.Later, eight members were randomly selected in focus group discussion. The data 

was analyzed using content analysis and data triangulation from three sources including 

data from interview record form, data from focus group discussion and data from concept 

theory.The information was presented in descriptive analysis on the issue objectively. 

3. Results 

Thirty-two households of OTOP cotton processing group locate in a village in a 

district of UbonRatchathani. The district is about 57 kilometers to the south of the province 

and the distance to the village is 11 kilometers away. The area of the village is a slope to 

the east and is near HuayHinSiu, a tributary of Lam Dome Yai River. As a result, the area 

is often flooded during the flood season. The village has a total area of 3,743 hectares and 

is classified as 62 hectares for residential areas,1,912 hectares for rice cultivation, 1,499 

hectares for farmland,150 hectares for pipe irrigation and 120 hectares for community 

forests (Board of Non Sawang Village Moo 11, 2010).Currently, there are 120 households 

in the village and the population is 690: 335males and 355 females.Four hundred and fifty-
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two of them are in working age, the age range of 15 years to 59 years.One hundred and 

twenty-five of them are children under working age, younger than 15 years of age.There 

are 113 people in the elderly,aged 60 years and over. (Health Promotion Hospital of Nong 

YaoSubdistrict, 2016) Data of living development is classified into three stages as follows. 

Phase 1: Before 2001 or since the settlement as a community 

It is said that most people migrated from Muang Sam Sib District and Khuang Nai 

District which situate in the north of UbonRatchathani Province. The immigrants came to 

occupy a residential area and farming is their main occupation.Since this space is adjacent 

to the creek and is a slope, the flooding in rainy season always damages crops. In 

1972,many families tried to find new job and / or part-time job to earn more income. Some 

families, for the whole family or some members in working age (age range 15-50 years), 

decided to go to Bangkok and metropolitan areas to be a worker as their relatives, who had 

already worked there, asked them to do so. The jobs that they worked most were 

seamstresses in the factory andconstruction laborers (mason, carpenter, tile installer, 

etc.)which were regarded as heavy labor. They affected their health and after working for a 

time, their physical health problems started. They had to return home for the treatment. 

Some were fortunate to get some experience and skills that are useful in the development 

of jobs of the village as well. The men of the family that didnot migrate to Bangkok would 

go fishing in the creek for daily cooking. If they could catch more fish, they would sell 

them at the community market. The women started weaving using traditional loom, finding 

the area to plant cotton and throwing cotton as a raw material in weaving. The area where 

the villagers chose to plant cotton was the riverbank of HuayHinSiu because it was easy to 

water and take care of the plants. Early, the bark was boiled and used as dyeing color so 

the colors were various depending on the kinds of bark.The problems were the color 

sometimes was not desired and the color of the bark wasnot durable. Thus,the villagers had 

to learn and try different types of bark all the time. 

Later in 1988,Community Development Office of DetUdom District and Provincial 

Industry Office of UbonRatchathani started helping villagers to make the looms and 

training the women in the village to weave with loom for 45 days.They started from 

weaving plain color cloth, chintz and loincloth and they used chemical dyeing color instead 

of the color of the bark because it was not faded. Villagers were interested in this training 

since the province had supported the local weaving. As a result, households turned to 

weaving as their full-time job and they formed a weaving group. In 1989, there were 29 

initial members and it raised stocks from the member 200 baht each, totaling 5,800 baht, to 

purchase equipment for weaving. During the same period, UbonRatchathani launched a 

campaign promoting the officers to wear a uniform made from local fabric on Fridays and 

it made hand-woven fabrics needed. At that time, the weaving group did not know how to 

tailor clothes so it sold only fabrics at 18 baht a meters. Therefore, the incomewas not 

enough to share to members of the group. 

In late 1992, there weres ome villagers who went to Bangkok to be a seamstress and 

returned home to visit relatives. They knew the problems of the weaving group so they 

made suggestions on the design and sewing to start processing and add value. Later, 

Provincial Industry Office of UbonRatchathani trained the villagers to sew and design 
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clothes. First, they were recommended to tailor their own clothes. Then, they developed to 

sell in the shops provided in UbonRatchathani province. Later, the group sold the products 

in the trade fairs in the province and other provinces in the northeast and they got positive 

feedback. The trend  of the market seemed to be moving in a good direction and it was the 

turning point when the head of the weaving groupdecided to leave the group and started 

family business in early 1996. 

The business of the former was household business. Her husband and son helped in 

the production that only fabrics were produced.There was a popular demand so she 

recruited the villagers to join the group in order to increase the production volume. After 

that, they thought of the concept of complete business. They ordered the cotton thread from 

the factory in addition toself- production. The thread was dyed and woven into the fabric 

and that resulted in more fabrics and faster production.There was a need to expand to more 

markets as well. Some of additional markets were from selling fabrics in the consignment 

stores on credit. Later, it found the problem that thestores could not paymoney on time so 

the business was illiquid. The group had to change the business approach from the 

production of fabrics-only to finished garments. Since no one had the knowledge and 

expertise of processing, the group had to ask for advice from some stores in the city of 

UbonRatchathani. They got advice and help including supporting staff / members of the 

group to learn dress making. The group could increase garment processing from 300 

pieces per month to 800 pieces per month at a later stage. Moreover, the group was 

fortunate to expand the business.Their relatives who went to work in Chiang Mai 

(Northern Thailand) brought their clothes to sell at Chiang Mai Night Bazaar, a famous 

market for domestic and international visitors.The product was popular because it was 

different from northern-style cotton clothing. Clothing stores in Chiang Mai began to 

contact the group to produce clothes for them. 

Phase 2:2001 - 2014  

In1997 when the country suffered from economic crisis, the government under the 

leadership of Thai Rak Thai Party, which Pol. Lt. Col. Dr. Thaksin Shinawatrawas a prime 

minister (2001-2006), promoted One Tambon One Product (OTOP) to be widely known in 

Thailand as a regional development policy. It began in 2001 at the same time with the start 

of village fund policy. It aimed to resolve problems for the local and grassroots 

community. It also solved the problem of poverty to those who had been affected by the 

economic crisis.In 1997, Community Development Office of DetUdom, as a authority 

working to satisfy / comply with government policies, encouraged the cotton processing 

group of the former head mentioned above to join OTOP project and asked the former 

head to be the head of the new group. It was the origin of the cotton processing group of 

this research.Because it was formed by the state project, the group needed to follow the 

principles and key concepts of the project such as "The product does not only mean the 

product alone but also a process of thought including services,the conservation of natural 

resources and environment,keeping Thai wisdom,tourism, arts and culture,tradition, 

furthering local wisdom, exchange knowledge to become a product with quality,prominent 

point and selling point that are widely known across the country and around the world. "In 

addition, with the participation with the government, the group had received support in 
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many other dimensions such as training in the production process, accounting and 

maintaining the quality of products, etc.As a result, the capacity of the group increased and 

the total production increased. The cotton fabrics that the group couldprocessedin a month 

were 15,000-20,000 meters and they were processed (tailored) to 2,000-3,000 items a 

month.The group began to make improvement and the products of the group were widely 

known domestically and internationally.The development can be chronologically 

summarized as follows. 

In 2001, after the establishment of the OTOP group, the group was selected by 

Community Development Office of UbonRatchathani to sell the products at Muang Thong 

Thani Complex. It could be said that it was a grand opening of the group in a market 

outside of the province and the group received positive response from the consumers. In 

2002, the products were chosen to sell at the town hall during the candle festival and the 

customers in the province could recognize the group. The amount of order in the province, 

including government agencies, schools, local authorities, restaurants and hotels, also 

increased. In 2003, Community Development Office of UbonRatchathani selected OTOP 

products with suitable quality to be considered to receive a star and the products of the 

group were selected.The group received 4 stars in the district and provincial level and 3 

starsin the national level. In 2004, the group thought about investing in designing logo of 

the product and shop, price tags and bags. In 2005, it was the prosperous year of the group 

because the products were well-known and the network of stores in the province and other 

provinces ordered the products a lot that the production was behind the order. During this 

time, the group stopped selling products at the trade fairs because it could not produce the 

goods in time and the customers bought all products that the group could produce. 

Between 2007-2011, the group began distributing the products to the agents in other areas 

and the group was selected by the Community DevelopmentOffice of UbonRatchathanito 

sell the products in other countries including Laos, Vietnam and Cambodia. The trip was 

sponsored by the Provincial Commercial Office of UbonRatchathani. To expand domestic 

market, the village network brought the products to sell at the markets and trade fairs in 

other provinces.The group decided not to put the label of the group on the products so that 

the dealers could use their own names and logos. Despite a large amount of sales and 

growing business, the number of weavers decreased because some villagers turned to grow 

rubber plants instead because they thought the price was better. The group had to build 

network with neighboring villages to find moreweavers. 

In 2012, the head, who was with the group since the start, resigned from the group 

because she was old and she though that the members could carry the work forward.The 

group chose the new head who was the daughter-in-law of the former head because the 

group saw that she had experience in working with the former head and she was 

knowledgeable and skillful in sewing, designing and finding new markets. The 

management patterns of the new head were maintaining a constant standard of production, 

impressing the consumers to get a good feeling, self-displaying to the markets, and 

increasing contract production to find a base of new customers and create awareness and 

options to the market. In addition, the group started quality control of the product by 

assigning two staff members to check the products and product packaging before shipping. 
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For networking with external agencies to develop products and marketing channels, 

during 2012-2015,UbonRatchathani University sent researchers to assist in the development 

of the new products to increase value and prepare the website for the group. However, the 

staff lacked of knowledge and expert so the website of the group was not yet effective 

continued. 

The results of operations of the group that developed to meet OTOP system from 

2011, considering the quality of life of the members, could be concluded that the group's 

quality of life was much better than phase 1.Concrete evidence was their housing 

conditions. From living in a house easily built with simple materials like bamboo and 

topped with vetiver grass or banana leaves, they lived in house built from more durable 

materials. Some families built a half-wood, half-concrete house by collecting money 

earning from work. They could keep the land which their ancestors occupied since they 

were the pioneers in average 1-10 hectares per family because they needed the land to 

grow crops to feed their families and their parents worked hard to get the land. For 

education, their ancestors were uneducated but they could support their children to finish 

elementary or secondary level. In some families with good finance, they could support 

their children to get bachelor degree. For health,in the late stages of phase 2, the group got 

support from the government and the welfare of the group on the creation of the health 

insurance system. When the members were sick, they could admit themselves to district 

health promoting hospital. If the condition was serious, the health promoting hospital 

would refer a patient to get medical treatment at the district hospital. For food and 

nutrition, the villagers used to eat whatever they could find and sometimes it was 

unhygienic. When they became the members of the group, they had a chance to exchange 

knowledge to share with friends and their income increased so they could buy better 

food, plant crops and raise animals for food.In addition, they had the appliances and 

facilities, such as rice cooker, fan, TV, refrigerator, motorcycle and car, at home. From 

the observation in Phase 3 (2015), some said that they bought them since 2012. 

Phase 3: 2015 - Present 

In 2015,the group was selected to participate in the project to develop the products 

to meet the market demand. The project was under the supervision of Office of Small and 

Medium Enterprises Promotion and Industrial Promotion Center Region 7.The project was 

handed over to UbonRatchathani Rajabhat University to be in charge of the design of 

products and packaging. The project started in September 2015. 

In 2016, students from UbonRatchathani University join with the head of the group 

to improve the potential of the group by designing products and packaging 

simultaneously.It is a big investment of the group. The plan in the first phase will be the 

development of product forms and marketing channels. 

Development of products: the group has a member meeting on production to meet 

market demand so it changes from weaving solid color fabric to elaborate Mudmee fabric. 

Due to more complex steps, Mudmee fabric was not popular for weaving. When the 

results from meeting shows that there should be a change on the products to meet 

market demand, the members will get more wage if they weave Mudmee, They get paid 

10 baht / m for solid color fabric and 30 baht/m for Mudmee fabric. As a result, the 

villagersget more income but it takes more time to weave. 
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Development of marketing channels: the head of the group asks her daughter to 

help publicize information on Facebook as a way to connect with customers. Every time 

the group is in the market, the head will give her business cards to the customers so that 

they can connect with the group by telephone, facebook and Line application. When the 

customers want to see photos of the products, the group can send the picture to the 

customers instantly. 

For the quality of life in this period, the data is collected from interviews and 

observations of current conditions. It is found that quality of life in many families is greatly 

improved. They have agricultural products for consumption and fruit trees begin to 

yield.They have knowledge about reducing expenses and increasing income from TV 

shows educating the villagers. In many families, they apply the philosophy of sufficiency 

economy to their living. Transportation is convenient and all roads in the village are 

concrete.They have bicycles, motorcycles and car.The communication changes from 

travelling to see each other to communicating via mobile phone. Most of the members see 

that their lives are a lot better. The feeling that they were poor and disadvantaged was 

cleared off since the end of Phase 2 to Phase 3. The idea that they are inferior to other 

families almost disappears.It can be concluded that the dynamics of poverty and inequality 

of the members of OTOP cotton processing products, which is a case study,have extremely 

positive development. This positive development is accepted by the members as the result 

of the OTOP membership and they accept that OTOP business of the group helps reduce 

poverty and inequality of their households. 

The factors contributing to the successful OTOP business of cotton processing 

group consists of seven factors as follows. 

1. Leaders.Two generations of the leader, in particular, are competent and willful to 

work on the problems without discouraged.If they have problems with the business, the heads 

will ask for advice from the experts and the members of the group to solve the problems. They 

also pay attention to self-development in creativity and the development of products to meet 

customer needs. They are willing to learn and study the market situation and always accept 

feedback from the members.  

2. The production process.The group checks and selects raw materials before 

production to get quality materials.It has plans and manufacturing process.It has 

manufacturing place which are focused on cleanness, safety and economical. The members 

of the group can manufacture products on time according to the standard and the amount of 

the order. When the production is complete, the group has the system of monitoring and 

quality controls of the products before delivery them to the customers. If there is a problem 

with the production process, the leader and the members will have a discussion and solve 

the problem together.   

3. Marketing.The group has certain supplier sources and markets and it has a 

network in marketing as well domestic and international dealers to widely distribute the 

products to the market. Moreover, the group sees the importance of displaying and selling 

the products in the trade exhibitions held by the government or private sectors both 

domestic and abroad. When the group gets the order, the head of the group will track and 

records the needs of the customers and the market continuously to serve as the basis for the 

next order.  
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4. Interaction with the external. Because the group has a strong potential of 

production, the organizations from both public and private sectorssupport the development 

of product quality including improvement of products to be more distinctive than other 

sources. Academic institutions in the area do the research with the group to study related 

and useful information for business development such as the development of products and 

packaging to meet the needs of the customers and the markets. In addition, the group 

designs the labels for packaging to present the group‘s identity and prevent imitation. 

5. Community welfare.The head of the group focuses on community welfare 

especially the welfare of the group members. When the members face the problem of 

lack of liquidity, the head will lend them the money (tuition fees of their children, 

household expenses and medical expenses, etc.) To solve the problem and relieve their 

anxiety with the hope that when the members have good mental condition, the production 

process will be smooth. In term of investment, the head will supply the raw materials for 

all members with the group‘s money and the members only manufacture the products. 

When the work is finished and is delivered, the members will be paid the agreed wages. 

For some skillful members who can weave beautifully and exquisitely than others, they 

will receive more wages.  

6. Product development.The group has the concept of continuous product 

development so it sends the members who are interested in sewing to join the training in 

designing clothing and tailoring from Provincial Office of the Non-formal and Informal 

Education of UbonRatchathani to get expertise and develop their working methods. When 

they finish training, they can use the knowledge to develop the products of the group. 

Moreover, the group gets support from universities in UbonRatchathanito develops the 

products to be more modern. The group also has a connection with hand-woven fabric 

dealers in Chiang Rai Province. When they want to order new products, they will send the 

desired design to the group to make a prototype. If they are not satisfied, the group and the 

dealers will work together until they meet the satisfaction.  

7. Implementation of the sufficiency economy.The head emphasizes the members 

to use all types of materials economically and worthily including operates fund risk 

management. The group focuses on self-finance and avoids debt beyond its ability to 

manage including uses local, self-provided and self-produced materials. The production 

plan focuses on the needs of local, regional and international markets respectively. In 

addition, the members suggest each household to plant vegetables and raise chickens and 

ducks for food. If there are plenty of them, they can be shared within the group.  

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

 The study concluded the dynamics of poverty and inequality of OTOP cotton 

processing household members shows extremely positive developments. The positive 

developments are accepted by the members that they are the result from the OTOP 

membership and they think that the business helps reduce poverty and inequality of their 

household. It indicated that being a member of a successful OTOP group helps them get 

out of poverty. Members who are in never-poor group still remain in the group and they do 

not fall into the poor group or lower.This development is in accordance with the 

development of the country and the study of Sakonthawat (2012) who studied the 
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dynamics of poverty: a case study of farmer households in rural northeast and central 

Thailand. The study showed that Thailand was successful in reducing the proportion of the 

poor continuously. There were 40 percent of households that could get out of poverty. 

 From the analysis, there are seven factors contributing to the success of OTOP 

business of the group and leading to the reduction of poverty and inequality of the group 

members. They are presented as follows. 1) Leaders. The leaders of the group have 

knowledge,a commitment to work on the problems,and self- improvement and they always 

accept feedback from the members. It is in consistent with the study of Jongwutiwes, 

Singhalert and Passago (2013). 2) Production process. The group checks and selects raw 

materials before the production to get quality materials. It has clear plans and production 

process including a suitable and safe manufacturing place.Members can produce standard 

products on time and on the orders. This is consistent with the findings of Termsnguanwong 

(2013). 3) Marketing. The group has certain selling sources and markets and network 

marketing along with the representative storesin the country and abroad to distributemore 

productsto the markets. It is a normal OTOP market management of products that some or 

most products were purchased from the production source.Sometime the products are sold 

out and there are no products to sell in the market. This is in consistent with the findings of 

Kritsanaphuti. (2013). 4) The interaction with external.The group has a strong potential so 

organizations from both public and private sectors support the development of quality 

products including the improvements of products to be superior to other sources. Academic 

institutions in the region cooperate with the agencies undertaking research to study the 

relevant information. It is in consistent with the findings of Loawchod (2004). 5) 

Community welfare. When the members face the problem of lack of liquidity, the head 

will lend them the money (the tuition fees of their children, household expenses 

andmedical expenses, etc.) so that the members can concentrate on work. 6) Product 

development. The group has the concept of continuous product development so it sends the 

members who are interested in training to improve their skills. The network of dealers and 

customers also help develop and design desired products.The activities mentioned above 

arefactors supporting good business practices. It is in consistent with the findings of 

Puntasenetal. (2002)  7) Implementation of the sufficiency economy. The group 

emphasizes on using all materials economically and usefully including fund risk 

management which focuses on spending the group‘s fund and avoids debt beyond their 

ability to pay back.It primarily uses local materials that areself-prepared and self-provided. 

It also has the production plan aiming to serve local regional and international markets 

respectively. It is in consistent with the findings of Sangkaew et al. (2007) 
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Abstract 

 Because of promoting the family planning and socio-economic development 

achievements from 1979 to 2014, the “population picture” of Vietnam changes very fast in 

size, structure and distribution of population. The above mentioned strong population change 

trends will continue to the mid-century.  

This article, based on data from the General Statistics Office, population 

projections of the author and its colleagues after the population census in 2009, tries to 

explore and analyze the impact of population changes on the growth of Vietnam in the past 

35 years (1979-2014) and forecasts these effects to the mid-twenty-first century. On that 

basis, it recommends to integrate population variables into the development planning 
 

Key words: Population change, development 
 

1. VIETNAM‟S POPULATION CHANGE TREND FOR PERIOD OF 1979-2014 

AND TO THE MID-CENTURY. 

The Vietnam‘s population policy over the past half century, focuses primarily on 

fertility reduction targets. Along with the socio-economic development achievements, the 

"population picture" of Vietnam changes very quickly. The following describes the main 

trends in population change in the last 35 years and will continue until the mid-century. 

1.1.Fertility declines rapidly and was down to the low level  

Vietnam implemented the family planning since 1961. Thus, the fertility rate declined 

continously. The total fertility rate (TFR) i.e. average number of children of a woman to the 

end of the childbearing age is as the figures of Table 1. 

 Table 1: Total Fertility rate (TFR), period of 1965-2014 

Year TFR Year TFR 

1965-1969 6.81 2001 2.25 

1974-1979 4.8 2005 2.11 

1986-1987 4.2 2010 2.00 

1993-1994 3.1 2014 2.09 

Source: + Nguyen Dinh Cu. 50 years reproductive reduction policy in Vietnam:  

Achievements, effects and lessons learned. Hanoi, 2011 

+ GSO. 1/4/2014 Intercensal Population and Housing Survey: Major Findings.   

Hanoi, 2015 

Table 1 shows that, since 2005, Vietnam has achieved the replacement fertility 

(about 2.1 children). This is really a revolutionary change in the field of reproduction in 

Vietnam. The fertility rate is always in inverse ratio to the level of development. 

Therefore, this low fertility rate will continue to be maintained in the future.  

mailto:cu.dinh.nguyen@gmail.com
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1.2 Large population size, high population density  

In 2014, Vietnam had 90.7 million inhabitants, was the 3
rd

 most populous country in 

Southeast Asia, 8
th

 in Asia and 14
th

 in the world. Population density reaches 274 

persons/km
2
, more than 5 times higher than the world population density (53 persons//km

2
), 

more than 9 times the density of Europe (32 persons//km
2
) and more than 17 times higher 

than the density of North America (16 persons//km
2
), (GSO, 2014). Based on these 

indicators, it can assert that Vietnam is a country with a large population size and very 

high population density. 

However, Vietnam's population continues to increase. According to the forecasts, in 

2027, our country will have 100 million people and continue to rise slowly up to about 

106-107 million by the mid-century. 

1.3 Strong change in population structure by age, Vietnam in the period of 

“Golden population structure” 

The following Table 2 describes Vietnam‘s population structure by age at several times. 

Table 2: Vietnam‟s population structure by age (1979-2014) 

Unit: % 

Group of age 1979 1989 1999 2009 2014 

0-14 42.55 39.0 33.48 25.10 23.5 

15-64 52.23 56.4 60.72 68.28 69.4 

65 +  4.68   4.6 5.80   6.62   7.1 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 

      Source:  + Results of Population census 1979, 1989, 1999, 2009  

+ GSO. 1/4/2014 Intercensal Populationand Housing Survey: Major Findings. Hanoi, 2015 

Obviously, Vietnam‘s population structure by age in the period (1979-2014) 

changed under the direction of: Strong decrease in percentage of children of (0-14) years 

old. The percentage of population in the working age and in the age of 65 years old 

increased rapidly. 

        Dependency ratio - “Golden” population structure 

Under the economic perspective, based on the relative ability of "economic 

activities", the "dependency ratio" is calculated as:  

Dependency 

ratio 
= 

(People from 0 to 14 years old) + (People of 65 years old or more) 
 x 100 

People in the age of (15-64) 

 The Table 3 shows that, the ―Dependency ratio‖ in Vietnam declines strongly, 

almost only half after 30 years (1979-2009).   

Table 3: Vietnam‟s dependency ratio in several times 

 Year 1979 1989 1999 2006 2009 2014 

Dependency ratio 89.5 77.3 64.7 49.9  46.4 44.1 

Source: Author‟s calculation from data of Table 3 

When the "dependency ratio" falls to 50 or less, this means that 100 people in the 

working age "carry" 50 or less than the number of dependents, it says that, this is the 
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―golden‖ population structure. In 2006, the "dependency ratio" of Vietnam was only 49.9, 

this means that Vietnam has entered the ―golden‖ population structure period. The 

population forecasts show that the ―golden‖ population structure period of Vietnam lasts 

about 40 years, and it will end at this mid-century approximately (Nguyen Dinh Cu, 2011). 

1.4 . Population aging in Vietnam is rapid and Vietnam becomes soon a 

country with an aging            

The laws of Vietnam provide that any person aged 60 or older is considered as 

elderly. Along with the general trend of the world, the elderly of Vietnam continues to 

increase in both number and proportion (Table 4). 

Table 4: Vietnam‟s elderly people: Quantity and rate 

Year 
Number of people 

(Million people) 

Number of elderly people 

(Million people) 

Elderly rate 

(%) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) = (3) : (2) 

1979 53.74 3.71 6.90 

1989 64.41 4.64 7.20 

1999 76.32 6.19 8.11 

2009 85.85 7.45 8.70 

2012  88.77  9.055             10.20 

Source: + Nguyen Dinh Cu. 50 years reproductive reduction policy in  

Vietnam: Achievements, effects and lessons learned. Hanoi, 2011 

             +GSO. 1/4/2014 Intercensal Population and Housing Survey:  

Major Findings. Hanoi, 2015 

 A population is classified as ―aging‖ when the persons aged 60 and over account 

for 10% of the total population; it is classified as ―aged‖, ―very aged‖ and ―super aged‖ 

with percentages of 20%, 30% and 35%, respectively (UNFPA in Vietnam, 2011).  

 Thus, Vietnam has entered a period of "population aging" in 2012 and, according to 

the forecasts of General Statistics Office, Vietnam will become a country of "aged 

population" around in 2037. It is worth noting that: our country‘s aging process only takes 

place for about 25 years (2012-2037), at such time, the population has reached the 

threshold of "aged population". Meanwhile, France must take 115 years, for Sweden, 85 

years, for Australia, 73 years, for USA, 69 years and for Japan, 26 years! Moreover, the 

group of people of 80 years and over (80+) have the fastest growth rate. In about 40 years 

(1979-2019), the elderly rate increases less than 2 times but the group of 80 + increases 3 

times (UNFPA in Vietnam, 2011). This is a group of people who are not able to self-

service, need the care. In 2009, more than 70% of the elderly lives in rural areas where the 

development level is lower than the urban areas. These above characteristics make more 

serious of the challenges to Vietnam in the development process.  

1.5. Low urban population percentage. However, migration, urbanization, 

population accumulation take place fairly strongly.  

 By 2014, the urban population percentage of the world is 53%. For developed 

countries, it was 78%, the lowest percentage of Africa also reached 40%, (GSO, 2014). 

Meanwhile, the urban population percentage in Vietnam has only reached 33%! However, 
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the industrialization and market economy development has driven the migration taking 

place increasingly strongly. From 2004 to 2009, nearly 7 million immigrants, it is an 

increase of 50% over the period of 1994-1999. This contributed to make the urban 

population rate growing rapidly in the last 15 years. If for the period of 1979-1989, this 

rate almost unchanged, only fluctuated around 20%, in 1999, it rose to 23.5%, in 2009, it 

was 29% and it reached 33% in 2014.   

The population has a trend to accumulate in some large cities and regions that have 

been formed. For example, Ho Chi Minh City, in 1979, just over 3.4 million permanent 

residents, accounting for 6.4% of the national population, in 2014, the respective figures 

were about 8 million, and approximately 9%! Southeast, in 1979, only 7 million people, 

accounting for 5.7% of the national population, but now, the corresponding figures are 

15.7 million and 17.4%, (GSO, 2014). 

2. IMPACT OF POPULATION ON VIETNAM‟S DEVELOPMENT 

2.1. Challenge in guarantee of food security to large population  

Food security in Vietnam is now guaranteed, but in the future, the ability to supply 

food to the people of Vietnam is also facing many challenges. Firstly, the area of paddy 

land per capita is the lowest in the world, but the process of industrialization of land area 

for rice cultivation continues to decline: for 10 years (2001-2010), it fell nearly 370.000ha! 

Secondly,  ―For the low-lying Mekong Delta this is a particularly grim forecast. The sea-

level rise projected for 2030 would expose around 45 percent of the Delta‘s land area to 

extreme salinization and crop damage through flooding. Crop productivity for rice is 

forecast to fall by 9 percent. If sea levels rise by 1 metre, much of the Delta would be 

completely inundated for some periods of the year.‖ (UNDP, 2007).Thirdly, total food 

demand is increasingly high because the population will continue to rise and exceed 100 

million people in recent times (Nguyen Dinh Cu, 2011). 

2.2 “Golden” population structure: Economic growth advantage in short-term 

and challenge in long-term 

The outstanding features of the population during the "golden‖ population structure 

period in both quantity and rate are that it is likely that the labor in the age of (15-64) years 

rises in 20 years (1999-2019). By 2019, this rate is forecasted, according to three plans, to 

reach the maximum point, accounting for nearly 70% of the total population. Then it will 

gradually decrease but remain high until nearly the mid-century. 

To assess the impact of population growth and ―population structure‖, we have the 

following notations: 

- Y means value of gross domestic product 

- P means population;  L means number of labors 

- ỹ means GDP per capita, ỹ = Y/P 

- y means labor productivity, y = Y/L 

We have the following expression: ỹ = Y/P = Y/L x L/P = y x L/P 

=> g ỹ = gy + gL - gP  

Growth rate of GDP per capita = Growth rate of labor productivity + Growth rate of labor - 

Population growth rate (1) 
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In order to apply the formula (1) to make quantitative analyses, specifically on 

impact of change in size and structure of population and economic growth, the following 

population forecast by average plan, i.e. plan corresponding to TFR = 1.6 in 2059 is used. 

Table 5: Population change and population in working age (1989-2049) 

Year 1989 1999 2009 2019 2029 2039 2049 

(1) Number of people (million) 64.4 76,6 85,79 94,96 101,52 105,25 106,18 

(2) Rate of increase (%) - 1.7 1.1 1.0 0.7 0.36 0.09 

 (3) Number of labors (million) 36,230 46,66 58,65 66,13 70,14 71,84 70,30 

(4) Rate of increase (%) - 2.53 2.29 1.2 0.5 0.24 -0.2 

(5) Impact  

(5) = (4) – (2) 

 

0.83 1.19 0.2 -0.2 -0.12 -0.29 

Source: + Nguyen Dinh Cu. 50 years reproductive reduction policy in Vietnam:  

                Achievements, effects and lessons learned. Hanoi, 2011 

Applying the formula (1) and data of Table 5, we can give comments as follows: 

- During the period of (1999-2009), the population rate in the age of economic activities 

that increased rapidly (change in population structure) contributed averagely 2.29% to the 

economic growth. However, this positive impact is step by step smaller, even after the period 

of "golden‖ population structure as negative impact. 

-  Because the population growth rate decreases during the forecast period, the negative 

impact of the population growth on economic growth also lessens. However, it still reduces 

averagely to 1% of annual economic growth rate in the period of (2009-2019). After the period 

of "golden‖ population structure, the decreased population size contributes to raise the 

economic growth. 

- The combined impact of population growth and change in population structure of the 

period of (1999-2009) contributes to the economic growth with a rate of 1.19%, then this 

positive impact decreases, even, after 2020, it is a negative impact. 

Therefore, since 2020, the changes in population size and structure challenge the 

sustainable economic growth of Vietnam. Formula (1) shows that Vietnam only can overcome 

this challenge by increasing labor productivity. 

2.3. Low fertility rate: Great opportunity to prevent malnutrition, develop 

education, train and improve the quality of human resources 

Low fertility rate, therefore, within the scope of household, the number of children 

per couple is small and on the national scale, the population pressure on general education 

system of the country has strongly decreased. The number of people in the school age of 

(5-24) years old has started to decline, from over 33.2 million in 1999 to about 29.5 million 

in 2013. This result have facilitated tremendously the families and society for health care, 

education, training of younger generation, thus it has obtained the following achievements:

 Firstly, the rate of malnutrition among children under 5 decreased. 

This rate was from 58% in the early 90s and decreased to 14.5% in 2014, (National 

Nutrition Institute, 2014). 

Secondly, the enrollment rate increased.  
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The enrollment rate of primary school, secondary school and high school increases 

constantly. In 2012, the primary school level reached 104.2%, (compared to 96% in 2004), 

secondary school level: 90% (compared to 65% in 2003), and high school level: 68.7% 

(compared to 38% in 2000).  

Third, the number of general education students that has started to decline in absolute 

figure facilitated to improve the education quality. 

From the "peak" in the school year of 2001-2002 with a scale of students up to 17,875.6 

thousand, it has had only 14,900.7 thousand in the school year of 2013- 2014, i.e. it downed 

nearly 3 million students (Table 6). 

Table 6: Number of general education students as at December 31
st
 

of school years 

                                                                                           Unit: thousand  

School year 1998 - 1999 2001 - 2002 
2006- 

2007 

2008- 

2009 

2013 – 

2014 

Total 17,391.1 17,875.6 16,256.6 15,127.9 14,900.7 

Primary school 10,223.9 9,315.3 7,029.4 6,731.6 7,435.6 

Secondary school 5,514.3 6,259.1 6,152.0 5,468.7 4,932.4 

High school 1,652.9 2,301.2 3,075.2 2,927.6 2,532.7 

Source: gso.gov.vn  

 The decline in the fertility rate not only makes the size of school education 

decreased, but also changes the structure of this system. If in the 1998-1999 school year, 

the percentage of primary school students in total general education students was 59%, for 

secondary school students: 32% and for high school students: 9%, then in the school year 

of 2013-2014, these rates were 50% - 33% and 17%! 

Although the scale of students drops sharply, but the number of general education 

teachers rises up, so the "ratio of students/teachers‖ is low, averagely only 17.4 students/1 

classroom teacher. 

The migration has great influence on the education system. The structure of the 

general education system in the provinces/cities with strong emigration or immigration is 

very different. For example, the figures in Table 7 show a large difference between 

Primary Education in Thanh Hoa province - where the emigration is strong and Ho Chi 

Minh City - the city of big immigration. 

Table 7: Primary education of Thanh Hoa and Ho Chi Minh City,  

school year 2013-2014 

TARGET THANH HOA HO CHI MINH city 

Average number of classes/school 14.7 29.1 

Average number of students/school 337.6 1,149.9 

Average number of students/class 22.9 39.5 

Ratio of students/teachers 17.6 29.5 

Source: Author‟s calculation based on the data of Statistical Yearbook 2014. Hanoi, 2014 
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This result is to create conditions for the education of Vietnam shifting from 

quantitative growth to quality improvement. 

Fourthly, the professional training flourishes 

With little children, economic development, the parents have needs and capacities 

to provide their children with higher education. Thus, the trend of professional training 

development increases strongly. 

Table 8: Development of universities and colleges in Vietnam, (2001-2014) 

Target 2001 2005 2010 2014 

Number of schools 191 277 414 436 

Number of students (Thousand) 974.1 1387.1 2162 2363.9 

Source: GSO. Statistical Yearbook  2014. Hanoi, 2015 

Right in the first decade of the 21st century, the number of universities, colleges and 

number of students have increased two times and continued to increase strongly in the 

following years (Table 8). This contributed to gradually increase the Vietnamese 

workforce quality. 

Fifthly, the percentage of women attending the school has increased, on par with men. 

Because of less children and economic and social development, the families are 

able to allow both their sons and daughters to go to school. As a result, the percentage of 

women going to school is not inferior to men, even for the high education level, the 

percentage of women is higher than men.  

Table 9: Female rate in the education system of Vietnam,  

school year 2013-2014 

Education  

level 

Primary 

school 

Secondary 

school 

High 

school 

Vocational 

school 

University  

and college 

Female rate (%) 47.9 48.7 52.9 58.6 52.8 

   Source: Author‟s calculation from data of Statistical Yearbook 2014. Hanoi, 2014 

This educational achievement is sure to enhance the position of women and 

implement better the gender equality - One of the core objectives of the development. 

Clearly, the population change is impacting strongly on size, structure, distribution 

and quality of Vietnam's education system. These impacts bring opportunities and 

challenges to the education sector. It's the opportunity to transfer the education system 

from quantities development to quality improvement and also the challenge to build the 

education system in accordance with the quick changes in size, structure, distribution of 

population. 

2.4. Population aging: challenges in nourishing, caring and promoting the elderly  

According to the results of the mid-term survey in 2014, in Vietnam, men who live 

to 60 years old, will live more 18 years averagely. For women, this figure is 20 years. This 

is a major achievement in the fight to enhance the longevity. Thus, if with health, 

professional and technical level and suitable employment, the elderly still continues to 

contribute to the development for many years. However, this is also a challenge. 
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Firstly,pension, social assistance coverage rate for the elderly of Vietnam so far is still very 

low. As of June 2015, this rate reached just 37.4%. (National Committee on Ageing, 2015). 

Meanwhile, according to the Population Census of 2009, it shows that 72.5% of the elderly 

living in rural areas has little savings for the old age. The reality shows that the income 

security for the elderly is a major challenge. Secondly, according to the National Elderly 

Survey in 2011, 56% of the elderly said that their health was poor or very poor health; 

averagely 2.7 diseases/ person. In the context of less children, both sons and daughters 

often participate in economic activities or emigrate to live away from their parents, the 

elderly care facilities are not much and the service price is high, the elderly care in general 

and health care particular health become a difficulty. Thirdly, in the context of 

unemployment, even there is 225,000 unemployed bachelors (MOLISA, GSO, 2015), the 

guarantee of suitable employment for the elderly who need to work is also hard to be 

achieved. This causes a huge waste of human resources, limits the economic growth, 

impedes the improvement of life quality of the elderly. 

2.5. Large population size, high population density: Challenge of natural 

resources depletion and environmental pollution 

When the population size exceeds hundred million, the limited, non-renewable 

natural resources like coal, oil, gas... are mined and used more, so the reserves per capita 

reduces (due to both impacts: decreased numerator and increased denominator), i.e. rapidly 

depleted. For example, from a coal exporter, now Vietnam has to import this commodity. 

According to the General Directorate of Energy, the import demand in 2020 is 26.5 million 

tons and by 2030, 88.2 million tons (Vietnam Energy Association, 2015). 

Even these limited resources are renewable but the renewal rate is slower than the 

population growth, then indicator per capita still downs. For example, in 1943, Vietnam‘s 

forest area per capita was 0.64 ha/person, by 2013, this indicator decreased by 4 times, 

only 0.16 ha/person! .The main reason of this situation is that, in the said period, the 

population increased nearly 4 times! 

On the other hand, for increased population size, to ensure, it is obligatory to 

maximize benefits from land, such as: Increased crops, increased productivity by using 

more chemical fertilizers, pesticides... Therefore, the manufacture, import of chemical 

fertilizers and pesticides increase rapidly (Table 10). 

Table 10: Manufacture of chemical fertilizer and pesticide 

Indicator Unit 1989 2014 Number of increases 

Population Person 64,411,713 90,728.9 1.41 

Food  Thousand tons 19,834.3 49,270.9 2.48 

Chemical fertilizer  Thousand tons  373 3654 9.80 

Pesticide  Ton 4,753 86,792 18.3 

Source: + GSO. Statistics of Vietnam in the 20
th

 century. Volume 2. Statistical 

Publishing House. Hanoi, 12-2004 and gso.gov.vn 

              + GSO. Statistical Yearbook, Hanoi, 2014 
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Thus, in 25 years (1989-2014), the population increased only 1.41 times but the food 

increased 2.48 times. To produce this amount of food, fertilizer increased 9.8 times and 

pesticides raised up to 18.3 times (not including imports). This is one of the factors which 

populate seriously land more and more. The population accumulation in large cities, such as 

Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City... makes the population density highly increasing, in many 

districts, this figure rises up to 40,000 people/km
2
. So, traffic jam, waste treatment, sewage... 

lead to quite serious environmental pollution. In addition, the ground clearance for 

construction of technical infrastructures meets many difficulties, with expensive cost, and 

slows the development process. 

* 

* * 

Vietnam's population tends to change rapidly. Even in the first decadeof the 21
st
 

century, the population of Vietnam has had many different and unprecedented points 

compared to the previous century: low fertility rate, "golden population structure", aging, 

strong migration, population accumulated in large cities... These features impact strongly 

on the development of Vietnam in both positive and negative directions. To ensure the 

principle that the human is the center of the development, to achieve a highly practical, 

effective plan, it is needed to integrate population variables into the development planning. 
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Abstract: 

During comprehensive innovation process and international integration, Vietnam has 

gradually implemented effectively social welfare policy that creates the foundation for the 

sustainable development of the country. Therefore, in recent years Vietnam has gained many 

achievements in the implementation of social welfare policy from which it takes an important 

part in successful implementation of objectives in the field of economy, politics, and socio-

culture of the country. Based on studying and assessing the situation (achievements and 

limitations, weaknesses), the author raised some fundamental solution to contribute to effective 

and sustainable implementation of social welfare policy in the international integration 

process.  

Key word: social welfare policy; Situation; international integration process solution. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The process of international integration, the implement of social welfare policies are 

preconditions, significant strategic importance of sustainable development of the country. 

After thirty years of renovation work and international integration, Vietnam has gained 

many achievements in field of economy, politics, and socio-culture. In particular, the 

implementation of effectively social welfare policy (social insurance, health insurance 

for spoor people, job creation, benefits, social assistance, hunger eradication and 

poverty reduction; polyci on people with meritorious) from which it takes an important 

part in contribution to socio-political stability, motivational economic development and 

confidence in the leadership of the Party and State of Vietnam are increasingly high. 

The results achieved will be the basic and the foundation for Vietnam to gradually 

strive to successfully implement the goals: a prosperous people, a strong nation, and an 

civilized society. 

2. CONTENTS 

1. Situation of the implementation of Vietnam social welfare policy in the 

international integration process 

National context many urgent issues to be addressed the implement of social 

welfare policies are still a Party identified as regular tasks and leading importance. The 6
th

 

National Congress of the communist Party of Vietnam (1986) determined the Party‘s 

implementation of social welfare policy is both a target and a diving force to promote the 

development of human resources for the innovation process and progress successful 

industrialization and modernization of the country. Party and Sate of  Vietnam always 
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identify the good implementation of social welfare policy will be important premise for 

economic reform, political reform, needs, regularly legitimate aspirations of people, 

creating  the people‘s confidence towards the innovation.  

Based on gained achievements, the 7
th

 National Congress of the communist Party of 

Vietnam (1991) and the 8
th

 National Congress of the communist Party of Vietnam (1996) 

has many guidelines social welfare policies which are reformed to suit the specific 

conditions of the country. The Party confirmed the implementation of social welfare policy 

for person and is the driving force of socio-economic development. The objective of 

ensuring social welfare must be consistent with the socio-economic development task to 

promote human factor, human service, the innovation must be linked to sustainable 

development, improving all aspects of life for the people. Therefore, the first time in the 

ninth documents National Congress of the communist Party of Vietnam (2001), terms 

―social welfare‖ mentioned in the document with the policy: ―Gradually expanding social 

insurance system and social welfare system‖ 

To assess the review of 20 years of renovation (1986-2006), the 10
th

 National 

Congress of the communist Party of Vietnamh (2006) of the partyhas identified the 

objectives and overall direction next journey from 2006 to 2010, Vietnam is soon put the 

land out of the underdeveloped status; create the foundation for Vietnam to basically 

become an industrialized country toward modernization by 2020. In particular, social 

welfare issuewhich was stressed by the Party with policy: "Building diversity social 

welfare system; developing strongly social insurance system, health insurance, towards 

universal health insurance. Diversifying the types of social relief, create jobs, promoting 

labor export, export-oriented highly quailified labor ... Continue  wage policy renewal, 

income distribution policy  renewal" 

Stressing the significance of the implementation of tasks to take care of every aspect of 

people's living,socio- economic development strategy (2001 - 2010) of the 9
th
  Central 

Executive Committee of the  Party stated: "Step by step steadily expanding insurance systems 

and social wlefare ".the 10
th
  General Assembly resolutions National Party (2006) further 

states: "Building social welfare system diversity; developping of social insurance system, 

health insurance system, toward universal health insurance. Diversifying the types of social 

relief, create jobs, promoting labor export, export-oriented highly qualified labor... ". 

Practical requirements laid down requires Vietnam must to constantly innovate and 

take part in international integration to avoid outdated compared to other countries in the 

region and the world: "Implement consistently the foreign policy of independence, sel-

reliance, peace, cooperation for development; multilateralisation and diversification of 

relations, proactive and active international integration; Vietnam is a friend, a reliable 

partner and a responsible member of the international community; creating apeaceful 

environment and stability in order to build an develop the country ... Improving the 

efficiency of international integration, contributing to building an independent economy, 

autonomy and develop quickly and sustainably.‖. Based on the the analysis and evaluation 

of the role of international integration, at the 11
th

 National Congress 

Thus, along with socio- economic development guidelines, the implementation of 

social welfare policy for people in the international integration process is correct and 
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consistent of the Party and State of Vietnam in recent years. The guidelines, policy and 

measures of the Party and State of Vietnam on the basic pillars (social insurance, health 

insurance for the poor people, job creation for employees; poverty reduction policies;..) 

have been directed and coordinated timely between the Central agencies and localities. 

The results achieved have contributed to creating a sustainable platform for the country; 

It is as a basis for enhancing the role and position of Vietnam in the region and the world 

in the international intergration process. 

*Some results achieved  

After 30 years (1986-2016) of implementing the comprehensive renewal and 

international integration, it has helped Vietnam has achieved remarkable achievements 

in all aspects of achievements including the implementation of social welfare policies 

in Vietnam: 

First, Vietnam has conducted cooperation and received the help of the countries 

with good social welfare background in the world, non-governmental organizations work 

for global sustainable development goals. The process of international integration, Vietnam 

has studied and exchanged precious experiences of countries (Germany, Japan, Canada, 

Australia,...) on the implementation of social welfare policies to the people on each pillar: 

Supporting rural fresh water policy; training and creating job for farmers policy; 

sustainable rural economies model; developing social assistance services ; supporting 

health insurance for the poor. 

Besides, non-governmental organizations are also actively help government and 

localities in implementing social welfare policies for the local people in the country 

(NGOs, Plan Intrernational; OxFamquebec; ActionAid; IFT Mionr; Caritar Switzerland 

which  helped Viettnam to focus community development, agriculture, technology transfer, 

improving people's knowledge, medical care, education;). During the past five years, non-

governmental organizations have helped Vietnam 300 million dollars / year. This is really 

a tremendous resource for Vietnam. Currently, there are 493 non-governmental organizations 

oversae are oprerating regularly in Vietnam, in which there are 14 non-governmental 

organizations have been operating in Vietnam for 30 years. 

Second, Vietnam has conducted research fully aware of the role effectively 

implementation of social welfare policies to the people, especially in remote areas, 

regions with special difficulties and regions with the important position "hedge "of the 

country. Recognizing the importance of social welfare policies, the Party and State 

always consider the implementation of social welfare policies is an important task of the 

renovation process and international economic integration. Along with the implementation of 

guidelines on political- economic reform, Party and State gradually build and perfect the 

system of social welfare policies more effective, consistent with the practice of national 

development in each period, the period revolutionary period. Before the 9
th

 national 

Congress of the Communist Party (2001), social security policy is not separatedbut still 

within, the basic content, the importance of social policy. In particular, the 9
th

 Congress 

continues to define the goal of ensuring social welfare agreement with the task of socio-

economic development, and is intended to promote the strength of the human factor, 

serve human. 
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In addition, in order to qucikly promote of international integration process, 

especially ensuring people‘s living compared to other countries in the region and the 

world, Vietnam has built a comprehensive diversity social welfare system, increasingly 

expanding and efficient. Vietnam has planned and implemented many important social 

policy in each of the basic pillars of social welfare, mobilization of resources (human 

resources, financial resources,...) take part in  assisting vulnerable groups in society. 

Social swelfare policies systems are implemented uniformly from the central to local 

levels, many established a steering committee (Steering Committee for hunger eradication 

and poverty reduction…)... System of social welfare policies are implemented uniformly 

across three aspects: accessibility of public services of the objects; supporting the 

development of production through credit funds, local infracstructure development to 

better serve the needs of local people. 

Third, the coverage of social welfare policy be increasingly widespread in localities 

throughout the country. Therefore, beneficiaries are increased rapidly in number and 

quality of services beneficiaries (subjects in difficult circumstances who are gone to school 

increasingly, reduced illiteracy rates. Vietnam had universal lower secondary education 

(2010)). Basically deleted "white commune" on pre-primary education. The localities 

throughout the country, especially in the mountainous provinces have boarding schools, 

boarding for ethnic minority students and the number of student at universities and 

colleges have increased significantly by the loan support from the State budget). Besides, 

active participation of health insurance, social insurance more effectively obtained. In 

2014, there were more than 11 million people participated in compulsory social insurance, 

190 thousand of people participated in voluntary insurance, more than 9 million people 

participated in unemployment insurance and over 61 million people participanted in health 

insurance. The number of subjects participating in types of insurance is increasing quickly, 

these are the relentless efforts of the agencies, organizations in the propaganda and 

mobilize people to participate. 

Fourth, increasingly the beneficiaries of social assistance. Funds from the state 

budget to subsidize increasingly beneficiaries. In the period 2001- 2010, the State budget 

from 113 billion of VND for  more 180 thousand people increase to 4.500 billion VND for 

1.6 million people. Currently, the country has 8.8 million people with meritorious, 

accounting for about 10% of the population, approximately 1.4 million regular allowance 

people. Every year, the State also supports irregularly trillions and tens of thousands of 

tons of food and medicine. Particularly, in recent years Vietnam has expanded preferential 

allowance of society objects (the elderly, lonely people and helpless people,..). 

Fifth, the effectively implementation of the basic pillars of social welfare policies 

which has created an important momentum to socio-economic development. On average 

each year, Vietnam has produced 1.5 to 1.6 million new jobs. 2014, workers in the formal 

sector was over 30% and trained labor accounts for 49% of total employment. The 

unemployment rate remains at 2.3%, the unemployment rate decreased from 5.4% to - 

3.4% (2001-2014). The underemployment rate also rapidly decreased from in 2008 to the 

present (In 2008, unemployment rate in whole country reduced from 5.1% to 2:35%,  

urban areas was 1.2% in 2008 down to 2.34% in 2014, rural areas in 2008 was 6.1% down 
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to 2.9% (2014). The quality of jobs, labor productivity is strengthened. The average 

income of worker in 2014 reached 2028 dollars, equivalent 169 USD / month. Compared 

to 1991, the average income of workers Vietnam has increased by 21 times in 1990. In 

addition, Vietnam has developed and implemented employment law, urgently construct job 

program for workers. Striving to 2020, the general unemployment rate to below 3%, the 

urban unemployment rate below 4%. 

Sixth, initially implement relatively effective social welfare policies which have 

contributed positively to gender equality and initiallypositive impact in reducing the 

environmental pollution and solving the global issues. The phenomenon of gender 

inequality remainsbut awareness has made progress than previous years(especially in 

ethnic minority and mountainous areas).In particular, the issue of socialwelfare is covered 

throughout which is contributed to changing perceptions and actions of people on gender 

equality. Environmental pollutionproblems and solve global difficult issuesand carried out 

propaganda relatively well in some localities.Practice affirmed thatVietnam is one of the 

few countries in the world to implement initially successfilly national target program on 

clean water and rural sanitation in2012 - 2015, priority for ethnic minorities people live in 

the mountain areas, islands, floodplains and areas affected by salinity. Improving basic  

fresh water usage 

* Some limitations, weaknessest:  

The process of implementing social welfare policy in the international integration 

process in Vietnam which is always influenced by many dificult factors in the country 

and international on the different aspects (unstable worrld economic si tuation ; politics 

in the region and the world is not really stable; many global elements (pollution, social 

evils; the plague) has been set up). Therefore, the process of implementing social 

welfare policy in Vietnam in recent years, there are some limitations, deficiencies 

which should be remedied in the international integration process: 

Firstly, the construction and planning social welfare policy for society still has many 

shortcomings with practical requirements outlined: The process of the implementation of  

the basic pillars of social welfare policies are not consistent with the specific condition of 

each local. Many localities do not have the resources, so that it can not be deployed, 

implemented models and schemes aimed at sustainable poverty reduction. Even the models 

made entirely inconsistent with socio-economic conditions - social and capacity of the 

beneficiaries lead to the result achieved should be left with  objective of the program, the 

scheme; specific programs implementing key pillar of social welfare policies are not only 

outdated compared to other localities in the country but also lags behind other countries in 

the region and the world; many guidelines and policies set out difficult to implement 

because they are not inconsistent with customary of the people in the local lead to the 

models be rapid failure in practice, the people's living  become more difficult. 

Second, the people‘s living in remote areas faces many difficulties. Although social 

welfare policies are synchronized implementation across the country. However, due to 

natural geographic features, conditions for socio-economic development between different 

localities lead to  the people‘s living  are still having difficulty, especially people who live 

in remote areas. Some provinces (Dien Bien, Yen Bai, Lao Cai, Tay Ninh; ...) appear many 
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local where have number of  poor households "sustainability" is increasingly growing. 

Ability, specific conditions of the State and localities are not feasible because of the 

geographical conditions are complex and difficult, operation of social welfare services can 

not meet the requirements. Beneficiaries in the local potential factors difficult to break 

hunger eradication and poverty reduction. The average income of workers in Vietnam in 

the category of lower middle income only and is backwards compared to some countries in 

the region and the world: Compared to Korea  approximately 30-35 years; Malaysia about 

25 years; Thailand about 20 years; Philippines about 5-7 years. Per capita income between 

urban and rural areas and between the plains and the mountains is different. Hygienic 

problems of clean water, food issues, food has not really been interested in reaching. The 

people‘s living in remote areas faces many difficulties. 

Secondly, social assistance is not comprehensive,there are negative manifestations 

in the process of implementing a number of measures to support the people. Some 

departments and localities appear a number of cadres abusing social welfare work for 

income, lack of capacity, qualification, mutilated administrative procedures, dministrative 

procedures addressing related issues is complex and difficult for people. 

Third, the resources for the implementation of soial welfare (particularly financial 

resources) are limited especially in rural and remote areas. Financial resources are mainly 

based on the State budget. Funding from social organizations, unions, individuals and 

businesses have philanthropists occupy a small part. Additionally, the implementation of 

social welfare  has not really extensive among the people, so it should not promote the 

synergy of the forces in society to implement the goals towards  social security. Practice 

shows that the response resources for implementing social welfare policies are not 

uniformly distributed across regions lead to remote areas are still difficult. 

Fourth, content and requirements of propaganda social welfare policies are 

incomplete, timely and clear to the stakeholders. The guidelines, enforcement is sometime 

not clear, unified and even overlapping. In recent years, informations on housing for low-

income people in some cities (Hanoi capital, Ho Chi Minh City; ...) which have not been 

transparent, specific to object need; Information about social welfare law in rural areas, 

mountainous areas is limited; Ineffective approach leads to people not really understanding 

of  their interests and their obligation  in practice. 

Fifth, the quality of social welfare services is still low, it has not yet been secured 

from a number of countries in the region and the world (quality education, quality health 

care, housing quality, water quality is not guaranteed). The principles of the social welfare 

system, welfare rights, mutual support between individuals, social groups, associated 

responsibilities and rights... which are not fully aware of the reality. 

2. Some basic measures aimed at promotion the implementation of social 

welfare policy in Vietnam in the coming time 

Highest goal assert superiority Vietnamese regime is to care for people's living. 

Therefore, Vietnam has always concerned the implementation of social welfare policies to 

the people, as this is a key task of the mission overall socio-economic development. The 

process of implementing social welare policies (mainly based on the fundamental pillars) 

has achieved important results that contribute to the country's overall victory in the renewal 
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process and international integration. On the basis of assessing the situation (achievements 

andlimitations, defects), Vietnam should proceed to build and implement synchronous 

measures to promote implementation of effective social welfare policies, sustainable in the 

coming time. 

Firstly, to promote the dissemination and advocacy organizations, socio-political 

organizations and citizens to actively participate in implementation of social welfare policies 

In the coming time, Vietnam should be fully aware of the positive impact, the 

negative impact of socio-economic context domestic and international. Vietnam should be 

based on the overall review of the implementation of pillars of social welfare policies and 

advocacy work carried out social welfare policies. Since then, Vietnam needs to study and 

promote the dissemination and advocacy to promote the synergy of the entire political 

system, social organizations and people. The authorities need to step up the propaganda 

and mobilization of civil society to strengthen the spirit of mutual love, to create the 

atmosphere of understanding, willing to participate in community angd social activities. 

Practical implementation models implemented social welfare policies in Vietnam in 

recent years have showed , the propagandas and mobilizations  must be diverse, rich and 

appropriate for each audience participation social welafre policy implementation as 

through seminars, workshops, radio speakers, propaganda in the neighborhood, residential 

structure, organize competitions as cultural stage ... specifically as propaganda and 

mobilization for all people understanding and participating in voluntarily social insurance, 

health insurance; mobilizing international charities to support object disadvantaged 

community integration; honoring individuals who  have contributed positively enormous in 

implementing social welfare policies. 

Also, the propaganda and mobilization must be done regularly, repeatedly through 

modern media. Those jobs not only received the attention and support of charities in the 

country and international, but also mobilized individuals with philanthropists, businesses at 

home and abroad. Need campaign, set of organizations and individuals to strengthen 

solidarity which created synergy to successfully implement the goals of social welfare 

(Gold Rattle Program, VTV‘s agricultural program; ...). 

Second, to promote the initiative and creativity in building the program, planning to 

implement social welfare policies of localties and beneficiaries 

To implement social welfare policies to the people, especially the localities which 

have site conditions, economic - social difficulties also need to be conducted 

synchronously and efficiently. Want to achieve positive results, it requires the authorities at 

all levels have always promoted the initiative and creativity of all the activities specified by 

the action plan, program goals and implementation plan. These plans, targets are oriented, 

necessary step in the implementation of the policies of the basic pillars of social security 

policy. Many localities have to actively seize modeling hunger eradication and poverty 

reduction in the economic, social, rational matching their practices, avoid applying the 

model of other localities passively, lack uniform and inefficiency. 

Vietnam should actively promote the use of uniform, effective resources to 

implement social welfare policies. If no or insufficient resources, the policy will not be 
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successfully carried out its objectives. The exploitation of the resources of social welfare 

guarantees from the people and from the international organizations, NGOs and the help of 

the countries in the world, takes the issue of "self-being of the people", "self-police of 

local". Therefore, Vietnam must constantly raising measures to exploit and maximize 

resources from central to local. 

 Besides, the implementation of social security policies need to be scientific, 

reasonable and specific roadmap. Individuals and concerned organizations concerned will 

be assigned clearly mandate, agreed to by each particular expertise. The implementation of 

social welfare policy will be consistent and high efficiency. The inspection work  and 

examination of the implementation of social welfare policies are very important factors and 

necessary. Thus, Vietnam will discover misconduct in the management and 

implementation of social welfare policies. From there, helping Vietnam make measures 

more scientific management to limit and overcome the negative employment, it is not 

appropriate to contribute to ensuring a fair and effective for the people. 

Third, improve the training, retraining and staff development in the field of social 

security, especially in remote areas and special difficulty areas of the country 

Constructing the staff which have professional qualifications and professional are 

important factors to implement social welfare security policies in international integration 

period. However, in recent years shows that this problem inVietnam where is limited lead 

to the process of implementing social welfare policies is overlapping and ineffective, 

synchronous which are not met the requirements set out in some areas. Therefore, in 

thecoming time, Vietnam should invest, develop specialized staff in the field of social 

welfare in both quantity and quality: Focusing resources ontraining classes in the monthly 

periodicalorganizations, workshops, seminars to exchange experience in implementing 

social welfare policies atthe localities together; opening the short and medium term 

training cources which are related to policy and social welfare implementation process. On 

the other hand, localities should actively associate with reputable training institutions, 

rightly majors to build specialized staff in the field of social welfare. 

Besides, localities need to invest in infrastructure, the best means possible 

conditions for staff  well done professional work. Equipments, facilities must be ensured to 

help deploy staff effectively, positive programs and projects based on the basic pillars of 

social welfare policies. The localities need to make estimation and invest fund for 

infrastructure development, especially data systems, the references to social welfare and 

serve the needs of researchers, academic staff. 

Fourth, accelerate economic growth and development, regarding it as an important 

driving force to ensure the sustainability of social welfare policies  

Vietnam‘s socio-economic development strategy for the period 2011 - 2020 states: 

Economic growth must be in harmony with the implementation of social justice and social 

progress; constantly improve the people‘s living quality; socio-economic development 

should always go along with protecting and improving the environment ...combining  

harmonization of economic, social and environmental benefits. At the same time, Prime 

Minister Nguyen Tan Dung also stressed: "Economic development associated with 

ensuring social welfare is a consistent policy of the Government of Vietnam". So, big 
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economic development will have the financial resources to ensure the sustainability of 

social welfare policies. Performing well this issue in the coming time, Vietnam should 

focus on promoting extentive integration, comprehensive with countries which have 

developed economy, welfare is guaranteed good for the people in the region and the world 

. Vietnam should strengthen cooperation on economic development investment with other 

countries, the development of special economic zones and industrial parks will contribute 

to create jobs, reduce social vices, sustainable hunger eradication and poverty reduction to 

people, especially those areas still face many difficulties. At the same time, Vietnam has 

focused on the development of human resources, ensuring sustainable livelihood, the 

application of science - technology in the production process, especially for agricultural 

production for farmers in the integration period. 

Fifth, Vietnam should actively cooperate, learn experiences from the process of 

implementing social welfare policies of  the countries in the region and the world 

The trend ofinternationalization,globalization ofthe economyandglobal 

issuesposeincreasingly urgency, so that international integrationshouldbethe needs, 

demandsofcountries today.So, in order toimplementmore effectivesocial welfare policiesto 

the people, besides gettingmany experiencesof success andfailure,Vietnamshould 

continues tostudy andlearnthe experiences from other countries in the regionandthe world, 

such as Germany, Sweden, Singapore, Australia, Japan...Those are countries which are 

more successfulinbuildingthe modelsforimplementingsocial welfare policiesto the people 

inrecentdecades 

Through the seminars, the exchanges programs with othercountries which allow 

Vietnam to absorb, learn fromthe experience in positivemanagement modelsandavoid 

themistakesand limitationsto which countrieshave experienced. Especially,Vietnam 

focused on researching, learningexperiences of countries aboutconstructionof indicator 

system, monitoring andevaluation, monitoring the implementationof pillars of social 

welfare policy. Periodically perform analysis, evaluation of livelihood, risk of  the 

implementation of social security policy measures for people 

3. CONCLUSION 

The requirements set out by the innovation, international integration and practical 

needs people's living, Vietnam always focuses on building and completing the mechanism, 

social welfare policies. At the same time, mobilization and rational use of all resources to 

implement  effective social welfare policies in the reality  of the country and each locality. In 

past years, with the effort that's ongoing political system, social organizations and people, 

Vietnam has many important achievements in the implementation of social welfare policies, 

thereby contributing to improve the life quality (material and spiritual) to people. Many 

policies, schemes and models of sustainable hunger eradication and poverty reduction is 

extensive deployment; beneficiaries of subsidy policy, increasing social support. Many 

localities in the country to become "bright point" in helping people improve their life quality. 

Standing in front of domestic and international new context, to international integration with 

countries in the region and the world, requiring Vietnam should continues to study the 

situation and implementation of synchronous solutions and effective roadmap more to 

promote the implementation of social welfare policies to the people in the renewal  and 

international integration process. 
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Abstract 

By Vietnam‟s Government, the year 2016 is chosen as the startup year. According 

to Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry (VCCI), in Vietnam, so far, there have 

been 500,000 enterprises. By 2020, the goal of establishing 2 millions of enterprises is the 

main focus of all related policies and measures in Vietnam then the number of 5 millions of 

enterprises becomes the main target of the policies in the following period. Generally 

speaking, the startup campaign is one of the most effective ways to mobilize all of the 

resources for Vietnam‟s development and it also provides the more job opportunities for 

the employees especially for the poor. Their likelihood may be basically improved by this 

campaign in line with some change in the system of the humanity values. 

Key words: 2016, startup campaign, humanity values, Vietnam.      
 

1. Introduction 

 The start-up campaign is a new movement of Vietnam‘s enterprises appeared from 

the year 2016 being the time in which Vietnam proactively integrate into the world under 

the strong pressures of the international commitments in accordance with the free trade 

agreements like WTO
1

25

, TPP
226

and EVFTA
3

27

. Based on the increasingly internationalized 

playing field, the business initiatives have been established.In the context of trade 

liberalization all over the world, the enterprises are the main value created agents and at the 

same time, they are the international competitors and partners to each other. Therefore, the 

entrepreneurship becomes the center of the spiritual life of the enterprise community in 

Vietnam. The opportunities under the international integration change over time and in a 

very much diversified way that must be taken advantage by all of the stakeholders like 

enterprises, government and others. 

 The start-up can be explained in several ways. A startup is a young company that is 

just beginning to develop. For the ―innocent enterprises‖, the startups are usually small and 

initially financed and operated by a handful of founders or one individual
4

28. A startup may be 

defined as the action or process of setting something in motion
5

29. According to the author, 

                                                           
125

World Trade Organization 
226

Trans Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership Agreement has completed negotiation on 5
th

 October 2015 

including 12 members: Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New 

Zealand, Peru and Singapore, Vietnam and the United States. The official effective date of its signature is the 

4
th

 February 2016.   
3
27European Union- Vietnam Free Trade Agreement 

428
Read more at: What exactly is a startup? Investopedia 

(http://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/12/what-is-a-startup.asp#ixzz472lmjSew) 
529

See What is a startup definition- Business Insider 

(www. businessinsider.com/what-is-a-startup-definition-2014-12) 

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/startup.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/12/what-is-a-startup.asp#ixzz472lmjSew
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startup is the realizing the business initiative to get new value in all fields of business. The 

success of economic development much depends on the performance of the startup of the 

enterprises and the avoidance of the inefficient allocation of the resources. For Vietnam, to 

be basically an industrializing country towards modernization by 2020, developing the 

number of enterprises becomes inevitable. In fact, Vietnam‘s economy maintains the 

relatively high growth rate under the potential and many opportunities have not been taken 

advantage.     

 So far, there have not many researches on the startup of enterprises in Vietnam as 

the centered campaign getting a lot of resources from other fields of the economy although 

from July 2016, the Law of Investment and the Law of Enterprise shall come into effect. 

By that event, the legal institution for startup becomes transparent and consistent with the 

international rules. Some annual publications by World Bank are issued about ―Doing 

business‖ measuring the easy of the business environment of many countries in the world. 

The Global Competitiveness Report by World Economic Forum every year provides the 

ranking about the national competitiveness of most countries in the world in which the 

entrepreneurship is one of the most important criteria. In Vietnam, there are two important 

criteria related to startup including the Provincial Competitiveness Index (PCI) and Public 

Administration Performance Index (PAPI) that are yearly announced to publicly evaluate 

the efficiency of the state bodies. The report ―Vietnam 2035: Toward Prosperity, 

Creativity, Equity and Democracy‖ by World Bank and Ministry of Planning and 

Investment (2016) provides the long term view on Vietnam in the vision of 2035. The 

values regarding to this report are prosperity, creativity, equity and democracy from the 

economic development of Vietnam to 2035. Such these reports are valuable to support the 

realization of the startup campaign in Vietnam since 2016. 

The paper concentrates on making clear the nature of the startup campaign in 

Vietnam since 2016 analyzes its impacts on the economy and explains about its humanity 

values for all stakeholders.    

 In order to complete the research paper, the evidence-based method will be used. 

The evidence includes the data and the information on policy and measures that are applied 

to the startup campaign. The data mainly being secondary one are collected from different 

sources like Vietnam‘s Chamber of Industry and Commerce (VCCI), General Statically 

Office (GSO) and the state bodies in charge of the enterprises on Vietnam and other 

international organizations. Besides, the paper also uses the technique of comparison 

making to deeply show the similarities and differences between the ―before-2016‖ startup 

and the ―from-2016‖one then to draw the necessary conclusions. Furthermore, the PEST 

model is still used to analyze the political, economic, social and technological environment 

for startup campaign in Vietnam. The law of the consistency between infrastructure and 

superstructure will be applied to explaining the dialectical relationship between startup 

campaign and humanity values.   

2. The nature of the startup campaign in Vietnam “from- 2016” vs. “before- 2016” 

Since the time of brightly successful completion of the 12
th

 Vietnam‘s Communist 

Party in the January 2016, the startup campaign in Vietnam has been launched. For 

Vietnamese business tradition and customs or at the greater extent, the business culture, 
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startup is a very important moment for business cycle as a whole that can be considered as 

the signal for the success of the next period. It seems that there is a close linkage between 

the first moment of a startup and the next performance step and its last result. If the 

enterprise has a smooth and lucky startup, its operation and result will be good, in other 

words, the cost for its operation is minimized and the outcome is maximized. 

 The startup, therefore, can be seen in two aspects. The first is a set of orderly 

activities that must be done by businessmen to force their enterprises operate as their 

expectation. Those are to launch the initiatives by the entrepreneur, to realize them and to 

expand or to downsize the business. The second is the combination of the physical factors 

like capital, labor, technology, land and management with the invisible factors like the 

tradition, customs or supranational forces. 

The startup campaign in Vietnam is a great movement of establishing some new 

millions of the enterprises. It also shows the political will for the startup in line with the mass 

participation of the businessmen into the campaign. The purpose of the startup from a simple 

campaign can be shifted to the building a startup nation. The leadership of the political 

system executes its power over the campaign by the policy building and offering the 

incentives for the participants of the campaign. It also ensures the unification of the policy 

over the country as a whole by the unified management system, eliminates the deregulations 

by the local authorities that might destroy the unity of the countrywide policy. 

In the peak period of centrally planned economy in 1960s and 1970s, the startup in 

Vietnam was the movement of establishing the cooperatives in the Northern part
630

. A 

great number of cooperatives have been built what attract almost farmers into them. In this 

time, the land belongs to the all-people ownership directly represented by the local state 

agencies; therefore, all of products produced by cooperatives are publicly owned and 

distributed among their members. The private business activities have been prohibited. The 

startup in this time, by nature, was the movement directed by the commanded decision 

from the political system to serve the course of socialist building in the North. 

In the transitional period of economic reform from 1986 to 2015 to shift Vietnam 

from a centrally planned economy towards a market economy oriented to socialist, the 

startup was conducted in 3 following tendencies: 

- The farmers took part in the mass campaign ―contract farming‖ and as a result, the 

productivity in the agriculture has been improved. Vietnam was basically changed from the 

situation of shortage of food to one of the biggest rice exporters in the world. 

- The workers participated in the equitization campaign to acquire the shares in the 

state-owned enterprises to get the dividends or profit sharing. 

- The free labor was granted the right to setup the enterprises in the unforbided area 

liberalized at the largest scale. All enterprises belong to the state-owned and non-state 

owned sectors are behaved in the fair way. 

Below are the similarities and differences between ―before-2016‖ and ―from- 2016‖ 

startup campaign. 

                                                           
630

In this period, Vietnam has not been unified from the Northern part and the Southern part until 30
th
 April 1975. 
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Table 1: Similarities and differences between “before-2016” and “from- 2016” 

startup campaign 

 Before-2016 From- 2016 

Similarities Mobilizing all of the resources to serve the economic development  

Differences Legal 

framework 

Startup in the legally 

permitted business areas  

Startup in the legally unprohibited 

business areas 

Purpose To get the jobs for the 

likelihood   

To develop the career and to achieve 

the desire in the business  

International 

scale 

Narrowed by the limited 

commitments of the 

traditional agreements   

Opened by the maximum 

commitments of the new- generation 

agreements  

Source: Author                                    

3. The driving forces for startup campaign from 2016 

The startup campaign from 2016 is influenced by several factors viewed from the 

PEST model. This view provides the comprehensive evaluation on the driving forces for 

startup. These construct the conception platform for establishing the humanity values. 

 In political force, the startup campaign is officially declared by the state agencies at 

different levels of management from central level to the locality. By nature, this campaign 

is laid under the unified leadership of Vietnam‘s Communist Party as the most powerful 

political guarantees for the campaign. The sound stability of the political system in 

Vietnam grants the strong belief of the people and community of the enterprises on the 

right direction of the economic development for a long term, specifically on the continuous 

attraction of the resources into the business. The purpose of this campaign is to realize the 

system of values of Vietnam-wealthy people, strong state, democracy, equity and 

civilization as the highest values of Vietnam‘s revolution in the term 2016-2020. In 2015, 

Government of Vietnam issued the Resolution No. 19 to continue improving the business 

environment for enterprises and it connects with the business environment with the 

national competitiveness. Such those activities support the startup spirit of the country for 

all stakeholders. Many important legal documents have been issued to set the legal 

framework for startup campaign of enterprises like Revised Constitution 2013 putting 

human rights on the highest priority. The revised Law of Investment and Law of Enterprise 

in 2014 also maximize the business rights for all people in Vietnam. The dialogues 

between the Government and community of enterprises organized based on the yearly 

enhance the link and cooperation between policymaker and enterprise. On 29
th

 April 2016, 

in Ho Chi Minh City, Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc remarked in front of about 1,000 

enterprises about role of enterprises as a strong engine for economic growth, and selected 

the year of 2016 as the year of startup for Vietnam. 

 In economic force, the decreased annual growth rate in the period 2008-2014 

(Figure 1) from about 8% to around 5.5% -6% caused by the financial crisis and economic 

downturn requires the new momentum for economic growth originated from the 

community of the enterprises. Since 2015, Vietnam‘s economy takes some signal of its 

recovery by the increased growth rate at the level of over 6% per annum, for example, in 
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2016, the intended growth rate is 6.7% In fact, the measures applied by Government 

through using monetary and fiscal policies, equitizing the state-owned enterprises seem to 

be inefficient to create new engine for economic growth. Moreover, the extensive growth 

model focusing on the exploiting the available resources like minerals, land and cheap labor 

is replaced by the intensive one concentrating on the new technologies that needs a mass 

participation of the enterprises into the model. Vietnam becomes a low middle income 

country
731

from 2010 and sets the target of achieving GDP per capita at 3,200-3,500 USD by 

the year 2020. In the period 2016-2018, almost commitments of Vietnam within the free 

trade agreements come into effect specifically those to removing the trade barriers. As a 

result, a lot of opportunities are opened for Vietnam‘s enterprises and other partners‘ ones. 

Figure 1: GDP growth rate of Vietnam from 2004 -2016 

 

* Source: GSO 

Note: (*) is forecasted 

According to report of the National Assembly about the state budget in 2015, the 

budget deficit was increased around 5% of GDP. The current spending accounts for 64-

65% of total spending of state budget in the 2011-2015 period greater than that in the 

2006-2010 period of 55,2% due to the increased spending on social security, salary 

reforming and development investment. In additions, the price transferring of big 

enterprises with foreign invested capital and the policy against the tax reduction, rebate 

and refund
8 32

in Vietnam also are the main channels of reducing the remarkable 

receivables for state budget. In order to sustainably improve the state budget deficit for 

the long-term, it is necessary to increase the receivables by taxation levied mainly on 

enterprises. The startup campaign is the way to build the strong force of the enterprises 

as the main taxpayers for state budget. 

In parallel with the tendency of Vietnam‘s economic recovery, the change of the 

situation of the enterprises reveals some issues to be solved. By the 31
th

 December 2015, in 

Vietnam there have been 513,000 enterprises of which the portion of small and medium 

sized enterprises is 96%. In accordance with the profitability, the portion of profitable 

                                                           
731

The average income is 1,068 USD. 
8ơ

 According to tax policy of Vietnam, the enterprises enjoy the first 4 years of corporate income tax 

exemption and reduction of 50% of tax for next 5 years. The goods exported are refunded the value-added 

tax and import duty for material or spare-parts purchased from foreign countries to manufacture the exporting 

goods in Vietnam‘s territory.    
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enterprises is 42% and the remaining (58%) belongs to break- even and loss making 

enterprises. In aspect of the average number of labor per enterprise, in 2015 it is 29 

employees being smaller than that of 49 employees in 2007. In 2015, the number of 

enterprises going bankruptcy is 23,000 ones and nearly the same number is established. 

Under the increased pressure of competition for trade liberalization such as a huge amount 

of imported goods, free movement of labor and investment into Vietnam from the rest of 

the world, probability of bankruptcy enterprises might be increased, hence, the startup 

campaign is the best choice for avoiding the situation of the mass number of going- 

bankruptcy enterprises.        

 In social force, many successful startups in different fields of business like in 

agriculture, social enterprises and households are the typical cases for all people who have 

the entrepreneur. A lot of undergraduates and graduates
9 33

from university have great 

demand for jobs and they are willing to take part in the startup campaign for their 

likelihood and their desires to serve the people, country and community. In some cities in 

Vietnam like Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi Capital, the startup campaign has been 

establishing for 5 years in different forms like funding, forum organizing for startup and 

they get much support from the youths. Since 2015, appears the new phenomenon in which 

the some students graduated from secondary schools had not chosen the entering into 

university but the college to get the professional skills for their job in the future. The 

countrywide propaganda on startup campaign has delivered the necessary information to 

anyone at anytime by Television (VTV1), Radio Broadcasting (VOV1), Newspapers, 

websites and face book. The startup campaign has its spillover effects from the initiative to 

build a kind of the campaign towards a startup country as a whole and the startup city like 

Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi Capital.               

In technological force, the report of VCCI shows that the portion of applying the 

high technology to the agriculture in Vietnam is only 1% although the agriculture is the 

main activities accounting for about 70% population working as the farmers and 

contributing nearly 40% to GDP. The ―left- be hide‖ situation in technological base for 

Vietnam in comparison with other countries is unavoidable if there is not an effective 

way to mobilize all resources into its development. In fact, the investment from the 

social capital and enterprises into R&D (Research & Development) has been still 

modest in comparison with its great contribution to the economic growth. Many youths 

have their initiatives and the creativity skills that need to be developed in the favorable 

environment. Therefore, the startup campaign encourages the youths participate into 

the business by developing their creativity skills. 

4. The humanity values derived 

The startup campaign is a basic change of the economy because it creates a new 

focus of all members in the society on attracting all of the recourses to circulate the 

economic activities. The economic change means change in the way of behavior of the 

closely related economic agents in the economic circulation including the enterprise, 

                                                           
933

According to the Ministry of Labor, Invalid and Social Affairs, every year in Vietnam, there is about 100,000 

undergraduates and graduates fall in the unemployment meanwhile there is the shortage of skilled labor. 
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government, organization household and people. Vietnam follows the model of market 

economy towards socialist in which the centered role is played by the people
1034

. Moreover, 

the change in the economic infrastructure causes the change in the superstructure 

containing the philosophy, ethics and religion in which the system of humanity values is a 

very important component. In other words, the startup campaign forms the new level of 

connectivity between economic agents to make the new system of humanity values
11

.
35

.  

 Firstly, the startup campaign aims to establish 5 millions of enterprises from 

2016 to 2025 which is tenfold in comparison with the current number of enterprises. It 

is in line with the target of doubling GDP of Vietnam by 10 years from 2016. Such 

these enterprises create the new values for the economy that greatly contributes to GDP 

by taxation, job creation, income improvement for employees and the products and 

services for the market. The wealthy or prosperity for all stakeholders is the first value 

derived from the startup campaign.  

 Secondly, it mobilizes all of resources to serve the course of industrialization, 

modernization through attracting all of the capital, talent, innovation, management skills, 

know-how and knowledge from all corners even the smallest ones in the country. This 

campaign enhances the consolidation, the linkage and unity of the different sectors in the 

economy including the unified system of markets as labor, capital, technology, commodity 

and service. The sound economy is the pre-condition for the sound political system and, to 

a greater extent; the strong state is the derived value from startup campaign. 

 Thirdly, it forces all of the state agencies at different levels of management from 

central level to the locality one to offer the best public services for enterprises. All of the 

barriers for all of the transactions in the economy must be removed and the state plays a 

role of the developmental institution. The public servicing by state to the enterprises is the 

lowest, at the most simplified, friendly procedure and in the shortest time. It is also fair and 

transparent to all economic agents without discrimination or hidden connectivity. The 

relationship between state and enterprise is the close and revealed partnership. This aspect 

reflects the values of democracy, equity and transparency through startup campaign. 

Fourthly, it makes perfect the full set of values of the society as a whole in the 

modern time. Such the values apply to all of the stakeholders and they are the values of the 

civilization. The material and spiritual life for people are ensured by the campaign from the 

long term perspective. All activities run by startup campaign serve the comprehensive 

development of the people- the main entity in the society. That means the startup 

constructs the general value of civilization.                   

The humanity values derived from the startup campaign are showed in the Figure 2. 

Among these values there are the interrelationships and they are complement to each other. 

The startup is an inevitable movement in the course of economic development in Vietnam 

then the system of humanity values formed is objective.      

                                                           
1034

According to Marxism- Leninism theory, the people always lay in the center of all relationships in the 

society. Vietnam‘s Communist Party absolutely takes this theory as the thought foundation and guidelines for 

both its perception and actions.   
1135

According to author‘s opinion, the system of values is a set of shared standards or norms within a community. 
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Figure 2: The humanity values derived from the startup campaign 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Author 
 

5. Conclusion and recommendations  

The startup campaign in Vietnam, by nature, is a great economic change in the 

order of the economy in which the center is the entrepreneurship. It is established in line 

with the spirit of the Revised Constitution 2013, Law of Investment 2014, Law of 

Enterprise 2014 and other legal documents to provide the legal framework for it running. It 

accelerates the new momentum for economic growth in new period of Vietnam‘s economic 

development and as the result, builds the new system of humanity values. 

In order to make successful for this campaign as the economic platform for developing 

the humanity values, it is necessary to implement the following recommend dations: 

1. It should convert the startup campaign to the national target program on the 

startup in 10 year from 2016 to 2025. The humanity values should consider as the 

standards or the targets to be achieved in this program, therefore, building the program 

needs a clear process from the purpose setting, impact analyzing, resource allocating and 

result evaluating. The experts in this field should be attracted to establish. The national 

program on startup can be behaved not only as the guidelines for entrepreneurship but also 

the official assistance to minimize the risk during doing business. 

2.  Investing much money and time in building the propaganda to improve the 

perception for all of the stakeholders on the cost and benefit of the startup campaign and its 

derived humanity values to ensure full set of activities being in line with the long term 

target. The propaganda should be made in creative forms to attract much attention from the 

greatest public to the program. The ways of communication by Television, radios, internet, 

newspapers, words of mouth, etc should be used. The program needs inform publicly and 

in the easiest way to be approached to get the greatest volume of the audience on it. In all 

the agendas at all levels of management there should regard to the startup program.  

3.  Changing the education curriculum to train the student the entrepreneurship in 

parallel with the understanding about the humanity values derived from the startup 

campaign or programme. Besides providing the knowledge and skills in the professional 

area, it is necessary to equip them the career-orientation knowledge prior to their 

graduation. It requires the restructuring training program, providing more practical skills 

and feeding the desire of self- development. The case studies on the startup should be 

collected, systemized and published to serve the teaching about startup.          
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4. Reforming the business environment in the direction of offering the most 

favorable conditions for the most effective startup in term of favorable source of capital, 

land, labor, administrative procedures and the needed consultancy service providing. The 

most important guideline should be strictly respected to it is ―the entrepreneur has the right 

to do business in the unprohibited area‖. The government not only protects the rights of 

doing business for all stakeholders but also encourages them in all spheares of the doing 

business. The combination between industries, the different levels of state management 

agencies, the organizations, enterprises, households and individuals should be enhanced to 

remove all of the barriers against the business and to build the network of them to assist 

―just-in-time‖ the startup at anytime and in anywhere. 

6. Building the typical startup in different forms like startup city, startup district, startup 

commune, startup of the youths, startup of the invalids, etc to draw the successful and 

unsuccessesful lessons for each other. At the same time, it is necessary to learn the international 

experience on the startup campaign or program to selectively apply to Vietnam. Besides, it 

should take advantage of the impact of the free trade agreements on the entrepreneurship to 

deliver the information about startup to the stakeholders in the most effective way 
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Abstract  

This research concerns social change in the relationship between male and female 

genders in the Phutai community, an ethnic group in northeast Thailand. The new context 

of socio-economic and modern culture as well as commercial cultural management and 

cultural tourism, have reshaped social relation betweens men and women. The area scope 

of the research is within the village of Kok Kong, Kutwa   sub-district, Kuchinarai district, 

Kalasin province, Thailand.        

Phutai is one of ethnic group that has moved from Laos to Thailand. This Phutai 

community was listed by the Thai government economic development for communal 

cultural tourism. This project affects the community in its productive systems, social 

norms, and gender relations. The Phutai community has changed their ways of making a 

living. They have adopted selling services in the tourism industry combined with 

traditional land cultivation practices. 

The custom of spatial usage among women in the community has changed. Phutai 

women used to be “inside” the house, but now are “outside,” i.e., in public. They 

participate directly in economic activity. The traditional work of the Phutai woman within 

her own space formerly was not involved with the family‟s monetary income.  Now her 

work situation/space has changed to provide service for tourists which directly contributes 

to family income, thus, providing economic value to the family and to the community. At 

the same time, the relationships between Phutai women and men, as generated in the 

context of cultural tourism, has been both rebalanced and beneficial. 

This social phenomenon is a reflection of communal adjustment to a new social 

environment which is not directly controlled by the Thai state. The community, however, 

has come up with their own social adjustment. They use custom, culture, and communal 

intelligence to form the new gender relationship which fit within the context of 

development in productive capitalism through communal cultural tourism.  

.Keywords: Phutai Ethnic, Development, Cultural Tourism, Gender Relations, 

Power Relations 

1. Introduction 

 According to a study of the social change in gender relation in tourism, researcher 

has selected Baan Kok Kong, Phutai village, Kalasin province as a research area because 

this village still keeps cultural unique of Phutai ethnic group very well. The village‘s 

context is suitable to develop to be tourism location. Context of the village conform to the 

objective of cultural tourism which focus on the learning exchange to understand the 

differences of culture in another place. In addition, locals can use their outstanding culture, 

and develop to be the tourism attraction (Greenwood, 1982 Howell, 1993 Pigram, 1993)       

mailto:chanoknan_r@hotmail.com
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Kok Kong village is a Phutai village where has been selected to develop to be the 

cultural village in form of the home stay cultural tourism (Sunee Liewpenwong, 2002), and 

also is a village that both government and private sectors attempt to provide knowledge 

about tourism to community, and provide the career development to village successfully in 

terms of the participation of people in community in the management and accommodation 

service as the ―Home Stay‖. Moreover, they also have got a reward ―Best Tourism 

Industry‖ in 2000 from the Tourism Authority of Thailand (Prapart Intanapasart, 2003) 

 According to the change above, researcher then interests to study the effect to role 

and relation between male and female in Phutai community among the change in 

community to support the incoming of cultural tourism. Even Women‘s role still adhere to 

the work in household, but the work, which involve to family income, will have effect to 

change of gender relation of Phutai or not and how ? 

2. Productive system of the Kok Kong household 

2.1. Agricultural production of Kok Kong household 

Kok Kong village is a village of evacuated Phutai people who has settled down their 

land since a hundred year ago. Their livelihood and custom are simple. Village‘s economic 

system in the past was the self-reliance production.  That was the production for living within 

the family only such as rice farming, weaving, and vegetable farming. The products were not 

for sale, but for exchange to each other only. 

 Beside the said agricultural works, they also did animal farming, but not likely to 

do as the main career. They mostly fed animals like cow, buffalo, pig, duck, and chicken. 

Cow and buffalo in the past mostly fed to work in the rice field, but these animals this day 

have been fed for sale more. 

 Recently, agriculture in Kok Kong village has been done to serve the market 

demands outside the community. New technologies and agricultural equipments have been 

used in the village such as Tractor, feed pump, lawn mover, and sprayer.  

2.2. Gender relation in the Phutai traditional custom. 

 Research result found that the structure of Phutai family is the expanded family and 

monogamy. They normally marry with person in the same village or in the same ethnic 

group due to the same understanding and respect in the same spirit. About the place to live 

after the marriage, mostly man has to live in the woman‘s house as the Matrilocal. It means 

that when they get married, they have to live in the woman‘s house. When they have their 

child and enough property, they then keep apart from woman‘s family to set their own 

family. Man will be respected as a family leader. 

Relationship of persons in Phutai household, father is the most respected person in 

the family. Mother is the next, first child, and second child respectively.  About the 

heirdom, the heritage will be given to man because man has important function in the 

succession. Woman has to help man to build up the family. 

In the member‘s role in the family, found that husband has to take care of his wife 

and children. He has to behave himself as a good husband and good father. In addition, he 

also has to respect and take care of his parents very well. On the wedding day, husband 

will be taught by woman‘s cousin to be a good husband who is diligent and patient in the 

family building up.   
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The role of wife is as much as the husband has. Wife‘s duty is house working such 

as taking care of children and parents, cooking, washing, cleaning the house. In addition, 

wife also helps husband to work outside the house such as in the farm. Phutai women 

mostly have to take care of their children because women normally live with their children 

closer than husband. These roles of husband and wife are based on the local custom they 

hold for a long time. This conforms to a study of Pranee Wongtes (2001) who defines a 

word ―housework‖ that is the smallest unit, and is an activity which is set between mother 

(one or more) and children. In addition, we can give more details about ―housework‖ in 

terms of activity and the reproduction such as the caring of child and patient, and cooking. 

―Work outside the house or the public work‖ means activity, institution, or the form of 

relation which link to position, organization, or group in society. 

The characteristic of gender relation in the Phutai traditional custom has conformed 

to the studies which give the overview about the gender. Suchada Taweesit (2004) states 

about the paradigm which is used to explain gender system, the research gives a result 

which conforms to the paradigm of CulturalConstructionistby stating that gender is the 

symbolic system, and is the superstructure. Gender is the product of history, belief, 

religion, class, ideology, and local economic system also. To make the understanding of 

gender relation, we have to interpret contexts of the socio-cultural structure 

simultaneously. 

About the division of task between genders in Phutai custom, women are responsible 

for the housework such as cooking, caring child, weaving, and working in the field. On the 

other hand, men are responsible for the works such as the construction, farming, commerce, 

handicraft, and ordaining to study the dharma also.  

Phutai people strongly adhere to their custom and traditional belief they have in the 

way of life such as career, activity, or tradition in community. Men and women have 

different role in the community that is; the role of men will be in the public space. They 

participate in the community‘s activity. In the same time, the role of women will be about 

the reproduction in household. This conforms to Kanchana Kaewthep.  (2003) who studied 

a cultural issue about the place or space where preserve to men or women only. The study 

found that the form of space allocation for men or women in society is quite the same 

direction all over the world that is ―women‘s space is in the house‖, and ―men‘s space is in 

the public‖. 

Even the space of men and women will be separated each other, but the relationship 

between men and women in Phutai society still patronize and support each other. Husband, 

as a family leader, has to be diligent and care for his family very well. Wife also has to 

work in the house such as caring child, cooking, weaving, and etc. Moreover, wife has to 

help husband to work outside the house such as farming and caring of husband‘s parents. 

(Pichet Saipun, 2000)      

 2.3. Gender relation of Phutai in the agricultural practices 

Relationship of member in Phutai society who works in the agricultures especially 

in rice farming, found that women has got the participation in every activity. Both of men 

and women are labors in the production by dividing function depend on the physical 

characteristic that is; men have to work the hard working such as in farming by plough the 
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field or pumping water to the field. In addition, found that the division of task in Phutai 

society is flexible. Everyone can support or switch the work, if another cannot do it. Men 

also take charge of economic management in the household. While men are working for 

the incomes to live the family, women will participate in the agricultural activity such as 

animal farming or handicrafts, taking responsible to the houseworks, and caring member in 

the family.  Women also are working as the collector to collect the income, and allocate 

agricultural products in the family. We can see that husband works and gets money or rice 

as a reward; husband will give a role of expense management and allocation to his wife.  

The product allocation and expense management related to the relation in term of 

power in family. In case of Phutai people, relationship between husband and wife will run as 

the patronized relationship. Even husband will be honored as a family leader, but the 

decision making power in each point will be done by both husband and wife. For instant, in 

agricultural activity, husband is the first person to make a decision, wife will share the 

opinion in both positive and negative to husband. Because agricultural activity has been done 

on the wife‘s land, so wife has to have the participation in the decision that husband made. 

The decision of the expenses within the house, women have more power than men 

in preparing food for family and family‘s expenses. By the way, the decision of trading 

product or buying equipment will be done by the both agreement of husband and wife.  

In the point of power of decision making in Phutai society, the pattern of decision 

making will be done depend on the productive system in household. Household which the 

family leader works agriculture, men will be the first person in the decision making in the 

agriculture point. Women will have more or less in the decision depended on how much the 

participation she has in that activity. If wife has much participation, she absolutely has more 

power in the decision making. Meanwhile the decision in the family‘s expenses, female will be 

the first person to make a decision, but she also has to ask an opinion to husband before 

making a decision. 

From the example above, shown that gender is not an indicator to specify the 

decision power, but the responsibility of activity will be an important part to decide the 

power of decision making. 

Beside the point above, in the age that agricultural practice has been developed since 

the village settlement, Phutai people strongly adhere to their custom and traditional belief they 

have in the way of life such as career, activity, or tradition in community. Men and women 

have different role in the community that is; the role of men will be in the public space. They 

participate in the community‘s activity. In the same time, the role of women will be about the 

reproduction activity in household. The role of women is in the private space or inside the 

house. By the way, relationship between men and women in this Phutai community in both 

public and private spaces has supported each other (Apinya Fuengfusakul, 2000). The 

relationship provides peace and security to the household and community.  

2.4. The development of production which ramify to the service providing 

activity through a pattern of a village of cultural tourism (since 1998 - present) 

 According to in 1998 is a year of Thailand tourism promotion ―Amazing Thailand‖ 

(The 9
th

National Economics and Social Development Plan). Each province tried to find out 
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their own resources in their area, and develop to be the tourist attraction. Kalasin province 

has many attractive places as we can see in the provincial motto; 

“เมืองฟ้าแดดสงยางโปงลางเลศิล า้วฒันธรรมผู้ไทย 

ผ้าไหมแพรวาผาเสวยภูพานมหาธารล าปาว 

ไดโนเสาร์สัตว์โลกล้านปี” 

 In those 7 tourist places, there are 6 places that are tangible attractions, but only 

1 place, Phutai culture, which is still intangible attraction.Consequently, Kalasin 

province has developed and promoted Phutai culture as an attractive one because they 

assess that Phutai culture is a potential one to attract the tourist to the province.  

 Kalasin province then set up the committee of tourism development to explore Phutai 

village. They have criteria in the selection that is; the selected village must keep the traditional 

custom very well, and do not take much modernity to the community. The physical 

environment is suitable to develop to be a tourism place. The development of tourist place in 

Kalasin province has focused on Phutai cultural tourist attraction. This has conformed to the 

government policy which promotes the conservative tourism. Moreover, the development of 

cultural tourist attraction also spends less money for the development because the cultural 

resources, that community has, will be brought to use in the development. 

Kalasin province and Thailand Authority of Tourism (TAT) have cooperated to set 

up Kok Kong village as a village for Phutai cultural tourism by using the pattern of Home 

Stay tourism in the village, and make widely public relation to outside. This causes both of 

Thai and international tourists come to visit and learn the Phutai culture continually 

(Prapart Intanapasart, 2003) 

Due to this reason, Kok Kong village then has adopted the service providing 

activity and the agricultural production mode through the village management for cultural 

tourism. The village has been formally announced as the Phutai cultural tourism 

community since August, 11 1998, and has been supported by governmental sector, private 

sector, and mass communication sector in the public relation very well. 

Recently, even Kok Kong village has been promoted as a village for cultural 

tourism, but the villager still keeps their agricultural works as the main career, and receives 

more income from the cultural tourism activity as per detail; 

1. Income from selling of general products at the community shop sharing the 

profits to member in the end of the year. 

2. Income from selling the local products which supported by the agricultural 

cooperative in Kuchinarai District. 

3. Income from the Home stays business. 

2.5. Dynamics of gender relation in traditional custom of Phutai community 

among the change of economic, social and culture by considering from the cultural 

tourism management. 

 The result found that gender relation management in cultural tourism of Phutai has 

been changed from the past. The gender relation management can be analyzed to the 

connection of 3 main components as per detail; 
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- First component Considering through the activity that member in household did. 

The activity can be classified into 2 perspectives that are;  

1) Activity about service providing and production in cultural tourism activity. The 

activity has been classified that are 1. Activities about the production of local products 

such as Phutai silk, hand-made shirt, and hand-made silk. 2. Traditional tray 3. Traditional 

dancing 4 Tourist welcoming and preparing a stage for the performance 5. Playing 

traditional music, instrument 6. Preparing the tourist welcoming ceremony.2) Activity 

about the reproduction in daily life or activity about the household such as caring children 

and patient. In the activity about the tourism, the activity can be classified that are 1. 

Cooking 2. Serving food and beverage 3. Daily life showing  4. Preparing accommodation 

for the tourist. 

In Kok Kong tourism activity, women are the participant, and run their role which is 

about the reproduction work or housework. Even women have a participation in activity 

which brings about the income to family, but women still have to work the housework. So 

women have to work in double in both of tourism activity and housework activity, while 

male is working only the tourism activities such as being a tourism committee to 

responsible for the tourist welcoming only.  

Additionally, the cultural tourism activity helps women in community have more 

participation because there are some works that women does better than men such as 

catering, housekeeping, or preparing accommodation for tourist. These are works that 

women do as routine work in the private space. 

Even women participate in the tourism activity, but they still manage their 

housework very well because both works are similar. Women‘ role in both tourism activity 

and in the house are about the housework such as catering, preparing accommodation for 

tourist, and etc. 

- Second component Considering from the access and control profile. This indicates 

to resources which person takes control to achieve the activity, and takes benefit from 

those resources such as land, tools, labor, investment fund, education, and training course. 

Research result found that, before the changing of production mode from agricultural mode 

to service providing mode, men have more chance to get knowledge and training course 

than women. By the way, women have more chance to get knowledge and experience in 

the cultural tourism activity when community has been promoted for the cultural tourism.    

-Third component, Considering from factors which influence to activity and the 

resource access and control. Factors, which influence to activity and the resource access 

and control in Phutai Kok Kong community, are as follow;  

Economic statusthe village management for cultural tourism causes women has the 

participation in productive activities which are the family‘s income sources. This causes 

women have more power in the decision making.  

Family‟s structure, social network, and relative system in community these are 

important to Phutai women because relatives are the factor which supports Phutai women 

to have more participation in the communal activity.  
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Custom, culture, and the Phutai traditional belief these are factors which support 

women to participate the activity with men equally. Even the production mode in 

community has been changed, but women still keep their social status and role equally to 

men. Women have worked as labor in the field with men. In addition, Women also weave 

the cloth for family member, and sell to the tourist. 

2.6 Women‟s housework; Economic value in the service providing system 

Tourism activity in Kok Kong village adopts work in public and in private spaces 

together. This conforms to a study by Kanchana  Kaewthep.  (2003) which stated that 

household ―as a private space‖ and community ―as a public space‖; are the spacesthat 

cannot separate each other.   

Kanchana  Kaewthep.  (2003) studied the cultural issue about the space. She stated 

that rural society has divided into 3 parts which are household, community, and the world 

outside. Household has been defined as the private space, and community as the public 

space. These spaces cannot separate each other. Space outside community has been defined 

as a space for men only, and unavailable for women because it is dangerous and not safety 

for women. This difference causes men have more chance to learn and experience the 

world outside than women. 

Factors of socio-culture have influenced to the specification of gender relation.  In 

case of role division of gender, this comes from thinking system which divides society to 2 

parts that are the public part such as things outside the house or things or duties which are 

about economic, social, politics. This has been defined as men‘s world. Another part is the 

private part such as things or duties inside the house like caring family member. This has 

been defined as women‘s world. This thinking system first started in western society. 

When the productive change occurred from agriculture sector to industry sector, the 

industrial production separated works and household each other. Women‘s role had been 

limited only in the house especially in middle-class and hi- class women.   

 Rural society like Phutai society in Kok Kong village has divided the spaces to 3 

parts which are household, community, and world outside. Household, as private space, 

and community, as public space, cannot separate each other.  For instant, Phutai women 

can run their role as labor in the production work with men. They are both labor in 

agricultural sector and handicraft sector. In addition, women also run their role to inherit 

the tradition, culture, and customs. These cause women has equal role to men. By the way, 

the difference between men and women in community is the space. Space outside 

community is available for men only because there are some dangerous and not safety for 

women. This difference causes men have more chance to learn and experience than 

women. By the way, after the cultural tourism management, women have more chance to 

learn the world outside community through the tourist. Tourist takes role as the mediator to 

exchange knowledge and experience with local women. World outside community is not 

dangerous to women anymore, but become a chance for women to gain knowledge and 

experience, and adapt these things to use in their daily life. 

After Kok Kong village has adopted the service providing in the tourism industry, and 

combined with their agricultural practices. The change, thus, links public work and private work 

together through the cultural tourism activity. Women have been supported to have more 
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participation in community because some works, such as catering or preparing accommodation 

to tourist, are works that women often do in daily life in the house. By the way, in mainstream 

economics‘ view, these are the useless values, and there are no exchange values because these 

are not the exchange for trading. 

In context of becoming a village for cultural tourism, housework, which normally 

does in private space, has been brought to work in public space. Housework, which is used 

to define as the reproduction activity within household, becomes the economic valued 

activity. The activity helps to develop economic in community. Many activities provide the 

income to the household and community such as cooking, housekeeping, caring tourist, 

weaving, selling souvenirs to tourist. These activities affect women‘s work, and become 

the valued activity. Women who work in service providing activity have received the 

reward as money. We can say that labor has exchanged value because service can be 

bought and sold by money. It is clear that community‘s income from the cultural tourism 

has come from women‘s activities such as cooking, accommodation, performance, and etc. 

The incomes from the tourism have been categorized as per detail;  

 1. Accommodation cost  40 % 

 2. Food and beverage cost  30 % 

 3. Welcoming performance cost 15 % 

 4. The households   10 % 

 5.  Village fund   5 %  (Seetaude Triyawong, July 9,2006)  

The finding in this research opposes the mainstream economic. For instant, 

housework, in term of economic, has been defined as the non-economic valued activity 

because it is the household‘s production, and the role has been divided clearly by gender 

that is; housework is a work for women. In addition, housework has not been defined as a 

work because this activity does not lead to the trading value. Due to these reasons, 

housework then does not include in the national income (Kanoksak Kaewthep,2002) These 

all are the influences from the mainstream economic perspective. General production does 

not count the physical strength which women use in the housework such as cooking or 

caring children. This women‘s strength does not have the exchanged value, but there is the 

using value because there is no trading activity on this when comparing with other 

products in the market. 

3. Social relation management base on the cross-culture interaction of the 

cultural tourism business 

 Data from the study provides a conclusion about the mechanic of social relation 

management. The said relation is an effect from the capitalism, and the stampede of 

cultures which are brought by tourist. Boundary between cultures has collapsed, and led to 

the exchange in knowledge, technology, and culture. These changes has strongly affected 

to Phutai community. Even Phutai community is a community which still keeps their 

traditional customs very well, but they also are under the modern state which rapidly 

develops. Phutai‘s attitude, thus, is not limited only in their cultural space anymore. Phutai 

people have to learn and adapt more themselves especially in the cultural practice.  

Cultures now have been linked together, and the borderline of culture has faded away. 

Phutai culture is not only limited in the ethnic group, but people outside can access and 
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learn the culture. Due to the cross-culture interaction is a dynamic, Phutai people has to 

apply their living strategy appropriate to the present world by keep benefit to community 

and learn modern culture in the same time. 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

 After the settlement of a village for cultural tourism, gender relation of Phutai 

people in Kok Kong village has changed. Women are not only doing works in the house, 

but they also have to serve or takes care the tourist who visits the village. Their duties 

about tourism are welcoming tourist, preparing food and accommodation, performing a 

show, and etc. These affect women participate in activity which provide an income to 

family. In addition, the participation of women in activity helps them have more roles in 

the resourcing access and control. Women have more chance to take the training course 

and activity with men. This, thus, results in women to receive better knowledge and 

experience. In addition, housework, in the past, was a work for women and was work 

which did not produce the exchange value to family, but now become activity which 

produces income to family and community.  

 This phenomenon is a reflection of globalization and the development of capitalism 

which reach to Phutai community by transforming Phutai village, where is full of cultural 

unique, to be a village for cultural tourism. Cultures have been performed for the economic 

value of community. Tourism makes the change in the women‘s role. Women have the 

economic role equal to men in household and community level. Moreover, tourism can be 

used as a principle in the human resource development especially women development to 

conform to the socio-economic change in the present. Tourism activity helps women have 

chance to exchange and learn new things from tourist and tourism organizations also.  This 

affects women have better attitude to society, and also helps women have more power in 

the decision making in the activity which is about women‘s role, and contribute them to 

work by themselves effectively.  
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Abstract 

 This research used lyrics from 20 modern Thai songs to analyse young Lao 

women's identity as constructed by Thais. Songs were chosen based on their having 

received more than 100,000 online views. The analysis found that Thais represented young 

Lao women's identity in three areas. First, in the area of beauty, young Lao women were 

constructed as having external (physical) beauty and inner beauty, as well as polite 

manners. Second, in the area of love, young Lao women were constructed as being sought 

after by young men for long-term relationships, especially marriage. Third, young Lao 

women's way of life was represented by traditional costume and dance, as well as their 

type of work, which tended to be outside of the house, taking on roles and duties equal to 

men. Overall, this research found that Thais‟ perspective on young Lao women's identity 

has been represented in a positive way in modern Thai songs. This shows that Thais 

currently have a positive attitude toward young Lao women. 
 

Keywords: Identity, Identity Construction, Modern Thai songs, Young Lao Women 
 

1. Introduction 

 Recently, Thai mass media has had a focus on Lao women. This has become a 

channel in constructing the identity of Lao women in the perception of Thais and is a 

phenomenon that can be observed in television, films, and music. For example, the 

tremendous popularity of the movie ―Sabai Dee Luang Prabang‖ (―Good Morning Luang 

Prabang‖), which stars a Lao woman (in the character of a Lao woman), led to two 

additional parts of the movie being released, demonstrating that Lao women‘s identity has 

become a trend in Thailand. Likewise, on social media such as Facebook, many pages have 

been created reflecting this trend. For example, the Facebook page 

―สมาคมคนรักสาวลาวแห่งประเทศไทย‖ (The Association of Thailand that Loves Lao Women) has 

more than 100,000 followers. Thai songs with lyrics that centre on Lao women have also 

become popular in Thailand, receiving similar numbers of online followers. 

 The aforementioned examples show that Thai people put significance on the 

identity of Lao women, especially young Lao women. Therefore, this research focuses on 

Thais‘ construction of young Lao women‘s identity. While there has been research in the 
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past on the identity of young Lao women as constructed by Lao people, there has not yet 

been research on Lao women‘s identity as constructed by Thais. For example, Sommay 

Sibounheuang (2554) studied the construction of Lao women‘s identity by the Lao state in 

his research, ―Construction of Lao women's identity by the government of Lao people's 

democratic republic since 1975 to the present.‖ In addition, Wisit Kidkamsuan et al. (2557) 

investigated Lao popular culture in her research, ―A ‗White-ness‘ Discourse: Identity of 

Lao Women‘s Beauty in Popular Culture.‖ The aforementioned projects investigated the 

perspective of Lao people on Lao identity. This research, on the other hand, investigates 

the perspective of Thai people on Lao people, specifically by analysing young Lao 

women‘s representation in modern Thai music. 

2. Method 

 The songs selected for analysis in this research were picked randomly from Google 

and YouTube using the keywords สาวลาวเพลง (Young Lao Women Songs). Twenty songs that 

had received more than 100,000 views online were chosen. It was hypothesized that the 

attitude of Thai people towards young Lao women could be interpreted from these songs. 

3. Results 

This study found that young Lao women‘s identity was constructed by Thais with 

representation of three aspects, including Lao women‘s beauty, love, and way of life. 

3.1. Young Lao Women‟s Beauty 

Young Lao women in the selected Thai songs were most often represented in terms 

of their beauty. All twenty songs referred to Lao women‘s beauty. Three types of beauty 

were referenced in the songs, including physical, external beauty of the body and face, 

inner beauty of the heart, and polite manners. Each type of beauty is explained in more 

detail below. 

3.1.1. Young Lao Women: External Beauty 

 The lyrics of the selected songs admired the external beauty of young Lao women, 

complimenting their beauty in general or complimenting specific aspects, such as their 

skin, face, eyes, body shape, etc. The following is an example of a section of lyrics 

complimenting a Lao woman‘s general beauty.  

มางามแท้หล่าจักว่างามได้ไผ 

งามได้แม่ใหญ่หรือเจ้าฮ่ันงามได้แม่ 

งามกะงามกะด้อเจ้าฮ่ันงามคักแน 

งามเอาสาแท้ๆอ้ายเห็นแล้วออนซอน 

         (นางฟ้าลาว, กู่แคน) 

In the example above, the song lyrics compliment the beauty of a young Lao 

woman, saying she is extremely beautiful. For example the phrase, 

―งามกะงามกะด้อเจ้าฮ่ันงามคักแน‖in the third line means, ―You are so amazingly beautiful, so 

astonishingly beautiful,‖ and the fourth line, ―งามเอาสาแท้ๆอ้ายเห็นแล้วออนซอน,‖ means, ―You are 

really beautiful; I am stunned and amazed.‖ Both of these lines show that the Lao woman 

is considered to be so beautiful that when a man sees her, he will be dazed by her beauty. 

Besides that, the first two lines above show that the Lao woman is believed to get 

her beauty from her mother. The first line, ―มางามแท้หล่าจักว่างามได้ไผ‖means, ―You are so 
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beautiful, beautiful like an egg,‖ and the second line,―งามได้แม่ใหญ่หรือเจ้าฮ่ันงามได้แม่‖means, ―Are 

you beautiful like your grandmother or beautiful like your mother?‖ These lines speak to 

the perceived hereditary nature of young Lao women‘s physical beauty. 

Other than the lyrics‘ compliments towards young Lao women‘s overall beauty, there 

are also compliments describing details of Lao women‘s physical beauty. For example, young 

Lao women are painted as having a white face, sweet eyes, a beautiful smile, white skin, and a 

tall and slim body, as in the following excerpt. 

สาวน าเข้าแก้มขาวๆงามแท้ 

แรกๆอ้ายเห็นตะลึงแล 

หย่างตกคันแทเพราะใจเหม่อลอย 

ขาวสูงอาดหลาดผิวนวลผดุผาดหยาดย้อย 

        (มักสาวลาว, ตั๋นยศสุนทร) 

The lyrics above describe a young Lao woman as having white cheeks, a tall and slim 

form, and glowing white skin. They also claim that when a man sees her he will be stunned 

with her beauty to the point that he will trip and fall. Most of the songs describe and 

compliment young Lao women‘s beauty in similar ways, typically focusing on her face, skin, 

and physical form. These three facets of physical beauty were reproduced most often.  

3.1.2. Young Lao Women: Inner Beauty 

A variety of songs represented the inner beauty of young Lao women. The songs 

used teachings valued by society concerning what women should be like to portray this 

inner beauty‘s positive image, as follows: 

โบราณกล่าวไว้งามน า้ใจสู้ทนอดออม 

งามแต่ฮูบแต่จูบบ่หอมงามแต่ฮูบแต่จูบบ่หอม 

ชายคู่หมายอยู่ดอมอีกบ่นานกห็น่าย 

โอน้อสาวเจ้าวิไลงามน า้ใจใช้ความสามารถ 

สมเป็นขวัญใจของชาติมีบทบาทต่อภาระหน้าท่ี 

        (สาวลาวยคุใหม่, ภ.สะบายดีหลวงพระบาง2) 

 The example above expresses that according to ancient people, women have to 

be beautiful in mind and heart. They have to be patient and thrifty, not just beautiful in 

form on the outside, but also on the inside. According to ancient teachings referenced 

in the song, someone who looks beautiful but doesn‘t have a good fragrance will be 

liked by a man just for a moment, and then he will be bored by her and leave. The song 

explains, though, that young Lao women are beautiful in both physical form and mind, 

thus serving as a positive representative of their country and playing a positive role 

towards their country.  

Additionally, Thai music constructs young Lao women through a representation of 

their behavior, as can be seen in the following example. 

งามอิหลีเด๊ะ!หนิคนฮู้ผู้ดเีจ้าแฟนไผ 

เอาไปเลยเบิด้ใจอ้ายยกให้เจ้าเด้อดิเด้อดิเด้อเด้อ 

        (นางฟ้าลาว, กู่แคน) 
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The example above illustrates the representation of young Lao women‘s good 

behavior. The song explains that the sought-after Lao woman is not stubborn; if she is 

asked to do something, she will acquiesce. This is seen as a beautiful behavior that attracts 

men and makes them fall in love. 

Inner beauty is not described solely in terms of young Lao women‘s behavior, but is 

also perceived as a part of their Lao identity, as shown in the following example. 

อยากให้ฮู้ไว้ใจมีแต่ฮักฮักสาวลาวเช่ือในความดีของคนลาวท่ีมีมา 

อ้ายได้แต่หวังสิได้พบพ้อน้องหล่าคนงามสาวเมืองจ าปามาเป็นคู่ใจ 

        (มนต์ฮักสาวลาว, เพชรสหรัตน์) 

 In the above example, the lyrics compliment the beautiful heart and mind of Lao 

people. The singer professes that he loves a certain young Lao woman and believes this 

woman will be a good person, because he believes that all Lao people are good. Therefore, 

he wants this woman to be his lover. This shows that in some cases, young Lao women‘s 

inner beauty is attributed to their nationality. 

 In summary, the selected songs suggest that Thai people see the heart and mind of 

young Lao women in a positive way and further, they suggest that Thai people have a 

positive attitude towards not only young Lao women, but Lao people. It should also be 

mentioned that compliments on young Lao women‘s inner beauty tend to occur in tandem 

with compliments toward their physical beauty. 

3.1.3. Young Lao Women: Polite Manners 

 Besides beautiful physical and inner beauty, manners are also represented in a 

variety of songs, also in a positive way. For example, the song นางฟ้าลาว(Lao Angels) refers 

to young Lao women as ―คนฮูผู้ดี้‖ (khon huu phu dee). Besides meaning they are well-

behaved, this insinuates that they are well-mannered. 

 Many other songs praise the manners of young Lao women, referring to a variety of 

details as to what those manners entail. For example, Lao women are said to speak 

pleasantly and follow Lao traditions passed down from previous generations, and they are 

said to be hardworking and thirsty for knowledge, such as in the following song. 

โอ้น้อนางเอย..จ่ังแมนงามเด้น้อง 

วาจาวาดคอง..ฮีตยงัถึกต้องมองแล้วบ่ยากไล 

งามวิไลยคุสมัยหญิงลาวก้าวนุ่งถือตามปะเพณีของลาว 

สาวงามดังดวงบบุผาสมช่ือแล้วหนาท้ังจบท้ังงาม 

ไผกซ็มเซยย่องน้องหมั่นเพียรเรียนรู้งานการน้องเด่น 

        (สาวลาวยคุใหม่, ภ.สะบายดีหลวงพระบาง2) 

The above excerpt discusses the beauty of young Lao women, from their physical 

characteristics to their smooth and pleasant way of speaking. The song explains that young 

Lao women do not speak in a way that is out of character for what is expected for Lao 

women. It is claimed that whoever sees or hears a Lao woman will be attracted by their 

manners and will want to stay close by. Additionally, the song says that despite 

modernization, young Lao women still follow traditional customs, such as wearing 

traditional Lao clothing. These are the manners adhered to by Lao women which attract 
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admiration from everyone. This shows that not only are young Lao women considered 

well-mannered; there are also very specific perceptions as to what these manners involve. 

To summarize what this research found concerning beauty, beauty was the facet of 

identity of young Lao women that was reproduced the most often in the Thai music 

analyzed. This shows that Thai people have an image of young Lao women as women that 

are beautiful, from their physical form, to their heart and mind, to their manners. One could 

say that these three aspects of beauty are characteristics that are desired by Thai people in a 

good woman. This study‘s findings on beauty are consistent with findings by Wisit 

Kidkamsuan et al. (2557). In ―A ‗White-ness‘ Discourse: Identity of Lao Women‘s Beauty 

in Popular Culture,‖Kidkamsuan concluded that, 

While Lao women in the present have given more importance to whiteness than 

before, there is still evidence that shows that Lao people are worried about and guard their 

national, cultural beauty passed down from their ancestors, insisting on following 

tradition. This is shown with the belief that women who are virtuous and beautiful have to 

demonstrate their beauty in heart and mind more than in their physical beauty. 

The quote above shows that the current analysis of Thai music found Lao 

women‘s beauty constructed by Thai people to be consistent with that constructed by Lao 

people. That is, members of both countries perceive that Lao women must be beautiful, 

externally, internally, and in terms of manners, according to traditional customs.  

3.2. Young Lao Women‟s Love 

 Since external and inner beauty, along with good manners, are perceived to occur 

in tandem with young Lao women, as explained above, young Lao women become a target 

of men, both Thai and Lao. This is demonstrated by the fact that love that occurs in the 

songs originates in the appreciation of all three types of beauty. An example of this can be 

seen in the following song.  

โอ้ย... น้อ...ละแหม่นคนงามเอ๋ยนางเอ๋ยมาสมค าดอกคนเว้าเขาส่าดอกอีหลี 

ว่าสาวลาวโสภีบญุมีจังมาพ้องามแท้น้อน้องหล่าส าเนียงจากห็วานอ่อย 

ยามเจ้ายิม้น้อยน้อยยามเจ้ายิม้น้อยน้อยเฮ็ดใจข่อยให้เฮียฮวยพุ้นตั๊วหล่าเอ๋ยหล่าเอ้ย 

นางเอ๋ยพออ้ายมาดอกเห็นเจ้าบ่อยากต่าวกลับคืนไทยคือมีแนวมัดใจให้อ้ายอยากอยู่พี ้ 

       (เวียงจันทร์เวียงใจ, แมนมณีวรรณอาร์สยาม) 

The lyrics above are the words of a Thai man who has fallen in love with a young 

Lao woman. He is considering the beauty of Lao women and realizing that they are just as 

beautiful as their reputation says. He feels he must have had very good luck to have met 

this woman. She speaks so charmingly and smiles so beautifully, it makes his heart melt, 

and he doesn‘t want to go back to Thailand. He wants to live in Laos for the rest of his life. 

The above example illustrates that beauty is the source of love when it comes to 

Thai men falling in love with Lao women, and it demonstrates that different facets of 

beauty are what Thai men desire in women. For this reason, Lao women‘s identity has 

been constructed in terms of this representation of love. 

Besides young Lao women being the target of men, the love of young Lao 

women tends to be represented alongside marriage, as the relationship that occurs with 
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young Lao women tends to be a long-term one of true love. In other words, when a man 

falls in love with a young Lao woman, he tends to want to marry her. This can be seen in 

the following example. 

โอ้ผู้สาวเวียงจันทน์คนงามของอ้ายเอยอยากเป็นเขยฝ่ังลาว 

หนาวในใจจ้อยจ้อยในใจจ้อยจ้อยยังคอยฮักเฮา 

ย่านย่านผู้บ่าวฝ่ังลาวย่านผู้บ่าวฝ่ังลาวขอสาวไปครอง 

เหม่อมองล าน าโขงส่งหัวใจไปบอกนวลน้อง 

       (งอยฝ่ังโขง, แคนทุ่งกระเจียว) 

In the verse above, the singer talks positively about a young woman from Vientiane. 

She is so beautiful that he wants to be a son-in-law of Laos. He is afraid that a Lao man 

will ask to marry her first. When he looks across the Mekong River, his heart floats across 

the river to her; in other words, he misses her and thinks about her. This shows that the 

love that materializes in the song isn‘t a fleeting lust. Rather, it encapsulates a feeling that 

the singer wants to stay with the young Lao woman and live with her forever. 

Moreover, the perception toward young Lao women that is constructed by Thai 

composers is that young Lao women want Thai people who love her to go and ask for her 

in marriage. This concept is demonstrated in a duet sung by a Thai man and a Lao woman. 

The following is a verse from the song. 

ช. อยากชวนนวลน้องให้ลองข้ามมาจะพาล่องชายทะเลอ่าวไทย 

ญ. อยากไปคือกันนะอ้ายแต่อยากไปไหว้พระธาตุพนม 

ช. แกงลาวข้าวเหนียวเท่ียวฟังหมอแคนท่ัวแดนฝ่ังไทยหาได้มีออกถม 

ญ. อยากให้น้องนีไ้ปชมอย่าชวนลมๆยกขบวนมาสู่ขอ 

      (สาวลาวบ่าวไทย – ost. ละครเพลงรักริมฝ่ังโขง) 

The above exchange shows a Thai man inviting a young Lao woman to travel 

together to the Gulf of Thailand. The woman answers that she wants to go, but she would 

rather go pay her respects and pray at the Phra That Phanom Temple. The Thai man 

responds, saying that Thailand also has Lao food, sticky rice, and kaen music, just like 

Laos does. The woman replies that if he really wants her to go with him, he‘ll have to 

arrange a procession to go ask for her in marriage. From the above, it can be seen that the 

Lao woman constructed in the song wants to go traveling with the Thai man, but she will 

not accept easily if they have not yet married. She therefore tells the man to come ask for 

her in marriage. 

The examples in this section show that when referring to the love that happens with 

young Lao women, love tends to occur together with marriage. These songs suggest that in 

the perspective of Thai people, love towards Lao women has to be stable, genuine, and 

long-term. 

3.3. Young Lao Women‟s Way of Life 

 From the analysis of all of the songs, it was found that there is a clear 

representation of the way of life of young Lao women, covering three aspects: traditional 

dress, type of work, and dance. 
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3.3.1. Dress 

Young Lao women‘s dress as represented in Thai songs is a sin (a traditional wrap-

around skirt) and a sabai, called a pha biang in Lao (a traditional cloth worn over the 

shoulder), as can be observed in the following example. 

อ้ายได้ฟังเสียงพิณ 

สาวนุ่งซ่ินห่มสไบ 

โฉมยงงามผ่องพรรณ 

      (ผู้สาวลาวผู้บ่าวไทย, จ๋ายศวัฒน์) 

 The verse above is sung by a Thai man who, after he hears the sound of a pin (a 

traditional Lao instrument), sees a young Lao woman wearing a sin and a sabai. He then 

praises her beauty. This shows that Thai people see wearing a sin and sabai as a Lao tradition 

that is still preserved by Lao women. In addition to the above example, as discussed in the first 

section on beauty, in the song สาวลาวยคุใหม่ (from the original soundtrack of the film Sabai Dee 

Luang Prabang 2), the lyrics refer to young Lao women who still follow traditional customs, 

such as wearing traditional Lao clothing. 

3.3.2. Work 

 In the song lyrics analyzed in this research Thais presented young Lao women‘s 

work in two contexts, young Lao women who work in Laos and young Lao women who 

work in Thailand. The attitude toward each context was different. When referring to young 

Lao women who work in Laos, the Lao woman is seen in a positive way for her abilities, 

but when referring to young Lao women who cross over into Thailand to work, the lyrics 

sympathize and empathize with the woman, because she is perceived to have come from a 

poor family. In this case, the lyrics praise her for her gratefulness to her parents, as she is 

perceived to be a hardworking person in order to support them. The following example 

demonstrates the former tone. 

สาวงามดังดวงบบุผาสมช่ือแล้วหนาท้ังจบท้ังงาม 

ไผกซ็มเซยย่องน้องหมั่นเพียรเรียนรู้งานการน้องเด่น 

.................................................................................. 

เวียกงานน้องกห้็าวหาญเปรียบกับเพศชายสมเป็นหญิงลาวใหม่ 

.................................................................................. 

โอน้อสาวเจ้าวิไลงามน า้ใจใช่ความสามารถ 

สมเป็นขวัญใจของชาติมีบทบาทต่อภาระหน้าท่ี 

        (สาวลาวยคุใหม่, ภ.สะบายดีหลวงพระบาง2) 

In the example above, the lyrics refer to young Lao women as people who always 

look to gain knowledge, and who work as hard as men and in the same roles as men. 

Besides being beautiful, with a beautiful heart, they are also capable and fulfil a duty 

toward their country. 

From the example, it can be seen that Lao women are perceived to work outside of 

the house, just as men do, and to have an important role to fill in their country. The attitude 

demonstrated by Thais toward young Lao women in this song is positive, complimenting 
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their abilities. This attitude differs from the representation of Lao women who cross over 

to Thailand to work, as seen below. 

สาวน าเข้าจากแดนลาวฝ่ังซ้าย 

เป็นตาฮักตาแพงหลายเจ้ามาฝ่ังไทยมาท างาน 

ผู้จบหลาายเติมมาเป็นสาวเสริฟร้านอาหาร 

อ้ายเข้าใจนงคราญหาเงินส่งบ้านพ่อแม่คอย 

      (มักสาวลาว, ตั๋นยศสุนทร) 

The verse above refers to a young Lao woman who has come to Thailand for 

work. She is sweet and lovely in fulfilling her duties. She crossed over to Thailand to be 

a waitress at a restaurant. The singer says he understands her. He knows that she is 

looking to make money to send home to her parents who are at home waiting for her to 

support them. 

From the above example, it is clear that the tone in this song is one of empathy and 

understanding toward the poverty faced by the young Lao woman. While the tone is 

positive towards the love that she shows her family, if one compares the representation of 

young Lao women who work in Laos versus Thailand, the perception of young Lao 

women who work in Laos is even more positive in light of their positive reputation. 

3.3.3. Dance Culture 

 The culture of dance that was represented in Thai music was Fon Ram (a traditional Lao 

dance). Young Lao women are admired in the Thai music for their beautiful dancing skills, 

which make men want to dance together with them. In Lao culture, a man dancing with a woman 

is a way to show her that he is enraptured with her, as can be seen in the example below. 

คิว้โก่งนิ้วอ่อนโค้งร าวงร าฟ้อน 

อ้ายขอฝากความฮักมาให้ 

จากบ่าวไทยให้แม่ขนตางอน 

ฮักเจ้าหลายหัวใจสะออน 

อยากสิมาฟ้อนต้อนผู้สาวลาว 

      (ผู้สาวลาวผู้บ่าวไทย, จ๋ายศวัฒน์) 

 In the verse above, the lyrics compliment the young Lao woman‘s Fon Ram, saying 

she has flexible hands with beautiful form, an important characteristic of someone who has 

the ability to dance Fon Ram elegantly. She makes any man who sees her dance so 

impressed that he wants to go and dance with her, the lyrics say. 

In Lao culture the Fon Ram dance custom is a channel for opening up the 

opportunity for men and women to be close to each other. Therefore, in the perception of 

Thai people, young Lao women who have the ability to dance Fon Ram elegantly will also 

have the ability to attract men. 

To conclude, the identity constructed of young Lao women as represented in Thai 

music includes all three aforementioned facets of identity, including beauty, love, and way 

of life. It was found that the representation of young Lao women‘s beauty was reproduced 

the most, appearing in every song. The representation of young Lao women‘s love was the 

next most reproduced and was closely connected with the songs‘ representation of their 
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beauty, as young Lao women‘s physical and inner beauty and good manners resulted in 

men falling in love with them. As for young Lao women‘s way of life, this aspect of 

identity was a subsidiary theme in the lyrics of the songs, rather than a main idea. 

 4. Discussion and Conclusion 

 This study on the identity of young Lao women as constructed in modern Thai music 

found that Thai people have tended to present three facets of the identity of young Lao 

women. First and most commonly, Thais have constructed a representation of young Lao 

women‘s beauty, including physical and inner beauty and beauty in terms of being well-

mannered. Aspects of physical beauty generally included facial beauty, glowing white skin, 

and a tall and slim form. As for inner beauty, or beauty of the heart and mind, young Lao 

women were represented as good people. Finally, for the aspect of good manners, young Lao 

women were represented as polite and genteel, following the customs of Lao people as 

passed down from earlier generations. Regarding the second theme, young Lao women‘s 

love tended to be presented as a target for men. Love that occurred in the songs between men 

and young Lao women tended to have marriage as an end goal, remaining in the framework 

of Lao tradition. Last, the songs represented young Lao women‘s way of life according to 

their dress, work, and dance customs. Thai people represented Lao women‘s dress as the sin 

and sabai, traditional garments in Lao culture. In the area of work, young Lao women were 

represented as workers in Laos as well as in Thailand. Last, in dance, young Lao women 

were represented as skilled Fon Lam dancers. 

 The identity of young Lao women constructed and presented by Thais according to 

this research is consistent with the identity of young Lao women constructed by Lao 

people, as found in research by Sommay Sibounheuang (2554). Sibounheuang summarized 

his findings as follows:  

In the defining of Lao women in the Renovation Era, a meaning has been 

constructed of the identity of Lao women, defining them as both able and beautiful. In 

terms of being able, they have the knowledge and abilities necessary to develop themselves 

and their country. As for the beauty of Lao women, it originates in the wearing of 

traditional clothing, such as the sin and pha biang, as well as the wearing of their hair up 

in a bun. Their beauty also comes from their polite manners and pleasantness. All of these 

characteristics demonstrate Lao women‟s tendency to preserve Lao traditions.   

Sibounheuang‘s findings show that the perceptions of Lao people toward Lao women 

are very similar to Thai people‘s perceptions of Lao women as found in this research. 

Moreover, Thai peoples‘ perception of young Lao women‘s identity is completely positive, 

showing that Thai people have a good attitude toward young Lao women, praising and 

admiring them. This research also suggests characteristics of the aforementioned facets of 

identity (beauty, love, and way of life) that Thai people want to see in women. At the same 

time, the findings suggest that women who Thai people believe to be good are women whose 

identity can be characterized by their beauty, love, and way of life.   
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Abstract  

Thailand is one of the most popular countries providing brides to wealthier 

countries. Previous reports have pointed out that the northeastern region, considered as 

the poorest region in Thailand, is often regarded as a major provider of international 

brides to Germany.  

The author is interested in the rural development of the northeastern region of 

Thailand and found that there was a possibility for villagers, who wished to improve their 

standard of living, to marry with a Westerner. The author conducted interviews with six 

Thai women who have been living in Germany, with the following result:  

All the informants came from poor family backgrounds and had not had the chance 

to study. The ladies had first met their spouses in Southern Thailand. The women had a 

problem with learning the German Language so they would communicate with their 

spouses in English. The women often felt very lonely, so they would call home every day. 

They all wanted to buy property in Thailand.  
 

Keywords: International marriage, Thai women, Germany 
 

1. Introduction 

The family is the basic social institution and marriage is an important step in setting 

up a family within every society in the world. However, each society has its own differing 

patterns or regulations regarding marriage. Some societies might order their members to 

marry while others have the chance to select their partner by themselves. 

Historically, marriage between Thai women and western foreigners has taken place 

since the Ayutthaya period. Under the enactment of the law, Thai women are not allowed 

to stay and live (marry) with foreigners or with those who believe in different religions, but 

during the Vietnam War, there were many women who were willing to live with American 

troops. Today, marriages between Westerners and Thai women are increasing more and 

more. There have been studies covering various aspects of Asian women who have married 

with foreigners. All the studies may lead to criticism with some authors asking, ―Wife or 

Worker ? ‖ 

2. Objective  

A review of the last 10 years of studies indicates that they have mostly concentrated 

upon the impact of International Marriage, while this study has the objective of learning 

mailto:sekyon@kku.ac.th
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more about personal backgrounds such as: How were they able to go to Germany?; What is 

their level of education?; What did they do before they went to Germany?; How do they 

live in Germany?; What do they want to do in the future?; etc.  

3. Methodology 

Interview with six Thai women who are married and live in Germany  

4. Result of Study 

This paper is a part of a study of ―International marriage migration from rural 

Thailand to Germany‖. The authors went to Germany and used interviews and 

questionnaires to get information from the Thai women. In Thailand, women currently in 

contact with a foreigner were asked to fill out a questionnaire and parents whose daughters 

had married a foreigner were interviewed. Six women were selected from a total of 

fourteen interviewees as follows: 

4.1 Informant No. 1: Khun Wan 

Khun Wan had lived in Germany for 4 years and worked as a house-maid in an 

office. She had been married for 3 years as it took 10 months to finalize the marriage 

procedure. Her husband, aged 47, ran a transport business, and had a 19 year-old daughter 

from his previous relationship. Initially, Khun Wan sent remittance back home to Thailand 

of around 200 EU every 2-3 months but that increased to 300-400 EU, the money being 

provided by her husband. 

The informant, aged 40, had only finished primary school and her life was in a poor 

condition before meeting her husband. She came from a poor background and her family 

did not have any paddy fields. They grew cassava, some rubber trees, and eucalyptus.  

She met her husband on Samui Island (Koh Samui) and it took 6 months for them 

the get to know each other before he returned home, only to return again some 3-4 months 

later and he eventually married her. She got married and went to live in his country, just 

hoping that she might be one of those who got lucky with a guy and could earn some 

money in a foreign country. Her main problem when arriving Germany, at first, was the 

language. She could not speak German and had a problem communicating with her own 

husband as her English was not good either. She felt very isolated and lonely as she did not 

know anybody. She shared the same problem with other wives whose backgrounds were 

similar in that there was a language barrier when starting a new life abroad. 

She rang home to Thailand 2-3 times a day; each call was about an hour. She 

loathed the winter as it was very cold and made her feel really homesick. Fortunately, she 

formed a good circle of 20 Thai friends and they were very supportive. She got on all right 

with her step-daughter, it was a bit of a struggle in the beginning, but the relationship 

improved over time. 

The informant‘s older sister also married a foreigner; a British husband and they 

lived in the UK. He was an engineer and also a property developer. Her sister was 

pregnant; she worked as a hairdresser in the UK. She had planned to visit her sister during 

the summer. 

The informant also had a younger sister who lived with their mother in Sisaket and 

a younger brother who lived with their father in BKK. Her parents had divorced when she 
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was 9 years old. She hoped to be able to save money and return to Samui for good when 

her husband retired.  

In her village, more than 10 women had married with foreigners, mostly Germans; 

her cousin was also married to a German guy. According to her mother, a foreign son-in-

law seemed to be in favor when compared to Thai ones who were prone to be either drunks 

or trouble makers. It was like a network when it came to finding a foreign husband; 

someone in the family or village would introduce their husband‘s friends or relatives who 

wanted to meet Thai women. 

The informant described her past life, when she had worked in a factory in Bangkok 

as being, ―very poor and struggling‖. The work shift was long (8 am to 9 pm) 7 days/week, 

and poorly paid; she only earned 5 Baht extra on Sunday. She had trained to be a 

hairdresser during weekends, and had never been in a relationship with a Thai man, partly 

because of occasionally witnessing some violence in such situations at the place where she 

worked. She dreamed of having a better choice, a foreign husband, and some adorable 

mixed race children of her own. It was initially his good looks that drew her attention to 

her husband when they met. A friend then helped her to communicate with him and later 

she used a translation service from an Internet shop, which cost 100-150 baht per page, to 

keep in touch by E-mail. 

4.2 Informant No. 2: Khun Nan 

Married for almost 4 years, her German husband was introduced to her by another 

German‘s Thai wife who was a distant relative and originally from a nearby village. She had 

married a German, aged in his 50‘s, and had lived in Germany for 6 years).  

Another informant with a difficult past left behind in Thailand. Her first marriage 

was to a drug user and alcoholic who, despite his well-off background, brought nothing but 

heartache to the family of 3 children (aged 21, 16, and 11). They had married young, she 

was only 15 when they had got together, and she had her first child at the tender age of 20. 

After, her marriage fell apart and when her husband went to jail, she sold off her business 

and went to work in Malaysia and then Singapore where she met the person who 

introduced her to the idea of finding a German husband. Her family did not want her to go 

back to her first husband; they would rather she try her luck in Germany and hoped that 

she would find herself a better life and a better man. 

She first arrived in Germany as a tourist, having paid 40,000 Baht for arrangement 

fees (to be listed on an Internet dating agency), accommodation, and food for 15 days but 

she had to buy her own flight tickets. She got many contacts after the listing, mostly from 

the area of Central Germany. The one she decided to move in with was an orphan who had 

never married. He promised to make her his wife. He seemed like a nice guy and 

everything matched the profile he had posted on the Internet. After 4 months of living at 

his place, they married in Germany with the help of a local officer. 

She tried hard to learn German, with the help of her husband. It was very difficult in 

the beginning as she spoke only a few English words but she was patient and determined to 

improve her language skills. She was a housewife for 7 months before finding a job at a 

restaurant. Her husband was very kind and understanding. He was not rich but managed to 

send 150 EU to her family in Thailand every month even though it cost him his car later. 
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Nevertheless, money had never been an issue for the family. Her 3 children from her first 

marriage were now with them in Germany; all had a good education and got on well with 

their step-father. 

After starting working, she sometimes sent up to 400 EU back home for her parents 

to buy their own place, but it was reduced to 150 EU as she and her husband also wanted to 

save up for their own house in Thailand. Her husband wanted to live in Thailand after his 

retirement. They would be going to Sweden at some stage during the year to visit her 

relative (a cousin from her mother‘s side); her older sister, who lived in Australia with her 

2 children and another one, who lived in Munich, would be joining them. 

The informant had 8 siblings, 7 of them were female. Apart from those mentioned 

above who were married and lived in Germany, they were in Thailand; each had their own 

business and a comfortable life. Her ideal situation would be living 6 months in Germany 

and the rest of the year in Thailand. She was 50 years old and her children still wanted to 

live in Germany which she had no problem with. She felt that she had made the right 

decision to move to Germany. 

4.3 Informant No. 3: Khun Nee 

The informant had lived in Germany for 8 years, been married for 7 years. She first 

went to Germany as a tourist for 3 months, went back to Thailand to get married, and later 

returned again to Germany. She visited home every 3 months and then twice a year after 

having her first child. Her husband was a company manager, aged 59. She was 35 and her 

daughter was 5 years old. She herself was an only child. Their plan was to move back to 

Thailand after retirement and her child would start secondary school there as she was 

fluent in both German and Thai. The reason the family wanted to leave Germany after 

retirement was simply because the cost of living in Germany being very high for retired 

people, and they had also bought some land in Thailand. 

The informant ran her own restaurant at Surin Island when she met her husband. He 

was a tourist who liked Thailand and visited at least twice a year. After seeing each other 

for a year or so, she decided to go to Germany to live with him. He had been married once 

before but had no children. He was a good man who did not drink or smoke and came from 

a good family. Besides, she did not like Thai men; she found them rude and they also liked 

to look down on their women. This was a feeling drawn from her work experience at a 

language school at Patong Beach in Phuket. She worked as a cleaner during the day and as 

a bar girl at night. 

She was married in Germany and also in Thailand at Nakhon Si Thammarat. She 

received a little money when she got married. Later, her husband purchased some land next 

to that of her sister, altogether around 7 Acres. 

She found life in Germany very comfortable. She got on well with her husband‘s 

parents and relatives and her English was OK. She also started to learn the German 

language but had to stop when falling pregnant. She was simply a housewife in Germany 

and had a good social life with Thai friends. This aspect was really important in her view: 

if you have good friends then your life is great but if you get in the wrong crowd, you are 

in trouble. She was very selective when socializing. She had come to know about 30 Thais, 

of which 5-6 were from the south of Thailand. 
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4.4 Informant No. 4: Khun Ruk,  

Had lived in Germany for 2 years, aged 31 

The informant got married in Germany and was going back to Thailand later in that 

month for a Thai wedding. She also needed to go to Denmark for another wedding 

according to the law because German rules and regulations are very strict regarding the 

number of documents required. Herhusbandwas very supportive and encouraging. She 

returned to Thailand to take a cooking course but her husband did not want her to work too 

much, he needed her to be around when he was at home, particularly at the weekend. Her 

husband (41) had been married before, and had one child, aged 6, who spent time with him 

at weekends. He worked at a repair company and she got on well with his family.  

The informant herself had also been married before, at 21, but did not have any 

children. Her ex-husband worked in a factory. He was into drinking, gambling and 

partying with friends. He beat her up and took a new girlfriend, and that was the final 

straw; she told him it was over and she would be going to work abroad. 

It was her sister, who had lived in Germany for almost 8 years and now had 2 

children aged 9 and 5 years old, that suggested that she put her name on the Internet for 

dating. Her cousin also got lucky in marrying a foreigner and encouraged the informant to go 

ahead with an Internet dating website. They recommended Thaifran.com and advised the 

informant of how to write her profile and the overall procedure required. Out of 20 interested 

responses, she selected 5-6 and arranged for a meeting with each of them. The most 

important criteria were likely to be: does he have a nice and clean house; have a nice car; 

have a pet; (The informant was not fond of dogs, she did not want to clean up dog mess), 

was he a nice person in general and most importantly, he must be able to accept that she 

had been married before. 

She had a good life in Germany and her German husband was eager to please. She 

had to adjust herself a little at first but now had settled in nicely to her new life. She had 

planned to have one child and take up more language classes as the language problem 

continued to be unsolved. She also had a good social life, with 3-4 close friends out of a 

group of around 30 Thai people. She did not feel lonely at all.  

Her new husband treated her very well; he was generous, fair, and loving. He had 

no problem with her working as he trusted her. He would give her jewelry and take care of 

all wedding expenses at the end of that month. She sent home 200-300 EU every other 

month. Her sister was now with her in Germany but her brother was still in Thailand, he 

was married but not behaving as a good husband. Her father had re-married and her mother 

had died. She rang home once a month for a chat with her friends and relatives. 

She voiced her view that the difference between joining a dating agency in 

Germany and Thailand was that you are the one who picks the guy in Germany but not in 

Thailand. There are still lots of foreign men wanting to have a Thai wife; they like the Thai 

women‘s way of treating their men, which the foreigners think it is very different from 

western girls. Moreover, she said that the German men like Thai ladies as they have slim 

and petite figures. Her husband was really keen to live in Thailand upon retirement and 

that could be where he would spend the rest of his life. Life in Germany for the Thai wives 

was a myth; some said it was good while some did not want others to follow suit. After all, 

it should be one‘s own judgment. 
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4.5 Informant No. 5: Khun Som,  

Lived in Germany for 6 years, aged 35 

This informant was introduced to her now husband by his own father who married a 

Thai lady he met through the Internet chat room and who happened to be the informant‘s 

distant relative. They are aged 60 and 40 and living in Central Germany. The father sent a 

picture of her to his 39 year-old-son in Germany and that was how they met. It took only 2 

days for him to decide she was the right person and thereafter, they started planning their 

wedding. She flew over to Germany to meet up with him and stayed for 14 days and later 

went back to Thailand to go ahead with the marriage. It took several months to finalize the 

procedure and he was staying with her in Thailand throughout that period. 

Her parents had been murdered when she was 13 so she had lived with relatives after 

their death. She had 5 siblings, worked on the farm and life was really tough throughout her 

teenage years. At 17, she decided that was enough and returned to her hometown to live with 

her grandmother, taking her three sisters with her. They all worked in the cornfield. Later, she 

migrated to Bangkok to work at her sister‘s shop and this lasted for 6 years before she left to 

take a hairdressing course and trained as an assistant at a hair salon. She had her own salon 

after finishing the course.  

The informant wanted to live abroad and see something different from her life in 

Thailand i.e. she wanted to see snow. She did not mind getting together with someone from 

Germany given that he did not look too bad and loved her for who she is. She had been 

through a lot and felt that she had nothing to lose. Knowing his father personally, she felt 

reassured that her new husband would be trustworthy and sincere. 

Language was her big problem when living in Germany. She wanted to improve her 

language but could not study consistently. Her husband had not been of much help in this 

as he mostly used English to communicate with her and spent a great deal of time on his 

computer. She worked at a restaurant and earned around 5 EU/hour. She returned to 

Thailand to take up a 10 day-cooking course. Her husband was now working in the UK, 

she was on her own. It was very difficult for her to find a job in Germany as language was 

a major obstacle.  

Throughout 6 years of living in Germany, she only sent remittance home once (1,000 

EU) but she had some savings and the account was in her sister‘s name. This sum was for 

emergency use within the family but everyone had to pay back the money borrowed from 

this fund. She had a bad perception of Thai men, it was shown to her again and again that 

they are mean and treat women badly. Her oldest sister also wanted to marry a foreigner. 

She had a really good friend who was from the same province and their strong 

friendship made her life in Germany a lot easier. She also had other close friends within a 

circle of around 20 Thai girls. She used to call Thailand almost every day at a cost of about 1 

EU per hour. Now, it was reduced to about one hour per week. Her relatives would get 

together to talk with her over the phone every time she called. She talked to her friends in 

Thailand sometimes but they often ended up asking her to lend them some money or to find 

them a husband from Germany. This situation bored her and she hardly ever got her money 

back from those ‗friends‘. Nevertheless, she still visited them whenever she was in Thailand. 
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4.6. Informant No. 6: Khun Por 

Lived in Germany for 2 years, aged 27 and her husband is 41. 

The informant had lived in Germany for 2 years, and was now in the process of 

getting married in Bangkok. She flew to Germany with her husband‘s father who had a 

Thai girlfriend (the couple being in their 60s and 50s). Both the father and her husband 

went to Thailand and they met in Bangkok through their mutual friends. They remained in 

contact when he returned to Germany and he emailed or phoned her several times a day. 

She was invited to visit him in Germany but failed to get a visa, so he went back to 

Thailand to spend more time with her. 

After 6 months, her husband tried again to get her to Germany, this time with a 

marriage visa. His father, now retired, ended his relationship with the Thai girlfriend and 

returned to Germany. Although she had a vocational diploma, she still found it difficult to 

learn the German language. Now she was able to speak, write, and read about 80% but she 

aimed to improve her language skills to achieve 100%. The first 2 months of their life 

together were difficult, they often argued and she felt homesick as she did not have many 

friends and the language classes had not started at that time. She felt that her husband was 

a little different from the man he had been in Thailand. She also found out that her husband 

had once been married to a daughter of her Thai friend in Germany (the person who had 

helped her to keep in contact with him.) It was a secret that he had never intended to tell 

her, the fact that he had married a Thai woman to earn some money. They did not always 

get on. She described him as opinionated and a hard character; they sometimes got on each 

other‘s nerves and fought.  

Her husband was unemployed at the time, only receiving financial support from the 

government. He and his mother did newspaper deliveries sometimes and she would help 

them. They did not pay full taxes. Her husband was a jealous type and he often put her 

down and made her feel stupid, though he did care about her a lot. He promised to give her 

300-400 EU every two months to send home but he failed to deliver on his promise and 

that really disappointed her a great deal. She became good friends with two Thai ladies and 

she enjoyed spending time in their company, particularly when she had been arguing with 

her husband. Sometimes they had a fight and got physically violent. She would then call 

the police and inform them that she would be with her friend in Cologne for a week. She 

got to know him when he was a student and took a holiday in Thailand, he was her 

confidante, and she called this friend very often for his comfort and advice. 

Her cousin also came to her wedding, she was married to a German, and they lived 

in Pattaya for 15 years. The cousin was not happy with her life, she was deceived by her 

Thai friend, and she thought the marriage was a sham. 

After the holiday, she felt he had changed and was a completely different person to 

the man she had married. She decided to leave, having around 300 EU from her sister, and 

moved to stay with her friend who later became her boyfriend. She was then still married 

to her husband but had filed for divorce to be granted in court. Her husband was not giving 

her up easily, he tried hard to win her back, but she divorced him eventually and now was 

deeply in love with her boyfriend and planned to marry him. She taught Thai to the 
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German and had an internship in Thailand; her visa remained valid for 1 year. She hoped 

to work in Germany for the next 10-20 years and save up to buy a house in Thailand. 

5. Conclusion 

All the informants came from poor families and did not have the chance to study. 

They tried their luck abroad. They met their spouses in Southern Thailand. They have to 

work and save some money to send back home, around 200 EU/month.  

Most of the Thai women have a problem with the German language as it is too 

difficult to learn. So, they communicate with their partners in English. They often became 

very lonely, but then they were able to contact other Thai women and call home more than 

once every day. The women wanted to buy property (house or land) in Thailand. They 

found Germany to be very cold!!!  

I think there are both Happy and Lucky in Germany. Thank you to all informants 

for allowing me to interview you. 
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Abstract 

Alcohol drinking has been identified as a major obstacle to the health and safety of 

the Thai people, as well as a growing trend with significant economic costs. Despite a 

campaign to encourage Thais to quit drinking organized by the Thai Health Promotion 

Foundation and a coalition of other organizations, the trend of alcohol drinking in Thailand 

has continued to grow. This research uses the lens of literary criticism to analyse the 

representation of alcohol drinkers‟ identity in the seven most watched online videos 

broadcast as part of the Thai Health Promotion Foundation‟s campaign. A detailed analysis 

was carried out of the contexts of alcohol drinking, as well as the way of life and behaviour 

of alcohol drinkers as represented in the videos. It was found that alcohol drinkers were 

overwhelmingly portrayed in specific roles in society, as well as in a negative way, possibly 

leading to a further marginalization of the campaign‟s target audience. 
 

Keywords: Alcoholic, Campaign to End Alcoholism, Identity Representation, Thai 

Health Promotion Foundation  
 

1. Introduction 

 Alcohol drinking is a phenomenon that has appeared in different cultures 

throughout the world for many centuries. It has thus become a component factoring into 

local cultures, with each locality incorporating alcohol in its own unique way. Likewise, 

many of the diverse local cultures of Thailand have alcoholic drinks interwoven into their 

ancient customs. However, the alcohol that is drunk and that is used in today‘s conventions 

is not the same as in the past. For example, capitalism has led to the industrial, large-scale 

production of alcohol almost completely replacing local, small-scale production. This 

phenomenon may be one cause of the continual increase in alcohol drinking in Thailand 

over the last 50 years, to the point that the World Health Organization (WHO) reported that 

in 2013 Thailand had the highest alcohol consumption rate in ASEAN (with a rate of 7.1 

litres per capita) (World Health Organization [WHO], 2014).  

Parallel with the increase in alcohol drinking in Thailand has been an increase in 

issues of violence, vehicle accidents, and health problems, among others (WHO/Thai 

Health International Collaborative Research Project, 2015). In the area of health, 28.2 out 
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of 100,000 Thai males die annually due to cirrhosis of the liver, with 67.2% of those cases 

attributable to alcohol consumption, putting Thailand at seventh in the world for liver 

cirrhosis. As for road accidents, Thailand is the 14
th

 country worldwide for its death rate 

from road accidents, at 70.3 males per 100,000 dying from vehicle accidents. Research has 

estimated that 24.9% of these male deaths have alcohol as a factor (women‘s deaths 

attributable to drunk driving is significantly lower, with 1.4% of 18.5 females per 

100,000). The WHO has assigned Thailand with the highest score possible, a five out of 

five, for alcohol-attributable years of life lost. (WHO, 2014) 

In 2012, researchers Jirawat Moolasart and Siriporn Chirawatkul conducted an 

ethnographic study to investigate the context of alcohol drinking in the Northeastern region 

of Thailand. In the village studied, the population generally perceived drinking alcohol in a 

positive way, as in their experience, alcohol drinkers tended to be happy. Additionally, 

alcohol was perceived as a social tool, interwoven into ceremonies held regularly in the 

village and into socializing. For these reasons, the villagers did not hold each other back 

from drinking alcohol or look down on anyone for drinking, as long as those drinking 

followed the drinking norms of the village, including that anyone who drank alcohol 

should not do so alone or in the morning; they should be able to fulfill their responsibilities 

and drink in moderation, knowing their own limits; they should not display drunkenness or 

get drunk often or regularly; and they should not fight (Image 1). In other words, villagers 

in this particular village accepted alcohol drinking if the drinker could control their 

behavior. Moolasart and Chirawatkul suggested that any public health agency with the 

objective of decreasing alcohol drinking would have to persuade people in society and 

make them conscious of the negative aspects of alcohol drinking. (Moolasart & 

Chirawatkul, 2012) 

 Image 1: The image below is a pathway data analysis by Jirawat Moolasart and 

Siriporn Chirawatkul (2012, p. 799), indicating the expectations for how a “good drinker” 

should behave in the Northeast Thailand village that they studied. 
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The Center for Alcohol Studies regularly reports on Thailand‘s major campaign to 

give up drinking, which was launched in the year of 2003 and has continued until today. 

Currently, the campaign uses five strategies in the framework they call 5P, or Product, 

Price, Place, Promotion, and Persuasion. Product, Price, Place, and Promotion concern 

policies that target the packaging of alcohol, the price and taxes on alcohol, where alcohol 

is sold, and the advertising and marketing of alcohol, respectively; Persuasion is a strategy 

to convince people to change their health habits (นพพลวิทยว์รพงศ,์ 2559). The broadcasting of 

campaign video advertisements for convincing people to give up alcohol is categorized 

under the fifth strategy, Persuasion.  

In a 2014 evaluation video report of the aforementioned campaign, Udomsilp 

Srisangnam, the Thai Health Promotion Foundation Vice President, reported that the 

campaign to convince people to stop drinking aims to convince Thai people to change their 

attitude toward alcohol, from seeing it as a normal activity to one that is the opposite of 

normal. In the video, Srisangnaam explains, ―The campaign demonstrates that for 

Buddhists, leading a good life, a meaningful life, is to live without alcohol‖ (4:34). This 

suggests that the campaign is actively trying to change the discourse surrounding alcohol 

drinkers. Srisangnam claims that the campaign has had its largest affect decreasing alcohol 

drinking in adults aged 29-59 years old, especially during the 3-month Buddhist Lent. 

However, in the youth, aged 15 and up, the campaign has not made any progress, 

according to Srisangnam (Center for Alcohol Studies, 2014). 

This article focuses on the fifth strategy implemented by the campaign for giving up 

alcohol, the strategy to convince people to change their health habits (Persuasion). 

Specifically, this study centers on the video campaigns broadcast by the Thai Health 

Promotion Foundation in the hopes of convincing Thais to give up alcohol, as these 

campaign videos are a type of literature contributing to the discourse on alcohol drinkers. 

Especially as the goal of the campaign to give up drinking is to reform the discourse 

related to drinking alcohol, the videos broadcast under the campaign construct a rather 

clear representation of people who drink alcohol. Optimally, an investigation into the 

identity of alcohol drinkers as presented by these broadcast campaign advertisements can 

be informative to the campaign. Additionally, literary criticism is one framework that has 

yet to be applied to the assessment of the effectiveness of the campaign for giving up 

drinking.  Ultimately, this research therefore aims to conduct a literary analysis of the 

campaign videos, focusing on the discourse that is being constructed and the representation 

of people who drink alcohol that appears in that discourse. 

2. Method 

Seven campaign videos broadcast by the Thai Health Promotion Foundation‘s 

campaign to give up drinking were chosen for detailed analysis to identify the 

representation of alcohol drinkers in the campaign. The videos had to have a focus on 

giving up alcohol drinking to be included in this study (for example, videos that focused on 

ending drunk driving were not analyzed). Only the most widely viewed videos on 

YouTube were selected, all with more than 90,000 views. A list of the videos follows, 

along with the dates they were released on YouTube and the number of views they had 

received by March 23, 2016. 
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Table 1: Campaign videos selected for analysis 

 

Name of the Video(follow reference to Thai name) 

Date 

Uploaded 

toYouTube 

Number 

of Views 

Give up drinking, give up poverty: Version 1(ewycoke, 2006) Jul 13, 2006 113,460 

Give up drinking, give up poverty: Version 2((HD) Buddha Story 

Jataka Dhamma and Peace Meditation True Relaxation, 2007) 

March 19, 

2007 

402,848 

The sin of alcohol(Mac Sanookpradesh, 2008) Dec 16, 2008 102,657 

Merit Making Ceremony(ajkoong, 2009) Jan 28, 2009 309,614 

The best medicine for giving up drinking(SocialMarketingTH, 2014) Jul 25, 2014 371,573 

A phone call from father(Little Monk, 2013) Sep 8, 2013 971,286  

A new father(SocialMarketingTH, 2015) Jul 28, 2015 90,049 

 

3. Results 

In this section, a description of the context of the campaign videos is given, 

followed by an analysis of the representation of alcohol drinkers in the videos. 

3.1. Campaign Advertisements for Giving Up Alcohol 

 In the seven campaign advertisements analyzed for this research, the characters that 

drink alcohol do so in four different contexts: at home, after getting off work, at a party, 

and at a merit making ceremony. In all of the ads, the alcohol drinker(s) is male. In the 

three cases where he is drinking at home (in both versions of ―Give up drinking, give up 

poverty‖ and in ―A new father‖), he drinks alone in front of his family. He does so 

continuously, as if he cannot control his drinking, perhaps evidence that he is not only an 

alcohol drinker, but an alcoholic. 

The characteristics explained above, which appear in the context of drinking at 

home, are different from those that can be observed in the other three contexts, where the 

men use alcohol as a tool in relationship building, especially with other men. For example, 

in ―The sin of alcohol,‖the men use whiskey as a birthday present. In ―A phone call from 

father,‖ the men drink whiskey together after getting off work, and finally, in ―Merit 

Making Ceremony,‖the host sets the tables with whiskey and beer, as if fulfilling the duties 

of a good host. As for the clip―The best medicine for giving up drinking,‖it is possible to 

assume that the men drink in all of the aforementioned contexts. However, it may be 

inferred that they especially drink in the former context – at home; as the alcohol drinkers‘ 

families feel it necessary to help the men resist drinking, the insinuation is that the men 

currently cannot resist drinking, and it is affecting their families negatively.  

The following sections will discuss the representation of alcohol drinkers in 

terms of their identity construction as presented through the seven campaign ads. Two 

major facets of identity were found in the analysis: alcohol drinkers‘ lifestyle, 

including their economic and social status and family status; and their behavior, 

including behaviors that served to depict them as irresponsible with a weak mentality.  
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3.2. Representation of Alcohol Drinkers 

3.2.1. Alcohol Drinkers‘ Lifestyle 

Economic and Social Status 

Five of the seven ad campaigns analyzed contain evidence alluding to or directly 

depicting the poor, manual labor status of alcohol drinkers, and usually the alcohol drinker 

is working as a farmer in the countryside. For example, in both versions of “Give up 

drinking, give up poverty,‖ the narrator directly states that the alcoholic is ―poor‖ and 

―stressed,‖ and that is why he drinks whiskey. From the first version of this campaign ad, 

one can infer that he and his family live in a rural area since they sit in a traditional, 

unvarnished wooden house, waiting to eat dinner on the floor. The man wears only a 

traditional waistcloth (a sarong). These details help to support the idea that the family has a 

rural way of life and does not have a lot of money. The second version of“Give up 

drinking, give up poverty‖ confirms these suspicions, as when the father suddenly gives up 

drinking, he immediately goes outside to plow the rice fields. 

The second version of“Give up drinking, give up poverty‖ shows most clearly the 

representation of alcohol drinkers constructed by the ad campaign, as this clip juxtaposes 

the alcoholic with the recovered alcoholic. It is not long after the alcoholic gives up 

drinking (about 18 seconds in fact) before he gains a higher status. At this point, he is no 

longer plowing the fields, but is ―rich in wisdom,‖ has become a developer, and is intelligent. 

He is someone who helps his country develop. The video conveys an image of someone who 

can teach others and who is a community leader. By the last image in the video, he is 

wearing a beautiful silk shirt and glasses. His hair is properly styled, he has a well-trimmed 

mustache, and his skin is lighter and smoother. This contrasts directly with the father‘s image 

in the first scene, when he wore only a sarong, his hair was disheveled, he had no glasses or 

mustache, and his skin was darker. Not only do these characteristics directly construct a 

representation of alcohol drinkers‘ identity, they also represent the particular physical 

characteristics and lifestyle choices that Thai society associates with status. 

Image 2: The image on the left is the alcohol drinker in the first scene of “Give up 

drinking, give up poverty: Version 2.” After deciding to give up alcohol (by putting down 

his whiskey bottle and going outside to work), the man changes his life and in less than 30 

seconds becomes the man on the right. 

 

The campaign ad entitled “A new father‖ depicts the alcohol drinker in a similar 

way as described above, though with a more slowly paced storyline told from a different 

perspective. For example, it is clear from the first scene that the family lives in the 
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countryside and is a farming family, as the mother and child are walking toward their 

father who is plowing the rice fields. It can be seen from a flashback later in the video that 

working the rice fields was a task that the mother and child used to have to do in place of 

the father, indicating that the family does manual farm work to subsist. Moreover, the 

characters‘ clothing depicts a traditional lifestyle, especially that of the mother, which is a 

phatum (a traditional wraparound skirt that currently is rarely worn outside of the house or 

the village). While the father has already given up whiskey by the time the story begins, 

the family remains in a lower status, with the father in a rural, farm labor job. However, 

anyone who has already seen the second version of “Give up drinking, give up poverty” 

might assume the father is still in the first stages of giving up alcohol. Accordingly, this 

stage will lead to paying off debt, getting an education…and finally, becoming rich in 

wisdom, a developer, and intelligent. In summary, in the three ad campaigns described 

above, alcohol drinkers are clearly depicted through the representation of their lifestyle, 

specifically in terms of their status as poor, rural dwelling farmers. This status, if not 

presented negatively in the ad campaigns, is depicted as a disadvantage for the characters. 

It is considered a starting point from which to develop to a higher status. Giving up alcohol 

is portrayed as a necessary step to that development or that climb to the top. 

After watching the three abovementioned ad campaigns, it is possible to hypothesize 

about what the son, daughter, wife, and mother are protesting in the campaign‘s music video 

“The best medicine for giving up drinking.‖ The images in the video clearly show that the 

families who star in the video are in the laboring class. Even while they are singing, they are 

using their bodies to work, sifting rice, handwashing clothes, and raising chickens. These 

actions in the context of the village setting depicted in the song show that not only is this a 

rural village, the residents are poor laborers. It is possible that many viewers of the video will 

assume the families would like their men to give up alcohol so that those men can lead their 

families to a better status. While the lyrics do not directly give a reason for the singers‘ 

demands, their tone, including their militant marching and bottle throwing, seem to suggest a 

similar frustration as was clearly, though silently, expressed by the mother and children in 

“Give up drinking, give up poverty‖ and “A new father.‖ 

The fifth ad campaign that constructs a representation of alcohol drinkers as members 

of the working class is “A phone call from father.‖ In this story, the same visible frustration 

can be seen in the mother and son when they hear that the father figure is drinking. While 

this family seems to be living in the city in a more modern house, there is evidence that the 

father is part of the working class, as he and his coworkers are wearing a khaki work 

uniform, filing out of what appears to be a factory job. The father has his shirt unbuttoned 

and his demeanor suggests that he has just come from a hard day of physical labor. 

As for the two other campaign ads, “The sin of alcohol‖ and “Merit Making 

Ceremony,‖ it is not clear what the men‘s occupation is, but from their clothing one is not 

likely to infer that they are poor. While the setting of the merit making ceremony suggests 

it is taking place in a village in the countryside or in a small town, it is unclear where the 

birthday party is set. 

From the analysis of alcohol drinkers‘ lifestyle as constructed in the seven selected 

ad campaigns, one can conclude that in the home context, alcohol drinkers are unfailingly 
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depicted as poor, rural farmworkers. In fact, the alcohol drinkers are clearly represented as 

the root cause for the family‘s low status. If they give up alcohol, the family‘s status and 

their own goes up. The only two campaign videos that do not represent the alcohol drinkers 

as poor or working class are the two that depict alcohol drinking for special, social 

occasions. In these ads, it is clear that alcohol is being used as a social adhesive, and that 

the alcohol has become a part of the social culture. 

Family Status 

Closely related to the conclusions drawn from the previous section on economic and 

social status is the representation of the family status of the alcohol drinkers in the 

campaign videos. Notably, all five campaign videos that construct alcohol drinkers‘ 

identity in terms of being members of the laboring class also depict them as a husband and 

father figure, specifically of one or more early primary school-aged sons (the only 

campaign video that depicts any daughters is its music video “The best medicine for giving 

up drinking‖). The son is also unfailingly one of the people to judge his father. For 

example, in both versions of “Give up drinking, give up poverty,‖ the father‘s two sons 

stare him down as they wait to eat their meal and listen to him complain about life. In “A 

phone call from father,‖ the son displays disappointment and sadness when his father says 

he will be staying out to drink with his workmates. In “A new father,‖ the son does not 

smile until his father gives up alcohol. This is also the campaign video where the son 

speaks most directly, saying his new father is ―much better than his old one.‖ In “The 

best medicine for giving up drinking,” the son(s) are not alone in suggesting that their 

father should give up alcohol. In this song, sons, daughters, wives, and mothers all 

demand that the men in their village give up alcohol. The men‘s representation as 

fathers and husbands is closely tied to the next facet of alcohol drinkers‘ identity that 

was found: their behavior. 

3.2.2. Alcohol Drinkers‘ Behavior 

Alcohol Drinkers as Irresponsible 

As illustrated in the above section on the representation of alcohol drinkers‘ 

family status, the men depicted in most of the ad campaigns are clearly husbands and 

fathers of family members who are visibly unhappy with them. This suggests that there 

is not only a representation of alcohol drinkers as fathers and husbands, but as fathers 

and husbands who are failing to fulfill their traditional family role, despite having 

wives and children who seem to be fulfilling their traditional family roles perfectly. In 

fact, in every campaign video with a family theme, the family members of the alcohol 

drinkers are solely depicted conforming to their traditional family role. For example, in 

both versions of “Give up drinking, give up poverty,‖ the wife and sons have prepared 

a meal and are waiting to eat; in “A new father,‖ the wife and son are serving food and 

water, taking care of the father or working in place of him when he is incapacitated, 

and doing homework; in “A phone call from father,‖ the wife is washing dishes and has 

already prepared dinner, and the son is doing his homework; and in “The best medicine 

for giving up drinking,‖ the women and children are continuing their house and village 

work, even while singing. 
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Notably, none of the videos other than “The best medicine for giving up 

drinking‖ do the women or children get upset enough with the alcohol drinker to 

actually cause a fuss, to verbally complain, or to verbally scold or fight with the 

alcohol drinker. This can be considered another component of the mother‘s and 

children‘s ability to fulfill their traditional family role, as in the campaign videos the 

male is constructed as the head of the household, and it would not be proper for the 

women and children to do much more than stare. This is not to say that verbal 

complaints from family members are not alluded to at all. In “The best medicine for 

giving up drinking,‖ which depicts a call to battle against drinking alcohol, the lyrics 

include a phrase, ―If you give up beer, your wife will give up complaining; your child 

will praise you.‖ This implies that the women do complain. However, in none of the 

other videos are the women actually shown complaining.  Therefore, it can be said that 

the women and children in the campaign videos are constructed to fulfil l their 

traditional roles to the utmost, even in the face of the father‘s/husband‘s alcoholism.  

These characters are clearly juxtaposed against a representation of the alcohol 

drinker as a father and husband who does not fulfill his traditional duty to his family. In 

fact, in most cases when he drinks, he is incapacitated from fulfilling his role as leader 

of the family, breadwinner, and provider of affection. In all three cases where the father 

is a farmer, he is incapacitated from his work when he drinks alcohol. In one case, “A 

new father,‖the alcohol drinker‘s wife and son have to do what would traditionally be 

the father‘s work. In the same video, the father is seen knocking over his whiskey glass 

onto his son‘s homework, wiping the whiskey back into his glass, and continuing to 

drink. The father has thus clearly become a burden to the family. 

In the other two cases where the alcohol drinker is clearly a husband and father 

figure, he works, but his alcohol drinking takes him away from spending time with his 

family, whether that be helping his child with homework, eating dinner together, or 

giving his child affection. It can be inferred that without being present, the father will 

be unable to lead his family. In “The best medicine for giving up drinking,‖ the men are 

completely and noticeably missing from the picture. A child holds a sign that reads, ―I 

want to hug my father, not for him to hug a bottle.‖ This directly alludes to the child‘s 

feeling that she is missing her father‘s affection. In “A phone call from father,‖ the 

missing father figure is also a conspicuous part of the story. The son and wife are 

visibly dejected when the father decides to drink with his friends instead of coming 

home, and the narrator concludes the clip by asking, ―They love you a lot. Do you love 

them, or not?‖ 

Not only are the alcohol drinker‘s irresponsible behaviors juxtaposed with his 

family members‘, they are also juxtaposed with his behavior after he recovers from 

alcoholism or after he gives up drinking. As described in the section on alcohol 

drinkers‘ lifestyle above, in the cases where the alcohol drinker is a farmer, he becomes 

a hard worker only after giving up alcohol. It is also clear in these cases that the family 

becomes happier with the returned affection from the father. For example, in the 

second version of “Give up drinking, give up poverty,‖ the narrator describes the 

situation after the father gives up alcohol, saying ―Your wife loves you; friendly and 
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warm - not sick...‖ During this narration, images depict the man‘s wife jumping into his 

arms, his family of four laughing and spending time together, and his family exercising 

together. Clearly, the representation that is constructed is that now that he has given up 

alcohol he can go above and beyond fulfilling his role as a husband and father. 

As for the two ad campaigns where the alcohol drinkers‘ roles are unclear, their 

behavior is not portrayed as irresponsible in terms of fulfilling a family role, but rather, 

in terms of fulfilling their social or religious roles. In “The sin of alcohol,‖the guests 

give gifts of whiskey to the host, knowing full well of the negative effects it will have 

on his health. In “Merit Making Ceremony,‖the host provides beer and whiskey at a 

Buddhist gathering when Buddhism is a religion that forbids alcohol drinking, according to 

one of its five main precepts. Therefore, in these cases the alcohol drinker is constructed 

as irresponsible in terms of his hypocrisy - his actions do not reflect his knowledge. 

Alcohol Drinkers as Weak in Mentality 

The irresponsibility described above regarding social and religious roles leads to 

the final facet of alcohol drinkers‘ behavior which is depicted in the ad campaigns: that 

he is weak in mentality. In the two aforementioned cases, despite any knowledge the 

character may have of alcohol as a ―curse‖ or alcohol as a ―sin,‖ he conforms to the 

dominant culture in his social group, fulfilling his role as typical guest and host, 

respectively. This behavior could be interpreted as a kind of weakness in mentality, 

especially as it is depicted in the ad campaign, where the narrator is pointing out the 

duplicity of the situation. 

In the cases where the alcohol drinker is depicted as a father and husband, his 

behavior can also be interpreted as weak in mentality, though in a different way. In 

these cases, the father generally succumbs to alcohol itself, resulting in alcoholism. The 

representation of alcoholism as a weakness is most direct in the campaign‘s music 

video “The best medicine for giving up drinking.‖ It is clear from the lyrics in the song 

that the campaign wishes to represent the alcohol drinker as a father/husband/son in 

need of support from his family. For example, the lyrics proclaim that the son, 

daughter, wife, and mother are the ―best medicine for giving up whiskey‖ and that they 

will ―put their strength and hearts together to help in giving up drinking.‖ The lyrics 

also assert that whether the alcohol drinker succeeds or not is up to his family. The 

song calls for an ―increase in strength and endurance‖ and for the family members to 

help in praising the men every day during Buddhist Lent. These lyrics serve to 

construct a picture of the alcohol drinker as in need of external strength, continuous 

praise, and resilient help from a united force, suggesting that he himself has a weak 

mentality. In contrast, in the case of “A phone call from father,‖ the father is not 

portrayed as succumbing to alcohol as much as to his work friends. In this case it is 

ambiguous whether the father‘s decision to drink with his friends is considered weak, 

but it is clear that he is succumbing to social pressure over family pressure.  

 4. Discussion and Conclusion 

 To conclude, this analysis suggests that ad campaigns broadcast by the Thai 

Health Promotion Foundation construct a representation of alcohol drinkers‘ identity in 

two major ways, by depicting their lifestyle and their behavior. The characteristics 
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depicted in the ad campaigns correspond with the different contexts in which the 

alcohol drinker drinks. Alcohol drinkers who drink at home and alone are overwhelmingly 

depicted as poor, rural dwelling farmers who are irresponsible and weak father and 

husband figures in the household. In all campaign videos that depict a father/husband 

figure as the drinker, he is also a member of the laboring class. There is a strong focus 

on the father and son relationship, as well as the husband and wife relationship, which 

serve to portray the alcohol drinker‘s failure to live up to his family role due to his 

being weak and succumbing to alcohol, sometimes becoming a burden on the family.  

In the two ads where the alcohol drinker is not portrayed as a father/husband 

figure, drinking is carried out in the context of a social occasion or celebration. In these 

cases, the economic, social, and family status of the alcohol drinkers is less clear, but 

they are not depicted as part of the poor laboring class. The representation of the 

alcohol drinkers‘ identity is strongest in the area of their behavior. The ad campaigns 

depict them as irresponsible, specifically in terms of hypocrisy, and weak in mentality 

in terms of conforming to the mainstream culture in their social group, rather than 

behaving based on their knowledge of the health or religious implications of alcohol. In 

these two cases, the characters are not actually depicted drinking alcohol. For the sake 

of this research, alcohol drinkers encompass those characters associated with giving 

and accepting alcohol. It is therefore interesting to note that in none of the campaign 

ads analyzed is someone outside of the laboring class depicted drinking alcohol.  

The findings described above are partly consistent with findings of Moolasart 

and Chirawatkul (2012) in their field research attempting to understand the drinking 

culture of a village in Northeast Thailand. That is, in some cases the ad campaigns 

depict alcohol drinking in a negative light by representing the alcohol drinker who does 

not follow the norms of drinking, as perceived by the villagers in Moolasart and 

Chirawatkul‘s study. Specifically, this was true for the ad campaigns that depict 

alcohol drinking alone at home. Drinking alone and continuously, not being able to 

fulfill their responsibilities, and not knowing their own limits were all seen by the 

surveyed village as negative behaviors when drinking alcohol. 

Despite this consistency, the construction of the alcohol drinker‘s lifestyle as a 

poor, rural farmer, even with physical features that sharply contrast those of the ex-

alcoholic, may serve to negate the message in the video if it is intended for a village 

audience. Typecasting someone‘s lifestyle and tying it to alcoholism is not likely to 

have a positive effect on someone‘s decision to give up alcohol if he embraces that 

lifestyle or sees it as part of his identity. In addition, the idea that the family members 

of an alcohol drinker perfectly fulfill their traditional roles, and that the only obstacle 

to living a life of ―happily ever after‖ is alcohol, could be discouraging to some alcohol 

drinkers who drink in response to real pressure at home, at work, or in social situations. 

Finally, the depiction may also serve to negate the message for alcohol drinkers living a 

comfortable life, as they may think the message does not apply to them.  

As for the ad campaigns that depict alcohol drinkers as irresponsible or weak in 

mentality in terms of their embracing of alcohol, despite knowing it as a sin or a curse, 

these depictions directly confront the positive perception villagers expressed in 
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Moolasart and Chirawatkul‘s study, namely, that alcohol is a social tool, interwoven into 

ceremonies and socializing. Unfortunately, the campaign ads present this confrontation in a 

demeaning way, depicting those who conform to this idea as irresponsible, hypocritical, 

and weak in mentality. Again, this identity construction may not go far in persuading 

someone he should give up alcohol. 

Finally, there is an obvious implication in the ads‘ construction of alcohol 

drinkers as men, specifically fathers and husbands. This depiction not only leaves 

women and teenage drinkers out of the picture, it leaves out many men who begin 

drinking before they get married and/or have children. Again, viewers who see these 

campaign ads who do not identify as father/husband figures of a charming, traditional 

family, may not believe the campaign‘s message applies to them. Additionally, the 

depiction feeds into a norm in Thailand that to be masculine, one must drink alcohol. 

This leaves men with an unaddressed contradiction that they must face daily – to drink 

and socialize as real men and be looked down upon as irresponsible, weak alcoholics 

who do not fulfill their family roles – or to give up drinking and give up their social 

life. While depicting men as alcohol drinkers, the campaign videos do not attempt to 

directly address the origin of this very real identity crisis faced by men, specifically, 

the social pressure to be masculine. In fact, no attention is paid in the videos as to why 

the men started drinking in the first place. 

The findings from this research have significant implications for moving 

forward with further campaign ads to end drinking. While the campaign ads are clearly 

done well and in a way that evokes emotion in viewers, it is questionable whether they 

successfully aid alcohol drinkers in their decision to give up drinking. Therefore, further 

research should be conducted to determine how best to create ad campaigns which will 

persuade alcohol drinkers to give up drinking, while avoiding identity construction that may 

ultimately harm the mentality of drinkers or other groups of people associated with drinking. 
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Abstract 

The paper illustrates the development of social enterprises in Vietnam before 

1986 to the end of 2015. Accordingly, the author points out five main barriers which 

limited the development of this new model of enterprise, including: (1) shortage of 

knowledge of social enterprises regarding both policy and practice; (2) less start-up 

capital and difficulties in accessing capital; (3) limited management ability of the 

manager; (4) troubles with training and developing human resource; and (5) lack of 

“ecosystem” that can boost the development of social enterprises. In order to deal with 

the above challenges, the author proposes a range of solutions for the government, 

centre for social initiatives promotion and social enterprise per se. 
 

Keywords: social enterprises, social services, community. 
 

1. Introduction 

Based on the perspective of narrowing down the role of the government, the social 

enterprise model was established since 1979 in the UK and until now has been developed 

all over the world. However, in Vietnam, until 2008, the definition of social enterprise was 

widely acknowledged due to the promotion of Centre for Social Initiatives Promotion 

(CSIP), Spark Centre for Social Entrepreneurship Development (Spark), etc. And by 2014, 

this type was officially adopted in the Enterprise Law No. 68/2014/QH13, dated 11/26/2014. 

Accordingly, social enterprise has to meet the requirements: (i) the organisation was 

registered according to the Enterprise Law, (ii) Operational objectives are to solve the 

social and environmental issues for the benefit of community, and (iii) spend at least 51% 

annual profit of the organisation to reinvest in order to achieve the registered social and 

environmental objectives. 

Therefore, unlike the common businesses and voluntary organisations (most 

popular is the NGO model), social enterprise has the following characteristics: (i) Have to 

have business operation and compete fairly with the common businesses, due to the 

revenue of business, social enterprise does not depend on the sponsors. Moreover, the 

people, who benefit, often directly take part in the production of products, providing 

services, so they have professional skills rather than merely receiving benefits. The fairly 

competition makes social enterprise always associates with social initiatives and effective 

management solutions to survive in the business environment; (ii) Social service is the 

most priority object, business is purely a method to achieve it. This is the primary 

difference to the common organisations, which normally meet the needs of society as a 

way to increase profits; (iii) Reinvest the profit to expand operation or distribute to 
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community. Even through having profit, social enterprise cannot use it to earn money for the 

owners. They use it to substantial serve community. Three above characteristics make social 

enterprise become a more suitable and better model than voluntary organisations and 

common organisations doing CSR (Martin and Osberg, 2007).  This has a special meaning as 

Vietnam became a country with average income (since 2010). The sponsors in Vietnam tend 

to apply market principles to serve the sustainable development instead of mere aid. On the 

other hand, social issues such as poverty, disease, cultural distance - intellectual, social 

service for people with disability, etc. have an increasing trend along with the development 

of market economy. Thus, expanding social enterprise model to replace NGOs in Vietnam is 

an inevitable trend, this should be aware accurately and encouraged to develop. 

2. The development of social enterprise in Vietnam 

2.1. The process of development of social enterprise in Vietnam 

In 1986, Vietnam was implementing a completely renovation process and in 2010, 

Vietnam became a country with average income. The development process of social 

enterprise is divided into three periods, as following:  

a. Before 1986 

Before 1986, Vietnam applied mechanisms comprehensive centralised management, 

 all social service was distributed to each citizen by the government. There were only two 

economic sectors officially recognised, which were the State economy and the collective 

economy. All independent social organisations, non-governmental organisations and 

NGOs were not allowed to operate. In the collective ownership model, there were a few 

co-operatives established to create jobs and support the life of people who belonged to the 

vulnerable groups in the society (mainly disabled people at that time). They focused on the 

handicraft areas such as rattan, woven embroidery, and garment. This can be considered as 

the origin of the first social enterprise model in Vietnam. Nhan Dao co-operative is one 

typical example (was established in 1973) which had created a range of jobs for disabled 

people through the productive activities of toothpick, broom and service activities such as 

massage, reflexology, and so on. The government had encouraged the development of the 

co-operative model. However, in reality, the basic principles of co-operative such as 

voluntary, independent, fairness and transparency in the organisation and management 

have not been fully implemented which led to a deep crisis in this area (Nguyen Minh 

Ngoc et al., 2011). Consequently, many co-operatives disbanded. Influenced by the overall 

situation, the co-operative model, which similar to Nhan Dao, was also not replicated. 

b. The period from 1986 until the beginning of 2010  

The basic and national innovative process started from 1986 brought two important 

factors which were the acceptance of the private economic sector and ―open‖ to receive the 

investment and aid from the foreign countries. Therefore, individuals and organisations are 

allowed to actively decide and process the business operation. After 1994, the United State 

ended the trade embargo. There were about 600 humanitarian and international 

development organisations presented in Vietnam with the annually financial aid up to 

USD200 million. At the same time, they launched many knowledge sharing and social 

development experience projects. These above conditions had promoted the establishment 
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of many organisations having the basic characteristics of social enterprise. According to 

Nguyen Dinh Cung et al. (2011), during this period, there were more than 1,000 NGOs, 

320 national associations and 2,150 associations operating based on voluntary, independent 

principles at central and local level. Most of these organisations received the financial aid 

from the foreign sponsors to maintain the operation and provide the service for society. 

Additionally, there were thousands of community organisations such as cultural houses, 

clubs, women, veterans, and disabled people associations. The operation of these 

organisations had contributed to the innovation of providing social service method 

compared to the period before ―Doi Moi‖. However, most of them were not social 

enterprise with these above defined characteristics.  

In the situation when NGOs was blooming based on the abundant aid that somehow 

overwhelmed idea and determination to establish social enterprise. However, there were 

still some businessmen who overcame and chose a sustainable way. And the result is that 

some real social enterprises were established and are still developing strongly until 

nowadays, for example Mai Vietnamese Handicrafts Ltd. The company was established in 

1990 to train vocational handicrafts and create jobs for poor women in the southern 

provinces. The products of the company have been labelled Fair Trade (by the World Fair 

Trade Organization) due to the efforts to support for more than 1,000 poor people to be 

able to reach better conditions for trade and sustainable development. In 2008, Mai 

Handicrafts gained profit of USD 0.17 million and all profit was used to reinvest to support 

the community (Nguyen Dinh Cung et al., 2012). Another typical example is KOTO which 

was established in 1999. They not only organised vocational restaurant - hotel training, 

taught English and life skills for street children, children with special circumstances, but 

also provided a real practical environment through the restaurant - coffee shop chain with 

many Western, Asian cuisine. Until 2010, KOTO has trained more than 350 trainees to 

achieve the international certification of Box Hill Institute (Australia), 100% of trainees 

were immediately employed, even in the big hotels in Vietnam and around the world (Hai 

Minh, 2010). Being born later (in 2008), but having an important role to promote the activity 

of social enterprise in Vietnam is Centre for Social Initiatives Promotion (CSIP). CSIP 

directly supports for the start-up social enterprises, and also attract the involvement of 

government agencies, businesses and communities. From 2008 to 2010, CISP had connected 

the small, separated and discrete activities of the organisations bringing social enterprise‘s 

characteristics. They initially laid the foundation for the development of social enterprise 

movement later. Thus, although not become popular and significantly use of resources and 

social initiatives, the establishment of pioneering social enterprises have demonstrated the 

ability to successfully by combining business activity to gain profit and the community 

service goal, which opens up a clear development direction for the next phase. 

c. The period form 2010 until the end of 2015 

Vietnam became a country with average income is a remarkable achievement, but it 

also altered the policy to support humanitarian and social development of the countries and 

international organisations. Some bilateral development agencies such as SIDA, Ford 

Foundation stopped aid, many countries like Denmark, the United Kingdom decreased 

ODA for Vietnam. This had created a pressure to many NGOs in Vietnam as they entirely 
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depended on the funding. In this situation, CSIP, British Council and Spark Centre for 

Social Entrepreneurship Development (Spark - founded in 2011) has actively propagated, 

introduced and supported the establishment of social enterprise as a suitable replacement in 

accordance with national conditions as well as the worldwide trend.  

These social enterprises in this period originated from three main type: (i) NGOs 

converted their operation or established one social enterprise additionally as a member in 

order to generate income to offset the shortage of funding, (ii) The organisations pursued 

dual values, in which the creation of economic and social value at the same time indicated 

in the process of producing products and services as well as job creation and skills training 

for the beneficiaries, and (iii) new founded social enterprises, due to being guided and 

supported from the beginning, they have all the characteristics of social enterprise, 

especially the highly competitiveness based on the innovated social solution. These are the 

core force to boostthe movement of social enterprise in Vietnam. According to the survey 

of CSIP, British council and Spark (2011), the number of new founded social enterprises in 

2010 is 28, bringing the total number of recognised social enterprises to reach 167 

enterprises. This survey also illustrated that Vietnam‘s social enterprises mainly located in 

Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh cities - the places where the headquarters of the supporting and 

local and international development organisations were located. These supporting organisations 

are mostly operating in the form of centres (32.9%) and companies (29.9%), and in three 

main areas: education, vocational guidance, handicrafts production and healthcare. In 2010, due 

to the operation of these 167 social enterprises above, the number of beneficiaries is 377,678; the 

economic value is about 254 billion VND. Regarding social value, 68.3% of the companies in 

the above group have contributed to reduce poverty, stabilise life and increase income for 

those beneficiaries through educational, vocational activities, and so on. These above 

results are still quite remarkable for a new business model. 

The year of 2014 marked a breakthrough turning point for social enterprise 

community in Vietnam, as for the first time, this model was legalised in the Enterprise 

Law. The law stipulates the criteria to define a social enterprise with the guidance on the 

establishment, transformation and operational organisation of social enterprise. Once there 

is a specific legal framework, certainly there will be many new social enterprises were 

established across the country, to meet the essential needs of the social community. 

However, beside the research of CSIP, British Council and Spark in 2011, until now there 

is not any official statistics about social enterprise in Vietnam, although experts estimate 

that the number of social enterprises is about hundreds. This reflects the limited awareness 

of the society to this new type of enterprise. On the other hand, it imposes requirements for 

more propaganda and mobilizes to make social enterprises become a new trend, effectively 

and contribute to resolve the "defects" of the market which is gradually increasing. 

2.2. The difficulties in the development of social enterprise in Vietnam 

Thus, 42 years since the establishment of Nhan Dao co-operative (in 1973), social 

enterprise was legalised in Vietnam and is assessed by the experts as the suitable model to 

contribute to solving the social problems effectively and sustainably. However, it still has 

not become as popular as in the United Kingdom, the United State, Korean, Thailand or 
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Singapore. The cause is that there are still many barriers both legal and operating 

conditions, including: 

 Lack of knowledge of social enterprise regarding both policy and practice. 

Although the establishment of social enterprise is stated in Enterprise Law 

(effective from 1
st
 July, 2015) and guided by decree 96/2015 /ND - CP (effective from 8

th
 

December, 2015), there is not any case of social enterprise that registers to establish or 

switches operation under this new law on the National Business Registration Portal. The 

main reason is that there are not any detailed circulars guiding the implementation of the 

decree, particularly in relation to a number of specific issues such as announcing 

commitment to implement social and environmental objectives, reporting and assessing 

social impacts or supervising the operation of social enterprise. Due to the uncompleted 

legal framework, both entrepreneurs and state authorities have been reluctant, not actively 

established and received social enterprise. 

In term of reality perception, social enterprise is still a new model, even gets 

doubted. Until now, majority of citizens, businessmen and sponsors in Vietnam consider 

that economic and social as two completely separated concepts. Consequently, supporting 

to develop the community is acknowledged as the social responsibility of every citizens 

and organisations, but it is not tied to the creative business solutions. In the other hand, 

social enterprise also gets doubted about their social objectives while operating under the 

corporate form. Creating lots of economy benefit can overwhelm the social objectives 

anytime if there is lack of controlling system from the business‘s owners or state 

authorities. Furthermore, social enterprise is still allowed to receive funding, thus 

controlling and ensuring that the funding is used for the right purposes, separated from the 

economic profits of the business, will become more complex than those normal charities. 

On the other hand, the operation of a social enterprise needs assessing on both the 

economic and social dimensions, in which the social benefits are more emphasised. 

However, this is a difficult dimension to measure precisely because it is abstract, slowly 

revealed and can be changed by the influence of the environment and personal 

characteristics of beneficiaries. 

 Limited start-up capital and difficulties in accessing capital. 

According to the research of CSIP, British Council and Spark (2011), the start-up 

capital of social enterprise in Vietnam is still small, averages 1.2 billion VND /company. 

Beside the capital of the owners, social enterprises are able to call on the funding of 

international organisations, but they meet some difficulties such as the operation of 

organisations may not harmonise with the objectives and programs of the sponsors; it takes 

lots of time and expenses to prove the long term social value; the sponsors are afraid that 

the fund will not be used for the right purpose or think that the organisation has already 

generated profits so it should not necessarily be funded anymore. On the other hand, social 

enterprise cannot easily raise capital by way of ordinary business. It is due to the lack of 

collateral assets from social enterprise, low profitability and payback period lasts longer 

than usual. In the capital structure of social enterprise in Vietnam, own capital accounts for 

20.3%. The main source of annual additional capital is the cumulative profit from the 

business (45.5%), funding is very small (5.3%). The results of interview also noted 
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comments from all social enterprises about their biggest challenges in the development 

process, which is the lack of funding, expense for investment and development or the 

accessibility to major loans (37% of interviewees agreed - CSIP, British Council and 

Spark, 2011). 

Until now, CSIP and Spark are still the only two centre in Vietnam doing the 

investment funding program for social enterprise in the amount of approximately 

USD200,000/year. This small capital only brings the nature of creating the "seed capital" 

to activate the ideas and improve competences, it cannot meet the needs of business 

development. Social impact investment is the most suitable form but still too new in 

Vietnam. The international social investment funds do not boldly approach Vietnam‘s 

market due to the lack of adequate legal framework for the operation of social enterprise, 

as well as the lack of information to search and evaluate organisations‘ competences. In 

addition, Vietnam Government has not issued any specific program to encourage the 

development of social enterprise, as well as any direct call and orientation to the 

investment community. 

 Limited management ability of the manager. 

Logically, to successfully manage a social enterprise, the manager needs more good 

qualities than normal organisation. However, in reality, most of social enterprises in Vietnam 

are managed by the founders of the businesses. They are the staffs of local social services or in 

charge of projects. They have experience but are lack of business knowledge and management. 

Therefore, it is hard for social enterprise to survive for a long time due to the inability to 

compete in the market. The new social enterprise group, established after 2010, is created by 

the younger generation. They are well trained but lack of ability to connect and go along with 

the community, so it is less likely for the model to be expanded. Recruiting high quality 

managers in social enterprises is not feasible due to the lack of funding and inability to get 

suitable staffs. The above situation becomes more difficult to overcome because of the 

shortage of training and supporting services to improve abilities for social entrepreneurs. 

Until now, CSIP is the first and only organisation which provides some training courses 

only for social enterprise, including: the overall development of social enterprise, business 

planning skill, leadership skill in social enterprise, personal advisors and consultants to 

develop social enterprise, etc. Nevertheless, the possibility of counselling for each specific 

social enterprise is limited. 

 Difficulties of human resource training and development. 

Employees of social enterprise is people who need support, belong to the bottom 

group of society, including disabled people, disadvantaged children, rural women, ethnic 

minorities, people with complex social situations or having HIV/AIDS, etc. Most of them 

have low level of knowledge and job skills. Their difficult life circumstances or poor 

health lower their labour productivity. Moreover, their wages are unstable. Due to these 

disadvantages, social enterprises have to spend lots of money and time to train their 

employees and develop the new ones. Additionally, with the targeted group of disabled 

people, street children or people with HIV/AIDS, social enterprise needs to invest more 

money for health care both physically and mentally, ensuring their living conditions, etc. 

which make the cost for employees be greater than the average of normal organisations.  
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Another difficulty is the training process for the employees. In practical, there is a 

few teachers who have appropriate qualifications and volunteer to do the vocational 

training for disabled people, people with HIV/AIDS or children with autism with an 

income not higher than the average on the market. At the moment, the government also 

does not have any preferential policies for people involved in this field. In addition, the 

discriminate status in the community also prevents the employees who are disabled people, 

people with special circumstances after the training and having vocational qualification in 

social enterprise from the opportunities to get a job. Social enterprises also cannot arrange 

jobs in their own organisations for these employees in the long term because of the small-

scale business, at the same time, this affects the ability to increase the number of 

beneficiaries which is a major purpose of enterprise. No stable "output" is a factor preventing 

the social enterprises who provide vocational training services from attracting participants. 

Beside the beneficiaries who directly involve in the business operation, in social 

enterprise, there are a number of volunteers who support the process of organising, training 

or management. They are a very necessary force as their contribution reduce operating 

costs (inherently higher than the average), but to coordinate effectively and maintain 

stability in a long-term is another challenge for the managers of social enterprises. 

 Lack of ―ecosystem‖ that can boost the development of social enterprise. 

According to the research of Truong Thi Nam Thang (2015), ―ecosystem‖ for social 

enterprise in Vietnam has formed but not fully and need to be completed in legal 

frameworks, policies for financial assistance, trade promotion, researches and above all is 

developing the spirit for social business. For social enterprise, the research of CSIP, British 

Council and Spark (2011) illustrated that there are 86.8% opinions proposing to strengthen 

attention, facilitate, support from the government, as well as local and foreign 

organisations and individuals. 22.8% of organisations want to be created opportunities to 

connect and cooperate with other entities. Two above issues are all in the "ecosystem" of 

social enterprise, as defined by the European Commission (European Commission, 2014). 

Moreover, after a period of development, there are still too few successful social 

enterprises becoming a typical case beside some familiar brands who always be cited in all 

studies of social enterprise in Vietnam like KOTO, HoaSua or Mai Handicrafts. This 

situation also somewhat affects the ability to attract attention from the government and the 

community, as well as to build trust with the international organisations. 

3. Solutions to develop social enterprise in Vietnam 

Thus, although social enterprise is officially legalised in Vietnam, there are still not 

conditions which are completed at the legal frameworks and supporting policies for 

development, as well as it has not yet received necessary attention and coordination from 

the community. Social enterprises themselves also have difficulties in terms of capital and 

human resources. To develop successful social enterprise model in Vietnam, some below 

solutions should be applied: 

a. For the government 

 Firstly, a circular guiding Decree 96/2015/ND-CP needs to be issued quickly to 

create a uniform basic for the establishment and operation of social enterprise. In 

particular, the government needs to specially clarify the controlling system of the 
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government management agencies at all levels for the operation and financial situation of 

social enterprise, as well as the basic requirements for internal management in social 

enterprise to ensure that the organisations comply with the commitments of social, 

environmental, especially profitable distributing content and use of funds (if have any). 

 Issuing a national program about encouraging the development of social 

enterprise which emphasise the participations and support of the government management 

agencies at all levels, the local political – social organisations to the development process, 

operation and connecting the community of social enterprise. At the same time, issuing 

financial incentives including: exemption, reduction of corporate income tax for social 

enterprise and funding, supporting the establishment and development activities of social 

enterprise; Allowing preferential loans from bank for social policies or from commercial 

banks at low interest rates; Guaranteed by the local governments to borrow in the case of 

absence of collateral. 

 Enhancing the collecting, creating a general national database of the social 

enterprise to sever the research activities and policy advices; Orienting social investment; 

Propagating and disseminating knowledge about social enterprise. 

 Improving and developing the basic training system for disabled people, children 

in difficult or specially circumstances. Applying incentives, financial support to 

organisations and individuals engaging to the education, vocational training and 

community reintegration for vulnerable groups and special people. 

b. For the centres for social initiatives promotion 

 Further promoting the propaganda and introducing activities for social enterprise 

across the country, focusing on the cities which do not have identified social enterprise 

(according to the research of CSIP, British Council and Spark, 2011). Diversifying the way 

of propaganda, regularly updating information on successful case studies. 

 Enhancing training activities in business and management skills for social 

entrepreneurs. Combining with the formal education system to integrate social 

responsibility education into the under-graduated and post-graduated programs; Adding 

practical activities, community connections for high school students. 

 Helping to create the connection between social enterprises, social entrepreneurs 

which led to form a network or an association of social enterprises and social entrepreneurs 

to share experiences, knowledge, and even business resources, as well as to increase 

influence and spread to the community. 

 Collecting, connecting creative ideas with community of social entrepreneurs as 

a premise to "seed" for social enterprise or support the operation of social enterprise to 

become more efficient. 

 Finalising the evaluation criteria for operating results of social enterprise on both 

economic and social aspects, for each specific sector. This will be the basis for the government 

agencies to standardise how to assess the effective performance of social enterprise. 

c. For social enterprise 

 Putting efforts to find innovative business solutions, focusing on niche markets 

to avoid highly competitive pressures. Especially, it is necessary to apply effective cost 

management to reduce overall operating costs. 
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 Creating transparency internal management system, fully complying with the 

social and environmental commitments to build trust with the community and to attract 

funding from local and international organisations. 
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Abstract 

Given the context of global financial crisis and economic recession, and climate 

change since 2008, restructuring the economy towards “green and low carbon” economy 

is globally emerging trend. This transition is addressed in development policies of many 

countries in the world. However, there is absence of an internationally agreed-upon 

definition of “green development”, its implications and measurements. They are also 

issues which are debating among academia and policy makers in Vietnam. This paper 

contributes to such debate with a focus on the issues controversial in Vietnam: how the 

concept should be interpreted and what is the roadmap for introducing green growth 

model in the country. 
 

Key words: green growth, climate change, development pattern, sustainable 

development, institutional framework 
 

1. “Green growth” is globally perceived as a crucial development pathway 

The concept of ―green growth was introduced in international academic platform 

for years, but it became a ―hot topic‖ recently. Various international and regional 

organizations including United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), United Nations 

Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP or ESCAP), 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) among others have 

provided different understandings about green growth. As defined by OECD, green growth 

means fostering economic growth and development while ensuring that natural assets 

continue to provide the resources and environmental services on which our well-being 

relies
1

41.  The World Bank regards ‗green‘ growth as ―growth in that it minimizes pollution 

and environmental impacts, and resilient in that it accounts for natural hazards and the role 

of environmental management and natural capital in preventing physical disasters‖
242

.The 

Bank also added that this growth needs to be inclusive, meaning a balancing emphasis on 

three pillars of sustainable development (economic, social and environmental) should be 

acknowledged. Looking at the issue from different angle, the Asian Development Bank 

(ADB) interpreted low-carbon green growth as ―a pattern of development that decouples 

economic growth from carbon emissions, pollution and resource use, and promotes growth 

through the creation of new environment friendly products, industries and business models 

that also improve people‟s quality of life‖
3
.
43

. 

                                                           

1 41 OECD, What is green growth and how can it help deliver sustainable development?, accessed at 

http://www.oecd.org/greengrowth/whatisgreengrowthandhowcanithelpdeliversustainabledevelopment.htm on 

January 30, 2016.  

242
World Bank (2012), Inclusive Green Growth: The Pathway to Sustainable Development, World Bank, 

Washington D.C. 
343

 ADB (2013), Low-Carbon Green Growth in Asia: Policies and Practices, Asian Development Bank. 

http://www.oecd.org/greengrowth/whatisgreengrowthandhowcanithelpdeliversustainabledevelopment.htm
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In conjunction with the Ministerial Conference on Environment and Sustainable 

Development in Asia and the Pacific, from 24 to 29 March 2005, UNESCAP along 

with Kangwon National University and Korean Association of Public Finance and 

Economics held the Eminent Environmental Economists Symposium (EEES) on Green 

Growth in Asia and the Pacific. In this symposium, six major interventions towards 

green growth were specified, including (i) sustainable production and consumption; (i) 

greening markets and business operations; (iii) sustainable infrastructures; (iv) tax 

reform and green budget; (v) protection of environment and ecology; and (vi) 

development and implementation of ecologically effective indicator system.  

Republic of Korea is an emerging market economy, who has been at the forefront 

of the movement towards green development. Green Growth Strategy is perceived by the 

country as a new development momentum in the new era. It is not a development option, but a 

must-follow to address three interactive issues of climate change, economic recession and 

energy crisis. The Green Growth Strategy of this country emphasizes on effective reducing 

greenhouse gases emission, minimizing reliance on fossil fuels, adapting to climate changes, 

developing green technologies, ‗greening‘ the existing industries and developing new 

advanced industries, laying the foundation for green economy, setting up green spaces and 

green transportation, introducing green revolution on lifestyles and providing international 

support to green growth. Republic of Korea also established National Commission on Green 

Growth and introduced Law on Green Growth, which has been in effect since April 14, 2010. 

The key objective of this law is to reduce 30% of greenhouse gas emission as of 2020. The 

government committed to allocate an annual budget of almost USD 84 billion (or 2% GDP) to 

implement a five year plan on promoting environment friendly industries in Korea.     

Together with Republic of Korean, ASEAN has demonstrated its concerns about 

green development by organizing different activities to promote green growth. In 

Singapore, the Sustainable Development Blueprint for the city-state was developed by 

the government. The Blueprint contains the strategies and initiatives needed to achieve 

both economic growth and a good living environment by 2030. Several policies, 

programs and projects have been implemented based on the inistiatives of the King of 

Thailand and the government, including the Green Government Procurement Program 

and guidelines to promote green industry. In 2010, Indonesian government introduced 

the Indonesia Climate Change Sectoral Roadmap to guide both central and local 

governments in planning and expediting low-carbon development plans for the next 20 

years. Malaysian government has defined three main areas of green growth in the 

country, including (i) decoupling GDP growth from energy consumption through energy 

efficiency and increased productivity; (ii) promoting knowledge and innovation 

industries; and (iii) developing renewable for energy security. In Philippines, the 

government passed the Renewable Energy Act, aiming to increase the share of renewable 

energy in total energy supply from the current level of 33%. The Philippine National 

development Plan 2011-2016 has integrated climate change adaptation and disaster risk 

management
4

44. In short, in both international and regional context, more and more countries 
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have been increasingly aware of the vitality of green growth as the only option for 

sustainable development in the near future.     

In Viet Nam, National Green Growth Strategy (NGGS) was promulgated by Prime 

Minister in September 2012. The Strategy regards green growth as a crucial component of 

sustainable development, or ―a development model which has based   on changing growth 

pattern and restructuring the economy to effectively utilize the country‘s comparative 

advantages and increase national competitiveness. Vis-à-vis promotion of research and 

adaptation of advanced technologies, and development modern infrastructure network, 

efforts can be made to increase efficiency of natural resource utilization, reduction of 

greenhouse gas emission, adaptation to climate change, contribution to poverty reduction 

and provision of new momentum to promote sustainable economic development‖
5
.
45

. 

2. The way towards green growth in Vietnam 

Despite many difficulties in a struggle for controlling inflation, stabilizing macro-

economy and sustaining sound growth rate, Vietnam has demonstrated his great concern 

about green growth in the context of international integration and globalization, and 

climate change. A series of studies, research and policy options for green growth in the 

next decades has been made and discussed. The key policy issues regarding green growth 

strategy in Vietnam are as follows: 

Firstly, Vietnam needs to develop a consistent green growth framework and a 

set of indicators to monitor green growth progress. 

Vietnam‟s green growth framework. In spite of different approaches in pursuing 

green growth, countries around the world have targeted on climate change mitigation and 

adaptation, low-carbon and non-emission development, rehabilitation of and investment on 

natural capital, adaptation of clean technologies, encouragement of using renewable energy, 

employment and income generation for citizens via public and private investment, 

improvement of well-being and social equity. Currently, while green growth has been 

addressed in different strategic documents including NGGS, Socio-economic Development 

Strategy for the 2011-2020 period, National Strategy on Climate Change, Sustainable 

Development Strategy (Vietnam Agenda 21) and alike, the consistent green growth 

framework is still not available. There is an urgent need to consolidate all strategic 

documents relevant to green growth into a single document, which can create consensus and 

facilitate efforts and actions made by different stakeholders towards green development. 

The unique green growth framework in Vietnam should focus on the following 

aspects: (i) upgrading and renovating production technologies in different industries to 

minimize adverse environmental impacts; (ii) promoting investment in advanced 

industries, which are able to consume energy and raw materials in efficient manner; (iii) 

developing energy and natural resource efficiency sectors together with encouraging 

recycling industry; (iv) promoting use of renewable energy; and (v) protecting natural 

environment and improving ecology, mitigating environmental risks and ecological 

degradation. The green growth framework for the 2016-2020 period in Vietnam can be 

indicatively exhibited as in table 1.  

                                                           
5

45Government of Vietnam (2012b), National Green Growth Strategy. 
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Table 1: Indicative green growth framework for the 2016-2020 period in Vietnam 

No. Priority Indicator 

1 Economic growth Economic growth rate  

2 Prioritized sector 

2.1 Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery Share of advanced technology and bio-

technology used in production. 

2.2 Tourism Share of tourism sites and companies having 

green component in their plans and operations. 

2.3 Trade Share of trade centers, commercial malls and 

supermarket implementing green approaches. 

2.4 Transport Share of transportation means adopting green 

approaches. 

2.5 Energy Share of renewable energy in total energy 

supply and consumption 

2.6 Manufacturing and material 

production 

Share of companies adopting green approach 

and producing environment friendly products. 

2.7 Hospital  Share of wastes being treated before abatement. 

Share of hospitals adopting green approach in 

their operations. 

2.8 Social security  Measurement of social advancement, consensus 

and cohesion. 

 - …  

3 Development of enabling institutional environment for green growth 

3.1 Promulgating a Law on Green 

Development 

Law available 

3.2 Issuing different institutions and 

policies to enforce the Law on 

green development 

Incentive system (rewards vs. punishment) is 

integrated in an enforced set of mechanism and 

policies 

3.3 Developing community-based 

social contracts on green 

development 

Community-based contracts are available and 

enforced  

4 Action 

4.1 State (including central and local 

governments) 

Concrete actions are defined, budgeted, 

monitored and evaluated 

4.2 Businesses Concrete actions are defined, budgeted, 

monitored and evaluated 

4.3 Citizens Concrete actions are defined, budgeted, 

monitored and evaluated 

Set of green growth indicators. Based on the aforementioned green growth 

framework, the monitoring and evaluation indicator system should be set. Suggestively, the 

indicator set could be classified into direct and indirect measurements. For the direct 

group, the followings could be considers as back-born indicators to measure the ―green 

extent‖ of the country‘s development:  
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 Share of green GDP (defined as GDP produced by using green technologies, 

clean production and consumption) in total GDP.  

 Share of renewable energy (wind, solar, water, tide…) in total energy production 

and/or consumption.  

 Share of renewable energy financing in total investment:  

 Share of environmental protection financing 

 Share of treated solid waste in total solid waste  

 Forestation rate (including forest land and land for tree plantation in residential 

areas) in total natural land areas. 

The indirect group should include indicators measuring enabling environment for 

green growth and/or outcome/impact of green growth pursuance. The followings may be 

considered: 

 The sufficiency, adequacy and specificity of legal framework governing green 

growth. This indicator reflects effectiveness of the institutional environment to facilitate 

green growth. 

 Number of employment generated by green growth. Referred to Green Growth 

Investment Strategies in various countries, this indicator does make sense because only if 

green growth can create new jobs, its pursuance can be sustained. 

 Satisfactoriness of surveyed citizens on outcomes and impacts of green growth. 

By conducting regular public polls on progress of green growth, information on citizens‘ 

feedback to existing green growth policies and mechanisms can be collected and analyzed. 

Once public satisfactoriness increases, it can serve as a signal that the green growth 

strategy is on right track.  

 Progress on corrective actions on environmental pollution. Green investment in 

general and investment on environmental protection and rehabilitation is an important 

indicator in budget plan to measure how effectively public funding and/or private funding 

is used in programs and projects that directly relevant to green growth. 

 Share of relevant training curriculum having green growth component. Education 

and training is effective channel to increase social awareness and knowledge on green 

growth, which in turn could be translated into concrete supportive actions.  

 Adequacy of public pro-green growth monitoring and supervising system. Green 

growth can be successfully implemented if and only if it becomes the social consensus and 

collective action. Public organizations, especially civil society organizations, play crucial 

role in making green growth strategy and/or law enforced and respected by all 

stakeholders. 

Secondly, Vietnam should develop concrete actions to guarantee that green 

growth is implemented in practice instead of just appeared on papers. In order to 

move towards a green growth pattern,  the government has stressed out four key priorities: 

(i) technological transfer and renovation:  Adopting advanced technologies is seen as 

crucial solution to move towards a low-carbon and natural resource efficiency economy; 

(ii) education and training: human resource development plays an important role in 
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increasing knowledge based component in a green economy; (iii) participation of private 

sector: private businesses are both the major funders and players in the ―green growth‖ 

game. Without the participation of private sector, none of green growth targets preset in 

NGGS can be successfully implementable; and (iv) the unique role of the state as creator 

of a level playing field and incentive mechanism to encourage private sector and other 

stakeholders act as green players.  

Conclusion 

Green growth is the common development pattern of increasing number of countries 

worldwide since it bridges us with our dream on a green and sustainable economy. It can 

provide not only economic benefits to all actors but also help to rehabilitate over-exploited 

natural resources and environment, and mitigate adverse impacts of climate changes. 

However, a concrete green growth pattern should be tailored to specific conditions of each 

country. As a lower middle income country, Vietnam always face various developmental 

dilemmas such as introduction of high environmental standards versus maintenance of a low 

cost advantage to attract investment,  high expectation on green lifestyles versus significant 

financial shortage and obsolete technological level to pursue green growth. Therefore, it is 

crucial that the country has to develop its own roadmap on green growth, which must be 

wise balance between different pillars of sustainable development (i.e. economic, social and 

environmental) facilitated by a solid institutional foundation, which is continuously 

improving in parallel with the development progress of the country. 
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 Abstract 

Vietnam's Government has approved and published the green growth strategy for 

the period 2011-2020, and the country is in the process of restructuring the economy to 

ensure more efficient and to increase competitiveness in the region and globally oriented. 

The transition to a green business model, implement green growth is essential and in line 

with the general trend at present, in the context of reducing the impact of climate change, 

restoring ecosystems, increasing resources natural capital, environmental protection and 

increasing social welfare, poverty alleviation. The article discusses the measures to 

promote green business in Vietnam. 

Keywords:Green Business,green growth,environmental protection, climate change 

 

1. Green Business 

1.1. The concept of green business 

Green business is part of the Green Economy - a concept that is officially used at 

international level since 2008 in the framework of the Green Economy Initiative (Green 

Economy) by the Environment Programme of the United United Nations (UNEP) and 

the world's top economist raised. Accordingly, the green economy is understood as the 

economy has brought happiness to the human and social justice, both significantly 

reduce environmental risks and ecological crisis. Green business development is the 

process of redirecting investment incentives for economic activity and infrastructure in 

order to obtain better results from investments for human resources, financial 

resources, while reducing the amount of emissions and the greenhouse effect, mining 

and better use of natural resources, create less waste, and ultimately contribute to 

reducing inequalities in society. 

Green Business is a business whichis organizing production and consumption of 

carbon raw materials, saving resources and contribute to social justice.Green Business is 

not immediately replaced existing businesses that that is part of strategic enterprises to 

achieve sustainable development goals. The developed countries in the world such as 

USA, Japan, Germany, Korea... has invested hundreds of billions of dollars for 

developing green enterprise policy, considering as the best investment for sustainable 

development of the country, has promoted economic growth stability, and contribute to 

the protection of natural resources, the environment and job creation. For developing 

countries, including Vietnam, green business model is quite new, but initially had the 

encouragement of the state for investment in cleaner production technologies, a the 

criteria to form green business. 
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1.2. Features of green business 

As mentioned above, green business has the role of promoting economic growth 

while ensuring that natural resources is improved, improve the environment and ensure 

essential for human life. To do this, green business is the catalyst for investment and 

innovation, is the basis for sustainable growth and enhance the creation of new economic 

opportunities. 

Green business enterprise also known as natural, or the environment business 

because they use resources which are linked with the aim of protecting the environment 

and natural resources. 

Green business activities based on comparative advantage, enhance the efficiency 

and competitiveness of enterprises through the research and application of advanced 

technology, developing modern infrastructure systems for efficient use of natural 

resources, reducing emissions and the greenhouse effect, responding to climate change and 

contribute to poverty reduction, motivating economic growth in a stable sesame. 

Green business requires the ability to maintain and increase the natural resources 

including: raw materials, renewable energy, low carbon emissions, clean technologies, 

advanced waste system management, enhancement clean water service, energy saving, an 

the development of agriculture - forestry - fisheries sustainable. Resources forgreen 

businesses is supported by the state and business it self.        

Green business is a combination of three factors: economic, social and 

environmental. Green business towards sustainable development, which means that the 

economic activity generated profits or useful value, towards the development of a peaceful 

life for society, because these activities themselves environmentally friendly. 

Currently, the majority of businesses without regard to the loss of human ecology 

that suffered in the cost of goods and services. Thus the cost of the ecological aspects 

that people will pay for the use of goods and services to satisfy immediate demands 

increasingly higher.This means that future generations will suffer more losses because 

the immediate needs of the people present if they continue to organize the production, 

sales and exploitation of natural resources as current ―brown business model‖ (in which 

organizes the exploitation and use of energy from fossil fuels and other natural resources, 

harm the environment, depletion majority biodiversity, causes climate change global 

scale and threaten human life). This creates a fundamental difference characteristics of 

green business. 

Effectiveness of green businessin the long term is better than the brown business 

because of the efficiency gains from the value for their contribution to business it self and 

the environment. Thus, the characteristics of green business is also reflected in the new 

business models, different with the models that extraction of natural resources while 

causing fragmentation and social inequality today.  

Undeniable that the old business model has given people more brilliant 

achievements, material life, the spirit of the people are constantly being improved, 

opportunities for the satisfaction of human needs people growing. However, next to this 

achievement, corollary that it creates is very serious: increasing environmental pollution 
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and increase the greenhouse effect, the earth heats up, negative climate change threat to the 

life and future of humanity. 

Green business organization of production and consumption limit - bon. Green 

business is a new model of economic development promotion according to the 

consumption patterns and sustainable production, to ensure that natural resources continue 

to provide the resources and ecosystem services that our lives depending on, for this 

generation and for the future generations. 

1.3. The need for green business models in Vietnam 

- Orientation restructuring growth economicmodel in Vietnam is a special emphasis 

in the period ofworldis more complicated‘. According to the forecast, Vietnam is one of 

five countries in the world that most heavily affected by global climate change. When sea 

level rise that would inundate many areas of Vietnam. The risk that requires to quickly 

calculate to greening the economy to adapt and mitigate the negative impacts of climate 

change due to global causes. 

- Economic development is not sustainable. The quality of growth, efficiency, 

effectiveness and competitiveness of the economy is still low.Economic growth still relies 

heavily on the elements developed in width, based on the exploitation of natural resources 

with high intensity, low efficiency.Green Business will help reduce the exploitation of 

natural resources is intense, contribute to improving the production efficiency of business 

security products, thereby helping to ensure social security and people's life. 

- Resources are exploited depletion, environmental pollution is severe. Economic 

sectors which friendly environmentalare undeveloped, and dependence on imported fossil 

fuels serve domestic production that due to slow technological innovation with the level of 

energy consumption, high natural resources.The conversion green business model will help 

reduce dependence on fossil energy sources, and go ahead, catch up with the investment in 

modern technologies, reducing emissions, saving and more efficient . 

- Global efforts to respond to climate change, reducing greenhouse gas emissions 

require Vietnam to adjust growth strategy. 

2. Some views and challenges with green business model in Vietnam today 

2.1. Views of green business model in Vietnam 

Enterprise Green (Green Business) is defined as a business organization of 

production and business activities and provide services towards improving human life and 

social assets, while focusing on minimizing risk environmental Exposure and resource 

scarcity. But in Vietnam, "green business" is still an open category that each place has its 

own interpretation. Therefore, there have been different behavior in the business direction 

of the business. Green Business is defined as a business which organizes business activities 

and provide services towards improving human life and social assets, while focusing on 

minimizing risk environmental exposure and resource scarcity. But in Vietnam, "green 

business" is still an open category that have difference views. Therefore, there have been 

different behavior in the green business direction. 

There are some businesses that aims to "green business" that is to start from right in 

the most basic elements. For example, on Garment 10 Corporation, which operates in 
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labor-intensive industries and energy. By the characteristics of a business in the garment 

industry, elements of "green" in production and business activities tied to requirements 

ofthrift practice, from executives to workers.Also because this is a highly competitive 

sector, in which the price factor plays a greatly decisive role to the efficiency of production 

and business, so reducing the maximum input costs are prerequisites for companies. Therefore, 

even in the large investments such as the construction of buildings or housing for workers, 

Garment 10 Corpporation alway focus on the design so that minimize the cost of using 

electricity. In the manufacturing, the smallest of rules such as turning off lights when leaving a 

room, use suitable conditioners, use double-sided paper... must be followed strictly. 

For other businesses, access to "green business" not only from small elements that 

must begin from the long-term development strategy.Traphaco Corporation, a business 

operating in the pharmaceutical industry choose "green health path" with four objectives: green 

materials, green products, green technologies and green services, under which the company 

notes exploitation important medicinal and long traditional medical, parallel to a combination 

of modern production methods.In terms of production, modern technologies was applied by 

Traphaco for planting applications, using clean water, bio-fertilizers, using plant protection 

products to minimize biological toxic least; to clean production processes to provide quality 

products to users. In social terms, Traphaco also create jobs, raise incomes for the people in the 

mountainous areas, ethnic minority areas and economic life inherent difficulties. 

With much different thought and way  approaches, but almost business have 

identified and selected green business models towards sustainable development and long-

term. But, Garment 10 and Traphaco just few businesses develop green business 

models. Many other businesses mentioned this strategy as a long-term vision. The reality 

of immediate activities not linked to the sustainable development orientation and 

environmental protection. Green business models are still very few interested by investors 

because it must invest more expensive in modern technology  for producing cleaner and 

sustainable consumption.Meanwhile, rising production costs, the perception of the majority 

of people are still in a certain extent, the products are not sold, thereby reducing profits, 

greatly affect immediate business performance. This does not make businesses feel excited 

when developing green business models. 

In addition, to develop green business models, the mount three core platform is the 

financial, human and nature is a necessary condition. But traditional administration way, 

many traditional businesses only focus on financial resources and people. 

In fact, between growth and sustainable development have certain differences. When 

developing sustainable, business also had to sacrifice the benefits of an interval. With 

businesses taking green business model as a development orientation as Traphaco, the 

choice between immediate benefits and long-term interests as well as the problem of 

difficult choices.Because, to achieve "green health path", Traphaco have to expand 

investment with huge costs, and to the line of traditional medicinal products standing on 

the market is also not a simple problem. 

Above strategy of Traphaco was initiated in 2009, just at the stage of the world 

economic crisis, that making the ability to arrange fund for building materials growing areas, 

the manufacturing plant and distribution system poses many challenges for businesses. 
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Approaching fromthe state policy, green business is the incentive model. However, 

many point views that business and environmental protection are two categories contain 

different connotation. Despite these relationships together, but the benefits of the enterprise 

is always put first.It is important to have policies and drastic nature better suited for 

businesses to encourage them to develop green business models..  

Many companies such as Hoa Sen or Traphaco thought to apply processes and 

production technologies, while minimizing environmental impact. That is absolutely true, 

but still not enough. The role of enterprises as the center for using and appling resources. 

Sobusinessshould change the mindset in the direction of green business development. Inclusion 

of environmental indicators in the report to evaluate operating business. Changing 

perceptions is effective for businesses and their main development will be sustainable. 

Green business is responsible for the community of individual businesses, 

individual people. With large businesses, the green factor, green credit, green technology, 

green products, and also has green workforce; thinking for people to understand and know 

about the social responsibility, thinking of managers and policy makers to ensure 

everything sanctions are compliant and ensure to encourage enterprises to be responsible 

for business green. 

Simply reducing the amount of waste daily in the office as well as green business, 

technology investment to reduce emissions, rational use of natural resources. That is not in 

the new favorable but even in difficult can do. 

Another problem posed is the execution and tight control of activities in the 

development of green business models of enterprises. For example, Group Hoa Sen has 

always focused on enforcement and strict control of production processes to save energy in 

all production and business activities. The company interested in investment chain system 

with modern equipment and new technology in production. Besides ensuring the quality 

and advantages of the production process at Hoa Sen is energy-efficient, environmentally 

friendly and ensure the health of workers.The standards are applied in companies such as 

the ISO 9001: 2008 for quality management systems; Practice of ISO 14000 on 

environmental management systems and OHSAS 18000 standardization of the safety 

management system of occupational health. In parallel, Hoa Sen has research and 

improvement in the production process to reduce the consumption of raw materials such as 

patents and installation of heat recovery systems in the production process, with 

regeneration system and circulatory and use filtered water to nearly 100% of the water 

used in the production in order to minimize the amount of waste water, investment acid 

regeneration system, power-saving technologies through the use of inverters to control 

power consumption of sufficient production needs.In addition, Hoa Sen also use fuels with 

high heat recovery rate of gas, make use of alternative fuels such as rice husk pressed to 

reduce the consumption of electricity and gas. Currently, the energy consumption per unit 

of Hoa Sen‘s products is lower than the average in the sector in Vietnam ... 

Input support policy is also factors affect to the process of approaching green 

business model, such as electricity, water ... or the tax on natural resources ... is not to 

encourage enterprises to participate in business models green.A lot of enterprises initially 
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green process by developing efficient energy use processes. However, the electricity price 

in Vietnam is cheap, many companies are not keen to reduce costs. 

2.2. Challenges with green business model in Vietnam 

In the process of developing green business model, Vietnam will face many 

challenges, namely: 

The First, awareness of management levels as well as the business community 

was strongly marked by this kind of thinking for the benefit in the short term. 

For the economic management at all levels, the most visible manifestation that is 

fragmentary, partial management organizations in developing strategic sectors, regions and 

localities across the country. The status oferadicate exploitation is quite popular 

locally. The phenomenon chasing superficial achievements in industrial development of 

recent years management level both at the macro level and the micro is very 

serious.Because of thinking with short-term vision, the immediate (term thinking) so 

phenomenal race to build industrial zones, factories, ports, golfs, hydraulic power ... while 

do not count to the economic efficiency - social, do notdetermine the environmental impact 

assessment has thoroughly become popular in the locality. Consequently, a number of 

industrial zones were abandoned, many hydropower plants not only bring economic 

benefits, but also creates a burden on the environment, a range of non-renewable resources 

are opening exhausted. Mining organizations are fragmented, spontaneous, consumption, 

most are selling crude ... 

For the business community, the active element in the thinking organization of 

production towards green economy barely be considered. Many businesses, both Vietnam 

and foreign investor avoided investing in technology intensive handling of hazardous 

substances to the environment. Even, many businesses have been required to overcome 

negative consequences on the environment was deliberately delaying the implementation, 

leaving serious consequences for production and daily life.         

With That way of thinking, basically not caused harm, but because immediate 

benefits management agencies and enterprises. If the thinking of the master administrator 

who manage production and business organizations do not change, this is the biggest and 

the longest challenges in the implementation of restructuring growth model developed 

green economy in Vietnam.      

The Second, the policy system to encourage investment in green business 

models are not comprehensive.          

In terms of policy, the Vietnamese Goverment have indicated should focus on 

developing green economy, environmental friendliness; step by step development of clean 

energy and clean production, clean consumption. The Goverment emphasized on 

renewing the growth model and restructure the economy towards improving the quality 

and ensure the welfare and social security, protecting natural resources and the 

environment. This is the strategic direction for the restructuring of the growth model 

associated with the development of green economy.   

The Government approved a national strategy for green growth to 2020 and Vision 

2050,dated 25-9-2012, focuses on three core issues: reducing gas emissions greenhouse 
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(by divided into three stages of implementation: 2011 - 2020 decreased by 8% - 10% 

compared to 2010, emissions in 2030 from 1.5% - 2% per year and by 2050 dropped from 

1.5% - 2% per year);greening of production; greening lifestyles and promoting sustainable 

consumption. Strategy has launched 17 measures implemented under the direction of the 

committee coordinating the strategic deployment, under the National Committee on 

Climate Change. Thus, in terms of policy as well as national strategies for green growth 

has been issued. 

However, the key problem is that there is not cohesion between policy 

implementation of green growth strategies to implement restructuring growth model 

explicitly. Such problems to carry out greening production during restructuring, the growth 

pattern of policies on public investment in science and technology, for the development of 

infrastructure will have to implement is not clearly aspects of green growth strategies as well 

as proposals to restructure the economy.Therefore the development policy today is 

asynchronous and does not reflect the restructuring growth model spiritual towards green 

growth.Moreover, in the specific performance, the chemistry and improve the viability of the 

strategy through the program, the project is still inadequate. On the other hand, the system 

tools to control the economic entities in the management both for the state and businesses 

have yet to be issued simultaneously. This is a policy challenge is not easily resolved.       

The Third, technological development capacity in Vietnam is still very low, 

corporate structure are still heavily featured "brown business"model  

The change in production technology is not small challenge in the process of 

restructuring of the growth model approach towards green economy in Vietnam. Currently 

the technology innovation activities taking place very slowly, while the research activities, 

applying new technologies have not kept pace with requirements of the economy, technology 

transfer has not achieved as expected. This is also the cause of resource usage downright 

wasteful, large emissions, polluting the environment, low economic efficiency.    

In terms of economic structure, industry structure, economic sector of Vietnam is 

heavily self-contained, do not able to participate from entering the production chain of the 

global clean production. After the long process of economic integration, Vietnam remains 

at the low level of processing and assembly in the global value chain at low added value. In 

potential, agriculture can become a component of green growth outlook, however, due to 

technology and farming techniques backward region is currently the greenhouse gas 

emissions in the largest Vietnam economy.Currently, emissions of greenhouse gases in the 

agricultural and non-agricultural industries in rural areas accounted for 43.1% of total 

greenhouse gas emissions in Vietnam. To implement greening growth model in the field of 

agriculture, Vietnam must perform dual goal is just to accelerate the industrialization and 

modernization of agriculture and rural areas, just to divert the course of industrialization 

that towards the greening of agriculture, clean agricultural products.         

The Fourth, The credit green for supporting green-oriented businesses are not 

sufficiently prepared, promptly.            

Green Growth Strategy of the Government has mentioned the solution on how to 

raise capital, but the concretization of a financing arrangement is not be easy. Vietnam is 

still a developing country, reserves capital, accumulated internally is limited; ability to 
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raise capital from international sources is limited too, especially in the context of the global 

economic crisis. In the future, If Vietnam want to get the funds so requires great 

efforts. Therefore, the basic finance for restructuring associated with green economic 

growth still from internal accumulation of the economy, which requires banks to support 

strengthen green credit for developing green business.            

The fifth, commitment and social consensus on developing green business 

model is still low.            

Due to the newly enacted, Green Growth Strategy of Vietnam did not go into action as well 

as awareness of the general population. Vietnamese consumer still have the old and obsolete habits, 

and have lack of choice that is the difficulty in the general trend of world development. These are 

barriers in access to Vietnam's green economy requires adaptation measures. 

3. Solutions for green business models in Vietnam 

Implement green business model is a process that requires sustained effort and 

synthetic approach that has sequentially, both breakthrough strategic in economic 

development, especially in the implementation of Vietnam ‗s economic development 

strategies toward greening economic direction of the country for the period 2011 - 2020. In 

doing so, it should implement the following measures: 

First, strengthening the responsibilities of management agencies at all levels in the 

implementation of restructuring the economy towards green growth coupled with 

improving the system of institutional adjustment business behavior towards promoting 

green business models.            

In the spirit of economic strategy period 2011 - 2020, one of the central tasks of 

economic restructuring associated with the growth model innovation is the investment 

restructuring. To be mounted between the restructured investment towards green business 

approach must first overcome the situation seriously about applying mechanisms for 

today. This mechanism is one of the main causes of the phenomenon of fragmentation, 

spread, run under the immediate interests, local interests in the implementation of 

investment projects.Overcoming the fragmented way of thinking, the short-term for the 

purpose of immediate interests can not rely on self-awareness, self-regulate through 

propaganda and mobilization. In the long run, the fundamental is to enhance 

accountability. It means that the implementation of leadership and management at all 

levels must take responsibility comes along with his decisions.   

Policy-oriented investment restructuring towards promoting green business model 

to focus on the basic groups: 

1) Adaptation to climate change and ensure energy security. Business need to 

oriented heavily in reducing greenhouse gas emissions, reduce fossil fuel dependence, 

ensuring enough energy to push, support adaptation to the impacts of climate change such 

as reducing the impact of sea level rise, sea water intrusion into the cargo area of rice 

production key to ensure food security and exports; 

2) Promote the development of new energy and clean energy, which focused on 

investment and accountability in the development of green technology as the driving force 
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for growth in the future, implementing greening industry, development of advanced 

industrial sectors, establishing infrastructure for green growth policies; 

3) Improve the quality of life and social welfare. Guide public investment in the 

project implementation to build green cities, green revolution in lifestyle, strengthen 

international cooperation on green growth and improve the environment for residents, 

improve the welfare of the poor to reducing social inequality. 

In terms of perfecting the adjustment of corporate behavior towards linking with 

green growth, the immediate need to further concretize the responsibility of enterprises in 

overcoming the environmental consequences of corporate activity cause. For businesses 

starting in operation it is necessary to make the request process the waste before it is 

discharged into the environment considered as a prerequisite for implementation of the 

project. The localities should take into account the project attracted a selective manner to 

ensure economic welfare - social - environment long term and not just because chasing 

achievements attracting investment amount that responsibility lightly social of the business 

environment. 

Second, the system actively build policies to promote green business models. To 

promote green business model to focus on removing the barriers to green credits, green 

energy projects, programs and schemes associated with sustainable environmental 

protection; fiscal policy, tax system encourages green production field. The green credit 

policy should soon be fully by the state banks and encourage commercial banks to 

apply. In addition, The state banks may establish green Bank) to support the process of 

promoting green business models. Immediate need to attention and reasonable incentives 

for investment projects in the fields of green energy, renewable energy such as wind 

power, solar energy to attractive businessattention into new areas. 

Along with issuing policies to encourage green credit policy, the investment 

performance evaluation, the evaluation process must be completed in order to ensure the 

proper investments to the project is needed and bring the social welfare.      

Third, strengthen communication, education and raising public awareness about 

green business models. 

With low begining point at the level of economic development, in recent years, 

Vietnam has carried out traditionally business model oriented to fully exploit the resources 

economy. Today, this business model has promoted round effects, however it revealing 

defects in the development of sustainable, environmentally deteriorating natural resources 

committee. Therefore, economic development under the new model should to reach to the 

green economy model is indispensable requirement of Vietnam's economy. 

For the successful implementation of this new model should ensure the 

strengthening and raising awareness of the authorities, investors and the public sector. The 

authorities need to raise awareness about sustainable development towards the greening of 

the economy to ensure the correct behavior, from orientation to promulgate regulations and 

economic management. For investors, an appreciation of sustainable development issues, 

they are willing to invest in building and pursue green business model, provide green 

products and ensure environmental protection.Population are aware of sustainable 
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development issues and the environment, they will respond and strengthen consumer 

product safety, clean and green, thereby encouraging firms to model enterprise applications 

green. Banks are aware of sustainable development and the environment, they will promote 

green credit, ready to support the financing of green businesses ensure the right purpose 

towards the environment and sustainable development . 
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Abstract 

Green supply chain management (GSCM) is an innovative management tool that 

can be used to increase competitiveness and promote environmental, operational and 

economic performance. This study is an exploratory study aimed at describing 

and evaluating pressures, practices and performances of GSCM in enterprises producing 

fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) in Vietnam. Based on a literature review, a survey 

questionnaire was designed with 70 items. An exploratory factor analysis was conducted to 

derive groupings of GSCM from the survey data of 364 responses. The categorical and 

descriptive findings with evaluation and comparative analysis are presented in this paper. 
 

Key word: Green supply chain management, manufacturing enterprises, fast moving 

consumer goods, environment, performance 
 

1. Introduction 

Businesses have paid more attention to ecological footprint by changing their 

strategic perspective and adopting green initiatives during production and distribution of 

products when environmental degradation have been increasing in recent decades. Along 

with increase in competition on the global market, businesses have implemented modern 

strategic approaches to developing their sustainability and gaining competitive advantage. 

The balance between economic performance and environmental performance is 

increasingly becoming important to businesses when facing with competitive, regulatory, 

and community pressures (Shultz and Holbrook, 1999). With increased pressure on the 

development of sustainable environment, companies need to make their strategies to 

minimize the impact of the products and services on environment (Sarkis, 2001). Solutions 

such as cleaner production, environmental management systems and eco-efficiency are 

made to carry out green management measures. Environmental impact can occur at all 

stages of the product life cycle. Therefore, GSCM becomes an important new paradigm for 

companies to achieve profitability and market share by reducing the risks and impacts on 

environment, while improving the eco-efficiency. 

Due to scarcity of resources and potential pressure of "green barrier" to trade, both 

governments and enterprises begin to implement environmental management measures. A 

number of popular measures are being implemented such as environmental management 

system ISO 14001 and more recently GSCM. With the environmental issues of the 

organizations and the competitiveness of the industry, this study presents the results of the 

surveys on GSCM in FMCG enterprises in Vietnam. This study introduces environmental 

awareness, practices and performance on GSCM in FCMG enterprises. Then, summaries 
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of the research methodology, findings and implications for concerned manufacturers and 

policy makers are presented. Research findings with categorical and descriptive nature are 

also discussed, evaluated with comparative analysis. 

2. Literature review 

The literature review shows there are many definitions on GSCM. Vachon et al 

(2001) defines GSCM is the integration between environmental management and supply 

chain management, or GSCM is the design to incorporate environmental considerations 

into decision making at all stages of management of materials and logistics (Handfield and 

et al, 2002). In some cases, GSCM is defined as a simple relationship on green trading 

between buyers and suppliers. In other cases, broader definition of "closed loop" of the 

supply chain is considered as no-end logistics cycle of materials and products for the first-

time use, re-use and management inside and outside the companies. 

GSCM concept encompasses green procurement and integrated supply chain from 

suppliers, manufacturers, customers and reverse logistics. These factors form the concept 

of "close loop" as defined by the studies on supply chain management (Zhu and Sarkis, 

2004). Similar to the concept of supply chain management, GSCM boundaries depend on 

researchers‘ goals. Specifically, this study will focus on the relationship between suppliers 

- manufacturers - customers.  

GSCM Pressures 

Many studies have identified GSCM factors promoting enterprises to develop 

environmental initiatives and management practices for supply chain. The cause may be 

due to stakeholders‘ request or desire to comply with environmental regulations, internal 

strategic motivations or opportunities to win competitive advantage in the market.               

Zhu and Sarkis (2004) suggested that pressures on GSCM adoption include 

regulations, markets, suppliers, competitors and internal factors. Environmental pressure is 

not entirely due to regulations but from consumers and customers (Hall, 2001). Standards, 

regulations, and competitiveness have made organizations more concerned about 

environment (Sarkis, 1998). On the other hand, regulations, organizations, community and 

communication agencies have forced companies to implement environmental management. 

Environmental regulations and external stakeholders are considered as main factors 

affecting GSCM performance (Zhu and Sarkis, 2004). 

Resource scarcity, environmental degradation, and growing pressures from 

consumers have led both central and local governments to make legal and taxation policies 

on environment. To control excessive exploitation and consumption of resources, the 

governments have taxed on resources and implemented quota system for certain resources. 

Thus, pressures on GSCM adoption may originate from management, supply chain 

partners, competitors and markets. This study indicates pressures that businesses are facing 

when adopting GSCM. 

GSCM practices 

Due to multi-dimensional expansion in the field of environmental management of 

businesses, this study focuses on four GSCM practices including internal environmental 

management, green purchasing, investment recovery, and eco-design. These four practices 
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represent a number of important practices and functions inside and outside organizations‘ 

supply chain management (Zhu and Sarkis, 2004). 

Internal environmental management is a key to improving enterprises‘ performance 

(Carter et al, 1998). Obviously, the support of senior managers is essential and often a key 

driver to successfully adopting and implementing innovative activities. Carter et al (1998) 

concluded that the support from middle managers is a key to successfully implementing 

environmental management activities. External GSCM practices also become important. 

By surveying on managers in Germany, UK and US, Zsidisin and Hendrick (1998) 

identified the factors affecting environmentally friendly purchasing operations such as 

providing design specification for suppliers, including environmental requirements for 

purchasing, cooperation with suppliers, environmental audit on suppliers‘ internal 

management, ISO 14001 certification. 

Investment recovery and eco-design are two important environmental practices and 

are significantly impacting on GSCM practices. US and European firms have seen 

investment recovery as an important aspect in GSCM practices (Zsidisin and Hendrick, 

1998). To improve investment recovery and better design on processes and systems, 

Governments have changed their policies from focusing on resource benefits to taxation of 

some resources, such as coal and natural gas. Eco-design and green procurement are all 

necessary factors to improve the environmental performance of companies. But there is a 

gap between expectations on GSCM in awareness and progress made in GSCM adoption 

(Bowen et, 2001). 

GSCM performance 

Previous studies have found a relationship between practices and performances of 

GSCM including environmental, operational and economic performance. The researches 

bring insight about patterns of relationships in supply chain to improve environmental 

performance. Frosch (1994) argued that the link between businesses could improve 

environmental performance. Geffen and Rothenberg (2000) suggested that relationship 

with suppliers could support for application and development of innovative environmental 

technologies. Also, interaction between customers and suppliers, cooperation in R&D 

development could improve environmental performance. 

While Wagner et al (2001) could not confirm whether GSCM might bring or relate 

to negative and positive economic performance, but Alvarez et al (2001) showed that 

environmental management as a focal GSCM had a positive relationship with economic 

performance of organizations. Dodgson (2000) and many other researchers argued that the 

link between businesses under the formal and informal manners is to promote confidence, 

reduce risks and then increase creativity and profitability. However, through the research, 

Bowen et al (2001) suggested that economic performance couldn‘t be achieved with short-

term profits and sales activities. 

Some studies showed a positive relationship between environmental management 

and performance. Szwilski (2000) suggested that environmental management system is an 

innovative environmental management policy and also information management tool to 

help improve operational performance of organization.  
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3. Research Methodology 

3.1. Questionnaire development 

The data used in this study was the survey on managers of enterprises producing 

and supplying FMCG in Vietnam. The questionnaire consists of three parts. Part one 

consists of twenty questions about GSCM practices built on the basis of information input 

from experts and research review and the answers based on five-point Likert scale (1 = not 

considered, 2 = intend to consider, 3 = currently considering, 4 = initiating implementation, 

5 = successfully implementing. Part two consists of thirty questions about 

pressures/driverson GSCM adoption built and developed based on a review of resources 

and the questions to be answered under the five-point Likert scale (1 = totally disagree, 2 = 

disagree, 3 = no opinion, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree). The third part consists of twenty 

questions about environmental performance, economic performance and operational 

performance. Questions about performances are answered with five-point Likert scale (1 = 

not at all, 2 = a little, 3 = certain degree, 4 = relatively significant and 5 = significant). To 

avoid confusion on three different five-point Likert scale, the author briefly explained how 

to answer the questions at the beginning of each survey section. 

3.2. Data gathering 

The data collection was carried out through different steps. A pilot test was carried 

out to test and filter questionnaire. A pilot test was carried out by interviewing 50 

managers of 50 companies producing FMCG through questionnaire method development. 

Based on suggestions from the responses, the questionnaire was corrected. Then, the 

author conducted a convenient sampling by delivering the surveys in two exhibition fairs 

on FMCG held in Hanoi and HCMC as well as making interviews and field visits to some 

FMCG companies. First, the author collected over 240 valid responses from 500 

companies. To avoid biases related to convenient sampling method, the author did some 

random survey by sending questionnaires via Google docs. The businesses surveyed were 

selected from a list of FMCG companies. From a total of 1,000 questionnaires were sent 

out, the author received 124 valid responses, accounting for 12.4% of the total. 

The convenient and random samples were evaluated by dividing the total number of 

364 responses into two groups, one including the convenient survey samples (n = 240, 

equivalent to 66%) and the other including the samples collected via Google docs (n = 124, 

equivalent to 34% of the total). Comparing the data gathered from two groups by T-test 

method showed that all 70 questions in the questionnaire had no statistical difference 

between the average scores. Therefore, the author used the entire set of data obtained from 

the survey to test the research hypotheses. 

Table I as belows shows the companies participating in the survey were categorized 

by the field, type and size of business. In which, most of the companies are the ones 

producing food, beverage, dairy, household and personal care products and other FMCG, 

with about half  of the companies sized from 100 to 1,000 employees. 
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Table 1: Sampling Descriptive Statistics  

Manufacturing sector Frequency 
Proportion 

% 

Rate% 

cumulative 

  Food, candy 149 40.9 40.9 

Wine, beer and soft drinks 49 13.5 54.4 

Milk and milk products 11 3.0 57.4 

Personal and household care products 21 5.8 63.2 

Others 134 36.8 100.0 

Total 364 100.0   

Type of business 

  SOEs 26 7.1 7.1 

Private enterprises 249 68.4 75.5 

Foreign invested Enterprises 71 19.5 95.1 

Others 18 4.9 100.0 

Total 364 100.0   

Number of employees 

  under 100 184 50.5 50.5 

101-300 68 18.7 69.2 

301-500 25 6.9 76.1 

501-700 5 1.4 77.5 

701-1000 9 2.5 79.9 

over 1000 53 14.6 94.5 

Others 20 5.5 100.0 

Total 364 100.0   
 

4. Research findings 

4.1. Factor analysis 

After collecting data, the author carried out cleansing, coding and analyzing data by 

using SPSS version 23.0. The descriptive statistical data was collected by comparing the 

frequency between different groups under control variables. The evaluation of the 

reliability and validity of the scales was done by Cronbach‘s alpha reliability coefficient 

and Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) by using SPSS 23.0 to screen and eliminate 

observed variables that do not meet standards. 

Cronbach alpha is a statistical test of a set of observed variables through 

Cronbach‘s alpha coefficient. According to Hoang Ngoc and Chu Nguyen Mong Ngoc 

(2008) and other researchers, Cronbach‘s alpha value of 0.8 or up to 1.0 is a good scale, 

from 0.7 to nearly 0.8 is usable. However, many researchers suggested Cronbach‘s alpha 

coefficient of 0.6 or upward can be used in case that the concept studied is new or new to 

the respondents in the context of the new study. However, Cronbach‘s alpha does not 

indicate which variables should be removed or retained. Therefore, besides Cronbach‘s 

alpha coefficient, the item - total correlation should be used. Any variables that have 

coefficient of item - total correlation <0.3 should be removed. 
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EFA is a common name of procedures used to assess the scale or shorten sets of 

variable. In this study, factor analysis is applied to incorporate observed variables into a 

number of certain factors measuring different aspects of study concepts. Standards for 

applying and selecting variables for EFA include: Bartlett‘s standard and KMO coefficient 

used to evaluate the validity. In this study, EFA method was used to test the scale of 

pressures, practices and performance through the survey data. These factors were extracted 

by Principal Component Analysis method with Varimax rotation. After carrying out EFA, 

the scale items of GSCM adoption pressure were converged into five factors as predicted 

(see Table II), explaining 68.6% of the inherent variation of the items. Similarly, after EFA 

on GSCM practice and performance, the scale items were converged as predicted (see Table 

III and IV). The four factors on GSCM practices explain 70.5% of the variation, while the 

four factors on GSCM performance explain 74.8% of the variation of the items. 

The factors on GSCM pressure were labeled as (i) Community and Corporate 

Social responsibility Pressure, (ii) Competitive pressures, (iii) Environmental regulations 

Pressure, (iv) Managers‘ Commitment, and (v) Buyer pressure. The reliability of the five 

factors with Cronbach's alpha is 0.903, 0.939, 0.956, 0.902, 0.703 respectively. The four 

GSCM performances were labeled as (i) Environmental management system, (ii) Reverse 

logistics (iii) Investment Recovery and(iv) Eco-design. The reliability of the four factors 

with Cronbach's Alpha is 0.906, 0.972, 0.895, 0.862 respectively. Four factors on GSCM 

performances include (i) Environmental performance, (ii) Operational performance, (iii) 

Positive economic performance and (iv) Negative economic performance. Four factors 

have Cronbach's alpha reliability with 0.945, 0.929, 0.932 and 0.915 respectively. All 

Cronbach's alpha values are higher than 0.70 fully guaranteeing the validity and 

continuity of the concepts (Nunnally, 1978). 

The scales of the factors on GSCM adoption pressures, practices and performance 

as well as other GSCM descriptive data, including mean value, standard deviation and 

sample size for each question are presented in Table II, III and IV belows. 

4.2. GSCM practices 

4.2.1. Pressures and drivers for GSCM adoption 

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics on pressures and drivers for GSCM adoption 

Social responsibility and Community pressures 

(alpha = 0.905 ) 

Mean 
Standard 

deviation 
Frequency 

3.932     

The company is always conscious about environment 4.005 .8299 364 

The company always reviews and considers social benefits in 

all their activities  
4.069 .7878 364 

Cooperation with suppliers for environmental objectives 3.780 1.0607 364 

Supplier's advances in developing environmentally friendly 

products 
3.942 .8361 364 

The company is responsible for minimizing the negative 

impact on natural environment in all activities 
3.989 .9270 364 
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Social responsibility and Community pressures 

(alpha = 0.905 ) 

Mean 
Standard 

deviation 
Frequency 

3.932     

Supplier's advances in developing environmentally friendly 

packaging 
4.074 .7977 364 

Green initiatives to improve image of the company 3,940 .9515 364 

The companies in the industry believe that green initiatives 

are the best way to achieve business goals 
3.745 .8676 364 

Many companies in the industry applying green initiatives 3.690 .8655 364 

Pressure on setting green business image 4,033 .8292 364 

Pressure on building green brand 3.959 .9217 364 

Pressure on increased social awareness on environment 3,964 .8791 364 

Competitive pressures (alpha = 0.939) 3.814     

Green initiatives offer significant operational benefits 3.753 1.0309 364 

Main customers provide technical support or training, 

environmental education for businesses 
3.799 1.2425 364 

The companies in the industry believe that green initiatives 

will bring the benefit more than the cost 
3.679 1.0800 364 

Green initiatives bring significant marketing benefits 3.852 1.0014 364 

The company is always interested in health and social security 3.989 1.0984 364 

Environmental regulation pressure (alpha = 0.956) 3.802     

The main financial incentives such as grants or tax reduction 

are key drivers for companies to apply green initiatives 
3.857 1.1836 364 

The parent company specifies environmental standards 3.871 1.1268 364 

The financial incentives of international organizations, like UN are 

the main drivers for promote adoption of green initiatives 
3.893 1.1675 364 

The government frequently inspects, checks to ensure that 

businesses comply with the laws and regulations on 

environment 

3.585 1.1188 364 

Managers „commitment and support(alpha = 0.902) 3,843     

Senior managers‘ commitment on green supply chain 

management adoption 
3.720 1.0142 364 

Middle managers‘ support for green supply chain 

management adoption 
3.802 .9208 364 

Cross-functional cooperation for environmental improvements 3.882 .9388 364 

Buyer pressure (alpha = 0.703) 3.775     

Main customers require the company to have environmental 

management systems (eg ISO 14001). 
3.761 .9989 364 

Main customers are interested in the company‘s supply chains 

greening activities 
3.764 .9673 364 

Main customersprovide the company with technical support or 

training/ education on environment for businesses 
3.799 1.2425 364 

Table II shows the companies adopting GSCM under pressures derived from a 

variety of sources. All five means of factors on GSCM adoption pressure are higher than 
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3.4. Specifically, Community and social responsibility pressure is 3.32, Competitive 

pressure is 3.814, Regulation pressure is 3.802, Managers‘ commitment is 3.843, and 

Buyer pressure is 3.775. Meanwhile, according to the five-point Likert scale, the means 

ranging from 3.41 to 4.20 mean "agree", confirming that pressures and drivers for GSCM 

adoption are from different sources. 

Manufacturing enterprises have a lot of pressures and drivers for GSCM adoption. 

These factors have mean values from 3.775 to 3.932. In particular, buyer pressure has the 

lowest mean of 3.775. Therefore, the social responsibility and community pressure is 

considered as the most powerful pressure with the mean of 3.932. In which, the items "The 

company is always conscious about environment" and "The company always reviews and 

considers the social benefits in their operations" are rated as important with the mean of 

above 4.0. The managers are well aware of the pressures on GSCM adoption and deal with 

environmental problems. Commitment and support from managers seems to be the most 

important pressures when performing GSCM. Accordingly, "pressure on setting green 

business image" seems to be one of the affecting factors with the mean of 4.033. The 

factors related to buyer pressure have the lowest mean of 3.775, demonstrating that the 

enterprises are not required to have "environmental management system" and not really 

interested in "activities greening the supply chain "and" technical support or training and 

education provision on environment for businesses". 

4.2.2. GSCM practices 

Table 3: Descriptive statistics on GSCM practices 

 
medium 

Standard 

deviation 
Frequency 

Environmental management (alpha = 0.906) 3.761     

Cooperation with suppliers on environment 4.005 .8299 364 

Suppliers‘ certification ISO14000/ 14001  3.775 1.0699 364 

Apply environmental management system 3.786 1.0409 364 

Provide technical design standards for suppliers, 

including environmental standards 
3.755 1.0140 364 

Environmental audit for suppliers‘ internal management 3.624 .9641 364 

Second tier supplier environmentally friendly practice 

evaluation 
3.602 1.0248 364 

Certification ISO14001environmental management 3.728 1.0885 364 

Total quality environmental management 3.668 1.0560 364 

Environment compliance and auditing programs 3.802 .9816 364 

Design of product consuming less material / energy 3.865 .9853 364 

Investment recovery (alpha = 0.895) 3.500     

Sale of excess capital equipment  3.434 1.2414 364 
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medium 

Standard 

deviation 
Frequency 

Sale of scrap and used materials  3.522 1.1863 364 

Sale of inventories / excess materials 3.544 1.1716 364 

Eco-Design (alpha = 0.862) 3.794     

Design of products for re-use, recycle, recovery of 

materials, component parts. 
3.709 1.1489 364 

Design of products to minimize hazardous effects of 

the products and/or manufacturing process 
3.879 .9857 364 

Reverse logistics (alpha = 0.972) 2.558     

Suppliers‘ acquisition of packaging materials 2.382 1.3319 364 

Acquisition of used products from customers for recycling 2.698 1.5345 364 

Acquisition of used packaging from customers for 

recycling 
2.459 1.3670 364 

Packaging delivered to suppliers for reuse or recycling 2.511 1.2845 364 

Delivery of products to supplier for recycling 2.739 1.4471 364 

Table III shows businesses are considering or have started implementation of 

―Environmental audit and compliance programs" with the mean of 3.802 and "Overall 

Environmental quality program" with the mean of 3.668. In addition, businesses also 

realize that the issues and activities need to have a partnership between the functional units 

with the mean of 3.882 (see Table II), which is related to commitment of senior managers 

to facilitate that coordination and cooperation. 

A practice is highly appreciated in relation to application and coordination efforts in 

eco-design with the mean of 3.794. Design of product and manufacturing process focuses 

on "design for environment" to minimize environmental impact. When product is well-

designed, the procurement and selection of raw materials producing products is also well 

performed. The inputs of eco-design stage of the traditional product development are 

mainly from internal source rather than from suppliers and customers. The suppliers 

mainly provide information on standards of product design, not eco-design cooperation 

programs. Although the majority of enterprises are in small and medium scale but they 

begin "design of products for re-use, recycling and recovery of materials‖ with the mean of 

3.709 and ―design of products that can minimize hazardous effects of the products and/or 

manufacturing process" with the mean of 3.879. Even the simple environmental control 

practice, a common practice of GSCM also is lagging behind other GSCM practices. 

Evidence suggests GSCM practices related to economic aspects do not keep up with 

management support and internal management programs. Despite the benefits gained from 

direct cost reduction to development of collaborative relationships with manufacturers, 

development of cycles and overall approach in management decision making, Russell 

(1998) showed the gap between awareness and practices on GSCM in enterprises. 
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The above results recognize most of enterprises have begun implementing GSCM. 

It‘s is proved by the practices such as "environmental management", "eco-design" and 

"investment recovery" with the corresponding means of 3.761, 3.500 and 3.974, meaning 

"Initiating implementation". However, the practice "reverse logistics" with the mean of just 

2.558 shows that the businesses are just ―considering‖ acquisitions of used packaging and 

products for recycling. 

Also, the GSCM practices do not keep up the pressures on GSCM adoption that 

businesses  are experiencing. This is proved by the results presented in Table II and III. 

Four factors of pressures on GSCM adoption have the means from 3.802 to 3.923, while 

four factors of GSCM practices have those from 2.558 to 3.794.  

4.2.3. GSCM performance 

Table 4: Descriptive Statistics on GSCM performance 

Factor medium 
Standard 

deviation 
Frequency 

Environmental performance (alpha = 0.945) 3.970     

Reduction of air emission 3.915 .9569 364 

Reduction of waste water 3.942 .8966 364 

Reduction of solid wastes 3.978 .8128 364 

Decrease of consumption of hazardous/ harmful materials / 4.033 .8650 364 

Decrease of frequency for environmental accidents 3.934 .8470 364 

Improve environmental situation of the company 4.019 .8638 364 

Operational performance (alpha = 0.939) 3.897     

Increase quantity of goods delivered on time 3.805 .8706 364 

Decrease inventory level 3.860 .9058 364 

Decrease scrap rate 3.871 .8891 364 

Promote products‘ quality 4.066 .8567 364 

Increased product line 3.871 .9165 364 

Increased capacity utilization 3.909 .9061 364 

Positive economic performance (alpha = 0.923) 3.931     

Decrease of cost for materials purchasing 3.931 .9553 364 

Decrease of cost for energy consumption 3.940 .9221 364 

Decrease of fee for waste treatment 3.893 1.0025 364 

Decrease of fee for waste discharge 3.962 .9784 364 

Negative economic performance (alpha = 0.915) 3.707     

Increase of investment 3.731 .9587 364 

Increase of operating costs 3.679 ,.9698 364 

Increase of training costs 3.602 1.0113 364 

Increase of cost of purchasing environmentally friendly 

materials  
3.816 .9801 364 
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Table IV shows the adoption of GSCM at enterprises has improved the efficiency of 

enterprises. This is proved by two factors, namely environmental performance and 

operational performance with the means of 3.970 and 3.897 respectively, meaning 

"relatively significant". The coefficients of positive economic performance with the mean 

of 3.931 show that positive economic performance is improved quite significantly. 

However, the mean of "negative economic performance" is 3.707, meaning that the 

investment and the costs of operating, training and purchasing increase significantly.  

GSCM operational performance is an important goal when doing the survey. The 

results in Table IV show GSCM practices mainly affect on aspects of environmental 

performance with the mean of 3.970, and ―improve environmental situation‖ significantly 

with the mean of 4.019. It can be said that the reduction in the costs of purchasing 

materials and consuming energy are higher than the increase in the costs of investment, 

operating, training, purchasing environmentally friendly materials with the means of 3.931 

and 3.707 respectively. In overall, economic performance is not as good as environmental 

performance but higher than operational performance. For operational performance, 

implementation of GSCM has great influence on product quality improvement. The GSCM 

practices can affect as "increase capacity" and "increase product lines".  

4.3. Research implication and conclusion 

A comparison between the results of this study  and previous studies shows that there 

are some similarities and differences in characteristics. This study shows that enterprises in 

developed countries are interested in ―responsibility‖ and ―costs‖ for hazardous material 

disposal, while enterprises in developing countries pay more attention to management issues. 

This suggests that enterprises focus more on environmental mission. 

Some research showed that companies in US and Germany focused ―investment 

recovery‖ and considered it as one of the important practices in environmentally friendly 

purchases. In Vietnam, investment recovery is less of a concern than in developed 

countries because of waste management policy and lack of recycling plants. To attract 

more investment, industrial parks provide subsidies to businesses to cover the cost of solid 

waste disposal. Through the interviews, it‘s found that almost enterprises consider 

investment recovery and material recycle as expensive operations. 

Moreover, most of companies indicate that investment recovery and recycle operations 

are very difficult to be carried out due to lack of recycling plants and relevant technology. 

There should be organizations or enterprises to handle the wasted resources of the others in the 

system and transform them back to the system through recovery of resources. Lack of 

enterprises handling those potential resources might affect investment recovery. Integrated 

approach to green supply chain system can help improve recovery of resources. 

Recently, companies‘ awareness on environment has been rising due to pressures 

from community and social responsibility, regulatory, competition and internal strategic 

motivations. Some enterprises have focused on exports by registering ISO 9000 and ISO 

14001 certification. At the same time, some enterprises have made GSCM activities aimed at 

improving environmental performance to promote exports and serve more effectively as 

suppliers. External environment management, especially the commitment of senior managers 
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and the support of middle managers, are required to develop GSCM practices. Therefore, 

education for raising awareness about GSCM is one of the first important steps.      

However, GSCM in Vietnam is in its infancy. The companies recognize the 

importance of GSCM but implementation of this activity is still lagging behind. It's not 

clear if there are any barriers or limits to implementation, but lack of tools, management 

skills and needed knowledge and evidence for economic performance lead to this situation. 

Thus, even with a higher awareness and pressures on environment in the companies, it has 

not yet been translated into action. The government has launched several new policies to 

promote environmental activities, for example, some state agencies have policies to 

support enterprises to achieve certification ISO 14001. In order to achieve both economic 

and environmental performance, investment recovery must be done by changing the 

current policy and establishment of recovery systems to help "closed cycle" is what policy 

makers should pay attention to. 

The findings of this study are relatively exploratory. Further research could also include 

the investigation on longitudinal relationship or long-term model in other countries in the 

world. In addition, future studies should seek to troubleshoot different relationships, including 

intermediary relationship existing between elements and factors identified in this study.  

Although this study is limited and GSCM is relatively new, Government and 

businesses have made efforts to build a good basis for further development. After joining 

WTO, many foreign companies have set up joint ventures or foreign invested enterprises. 

Through improvement of quality and environmental image, enterprises can cooperate with 

foreign enterprises as long-term suppliers. This is a way that can improve operational and 

business performance of organizations.  
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Abstract  

The continuous and rapid changes of macro environment in all dimensions have 

affected on all fields of human life and society. Tourism as a multi-industry also is under 

these impacts. This paper will outline recent changes in economics, political, social, 

technological, natural environment in Vietnam and in the world, and then analyze and 

forecast what opportunities and challenges they will bring to Vietnam tourism 

development. Some destinations and management issues will be taken as examples for our 

point of view. The paper also gives some recommendations for Destination Management 

Organizations (DMOs) in managing a destination in current context. 

Keywords: destination management, DMOs, macro environment 

 

1. Introduction 

Tourism destination management is a popular term in tourism literature with many 

famous authors such as Bent Ritchie, Noel Scott, Michael Hall. In practical, there is an 

increasing number of destination management organizations (DMOs) concerned seriously 

on destination management activities to raise competitiveness and develop sustainably 

their destinations. 

Tourism - a multi service industry is easily impacted by the continuous changes of 

economic, political, socio - culture, technological and nature environment (factors of 

macro environment) not only in local area but also in the world. They will bring 

developmental opportunities to improve present shortcoming but also bring threats of 

reducing competitiveness and number of tourists. 

Vietnam has a huge advantages about tourism resources (both natural and mam-

made resources) and human to develop tourism. Vietnam also is a peace-loving nation 

with a stable political to be considered as a safe destination for tourists. Hence, 

Vietnam has tried to bring tourism becoming an important economic sector in the 

country, strongly concerned on destination branding, image promotion and marketing 

through international fairs and festivals and communication tools. Destination planning 

and policy also is considered carefully. Besides, the increase of cooperation between 

Vietnam and other countries in various fields, innovations in technology and the 

changes in human lifestyle has significant impacts on tourism activities including state  

management at tourist destinations. 

There are many changes and new issues in macro environment that influence 

tourism activities, especially destination management, such as Trans-Pacific Strategic 
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Economic Partnership (TPP), ASEAN multi recognition agreement on tourism professional 

(MRA - TP), political and security situation in the region and the world, changes in 

consumer behaviors and travelling of foreign tourists as well as business perspective of the 

firms and the development of media, information technology. Therefore, this paper will 

collect and analyze new issues and changes in macro environment both in Vietnam and in 

the region and global, and the both sides impacts on Vietnam destination management 

activities, and then propose some oriented actions to DMOs in managing destinations. 

To address this purpose, the paper will clarify: (1) what the elements or element groups 

of the macro environment are; (2) the changes of these elements; (3) these changes will 

bring what advantages or opportunities and (4) create what difficulties for DMOs in 

implementing their tasks; (5) what DMOS and other stakeholders should act. The real 

examples from destination management activities in some regions where are strongly 

affected by these changes will be taken and analyzed to illustrate our point of view. 

2. Methodology 

 The study has been conducted mainly on the basis of literature review and 

secondary information. A range of articles, reports and textbooks on destination 

management, aspects of macro environment and their impacts on tourism and destination 

management activities has been collected and analyzed. 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1. Destination management and destination management organizations 

What is a tourism destination? A great many studies have emerged to address the 

question. Hu and Ritchie (1993) defines it as ―a package of tourism facilities and services, 

which like any other consumer product, is composed of a number of multi-dimensional 

attributes‖. Similarly, Buhalis‘ view of destination as ―amalgams of tourism products, 

offering an integrated experience to consumers‖ (Buhalis, 2000) was perhaps based on 

Pearce‘s writings which defines destination as ―an amalgam of products and services 

available in one location that can draw visitors from beyond its spatial confines‖ (Pearce, 

1992). Bieger (1998) furthers the concept by specifying that ―...a destination can therefore 

be seen as the tourist product that in certain markets competes with other products‖, 

thereby introduces the element of competition into the definition. From the demand 

perspective, other authors (Leiper, 1995; Martini, 2001; Pechlaner, 2000; cited in Presenza 

et al., 2005) specify a destination as a set of products, services, natural and artificial 

attractions able to draw tourists to a specific place. In this view, destination is more than a 

geographical position which is simply one of the factors that constitute a destination. 

Meanwhile, others (Tamma, 2002; Brunetti, 2002; cited in Presenza et al., 2005) who 

advocate the supply view identify a destination as a supply system correlated with a 

specific area. This broader view of destination contradicts the traditional perspective that 

destinations are determined by political jurisdictions, which fail to take into consideration 

consumer preferences or tourism industry functions. Buhalis (2000) cites the case of the 

Alps, which are shared by France, Austria, Switzerland and Italy, but are often perceived 

and consumed as part of the same product by skiers.  

On the other hand, Ritchie and Crouch (2003) goes further by distinguishing 

destination infrastructure and destination superstructure, the two integral parts of a 
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destination‘s built environment. Recently, many researchers agrees on the notion of 

destination as a locality seen as a set of products/experiences, influenced in a critical way 

by the role of companies‘ attitudes and their willingness to co-operate. This notion 

dictates the fact that tourism destination is an interdependent system in which a change in 

one component may lead to others. 

Destination marketing and destination management 

Morrison‘s collection of data from Google Scholar in 2012 show that the topics of 

destination management and destination marketing started to enter the tourism literature 

in the 1980s; gained some momentum in the 1990s; and then became ―mainstream‖ 

topics from 2000 to 2009 (Table 1). About 95% to 96% of the references to the two 

topics have occurred from 2000 onwards.  It can be expected by the data for 2010-2012 

that the entries for the period from 2010 to 2019 will exceed those for 2000 to 2009. 

Destination branding, which is closely associated with destination marketing, came to 

presence in the tourism literature in the 1990s. 
 

Table 1: Literature on Destination Management, Destination Marketing, and 

Destination Branding: 1970-2012 

 
        Source: Morrison (2012) 

The rise of destination management entries shows the gradual shift from destination 

marketing to destination management. The holistic view of tourism destination in the last 

section inherently introduces management issues in terms of co-ordinating actions among 

the interdependent entities. Destination management is, therefore, essential in addressing 

the many and sometimes conflicting issues that arise in tourism. The diverse nature of 

stakeholders present complex tasks for destination management and development in the 

sense that they must address a variety of needs and interests of tourists, private sector and 

local residents, among others (Howie, 2003). Others claim that destination management may 

be viewed as the strategic, organizational and operative decisions taken to manage the 

process of definition, promotion and commercialisation of the tourism product [originating 

from within the destination], to generate manageable flows of incoming tourists that are 

balanced, sustainable and sufficient to meet the economic needs of the local actors involved 

in the destination (Franch & Martini, 2002; cited in Presenza et al., 2005). 

Destination marketing organization or destination management organization? 

 Traditionally, several researchers have viewed DMO as destination marketing 

organization which specializes in the demand issues of destinations. In fact, Dore & 

Crouch (2003) admit that marketing remains the principal purview of DMOs. Although 

Dore & Crouch (2003) describe DMOs‘ focus on marketing ―as the principal management 
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function‖, the authors also claim that they may play some role in product development and 

operations‖. The transition in the global tourism industry is reflected on the tendency to 

readdress the DMO as destination management organization instead of merely destination 

marketing organization. Heath and Wall (1992) address the non-marketing roles of DMOS 

in developing, enhancing and maintaining destination competitiveness and notes that DMO 

primary tasks include strategy formulation, representing the interests of stakeholders, 

marketing of the destination and co-ordination of some activities. In a similar vein, Ritchie 

and Crouch (2003) advocate the transition of the ―M‖ in DMO to refer to ―management‖ 

rather than ―marketing‖ because the role of DMOs has strengthened and spread as 

destinations have attempted to play a more proactive role in fostering and managing the 

benefits of tourism development.  

In this sense, DMOs‘ roles as "destination developers" by acting as catalysts and 

facilitators for the realization of tourism developments are becoming more and more 

prominent. This conceptual shift indicates the more complex nature of destination 

management whose activities are essential to the success of tourism in a destination from a 

competitive and sustainable perspective.  

According to the World Tourism Organization (2004), DMOs are the organizations 

responsible for the management and/or marketing of destinations and can be generally 

categorised as the following: 

• National Tourism Authorities or Organizations, responsible for management and 

marketing of tourism at a national level;  

• Regional, provincial or state DMOs, responsible for the management and/or 

marketing of tourism in a geographic region defined for that purpose, sometimes but not 

always an administrative or local government region such as a county, state or province; and  

• Local DMOs, responsible for the management and/or marketing of tourism based 

on a smaller geographic area or city/town.  

DMO organizational structures also vary in terms of ownership and funding. Kaspar 

(1995) argues that the organizational structuress of the destination have similarities to the 

firm and that the service providers of the destination may be viewed as profit centres 

managed within a company because they come under the umbrella of a local destination 

management organization. Other authors (Franch & Martini, 2002; Ritchie & Crouch, 

2003) claim that the DMO may take the form of a government department or a division of 

a government department, a quasi-governmental organization (such as a crown/government 

corporation), a joint public/private agency, a not-for-profit membership-based organization, 

and private organizations. Forms of ownership means destination resources may be 

allocated according to market or managerial mechanisms. Youcheng Wang (2011) 

proposes a model that integrates external marketing tasks and internal management and 

development tasks and places the destination inside the macro-environment and 

competitive environment. Wang also puts emphasis on the ultimate dual goals of 

destination competitiveness and sustainability and the interdependent nature of destination 

management in stakeholder management. The macro-environment factors will be 

introduced in the next section. 
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Figure 1: Concept and scope of destination marketing and management 

Source: Youcheng Wang (2011) 

 

3.2. The factors of macro-environment 

It should be understood that the tourism system is not an independent or closed 

system. Its development relies on the support of other external or environmental systems, 

namely the industry environment in which the tourism destination operates and the macro 

environment including economic, social, demographic, natural, technological and 

political/governmental changes. Most of what happens in the macro environment affect 

all the players in all industries and are largely outside the control of the single destination 

manager. UNWTO (2007) proposes a model of the macro environment and its 

interrelationship with the industry environment.  

Ginter & Duncan (1990) propose the 4 essential activities of macro-environment 

analysis: Scanningmacro-environment for warning signs and possible environmental 

changes that will effect on the business, monitoringenvironments for specific trends and 

patterns, forecasting future directions of environmental changes, and assessingcurrent 

and future trends in terms of the effects such changes would have on the organization. 

Conducting macro-environment analysis helps increase the destination manager‘s 

awareness of environmental changes, the context in which industries and markets 

function. This acts as an early warning system, providing time for destination managers 

to anticipate opportunities and threats, focus attention on the primary influences on 

strategic change and destination performance. This in turn helps improve management 

activities such as resource stewardship and allocation, marketing, organization, 

information and service.  
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Figure 2: The Macro Environment and its interrelationship with the industry 

environment 

While each of the macro factors affecting tourism should be studied in considerable 

depth, it must be recoginized that these factors are closely intertwined. Concerning the 

policy-administration distinction, many destination managers consider macro-

environmental factors do affect the daily operations of the destination. For instance, while 

destination positioning may be primarily a policy responsibility, promotion and advertising 

programmes are needed to convince visitors that the destination will deliver the experience 

promised. In that case, such a social-cultural factor as ―generation gap‖ that affects 

advertising effectiveness are relevant and cannot be overlooked by the destination 

manager. On the other hand, many concerns related to destination organization and 

resource stewardship are of great importance to policy makers. However, these concerrns 

have long-term impacts on the destination‘s daily functioning and therefore should not be 

ignored by destination managers.  

4. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1. The impacts of recent changes in macro environment in Vietnam and in 

the world on tourism destination management in Vietnam 

4.1.1. Economic 

The economic situation in the world and in Vietnam with many changes are 

affecting positively and negatively on tourism activities in general and destination 

management activities in particular. Overall, economic growth is good, stable after the 

economic crisis in 2009, with many global economic cooperation events. This part will 

mention four major economic events have a major impact on the management of tourism 

development in Vietnam. 

4.1.1.1. US Federal Reserve System (FED) raised interest rates 

The decision on interest rates by FED had great impact on the dollar exchange rate 

in the world and particularly the gold price in Vietnam. Respectively, the interest rate will 

be increased from 0 to 0.25% and from 0.25 to 0.5%. In addition, the FED has been 
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predicting interest rates will continue to rise and remain at 1.375% by the end of 2016. The 

gold price has fallen sharply due to the rise of interest rate and reaches the remarkable 

bottom line over the past 6 years. In contrast, the dollar exchange rate rose sharply even get 

to the ceiling and according to experts' analysis if the dollar continued to rise sharply, the 

trust of people in VND would be severely affected and consequently, it may lead to overall 

inflation because the product importers will have to pay a substantial larger amount for 

each contract. Therefore, the aggregate volume of public debt has increased which being 

calculated in Vietnam Dong.  

According to Mr. Taleb Rifai - head of the United Nations of World Tourism 

Organization (UNWTO), in principle, the exchange rate directly affects tourism business 

and the country which has weaker currency may attract tourists to travel to the destination. 

Furthermore, it also prevents potential customers travel to other countries. In contrary, 

countries with strong currency would encourage citizens to travel outbound. 

In the field of international travel, travel companies are currently buying overseas 

services in foreign currency. When the foreign currency value appreciates, the tour 

package price will increase. However, the factual phenomenon that large Travel 

Enterprises agreed on the pre-set price several months before the tours depart, therefore, if 

any fluctuation in currency exchange rate, that will seriously influences both customers 

and enterprises, especially the tour price in Vietnam nationwide being calculated in 

Vietnam Dong. The strong fluctuated scenario of the exchange rate leads to the critical 

dilemma for the majority of businesses. It is obvious that companies in this sector face 

difficulties to figure out possible solutions in short time, thus, they have to suffer from this 

change which resulted in profit declination and customers' switching behaviour.  

4.1.1.2. Establishment of the ASEAN Economic Community - AEC 

It can be stated that ASEAN and AEC are playing an essential role in Vietnamese 

Tourism Industry which resulted in long-term cooperation and in significant benefits. Over 

the years, 500 million people population of ASEAN countries is the substantial tourist 

market which contributes about 20% of the total international tourist arrival to Vietnam. 

ASEAN nations such as Thailand, Singapore and Malaysia have acted as an important 

transitional hub for international tourists coming to Vietnam. In fact, tourism cooperation 

among ASEAN countries dedicates the multilateral beneficial relationships when countries 

work together, complement each other on all aspects of tourism development. Participating 

in AEC could bring positive advantages for Vietnam tourism as well as intensify the 

competition among regional nations. The significant impacts on key areas are: (1) The 

legal system and policies to prioritize and facilitate the tourism development such as 

entrance visa allowance, administrative procedure simplification, creation of investment 

environment transparency, interdisciplinary integration that need to be comprehensively 

improved in order to meet the requirements of AEC. (2) The consistency of ASEAN 

tourism products have contributed to diversify tourism products in Vietnam and exploit the 

regional resources in the connecting and final destinations that help to increase the 

attractiveness of ASEAN tourist destinations for ASEAN travellers in general, and the 

ability to mutually exchange customers between Vietnam and other regional countries. On 

the other hand, the quality of Vietnamese tourism products and services need to be 
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improved significantly to meet the demands and requirements of tourists in ASEAN region 

and beyond in regard to accommodation, catering, transportation, entertainment, especially 

for market segments with high income as well as focus in attracting and satisfying major 

prospective customers. (3) Implementation of MRA-TP is such a positive opportunity for 

Vietnam tourism to improve the quality of domestic tourism human resource to supply 

adequately and sufficiently for the market not only in Vietnam but also for other regional 

countries that contribute to tackle labour shortage problem in rapid development of tourism 

in Vietnam, as well as supply competent and skilful labour force to the ASEAN. (4) It is 

factual that travel business is growing in number, diversity of forms as well as quality and 

to be consistent with the development level and demand of tourists in the ASEAN. There 

are several businesses have gradually positioned their brand image regarding the variety of 

products and quality assurance. The tourist accommodation is being invested rapidly that 

growing in number, diversity of services and the quality is raised at regional level in a 

number of segments, which has contributed to the overall attractiveness of ASEAN 

tourism products in general and Vietnam in particular.  

4.1.1.3. Impact of TPP on Vietnam tourism 

After more than 5 years of negotiation, Commercial Partnership Agreement Trans-

Pacific (TPP) was officially enforced. The enforcement of TPP facilitates to add 8% to 

GDP, 17% of the actual export balance, and 12% of asset accumulation for Vietnam within 

20 years. The major contribution to this figure is the tariffs reduction on exports to the 

countries in each stage, especially textiles industry and accessories. Although, Vietnam has 

the lowest GDP in comparison to the other members, the TPP has opened up a new 

opportunity. According to economic experts, the TPP could help Vietnam's GDP increased 

by 23.5 billion dollars in 2020 and 33.5 billion dollars in 2025. In terms of export and 

investment, Vietnam will be able to boost export to other member countries because tariffs 

are gradually reduced to 0%, leading to attractive investment environment and higher 

inflow foreign capital to Vietnam market. 

In tourism industry, joining the TPP will bring up many favourable opportunities 

for Vietnam to increase intra-line TPP tourist arrivals who search for investment 

opportunities in hotel business in Vietnam; the simplified conditions for investment and 

labour force movement across the 12 countries in region will lead to the increase in the 

demand for travelling, searching investment opportunities, as well as finding jobs in 

relation with tourism. This will increase the number of international tourists and multiply 

tourism enterprises in terms of density, size and types intra-line TPP in which Vietnam is 

a member. On the other hand, a majority of the members of the TPP also committed to 

open up the market for other business travellers.  

In addition, there appears an opportunity for Vietnam‘s ―smokeless industry‖ to 

simplify the procedures for international visitors‘ application and to process quicker to 

attract more tourists due to the temporary entry commitments for business traveler in the 

TPP framework. On the other hand, members of the TPP have officially accepted and 

agreed their basic rights of workers as recognized in the 1998 Declaration of the 

International Labor Organization (ILO) and it will help improve working conditions, 

enhance the quality of human resources, including tourism workers. In particular, the 
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competition among the TPP members put pressure on workers to actively raise foreign 

language proficiency, skills, teamwork spirit, professionalism associated with specific 

labour groups. Trend of intra-labor movement creates more chances for job hunters to 

search for new positions, which cause increasing pressure on labour workforce to keep 

their job opportunities. 

Apart from a positive signal, Vietnam would also face significant challenges in 

implementing an agreement. Firstly, joining TPP will exaggerate the pressure on market 

entrance, competition for travel enterprises of Vietnam, especially Vietnam is considered 

to have rather weak competition ability index and there are still several serious managerial 

inadequacies. Therefore, when TPP is officially enforced, Vietnam will have to face 

demands from TPP countries to wider open to welcome foreign investment, particularly in 

tourism sector. Thus, foreign enterprises are allowed to supply their products and services 

and operate travel business for both domestic and international tourists. As a result, the 

local businesses will have to inevitably share the existing market with foreign companies 

and with lack of appropriate and feasible competitive strategy, Vietnam‘s business travel 

are said to be lost even at home market. Secondly, the legal framework of Vietnam is 

seemed less developed than the other partners in TPP. Therefore, TPP highly require 

Vietnam to improvise and strengthen its legal system so that the commitment and 

implementation in depth and broadly may help Vietnam to climb in rank of tourism 

competitiveness among TPP countries. In fact, most of the Vietnamese tourism quality 

standards of are obsolete compared to other countries in TPP. Furthermore, the statistical 

data system in Vietnam is insufficient and has not met the global standard. Those critical 

issues are substantially obstructing Vietnamese tourism development and integration after 

TPP. Particularly, Vietnam's human resources have not met the requirements of the 

integration. Vietnam tourism workforce is considered less competent in comparison to 

other countries with developed tourism industry in ASEAN region.  

4.1.1.4. The Yuan depreciated consecutively in 2015 

China decided to depreciate Yuan 3 times continuously at 1.9%, 1.6% and 1.1% 

that set the remarkable lowest value of the RMB in record ever since 1994. It is beyond 

doubt that Vietnamese tourism industry would be seriously affected, especially travel 

business. As the hard currency rises, the tour price will appreciate. However, in the 

largest professional travel company, tour package price has been preset and fixed several 

months even years prior to the departure time. When the exchange rate suddenly 

increases, the travel company is unlikely to justify the prices at which customers bought. 

Since the exchange rate fluctuates unexpectedly, the travel companies have no choice but 

remain the agreed price and accept profit reduction. 

The increasing trend in exchange rate heavily impacted on both inbound and 

outbound tourism of Vietnam. At the moment, US Dollar is still the most common used 

currency in international transactions in Vietnam, and it is factual that Vietnamese tour 

operators have to pay land-tour price in dollars, thus, when the dollar exchange rate 

increases, inbound and outbound tourism will definitely be affected. Although the Chinese 

Yuan has been depreciated, it may not cause serious changes to business travel. However, 

there is no doubt that a majority of Vietnamese inbound tourists are Chinese, therefore, 
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when the Yuan depreciating, the number of Chinese potential customers who have middle 

incomes can be travelling less due to the fact that they have to constrain their budget 

spending on leisure and travelling. That is the solid cause of Vietnamese inbound tourism 

market to be influenced. The General Statistics Office (GSO) delivered figures and data 

that tourists from China accounted for the largest share of the total international visitors to 

Vietnam (almost 25%) that equal to 1.9 million visitors in 2014. However, the Yuan 

depreciated consecutively that lead to the consequence of declination in the number of 

middle income potential Chinese visitors since they may not have as spending power as 

they used to. This will negatively impact on the tourism industry of Vietnam, particularly, 

Chinese visitors to Vietnam decreased from 1.9 million in 2014 to 1.78 million in 2015, 

account for approximately 22.4% of the total number of international tourists to Vietnam. 

4.1.2. Socio-cultural 

Tourism is increasingly becoming an important activity in the lives of people, 

especially when the general economic growth, human qualification and knowledge are 

continuously improved. According to statistics and forecasts of the World Tourism 

Organization (UNWTO), the number of international tourist arrivals in the world has 

been increasing over the years. In 2015, the number of international tourist arrivals 

increased 4,4% to 1184 million, which presents the 6th consecutive year of above 

average growth after the global economic crisis in 2009, with international arrivals 

growing by 4% or more every year since 2010. Based on current trends, UNWTO 

expects inbound tourists in the world will go up between 3.5 % and 4.5% in 2016 in 

comparison to 2015. This prediction matches with the 3,8% average growth forecasted 

by UNWTO for the period from 2010 to 2020 in their long-term report Tourism Towards 

2030, which reflects a sustainable growth in global tourism market (excepting some 

regions having lower growth in the past six years). 

 

Figure 2: Percentage of inbound tourists by regions (UNWTO, 2016) 

Asia - Pacific continues to be the preferred destination of international tourists in 

the coming years. In 2015, Europe, the Americas and Asia and Pacific increased 5% in 

international tourist arrivals. The Middle East increased international arrivals by 3%, while 

in Africa was the lowest record with an estimated 3% decline, because of weak results in 

North Africa. By sub-region, the highest figure were in Oceania, the Caribbean, Central 
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America and Northern Europe (7%), followed by Central and Eastern Europe and South-

East Asia (both +6%). Europe continues to lead the international tourists to, accounted for 

more than half of international tourists worldwide, followed by Asia – Pacific with 23% 

and America with 16%, 10% remaining for other regions.  

The process of cultural exchange and integration is more and more popular, along 

with educational events, sport has created positive impact on the frequency of people 

travelling due to following reasons: (1) cultural characteristics are being spread widely out 

of boundary of each country, which stimulate curiosity, the need for experience of 

customer; (2) the popularity of international and regional festivals, cultural, educational 

and sports events encourage human travelling. In the region, the ASEAN Economic 

Community was officially formed in 2015, which is an opportunity for not only economic, 

trade cooperation but also cultural development in various fields. In particular, the role of 

cultural cooperation in education is a key point to seek opportunities to cooperate with 

other countries in the ASEAN Economic Community. 

Along with that is the average life expectancy of people is increasing, which will be 

chances for increases of tourism products, health care for this market. According to World 

Health Organization, the percentage of people over age 60, which in 2000 was 11%, will 

double to 22% of world population in 2050. This will represent two billion people and two 

billion opportunities for the tourism sector. In addition, many senior tourists can have a 

stable income, more leisure time and greater availability, and therefore demand accessible 

services in order to travel without difficulty. Besides, it is clear that tourists are more 

responsible during travelling. They tend to seeking and choosing environmentally friendly 

products and services, and experiencing their holidays in destinations remaining the wild 

character of the natural environment or easily contacting with local people. This trend has 

promoted sustainable tourism which is increasingly becoming the criterion, the basic 

orientation of the tourist destinations. 

However, a large number of social problems are negatively impacted travel to the 

people as the disease situation, social evils, the uncivilized travel behavior. Recently, in the 

world constantly occurring epidemics such as bird flu (avian influenza), MERS-CoV, virus 

Ebola, vi rus Zika have caused the afraid and drop a large amount of tourists travelling to 

countries having these diseases. The case of MERS-CoV in Korea in 2014 and 2015 is a 

good example for this situation. For most countries, the epidemic has forced the authorities 

to make the policy more strict control over the entry and exit process. 

Socio-cultural context in Vietnam also contribute to create the advantages and 

difficulties for Vietnam in the destination development management. Firstly, Vietnam's 

population is getting older, which will be the challenges to ensure young workers for the 

tourism industry. Along with that is the gender imbalance with more males than females, 

which leads to in the future the shortage of female labor who is relatively more common 

workers in the tourism sector. Second one is the issue of food safety and hygiene. 

Although Vietnam has a large advantage of agriculture, fisheries and seafood industry, 

they still do not meet standards of food hygiene and quality for international tourists. High 

class hotels and restaurants still have to import a large amount of food every year. The 

security situation in the tourist destination is the third issue that should be considered. 
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Some problems related to local people like hawkers, fraud, robbery, uncivilized behaviours 

still are the significant reasons for dissatisfaction of tourists when visiting Vietnam. 

4.1.3. Political 

The current political situation in Vietnam and the world has been more volatile, 

creating both opportunities and challenges for the development of the tourism industry. 

In the world, the overall trend is still towards global development, peace, friendship, 

cooperation. However, there are still many negative problems such as instability in the 

Middle East, the terrorist activities of IS organizations and other extremist organizations, 

the tension in the relations between the powerful countries, the plane crash due to the 

conflict between the parties. The IS expand into Southeast Asian countries like Thailand, 

Malaysia and Indonesia causes bombings and afraid of security issues for tourists, which 

might impact on the ability of neighbour countries to attract international tourists. Will 

Vietnam be the alternative destination of international tourists to Southeast Asia? It is 

due to the fact that, in general, Vietnam still is one of safe destinations for tourists in 

Asia - Pacific area. 

In regional level, Vietnam cooperates more and more extensive with other 

countries, participating in the cooperation forum in many areas. The barriers preventing 

collaboration and travel among Vietnam and other countries in the region are limited and 

unload. This contributes to promote cultural, social, economic exchange between 

countries, which leads to positive effects on travelling between the territories of nations. 

However, China's actions on the East Coast caused significant concerns for travellers 

intend to visit Vietnam. 

In Vietnam, the political situation remains stable. However, Vietnam has had a big 

change in the senior leadership of government in all level form the Party, the Government 

and Parliament to the local officials. The electoral process of the whole apparatus of 

government from the central to local level and stable in operation is expected to last until 

the end of 2016. This will create new opportunities or challenges for tourism industry, 

which is still a big question. It will be a great opportunity for destinations and the industry 

to improve the current weaknesses. But it is also undeniable that the change in leadership 

often leads to instability for the overall development. 

12/04/2016, the Vietnamese Fatherland Front, the United Nations Development 

Program (UNDP) and Centre for Community Development Studies (CECODES) 

announced Public administration performance index (PAPI) of Vietnam in 2015. The 

results of PAPI 2015 indicate that effectiveness of governance and public administration in 

Vietnam tends to decline significantly. The index of the content of ―transparency‖ and 

―control of corruption‖ went down sharply. The index of ―Participation of people at the 

grassroots level‖ and ―Accountability of the people‖ in 2015 also decrease slightly in 

comparison to 2014. Only in the field of public service delivery does the index increase 

from 6,99 (2014) to 7,01 points (2015). This index affects the decisions of investors 

investing in tourism development projects in the provinces. Besides, the legal documents 

related to the travel business in Vietnam are significantly improved, but in compared to 

neighbour countries such as Thailand they are not enough to create a strong development 

and stimulate tourism development. 
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4.1.4. Technological 

Since all tourism stakeholders are primarily relied on information, ICTs act as 

strong drivers for not only competitiveness of tourism enterprises and destinations but also 

for the entire industry.  

 Lee & Wicks (2010) state that with the emergence of the Internet, a variety of ICTs 

have been employed, and recently the advent of Web 2.0 has enabled both DMOs and 

tourists to access rich travel information in easy and efficient ways. At the first stage of the 

World Wide Web's evolution, there are mostly read-only webs which allow one-way flow 

of information from publishers to Internet users (Hays et al., 2013). Meanwhile, Web 2.0 

Technology today is characterised by social media platforms, review sites offers a high 

interact level that Web 1.0 users cannot have. The site has become more dynamic and 

connected with each other. "Online communities" is also created and makes it easier to 

share information on the Web. In fact, the ‗Web 2.0‘ Internet has revolutionized the way 

we travel - from offline to online travellers (Buhalis & Wagner, 2013). Instead of 

depending on travel agencies to inspiring, researching, planning or booking a vacation, 

travellers worldwide tend to go online and customized their own trips based on Internet 

user-generated contents, for instance photos, videos, blogs, wikis and reviews (White & 

White, 2007). These contents might even affect DMOs and tourism businesses‘ benefit by 

undermining their reputation (Dijkmans et al., 2015). Therefore, DMOs have to pay 

attention to using social media as an effective promoting and marketing channel. There are 

more and more tourism entities have created Facebook accounts, Youtube accounts, and so 

on in order to bring their image closer to the customers. Getting blogs to mention 

information about your destination is another effective example of e-marketing. Moreover, 

Wikis such as Wikitravels are a great opportunity for destinations because they allow 

travellers and would-be travellers to pool their knowledge. Thus, taking the advantage of 

social media strategy is one of those components that push the creation of a modern 

competitive destination. However, DMOs in Vietnam have not fully integrated the social 

media tools described above into their destination promotion strategies. To be specific, 

many have not created websites to officially communicate to external stakeholders 

including customers, local residents, partners, etc. If any, it is one-way website which 

allow a low degree of interaction. Thus it is really difficult for travellers to customize the 

tourism products or for DMOs to respond to tourists‘ preferences. Moreover, since most 

Vietnamese local destination websites with limited function and is not displayed in 

English, the communication capability for overseas visitors is restricted. Besides website, 

other social network channels, such as Facebook, Instagram are underutilized. Virtually no 

destination has their own Facebook page. If there is, little efforts are spent on developing 

contents and interacting with customers. 

 According to Argyropoulou et al. (2011), another significant trend in the use of ICT 

for the promotion of tourist destinations is the use of advanced multimedia technologies 

and other specialized technologies. High quality pictures and 4k video, dynamic digital 

maps, virtual tours and e-books are some of the most popular applications. Such tools have 

the potential of appealing users and reduce the time to access to comprehensive 

information. In particular, by employing both time-based data and space-based data of 
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multimedia technologies, DMOs now able to create animated and attractive presentations 

for destinations and tourist products. Moreover, as declared by Jovanovic & Njegus 

(2008), Geographic Information Systems (GIS) offers great opportunities for the 

development of modern DMOs by providing a digital map base for printed maps, digital 

files for Internet mapping and mobile mapping, attractions map, website with interactive 

mapping. But for growing tourist industries like Vietnam, these technological applications 

are still very brand-new and had not been applied. It can be stated that the destination 

management activities in Vietnam today is still in the transition phase from automation to 

rationalization. And there is a considerable gap between Vietnam and other countries in the 

world in the application of ICTs in human life in general and tourism sector in particular.  

 It is obviously that tourism is an information-based industry. The information about 

tourism products and services, for instance hotel accommodation, carriers, tour packages 

and so on, which translates from the providers to the tourists is one type of tourism 

information flows. The other flow that moves in reverse direction consists of aggregate 

information about tourists to service providers. Thanks to the intelligent data measurement 

systems, the door to entrance ―smart destination‖ is more realistic. A Smart Destination is 

defined as a destination where DMOs are capable to perform three activities continuously 

and iteratively: (1) Collecting data about the activities that take place at the destination, 

visitors‘ needs (2) Analysing the wide variety of data collected by various intelligent 

algorithms to detect patterns of tourist behaviour and of operations at the destination, in 

order to allow proposal of measures to improve both the management of the destination 

and tourist satisfaction; (3) Implementation of measures that pass an analysis of economic, 

technical and financial feasibility to improve the destination, making it more sustainable 

and adaptable to the needs and tastes of tourists (Bulchand-Gidumal, 2015). When the 

aggregated data about the customers and potential customers is presented in the right way, 

analyzed by the correct procedure, and the reasonable solutions were proposed and 

conducted, as a result, tourists obtain a more satisfying holiday while improving the 

efficiency and effectiveness of the destination. Data mining can be a very valuable 

technique for examining tourism-related data. Some of National Destination Management 

Organizations that employ such ―intelligent‖ tool named Austria, Spain, Finland and 

Cyprus. For the internal measurement and evaluating performance, the Slovenian Tourism 

Board which uses a Balanced Scorecard application would be a worthwhile example 

(Argyropoulou et al., 2011). 

 Although technological innovations transformed tourism sector in definitely 

positive ways, it also poses several challenges for destination administrators. First of all, 

the growth of Cloud, Mobile and Social Computing leads to the fact that destination 

management is flooded by 4Vs of data: Volume, Variety, Velocity and Veracity 

(Thiyagarajan & Venkatachalapathy, 2014). It is true that the data generated today is huge 

in term of scale, diverse in type and high in speed. According to Gantz and Reinsel‘s 

research (2012), 40 zettabytes of data will be created by 2020, that represent an increase of 

300 times from 2005. However, not all data is necessarily useful. In other words, the 

quality of captured data can vary greatly, affecting accurate analysis. Consequently, 

inconsistency of the data set can hamper processes to handle and manage it. Second, 
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security and privacy is another big issue that is oftentimes brought up. In the Internet of 

Things era, with billions of devices being connected together, what can people do to ensure 

that their information stays secure? Furthermore, destination administrators need make 

sure that their staffs have adequate training to utilize technology. Technology is only good 

when we put it in the right hands. This is impracticable that tourism entities hire employees 

who simply are up to the task, misuse the technology and create more problems than they 

solve. Thus, destinations‘ mission is to improve not only their technology but also 

employees' knowledge base in order to catch up the technology's capabilities. 

4.1.5. Environmental 

The Climate Change is increasingly serious and becoming major concerns of 

countries in environmental issues. The most obvious manifestation of this problem is the 

warming of the earth, the ice melts, rising sea levels, the abnormal weather, floods, 

tsunamis, earthquakes, droughts and prolonged frosts, which leads to food shortages, and 

mass appearance of disease in humans, livestock, poultry (Ngo, 2015). The proof for this 

problem is indicated by a series of impacts of climate change in recent times. There were 

about 250 million people affected by floods in South Asia, Africa and Mexico. Southern 

European countries are facing the risk of serious drought prone to wildfires, desertification, 

and Western European countries are being threatened major floods, sea level rise. Heavy 

storms have occurred in the US, China, Japan, India. All of these phenomena were caused 

by global warming in decades. World Meteorological Organization (WMO) said that the 

period 2011- 2015 was the warmest period in history. The average temperature for this 

period is 0.57 degrees C higher than 1961-1990. Britain Met Office forecasts 2016 global 

temperatures even higher, with an increase of 0.84 degrees C.  

Vietnam is one of countries most severely affected by climate change and sea level 

rise. In 50 years, the expression of climate change has been very clear, particularly in 

recent years. Firstly, the annual average temperature increased about 0.5°C over the whole 

country. According to Vietnam National Centre for Hydro - Meteorological Forecasting, in 

May of 2015, monthly average temperature surpassed 2-3 degrees C in comparison to 

average temperature of previous years. Secondly, Sea level along the coast of Vietnam has 

increased by about 20 cm. Third, the unusual climate phenomena increase in frequency, 

severity and scale, such as flood, drought in central and southern, tide and submerged in 

the Mekong River delta, river and sea erosion.  

Vietnam institute for tourism development research pointed that climate change 

impacts on tourism resources, tourist attractions including the natural tourism resources 

that form, exist for millions of years, such as Ha Long Bay, Phong Nha - Ke Bang national 

park. Vietnam tourism with strong focus on the marine tourism will be facing the 

enormous challenge and difficult to anticipate the impact of storm surges, sea level rise in 

coastal areas, the Red River Delta and Mekong rivers. If it were to continue, Vietnam 

could lose the beautiful beaches, the parks and the marine ecological infrastructure of 

coastal tourism. The anomalies of climate impact directly on tourism activities, causing the 

difficulties, obstacles to this field. Travel activities are affected, delayed even cancelled 

due to bad weather conditions. However, tourism activities also increase the consumption 
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of natural resources and climate impact, such as: garbage, sewage, increasing greenhouse, 

gas emissions and energy consumption. 

Besides, local environmental pollution is becoming a threat to the tourist 

destinations if governments and DMOs have slow adequate control measures, especially in 

the context of eco-tourism, green tourism currently is becoming a popular trend. 

4.2. Recommendations for DMOs 

In light of macro-environmental changes, DMOS may consider the following, but 

not restricted to, recommendations, 

In response to economic changes: 

MRA-TP enforcement brings such a promising opportunity for Vietnam Tourism 

regarding human resource quality improvement in order to tackle the current critical issue 

of tourism labour shortage which is occurring among the regional nations. Particularly, it 

can be clearly seen that tourism sector in Vietnam and neighbour countries has been in the 

rapid upward development trend, thus, the demand of competent labour has been increased 

sharply.  In order to meet such high demand from both domestic and international tourists 

as well as tourism firms, human resource quality improving activities should be well-

planned and implemented in consistent with the master plan of Tourism sector, therefore, 

tourism market demand in ASEAN could be fulfilled in near future. To sum up, MRA-TP 

implementation provide regional nations with opportunity to self-renovate and self-

enhance in terms of tourism workforce quality improvement. 

Secondly, it is beyond doubt that human resource quality improvement can never be 

easy to start without the well-designed macro plan and proper strategy not only for tourism 

enterprises but government authority is consulted to pass appropriate and feasible policy in 

order to create adequate legal framework and platforms and promote education and 

training activities so that labour force upgrade process would be implemented and 

conducted in proper way. Last but not least, transparency and bureaucratic procedure 

simplification are highly recommended to implement. It is proven that the less time-

consuming of the administrative procedure process, the more likely tourists will come to 

Vietnam. It also increases the co-operation and integration among regional nations. 

In response to socio-cultural and political changes, Vietnam DMOs might: First, 

create a comprehensive supply of tourism for all products and services in which all the 

elements of the supply chain (reservation systems, accommodation, transport, etc.) are 

easily accessed, especially, the products and services for senior tourists like health care, 

medical tourism in the regions where have weather conditions for these services. Secondly, 

encourage tourism enterprises providing environmentally friendly products and services, 

and promote widely ―green‖ label in tourism business by using friendly-environmental 

technology like solar power, windmills, it is essential to save energy such as electricity. 

Thirdly, involve tourists into protection environment activities in travel trip such as picking 

up litter at attraction places, not throw waste into environment, not harmful actions for 

natural resources. Finally, improve PAPI and legal documents to attract international 

investors and tourists, and issue policies that make more convenient for internal 

business firms taking advantages from AEC and TPP, and raising their 

competitiveness. Besides, to attract the new flow of tourists diverting from neighbour 
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countries to Vietnam, it is necessary of effective destination marketing and promotion 

activities focusing on these markets. 

In response to technological changes, DMOs might: (1)Invest in websites, social 

network and enhance interaction between DMOs and customers comprehensively. (2) 

Utilize IT advances in destination marketing and brand image promotion of tourist 

attractions. (3) Build information processing system in terms of targeted customers needs, 

market potential and prospective sources of tourists. (4) Devise possible solutions to 

critical issues of customer security and privacy. (5) Improve human resource capabilities to 

apply and implement destination information systems. 

In response to environmental changes, DMOs might: (1)Continue to participate in 

and implement the Convention of the United Nations Framework on Climate Change 

(UNFCCC) and the Kyoto Protocol (KP). (2) Issue policies to encourage enterprises to use 

the equipment, technologies restricting CO2 emissions; Applies model waste reduction, 

reuse, recycling of waste (3R); encourage water and energy saving, and use of alternative 

energy. (3) Encourage the development of tourism-friendly environment tourism such as 

green tourism, community tourism, responsible tourism, sustainable tourism. 

In conclusion, with its own features, tourism is easily affected directly and 

indirectly by the changes of macro - environment. Hence, DMOs should regularly review 

the events happening in this environment, analysis challenges as well as new opportunities 

for development from these changes. Then, it is necessary to have specific actions in terms 

of strategies, policies and plans to limit the decline in competitiveness and the development 

of the destination. 
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Abstract  

This paper aims to understand the way of live at Ban Khok Kong in Kalasin 

province. The contextual background covers the culture and way of life which are the main 

factors of the development of tourism in the village. The inhabitants of Ban Khok Kong are 

mostly from the Phu Tai Ethnic Group. The Phu Tai are one of the eight ethnic groups 

which migrated from Southern China, they travelled down through Lao PDR and Vietnam, 

eventually crossing the Mekong River and finally settled in the Northeast part of Thailand. 

The Culture and Way of Life of Ban Khok Kong consists of, belief in the shrine of the 

community, Phu Tai taboos, cuisine and drink. The language and clothing are also part of 

the identity of the Phu Tai group, with an individual‟s clothing varying by their age and 

the occasion.  
 

Keywords: Phu Tai Ethnic Groups, Tourism Development 
 

1. Introduction 

Between 2002-2020; The World Tourism Organization estimates an annual tourism 

growth rate of 4.1 per cent, with the number of tourists increasing from 700 million to 

1,600 million by the end of 2020 (Thailand Development Research Institute, 2001). 

Tourism has become one of the world‘s largest industries and one of its fastest growing 

economic sectors. In many developing countries, the role of tourism is that of a strategic 

tool for socio-economic development as it generates new economic activities, creates more 

jobs and in particular, more opportunities for the lower income groups (Hawkins, 2005). 

Over 30 years, Thailand hascontinuously promoted the tourism sector, undertaking 

numerous campaigns and strategies to foster the development of tourism. Tourism has long 

been recognized for its major contribution to Thailand‘s economic growth. However, today 

tourism has a relationship with government and other related institutions comprising 

various stakeholders. Unplanned or uncontrolled tourism can result in a number of 

negative impacts such as environmental degradation and loss of traditional values as well 

as other forms of social deterioration where tourism activities take place (Inskeep, 1991). 

The advent of the phenomenon of globalization has triggered a need for local participation 

to facilitate the growth of tourism and consequently manage its socio-economic, 

environmental, and cultural impacts. The concepts and practices of sustainable tourism in 

mailto:sekyon@kku.ac.th
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Thailand have been particularly apparent in recent years, partly as a result of the growing 

trend towards sustainable development and because of a concern for tourism resources.  

This research study was carried out in 2015 to examine the impact of tourism 

development on the way of life of the Phu Thai ethnic group at Ban Khok Kong, Kalasin 

Province by interviewed 8 key informants and thank you to all informants for allowing me 

to interview. 

2. Result of study: Ban Khok Kong, Kalasin Province 

Ban Khok Kong, Kalasin Province is a small village nestled among the foothills of 

the Phupan Mountain range. Most of the area is covered by a hilly landscape and, Ban 

Khok Kong‘s topography is mostly highlands and foothills, surrounded on three sides by 

mixed forest areas. The hilly topography is abundant with a variety of species, such as 

jungle fowl, hare, squirrel, tree shrew, and wild boar. The settlement‘s physical features 

consist of lowland paddy fields, a residential area in an easterly facing valley, and upland 

areas near the slopes which are located to the rear of the village. Ban Khok Kong covers a 

total area of 587 acres, consisting of rain-fed rice paddy fields, rubber and cassava 

plantations and a residential area. The geographical conditions in Kalasin province are 

generally favorable for agriculture.  

Ban Khok Kong is located in the foothills and its weather and temperature are 

pleasant during the cooler months. Summer lasts from February to May, with a seasonal 

high temperature of 40 degrees Celsius. Rain season usually occurs from May to October, 

with an average annual precipitation of 1,260.9 mm. The temperature can drop to as low as 

5.5 degrees Celsius during the winter. 

Water is a key issue for Ban Khok Kong and nearby areas. The village relies 

heavily on rainwater as the village dyke is the only natural water source and is used for 

agriculture and the villager‘s own consumption. Some residents dug ponds on their paddy 

land, for their own personal use. Although there are only three water sources in the village, 

this does not have a serious impact on the villagers.  

The village is only two minutes walk from the NamTad Sung waterfall which is 

situated in Dong Dan Yae National Reserved Forest that covers a total area of 6.40 sq. km. 

The local mountain range rises approximately 200-300 meters above the average sea level. 

There is a cliff area referred to as ‗the edge of the earth‘ where tourists can appreciate the 

panoramic landscape and scenery. The mountain is covered with mixed deciduous forest 

which is home to a wide range of native flora and fauna. Most fauna found are small animals 

such as palm civets, rabbits, snakes and various bird species. The forest is still a natural 

source of food, a natural kitchen, and is the basis of the village‘s livelihood. Villagers are 

allowed to collect natural produce, either for sale or for household consumption.  

3. Community Economy 

3.1. On-Farm activities 

Rice farming is the primary occupation of the Ban Khok Kong villagers. Every 

household works as a farmer in the paddy fields, with each villager, in general, possessing 

3-4 acres. The total agricultural area in Ban Khok Kong is spread around the foothills. 

Farming on the hilltops, as was normal for the villagers in the past, is currently prohibited 
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and so the paddy fields are the only usable areas for the villagers to make a living. 

However, these areas can be used for growing rice only in the rain season, during the dry 

season they are left abandoned due to drought. The main occupation in Ban Khok Kong is 

rain-fed, glutinous-rice farming, producing just one crop each year. In the past, Kenaf was 

grown in the village, but low prices led the villagers to switch to other crops or continue 

only with rice growing.  

Livestock and Vegetables: Ban Khok Kong villagers also farm in other ways, 

especially growing various kinds of vegetables and breeding livestock, but this is done 

only on a small scale and is mainly for household consumption. In addition to rice farming, 

the villagers also gain additional income from the local cloth that they weave, by selling 

handicrafts to visitors, as well as household utilization employing techniques inherited 

from their ancestors. Using the primary materials of bamboo, rattan, and dye, such goods 

are normally produced after the rice farming season each year and products include sticky 

rice containers, creels, bushel baskets, trays, steaming baskets, sieves and also designed 

handbags. In general, each villager earns a monthly income of between $15 and $70 US 

from this, depending on the quantity of products produced and the labor used. Besides rice 

farming, weaving handicrafts is another significant source of supplementary income for 

Ban Khok Kong villagers. There is a public grazing area of about 3 acres that is used for 

breeding cows and buffalo for sale. Breeding livestock will become increasing important 

for the villagers in the future. About 25 households have cows and 30 households have 

pigs, on a total agricultural area of approximately 480 acres. 

3.2. Off-farm Activities 

During the off-harvest season, villagers take all sorts of labouring jobs to earn extra 

income. Some go to Bangkok or other big cities for work, while those that remain in the 

village weave cloth, make baskets and collect non-timber products for sale at the market. 

An increasing number of villagers now work in shops and companies in nearby districts 

and in Kalasin city. Most villagers employed as waged labourers are teenagers and in a 

working group. Local production groups, including tourism, are sources of extra income. 

The average income per person, per year is $1,100 US. 

3.3. Migration 

In the context of Ban Khok Kong, back in the 1980s, during December-April every 

year, some villagers would leave the Northeast to take up employment cutting sugarcane in 

Kanchanaburi province in the western region of Thailand. The temporary migrants would 

always return to the village when the rice planting and harvesting season arrived. 

Destinations for migration consisted of big cities like Bangkok, also Chonburi, Rayong, and 

the perimeter provinces. Regarding the permanent migrants, they often visit their parents and 

relatives for important festivals such as New Year and the Song Kran (Thai New Year). 

Previously, most migrants were teenagers. Remittances from migrants engaged in waged 

labor in sugarcane fields have been a long standing occurrence within the community. 

3.4. Local Administration 

Ban Khok Kong is administered by a village headman who governs nine villages. The 

village headman, elected by the villagers, generally serves as the middleman between the 
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villagers and the district administration. The headman‘s other duties include attending 

meetings at the district administration, keeping village records, arbitrating minor civil disputes 

and serving as a village peace officer. Generally, the headman serves five years or longer and 

receives a monthly stipend. In the village, the government supports villagers to organize 

themselves to work together, such as in a cooperative weaving group, in cooperative 

community shops and also by forming a tourism group to provide tourism services. 

4. Tourism Development in Ban Khok Kong 

4.1. Becoming a Phu Thai Cultural Village  

The initiative of CBT in Ban Khok Kong sprang up from government policy, not as 

a result of internal ―push‖ factors. Tourism in many Thai local communities has been 

developed, not at the initiation of its villagers, but by government officials implementing 

national or provincial tourism policy. In the past, the major responsibilities of the Tourism 

Authority of Thailand (TAT) were international marketing and promoting new tourism 

sites. To boost the country‘s economy, various campaigns were initiated to increase the 

numbers and expenditure of tourists; for example, the ―Visit Thailand Year‖ was launched 

in 1987. Following the severe economic crisis, Thailand, through the TAT, initiated the 

―Amazing Thailand‖ theme to help boost the economy. The ―Be My Guest‖ campaign was 

carried out during 2002-2003 to increase awareness among international visitors of 

Thailand and to promote the country as a value-added destination. The ―Seven Amazing 

Wonders‖ of Thailand was launched in 2007 to help attain a target of 14.8 million 

international arrivals in 2007 and 15.7 million in 2008. In July 2008, the TAT launched 

―Wonderful Thailand 2008‖ targeting quality Chinese visitors while trying to solve the 

problem of ―zero-dollar tours‖. Then, the ―12 Months, 7 Stars and 9 Suns‖ campaign was 

announced in June 2009 to encourage the Thai people themselves to visit travel 

destinations throughout Thailand. The latest campaign, ―Come to Thailand, Let‘s Take a 

Break‖ was launched in 2009 with the aim of attracting more tourists from South Korea 

and other Asian countries. 

CBT in Ban Khok Kong was also influenced and initiated by the government 

tourism policy. Ban Khok Kong is located in Kud Wa sub-district, Kuchinarai district, 

Kalasin province. It is a small village situated on the hillside of Phuphan Mountain and is 

inhabited by a large number of the Phu Thai ethnic group. In fact, tourism in Ban Khok 

Kong started more than 20 years ago. The local Tat Sung waterfall festival has been held 

annually since 1983 and as a result, the, waterfall has become a popular tourist attraction in 

the village. Later on, due to the economic crisis, tourism was promoted as a priority on the 

national agenda and so in 1997, the ―Amazing Thailand‖ campaign was launched by the 

TAT to run through 1998-1999. This campaign used Thai culture as the vehicle to attract 

16 million tourists and 580 billion baht to the country over the following two years in order 

to help get the economy out of its crisis. At that time, the governor of Kalasin province 

established the ―Provincial Tourism Development Committee‖ to survey potential areas 

which could become new tourist destinations, according to its provincial slogan, ―City of 

Fa Daet Song Yang, Pong Lang Music, Phu Thai Ethnic Culture, Famous Phrae Wa Silk, 

High Phu Phan Mountain, Wide Lam Pao River, and Dinosaur Fossils.‖ With regard to the 

aspect of Phu Thai culture, the Provincial Tourism Committee surveyed all the Phu Thai 
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villages in all the districts in order to select one to act as a pilot cultural village. At first, 

Ban Khok Kong, Ban Wang Mon and Ban Huay Muang were preliminarily selected. After 

due consideration, the committees all agreed on Ban Khok Kong being promoted as the 

Phu Thai Cultural Village due to its abundant cultural and natural resources. The Ban 

Khok Kong villagers have preserved their traditional Phu Thai ways of life, culture, and 

festivals very well (http://www2.tat.or.th). 

4.2. Ethnic composition and Origins 

Ban Khok Kong village was established in 1889 when 19 members from two 

families from Mukdahan province, migrated to set up a settlement to the east of Ban Khok 

Kong. Administratively, in 1939, Ban Khok Kong was administered by Kalasin province 

and was mostly inhabited by the Phu Tai Ethnic Group. The Phu Tai are one of the eight 

ethnic groups which migrated from Southern China downwards through Lao PDR and 

Vietnam to cross the Mekong River and settle in the Northeast part of Thailand. The Phu 

Tai are distributed among these three countries. In Lao PDR, they are heavily concentrated 

in the bottom half of Khammouan province. Others live further south into Savannakhet, 

Saravan and Champasak provinces, while small Phu Tai communities are also found in 

Oudomxay and Luang Prabang in the north. The Phu Tai people in Thailand can be found 

mainly in the areas around Khamchai, Nakhon Phanom, Ubon Ratchathani, Kalasin and 

Sakhon Nakhon. In Kalasin province, they live in several districts, preferring to live near 

mountains or highlands, as they rely on natural resources for their daily consumption. They 

pick fruits, edible leaves, and roots like bamboo shoots and ant‘s eggs to make their meals, 

while also making use of everlasting materials from bamboo trees. They also make a 

variety of tools and handicrafts; such as, rice containers, baskets, pails and other items. The 

Phu Tai people have their own distinctive culture and beliefs and prefer to use their native 

knowledge to take care of their health rather than use western medicine.  

4.3. Family and Inheritance 

Most families in the village are extended families and the husband has the decision-

making power, in particular in the village meetings. However, in some families some 

decisions are not made only by the husband, for example, decisions concerning loans and 

purchases. The heritage from the old days was land, cows, buffalos, houses, and farm 

equipment. At present, land and houses are still the main assets that children stand to 

inherit from their parents. Farm machinery i.e. a tractor is considered part of the 

inheritance. As modern families are increasingly being converted to non-farm activities, 

inheritance is becoming non-farm based. A sum of money, in the form of inheritance 

installments, is given to children over a period of time, instead of a one-off heritage 

payment. Family, even those in debt, would take out loans to cover the four major life 

events concerning their children; schooling, ordination, marriage, and business start-up/ 

pocket money for the beginning of a new chapter of their life. Village funds are often a 

loan source for this type of inheritance. Its local management means that it‘s a flexible 

quick-fix, no lengthy process of validating supporting documents is required, and the 

repayment period is very fluid. In terms of the inheritance arrangement, it is still performed 

in the same way as in the past. That is children will be provided with their heritage equally 

but whoever takes care of the parents will get more or an agreement may be reached. 
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Gender preference no longer affects the sharing of the inheritance. The arrangement can be 

reached either when the parent is alive or dead, depending on each household. Nowadays, 

there is no extreme conflict for the inheritance; a decision would be made on the basis of 

seniority or through a court, particularly in the case of a deceased parents‘ inheritance. 

4.4. Birth, Marriage and Death 

There are 3 major life events for Phu Tai villagers; birth, marriage and death. 

Regarding the Phu Tai of Ban Khok Kong, in the past, men or women married people who 

lived in or near the village. Since they spent most of their working time in the fields, they 

could only see each other at their house or at a festival. The man would ask for the girl‘s 

parent‘s permission to marry. He had to come to the woman‘s house when they wanted to 

discuss it and the decision to marry was taken by the parents. Now, the young, both male 

and female, are able to work in other places and they can decide to get married by 

themselves, although the parents are still important people on the engagement and wedding 

day. Previously, the bride‘s parents asked for ‗Sinsod‘, money given to the bride‘s parents 

by the groom‘s parents at the engagement ceremony, of about $12 - $30 US and not 

including gold ornaments. At present, Sin-sod is in the range of about $800 - $1,100 US 

and can include gold. There are few of these payments remaining after the wedding 

because of the amount the bride‘s parents have to spend for the ceremony. The wedding 

ceremony remains the same. They have Baisrisuhkwan (an offering containing a ball of 

rice, an egg, among other things, presented to a god in a ceremony of encouragement) and 

a Phukormue ceremony (to welcome the husband by putting a sanctified thread around his 

wrist). In the old days, the Phukormue was performed only in the presence of a couple‘s 

relatives in order to bless and present a gift to the couple. The presents mostly included silk 

products comprising cloth, a loincloth, and a Sarong. Currently, this ceremony has been 

changed, as now relatives, neighbours and friends can also take part. The gift has changed 

from silk products to money. In the village, the bridegroom always becomes a member of 

the household and this has to be approved by the bride‘s parents in advance. Furthermore, 

if they want to separate, they have to inform the parents of this.  

4.5. Status of women 

Previously, it was difficult for women to participate in administrative or 

developmental activities. Now, with more education, women are more accepted. The 

women can take part in the village‘s activities including the village committee, the 

community health volunteers and there are many groups established by woman such as 

OTOP Group (weaving) and Thai foods and desert group. The role of women is increasing 

because the Government and Non government organisations (NGOs) supported them. 

Among those who had this important role were the community development department 

and later TAT. They improved women‘s knowledge concerning handicraft products, 

women‘s rights, as well as social movements. Accordingly, those activities have enhanced 

the women‘s role and status. However, some do not rely on their knowledge and ability. 

5. Culture and Way of Life 

5.1. Beliefs 

Shrine of the community: Originally, the Phu Tai did not have any religion as 

such, but believed in and respected ghosts instead. It is deeply believed that all illnesses 
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and diseases are derived from ghosts and nature. However, an ancestral spirit, known as 

Phi Chao Pu, is believed to protect them and make their lives happier. The same spirit is 

thought to be capable of causing the rain to fall in the appropriate season, helping 

harvesting agriculture. Based on their beliefs, any person who doesn‘t pay respect to Phi 

Chao Pu will fall sick or die as punishment, and so the power of Phi Chao Pu is feared, 

with none of the Phu Tai daring to show disrespect to the spirit. 

Phu Tai Taboos: Even though the community is adjacent to the city, the villagers 

still hold traditional beliefs, locally referred to as ―Khalum‖. Details are as follows: Birth. 

Forty years ago, when someone gave birth, the villagers always took the placenta to tie to 

the child‘s cradle until it became dried out. They believed that this would make the 

children easy to bring up. In addition, the parents always put their children on a winnowing 

basket and they then winnowed (rocked) them 3 times, believing that the children would be 

healthy. For those women who had given birth, during the healing process they were 

confined to lie near an open fire for warmth as well as sanitation, and they were to eat only 

rice with salt. There are some taboos relating to a death in the village. Some of them 

include; when a member of the village dies, the other villagers are prohibited from washing 

their hair, cleaning clothes, or collecting wood fuel for their households. They believe that 

if they do these things, more villagers will pass away. In addition, during a funeral, each 

household always places firewood in front of their homes and afterwards the dead person‘s 

relatives will collect that firewood for the cremation. The villagers believe that it is a 

means of respecting the dead person. Seventy percent of the villagers are still faithful to 

these beliefs.  

5.2. Way of Life 

Similar to other rural communities in Thailand, Ban Khok Kong is a fairly simple 

community. The villagers mostly have close relations and strongly respect their elders, as 

well as their own spiritual relatives while also maintaining good relationships with their 

other, living relatives. The Phu Tai people value polite manners, work hard in earning their 

living, and greatly enjoy music and dancing. The female elders are generally good at cloth 

weaving, while the male elders are good at making bamboo basketry. The Phu Tai 

maintain a strong belief in their traditional culture including; communication, language, 

clothing, music, clothes making and wooden handicrafts, and particularly their 

compassionate and friendly natures accompanied by their cheerful smiles. 

5.3. Houses 

The Phu Tai people in Ban Khok Kong live in houses in five typical styles, namely 

Thai-style double houses, adjacent houses without inside walls, ordinary adjacent houses 

with fireplaces, ordinary adjacent houses without fireplaces and temporary houses. The 

characteristics of the houses can indicate the social and economic status of the owners.  

5.4. Cuisine and Drink  

Most Phu Tai food comes from natural resources, such as that gathered from the 

forest, hills, fields and water sources. The quantities depend on the season. In the rain 

season, a large quantity of food can usually be found, such as various kinds of vegetables, 

mushrooms, and bamboo sprouts. If an excess of food is gathered, it is preserved for later 
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consumption in other seasons. In the dry season, people face a scarcity of food; therefore, 

they may gain food from other sources, including animal meat, dried foods, and fruits. In 

terms of cooking, fermented fish and chilies are used as the main ingredients for all kinds 

of salty food. The Phu Tai people seldom prepare dessert for consumption except on 

special occasions and festivals. Au, a fermented unpolished glutinous rice wine, is an 

important drink in Ban Khok Kong and plays a role in many of their customs. For example, 

in the ritual of offering food to Phi Ta Hack, the guardian spirit of the rice paddy, Au is 

regarded as an important component. In the ritual of Yao, the treatment of the sick by 

singing and asking for help from spirits, Au is believed to channel communication between 

human beings and spirits. In the wedding ceremony, the drink symbolizes the friendship of 

the people living in the same community. 

5.5. Clothing 

The identity of the Phu Tai individual is often signified by their clothing, which 

varies in terms of age and occasion. Villagers of all ages, regardless of sex, have accepted 

western styles of clothing, except older women who still wear traditional costumes. Such 

outfits comprise a black long-sleeved blouse with silver metal buttons all along the open 

front part, and a black, or dark coloured, cotton or silk skirt, with a red robe around the 

shoulders and chest. The traditional dress of the women in northeastern Thailand is a tube 

skirt called Pha Sin and those of the Phu Tai women are quite typical due to their ethnic 

origins. These are made in silk with a dark purple or brown ground color, and featuring 

yellow, red, and green designs. A cotton or silk hem piece is added to the Pha Sin, which is 

woven with alternating weft colors of red, yellow and white in a compound weave. A 

striped waistband, which is often red with supplementary weft or Khid designs similar to 

those seen on their shoulder cloth, is added. A Phu Tai woman also wears silver ornaments 

or beads, depending on her status. In addition, the Phu Thi of Kalasin province weave a 

silk called Phrae Wa. Worn over the left shoulder, Phrae Wa silk combines three different 

techniques to create a sophisticated pattern with geometric motifs. High quality Phrae Wa 

silk features a different motif in each section. Silk woven in the community usually 

comprises the colors of orange, black and white against a red ground. At present, women 

also sometimes use them as head covers at a wedding, or other ceremonies. Furthermore, 

men wear a black long-sleeved shirt with buttons all along the open front part, and black 

narrowed trousers. The men in northeastern Thailand tend to dress in standard textile forms 

similar throughout the region. For Phu Tai men, in everyday life, plain indigo short-sleeved 

shirts called Suea Mo Hom and trousers made with a low seat and a large waist have 

become the traditional working man‘s outfit for all occasions, worn with Pha Khao Ma, a 

black and white or red and white checkered cloth, as a belt sash. Furthermore, shoulder 

cloths are traditional in all parts of the northeast, including Kalasin. In the past, men would 

wear Pha Hom Lai Khid as in the women‘s style, particularly for dancing, either as a 

shoulder or head cloth. This traditional clothing is worn for special occasions. However, to 

preserve their traditional culture, the villagers have agreed to wear their costumes on 

Fridays and when visitors stay in the village. 

5.6. Language 

Phu Tai is the language of the Phu Thai people. In Ban Khok Kong they normally 

speak Phu Tai dialect and Isan dialect to non-Phu Tai and visitors. Despite its rich heritage 
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in Thailand, the Phu Tai dialect is increasingly becoming integrated into the mainstream 

northeastern language. However, to preserve their traditional culture, the villagers are 

encouraged to speak their original dialect which has only small vocabulary, tonal and 

pronunciation differences. They are especially encouraged to speak the dialect when 

visitors stay in the community. 

5.7. Traditional Performance 

The traditional Phu Thai dance in Ban Khok Kong is called Fon Phu Tai, which is 

still as graceful as it was in the old days. The dance is usually performed as part of 

important ceremonies, including the welcoming of visitors. Besides the beauty of the dance 

movements and music, the purpose and occasion also express the interesting way of life of 

the Phu Tai people. Fon Phu Tai takes on the role of promoting the reputation of the 

village, whilst following the tradition of Hit Sipsong Khong Sipsi like other local Isan 

people, the Phu Tai add some details from their own traditions in the activities. 

6. Conclusion 

TAT promoted Ban Khok Kong as a Phu Tai cultural village 

Additionally, the village also has a very suitable geographical location and attractive 

features; such as, Tad Yao Waterfall and its beautiful scenic surroundings. Besides, the 

adequate infrastructure in the village has also facilitated tourism activities. The Culture and 

Way of Life of Ban Khok Kong is charaterized by the Phu Tai Ethnic  Group. During 1998, 

TAT promoted Ban Khok Kongas a Phu Thai cultural village. TheProvincial Governor had 

provided an initiative during the first year to support Ban Khok Kong as a tourism spot for 

Cultural Tourism. The village was prepared for tourism activities and then, they set up a 

Community Based Tourism committee and with the help from the Cooperative of 

Housewives Weaving Group, they launched a Home-stay program. 

Finally, two years later, in 2000, Ban Khok Kong won The Golden Kinnaree Award 

from TAT for the best cultural tourism village and also for promotion of CBT. In 2006, 

Ban Khok Kong became the One Tambol One Product village champion and the 

government paved roads into village, improving the village Landscape. TAT supported 

funds for tourism activities. In 2007, Ban Khok Kong received an honorary award from 

TAT, celebrating the king‘s 80
th

 birthday. In 2008, it won The Silver Kinnaree Award from 

TAT. In 2009 it received the Home-stay Standard of Thailand. In 2012, Ban Khok Kong 

received an honorary award, for being a cultural village, from Khon Kaen University. In 

2013, it won The Silver Kinnaree Award from TAT and was selected to be one of the top 

ten Thailand home-stays for entering in to the Asian Economic Community.  In 2014, 

Numbers of home-stay increased to 55 households (http://www2.tat.or.th). 
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Abstract 

The use of biofuel as a mean of increasing sustainability and a major alternative of 

petroleum based transportation fuels has high prospect in Vietnam as Vietnam are coping 

with energy insecurity and has strong agricultural sector to support biofuels production 

from energy crops. The increase in motorization and rapid economic growth of Vietnam 

has caused air pollution especially in road transport sector. The increasing demand of 

petroleum-based fuels has negative impacts on air quality, human health and even climate 

change. Several respiratory diseases and adverse effects on pulmonary function have been 

derived from deteriorated air quality, resulting in sickness absenteeism, high demand for 

health care service and rising costs of social welfare systems. Biofuels are attracting 

increasing interest worldwide. Many industrial countries and developing countries have 

taken some initiatives to produce biofuels and enacted the law or declared biofuel policy to 

authorize the use of biofuels as major transport fuel in domestic market. The application of 

biofuel production and utilization in Vietnam will help to step-by-step mitigate severely 

environmental pollution and petroleum dependence. In addition, production of biofuels in 

Vietnam promises more job opportunities, productivity growth by wastelands for energy 

crops plantation and rural development by agriculture. 
 

Keywords: Biofuel, Road Transport Sector, Vietnam. 
 

1. Introduction 

 Although road transport, particularly motor vehicle emissions, has been identified 

worldwide as a significant source of air pollution with subsequent adverse effects on 

environment (D‘Angiola et al., 2010), motor vehicle emissions are inadequately 

understood and quantified in Vietnam. In Vietnam, the economic development lead to 

rapid growth of vehicle fleets, the increase in petroleum based fuels in road transport sector 

and parallel environmental degradation. In 2014, the total number of vehicle registered 

nationwide was nearly 40 millions and 2 million for motorcycle and private car 

respectively (GSO, 2014). On the basic of the World Bank study, around 1012-ton air 

pollutants were emitted from motor vehicles in Vietnam and it was estimated that the 

transport sector was responsible for 70% of the national CO2 emissions. The Ministry of 

Transport report declared that expected by 2030, traffic and transportation will be the 

sector which has the highest demand for petroleum based fuels.   
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With respect health hazards of petro-fuel emissions, the combustion of petroleum-

based fuels has triggered harmful impacts on human health (Oener and Altun, 2009). 

Annual statistics from the Ministry of Health confirmed that the number of people 

suffering from respiratory problems has been getting higher year in, year out - and fine 

particulate air pollution whose two major contributors in transport are diesel vehicles and 

two-stroke engine gasoline vehicles gets the main blame. Similarly, in another statistic, 

Ministry of Transport revealed that only in 2014, over 8.1 million patients spent an 

estimated US$137.7 million for examinations and treatment for pulmonary function-related 

diseases in both Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City. It did not just stop there as the Ministry of 

Environment and Natural Resource' s report showed that the air pollution from the 

emissions of motor vehicles in most of the major cities throughout Viet Nam skyrocketed 

to alarming levels. Some really alarming statistics and data have been showed that the most 

harmful substances from the emissions of motor vehicles are carbon monoxide (CO), 

hydrocarbon (HC), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), particulate matter (PM) and organic gases 

other than methane. All these substances are identified to foster the risk of cancer (Doll and 

Wietschel, 2008). 

The concern of air pollution and the reduction of the dependence on fossil fuels has 

generated growing worldwide interest in the development of environmental friendly and 

cleaner alternative fuels which is ‗technically feasible, domestically available and 

environmentally acceptable‘ (Han et al., 2009). Along with existing clean energy like wind 

power and solar power, biofuels have emerged as renewable source of energy to substitute 

for petroleum-derived products. Both biodiesel and bioethanol are the most feasible 

biofuels for motor vehicle. Ethanol is being used globally to substitute for gasoline, and 

biodiesel to substitute for diesel. Bioethanol can be produced from a variety of crops such 

as sugarcane, corn, potatoes and biodiesel can be produced from vegetable oils, recycled 

waste vegetable oils, and animal fats (Agarwal, 2007). In general, bioethanol and biodiesel 

contain oxygen and lower exhaust emissions of a number of harmful pollutants; therefore, 

the implementation of government policies in the application of biofuel production and 

utilization as major transport fuel can provide several benefits ranging from healthier 

environment, significant greenhouse gas emissions reduction in road transport sector, rural 

development by using local product, agricultural development, creating many local jobs to 

security of oil supply (Demirbas and Demirbas, 2007). The following section details the 

method application in the paper, benefits of biofuels (including biodiesel and ethanol) and 

potential biofuels production in Vietnam. 

2. Method 

 This paper presents a review on the major benefits of biofuels and the potentiality 

of biodiesel and ethanol production in Vietnam. A number of selective literatures are 

reviewed. It is expected that prospect of biofuels in Vietnam are found to be more 

beneficial for sustainability, creating many local jobs and rural development. In addition, 

implementation of policies in introducing biofuel as transport fuel can significantly reduce 

emission in road transport sector and contribute to a healthier environment. 
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3. Results 

3.1. The major benefits of biofuels 

3.1.1. The reduction in harmful pollutants from vehicle exhaust 

Where motor vehicles are significant contributors to deteriorated air quality, biofuels 

are environmentally preferable to conventional petroleum fuels. Ethanol helps to reduce the 

exhaust emissions of carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocarbons. Due to the high blending 

octane number, ethanol is the most commonly used biofuels in eliminating gasoline lead. An 

analysis by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency reported that the use of a diesel 

mixture containing 20% biodiesel could reduce particulate matter, hydrocarbon, and CO 

emissions by 10%, 21%, and 11% respectively. Biodiesel also lowered air toxic emissions 

(U.S. EPA, 2002). Furthermore, the impact of different biodiesel fuels on the mutagenic 

activity of diesel-engine emissions was demonstrated in some studies. Turrio-Baldassarri et 

al. (2004)stated that lower mutagenic activity was proved in comparison with petro diesel 

fuels. According to the research by Peng et al. (2008), biodiesel fuels produced emissions 

that had fewer amount of total vapor phase hydrocarbons, total carbonyl compounds and 

total poly-aromatic hydrocarbons. Also, total poly-aromatic hydrocarbons emissions 

decreased with increasing palm-biodiesel blends (Lin et al., 2006; Machado Corrêa and 

Arbilla, 2008). Regarding nitrogen oxides (NOx), studies conducted by Sureshkumar et al., 

2008; Qi et al., 2010 reported that if biodiesel fuelled engines were used, lower NOx 

emissions was generated. Lin and Huang (2003) stated that the ignition delay would be 

decreased if oxygen content in the blend was increased, which resulted in the reduction of 

premixed fuel and peak burning temperature meaning a reduction in NOx emissions. Briefly, 

both ethanol and biodiesel have proved the numerous air quality benefits where motor 

vehicles get older and older, as is often the case in developing countries.  

3.1.2. Energy sources diversification and lower exposure to the price volatility 

in the international oil market 

Through the substitution of gasoline and diesel fuel by domestically produced 

biofuels, many countries can improve their energy security and be less dependent on the 

import of crude oil. Likewise, some countries, especially land-locked countries like Laos 

and Campuchia whose delivered costs of petroleum are very high may be able to reduce 

their overall transport fuel expenditures (ESMAP, 2005). From the position of 

transportation sector, the energy diversification derived from biofuels will depend on the 

transport fuels‘ demand and the supply potential of biofuels. 

In the context of Vietnam, as reported by many foreign experts, if Vietnam does not 

detect any new oil fields with larger oil reserves, it will basically be facing the rapid 

exhaustion of the natural oil and gas resources in 2025, and in the next 15 years, from an 

exporter of natural oil and gas, it may become a net importer of gasoline, diesel fuel, and 

petroleum demand in the transport sector is expected to grow up rapidly which is estimated 

to account for about 30% of the total imported energy. While fossil energy resources 

become exhausted along with operating costs has been escalating alarmingly, the demand 

of energy keeps growing spurring the increasing price of fossil fuels, typically crude oil 

prices in the world. This has a direct impact on the price of petroleum products. Vietnam 

has currently spent a huge amount of foreign currency to import fuel to serve domestic 
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demand. Diversifying supply of transportation fuels is possible with biofuels. Vietnam may 

be able to upgrade the energy security through the substitution of gasoline and diesel fuel 

by domestically produced biofuels.  

3.1.3. Rural development 

Biofuels are more likely to contribute to rural development through agricultural 

growth and creating more job opportunities in biofuels production, in the transportation 

and distribution of feedstock and products. If agricultural activities can be made more 

efficient, it could stimulate economic growth, induce jobs and provide higher income in 

rural areas. Take job creation for example, from the point of view of government policy 

formulation job creation is considered as an attractive benefit of biofuel production. It can 

be used as a policy package to alleviate poverty. Policy-makers take into account which 

kind of policy interventions (e.g. taxes, subsidies, investments in infrastructure, or 

regulatory reform to promote new businesses and investments, and targeted anti-poverty 

measures) that government should apply to biofuel programs to create more jobs and 

contributing to poverty alleviation (ESMAP, 2005).  

3.2. The potentiality of biodiesel and ethanol production in Vietnam 

3.2.1. Government policy for biofuel development  

With economic growth and with the limitation in exploitation of fossil energy, 

biofuel is considered as an important alternative for road transport sector in Vietnam. 

Recently, government has affirmed some laws and policies, regulations and mechanisms to 

support biofuels development. The energy development plans (2005) and Decision No. 

1885/QD-TTg (2007) are two major legal documents having profound impacts on biofuels 

development. At the end of 2005, the energy development plans in the period from 2006 to 

2015, with vision to 2025 for electricity, coal, oil and petrol-gas sectors were completed 

and approved by the Prime Minister in 2007 and 2008 (AFD Hanoi, 2012). On 27 

December 2007, The Prime Minister promulgated Decision No. 1885/QD-TTg on the 

approval of the ―Strategy on National Energy Development up to 2020, with vision to 

2050‖. ―According to this strategy, Vietnam is endowed with multiform renewable energy 

resources which are distributed through-out the country. They can be exploited for 

production of energy to meet rapidly increasing energy demand as well as environmental 

protection‖ as the report stated (AFD Hanoi, 2012).  

With respect to existing resources, with strengths in agriculture, forestry and 

fishery, Vietnam is a country that possesses many potential sources of raw materials for 

biofuels production, such as sugarcane, molasses, corn, sesame, peanut, coconut, animal 

fats, waste products (e.g. recycled waste vegetable oils, waste cooking oil, waste frying oil) 

and Jatropha plant seeds which are cultivated in Vietnam especially in soil with less 

quantity of water (in arid areas). The abundant raw materials can be taken full advantages 

to produce biofuels which is cost competitive with other forms of conventional petro-

fuel.In 2007, the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development approved Decision No. 

177/2007/QD-TTg - ―National Program on jatropha curcas research and development in 

Vietnam in the period from 2008 to 2015, with vision to 2025‖. According to this strategy, 

Jatropha was grown and produced in many regions throughout the country during the 

period 2008-2010. During the period of 2008 - 2011, a number of local and foreign 
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companies invested in Jatropha plantation projects. Some typical projects can include such 

as: ―Completion of technological routines and pilot production of the additives to resist the 

delamination and corrosion for gasohol E5‖ - Pilot production/ 2010-2011, ―Research 

technology of waste oil esterification process to produce biodiesel and develop models for 

application in enterprises‖ - R&D project/ 2011-2012, ―Research technology and equipment 

for production of biodiesel from agricultural by-products and residues (straw, sawdust ...) 

by thermal-chemical method‖ -  R&D project/ 2011-2012 (AFD Hanoi, 2012). However, 

due to both technical and financial difficulties, a number of Jatropha projects had been 

cancelled, reducing the number of projects from more than 30 in 2010 to 07 projects in 

2012 (Van, 2014).  

3.2.2. Resources for Biofuels Development in Vietnam  

3.2.2.1. Cost-benefit analysis  

The economic analysis of a domestic biofuel program in the context of developing 

countries including Vietam shows that with the equivalent quantity of biofuel and 

petroleum fuel, biofuels production and ultilization offer the net social benefit than those of 

petroleum fuel (ESMAP, 2005) (see Table 1). 

Table 4. The costs and benefits for the production and utilization of biofuels for 

transport compared with petroleum products (ESMAP, 2005) 
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3.2.2.2. Resources for Biofuels production 

Ethanol production 

There are two potential resources for biofuel production in Vietnam: bioethanol from 

starch, biodiesel from fish fat and plant-based oil (Van, 2014). Ethanol can be used in pure 

form or it can be used as a gasoline additive to increase octane and improve vehicle 

emissions. In terms of resources for ethanol production, materials such as rice, maize, 

cassava, sweet potato, and sugarcane containing starch, glucose and cellulose are the inputs 

for ethanol production. Take cassava for example, in Vietnam, cassava is one of short-term 

industrial plants that has been grown as food for humans and animals. In 2008, the estimated 

capacity of cassava-based ethanol was 320 million l/year, with capital investment drawn 

from foreign and private enterprises. Of that capacity, 6 million l/year are from cassava 

feedstocks from Vietnam Sugar Corporation II in Xuan Loc district, Dong Nai Province. 

Two other factories are run by Dong Xanh (Tam Ky, Quang Ngai) and Petrosetco (Dong 

Nai) (ADB, 2009). In 2011, there was 650.000 hectares for cassava cultivation and output 

was 9.4 million tons (Van, 2014). About Sugarcane production, sugarcane is a short-term 

industrial plant which plays a vital in the sugar industry. Noted that sugarcane is one of the 

major crops of the Vietnam. Approximately 60 million tons of sugarcane is produced and 

exported every year. According to the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery 

Processing and Trading, there were 39 sugar processing factories in Viet Nam with a total 

sugar production of 1.2 mt/year. Ethanol production from all factories increased from 16 

million l in 2003 to 45 million l in 2008. Total capacity of all sugar factories was 53 million 

l/year of ethanol in 2008 (ADB, 2009). Molasses - a product of sugarcane extraction 

containing about 40-45% sugar could be used for ethanol production (Van, 2014). 

Biodiesel production 

Regarding resources for biodiesel production, biodiesel can be used in pure form or 

may be blended with petroleum diesel at any concentration in most injection pump diesel 
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engines. Biodiesel can be produced from a wide variety of feedstock including vegetable 

oil, animal fats, restaurant waste oils, and trap grease. In 2013, there were approximately 

6000 hectares for fish farming located in the South of Vietnam. There were around 70 fish 

processing companies and it was assume that the waste of processed fish was 

120.000MT/year that could be used as a great feedstock for biodiesel production. About 

vegetable oil, in Vietnam, the potential resource for biofuel production is coconut. Coconut 

oil is one of the most suitable materials for biofuel production. In 2013, approximately 

220,000-250,000 hectares were used for coconut cultivation, which can produce 1.3 ~ 1.4 

billion of coconuts per year (Van, 2014). 

3.2.2.3. Potenal Biofuel Feedstocks 

Sweet Sorghum 

Sweet sorghum - a high sugar content and large biomass production potential - is 

originated from Ethiopia. It is now widely grown in tropical and semitropical regions of the 

world. Some new hybrid sorghum varieties have been imported and tested in the Mekong 

River Delta, the central highlands, and northern region for various purposes, such as their 

yield of grain, leaves, and green biomass (ADB, 2009). Sweet sorghum has some typical 

characteristics that are suitable for climate in Vietnam and for ethanol production including: 

- Having 4-month crop cycle; 

- Providing food, fodder, and ethanol; 

- To be tolerant to dry, salty conditions and is heat-tolerant. 

Significantly, since sweet sorghum is not an internationally traded commodity, its 

use for bioethanol production is not likely to compromise food security and inflate food 

prices (ADB, 2009). 

Moringa 

Moringa oleifera originated in India can be used as food, medicine, feed, and fuel 

from its oil-bearing seeds. Moringa is adapted to a wide range of temperatures from 0° to 

40°Celsius, rainfall of 250–1,000 mm and to salinity, waterlogging, drought, and mild 

frost. With these typical features, Moringa is suited to many other parts of Viet Nam. The 

seeds contain high nondrying oil, and the remaining seed cake after extraction is very high 

in crude protein (nearly 60%). 1 ha of moringa may produce 1,000–2,000 l/year of 

biodiesel (ADB, 2009).  

3.2.2.4. Capital and Human Resources 

In terms of capital and human resources, since 2003, many oil and gas corporations 

in Vietnam along with institutions have begun to focus on biofuel research, typically the 

National Petroleum Corporation, Vietnam Oil & Gas Corporation, National Bio-chemical 

Institutes that have pioneered in both research, experiment, production and distribution of 

biofuels in some regions in Vietnam. Besides, the representative of these petroleum 

corporations announced that they had planned to construct three biofuel plants with a 

capacity of 100 million liters per plant per year in the North, the South and the Centre in 

Vietnam, and if their projects were successfully accepted and supported from government, 

about 0.35 million tons of biofuels per annum would be produced, which was about 40% 

of the present gasoline consumption in the transport sector in Vietnam (Mai Anh, 2013).  
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However, it should be noted that some barriers have currently prevented the 

development of biofuels production. In fact, most production facilities are depended on 

obsolete technologies with non-synchronous equipment and low production capacity 

leading to high energy consumption and low output rate. In addition, the lack of skilled 

workers and senior technical experts needed for biofuel production have limited the 

capacity of R&D and production in Vietnam (AFD Hanoi, 2012).  

4. Conclusion 

The paper presents a review on biofuels application as fuels for road transport 

sector and potential development of biofuels in Vietnam. The motorized vehicles emit tons of 

pollutants, leading to deteriorated air quality, causing adverse effects on human health and 

environment. On the basic of critical analysis mentioned above, biofuels contribute to produce 

less emission in motor vehicle, helping to address air pollution problem, energy security issue. 

In the context of Vietnam, biofuels have high potential development to meet the domestic 

demand. Some existing barriers should also be taken into account. Policy makers in Vietnam 

should seriously considered biofuels projects and then adopts targets, mandatory as well for 

enhancing the vast contribution of biofuels to their transport fuel supplies. 
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Abstract 

Organic food business in Vietnam is now developing and requiring more studies to 

help managers deeper know their market. This paperfocus on studying impact of the 

factors of Product price, Product availability and Reference group to organic food 

consuming intention of Vietnamese urbanites, especially in Hanoi City. It is developed based 

on the method of quantitative applied regression analysis. Data was from 762 consumers in 

Hanoi and processed by software SPSS 18. Its result shows that Product selling price affects 

in such an agreeable way to Organic food consuming intention of the consumers. The factors 

of Reference - Information, Reference - Compliance and Reference - Self value all showed 

affects to Organic food consuming intention of Vietnamese urbanites in such an agreeable 

way. Among them, Reference - Information plays the minor part and Product selling price 

plays the major in affecting to Organic foodpurchase intention. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Organic food matter in Vietnam in recent years has become a topical matter 

regarded by enterprises, consumers and our whole society. With every passing day, there 

are more and more companies get in the playground of organic food business and more 

consumers decide to buy organic foods. This is the right trend as both production and 

consuming level has increased. In other countries, organic food area has developed for a 

long time and there are academic studies contributing in that development. In Vietnam, 

organic food area is a quite new one which requires regard and investment from enterprises 

and society. In order to partly contribute to organic food development, it requires 

knowledge on technique and market. However, the number of organic food studies in 

Vietnam is still low. Therefore, as choosing to study the topic of organic foods, specifically 

consuming intention of organic food consumers, I hope that the result shall help the 

managers with more information to have right business decisions. 

There are many factors affect to purchase intention of consumers which are from 

external environment. In Vietnamese market, organic foods are not really available and 

available to consumers in such an easily way. Therefore, I want to study the impact that 

product availability has on organic food purchase intention. With an economic which is in-

development in quite difficult situation, product selling price is a factor considered by 

consumers the most before buying. In this study, I also want to research whether product 

selling price affects organic food purchase intention. Besides, organic food is new goods, 

which means that consumers may refer to advices from their connections before buying. 

And in this study, I also have a conclusion on impact of reference group to organic food 
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purchase intention. Therefore, I choose the topic of ―The impact of Price, Availability and 

Reference group influence on organic food purchase intention among urban residents in 

Vietnam – Case study in Hanoi‖. This study focus on the following objectives: 

- Determining whether the factors of Product selling price, Product availability and 

Reference group affect to organic food purchase intention of Hanoi consumers. 

- If present, determining the impact tendency and level of them. 

2. LITTERATURAL REVIEW 

2.1. Organic food 

Organic foods are foods are reared and grown and produced without any artificial 

appearance stimulating substances, insecticides, growing substances and gene altering 

drugs in order to the intact nature of output products (Perry and Schultz, 2005; Sssoussi 

andZahaf, 2008). 

2.2. Purchase intention 

Purchase intention is readiness of potential customers who buy products (Elbeck, 

2008). Companies‘ sale may be surveyed based on customer purchase intention. Predicting 

purchase intention is the very first step to predict actual buying behavior of customers 

(Howard and Sheth, 1967). Additional, based on several theories, purchase intention is 

deemed as a basis to predict future demand (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). 

2.3. Organic food purchase intention 

Nik Abdul Rashid (2009) defined that organic food purchase intention was ability 

and will of an individual in giving favors to organic foods over normal foods as buying. 

Ramayah, Lee and Mohamad (2010) assumed that organic foodbuying intention is one of 

specific expressions of buying action. 

2.4. Product selling price 

Price is the amount of money paid by a buyer to own a product or service (Philip 

Kotler et al. 2001) 

The amount paid by a consumer for a product reflects actual value of that product in 

her awareness which is showed through price (Laroche, 2001). In another hand, Shaw 

(2007) found that most of consumers appeared like they were willing to pay higher for 

organic foods,however, in fact, they did not want to pay the difference between organic 

food and normal food prices. 

The study of Truong T. Thien and Matthew H. T. Yap (2010) assumed that 

consumers were not sensitive to price and price had no impact to organic food purchase 

intention. The study of AnssiTarkiainen and SannaSundqvist (2005) also showed the same 

conclusion. In another hand, the study of Maria K. Magnusson, Anne Arvola and Ull a 

KaisaKoivistoHursti (2001) assumed that higher product selling price prevented organic 

food purchase intention. And many other studies also had the same conclusion (Radman, 

2005; Robles el al., 2005; Padel and Foster, 2005; Wier and Calverley, 2002; Zanoli el al., 

2004, Zlowska, 2007). This means there are two different conclusions. Therefore, I present 

the following supposition: 
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H1: Product selling price has impact on organic food purchase intention 

2.5. Product availability 

Many supermarkets have pay attention to the fast growth of organic foods and put 

organic foods into their distribution channels. The present of organic foods in supermarkets 

and traditional retail stores has increased the approach of organic foods to consumers 

(Dettmann and Dimitri, 2007). Product availability is one of main factors which encourage 

consumers to buy organic foods (Davies, 1995). 

Previous studies also showed that the most important reason which prevented 

customer from buying organic foods was unavailability (Boccaletti and Nardella, 2000; 

Magnusson, 2001; Fotopoulos and Krytallis, 2002; Zanoli and Naspetti, 2002). Product 

unavailability is not a subjective factor on the side of consumers, but a distribution 

channel matter. 

Accordingly, I present the following supposition:  

H2: Product availability has impact on organic food purchase intention. 

2.6. Reference group 

Reference group is defined as the clearly impact of another individual or a group 

existing in reality or in imagination to judgment, inspiration or behavior of an individual. 

Specifically, reference group affects to an individual from three points of view (Park and 

Lessig, 1977). 

Information impact: an individual is under impact of information presented by 

others, as these information increase her knowledge and enhance her adaptability to several 

environmental aspects. 

Compliance impact: an individual conforms to another one or a group as she aware 

that that another one or that group may award or punish her. She understands that her 

behavior may be observed by others, and she is encouraged to catch the prize or to avoid 

the punishment. 

Self-value impact: this is an impact relates to the fact that an individual wants her 

Self value to be enhanced in the look of others. 

There are not too many studies on impact factors to organic food purchase intention 

with Reference Groups as a main one. However, according to Philip Kotler (2001), 

Reference group is one of important factor affecting to purchase intention of consumers. 

The study of Robin Robers (2007) asserted that reference group had impact on 

organic food purchase intention of consumers. 

Therefore, in this study, I present the last supposition below which is in direct 

proportion with above result: 

H3: Reference group has impact on organic food purchase intention. 

2.8. Studying model 

This study analyzes impact of Product selling price, Product availability and 

Reference group to Organic food purchase intention through the following model: 
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Figure 1: Research model 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

Data collection 

Studying sample 

In this study, I use the method of quantitative applied regression analysis. Data is 

collected by the method of sampling survey. The sampling in this study is performed 

according the method of stratifying random sampling. According to this method, I divide 

the whole into groups based on geographic criterion. One group is an inner district. In the 

area of each group, I locate large markets and supermarkets and chose surveyed from 

consumers who buy products from there. 

Data collection is performed at listed locations; the surveyor directly distributes 

questionnaires to consumers who agree to answer. I also interview 1,000 consumers. Among 

re-collected questionnaires, some is blank which is rejected before data entry. Therefore, the 

number of remaining questionnaires used for analysis are 762, making up 76.2%. 

Questionnaires and Measuring scale 

Each questionaireinclues five (5) parts: 

Part 1 includes three (3) questions used for measuring Product selling price based 

on 5-level Likert measuring level (Totally disagree, disagree, no comment, agree, totally 

agree). Used measuring scale was developed in the study of Victoria Kulikovski and 

ManjolaAgolli (2010). 

Part 2 includes one (1) question used for measuring Product availability based on 5-level 

Likert measuring level (Totally disagree, disagree, no comment, agree, totally agree). Used 

measuring scale was developed in the study ofAnssiTarkiainen and SannaSundqvist (2005) 

Part 3 incluesfourteen (14) questions used for measuring Reference group based on 

5-level Likert measuring level (Totally disagree, disagree, no comment, agree, totally 

agree). Used measuring scale was developed in the study of Park and Lessig (1977) 

Part 4 includes five (5) questions used for measuring Organic food purchase 

intention of consumers based on 5-level Likert measuring level (Totally disagree, disagree, 
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no comment, agree, and totally agree). Used measuring scale was developed in the study of 

Susan L. Holak and Donald R. Lehmann (1990). 

Part 5 includes questions related to surveyed consumers such as gender, age, 

education level, income. 

Data processing 

Collected data is clean and processed by using software SPSS, version 18. Before 

being used, measuring scale goes through value audit by the method of EFA factor analysis 

and reliability assessment by using Cronbach Alpha rehabilitee factor. After that, 

quantitative applied regression analysis is performed in order to verify studying 

suppositions and evaluate impact level of independent variables to Organic food purchase 

intention of consumers. 

Firstly, measuring scale goes through value evaluation by using EFA analysis. The 

result is as below: 

EFA result for Product availability shows that the only observed variable SC1loads 

an independent factor with loading factor of 0.979. 

EFA result for Product selling price shows that 03 measuring criterions GB1, GB2, 

GB3 are loaded into one nucleus with loading factors of 0.839, 0.830, 0815, in turn, which 

means original statements are in meaningful relationship with the factor. 

EFA result for Reference group shows that three aspects in reference group definition 

are three independent factors presenting three different categories. Indeed, observed variables 

of above definition aspects load the same independent factor and create a group of three 

different factors. It is reasonable to conclude that they are three different definitions. 

The first factor includes observed variables TK1, TK2, TK3, TK4, with loading 

factor ranging from 0.774 to 0.861. The second group includes TK5, TK6, TK7, and TK8 

which loads second factor with loading factor ranging from 0.510 to 0.801. The third factor 

includes TK9, TK10, TK11, TK12, TK13 which loads third factor with loading factor 

ranging from 0.730 and 0.804. This shows that all of observed variables relate to 

corresponding factors and the measuring scale meets requirements. 

From EFA result for Reference group, it is reasonable to divide this factor into three 

brand new factors and name them as followings: 

- Factor with observed variables TK1, TK2, TK3, TK4 expressing impact of 

reference group in information of consumer aspect (an individual is under impact of 

information from others as these information increases her knowledge and enhances her 

adaptability to several environmental aspects is named as Reference - Information. 

- Factor with observed variables TK5, TK6, TK7, TK8 reflecting impact of 

reference group in Compliance aspect (an individual conforms to another one or a group as 

she aware that that another one or that group may award or punish her. She understands 

that her behavior may be observed by others, and she is encouraged to catch the prize or to 

avoid the punishment) is named as Reference - Compliance. 

- Factor with observed variables TK9, TK10, TK11, TK12, TK13 expressing 

impact of reference group in personal-value-expressing aspect (this is an impact relates to 
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the fact that an individual wants her Self value to be enhanced in the look of others) is 

named as Reference - Self value. 

Table 1. Result of EFA coefficient analysis 

Rotated Component Matrix 

 Component 

1 2 3 4 5 

SC1      .979 

GB1     .839    

GB2     .830     

GB3     .815     

TK1 .861         

TK2 .815         

TK3 .774         

TK4 .822         

TK5      .510   

TK6       .767   

TK7       .801   

TK8       .694   

TK9   .769      

TK10   .730       

TK11   .804       

TK12   .794       

TK13   .791       
 

Next, the scale will be evaluated reliability Cronbach Alpha coefficient. The result 

to evaluate reliability of the scale of the following research: 

The Cronbach Alpha result shows that Selling price of the product is 0.782. The 

observed variables meet the condition on value of Cronbach‘s Alpha coefficient if Item 

Deleted and coefficients interrelated to a total variable. Therefore, three observed variables 

are GB1, GB2, and GB3 which are considered as a good scale with close interrelation to 

measure recognition on Selling price of the product. 

The Cronbach Alpha result for Reference – Information is 0.846. Observed 

variables - TK1, TK2, TK3, and TK4, have Cronbach‘s Alpha coefficient if Item 

Deleted is less than the Cronbach‘s Alpha coefficient of the total variable. The 

coefficients interrelating to the total variable are greater than 0.3. Hence, this is a good 

scale with close interrelation together to measure reference - self value to consumers.  

The Cronbach Alpha result for Reference - Compliance is 0.708. The observed 

variables meet the condition on value of Cronbach‘s Alpha coefficient if Item Deleted and 

coefficients interrelated to the total variable. Therefore, four observed variables are TK5, 
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TK6, TK7, and TK8 which are considered as a good scale with close interrelation to 

measure reference - compliance to consumers. 

The Cronbach Alpha result for Reference - Self value is 0.849. The observed 

variables- TK9, TK10, TK11, TK12, and TK13 Cronbach‘s Alpha coefficient if Item 

Deleted is less than the Cronbach‘s Alpha coefficient of the total variable. Hence, these 

observed variables are considered as a good scale with close interrelation together to 

measure reference - information to consumers. 

The Cronbach Alpha result for purchase intention is 0.873. The observed variables 

meet the condition on value of Cronbach‘s Alpha coefficient if Item Deleted and 

coefficients interrelated to the total variable. Therefore, five observed variables are YD1, 

YD2, YD3, YD4, and YD5 which are considered as a good scale with close interrelation to 

measure consumers' purchase intention. 

After verification, the value of scale and trusty level of the scale, model of the study 

is adjusted as follows: 
 

Model 2.Adjustment Model  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Following above, hypotheses will be adjusted below: 

Hypothesis 1 (H1): Selling price will affect to purchase intention on safe goods.  

Hypothesis 2 (H2): The more available the goods are on the market, the more much 

consumers intend to buy them.  

Hypothesis 3 (H3): The reference-Information will affect organic food purchase 

intention 

Hypothesis 4 (H4): The reference -Compliance will affect organic food purchase 

intention 

Hypothesis 5 (H5): The reference – Self value will affect organic food purchase 

intention 

4. RESULTS 

4.1. Inspection on iterated coefficients 

After inspecting reliabilityand value of the scale, the coefficients will be inserted 

into a inspecting model. Before inspecting the model, the inspection of Pearson interrelated 

coefficient is used to check the linear relation between independent variables and 

dependent variables. 
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As the matrix of interrelated coefficient in Table 2, most of interrelated coefficient 

value on independent variables and dependent variables has the meaning in 99%. Only for 

independent variables, available goods do not show the meaningful interrelation with 

dependent variable of purchase intention. About this relation, the author will re-verify in 

the continuous regression analysis. The interrelated coefficient between dependent variable 

of purchase intention and other independent variables is relatively high. Therefore, we can 

initially conclude that those independent variables are appropriate to enter explanation 

model for dependent variable of purchase intention. 

Table 2: Matrix on interrelatedcoefficient 

Correlations 

 SC1 
Selling 

price 
Reference1 

Reference

2 

Reference

3 
Intention 

SC1 Pearson 

Correlation 

1 .037 .028 .025 .088 -.025 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .429 .549 .594 .062 .591 

N 449 449 449 449 449 449 

Selling 

price 

Pearson 

Correlation 

.037 1 -.027 .159
**

 .056 .152
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed) .429  .564 .001 .234 .001 

N 449 449 449 449 449 449 

Reference

1 

Pearson 

Correlation 

.028 -.027 1 .250
**

 .243
**

 .205
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed) .549 .564  .000 .000 .000 

N 449 449 449 449 449 449 

Reference

2 

Pearson 

Correlation 

.025 .159
**

 .250
**

 1 .421
**

 .233
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed) .594 .001 .000  .000 .000 

N 449 449 449 449 449 449 

Reference

3 

Pearson 

Correlation 

.088 .056 .243
**

 .421
**

 1 .236
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed) .062 .234 .000 .000  .000 

N 449 449 449 449 449 449 

Intention Pearson 

Correlation 

-.025 .152
**

 .205
**

 .233
**

 .236
**

 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .591 .001 .000 .000 .000  

N 449 449 449 449 449 449 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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4.2. Hypothesis inspection and regression analysis 

In order to evaluate conformation of regression model, the author will base on R
2 

identification coefficient. R
2
coefficient shows the percentage of the fluctuation of 

dependent variables (Y) explained by independent variables (Xi) in model. The result of 

the conformation of the model is showed Table 3. Therefore, five factors - Available on 

goods, Selling price, Reference - Information, Reference - Compliance, Reference – Self 

value, explain 10.5% of the fluctuation of intention on purchasing safe goods.  

. Table 3: Evaluation on the conformation of the model 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .334
a
 .111 .105 .53427 

 

To verify conformation of the model, the author uses F test. The result of F test will be 

showed in Table 4 with F value= 18.931, sig value = 0.000 indicating that this relation ensures 

the approved reliability of 5%. If so, this can lead the conclusion that independent variables 

affecting to consumers' intention on buying organicfood and multiple linear regression model 

is appropriate to documents and can be used. 

Table4: The result of F verification 

Model Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 27.020 5 5.404 18.931 .000 

Residual 215.798 756 .285     

Total 242.817 761       
 

Regression analysis also indicates whether multicollinearity condition exits or not. 

To verify multicollinearity phenomenon, the author uses variance inflation factor (VIF). If 

value of this coefficient is less than 2 (<2), the multicollinearity relation among 

independent variables is not significant. The verified result of multicollinearity is showed 

in Table 5. This result indicates that multicollinearity phenomenon is not significant to 

researching data. 

Table 5: Result of regression analysis 

Coefficients 

Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients t Sig. 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) 2.275 .176   12.934 .000 2.275 .176 

Selling price .134 .031 .152 4.340 .000 .134 .031 

Availability .013 .023 .019 .556 .578 .013 .023 

Reference 1 .102 .031 .117 3.284 .001 .102 .031 

Reference 2 .109 .033 .125 3.296 .001 .109 .033 

Reference 3 .112 .028 .151 4.060 .000 .112 .028 

Result of regression analysis in Table 5 has shown: 

- Sig value of Selling price factor < 0.05 so H1 hypothesis is confirmed. 

- Sig value of product availability > 0.05 so H2  hypothesis is rejected.  

- Sig value of Reference - Information factor < 0.05 so H3 hypothesis is confirmed. 

Sig value of Reference - Compliance factor < 0.05 so H4 hypothesis is confirmed. 
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Sig value of Reference - Self value factor < 0.05 so H5 hypothesis is confirmed. 

Relationship between dependent variable and independent variable has shown in 

linear regression equation as follow: 

Y1 = 2,275 + 0,134X1 + 0,102X2 + 0,109X3 + 0,112X4 

Y1: Organic foodpurchase intention  

X1: Product Selling price 

X2: Reference - Information 

X3: Reference - Compliance 

X4: Reference – Self value 

Regression equation presents that standardized Beta coefficients are > 0. This 

means independent variables impact positively on dependent variables. According to above 

equation, when 1 unit of Intention of buying organic food increases, there must be positive 

resonance of 0.134 Selling price of product, 0.102 Reference - Information, 0.109 

Reference - Compliance and 0.112 Reference - Self value. 

5. DISCUSSION 

Hypothesis 1 of the mode is accepted; confirm the Product Selling price influences 

the purchase intention for organic food. The Beta value of the regression mode > 0 shows 

that the higher sales price is, the more the purchase intention for organic food the 

customers have. Nowadays, There is only one regulation of logo PGS for qualified organic 

food in Vietnam. However, there are just a few organic foods having this logo. Most of the 

organic foods just have the information of their safety printed in the package. On the other 

hand, the management of selling organic food in the market is not strict so that many other 

foods have safety labels although they are not qualified. Therefore, the customers use the 

price as an advice for the quality of the products. The customers consider that products 

having high price as having high quality, and truly safe. This thing pushes them to higher 

purchase intent. The Beta coefficient of this variable in the mode is the highest showing 

that the sales price has the highest impact to the organic food purchase intent. 

The hypothesis 2 is rejected. Therefore, the availability of the products does not 

influence the organic food purchase intention. In the market, the organic food is available 

at many places. The supermarkets inform that the foods selling in their place are safe; on 

the street, there are many stores having signboards that they sell organic foods. However, 

in fact, some foods selling in the supermarkets and the stores are not safe at all. For 

example, the chickens selling in BigC was recognized that they are from China; the 

vegetables of Mr. Sach was recognized that they were imported from unclear origin and 

were not safe, so that the deprived the logo PGS. Therefore, the customers do not fully 

trust the foods based on the location provided. From then, if the customers surely know the 

place they have the organic foods, they will buy from there wherever there is. For example, 

the customers can buy vegetables, meats in a remote town, or buy seafood from the coastal 

areas far from city, etc.They care about the real quality of the food instead of its 

availability. Therefore, the availability of the food does not increase the purchase intention 

of the customers. 
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The hypothesis 3 is accepted; confirm the factor of Reference - Information 

influencing the organic food purchase intention. The Beta coefficient of the regression 

mode > 0 shows that this factor has positively affecting the dependent variable. Therefore, 

the customers use the consultant from the people around themto form the information of 

organic food. They use this information to buy the organic food, and the more information 

they get, the more purchase intent for organic food they have. The Beta coefficient of this 

variable is the smallest showing that the factors of research, Reference - Information have 

the smallest influence to the purchase intent for organic food. 

Hypothesis 4 of the mode is accepted; confirm the factor of Reference - Compliance 

influencing the organic food purchase intention. The Beta coefficient of the regression 

mode > 0 shows that this factor has positively affecting the dependent variable. So that, the 

customers is influenced by listening the people around them to buy the organic food. They 

buy the organic foods because they want the people around them (maybe their family) to 

be satisfied because of that. In fact, in a family, the mother can buy organic food to satisfy 

her parents, husband and children.This meaning motivates them to have purchase intention 

for organic food. 

Hypothesis 5 of the mode is accepted, confirm the factor of Reference - Self-value 

influencing the organic food purchase intent. The Beta coefficient of the regression mode > 

0 shows that this factor has positively affecting the dependent variable. The customers are 

influenced by building the self-image in the perception of other people, leading to the 

purchase intention for organic food. The fact shows that Vietnamese people are the ones 

who appreciate the appearance and always want to build a good image in the society. 

Therefore, the demand of having the respect from other people that they use the organic 

food will motivates them to have purchase intention for organic food. 

6. CONCLUSION 

According to general trend of whole world, branch of producing and trading organic 

food has opportunity to develop in Vietnamese market. Entrepreneurs and managers of this 

branch must research the buying behavior of customers to make business successfully in 

market. According to researchers, Purchase intention is just an indicator of buying 

behavior. Therefore, research of buying intention helps predict buying behavior exactly. 

This research has investigated deeply the impact of Product Availability, Product Selling 

price, Reference - Information, Reference - Compliance, Reference - Self value on Organic 

foodPurchase Intention of urban residents in Vietnam aiming to help managers in organic 

food line have more conclusions to understand the consumers more and guide consumers 

to buy organic food. Research result has confirmed that Product Selling price has positive 

impact on organic foodpurchase intention, Product Availability has no impact on organic 

food purchase intention of consumers. Reference - Information, Reference - Compliance, 

Reference - Self value all affect to on organic food purchase intention of urban residents in 

Vietnam and these impacts are positive. Among the researched factors, Selling price of 

product has the most impact and Reference - Information has the least impact on Intention 

of buying organic food. 
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Abstract  

Northern Myanmar endowns with a unique and spectacular array of biodiversity, 

ecological diversity, agro-diversity, culture diversity and non-timber forest products 

(NTFPs). Local communities of that area have adapted to live in harmony with nature in 

symbiotic relationship, which can be dated back to millenniums. Their indigenous 

philosophy of love and respects for the nature has also influenced the attitudes of people, 

reflecting the local resource management especially relating with non-timber forest 

products. According to the latest inventory, done in 2012, there were (223) items of 

NTFPs. Recently there has been a dramatic range of interest for mountain community 

development interest has also been created by the recognition of the potential of green 

market. There is an increasing number of green consumers who are interested in buying 

NTFPs items that they perceive as being eco-friendly. But it is sometime vulnerability to 

external demands and control that creates the challenge of combining the development of 

NTFPs markets and conservation of forest. This research revealed the some potential 

NTFPs items for forest - based small scale enterprise, their traditional knowledge, 

indigenous Technology, playing important rule in local resource management system, 

which was observed the aspects of Himalaya botany, ethno botany, ethno-ecology by 

means of qualitatively and quantitatively measures. 
 

Key words: NTFPs, traditional knowledge, indigenous technology, local resource 

management. 

 

Introduction 

 Northern Myanmar (or) Kachin State exhibits extraordinary topographical 

diversity. The country span an elevations range of  nearly 6000m, from the summit  of 

Hkakaborazi, to the Myitkyina plain of  100m above sea level.Being included in the great 

Tectonic unit of Myanmar, geomorphological structure of northern Myanmaris very 

unique.Northern Myanmar is included in the eastern-Himalaya and Sino-Himalaya 

ecoregion which are highly diverse biologically in term of ecosystem, biodiversity, genetic 

sources.Due to extreme altitude difference and associated changes in climate and soil 

condition, which  can create a vertical to zonation in natural  vegetation.The Northern 

forest complex, included at the eastern Himalayas N  (25. 30' - 28.30') Lat lies  near the 

Tropic of Cancer N (23. 30'), So species  richness tend to be height because the tropics  are 

generally more species-rich than temperate  regions, there being an inverse relationship  

between latitude and species richness.Moreover, this area accommodates more  
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complicated components of flora  and it is thought to be an important  refuge  for many 

species that  can be traced back to the Tertiary period or even earlier. (Lu, 2009).High 

degree of richness in flora, existing of complex and mix communities of Himalaya, Indo-

Himalaya, East Asatic and Indo-Malay flora diversity  can be explained by  unique locality 

of Kachin State, because is situated in the over lapping zones of richest, floristic units in 

the world  such as Sino-Japanese region, Central Asiatic Region and continental South-

East  Asiatic region.So, this unique north-eastern mountainous region is considered to be 

an Asiatic centre of endemism and repository of origin of many angiosperm flora in the 

context Indo-Myanmar biodiversity hotspot.  

 Biodiversity conservation is a top priority among all nations and this has led to the 

establishment of many protected areas (PA) and nature reserves (Brooks et al. 2004). 

Despite efforts to conserve endangered or threatened ecosystems, the sustainability of both 

human livelihoods and wildlife conservation is still a problem (Sharma, et al. 2005). In 

order to both address the people's need for sustained livelihoods and protect the natural 

environment, the right approach to conservation and development is essential. 

The initiative is also exploring ways of strengthening conservation linked livelihood 

options for people in the complex to improve their living standards while ensuring 

sustainable use of resources available across national borders. This study looks into the 

livelihood options and potentials of non-timber forest products (NTFPs) in Kachin State. 

Successful agroforestry practices have led to the maintenance of greenery, ecosystem 

stabilization, and a relatively stable economy. Planting broom gross  on steep terraces is 

common practice.  

These ethnic people also are rich in indigenous knowledge and technology (IK/IKT) 

about resource plants and these local knowledge were accumulated and handed down from 

generation to generation.This study areas have potential plants resource of ethnobotanical 

significance for mountaincommunities development. Most of the traditional farmers and 

villages depend on Common Property Resources (CPRs) right in the forest, but few ethnic 

communities practice the Ancestor Ownership Resources (AORs) right.This research can 

provide the base line data and important checklist of NTFPs that have never existed before. 

For introduction of forest-based small scale enterprise development, some plants, that have 

potential for generation income have been described. Because these are particularly 

relevant for remote mountain area, owning to their virtue of high value, low volume and 

low perish ability. 

Research Methodology 

The type of the research was both of qualitative and quantitative.This project is 

included quantitative and qualitative measures. Plants are collected randomly from northern 

Myanmar. Data collections were made from 2008 to 2015. All the species collected were 

recorded by photographs while flowering time describing and classifying of the species are 

made by fresh specimens. Standard herbarium techniques were used to make herbarium 

specimens. According to the morphological characteristics the scientific name must be 

identified or keyed out by using the floristic literature or references as Vascular Plant Families 

and Genera, Dassanayake (1980-2001). A Revised Handbook to the Flora of Ceylon Vol. 1 to 

14. Outstanding characters have described. This research also included specimen, sample 
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collecting, species identification, eco-environment recording and geo-distribution 

investigation.Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) methodology by mean of questionnaire 

survey has been carried out to collecting both qualitative and quantitative data, observation and 

direct measurement were also used. Available literature and other aspect, other sources of 

information were used to better understand and increase the knowledge information of their 

traditional knowledge of local people. 

Floraldiversity and Endemism of Kachin State 

Forest ecosystem support the highest levels of plant species richness, a many which 

montane forest and lowland sup-tropical rain forest, ever green forests are the most species 

rich plants families particularly notable for their high species diversity includes 

Orchidaceae, (800)species, Zingiberaceae (25)species, Ericaceae(280)species, Rosaceae, 

(150)species Primulaceae (60)species Myrtaceae (75)spp, Rubiaceae (60)spp, Asterceae 

(80)species, Loranthaceae (80)spp, Fagaceae(100)spp, (18) species of Aceraceae, (35) 

species of Aqufoliaceae, (30) species of Magnoliaceae, (45) species of Theaceae, (90) 

species of Fagaceae are Indigenous to Kachin state.Moreover (42) species of Araliaceae, 

(60) speices of Celastraceae, (18) species of Dipteocarpaceae are also confined to northern 

Myanmar.  50 endemic species have been recorded (Lu, 2009) 

Origin of ethnic people in studied area 

There are about (6) Kachin group namely Jing phew, Law woh, Zaiwa, La chit, 

Lisu, Rawan existing with (5) Shan group namely as Tai Lone, Tai Loe, Tia sar, Tai Lian 

and Tai Hkam Ti. Among them (Shan) being predominant making up about 60% of the 

total population.  

Primary occupations 

(1) Shifting/ swidden cultivation 

(2) Terraced paddy cultivation 

(3) Rainfed paddy cultivation 

Secondary occupations 

(1)  Hunting 

(2) Fishing 

(3) Home stead garden and orchard farming  

(4) Medicinal herbs collection 

(5) Nomadic herdsman 

(6)  FBSSEs initiators 

The relationship between ethnic people‟s beliefs and plant diversity 

Their ritual ceremony and traditional ceremony is also co-related with their NTFPs. 

market information system. The harvesting ceremony of Zaiwa is in otherwords called as 

NTFPs trade fair (or) country fair. After ceremony, people are used to sharing their farm 

and forest products, as well as exchanging and selling one another. Harvesting ceremony 

and ZawgawManaw festival of Law wah are also formof NTFP country fair. Just as 

Kachins, Shan people also have ritual ceremonies. Tai lae Shan produced large (or) 

commercial scale joss sticks for their new year. After the new year, a mass of joss sticks 
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are traded to China, which is largely demanded. In Shan new year and harvesting 

ceremony, many items of NTFPs products and end products of FBSSEs are sold in large 

scale. In such manner that their socio cultural activities are always linked with important 

NTFPs marketing system and value chain. 

RESULTS 

NTFPs 

This check list of NTFPs relies on the work of the author on International trade in 

NTFP (Iqbal, 1993) NTFPs are classified according to Asia Pasific classification as follow. 

(1) Fiber plant products 

(2) Bamboo plant products 

(3) Rattans plant products 

(4) Stem fibre plant products 

(5) Food Plant Products 

(6) Stems/ Shoots plant products 

(7) Tuber/ roots plant products 

(8) Leaves plant products 

(9) Flowers plant products 

(10) Fruits plant products 

(11) Nuts plant products 

(12) Condiments and Spice plant products 

(13) Mushroom plant products 

(14) Medicinal and Aromatic Plants Products 

(15) Miscellaneous Plant Products 

Use of NTFPs at the household level  

NTFPs commonly collected for medicinal purpose include Aconitum palmatum, 

Neopicrorhizascrophulariiflora, Evodiafraxinifolia, Bergenia ciliate, 

Dactylorhizahatagirea, Swertiachirayita, Fritillariaroylei, Polygonanumkingiamum, Paris 

chinensis, P. palyphylla, Trillium spp, Taxusbaccata, Cortaxteta, Panax pseudo ginseng, 

Ganultheriafragrantissima, Styrax benzoin are also collectas the medicinal plant resource. 

Among the aromatic plants, Aquilariaspp and Juniperusindica are collected more 

frequently than Fiber-yielding plants are more prevalent in distant villages near the China 

border. 

Wild edibles collected by villagers are mostly food supplements. Major wild edible 

species include Castanopsisindica, Dracomtomelonmangiferum, Dioscorea species, 

Rubusellipticus, and Linderaneesiana. Besides the use of NTFPs as medicine, fibre, 

yielding plant such as 20 species of genus Calamus, Duemonoropsspp are important 

NTSPs. One of the most important roofing thatches at study area being Erianthuswardii of 

Graminae. It is abundly found in Kachin state especially at study area. Thatch making 

activities is seasonal, but it can contribute directly to the household economies, (also 

children can participate) and provide the affordable and locally used products for house 

construction. In addition, the process can be undertaken at home in harmony with domestic 

chores is particularly important in large production of thatch roofing end products. 
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Castaneopsisacuminatissima (BL).A.Dc is important Nut plant productcollecting 

and selling nut can earn the supportive amount of money. The nut always has China 

market. Production of nuts is chiefly by incidental collecting and home shelling, usually 

carried out by women and children. 

 Glycine soja L. is importantseed plant product. It widely has economic potential. 

Bean-card is the most popular products of northern Myanmar. See too phu is also exported 

to China. By products of soy bean have daily consumption? It is also large demanded by 

local market. Soy bean products can contribute benevolently to the Shan ethnic people in 

term of large monetary. 

 Important spice plant productbeing  Amomum echinosphaera K. Schumann.It has 

now been cultivated in large scale to export China border trade. China purchase all the 

product. Oil distillation can have the economic potential in near future. 

 Garciniapedunculataiscondimentplant product. As a result of the new market, 

collection of the Garcenia rinds and seeds has become an important seasonal economic 

activity for increasing number of village women. It was once the traditional activity of Tailae 

women has become economically attractive to women of any other races. Garceniafruits 

collection now offers many women a more convenient means of seasonal self-employment, 

even through it coincides with the paddy translating season (peaks in July-August), when the 

jobs are readily available. 

One of the significant NTFPs products is local yeast cake using as medicine and for 

wine making. Ingredient of local yeast are rice powder of landrace strains, flowers and 

plants of Trolliussikkimensis (Brun) H. Hara, leaves and barks of Machilusodoratissima 

Wall, chilles, ginger and CatleyaluteaRoyle.Local yeast making earns the women 

employment and income generation. Every household of Nanwar, Warshaung, Gwehtu 

practices that IKT-based yeast cake making can generate large scales income.Traditionally 

cultured yeast plays important role in making yeast cake. Aromatic plant product 

includeLsteacubeaba(Lour), Pers. It is largely exported to China and extensively used in 

perfuming, toiletries and confectionary.Miscellaneous plant productcan be 

designatedAlnusnepalensis. The plywood  made from Alnusnepalensis is largely demanded 

by China. It is quick growing trees and the best quality of plywood can be made within 5 

years. The best tree for community forest. The leaves are used as effective bio fertilizer in 

terraced rice cultivation.  

Potential NTFPs for domestication and commercialisation 

The local people are well aware of collecting seasons, methods, and frequency of 

collection of specific products. Many medicinal plants are closely associated with the 

culture and traditions of the local communities. Large cardamom cultivation has been 

popular for a long time in these areas. Earnings from cardamom provide important income 

for local farmers. Similarly other NTFPs, such as Swertiaspp, Acoruscalamus, Juniperus 

species, Liliumspp and some medicinal wild plant are slowly being brought into a 

successful domestication process for income generation.  

Commercialization of NTFPs ranges from their consumption at the local level to the 

export of unprocessed NTFP materials to districts nearby and even across the borders. Local 
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traders or middlemen are mostly involved in dealing with NTFP trade and export. In fact, they 

even run collection centres in major town in KachinState. Market limitations for farmers have 

benefited local traders who procure products from farmers at nominal costs and later trade 

them at higher prices.  

Discussion 

Generally NTFPs of northernMyanmar out as the most important benefit  that local 

people get from their forest they depend on NTFPs than on timber, they get more income 

from NTFPs than on timber, they get more in come from NTFPs than from timber and they 

try to get access to NTFPs market rather than timber. 

The role of NTFPs plays in improving agricultural products. By products of 

mustard oil, soya oil can produce the organic fertilizer. The traditional way of using the 

leaves of Alnusnepalensis is very eco-friendly IKT that can promote the substanable way 

of rotational farming system in study area.  

In the mountain communities of the study area located in sub temperate zone, forest 

supply the materials for house construction leaves and stem for roofing materials. 

Thatching materials at study area is very unique, because it is long plant of Graminae, 

namely as Sin that kyal, botanically known as Erianthusgriffthii.Thatch processing is also 

the INK based products, which can create the large amount of income generation for 

women. There are also many unique items of NTFPs concerning with plants food products. 

Commercial scale production of spice, AmomunechinosphaeraK and A 

.xanthioidesWallichi holding potential for local economy at north, eastern Kachin state. 

For local uses, condiment made from Garciniapedunculatais very essential and one of the 

must ingredients for Shan and Kachin traditional cooking. In Tsaunghtan  making 

traditional sweet and sour aperitif, made from local yeast and Garciniapedunculata can 

give very unique special strong flovour and colour to Tsaunghtan. It is one of the oldest 

IKT linked NTFPs products of women, and have historical background. That sort of 

traditional method of food storage and preservation can also be recorded. Villagers are well 

aware of collecting seasons and the use of specific products of many medicinal and 

aromatic plants. Cultural exchange is closely associated with indigenous technologic and 

farming practices. Indigenous knowledge should be tapped and documented. Intensive 

training on cultivation, conservation, and processing techniques for NTFPs, needs to be 

carried out on a large scale. Training needs are felt more in the mountain communities. 

Strengthening of local institutions so that they can provide training is highly 

recommended, as they are more accessible to the local community.  

 Active management of NTFP collection and cultivation can help maintain 

ecosystem complexity and also play an important role in restoring biodiversity. Extraction 

of a broader range of natural resources than timber products can lead to economic 

diversification and stability for rural forest and mountain communities. Setting up 

national, regional, and global marketing channels for the products will open up avenues 

for improved access and bring increased benefits to local people. Managing forests by 

focusing on NTFPs will also help increase the long-terms value of forest resources, and 

such initiatives could contribute to biodiversity conservation and sustainable forest 

management of this important biodiversity-rich landscape.  
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Introduction 

Trade and environment is one of the multiplecomplex relationships of the relations 

between Economic - environment and sustainable development. The relationship between 

two has been becoming a topical subject in manysocial economic forums, from the 

research discussion to the agenda. It is also a key issue that needs to be addressed in order 

to successfully implement the economic development strategy of Vietnam for the 2011-

2020 period and the following years. 
 

1. The importance ofthe impact of trade development on the environment study 

According to the Environmental Protection Law of Vietnam (passed by Legislature 

IX of the National Assembly of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam at its 4th Session on 

27/2/1993 and entered into force on 10/1/1994) environment includes natural factors and 

artificial physical factors, closely related to each other and surrounding human, which can 

affect the life, production, survival and development of human and natural. 

Meanwhile, the trade isassociated with the life, sticking and coexisting with 

commodity production. Trade is all business activities in the market, trade or business are 

interpreted as economic activities aimed to raise profitability for the business entities in the 

market.Therefore, businesses will self control in selecting their professions, areas, business 

methods to ensure profitability goals and pursuing social objectives such as job creation, 

welfare improvementfor the community where the enterprise is working or improve the 

natural environment, the development of commercial activities, which has contributed 

positively to economic development. On the other hand, in some extent, the primary goal is 

profit, therefore, in order to better meet the needs of people, the more natural resources has to 

be taken the most advantages, which affects seriously to the environment around the world. 

If we separate economic interests and the environment, the debates of economists 

and environmentalists will always fall into the deadlock with extreme solutions. But if you 

look at it more logical, we will see business activities can bring both positive and negative 

impacts on the environment. 

For managers, it is difficult to place the environmental criteria on top and achieving 

them at all costs. Studying on the impacts of business activities on the environmentis 

needed to make accurate decisions on measures to protect the environment as well as 

develop sustainable trade. 

2. Thepositive and negative impacts of trade on environment 

 Trade liberalization will lead to increase the scale of economic activities and the 

use of resources causing environmental pollution. Commercial competition and pricelead 

to the changes in the structure of production, if the country has a comparative advantage on 

mailto:tinhvinh@gmail.com
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the activities usingof less resources and less pollution thanks to trade liberalization, they 

will increase ―green‖ products and vice versa.In many cases, the consequences that 

environment has suffered due to promoting trade liberalization is unavoidable, even if 

there are rules, and strict regulation. However, the environment is offseted to some extent 

thanks tothe profit brought by the trade.Therefore, the relationship between the 

development of trade and the environment is acomplex issue, with both positive and 

negative impacts depending on the environmental economic policy. 

* Positive impacts 

First, it shouldbe determined thatfacilitating commercial activities are beneficial 

factors for all the partners involved in the process, promoting production development and 

raising the level of enjoyment to meet consumer demand.Trade and specialization of 

production will generate greater output for society, promoting the comparative advantages of 

each country involved in the process of international trade. 

Economic growth will create opportunities to provide additional resources for 

environmental protection. 

 Based on that view the GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) has 

announced the following arguments: 

 - As incomes rise, every ordinary people would be willing to accept the goods with 

high environmental quality.It means that the environmental goods have largeincome 

elasticity of deman. This is a great opportunity for enterprises producing green products.  

 - Manufacturing technologies which generate less damaging to the environment 

will be developed in the countries with strict environmental protection laws and trade is the 

best way to propagate the these technologies.  

 -The more commercial activities are developed, the more opportunities for more 

consumers it creates to choose green products.Once the income has increased, the demand 

for goods and environmental services also increased, as of the basis for the State to 

improve environmental standards.On the other hand, for enterprises this is a good 

opportunity to improve "social business capabilities." 

 -Trade liberalization will remove the subsidies which are ever trade barriers, 

contributing greatly for environmental protection.Multilateral cooperation is essential to 

solve environmental issues. 

* Negative impacts 

For developing countries, specialized production isfocused mainly on the 

exploitation of natural resources.With the fast growth of trade, there is also an ever-

mounting need for goods cause serious damage for nature. 

-If exported goods are produced massively and more kinds of goods for 

consumption in the country, it will cause depletion of resources and environmental 

pollution, or other serious consequences.This is further aggravated due to the strategy of 

increasing the proportion in the structure of export trade of many countries. 

-Trade liberalization increases economic activities.It means that there will be more 

kinds of raw materials, energy, fuel taken into economic activities, causing depletion of 

natural resources. 
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-Commercial activities can bring unpredictable damage, especially through export and 

import of goods, as the goods exchanged are toxic products such as pesticides and chemicals, it 

can affect people's lives and the ecological environment. 

-The commercial business opportunity leads to many changes in the land tenure and 

property rights and land use.To achieve the highest profits, a series of modern techniques 

are used such as intensive farming, excessive use of pesticides, chemical fertilizers lead to 

soil nutrient losing and the environmentdamaging. 

3.Environmental challenges in Vietnam's commercial development in the 

coming years 

Viet Nam has been successful further integrating the economy into the world and 

regional economic frameworks.In the coming years, export-oriented industrialization is 

the only viable strategy for rapid economic growth in Vietnam; however, non-renewable 

resourcesare being over-exploited, putting their sustainability at risk.Therefore, it should 

restructure export-oriented by using advanced technologies, efficient use of inputs for 

production. This affects greatly to the sustainable commercial development in the future. 

And most importantly, if there is not adequate prudential supervisionof imported goods, 

Vietnam willbecome equipmentdumps, causing harm to the environment, to the health of 

people, and other public interests. Many countries applying the regulations, trade barriers 

on environment with imported goodswill create great difficulties for agricultural 

products, aquatic products of Vietnam, the potential exported goods but faced 

environmental sensitivity. 

 Vietnam‘s enterprise still faces limitations on legal information, environmental 

regulations as well as dispute settlement experiences. Therefore, it‘s hard to meet the 

environmental requirements of the imported countries.To address these challenges, 

Vietnam should have reasonable trade policies to cope with and overcome the 

environmental barriers to protect and improve the competitiveness of export products. 

 The essence of commercial activity is the circulation of goods, the more trade 

develops, the more services such as logistic and others,a lot  of pollutants environments 

such as petroleum, chemicals, plant protection products, market systems, hotels and 

restaurants, premises for slaughter and processing.Thus, in the coming years, trade policies 

should facilitate and ensure the capital, facilities, mechanisms of enterprires to improve 

servicebusiness efficiency and prevent pollution risks, and environmental tradegy. 

 The environmental challenges mentioned above will affect many aspects to the 

environmental quality ensurerance of Vietnam in the coming years. That impact could 

creatboth advantages and disadvantages for commercial development and environmental 

protection. Forthe advantages, as human's life condition raised, the demand for green 

products are also higher, so businesses haveopportunity to access and use modern 

technology and equipment, limiting adverse environmental impacts. It also means 

increases the general public's awarenessas as consumers, producers, managers for 

environmental protection.Increasingly widened integration, Vietnam hasmore opportunities 

to receive support from international organizations to protect the environment. For 

disadvantages, development objectivesof Vietnam include high and sustainable economic 

growth, further international economic integration, further industrialization and 
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modernization, and a further substantial reduction of poverty by 2020; this influx has been 

associated with pressure on natural resources. 

 Environmental protection is always one of the main objectives of the country‘s 

socio-economic-environment strategy.The government supported the objectives offast, 

effective and sustainable development, economic growth along with progressive 

implementation, social justice and environmental protection (The Communist Party of 

Vietnam central committee‘s Direction No 36-CT/TW on 25/6/1998, Resolution 41/NQ-

TW of the Politburo on 15/11/2004 about Environment protection in the Era of 

Industrialization and Modernization in Vietnam, decision 153/2004/QĐ-TTg by the Party 

Central CommitteeissuesOrientation for a Sustainable Development Strategy (or also 

called Viet Nam‘s Agenda 21, issued in 2004). 

However, in recent years, the trade has grown at a high growth rate as compared to 

other economic sectors, contributed significantly to the development of the social economy 

such as to create jobs, meet producer and consumer diversity, increase revenue, etc. but 

considering the environmental perspective, in commercial operations, food safety issuesare 

not guaranteed, banned chemicals, colorings are still used in food processingand 

preservation. Smuggled poultry with unclear origin has still been put into circulation, 

threaten to human health.Business markets, slaughtering poultryrestaurants pollute in many 

places.Natural resources which are over-exploited for production by the business and 

trading of petroleum and chemicals lead to significant consequences to the 

environment.Underground mineral resource was also over-mining, leaving serious 

consequences for human health. Through an investigation on Quang Ninh, 2500 of every 

4000 people suffer frompneumoconiosis, asthma, infective conditions of the nose, throat, 

and lungs. Vietnam is one of the world's richest areas of biodiversity, however, a survey 

identified more than 450 plant and 400 animal species that are threatened with extinction. 

Moreover, with more than 2000 establishments manufacturing and processing woodwith 

production capacity of 2.5 million m3 per year of which more than 450 enterprises 

engaged in export of furniture, every year there are a lot of illegal timber trafficking on the 

market, Vietnam is facing the risk of no longer owned forests over the next century. 

The exploitation of ores, coal for export also cause serious pollution; the expanding 

coffee area and stacking the shrimp pondsscaled forest cover quickly.  

The import of scrap iron, batteries, old engineering machinery, raw materials for 

production, cultivation, sales are causing the inadequacies among materials - jobs - free 

trade - and environmental protection. The excessive use of pesticides, plant protection 

chemicals, preservatives, making struggle in control food safety strugle, many commercial 

products are not guaranteed influence on environment and human health. 

Besides, as reported by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment up to 

70% of the rivers faces pollution such as Cau, Nhue, Day, Dong Nai, Hau, Tien rivers.  

In the market economy, trade is the domain interface between production and 

consumption; trade development affects the environment but, in many cases trade 

liberalization to promote the use of natural resources effectively, reducing waste in 

production and consumption.Environmental protection and encourage commercial 

development should be addressed and get reasonable explanation. 
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4. Sustainable development in Vietnam requires policy combined trade and 

environmental protection. 

 Environment provides resources for the economic system as well as contains the 

waste sources generated by the system.During the development process, we have abused 

heavily on environmental systems, lacking a rebound and found permissible limits of the 

ecosystem. Environmental protection and encourage commercial development in order to 

ensure the most favorable conditions for business development, enhance the reputation and 

competitiveness to international economic integration are the urgent requirements imposed 

on Vietnam in general and businesses in particular. So how to take advantage of the 

commercial business opportunities in the open era to the country's economic development 

and limit its negative impact on society and the environment? The conflict of economy and 

ecology had been happened and would be very serious if there is no reasonable policy in 

economic development, threaten the sustainability of the development.Therefore, a 

development process in which economic growth is harmonized with social stability and 

environmental protection is urgently needed and should meet the following requirements: 

- Building of trade policies consistent with international trade standards in order to 

take advantage of business opportunities in the context of integration, promoting national 

comparative advantages for economic growth, at the same time adjusting these policies to 

fit reality 

-There should be mechanisms to control and inspect strictly for the exchange of 

goods with foreign partners to prevent environment pollution and adopt effective measures 

in time. Biodiversity resources and non-renewable resources should be protected, limiting 

the pollution caused by the economic development. 

- Along with perfecting the market economy, socialist orientation need to create 

markets for environmental services and markets for fair competition of resources, early 

eliminating mechanism demand - grant causing a waste of resources, inefficient use. It is 

also neededthe accurate valuation of resources, as the basis for establishing the price of the 

resource (also known as environmental services) in trade on domestic and foreign markets, 

so that reflecting the true value of them. 

- Producing and trading of the products meet the requirements and environmental 

standards for products to improve market access as trade barriers abolished.Property rights for 

natural resources and environment have to be established and clearly defined, thereby legalizing 

these rights and responsibilities to clarify who has the responsibility for managing the rights; 

reconsider the tax system, resource and environmental charges.For resource taxes should 

established tax rates equal to the value obtained from natural resources traded on  markets. For 

the cost of environmental taxes correctly applied the principle "The polluter must pay‖ 

-PPP "and" The benefit from environmental services have to pay - PP ". 

- Strengthen the coordination between the ministries / sectors and localities to 

effectively exploit the commercial development of resources and environmental protection. 

Commercial development in our country actively contributes to environmental 

protection, on the other hand also potentially threaten the environment and sustainable 

development. These are also reasons to combine trade policies and environmental policy, 

aspects of this combination is shown in the following issues: 
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First, international trade increases the risk of environmental pollution through the 

exchange of goods, if the imported goods are not tightly controlled, Vietnam will become 

the devices dump, old communications technology, poor quality goods.Thus, trade policies 

and environmental policies must be built in accordance with international law, domestic, 

reality which in turn to created favorable conditions for business development, also 

addressed, environmental protection through export. 

Second, exports have a very important role in the process of economic development 

and trade. Therefore, export growth has always been the strategy of Vietnam in the next 

stage. However, if boost exports based on the advantages of natural resources risk, it will 

harm biodiversity generations and nature. Hence, trade policies and economic policies 

must address along to strengthening export and environmental protection. 

Third, in the context of international integration, Vietnam trade encountered 

difficulties and challenges of green barriers in international trade. Environmental standards 

for the environment, for products and production processes is increasingly widely applied 

in developed countries. Therefore, there should be trade and environmentpoliciesrelated to 

fully exploit the advantages of trade liberalization, contributing to meet the standards of 

green barrier and successfully compete on the international market. 

Fourth, trade liberalization to promote the development of various types of services, 

changing consumption patterns in the population. This process alters impact consumer 

awareness of environmental protection, but also can increase the risk of environmental 

pollution. Therefore in the current context of trade policies, it should be linked both to the 

development of commercial services with limitation of environmental pollution caused by 

business activities and commercial services. 
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Abstract 

Handicraft villages plays an important role in promoting social and economic 

development in rural areas as well as Vietnam 's economy. Nowadays, Vietnam handicrafts  

have a foothold in the world market, are exported over 163 countries and territories. 

However, the production activities of the handicraft village have a lot of shortcomings, 

especially the problem of environmental pollution. Therefore, government policy plays a 

very important role to minimize environmental pollution villages, contributing to 

improving environmental quality and public health. 

1. Current status of state policy environment in handicraft villages:shows the 

achievements and limitations of the policy, from which review state policy in environments 

in handicraft villages (through fieldwork in the handicraft villages). 

2. Solution to improve state policy on environmental protection in handicraft 

villages in Vietnam. 

Keywords: Craft village, state policy, environmental policy     

 

1. Introduction 

Craft village handicrafts play an important role in the economic development of the 

local society and Vietnam economy. Now, there are about 3000 villages, including the 

village handicrafts accounted for nearly 40%, attract about 13 million workers; 1.4 million 

households engaged in manufacturing. Vietnam's rural population accounts for over 70% 

of the villages have seen really important role in attracting more jobs, maintain stable lives, 

creating higher income levels from 2-4 times agricultural laborers. More particularly, arts 

and crafts is a group created huge value-added, effective high socio-economic. Although 

there has been a positive contribution to exports, the restructuring of the rural economy, as 

well as many social and economic benefits others, but the crafts village today still have 

many difficulties, not to promote their potential. To develop handicraft villages in Vietnam 

in terms of international economic integration, businesses and individual households can 

not be effectively implemented for production and business activities in villages requires 

high community. Moreover, the village is vulnerable subjects, should be protected in this 

integration process. Therefore, government policies have an important role for the overall 

development of villages and handicraft villages in particular and the improvement of state 

policy on the development of handicraft villages of Vietnam is essential and practical 

significance. More over, the production activities of the handicraft village have a lot of 

shortcomings, especially the problem of environmental pollution. Therefore, government 

policy plays a very important role to minimize environmental pollution villages, 

contributing to improving environmental quality and public health. 

mailto:huongnt091978@yahoo.com
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Overall objective of this article is research to improve public policy on environment 

for developing Vietnam handicrafts village. Specific objectives: (1) Assessment of the 

status of state policy on environment for the development of handicraft villages in 

Vietnam. Thereby indicates the achievements, limitations, and their causes; (2) 

Recommend perspective, solutions to improve environmental policies to develop 

handicraft village Vietnam. 

2. Method 

The content on research, focused mainly on evaluate and improve the content of the 

policy of the state (topic do not studied in depth the policy process), and also pay attention 

to the conditions for a system of policies promoting the beneficial effects for the 

development of handicraft villages in Vietnam. Many policies affecting the development of 

craft villages such as: policy on planned villages, products in villages; policy on 

investment and credit; policy on science and technology; policy on human resources and 

policy on trade, in which environmental policies are studied in detail.  

Space and object survey, survey of handicrafts villages in the provinces/cities 

mainly in the North. Surveying some sectors/products such as handicrafts typical: (1) 

ceramic art; (2) art wood; (3) lacquer; (4) rattan; (5) silk; (6) embroidery; (7) carved stone; 

(8) metal casting. The survey (for production facilities) was conducted for businesses 

operating in the village handicrafts and be selected by random form. Number of surveys 

are full of information and used in the study was 106 (n = 106). 

About the study period, focusing on the state policy on the development of handicraft 

villages in Vietnam in the period from 2000 to present and forecasts to 2020. 

Research methodology: 

- Data collection method: The topic used a combination of methods to collect 

secondary data and primary research methods of quantitative and qualitative research 

methods to get the information. 

- Processing methods, data analysis: This topic has used statistical techniques and 

econometrics, SPSS software applications to process data collected. 

3. Results 

Policy on investment in infrastructure and processing environment are specified 

through documents such as: The Decree No.80/2006/ND dated 9/8/2006 of the 

Government on detailed regulations and guidelines for implementation of some articles of 

the Law on Environmental Protection. Decision No.277/2006/QD-TTg dated 11/12/2006 

of the Prime Minister on approving the "National target program on clean water and rural 

sanitation in the 2006-2010 period". Decision No.13/2009/QD-TTg dated 21/01/2009 of 

the Prime Minister on the use of investment credit capital for development investment to 

continue to implement the program on solidification of canals, roads development rural, 

infrastructure for aquaculture and infrastructure in rural villages in the 2009-2015 period. 

Joint Circular No. 31/2009 / BCT-BTNMT TTLT of Industry and Trade Ministry and the 

Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment to Guide coordination between the 

Department of Trade and Department of Natural Resources and Environment to implement 

state management of environmental protection in the areas of trade. Decision 1216/QD-
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TTg dated 05/9/2012 approving the "Strategic national environmental protection until 2020 

and vision to 2030"… 

* About recognizable content, the text of the policy 

Some basic content about environment Handicraft villages are focused for studies 

and surveys such as: 

Table 1: Review the knowledge content of Policy on environment  

Contents 

Percentage of 

firmsinterestedorknowthe 

contents (%) 

Yes No 

1. Financial supportand technology transferwaste 

treatment, solveenvironmental pollutionvillages 
70,75 29,25 

2. Supportapplicationof new technologies, new 

materials, pollution controltechnology... 
65,09 34,91 

3. Supportinvestment, 

infrastructureconstructionandenvironmental 

remediationvillages 

72,64 27,36 

4. Funding supportforscience and technologyin order 

to reduceenvironmental pollution 
70,19 29,81 

5. Technological innovationandapplication 

oftechniquesto minimizeenvironmental pollution 
74,91 25,09 

6. Communication and education, raise 

awarenessabout the environmentinthevillage 
83,02 16,98 

Source: [Result of survey] 

In general, enterprises have known and understand the contents related to 

environmental policy for handicrafts villages, but not high (proportion of about 72%). 

* Evaluation of policy on environment based on criteria 

Based on the criteria for evaluating policies, environmental policies are assessed as 

follows: 

Table 2: Evaluating policy on environment 

Statistics 

 Transparency of 

policy 

Relevant                  

of policy 

Consistency                               

of policy 

Stability                  

of policy 

Effectiveness 

of policy 

Efficiency                        

of policy 

N Valid 106 106 106 106 106 106 

Mean 3,78 3,81 3,22 2,83 2,82 2,85 

Std. Deviation .926 .782 .926 .878 .924 .766 

Variance .857 .612 .857 .771 .853 .587 

Source: [Result of survey] 
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Figure 1: Chart evaluating policy on environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transparency of policies: enterprises agree the transparency of government policy 

on the environment to develop handicrafts villages‘ nowaday (rate "agree" accounted for 

44.3% and "Totally agree" accounted for 21.7%). The average of evaluation point is 3.78. 

That suggests, this is the achievement of public policy that should be promoted in the 

coming period.  

Relevance of the policy: the compatibility of policy methods can be judged by the 

extent to which policy can adapt to the change of market, technology, knowledge, social, 

political conditions and environment. State policy of village environment is considered 

appropriate in the current period (average evaluation score 3.81).  

Consistency of the policy: percentage of enterprises evaluates level of "neutral" and 

"agree" on the policy consistency of high percentage (35.8%). The assessment "disagree" 

on the consistency of policies is 19.8%. This is a relatively high proportion of "disagree" 

compared with other criteria. Average rating of 3.22 points. This shows that, although 

enterprises evaluate the state policy on environment in currentis handicrafts village is 

consistency (over 70%), but this is the criterion that the State should pay attention, more 

complete in the future to enhance the role of the policy. 

Other criteria assessed at below average as:  

Stability of policies, the proportion of enterprises evaluate the stability of the state 

policy on the environment in the village handicrafts is not high (average score 2.83). This 

shows that, instability is a limitation of current government policies.  

Effectiveness of the policy: enterprises evaluate the effectiveness of government 

policies on the environment in craft villages is 2.82.  

Efficiency of the policy: The average evaluate score of 2.85, the level of evaluation 

criteria is "disagree" accounted high with 37.7%; " neutral" accounted for 39.6%. 

* Evaluating the satisfication of policy  

By assessing the recognition content of policy, the participation of enterprises on 

policy and based on specific criteria, the general level of satisfaction of enterprises for 

environmental policy is shown in detail in the table below: 
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Table 3: Evaluating the satisfication of policy on environment 

Contents Frequency Percent Statistics 

1. Completely dissatisfied 1 0,9 Mean 2,7 

2. Dissatisfied 44 41,5 Median 3 

3. Neutral 46 43,4 Mode  3 

4. Satisfied 15 14,2 Std. Deviation .716 

5. Completely satisfied 0 0 Variance .513 

Tổng 106 100   

Source: [Result of survey] 

The general assessment of the level of satisfaction of environmental policy is shown 

in the table above shows that the level of satisfaction of this policy is assessed at low level, 

with an average score of 2.7 (Mean 2.7). The percentage of "completely dissatisfied", 

"dissatisfied" or "normal" policy occupies quite high, about 85%; number of enterprises 

"satisfied" low proportion (approximately 14.2%). This suggests that policies on 

environment are not appreciated. 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

General assessment of environmental policy on the development of Vietnam 

handicrafts villages as followings:  

- Positive, progressive: First, the formulation and promulgation and enforcement of 

the legal documents, policies have created a legal framework for village activities and 

development. Second, the policy department in different areas each have many practical 

solutions for the development of villages in protecting environment such as investment, 

credit, science and technology, human resources...Third, the survey results, a number of 

respondent appreciated through each different criteria of policies. 

- The limitations and weaknesses: First, the state's policy for villages is missing or 

incomplete. Second, the documents specified the relevant procedural guidelines have not 

materialized, forms; policy documents lack convincing, there are clearances. Third, a 

number of village development policies in different fields is problematic gaps. Fourth, 

some criteria are many limitations, not highly evaluated through surveys. 

- Cause of the limitations and weaknesses including policy itself and the conditions 

to ensure. The cause of the policy itself such as: Support for scientific research and 

technological application of new technologies for the production of handicrafts villages is 

limited; The management, direction and administration of environmental protection work 

in the village is inadequate; The system of legal documents on environmental protection 

for villages lacking, inconsistent and overlapping. Writing system, although relatively 

slow, but progress issued. The cause of the conditions to ensure includes:: the staff build 

and implement organizational policies, the apparatus constructed and organized policy 

implementation, the resources for the formulation and implementation of policies, 

sanctions and measures to control the formulation and implementation of policies. 
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So, the solutions to improve the policy on environment for the development of 

Vietnam handicraft villages should focus on the following:  

- Investment in infrastructure: Support development of the transport system in the 

village; Support the development of communication systems; Support construction of 

water supply and drainage to protect environment in villages 

- Build, perfecting mechanisms and policies to improve the efficiency of the state 

management of the environment. Need a specialized department is responsible for 

inspecting the implementation of environmental protection, there are provisions sanctioned 

for businesses and households produce violations of environmental protection laws;  

- Organize the long-term training focus for managers, technician‘s environmental 

protection from the commune to the central level. Agencies and departments related to 

environmental pollution treatment villages coordinated implementation. 

- Selecting technological and environmental equipment for the village: to increase 

investment in science and technology development to environmental protection. 

Technological and environmental processing equipment advanced in the world should be 

models of environmental remediation for the villages are located near populated areas 

from the state budget. Application technology, the ability to operate the equipment and 

funds to buy raw materials to match the income of workers. For production facilities 

scattered, encourage the adoption of technologies locally treated waste gas and waste 

water; apply the technology easy to use and operate accordance with the level of 

knowledge of the people, the priority utilization and reuse of waste; application of new 

materials in production. 

- The other solution to ensure conditions to improve state policy on the 

development of Vietnam handicrafts villages such as: (1) Solution of the policy makers 

and policy implementation: building a team of consultants, professional strategic thinking 

in the sector, the sector of economic life - society, from middle local level, agencies and 

units; Working arrangements in accordance with the qualifications, competence, quality of 

staff; Attract intellectual resources in the formulation and implementation of policies; 

Retraining and restructuring of staff policy towards improving quality, ensuring 

consistency, inheritance and development; Expand co-operation and exchange of 

experience with a team of consultants strategic countries in the region and internationally; 

(2) Solutions to organize system construction and implementation of policies: creating 

active collaboration of the authorities from central to local levels; there should be 

coordination between the units and the organization of the State; needs the active 

participation of the members of the policy relating to participation in the formulation of 

policy; (3) Solutions to invest resources to construction and implement policy: aside 

adequate funds for the construction, implementation and policy evaluation; Increasing 

resources for the formulation and implementation of policies such as the cost of building 

infrastructure for the implementation of the policy; procurement of equipment, supplies, 

technical equipment and other material costs; (4) The sanctions and other measures. 

In summary, on the basis of the situation of handicraft village in Vietnam, the article 

has selected the criteria for evaluating development policies handicrafts villages including: 

transparency of policy, relevant of policy, stability/ sustainability of policy, consistency of 
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policy, effectiveness of policy and efficiency of policy. Also, the topic also evaluates 

envionmental policy based policy evaluation criteria and indicate achievements, limitations 

and causes. Based on the status of the policy, the topic proposes solutions in order to 

improve envionmental policy in the development of Vietnam handicraft villages, while 

providing the necessary conditions to improve the policy system. 
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Abstract 

The study aimed to understand the status of the trading pesticide and the state 

management on this field, in intensive agriculture regions, in order to improve awareness 

and responsibility of the farmer, the store owner and the manager for sustainable 

agriculture in the future. The absence of a strong legal framework for pesticides facilitated 

a significant increase in the use of low-quality pesticides. Famers are only concerned about 

the effectiveness of the pesticides for killing pests, without paying attention to the effects 

on their health and the environment. The paper describes the role of the State in 

management of pesticides, the current rules; assess the compliance of pesticide stores by 

control of pesticide trading and the supervision of state agencies. The research data were 

collected in some areas of intensive agriculture in Hanoi. 
 

Keywords: management policies, pesticide trade, cultivation agriculture, Ha Noi 
 

1. Introduction 

Agricultural development closely linked to storage industrial, processing, and 

building the intensive commodity production, has been confirmed to be effective in 

generating productivity and quality of agricultural products [2] Pesticides play an 

important role in the success of modern farming and food production. These chemical 

compounds are used by farmers worldwide to protect crops from insects and mites, weeds, 

aquatic plants that clog irrigation systems, plant diseases (caused by fungi, bacteria and 

viruses), nematodes, snails, slugs, rodents, and birds thatconsume enormous quantities of 

seed and grain [3] World Health Organization (WHO) estimates show that developing 

countries consume about 20 % of the pesticide production worldwide [12] In Vietnam, 

where agriculture is the principal economic activity [4], pesticides play an essential role, 

because most (or all) province in this country are seeking to enter the market economy by 

providing off- season fresh fruits and vegetables. Agricultural products are the essential 

foods, so the ways that the famers used pesticides to create these products, will cause a 

direct impact on the health of humans and the environment. According to the statistical 

report of the Quality Management Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, 

since early 2015 to February 2016, there are 326 samples of vegetables and fruits (total 

6166) that have been found infected with banned chemicals and the residues of 

pesticides in fruits and vegetables exceeded permitted limits; The inspectors have 

mailto:thulh112180@gmail.com
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detected 106 samples of meat and made-up meat products (toal 5433) that violated 

indicators of banned chemicals, antibiotics and they exceeded permitted limits [14]. 

According to statistics from the Ministry of Health, the number of food poisoning cases 

as well as cases related to using products with residues of pesticides is increasing. 

Annual average approximately 4000 - 5000 cases of food poisoning, of which 0.5% to 

0.7% cases of death. 

Besides, today the use of pesticides in agricultural production is becoming 

complicated and uncontrol due to the benefits. In An Giang province, Le Quoc Tuan (..et 

al) had found 16 types of pesticides that were used and 62% of surveyed households 

admitted to overdose than manufacturer‘s recommend. Most of them didn‘t know how to 

preserve the remaining chemical after using, and they hadn‘t protective equipment. This 

study also pointed some remedies of that situationsuch as: (i) integrate the knowledge of 

pesticides with training courses on farming techniques and (ii) develop a mechanism to 

take advantage advertising channels on pesticides that the dealer was advertising in locals 

[3] Same as the developing countries in Southeast Asia, Vietnam was facing a lot of 

problems in using pesticides such as: the careless handling during the using pesticides; the 

lack of protective equipment; handling pesticides packing cover after using incorrect 

instructions; the lack of strict legal provisions in sanctioned. All of these led to the negative 

impacts on health, ecological environment, ...[7]. Pham.T.Thuy (et al, 2012) suggested that 

the farmers need more being approached to information about the safe in using pesticides 

and pest management programs effectively [7]. 

About the trading pesticide management, Gerd Fleischer (1999) have shown that, 

both, price and non-price factors distort chemical input use from its social optimum. The 

difficult to access adequate information was also a factor led to the difficulty to choose 

alternative products. Institutional factors also dominant in plant protection problems and 

formulating policies on pesticides and establish development priorities in education, 

research and extension [3]. 

In Vietnam, Nguyen Phuong Le, Tran Thi Nhu Ngoc (2013) have shown that the 

impact factors on implementing regulations on trading pesticide management include: the 

policies of the State, the management structure of pesticides, Retailers‘s awareness, the 

communicating regulartion to everyone, the inspection of state management. Pham Van Hoi, 

Arthur Mol and Peter Oosterveer, also pointed out in their study in 2013, Vietnam is facing 

serious challenges in terms of quantity and toxicity of pesticides are being used. Although 

there has been a change in the policies and legal provisions on pesticides, the state can not 

regulate the market of pesticides. The main reason behind this failure is the governance 

structure (ie, focuses decision), massive corruption, false information and the legal system has 

no validity strongly. [8] 

Therefore, in intensive agriculture region, the state management of pesticides role 

particularly important and impact on quality of agricultural products directly as well as 

ensuring the sustainable development in over the areas. This article refers to the role of 

State management for the trade of pesticides, the current regulations and the control 

famers‘s compliance as well as retailers‘s. Since then we suggets some solutions to 

improve the state management on pesticides trade more efficiently. 

http://tratu.soha.vn/dict/en_vn/Product
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2. Methods 

This study used three methodologies: a desk study of official and grey policy 

documents on state pesticide policies; surveys of pesticide retailers and farmers; and in-

depth interviews with key informants on state pesticide policies. In total, 8 state officials 

from the provincial and district levels (covering three districts in Hanoi: Gia Lam, Dong 

Anh, Phuc Tho) and four pesticide company owners have been interviewed, using semi-

structured questionnaires. These interviews, combined with several surveys (i.e. on 

farmers, consumers and exporters that are mainly discussed elsewhere), were conducted 

from September, 2014 to April, 2015.  

To get a further and more quantitative insight into the implementation and 

enforcement of state pesticide policies at field level, two surveys were conducted in Gia 

Lam, Dong Anh and Phuc Tho districts. One survey covered 35 randomly selected 

pesticide retailers in agricultural production areas in Gia Lam, Dong Anh and Phuc Tho 

districts. It consisted of open and closed multiple choice questions and focused on 

understanding current pesticide retailing and the relations with the state administrative 

system and farmers. The second survey was carried out among farmers in Gia Lam and 

Dong Anh districts. In each district, two agricultural communities were selected. In each 

community between 50 and 60 farmers were randomly selected, resulting in a total survey 

of 168 farmers. These questionnaires focused on agricultural practices (largely, but not 

solely focused on the vegetable subsector), pesticide selection and use, and farmer‘s 

perception on changes in the pesticide policies. 

3. Results  

3.1. State regulations on the management of trade in pesticides 

Pesticides are the limited commodities trading and conditional trading. The state is 

the unified manager of the production, export, import, preserving, reserve, transportation, 

trading and use of pesticides consistent with the provisions of law [10] . For intensive 

agricultural areas, management of pesticides focusing on two main fields: manage trading 

pesticide by retailers and managing using pesticides on plant by farmers.  

In history, pesticides were firstly imported and used in Vietnam in the mid-1950s. 

Until the beginning of the 1980s, agricultural inputs were centrally managed and agricultural 

production was collectively organized. This centralized management and collective 

production, however, turned out to be serious obstacles for Vietnam‘s economic as well as 

agricultural development. Privatization in agricultural production and other economic sectors 

have been  officially endorsed by the central government since 1986. This also marked a 

shift to private pesticide imports, formulation, distribution and use in Vietnam.  

Since 1986 the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) annually 

issues a list of legal pesticides. From 1992 onward, this list has been specified into three 

categories: permitted pesticides, pesticides permitted with restricted use, and banned 

pesticides. Pesticides of the second category could only be used at specific locations, for 

specific crops, while using strict application methods. The list of pesticides is annually 

updated by new (registered) pesticides. Pesticides that are banned by regulation or are not 

re-registered after a given time period due to poor quality and market demand will 
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automatically disappear from the updated list. The list serves as the legal basic for 

pesticide imports, formulation, distribution, and use, and is of key importance for state 

pesticide management at local level.  

The Decree No. 92-CP was the first comprehensive legal document on pesticide 

management and outlined the objectives of plant protection; the requirements for pesticide 

production, formulation, distribution, and use; the responsibility and rights of relevant state 

offices in monitoring and inspecting activities related to pesticides; and the establishment 

of a plant protection system from central to district level [11]. The Plant Protection 

Department (PPD) of MARD was put forward as the key administrative authority in 

pesticide policy. Besides the main aim of pest and disease control, the Decree also 

emphasized pesticide safety for human health, animals and the environment. To foster 

plant protection activities, the Decree encouraged qualified organizations and individuals 

into pesticide business or services. Organizations belonging to the state agroforestry sector 

and individuals with specified–and regularly updated–technical training on plant protection 

met the required qualifications for pesticide business. Advertisement of pesticides of the 

second category was prohibited. In addition, the Decree No. 92-CP was amended in 2002, 

when IPM-based pest and disease control was further emphasized [10]. Within agriculture, 

vegetables have received special state attention, due to high pesticide residues associated 

with intensive and improper pesticide uses. In 2005, MARD issued a specific list of 

pesticides for vegetables, containing 241 pesticide trade names out of the total 959 listed in 

that year [1]. A similar list of pesticides was issued for other plants. These documents are 

amended and supplemented on 25
th

 , July, 2011. 

Some new text be amended and supplemented recently:  Decree No. 58 issued in 

2002 on the "Guidelines for the implementation of the Ordinance on the Protection of Plant 

Quarantine", including "The charter Plant Protection" and "The charter of plant protectin‖ 

and ―The charter of pesticide management‖; Circular No. 21/2015 management of 

pesticides are isuesed by MARD; Decree No. 78-CP issued in 1998 and amended and 

supplemented clearer in 2003 - "Regulations sanctioned protection and plant quarantine". 

The system of legal documents on management of trading pesticide is relatively full 

and it is still being more complete toward to simplification of administrative procedures, 

tightening safety regulations in order to sustainable development. Two of the most 

interesting fields in the pesticide trading policies are: (i) improving the knowledge of 

pesticides for retailers and (ii) inspecting and supervising their pesticide trading. 

3.2. Current status of pesticide trading  

Hanoi is a province that has strengths in agricultural production. This is also a 

province that has advantage of traffic and a large consumer markets. An area of natural 

land in Hanoi is 332,890 ha, of which area of agricultural land is over 188,600 ha. Annual 

total area of planted trees had 304,000 ha; including rice area had 204,000 ha a year; the 

average yield reached 58.80 quintals per ha; average output of approximately 1.2 million 

tons per year, accounting for 2.75% rate of national rice production; Corn acreage over 

20,000 ha a year, the average production of approximately 100,000 tonnes a year; total 

area of vegetables, legumes kinds nearly 30,000 ha and production of approximately 
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600,000 tonnes a year; east soybean acreage annual average of approximately 26,000 

hectares, an average output of about 32,000 tons a year ..[15] 

About the retail stores of pesticides, there are 1,891 agricultural supplies storesin of 

which 1,324 stores have solding pesticides (70.1%). There are 782 stores 

opening  frequently (60.3%) and 542 small stores, which trading seasonally in the alleys 

(39.7%). [14]  The number of small retail stores infrequently also account for not small 

proportion of total stores. However, over inspection showed that most of the violations of 

team store seasonally trading higher rate than regular trading group. Most stores didn‘t 

have separate pesticide container, shopkeepers điin‘t have a practicing certificate or their 

practicing certificate has expired. The violation categories of of pesticides are sold at these 

stores also account for a higher percentage. It is difficult to control the quality and quantity 

of pesticides that were sold out by these stores because of their irregular and small trading.  

Table 1. Current status of pesticide trading in Hanoi 

Content 
Regularly store Irregularly stores 

yes No Yes no 

Practicing Certificate 527 255 116 426 

Certificate of business registration 415 267 60 482 

Separate pesticide container 271 511 0 542 

Area of the store 764 18 457 85 

Total 782 542 

(Source: Report of Hanoi Protection Plants Department, 2013) 

Current time, according to a survey by our research groups in some intensive 

vegetable cultivation in Hanoi, there are still many cases of violation of conditions of 

trading in pesticides. Only 9 stores have qualified certification business on a total of 35 

stores (25.7%). The number of stores meet the criteria for a minimum area of 10m2 was 

very little (accounting for 27.6%). In addition, some of people whom directly selling still 

fail to comply with safety regulations in pesticide trading such as eating at the place of 

salling, salling pesticides along with other goods, salling without facilities of protection 

such as face masks, caps, ...  

Table 2. The rate of obtain permits of trading pesticides stores in some the rate of 

obtain permits of trading pesticides stores in Hanoi 

 Practicing 

Certificate 

Certificate of business 

registration 

Certificate of qualified 

business 

Cấp 80% 40% 25,7 % 

(Source: 2014 Survey Results) 

Both of business license and certificate of practice are the most important 

conditions for trade in pesticides that retailers must have done. The number of training 

courses and granting certificates training at the local practice is not much, an average of 1-

3 courses a year with the number of participants ranged from 50-100 people, these classes 

are held in the first quarter annual. In addition, Hanoi Plant Protection in conjunction with 

the district plant protection stations also organized regularly training courses on food 
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safety, reduce risk models by the pesticides, or training VIETGAP programs. In particular, 

the training courses were PPSD VIETGAP Hanoi doing very well, they have maintained 

for several years, the frequency of 32 courses per year at 8 localities with approximately 

1,600 participants.  

According to the results of our survey, no stores selling pesticides that do not 

belong in the list of permitted pesticides. However, according to the re sults of surveys in 

the field, we still found some packing cover of pesticides that are labeled in foreign 

languages and unknown origin. This shows that there are some retailers selling banned 

pesticides sneaky. Besides, there are stores selling expired pesticides.  

 
 

Figure 1. Some pesticides packing cover unknown origin in Gia Lam 

The majority of stores (over 50%) is the retail stores, they meet the conditions of 

material facilities and safety conditions badly. Some large-scale stores which were 1st 

level agent of companies were equipped relatively comprehensive safety facilities and 

fire prevention. They also usually had a large area, standards pesticide shelves. They 

usually had a large area, standard pesticide shelves. The remaining stores have sold 

pesticides with other consumer goods. Many places are still eating, smoking next to 

the shelves of pesticides. 

3.3. Inspecting and supervising pesticides trading 

According to the PPD, in 2014, across the country, PPD held 692 inspections for 16 

460 stores and agents. By which, the PPD detected 2,388 stores and agents that violated 

regulations on pesticide management. In which, 769 stores were not eligible to trade (over 

32%); 467 stores violated pesticide label (nearly 20%); 267 stores selling expired 

pesticides. Some other violations such as: low quality pesticides; trading unidentified 

pesticides, adequate quantity pesticides, banned pesticides, fake pesticides and the store 

pesticides did not guarantee food safety ... 

In Hanoi, when PPD held the inspections for 112 pesticide stores, they found 26 

cases of violated, with problems such as: trading of pesticides outside the list; Trading 

expired pesticides; trading in banned pesticides; the sellers did not have a practicing 

certificate; salling of pesticides that its label didn‘t fit the regulations. PPD Hanoi had 

implemented treatments: warning 9 cases; sanctioning of administrative 17 violated cases, 

a fine of 19.3 million VND; seized 114.419 kg (liters) of violated pesticides to destroy.  
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It was found that the number of current inspections (2 or 3 times a year) is quite 

meager, PPD Hanoi can not control the complying with provisions of the law for trading 

pesticides. Moreover, the number of specialized inspectors now quite meager. Each Sub 

normally have an Section of Inspection and Legislation (quality assurance) with 5 or 7 

staffs, but they have done a lot of different jobs. The people who specialize in charge of 

inspecting pesticides are almost very little (1 or 2 people). In addition, the strictness of 

sanctions for violations of trading pesticides were not enough deterrent for violated 

retailers and they made effectiveness of the inspection down. 

According to Mr Presidnet of Hanoi PPD, total staff of the Hanoi PPD was 27 

people, they have to do a lot of different jobs. In particular, there were only seven 

inspectors who responsible for 893 pesticides stores and thousands of households. So it 

was very difficult to complete the task for them… The taking of pesticides samples at 

facilities for testing, sometimes they have to outsource with very expensive costs. The 

vehicles were also very necessary but they were not a sufficient satify, the frequency of 

inspections every year depended on the arranged car. They had to work too much but the 

emuneration we got was low. In fact, the rate of 10% salary was not enough. Because the 

toxic pesticides didn‘t not affect immediately, but it make the long-term impact.  

The management of pesticide trade is carried out by specialized agencies with the 

coordination of other agencies. The link between Brach of PPD and stations of PPD was 

frequent and closely. In general, specialized inspectors đin‘t meet job requirements by 

weak force. Thus, the factors that ensure success in managing pesticide trade were the 

quantity and quality of the management staff, the budget and material means. 

3.4. Awareness of pesticide retailers 

The survey results (2014) showed that most of the shop owners (over 70%) were 

aware of the right on: (i) the conditions on the business license; (ii) the conditions on the 

area and store locations; (iii) the conditions on the sparate pesticide container; (iv) the 

conditions on the list of pesticides permitted and sold the same goods. Nevertheless, they 

still violated these regulations, most of the stores hadn‘t separate storage and salling of 

pesticides together with other commodities, they had sold pesticides without means of 

labor protection. The cause of the violations that was given by the retailers to defend, was 

the small scale of their business, so they were not required to comply with the regulations. 

About the trading of pesticides in stores, more than 70% of the stores didn‘t have 

listing price tables and they didn‘t save the statistics on number of pesticides bills that were 

sold daily. Only about 10% of the stores had listing price tables and updated new pesticides 

continuously (mostly large stores). The remaining stores had listing price tables but they 

barely updated new pesticides, and they saved bill of sale intermittently. The store owners 

also said that the source of their information was received from the certified training 

courses and periodical training every year. In these courses. They update the knowledge of 

the regulations on trading pesticides and knowledge of safety for trading and using 

pesticides. Only some of young owners who were tranned at the specialized colleges  had 

tend to approached this new knowledge from the Internet. 
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Figure 2. Awareness of retailers for trading pesticide provisions  

(Source: 2014 Survey Results) 

Overall, the violation of the stores are derived from (i) insufficient awareness of the 

legal provisions in trade of pesticides, (ii) the legal provisions communications and (iii) 

The inspection and surveillance of specialized agencies. In addition, the profits of the 

pesticides trade is also an important reason for the retailers‘s violations even though they 

have adequate knowledge of the risks of pesticide and legal provisions. The lack of severe 

sanctions to penalize the violator is one of the causes of this situation. 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

Despite advanced pesticide regulations oriented towards saferpesticides and reduced 

pesticide dependency, there has been afailure of Vietnam‘s pesticide policy. Parallel with 

increasingly strict pesticide regulations, the Vietnamesestate enlarged the access to 

pesticides for wider groups of farmers. This is the main explanation for the growth in 

imported pesticides. However, the growing import of newly formulated (and safer) 

pesticides did not replace the highly toxic and low quality ones.  

In order to deal with these limitations, the Government needs to issue policies on 

knowledge upgrading for both traders and inspectors and on level of pushnisment for 

regulation breakers. The policies should be stated clearly with particular duties. The 

policies also defined the power and responsibilities of the agencies which related to the 

management of pesticides as well as increasing legal powers to commune level in pesticide 

management. 

Beside, the government should build new salary regime, more appropriate 

allowance for pesticide inspectors. They also should improve the level expertise on 

pesticide of managerial officials and the staff who will participate in trafficking pesticides 

supervision. The Government should increase the number of specialized inspectors 

pesticides and agricultural technicians in the PPD station. The inspections should be 

carried out with more frequency, especially unannounced inspections on the crop. 

Final,the managers need the solutions to improve the efficiency of the 

communication on pesticides. The managers should organize more seminars, dialogues 

between specialists and pesticide suppliers with retailers in the city. The talks between the 

managers and the retailers should be take place in order to found out the shortcomings of 

the current legal provisions. 
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The study results showed that most of the retailers have a little knowledge about 

pesticides and the state regulation of trade in pesticides. Number of shopkeepers have 

attended training on pesticide regulations trafficking average of 50 to 350 people per year in 

each province. However, the rate of stores to comply with the provisions of categories and 

types of pesticide, the listing price, store location, means of fire prevention, labor protection 

and manual pesticide was low. There are three main reasons: (i) awareness of the 

shopkeepers about the risk pesticide is not high; (ii) The inspection was not strictly; and (iii) 

the awareness of the shopkeepers and the domination by profitable sales. The inspection and 

monitoring retailers by the Hanoi (PPD) are conducted yearly, but only frequency but once 

or three times a year in each local, so the detection and punishment of violations were not 

timely and thoroughly. Some causes are shown as: the number of inspectors is low, no 

collaborators of pesticide management in the communes; The lack of expertise and weak by 

pesticides interdisciplinary inspectors. The level of sanction for violated stores are low and  

not enough deterrenting and leading to recidivism. 

The development orientation with the areas of intensive agriculture is a right policy 

of the State and it is bringing great benefits to the people and society. In general, in order 

to the sustainable development of the agricultural specialized cultivation areas government 

should have policies to develope agriculture synchronously for a long-term and avoiding 

overlapping regulations to cause difficulties for enforcement. 
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Abstract 

Pressure on government budgets has made it more important to quantify the value of 

public goods, i.e. tropical cyclone warning services, to society. Based on a stated-preference 

(SP) survey, in which respondents could indicate the amount of their willingness to pay (WTP), 

this study elicited respondents‟ value for an improved cyclone warning service in 

Vietnam.Strategic behaviour that may cause biases in WTP estimates is a concern in the 

application of SP surveys. It has been recognised that some respondents will not state their 

true preferences when they believe that they might gain benefits from not doing so.To analyse 

respondents‟ strategic behaviour, two follow-up questions on the beliefs were used to detect 

respondents who could behave strategically. A finding of this analysis is that the strategic 

respondents in the Central region, which is most frequently affected by cyclones, overstated 

their total WTP for the medium improvement program, while the strategic respondents living 

the Northern region underbid the same program. Holding higher true value of improvements 

in cyclone warning services could be a reason for the overbidding of the strategic respondents 

living in the Central region. The strategic respondents with the Northern region residency 

have a lower true value, so their relevant behaviour is underbidding. Concerning the pooled 

data from the two regions, the results of total WTP estimates indicate that a dominant strategy 

of the strategic respondents is to understate their WTP. This is consistent with Samuelson 

(1954)'s statement suggesting that people are more likely to pretend to have less interest in a 

public good with the expectation that others will pay enough to provide the good nevertheless. 
 

Keywords: stated-preference methods, choice experiments, strategic behaviour 

 

1. Introduction 

Improving and issuing better information on tropical cyclones is not cost free. 

Owing to increasing pressure on national budgets, governments in many countries seek 

formal economic justification for public funds invested in their national meteorological 

services (NMSs) (Letson et al., 2007, Freebairn and Zillman, 2002). Estimating a monetary 

value to attach to publicly available goods and services assists policy makers to determine 

if investing in cyclone warning services is worthwhile. Information about economic values 

is useful for identifying, or at least approximating, what may be the optimal choice over a 

variety of investment options. The economic value of an improved cyclone warning 

service has become an important public policy concern. 

A choice experiment (CE), which is a stated preference (SP) method, was used to 

estimate willingness to pay for improvements in tropical cyclone warning services in 

Vietnam (Nguyen et al., 2013). The CE approach is based on the assumption that goods or 

services can be represented by its characteristics (or attributes). In a CE exercise, respondents 
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are requested to make choice decisions over a series of choice tasks. Each choice task 

includes a number of mutually exclusive hypothetical alternatives between which 

respondents choose their preferred one. Alternatives are described by different levels of 

attributes or characteristics of the good or service that is being valued. In making trade-offs 

between the alternatives, respondents reveal their preferences for the levels of attributes. 

When the monetary cost or price of the good or service is included as an attribute and the 

levels of all attributes are designed to systematically vary across the experiment, researchers 

are able to estimate the values that respondents assign to the attribute levels. 

Strategic behaviour that may cause biases in WTP estimates is a concern in the 

application of SP surveys (Milon, 1989; Throsby and Withers, 1986). It has been 

recognised that some respondents will not state their true preferences when they believe 

that they might gain benefits from not doing so. Some respondents could have an incentive 

to understate their value for the goods in SP surveys to encourage the provision of the 

goods at a low price. In certain circumstances, some respondents believe that they will not 

be required to actually pay the amounts they state they would be willing to pay; and they 

may overstate the values to promote the provision of the goods. If many respondents 

behaving strategically act in a similar manner, the strategic responses will bias the 

estimated values (Boyle, 2003). 

In CE surveys, it is expected that the complexity of choice tasks with multi-attribute 

and multi-alternatives could make it difficult for respondents to form response strategies in 

order to strategically bias their answers. However, Carson and Groves (2011) argue that all 

respondents have to do is to act as if they are more (or less) price sensitive than they 

actually are when they believe that they would gain benefits from their responses. Using a 

case study in transportation, Lu et al. (2008) show that making choice tasks more complex 

(i.e. adding more attributes to the CE experiment) would not significantly reduce the 

strategic bias, but contributes to a higher error variance in the CE responses. They reason 

that respondents make more errors in the complex design, but respondents' valuation of the 

good or service that is being valued is not affected. 

Moreover, Carson and Groves (2007) point out that when facing a series of choice 

options offering the non-market good with different levels of price and qualities, 

respondents might not believe in the credibility of those options; they, therefore, would try 

to answer in a strategic way to manipulate the survey results to their advantage. A series of 

choice questions would also provide opportunities for respondents to develop their 

strategic responses as they become more aware of the strategic opportunities after each 

choice task (strategic learning) (Scheufele and Bennett, 2012). The concerns about 

strategic bias increase if the good under consideration is a public good (Day et al., 2012; 

Milon, 1989; Throsby and Withers, 1986). The key feature of a public good is that only 

one level can be provided to all people. Some respondents could attempt to choose an 

option that they think has a reasonable chance of ―winning‖, even when this excludes their 

most preferred option (Bennett and Blamey, 2001). By making choices in such a way, they 

respond strategically and do not reveal their true preferences. 

Mitchell and Carson (1989) suggest that strategic behaviour of respondents in SP 

studies is a function of two factors: (A) the respondents' expectations about the provision of 
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the good or service under valuation and (B) the respondents' perceived payment obligation. 

The key distinction within (A) is whether or not respondents believe the survey is 

consequential, implying the survey's results will potentially influence the related agency's 

decisions to provide the good (Carson and Groves, 2007). SP practitioners avoid (or should 

avoid) any hint that the good they are trying to value is certain to be provided; and it should 

be explained to respondents that the provision of the good would depend on the results of the 

survey (Mitchell and Carson, 1989). Carson and Groves (2007) Contend that given the 

amount of effort investigators expend on the survey, most respondents would believe that the 

provision of the good under consideration depends on their response to the survey.  

In relation to (B), it is standard practice in the design of the CE survey for more than 

one level of cost to be presented, and this could mean that respondents are uncertain about 

the amount that they have to pay (Carson and Groves, 2007). It would be difficult to 

convince respondents that they would have to pay exactly what they state in the hypothetical 

CE survey. However, the idea that their payments may be in some way related to their stated 

WTP would be credible to respondents. The distinction within (B) is whether or not 

respondents believe that they will actually have to pay for the good at a level of payment 

determined using the WTP amounts they choose in the CE survey. Since respondents are 

uncertain about the amount of their payment, they are assumed to make decisions according 

to their expected amount of payment calculated using a set of perceived probabilities 

associated with each of the various cost levels. All respondents are presented with the same 

set of cost levels, so the difference in their perceived probabilities would represent the 

difference in their belief. The interpretation of respondents' belief in the payment obligation, 

therefore, will correspond to their perceived probabilities. If a respondent believes in the 

payment obligation, it appears that the respondent believes that there is no chance he/she will 

not have to pay for the good if he/she agrees to pay a non-zero WTP. If a respondent does 

not believe in the payment obligation, the respondent would perceive that there is a positive 

probability he/she will have to pay nothing even though his/her stated WTP is non-zero.  

When both factor (A) and (B) are considered, true preference revelation would be 

motivated when respondents believe that the survey is consequential, and that there is no 

chance they will not have to pay for the good if their stated WTP is non-zero. Under these 

two conditions it would be in the respondents‘ interest to reveal their true WTP amount 

(Carson and Groves, 2007), and strategic behaviour will be defined as corresponding with 

true preference revelation. Respondents who do not believe their responses potentially 

influence the provision of the good but still have a positive WTP could behave differently 

from respondents truly revealing their preferences (Mitchell and Carson, 1989). Carson 

and Groves (2007) argue that respondents who do not believe the survey is consequential 

should be omitted from the economic analysis. If the survey‘s results are not seen by a 

respondent as being consequential, then all possible choices by the respondent will be 

perceived as having the same influence on the respondent's welfare. In such a case, it is 

pointless to try to explain apparent economic anomalies in the respondent's choices 

(Carson and Groves, 2007). Besides, the majority of respondents would believe that their 

responses to a credible survey will affect the provision of the good. The omission of 

respondents who do not believe the survey is consequential would not have significant 
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effects on the statistical power of econometric analysis. Thus, this study focuses on 

strategic behaviour which could be motivated when respondents believe that the survey is 

consequential, but they do not believe that they will actually have to pay for the good even 

if their stated WTP is non-zero.   

In our study, respondents are assigned to assumed non-strategic and strategic groups 

using their answers to two follow-up questions on their beliefs about the consequentiality 

of the survey and the payment obligation. Comparison between the two groups may show 

anomalies in the choice made by the strategic respondents. Mixed logit models are 

separately constructed for the non-strategic and strategic groups. Comparison of WTP 

values estimated from the models enables us to explore strategic behaviour in WTP for 

improvements in cyclone warning services in Vietnam. 

2. Research design and Method 

2.1. Overview of survey design and implementation 

In this CE exercise, each alternative was described by different (improved) levels of 

three cyclone warning service attributes - accuracy of forecast information, number of 

updates per day and mobile phone short message warning. To measure the WTP of a 

Vietnamese household, a fourth (cost) attribute was defined as a one-off levy paid through 

the electricity bill. The attributes and their levels were identified following two focus group 

studies of users‘ opinions regarding the attributes of a cyclone warning system about which 

they would be interested, alongside a rigorous literature review and on-going discussions 

with Vietnamese meteorological experts. The appropriateness of the identified attributes 

and the questionnaire were tested in two pilot surveys. Table 1 presents the attribute levels 

applied in the CE exercise. 

Table 1: Attributes and levels for the discrete choice experiment in Vietnam 

Attributes Current levels Improvement levels 

Accuracy of tropical cyclone forecast 

Number of updates per day (times) 

Mobile phone short message warning 

A one-off payment in household 

electricity bill (1000 VND) 

Current condition 

8 

Not available 

0 

Level 1, Level 2, Level 3 

8, 12, 16 

Not available, Available 

50, 150, 250 

 

Using the selected attributes and levels, an orthogonal design was used to construct 

twenty-four choice tasks. To reduce the cognitive burden of respondents, a blocked design 

comprised of six choice tasks was developed using the blocking procedure in Ngene
146

, and 

each respondent randomly chosen to face one block of choice tasks. For each choice task, 

respondents were required to indicate their preference between two alternatives: a potential 

improvement program and the status quo (i.e., keeping all attributes at their current levels). 

The status quo option was kept to be identical across all choice tasks. Figure 1 shows an 

example of a choice task presented to respondents during the CE exercise. 
 

                                                           
146

Ngene is a software package developed for choice experiment design by ChoiceMetrics (http://choice-

metrics.com). 
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Figure 1: An example of choice task 

 
 

Using face-to-face interviews, the survey was introduced to 1133 households, of 

which 1014 (89%) household representatives agreed to participate and completed the 

questionnaire.Of the effective sample of 1014 household representatives, 863 respondents 

voted 'yes' to at least one proposed improvement alternative in the series of six choice 

tasks. Thus, these respondents indicated a positive WTP for improvements in cyclone 

warning services in Vietnam. As described in the next section, strategic behaviour data was 

collected from only respondents who stated a positive WTP. Our analysis of strategic 

behaviour, therefore, focuses on respondents with at least one non-zero WTP. 

2.2. Assignment of respondents to non-strategic and strategic behaviour groups 

To examine strategic behaviour in our survey, respondents were assigned to one of 

two groups of non-strategic and strategic respondents according to their possibly strategic 

behaviour. The possible anomalies in WTP of the strategic respondents are examined 

based on a comparison with WTP of the non-strategic respondents. This assignment was 

undertaken on the basis of respondents' answers to two follow-up questions: 

(1) "How likely do you think it is that the results of this survey will affect the 

Government's decisions about improving early warning service for tropical cyclones?". 

Respondents could select one of five options: (1) No effect at all, (2) Very low, (3) Low, (4) 

High, (5) Very high (Definite effects). Carson and Groves (2007) Distinguish between 

inconsequential surveys (where respondents believe that there is a zero percent chance the 

survey results will influence the agency's decisions) and consequential surveys (where 

respondents perceive their responses will influence the agency's decisions up to some non-zero 

probability). We assumed that respondents who did not select the option ―(1) No effect at 

all‖believed that their choices will influence policy makers' decisions about implementation of 

improvements in cyclone warning services up to some non-zero level of probability. 

(2) Respondents with non-zero bids were also requested to answer a follow-up 

question on their perceived payment obligation: "I voted for the program but I do not think 

that I will actually have to pay the fee". There were three options for respondents to 
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choose: (1) Agree, (2) Maybe, (3) Disagree. In the collected data, 'Agree' was chosen by 41 

respondents, and the number of respondents selecting 'Maybe' was 258. When compared 

with the respondents answering 'Agree', the respondents who chose 'Maybe' could be less 

certain about their chance of having to pay nothing for improvements in cyclone warning 

services in the future. Both groups of respondents, however, would perceive that at a 

positive probability they would have to pay nothing even though they had non-zero bids. 

Therefore, we assume that respondents with the answer of 'Agree' and 'Maybe' belong to 

the same group of 299 (= 41 + 258) respondents who did not believe the payment 

obligation up to some non-zero level of probability.  

Based on the two follow-up questions, it is assumed that the non-strategic 

subsample includes respondents who did not choose the option ―(1) No effect at all‖, and 

believed that there was no chance they would have to pay nothing for improvements in 

cyclone warning services if they had at least one non-zero bid.Respondents who did not 

select the option ―(1) No effect at all‖, and did not believe the payment obligation could 

behave strategically. The non-strategic group includes 517 respondents, and the strategic 

subsample has 299 respondents. 

2.3. Estimation of willingness-to-pay  

Estimation of WTP in our CE exercise is based on the application of mixed logit 

(ML) models (Hensher and Greene, 2003; Train, 2009). In a ML model, the utility (Uikt) 

associated with each alternative k, as evaluated by each individual i in choice taskt, can be 

approximated by a linear function form as follows:  

Uikt = αik + βi'Xikt + εikt 

where αik is the coefficient on an alternative specific constant (ASC) representing 

utility associated with moving away from the status quo option, βi is the vector of taste 

parameters, Xikt is the vector of independent variables that are observed by the researcher, 

and εikt is the stochastic unobserved component. In each choice task, respondents are 

assumed to choose an option that yields a better utility. The choice data from our CE 

survey are analysed using NLOGIT 5.0. 

To examine strategic behaviour in our CE survey, ML models are constructed 

separately for the non-strategic and strategic groups. The comparison between WTP 

estimated for the two group of respondents may show anomalies in the choice made by the 

strategic respondents. In the ML modelsdeveloped in our study, the frequency of update 

and cost attributes are treated as continuous variables, while the attributes of accuracy 

improvement levels and mobile phone short message warning are modelled as dummy 

variables. Accuracy levels 2 and 3 are assessed relative to accuracy level 1; and after 

accounting for the ASC, the implied coefficient of accuracy level 1 is 0. The ML models, 

in which the coefficients on the attribute variables, except for the cost attribute, are 

specified as random parameters with normal distribution, are estimated with 1000 Halton 

draws. The ML models also allow free correlation among the random parameters. 

3.Effects of strategic behaviour on willingness-to-pay estimates 

When examining WTP estimates of strategic respondents, another interesting 

question is whether strategic respondents over-or understate their WTP. Most respondents 

in a CE survey are uncertain about the amount of they will have to pay. When a strategic 
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respondent is uncertain about the amount of his/ her payment, the direction of whether 

he/she may over-or understate their WTP is not clear (Mitchell and Carson, 1989). The 

direction strategic behaviour takes could depend on where the respondent‘s true value of 

the good under consideration lies. If the true value that the strategic respondent holds is 

high, or in other words, the good is important to them, he/she has an incentive to encourage 

the provision of the good and may overstate his/her WTP. Since the strategic respondent is 

uncertain about the amount of payment, the expected amount of payment (the perceived 

probability multiplythe amount) could be calculated to inform the respondent‘s decisions. 

If, for example, the strategic respondent truly values the good at $50 and figures that at a 

75 percent chance he/she will have to pay the whole stated WTP and that there is a 25 

percent chance of paying nothing, then the expected payment would be about $38 if his/her 

true value is used. If the respondent states that his/her WTP is $60, then the expected 

amount of payment is $45 less than his/her true value. By stating an amount somewhat 

higher than his/her true WTP the respondent can exert more influence on the provision of 

the good without being exposed to an expected payment greater than his/her true WTP 

amount. On the other hand, if the respondent thinks the good is not important and is 

holding a low value of the good, he/she will understate his/her WTP to minimise the 

expected payment. This accords with Samuelson (1954)'s statement that ―it is in the selfish 

interest of each person to give false signals, to pretend to have less interest in a given 

collective consumption activity than he really has. (page 388)‖  

The CE surveys for this research were undertaken in both the Central and Northern 

regions, where cyclone risk differs. Respondents with the Central region residency may 

hold different true values of cyclone warning services from respondents living in the 

North. Strategic respondents living in the Central region, therefore, may have a different 

motivation from the motivational situation of strategic respondents with the Northern 

region residency. To gain a better understanding of whether WTP estimates for the 

strategic respondents are over-or underestimates, WTP estimates are compared between 

the non-strategic and strategic subsamples in each of the two regions (Table 2).  

Inspection of the total WTP estimates reported in Table 2 reveals that while the 

strategic respondents living the Central region overstated the total WTP for the medium 

improvement program, the strategic respondents with Northern region residency underbid 

the same program. The resampling tests confirm that both the overbid in the Central region 

and the underbid in the Northern region are statistically significant at the 5% level. It is 

expected that respondents living in the Central region, where the cyclone risk is relatively 

higher, would have higher true values of improvements in cyclone warning services. If we 

assume that the WTP values estimated from the non-strategic respondents represent the 

true value, a test based on the resampling approach supports that the non-strategic 

respondents living in the Central region have a higher WTP value for the medium 

improvements than the non-strategic respondents in the Northern region (p = 0.022).  The 

difference in direction of strategic behaviour between respondents living in the Central and 

Northern regions is consistent with the theoretical framework proposed by Mitchell and 

Carson (1989). This suggests that strategic respondents holding higher true value of the 

good under consideration might overstate their WTP while strategic respondents with 

lower true value might underbid. 
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In relation to the total WTP estimates with the pooled data from the two regions 

reported in Table 2, the resampling tests indicate that the strategic respondents understated 

their WTP for both of the medium and maximal improvement programs. This is consistent 

with the Samuelson (1954)‘s statement. A dominant strategy of strategic respondents with 

selfish interest is to be willing to pay less than their true value of a public good in the 

expectation that others will nevertheless pay enough to provide the good. 

With regards to the WTP estimates for the attributes, the null hypothesis that the 

two groups exhibit similar WTP for most attributes cannot be rejected, except for the WTP 

for accuracy level 3 in the Central region and the WTP for accuracy level 2 in the Northern 

region. In relation to the significant differences in the WTP estimates related to accuracy 

level 3 in the Central region and accuracy level 2 in the Northern region
247

, the negative 

sign indicates these WTP values are underbid by the strategic respondents. Again the 

dominant strategy of underbidding suggested by Samuelson (1954) could be an 

explanation for the strategic behaviour related to accuracy levels 2 and 3. 

4. Conclusions 

Increasing pressure on government budgets has made it increasingly more important 

to quantify the value of public goods, i.e. tropical cyclone warning services, to society as a 

whole. An estimate of the value of public goods can then be included as a benefit in a cost-

benefit analysis for the provision of public goods. By using the CE approach, this study 

elicited respondents‘ value for an improved cyclone warning service.Conventionally, 

attention is paid to monetary estimates, but respondents‘ true behaviourin stated-preference 

surveys remains largely unknown. The estimation of WTP for improvements in cyclone 

warning services is extended with an analysis of strategic behaviour. 

The analysis of strategic behaviour in this study focused on the strategic behaviour 

of respondents who believe that their responses potentially influence the provision of the 

good, but do not believe that they will actually have to pay for the good even if their stated 

WTP is non-zero. In this survey, two follow-up questions on the beliefs were used to detect 

respondents who could behave strategically. A finding of this analysis is that while the 

strategic respondents with the Central region residency overstated the total WTP for the 

medium improvement program, the strategic respondents living the Northern region 

underbid the same program. A possible explanation is that strategic respondents may over-

or underbid depending on their true value of the good under valuation. Holding higher true 

value of improvements in cyclone warning services could be a reason for the overbidding 

of the strategic respondents living in the Central region. The strategic respondents with the 

Northern region residency have a lower true value, so their relevant behaviour is 

underbidding. Concerning the pooled data from the two regions, the results of total WTP 

estimates indicate that a dominant strategy of the strategic respondents is to understate 

their WTP. This is consistent with Samuelson (1954)'s statement suggesting that people are 

more likely to pretend to have less interest in a public good with the expectation that others 

will pay enough to provide the good nevertheless. 

                                                           
247

The WTP estimate for accuracy level 2 or level 3 should be interpreted as the total WTP for a program 

with only the accuracy attribute improved up to accuracy level 2 or level 3, respectively. 
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Table 2: WTP estimates
a
 (in 1000VND)by strategic and non-strategic subsamples in the Central and Northern regions 

 Pooled data from the two regions Central region    Northern region 

 
Strategic 

subsample 

Non-strategic 

subsample 

Resampling 

test
b 

Strategic 

subsample 

Non-strategic 

subsample 

Resampling 

test 

Strategic 

subsample 

Non-strategic 

subsample 

Resampling 

test  

Number of respondents 299 517   94 320   205 197   

Total WTP             

Medium improvement 

 

Maximal improvement 

 

130.164***     

(7.439) 

185.819***     

(8.636) 

145.496***     

(5.586) 

200.764***     

(6.135) 

− 

 

− 

 

0.049** 

 

0.080* 

184.360***    

(14.085) 

201.951***    

(15.906) 

155.800***     

(8.259) 

219.610***     

(8.470) 

+ 

 

− 

 

0.032** 

 

0.159 

108.335***     

(6.967) 

181.055***    

(11.046) 

134.083***     

(7.387) 

172.376***     

(8.672) 

− 

 

+ 

0.005** 

 

0.293 

WTP for the attributes           

Accuracy Level 1 

 

Accuracy Level 2 

 

Accuracy Level 3 

 

Frequency of update 

 

Mobile phone short 

message warning 

55.595*** 

(9.017) 

79.235*** 

(7.667) 

124.131***  

(9.613) 

2.690**  

(1.080) 

40.171*** 

(7.218) 

65.770***     

(6.753) 

89.225***     

(6.008) 

132.714***     

(6.875) 

2.945***      

(0.777) 

44.490***     

(5.587) 

− 

 

− 

 

− 

 

− 

 

− 

 

0.174 

 

0.139 

 

0.241 

 

0.432 

 

0.294 

67.419***    

(16.523) 

90.059***    

(16.186) 

89.348***    

(17.756) 

4.576**      

(1.837) 

75.998***    

(15.610) 

68.552***     

(9.499) 

84.298***     

(8.200) 

133.014***     

(9.138) 

3.773***     

(1.036) 

56.407***     

(7.808) 

− 

 

+ 

 

− 

 

+ 

 

+ 

0.468 

 

0.362 

 

0.016** 

 

0.344 

 

0.122 

51.689***    

(10.405) 

76.347***     

(8.217) 

141.654***    

(10.692) 

1.853        

(1.232) 

24.575***     

(7.035) 

59.881***     

(9.715) 

100.520***     

(8.800) 

131.407***    

(10.528) 

1.851*       

(1.125) 

26.155***     

(7.951) 

− 

 

− 

 

+ 

 

− 

 

− 

 

0.289 

 

0.019** 

 

0.253 

 

0.495 

 

0.452 

***, **, * = Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level; Standard errors are in parentheses, and are based on the Krinksy–Robb simulation using 

1000 draws; 
a 
WTP values in this table are estimated with ML models reported in Appendix 10; 

b
Resampling tests (Poe et al., 2005)were used to 

test the null hypothesis of whether the WTP estimates from the strategic subsample are equal to the equivalent values estimated from the non-

strategic subsample. The positive sign indicates that the WTP estimates from the strategic subsample are relatively greater, while the negative 

sign indicates that the WTP estimates from the strategic subsample are relatively lower. P-values of the resampling tests are used to confirm the 

statistical significance of the positive or negative sign.  
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FACTORS CAUSING SECURITY OF A DROUGHT-PRONE COMMUNITY IN 

THE UPPER CHI WATERSHED 

 

Serthpol, S.
148

and Kunurat, P.
249

 

 

Abstract 

Although communities in upper Chi watershed experience the drought regularly. 

But those communities can remain and security throughout. The objective of research aims 

to study the factors contribute to the drought-prone community in upper Chi watershed is 

security. Qualitative research is used in this study. Data were collected by in-depth 

interviews with the 50 key informants, individual and group, consists of the village 

headmen, community leaders, local scholars, religious leaders, village and network 

council, the board of chief executive of the Sub-district Administrative Organization (SAO) 

and farmers. The result found that the factors contribute to security community. it has two 

factors: 1) The capitals for livelihood; it‟s natural, physical, human, social and financial 

capital and 2) the adaptation process to the drought, it‟s preparedness, mitigation, 

response and recovery. 

 

Key words: drought-prone community, community security, capital and adaption 

process 

Background and Significance 

Security is the ultimate goal of human life. Nowadays, however, human security is 

being threatened due to climate change which causes several disasters such as earthquakes, 

floods, tsunamis, droughts and so on. 

 Thailand is one of many countries that suffer from natural disasters such as drought 

which occurs continually every year and is likely to be more severe and prolonged. The 

drought is caused by water shortages especially rainwater. Rainfall is little or none and 

these conditions lead many communities experiencing drought. It might affect Security in 

life especially the communities in the northeast of Thailand since it is a region with 

minimal rainfall. The average annual rainfall is 1000 mm. With deep consideration, it is 

found that Chi watershed, which is one of the three major river watersheds in the 

Northeast, has the lowest average rainfall of 1195 mm. (Royal Irrigation Department, 

2010), while people in the Chi watershed are mostly farmers. The drought from water 

scarcity can affect the Security of the community especially the communities located in the 

upper basin. The rainfall is minimal there. In some years, the average rainfall is 1,000 mm. 

Because the area is in the rain shadow, there is little or no rain. In some areas, the rain 

stops falling for 6-7 months consecutively. Even during the rainy season, the rain stops 

falling for 15-20 consecutive days. (Center of Geoinformatics for the Development of 

Northeast Thailand, 2007; Ministry of Nature and Environment, 2010; Agricualtural Office 

of Kaset Somboon Distric; 2012) In such circumstances, the communities in Upper Chi 
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Watershed have faced drought 1-3 years a time or 6 times per 10years. (Office of Natural 

Calamity and Agricultural Risk Prevention, 2013) The drought may affect the Security of 

communities in the Upper Chi Watershed anytime. 

 However, a review of research in the Chi watershed found that even many 

communities experience drought, they can live in their ways. (Theerasasawat, 2003; 

Thongyoo, 2005; Prakhongsri et al., 2008; the Ministry of Natural Resources and 

Environment, 2010; Kerdsook and Kerdsook, 2010) They show that the existence of the 

community is a result of its adaptability by managing or using of funds available in the 

community. They are also in accordance with the concept of disaster management of the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2012) which suggested that the 

adaptability is the sum of the strength or special features of the community's resources or 

funds to be used to manage or reduce the risk or consequences of the disaster. Therefore, it 

can be said that the community is stable due to its adaptability by using funds available in 

the community and the adaptation to drought.  

Thus, the research question arises. What are the factors that make Drought-prone 

communities in Upper Chi Watershed stable? The results of this study can be taken as a 

guideline to develop and maintain Security of Drought-prone communities in the Upper 

Chi Watershed and can be a policy recommendation to the related departments such as 

Office of Social Development and Human Security and Office of the National Economic 

and Social Development Board including local authorities, such as Sub-district 

Administrative Organization (SAO) and municipality. 

Research Objectives 

To study the factors causing security of a Drought-prone community in Upper Chi 

Watershed. 

Research Methods 

 Qualitative research is used in this study. The unit of analysis is the household and 

the community. Data were collected by in-depth interviews with a sample group of 50 

people, including official and unofficial community leaders, local scholars, community 

boards, group committee, network boards, the chief executives of Sub-district 

Administrative Organization (SAO) and farmers from the community experiencing 

continuous drought in Upper Chi Watershed. The samples were purposively selected. The 

qualifications of the samples are: 1) living in the community 30 years or more so that they 

know the changes in the community and 2) having a role in community development. In 

order to see the process determining guidelines for the development of the community's 

Security, semi-structure interview guideline was used in this study by interviewing 

individuals and groups on the same issues. During the interview, both participating and 

non-participating observation were used together to get complete information. Later, data 

was organized into categories. Tables, coding and definitions were included. The validity 

and reliability were checked using Triangulation as follows.1) Data triangulation: the 

researcher examines data from different sources.2) Researcher triangulation: the research 

assistant collects common data to confirm the acquired data. 3) Theoretical triangulation: 

Different theories are used. The researcher analyzes and presents data in a descriptive form 

based on the reality of social phenomena. The data are interpreted and defined according to 
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the conceptual and theoretical framework and presented in diagrams and pictures for a 

clear understanding. 

Results of the Study and Discussion 

 Results of the Study 

 Two issues are presented according to the findings. 1) The context of a Drought-

prone community in Upper Chi Watershed 2) Factors causing Security of a Drought-prone 

community in Upper Chi Watershed. 

 1. The Context of a Drought-prone community in Upper Chi Watershed 

 Upper Chi Watershed covers an area of approximately 28,768 square kilometers. It 

is the largest part of Chi Basin covering the area of Phetchabun, Chaiyaphum, Khon Kaen, 

Loei, Nong Bua Lamphu, Udon Thani and Nakhon Ratchasima. All Chaiyaphum is located 

in Chi Basin of12,778 square kilometers and is the area with the lowest average annual 

rainfall of1,167.48 mm. The lowest rainfall occurs in Kaset Sombun District and Bamnet 

Narong District because the areas are in the rain shadow. (Ministry of Natural Resources 

and Environment, 2010) Considering the area experiencing drought, it is found that Kaset 

Sombun District has the largest area experiencing drought of 321,946 hectares while 

Bamnet Narong District as the area experiencing drought only 229,606 hectares (Office of 

Natural Calamity and Agricultural Risk Prevention, 2013)Therefore, Kaset Sombun 

District was chosen in this study. Considering at community level, it is found that Non Sila 

community in Nong Kha Subdistrict is a community that suffers fromcontinued drought 

regularly. Significantly, Non Sila is like a pan that slopes from the east to the west and 

located between Phu Khieo Mountain and Phu Kratae Mountain, which is in the rain 

shadow of Phu Khieo Mountain. It results in hot weather and less rain falls. Even during 

the rainy season, the rain stops falling for 15-20 consecutive days. In some years, the rain 

stops falling for6-7 consecutive months. Consequently, Non Sila community experiences 

repeated drought 1-3 year a time or 6 times per 10 years. 

Non Sila community migrated from Kha Swan village, Ban Kong Subdistrict, Nong 

Rue District, Khon Kaen Province.  The old village was regularly affected by floods.  In 

1965, the government completed building Ubol Ratana Dam so the villagers left the old 

village andsettled in the new community in Nong Kha Subdistrict, Kaset Sombun District, 

Chaiyaphum Province. It is named Non Sila according to the geographical features as it is 

located on the rocky foothill of Phu Kratae Mountain. Although the community had fled 

the floods, it faces frequent drought. This is like getting out of the frying pan into the fire. 

However, Non Sila community still exists and has a sign of improvement like the 

expansion of the community. In addition there are a variety of jobs in the community and it 

passes the criteria of standard of living or basic necessities of the Office of the National 

Economic and Social Development Board nearly every year. 
 

 2. Factors causing security of a Drought-prone community in the Upper Chi 

Watershed. 

 Even Non Sila community frequently experiences a drought, it can continue to live 

a stable life. The study found that there are two types of factor causing security of Non Sila 

Community.   
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 2.1.Factors of Capital. There are five factors as follows. 

1) Natural capital. The essential natural capital that makes Non Sila community 

stable is forest, water and land. Each type has special characteristics as follows: (1) There 

are three important forests in the community including Phu Khieo Forest, Phu Kratae 

Forest and Huana Plairai Forest. These forests contain pine trees, bamboo trees and other 

local trees. These forests contribute to the living of the community in several ways. A) 

Food. There is some food that the villagers get from the forests such as mango, bale fruit, 

mempat, neem, bamboo shoot, mushroom, sweet leaf, wasp, bee and ant egg. B) Fuel 

source. The community always uses wood chips and firewood for cooking in each 

household. C) Construction materials. D) Animal husbandry E) Religious rites F) Sources 

of income: The community members sell bamboo shoot, mushroom and vegetables to get 

more money. (2) Water sources. There are several natural water sources such as Bak Too 

Canal, Chan Taew Creek, Kut Sae Creek and other swamps on Phu Khieo Mountain. 

These water sources are also important food sources of the community. The foods that 

the community can find in the water sources are shrimp, clam, crab, fish, frog, bullfrog, 

tadpoles and so on. In addition, the cattle in the community including cows and buffaloes 

use these water sources to drink and bathe regularly. The community also has two dug 

ponds used for agriculture and livestock in the dry season. Each household has a pool of 

1-2. (3) Land. It is divided into two parts: one for housing and public building and 

another for agriculture, husbandry and food source. 

 2) Physical capital. The physical capital that helps the community survive are (1) 

Equipment such as hoe, spade, plough, harrow, knife, fishing net, harpoon, trap and rice 

box, and food-finding equipment such as hook, trap net, fishing harpoon and fruit picker. 

There are also containers such as basket and rice container. Thee quipmentis mostly 

manufactured for household use and it is created from the local wisdom inheriting from the 

past.(2) Buildings contributing to the living of the community such as houses, rice mills, 

welfare shops, village halls and temples (3)The important infrastructure of the community 

such as roads, electricity, water supply system and the broadcast towers. These are the 

important physical capital of the community. The physical capital is the product of a 

community and helps the community maintain Security. 

 3) Human capital. It is the skills and knowledge which can be applied to life as 

follows. (1) Education: both formal and non-formal. Although in the past the education of 

people in the community was at elementary level, they had knowledge and important skills 

for living especially cultivation. In addition, the community directly learns from practice 

and discussion among the community members and between communities. Later, although 

more people in the community study in academic institutes, the knowledge they have does 

not much relate to the way of life of the community. Some households do not allow their 

children to further their study after finishing high school but let them be the laborers 

instead. This is another way to supply income to the community. (2) Health. Most 

community members are healthy and they do not have chronic disease affecting their work. 

Although some seniors members have to take medications regularly to treat diseases such 

as diabetes and asthma, these people can help themselves and can normally work in 

agricultural sector. There are only nine people who cannot help themselves because they 

are disabled. There arefour males and five females of them. (3) Labor. Most members of 
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the community are in working age between 16-60 years old. There are 332 people (67.8%) 

out of 489 people in total. The female is 64.97% and the male is 35.03%. Most of the 

members in working age is laborers working outside the community so the community has 

more revenue. It results in the Security of the community. (4) Leadership. In the past, the 

official leader of the community was the village chief. He was knowledgeable, capable and 

greatly sacrificed himself to the work so the community members respected him. In 

addition, the unofficial leader of the community was a monk. He was also respected by the 

community and there were unity and generosity within the community. However, since the 

selection of the village chief was changed to voting system, the community has divided 

into parties because there is competition between members of the community. Good 

relation of community members has loosened up since 2009-2010. At present, since 2011, 

the religious leader has greatly strengthened so the community members join more social 

activities and it helps restore the relations of the community dramatically. 

 4) Social capital. It is a good relationship helping the community to survive steadily 

throughout the past and present. There are three types as follows. (1) Bonding social 

capital. It is the relation of relatives and close neighbors in the community. There are two 

features. A) Trust such as a letting the neighbors take care of the house and lending money 

to the neighbors. B) Mutual assistance such as food sharing, participating in the festival, 

joint harvesting (2) Horizontal social capital. It is an informal relationship between the 

community and other communities such as an exchange of information and assistance 

among communities. (3) Vertical social capital. It is a formal relationship between the 

community and external agencies, both public and private, such as Sub-district 

Administrative Organization (SAO), District Agricultural Extension Office, Bank for 

Agriculture and Agricultural Co-operatives and Environment Institute. Most of these 

agencies provideinfrastructure in community like digging wells, channeling the canals and 

launching clean tap water project. In addition, they grant funds and training to the 

community regularly. 

(5) Financial capital.There are two types of source of finance. (1) Agricultural 

revenues include sales of important agricultural products of the community. The average 

revenue of selling jute each year is 14,000-16,000 baht per household. The average 

revenue of selling cassava each year is 24,000-32,000 baht per household. The average 

revenue of selling sugarcane is 210,000-810,000 baht depending on the market price. Chili 

is sold for 6,000-24,000 baht depending on the market price. In the past, the villagers 

searched for wild products in the forest especially bamboo shoot and sold it for one baht 

per kilogram. They earned 30-50 baht a day. Currently, they earn 1,000-2,000 baht a day. 

Sometimes the community sellscattle especially cows and buffaloes. In the past, a cow cost 

1,000-1,200 baht. Currently, it costs15,000-30,000 baht. A pig costs 20,00-30,000 baht. 

The community also engages in agricultural work. In the past, the daily wage was20-30 

baht but currently it is270-300 baht. (2) Revenue beyond agricultural sector is from 

working in the construction sites and factories. In the past, the daily wage was100-130 baht 

but now the minimum wage is 250-300 baht. Selling handicraft products includes rice 

container. In the past, it was sold at 5-10 baht. Now it is sold at 100-120 baht. THB 5-10. 

The price of a basket was 10-15 baht but currently it is 120-200 baht. The price of a wool 

beanieis 20-30 baht. The community also gets loan from banks and loan sharks for 
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household expense. These capitals and capital resources help communitysteadily survive 

from the past to present. 

 In summary, these capitals are the factors leading to the Security of the community. 

They make the community stable from the past to the present. The community isalso 

maintained and stabilizedunder thechange of conditions, both within the community and 

outside the community. Therefore, five factors for livingmentioned above are important to 

the process of creating and maintaining the Security of the community. 
 

2.2.Factors of drought management process. There are four factors. 

1. Preparation. It is found that the community is prepared to drought as follows. 

 1) Risk assessment of drought. The community estimates the risk of the drought 

that may affect the community through these processes. (1) The community pays attention 

to news from two sources:: A. The community regularly keeps up with news from the 

outside sources such as drought news from radio and television. Sometimes the village 

chief announces drought news from the district office to the community so the villagers 

can prepare for the drought. B. The community regularly keeps up with news from 

neighbors or nearby communities by talking / asking about the drought. (2) The 

community monitors the situation of water in the community by observing water level on a 

regular basis. (3) The community discusses the probability of a sufficient quantity of water. 

For example, the villagerstalk about the amount of water available ifit is enough to use 

throughout the year.2) There are two types of warning. (1) There are warnings from 

outside the community. For example, the government declaresthe drought areas. The SAO 

and the district office alert the communities to conserve water throughthe village chiefs as 

a mediumof news notification. (2) There are warnings from the community members. Most 

are the discussions of the community members such as the elderly,the heads of the family 

and merit makers. These membersfrequently talk to each other and they talkabout the 

drought by telling each other the news from radio and television. There is also a warning 

about the use of the community's water supply such asthe schedule of turning off and 

turning on the water supply. 3) There are two types ofthe specification of risk prevention 

plan. (1) Activities promoting knowledge of self-help basics. The relevant agencies, such 

as SAO anddistrict office, educate the villagers about the prevention of forest fires.(2) 

Plans assisting the community in emergency. For example, a fund is established to provide 

loans to community in emergency and the network is created to prepare water supply for 

emergency use. 4) The features of mobilizing resources to help the community are 

followed. (1)Capital support.Most are the investment of relevant authorities such as 

Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation, SAO anddistrict office.They support 

the fund for drought preventions such as demolishing the dam, dredging the canal and 

setting a clean water supply system. (2) Material support. For example, SAO and district 

officereserve water tanks for the community and bring the truck to distribute the water to 

the community. 5) Emergency assistance networking. Emergency assistance network of the 

community includes: (1) Government agencies including Royal Irrigation Department, 

Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation and SAO. (2) Private sectors including 

shops and companies in Kaset Sombun District. 
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 2. Mitigation. The community relieves the drought using these ways. 

1) Reducing and adjusting activities affected from the drought. The community 

reduces and adjusts activities that might be affected by the drought as follows. (1) Planting 

activities. The community changes the crops to suit the drought and reduces the amount of 

drought-prone crops. For example, farmers changes from growing local rice, which is 

time-consuming in the growing process, to lowland rice, which can be harvested faster 

instead. Currently, it is found that the villagers reduce rice-growing because of drought. 

They grow sugarcane instead because sugar cane is more drought-resistant than rice. They 

also switch to pepper cultivation in the dry season to increase their income. (2) Animal 

husbandry. It is found that the community reduces raising animals consuming a lot of 

water such as cow and buffalo. (3) Household activities. Thee villages reduce household 

water use, save water, reduce the burning and reduce bathing in the dry season. 2) 

Avoiding/reducing risk. (1) Changing the way of living. For example, the community works 

outside the agricultural sector more to reduce the water use (2) Protection of resources and 

the environment. For example, the villagers do not burn the forest down. They plant more 

trees and demarcate the forest conservation area. 3) Building capacity in self-adjustment of 

the community such as digging ponds, penetrating groundwater, building water tanks for 

clean water and buying water jars. 

3. Responses. It shows that the community responses to the drought in the following ways. 

1) Monitoring the drought situation such as following the news from the radio and 

television regularly, observing water sources in the community and exchanging information 

with other communities. The community monitors the drought situation within the community 

and outside the community. At the community level, it examines various water sources and 

wildfires. 2) Warnings / reports in the following ways. (1)Warnings / reports via wire 

broadcasting. (2) Warnings / reports via persons. 3) Helping the victims in the following ways. 

(1) Self-help among community members such as sharing food. (2) Assistance of agencies / 

volunteers from outside such as SAO providing water to the community. 3) Reducing the use 

of water such opening the water supply only in the morning and in the evening, bathing one 

time per day and watering plants with water from dishwashing. 

 4. Recovery. The community restores itself in the following ways. 

 1) The community builds endurance so that it can live as normal after experiencing the 

drought through the following processes. (1) Assistances or supports of external agencies. For 

example, SAO, district office and Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation help 

rehabilitate the community by dredging the canals, digging the ponds and building a clean 

water supply system. (2) The mutual assistance of the community. For example, the villagers 

share water for agriculture. They share the rice with the community members experiencing a 

serious drought. They provide loans with low interest rates to the neighbors so that the 

neighbors can use itin daily life. 2) Creating collaborative learning of the community. It is for 

exchanging knowledge among members of the community as well as doing activities to 

rehabilitate the communityfrom the drought. There is the exchange of experiences among 

community members and other communities affected by disasters. 
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Discussion and summary  

Discussion 

 Factors causing the Security of Non Sila community are the living capital and 

drought management. Living capital is the capital or the property that community uses in 

their living. The Security of the community does not only come from the capital available 

in the community but outside agencies, especially the government, have to support or 

strengthen the community to help themselves steadily. This is consistent with the findings 

of Bantilan and Mohan (2014) who studied the adaptation to climate change of agricultural 

sector in Asian countries. The results showed that the alternative of farmers‘ adaptation is 

the empowerment them by increasing income and livelihood which help cushion them 

from the state of emergency and the climate change. The drought management is the 

adaptation to drought in different periods so the community can live steady. This is 

consistent with the research of Kerdsook and Kerdsook (2010) who studied the adaptability 

of farmers to floods in Chi watershed. They pointed out those communities in Chi 

watershedhave the ability to adapt themselves to catastrophic flooding by applying local 

wisdom in flood management. It is also consistent with the research of Bureau of Research, 

Development and Hydrology (2008) that studied the local knowledge in water resources 

management: a case study of Chi watershed. It is found that the communities in the Chi 

watershedhave various wisdoms which suitable for the environment of the communities in 

economic, social and cultural aspects. They can use these wisdoms in water management 

and these wisdoms are beneficial to a sustainable and stable development plan. It can be 

seen that adaptation to drought of the community is not only an adaptation. 

Conclusions 

The results showed that even Non Sila community frequently experiences drought, 

it can remain steady because it has the ability ofself-adaptationto the drought in three 

periods as follows. 1) Before the drought, the community prepared and mitigate the 

drought risk that may affect the Security of the community. 2) During the drought, the 

community responded to the drought. 3) After the drought, the community rehabilitated 

itself properly and spent the living capital reasonably although the living capi tal in the 

community is different in each period. In the past, the natural capital, such as forests, 

water and soil, was various, abundant, accessible and fully utilized. It caused the 

members to live in the community and it created a better relationship among 

community members. Later, the natural capital, however, greatly reduced, the members 

worked outside the community more. The relationship of community members was 

reduced but the community could create more financial capital by working outside the 

agricultural sector and outside the community. Importantly, the community expanded 

and created more economic activities and the community had more revenue to spend 

within the community. The result was that the community could invest more and it was 

a process to create the Security of the community as well. 

Therefore, there are two factors affecting the Security of Non Sila community. They 

are the adaptation to the drought and the living capital. 
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Suggestions 

 According to the results of the study, some suggestions are presented below. 

1. There should be research on the level of factors affecting the Drought-prone 

community in Upper Chi Watershed. For example, the research on which factors are 

most concentrated, which factors are most relevant and which factors affect the 

Security of the community. 

2. Agencies involving in social development, such as Office of Social Development 

and Human Security, Office of the National Economics and Social Development Board 

and Community Development Department, should apply the study to set a policy to 

develop communities suffering from the drought. Importantly, local authorities, such as 

SAO, municipality and district office, should apply the study to set the guideline for 

developing communities experiencing the drought in the Upper Chi Watershed. 

 

Discussion and Conclusions 

Discussion 

 The dynamics of Security of a Drought-prone community in Upper Chi Watershed 

are different due to the self-adaptation of the community towards internal factors including 

droughts and external factors including markets, capital, policies and new technologies so 

the community remains stable. This is consistent with the findings of Young et al. (2009) 

and Braatz (2009).The results of these two studies suggest that building Security by 

adaptation can reduce the risk of communities in fragile areas. Even the community 

adapts itself to the outside by working outside the agricultural sector more, the 

community still mainly work in agricultural sector and create more revenues within the 

community. This is consistent with the study of Theerasasawat (2003) that the 

households in Northeastern community adapt themselves by working outside the 

agricultural sector to increased revenues. The study of Thongyoo (2005) also mentions 

that households in the Northeast of Thailand adapt themselves to survive by dividing 

economic activities, continuously growing rice and keeping agricultural land. However, 

the community still focuses on economic issues in terms of revenue in cash used in daily 

life. This is consistent with the study of Mingthiphon (2552) that the community has 

economic Security in monetary value. Increasing money will help the community reduce 

insecurity in other aspects especially when the community experiences drought and the 

price of goods is volatile. The findings are consistent with the study of Lackstrom et al. 

(2013) that the drought affects the price of goods Thus, money is an important factor in 

achieving Security in other aspects because the  drought affects the food system of the 

community. Communities must adapt to a new system. The community has to create new 

food system by buying more food from the markets. The result of the research is 

consistent with the study of Devereux (2007) that people who cannot produce enough 

food will be pushed into the market to buy food. The price of food is not fixed and 

sometimes it is expensive. As a result, it is difficult for the community to access to food.  
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Conclusions 

The results show that even Non Sila Community frequently experiences continuous 

drought and natural resources, which are the important living capital, has decreased and 

degraded, the community still survives. It can adapt itself to both drought and the decline 

of natural resources in the community, which are the internal factors, and the flow of 

capital, market and technology, which are external factors, and the community still works 

in agricultural sector as before. The community works outside the agricultural sector more 

by dividing work in the household. Some members have to work outside the community 

and some still work in the community and in the agricultural sector as usual. The division 

of work causes the community to earn revenues both in agricultural sector and outside 

agricultural sector. The community can hold on firmly to the present. The adaptation of the 

community is seemed to be dynamics. In Phase 1, the community began to settle mainly by 

farming in the community. Later in phase 2, the community began to develop to the 

outside by working outside the community. In phase 3,when more capital, market and 

technology flow into the community, it see them as an opportunity and a benefit to itself so 

it is fully open to the capital. 
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VIETNAM; A CORPORATE CULTURE IN TRANSITION 

 

Philip H Nicholls
150

 

Abstract 

This paper explores the interface between corporate culture and human resource 

management in Vietnam in the context of increased levels of foreign direct investment. The 

discussion questions whether, as the number of foreign firms in Vietnam multiplies, and 

each brings with it its own corporate culture, and especially its own human resource 

management practices, traditional cultural values will be modified.  This inquiry, adopting 

a narratological approach, has been informed through archival research, supported by 

experience in the field, and personal interviews. The narrative does not venture to 

postulate a definitive set of conclusions, however it identifies “trends” as the probable 

precursors of social and cultural changes that may go beyond the corporate sphere.  Given 

their different cultures of origin, values and corporate work practices it is suggested that 

foreign firms will act as agents of change as they infiltrate the Vietnamese corporate 

environment, and hence broader cultural changes may be inevitable. 

Key words: culture, FDI, higher education, HRM, Vietnam. 
 

Introduction 

This paper explores the interface between corporate culture and human resource 

management (HRM) in Vietnam in the context of increased levels of foreign direct 

investment (FDI) and questions whether, as  existing people management practices are 

being modified, corporate culture and along with it traditional cultural values will be 

eroded. Since the mid 1950‘s Vietnam has progressively evolved from its colonial past to 

being a centrally controlled economy, and since 1987 its transformation to an open market 

oriented economy has been steadily gaining momentum.  Reflective of this transformation, 

there have been dramatic changes in the volumes of foreign direct investment (FDI) such 

that Vietnam has recently been labeled, ―the new China‖
2
.

51
. Data published in the 

Financial Times in 2015
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reported that in the preceding year Greenfields investment in 

Vietnam increased by 119%, in contrast to China and Thailand where increases were in the 

order of 4% and 16% respectively.  In 2014 Vietnam received 9% of global FDI 

representing USD 24bn, an increase in capital investment of 56% relative to the preceding 

year.  The high-tech giant Samsung has committed to invest in excess of USD 1bn in each 

of four new plants in Vietnam and other foreign owned enterprises (FOE‘s), all of which 

are multinational corporations (MNCs), including Fuji Xerox, LG, Panasonic, Lixil, 

Mitsubishi  and Intel continue to make major investments
4
...53

. History shows that as MNC‘s 
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move to new locations smaller firms that provide components and required technical 

support follow. Hence, it is against this background that a number of topical questions arise 

in relation to the probable impacts of these transformational changes, not the least of which 

relate to changes in the prevailing corporate cultures in Vietnam, and specifically, changes 

that arise as a consequence of HRM issues.  

Methodology 

Discursive in approach, the methodology applied in this research is qualitative, and 

has been principally informed by archival and web based sources supported by personal 

communications and field work which included personal interviews and an informal 

survey conducted in the course of teaching Human Resource management to post graduate 

students in Hanoi in 2016.  The narrative does not venture to postulate a definitive set of 

conclusions, however it identifies trends as the precursors of social and cultural change that 

may go beyond the corporate environment. In this respect the paper intentionally raises 

more questions than it seeks to answer and leaves the final conclusions as to the likelihood 

of the impact of increased FDI to the individual reader.   

Background  

The world, once conceptualized as ―the west and the rest‖ (Mahbubani,1993) is fast 

disappearing as globalization, propelled by the multiple technologies of communication 

and transportation, facilitates increased integration of social and financial networks.   

Globalization has promoted, and in turn has been promoted by, increases in global trade 

and FDI.  At the same time growth of trade alliances between countries have facilitated the 

mobility of labor and in the process HRM has become part of the competitive global 

market place where searching for the right person for the right job in terms of skills and 

technical expertise, especially at the ―high end‖ of the market, has become a global search.  

The term ―human capital‖ has entered the corporate lexicon and has a place on the 

corporate balance sheet in a techno-centered global market where those with specific 

talents, expertise and intelligence are in ever greater demand across every sector of human 

enterprise.  Increased levels of FDI bring benefits and dis-benefits to economies and hence 

to countries.  Host countries clearly benefit from increasing cash flows and the demands 

for both skilled and unskilled workers, yet at the same time local businesses may suffer 

through loss of valued workers or even cease to exist due to an inability to compete with 

these new enterprises.   

Of relevance to this discussion Vietnam has a population of 93.421m people having 

a median age of 29.2 years, and a birth‘s to death‘s ratio of 16.25/5.93 which equates to a 

population increase of 1% per annum
7
. Hence, Vietnam offers foreign investors the 

benefits of a relatively young and growing population, characterized by Quang and Vuong 

(2002) as ―hospitable, industrious, politically sensitive, and hard-working‖. The authors go 

on to state however that traditional Vietnamese society is characterized by ―tight social 

frameworks‖ and ―people in ‗groups‘ are expected to look after their members‖.  

It is also of significance to note that wages levels in Vietnam remain low in 

comparative terms, both within ASEAN, and even more markedly from a global perspective. 

The minimum wage, determined by government, is between USD 106.52 and USD 155.34 
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depending on region5 54. In addition, geographically, Vietnam has a range of advantages. 

Located on the Indochina Peninsula it has a coastline of 3260km bordering the South China 

Sea to the East, and has land borders with China to the North, and with Lao and Cambodia to 

the West and South West
6

55. Proximity to ASEAN countries and to Japan, South Korea and 

other Pacific Rim countries, fellow members of the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP), offer 

further linkages to integrated production networks and supply chains. 

Vietnam; an economy in transition 

For the past thirty years Vietnam has been described as an economy in transition.  

Vietnam‘s transition from a post-colonial economy to a progressively more market 

oriented economy has been a gradually staged process that has taken place over the past 

seven decades beginning with the ousting of the French colonial regime in 1954 by 

Vietnamese Nationalist forces.  During the immediate post-colonial era Vietnam struggled 

as a closed, centrally planned economy based in many respects on a Chinese communist 

template.  It was only after the Sixth National Congress of the Vietnamese Communist 

Party in 1987 that the country ―embarked on its ‗economic renovation‘―, doi moi policies. 

The transition to a market based economy was then set in train subject to the continuing 

constraints of socialist philosophies deeply influenced by China (Warner, 2013).   
 

In the immediate post-colonial era the Vietnamese regime was antipathetic to 

foreign economic interventions.  This was in its way a predictable response which 

coincided with a post-colonial ethos which rejected interventions by FOE‘s perceived as 

attempting to assert foreign economic dominance at a time when national economic 

independence and cultural identity were being realigned. It was only after the policy 

changes of 1987 that internal and external markets were opened to freer competition 

through the removal of many government imposed sanctions and market imperfections.  

The proliferation of state owned enterprises (SOE‘s), as a feature of the centrally 

controlled economy, has tended to distort competition and limit entrepreneurialism. 

Nguyen et al (2015) state that SOE‘s control 45% of the country‘s investments and assets 

and attract 27% of bank loans, yet only yield 17% of the country‘s industrial output and 

employ only 1% of the workforce. 

 However, policy changes in the wake of doi moi are leading to dramatic reductions 

in the number of SOE‘s as reportedly they have decreased in number by 50% since 2000.  

Even so it is reported that over 3000 remained in January of 2014
7

56
. . The World Bank stated 

in July of 2015
8 57

that Vietnam‘s economic growth, as reflected in its GDP (6.28%), 

continues to strengthen, however structural reform remains slow. On a positive note a 

recent report by the US Department of State, ―Vietnam Investment Climate 2015‖, paints a 

positive picture relative to the economic climate subject to several reservations, not the 

least significant of which is a concern in relation to levels of corruption
9
. 58 In 2015 
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Vietnam‘s principal trading partners rank in order as China, the United States, South 

Korea, Japan and Thailand
10

. 59
.A recent report published by Bloomberg (Boudreau, 

2015)suggests that with the creation of the TPP Vietnam will benefit to a greater extent 

than any of the other eleven members as GDP is predicted to rise by 11% in the next ten 

years and exports may possibly increase by around 28%
11

.
60

.   

Currently, as indicated above, Vietnam‘s major trade partners have trade relationships 

with either or both ASEAN and the TPP, and these linkages will expand as an anticipated 

18,000 tariffs are removed with the implementation of the TPP (Boudreau, supra).  At the 

same time ASEAN, via the Asean Economic Community (AEC) initiatives and thegreater 

Mekong Sub-region (GMS), is facilitating higher levels of intra-ASEAN trade. 

Foreign Direct Investment in Vietnam 

FDI, defined in broad terms as the creation or expansion of an enterprise by an 

MNC in a‖host country‖; a country other than its country of origin.  As discussed by 

Czinkota et al. (2009) and Hill (2011), MNC‘s generally expand to overseas locations for a 

range of reasons which, in a nutshell, collectively aim to increase their competitive 

advantage by reducing the costs of the inputs to production and additionally to gain access 

to larger markets. A major input to any production process is unquestionably the costs of 

employing workers, whether skilled or unskilled. As stated above Vietnam has recently 

been termed the ―new China‖ due largely to the fact that labor costs are now around 50% 

less than those in China
12

61, a factor which is making it a magnet for increasing levels of 

FDI in Vietnam.   

The attraction of low wage structures is a distinction Vietnam shares with several of 

its ASEAN neighbors.  In addition, it strategically straddles the ASEAN-TPP free trade 

zones; an added bonus to MNC‘s as it is positioned to be a hub for established integrated 

production networks. Industries producing electronic and automotive components 

including computer chips, motherboards and auto-parts, have strong incentives to invest in 

Vietnam which has the potential to develop as a unique hub linking the TPP, ASEAN and 

the GMS nations. Both in the production of components and in the assembly of finished 

products Vietnam is in a strong position to outbid most of its ASEAN and Pacific Rim 

rivals as it ―ticks‖ more boxes than most other countries, not only in Asia, but globally.  

Vietnam has a further advantage over its CMLV low-wage neighbors in terms of having 

higher levels of English proficiency
13

62. Yet paradoxically, despite it significant advances in 

recent times, Vietnam faces an impediment common to countries that offer low-wage 

structures, namely deficits at the high end of the skills spectrum in technical and 

managerial terms.  This in turn increases the likelihood of the need to recruit specialists 

from overseas to meet technical and managerial demands. As a consequence global HRM 

issues may come into greater focus. 
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Management Styles and Corporate Culture 

Management style may be defined as an overall ―method of leadership‖, or a ―way 

of life operating throughout an enterprise‖ (Quang and Vuong, supra).Management styles 

cover a spectrum ranging from autocratic and largely bureaucratic, to participatory and 

hence more permissive
14

63 . Khandwalla (1995)
15

64defined management style in terms of 

functions, as ―the distinctive way in which an organisation makes decisions and discharges 

its various functions‖.  

Depending on an organisation‘s operating conditions, management styles vary.Likert 

(2011), who theorizes from a decidedly Western perspective, identified four management 

styles; exploitative, authoritative benevolent, authoritative, consultative, and participative.  

Quang and Vuong (2002) suggest that in Vietnam management styles vary depending on the 

size of the organization and the sectorin which the enterprise operates and tends to balance 

formal and informal practices; ―formality‖ is ―positively associated with an owner‘s 

perception of the firm‘s performance‖. This observation is not inconsistent with Hofstede‘s 

analysis of Vietnamese corporate traits, its cultural dimensions, as outlined below.      

Management styles may be termed ―culture-specific‖ in so far as different corporate 

cultures of origin are reflected in the different management styles found in FOE‘s. The 

relationship between management styles and culture is a well-documented phenomenon; 

―management styles are profoundly influenced by the social cultures in which organisations 

operate‖ (Quang and Vuong, ibid). Culture is defined as delineating values, norms and 

beliefs in both individuals and organizations.  It is a determinant of what is acceptable; what 

one can do and can‘t do, should do and shouldn‘t do, in any given situation.  The practical 

experience of interacting with different corporate cultures often tends to illustrate those 

cultural traits described as ―high and low context‖ and ―monochronic/ polychronic‖. By way 

of example the exactitude and precision exhibited by Japanese corporate enterprises contrasts 

markedly with the laid back, ―mai pen rai‖ approach so evident in Thailand for example in 

terms of time management and precision. Nguyen and Bryant (2004) recognise that culture 

profoundly influences management styles but emphasise that even within a single culture 

there can be a range of management styles and significant differences exist between different 

industries within a single culture. This is true in respect of the different enterprise sectors 

operating in Vietnam as reflected in government administration, SOE‘s, small and medium 

enterprises, (SME‘s). 

Management practices in Vietnam are best understood by reference to its history, 

culture and traditions. Over the last 100 years Vietnam has experienced foreign colonial 

administrations, and centralized single party socialist government administrations, both by 

degrees tending to be top down, authoritative, and non-consultative. Claes and Gehrke 

(2014) state the Vietnamese learnt to function as ―members of a society‖ and to behave 

according to their rank in a hierarchy in which titles, status and formality were important, 

and where superior-subordinate relationships were strictly adhered to. These observations, 

which echo those of Nguyen (2015) and Quang and Vuong (2002), support the contention 
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that a culture of respect and passive submission to authority once pervaded all aspects of 

administrative management in Vietnam and extended beyond government agencies and 

SOE‘s to the private sector including family businesses and SME‘s. Claes and Gehrke 

(ibid), go on to state ―There is a great invisible wall between foreign managers and 

Vietnamese managers‖ ....‖Vietnamese managers are concerned with their own power; 

they require employees to ask for permission for every small job‖. The role of the 

supervisor, the modes of communication, and levels of control are distinctive 

characteristics of the traditional style of management in Vietnam.   

These observations dove-tail with the analysis of Vietnamese culture by Geert 

Hofstede
1665

 which he characterised as having a high ―power distance‖ coefficient (70) 

which indicates a high level of acceptance of authority which in turn translates to respect 

and obedience in superior-subordinate relationships.  This characteristic corresponds to 

what he recognized as a low level of individualism (20) with in turn can be related to an 

ability to cooperate and coordinate with others and to work in groups. Hofstede also 

identified a high level of ―long term orientation‖ (57), which relates to the degree to which 

individuals seek to maintain their links with the past.  Consistent with the foregoing a low 

level of uncertainty avoidance (30) suggests that people don‘t seek to control the future but 

accept that whatever happens was meant to happen, with corresponds to beliefs in many 

cultures where nascent Buddhist/Confucian beliefs underpin cultural traits.  Uncertainty is 

avoided and hence risk taking is minimized. The low indulgence dimension (35) relates to 

the extent to which individuals are prepared to surrender control their personal desires and 

impulses.  If Hofstede‘s analysis of Vietnamese culture is compared to his corresponding 

analyses of the ―dimensions‖ of American culture, representative of Western corporate 

culture, and likewise Japanese culture, the cultures of origin of a high proportion of firms 

now investing in Vietnam, it is observed that the ―cultural gap‖ is significant relative to 

western corporate culture, however less so with respect to Japanese culture. 

Country 
Power 

distance 
Individualism Masculinity 

Uncertainty 

Avoidance 

Long term 

orientation 
Indulgence 

Vietnam 70 20 40 30 57 35 

America 40 91 62 46 26 68 

Japan 54 46 95 92 88 42 
 

Hofstede‘s analysis of Vietnamese culture is reflected in many respects with the 

observations of Nguyen (2015), Claes and Gehrke (2014) and Quang and Vuong (2002).   

Human Resource Management and Corporate Social Responsibility 
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HRM may be defined as the ―design of formal systems in an organization to ensure 

the effective and efficient use of human talent to accomplish the organizations goals‖ 

(Mathis and Jackson, 2007)
17

66. HRM is not as some have suggested an American invention; 

however Cornell University has the distinction of being the first university to recognise 

HRM as a specialized academic discipline. In reality HRM was an ―invention‖ born of 

necessity as enterprises became larger, competition greater, and management functions 

became more complex. These factors demanded the essential need for greater specialization 

across the multiple functions of management to ensure sustainability. In terms of an oft 

repeated mantra the role of a human resource manager is to find ―the right person for the 

right job at the right time‖.  In fact the duties of an effective human resource manager go 

far beyond this refrain and extend to issues both external and internal to an organization 

including corporate image, budget control, employee satisfaction, conflict resolution, 

training and development, and succession planning, so as to ensure that an enterprise 

remains sustainable. A key to sustainability is maintaining competitive advantage which 

may be promoted by identifying, recruiting and retaining the most talented and 

experienced staff appropriate to each functional area within an organization (Mayhew nd).     

Increased global competition by firms to secure the most competent individuals has 

led to a bidding war in terms of the levels of remuneration expected and often demanded 

by them.  Hence in practice the ―package‖ offered to secure and retain the right person for 

a specific post always responds to the simple economics of supply and demand. As a 

consequence salaries for the most highly skilled individuals continue to spiral upwards in a 

free global market. This in turn may have a ―trickle-down‖ effect causing salary 

parameters to be recast at other levels throughout an organization, and beyond.  Predictably 

individuals seek to gain a level of remuneration commensurate to a perception of their own 

worth in the market place relative to what they perceive others with similar skills and 

qualifications receive. This observation draws on elements of Adam‘s Equity Theory 

(1963) as the principles of fairness and balance also suggest that an employee‘s degree of 

motivation is correlated to their perception of equity fairness and justice.‖
18

67Consistent 

with the above individuals may be motivated to resign from a position and seek 

employment elsewhere if they consider that they are not being treated fairly, and this is 

especially true in terms of levels of remuneration and other conditions of employment.  

HRM and corporate social responsibility (CSR) are closely linked.  CSR is defined 

in brief as the ongoing commitment of firms to behave ethically, and relates to the internal 

management of firms as well to as their external relationships with the world at large. 

Current understanding of CSR owes much to the work of Dr Archie Carroll who published 

the seminal work, "The Pyramid of Corporate Social Responsibility,"(1991)
19

68 . CSR 

dictates that firms must be in every sense ―good corporate citizens‖.  Going beyond 

philanthropy firms must in all respects be fair to workers, must give back to the 
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communities in which they operate, care for the environment, and ensure that they produce 

products which are consumer safe. In terms of HRM firms have a range of obligations 

including the payment of fair wages, respecting equal opportunity, offering reasonable 

working hours and providing safe working conditions.  These tenets of good corporate 

behaviour are now prescribed, entrenched in legislation, in most countries and underpin 

HRM codes of conduct.  Even in countries where such legislation is non-existent, MNC‘s, 

wherever they operate, that choose to ignore their CSR obligations do so at their own peril 

as Foxconn, GAP, Nike and Adidas have discovered to their cost in recent years (Mondy 

and Martocchio, 2016) and (Noe et al., 2015).  

A review of HRM practices across different enterprise sectors in Vietnam carried 

out by Thang and Quang (2005) indicated that foreign firms had more developed HRM 

practices than SOE‘s and that private entrepreneurial enterprises were even less receptive 

to modifying human recourse practices than SOE‘s. This finding, some ten years ago, 

amplifies the probability that increased levels of FDI will have flow-on effects across all 

business enterprises in Vietnam as foreign firms, bringing with them work practices 

incorporating the principles of CSR for example, will continue to act as agents of change.  

In terms of Adam‘s Equity Theory (supra), employees‘ expectations may continue to rise 

and increased workplace mobility is a predictable outcome.   

The Impacts of Business Education; another area of change 

A further factor that will inevitably promote change in the corporate arena in Vietnam is 

silently brewing in the corridors of academia at both undergraduate and post-graduate levels.  A 

random web-survey, based on the ―find-mba.com/schools/asia/” website indicates that 

there are458 MBA programs taught across Asia of which eight are listed for Vietnam in 

addition to the MBA program at the National Economics University in Hanoi (NEU), 

where incidentally, I have taught Human Resource Management.  As a teacher at NEU I 

gained insights into the mindsets of a group of 34 would-be middle- managers undertaking 

an MBA program at NEU in 2016. All students were Vietnamese nationals aged between 

20 and 40 years employed across various sectors. Each completed a questionnaire relating 

to their current employment and were asked to gauge their level of workplace motivation, 

their level of commitment, and related to this, their intentions regarding their future 

employment.  Only one student, who incidentally worked in the Human Resource division 

of a bank, considered her employment as a life-long vocation. Even so this student 

expressed concern about the risks of losing her job in the event of a merger.  In contrast the 

majority of respondents, most of whom characterized their employment as boring and 

lowly paid, did not expect to remain with their current employer for more than five years.  

Most saw their current employment as a stepping stone to gaining a better job, ideally in a 

foreign firm, or by starting their own businesses. This informal survey completed as it was 

by a ―captive target population‖, while not conclusive, may I suggest be interpreted as 

―indicative‖ of changes to come. The fact that very large numbers of students are 

committed to a surprisingly large number of MBA programs on offer across the Asian 

region, including in Vietnam, has a relevance to the topics under discussion which cannot 

be wholly ignored. 
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Conclusions and Discussion 

This paper touching as it does on a diverse range of issues that lie at the interface of 

corporate culture, human resource management and the emergence of an open, freer market 

economy in Vietnam, raises more questions than it attempts to answer, and hence does not 

readily lend itself to a definitive set of precise conclusions. To borrow a lyric from a song 

published some sixty years ago, ‖The future is not ours to see‖
20

69, yet a range of predictions 

based on the current trends are proposed. 

The discussion indicates that levels of FDI in Vietnam are increasing and in all 

probability will continue to increase. With increases in FDI more and more foreign firms 

will enter the employment space in Vietnam and the demands for both skilled and 

unskilled staff will increase. As those surveyed indicated, the sense of loyalty to 

employers, once traditional, may in all probability come  a poor second to the desire for 

the self advancement that FOE‘s can offer.  Clearly, job mobility will be promoted as 

competition for higher paid jobs will open opportunities for advancement at the expense 

of workplace stability. Furthermore, where appropriate staff cannot be recruited locally, 

recourse to the global human resource market will be essential and this in turn may 

indirectly alter the salary expectations of local staff. The expansion of employment 

opportunities will also lead to the up-skilling of staff, and this may promote increasing 

competition for employment in higher paid positions. 

Contractual arrangements along with wage structures for employees may need to be 

modified over time to ensure that once recruited valuable staff members do not succumb to 

the allurements of rival firms. Many time honoured employment practices embedded in 

traditional Vietnamese culture will be challenged as merit overtakes family affiliations, 

status and title.  Elements of the old paternalistic order that flourished under a centrally 

controlled bureaucratic system will inevitably be diluted in the face of economic change 

and competition. The ―invisible wall‖ discussed by Claes (ibid) will be breached.  

Inevitably as foreign firms enter the Vietnamese ―market place‖ they will bring with them 

their own cultural ―values‖ and workplace norms.  Equalitarian principles and other human 

rights issues linked to CSR will permeate the marketplace and may also tend to modify 

employment practices across other enterprise sectors in Vietnam. As in China and 

Thailand, as skill levels rise and employers‘ dependence on those skills increases, workers 

may progressively gain the leverage to seek higher wages. 

Yet with the prosperity that it is anticipated FDI and the expansion of industry will 

bring Vietnam there will inevitably be downsides. It is questionable whether a more 

competitive environment will lead to a more egalitarian society, but rather the cultural 

divide between richer and poorer may become more pronounced as the socialist umbrella 

folds in the face of capitalist enterprise.  In conclusion two questions remain; firstly, what 

will be the cost to traditional cultural values in Vietnam as mammon emerges and as the 

rich, as is always the case, get richer?  Secondly, will this new era of corporate cultural 

change inevitably promote a new era of socio-cultural change? 
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Abstract 

This article aims to study the representation of Thai teachers‘ identity as revealed in 

the collection of songs entitled ―Tert Giat Kun Kroo‖ (Upholding the Honor of the 

Teacher). By analyzing the lyrics of the 12 songs in the collection, 11 aspects of identity 

were recognized, including the teacher as a giver, trainer and instructor, second mother or 

father, facilitator of their students‘ success, molder, guide towards knowledge, virtuous 

person, hard worker, prototype of goodness, nation builder, and kind person. These aspects 

of identity are characteristic of the typical ―ideal teacher‖ who conforms to the ideology of 

what a teacher should be like. This ideology is relayed through song lyrics as, ―The teacher 

is an ideal individual, suitable to be respected, praised, and honored by society.‖ The 

aspects of teachers‘ identity that emerged in this study are linked to this ideology, with this 

song collection as a tool for communicating and transmitting knowledge of teachers‘ 

identity to people in society. 
 

Keywords: Ideology, Identity, Teacher, Upholding the Honor of the Teacher Songs 
 

1. Introduction 

 Identity is a special characteristic of something showing the self or special option. 

It could have either outstanding or recessive characteristic with other things which could 

be depended on interaction and social context (Apinya Fuangfooskun, 2003). Therefore, 

Identity makes us know ―Who we are‖ and ―How we interact with the others‖ by learning 

from a society with seeing similarity and difference of people. This can make us 

understand the process of creating identity. 

 Ideology is a mechanism creating social identity for people (Pachanee 

Tangyuenyong, 2012) by using systematical thought and belief of people in a society as a 

determination of behavior and act of people in that society (Van dijk 1995, referred in 

Sukontharat Sroythongdee: 2009).  The ideology of what a teacher should be is regarded as 

thought or belief which is instrumental in creating teachers‘ identity in Thai society. 

Teachers must follow discipline and regulation with honor for leading themselves to the 

zenith of their career.Teachers‘ ideology and identity is therefore linked and related. 
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 Song is a sort of media which is used as a tool to drive communities having the 

same ideology. Meanwhile, lyrics and meanings in a song play a role in linking culture and 

identity of people in a society (Thitinun B.Common, 2012). The role of song to people in a 

society is a media to transmit and link identity of people. 

 Using songs as a cultural symbol for transmitting identity and ideology of the same 

group of people can be found generally, such as the collection of songs entitled ―Tert Giat 

Kun Kroo‖ (Upholding the Honor of the Teacher). It is for transmitting identity and 

ideology of the same group of people to realize the importance, kindness and honor of 

teachers (Teacher‘s council of Thailand, 2013). Moreover, it presents teacher‘s identity and 

emphasizes teachers‘ ideology to remain in Thai society. 

 Therefore, song lyrics collected and transmitted to a society have meanings about 

identifying teachers‘ self. If studying the collection of songs entitled ―Tert Giat Kun 

Kroo‖, the result could be explained how teachers‘ identity relayed through song lyrics is 

and how that identity has an effect on teachers to follow the role and duty in a society. 

2. Objective 

To study teachers‘ identity revealed in the collection of songs entitled ―Tert Giat 

Kun Kroo‖ 

Scope of the study 

 Text used in this study is the collection of songs entitled ―Tert Giat Kun Kroo‖ 

(Upholding the Honor of the Teacher) by analyzing only the lyrics of 12 songs in the 

collection as follow; 

 The collection of honor songs ―Tert Giat Kun Kroo‖ 

1. Pra Khun Thee Sam 5. Krai Nor Krai  9. Thien Song Fah 

2. Pra Knun Kroo   6. Kroo   10. Duang Thien Heang Panya 

3. Mae Pim Kong Chat  7. Krabee Bon Pan Thong  11. Kah Kuan Muang 

4. Kroo Pooh Hai Khun   8. Mai Riaw Kroo   12. Rua Jang 

3. Teachers‟ identity revealed in the collection of songs entitled “Tert Giat Kun Kroo” 

 Teachers‘ identity derives from creating and identifying meaning that ―Who is 

teacher?‖ and ―How teachers should interact to the others in a society?‖ through the 

text which are song lyrics, by using song‘s matter to link cultural identity of a group of 

teacher who has the mutual ideology. Thus, songs are considerably influential in 

presenting, transmitting and linking teacher‘s identity. The result of studying Thai 

teachers‘ identity revealed in representations in the collection of songs entitled ―Tert 

Giat Kun Kroo‖ is as follow; 

3. 1 The teacher as a giver 

 Teachers have the highest role in the educational field and they are acceptable by a 

society that ―who doesn‘t want any in return‖. The important things which teachers give to 

students are intelligence, knowledge with virtue and love. When bringing these together, 

they make the students grow to be good people for a society and move ahead in their life, 

as the lyrics as follows; 

 “Teacher is a giver who doesn‟t want any in return; the society would be 

prosperous if upholding the honor of teacher” 

     (Kah Kuan Muang) 
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 The greatest giving which teachers could give is giving with merciful heart and 

aiming to teach their students to be good people and make the society prosperous. This is 

held to be repaying their kindness. The word ―give‖ of teachers is not touchable, but it is 

an important tool to make students‘ life flourish, in other words, that is giving wisdom and 

knowledge with virtue as the lyrics as follow; 

 “Who give widespread wisdom?” 

      (Krai Nor Krai) 

 The lyrics transmitting identity ―Teacher is a giver‖ plays a key role in determining 

the regulation of teacher. In other words, teachers have to come with intelligence, good 

knowledge and can clearly transmitting valuable things to students and teachers have to be 

virtuous and prepared to teach their student exceedingly.  

3.2 The teacher as a trainer and instructor 

 To instruct students to be good people is the main duty of teacher. ―Train and 

instruct‖ are the words involving to time and concern of teachers. To make their students 

have responsibility, teachers have to be ―trained‖ and ―instructed‖ to be people whom the 

society needs as the lyrics as follow; 

 “They teach and train us every day. They devote themselves regardless of their own 

tiredness. They teach and keep emphasizing us without dissimulation.” 

         (Pra Khun Thee Sam) 

 Training and instructing students are not only to keep telling, but to advice and 

guide as well. Therefore, teachers have to devote their heart and soul to teach and train 

their students to be good people. Besides teaching the students principle matter, teachers 

have to discipline habit of the students to be gentle and polite. Thus, teachers must realize 

the importance of education and able to bring physical and mental balance to learners to be 

ready for live their life happily in a society. 

3.3 The teacher as second mother or father 

 In case of referring to an important person in our life, it must refer to our mother 

and father who raise us with their heart and soul. Teachers are compared as second mother 

or father who has describable kindness. That is because the duty of training and instructing 

students with sincerity is very important and precious as the lyrics as follow; 

“Kindness of teacher is precious like second mother or father.” 

         (Pra Khun Kroo) 

 Kindness of our mother and father is so great and precious that we cannot compare 

to anything in the world. In addition, kindness of teacher is so great and precious that we 

compare it as second mother or father who is merciful to students and teach and train them 

with love as the lyrics as follow; 

 “Like mother or father who care, love and support their son.”    

(Mai Riaw Kroo) 

 Teachers love their every student equally without no discrimination like mother or 

father who loves their son unconditionally. Therefore, teachers do important duty in taking 

care of their student as their own son. 
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3.4. The teacher as a facilitator of their students‟ success 

 Identity of teachers, who dedicate their heart and soul for leading their students to 

the success, is presented through the symbol of ―rental boat‖ which the society determines 

its meaning. That is because the role of teacher is patience. Although facing obstacles, 

teachers are not discouraged, they have to deliver their students to their destination which 

is the goal of their life as the lyrics as fallow;  

 ―Look at the rental boat in the central of the river delivering people from a 

waterside to a bank. When reaching the land, people do their several ways, like a teacher 

who is compared as living boat keeping teaching student with no condition. A good student 

should not forget their kindness.‖ 

 Teachers are compared as rental boat with the duty of bringing their students to 

cross the river. They have to act according to the duty voluntarily no matter how much 

their job is serious. Therefore, the picture of leader is not anyone, but the strong teacher 

who can do the duty patiently.  

3.5.  The teacher as a molder 

 Teachers‘ identity is compared as molder that is using two hands to build people 

to be precious and valuable, and live proudly in the society as the lyrics as follow; 

“Who intends to mold the hope to be what the heart wants?” 

         (Krai Nor Krai) 

 A molder is an expert who knows the characteristic of soil which it should be form 

into container suitable for its own condition. Like a teacher who has to know students and 

understand difference of people. Thus, teachers are molders who are creative, skillful and 

able to make people be perfect according to their essence. 

 “Worthless soil, who has changed it? Forming it into bright star, it is pursuing of 

every teacher.”  

        (Thien Song Fah) 

 From the aforementioned lyrics, it is summarized the role of teacher to student that 

students are soil. When students are trained and instructed, they would turn into potential 

ones like bright star leading people to see their way. Teachers are therefore important to 

build people to be valuable. 

3.6.  The teacher as a guide towards knowledge 

 Teachers‘ identity revealed in the song lyrics is used the symbol of ―candle‖ and 

―golden light‖ to imply to teachers. Candle is what we use for giving light to guide people 

in the dark. While candle is lighted, it melted itself until it dies out. Golden light means 

giving wisdom to students who lose in ignorance and guiding and showing them the right 

way as the lyrics as follow; 

“Shining candle melts itself to make light for wanderers.”  

      (Thien Song Fah) 

 Teachers are guides who show the way of wisdom and intelligence to students to 

use as tools to live in the society. The lyrics are transmitted to teachers to know that the 

their duty is to use their knowledge and ability to lead their students patiently like candle 

melting itself to make light for showing the way.  
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3.7 The teacher as virtuous person 

 An identity presenting a good characteristic is the teacher as virtuous person. It 

is because teachers do not only teach but train and instruct students with virtue as wel l. 

In this way, teachers have to be virtuous especially ―kindness‖ as the lyrics as follow;  

“Respecting the kindness of kind-hearted teacher” 

     (Pra Khun Kroo)  

 The working method of teacher is heart with virtue. Teachers have to train their 

students with mercy and kindness. Without mercy and kindness, teachers are only tellers. 

Therefore, teachers have to dedicate and devote themselves for making their student be 

good people. 

3.8 The teacher as a hard worker 

Teachers are presented as hard workers. The lexicon of the word ―teacher‖ in Thai 

language is ―Kru Ru‖ which means ―hard‖. The word ―hard‖ in this context really 

means being hard in knowledge and teachers‘ honor. Furthermore, it implies hard 

working as well. The picture of hard-working teachers is revealed in many songs. 

 “No matter how much teachers are tired, they have never told any word. Their 

heart with teacher‟s soul as builder of Thai society, like candle of wisdom enlightening our 

intelligence and expelling foolishness” 

        (Duang Thien Haeng Panya)  

Teachers must be proud of themselves and persist in their honor. That is because 

the word ―teacher‖ is a hard worker. The picture of teacher is presented in many stories 

such as working in an isolated area, devoting their time with family. Obstacle and 

trouble make teachers be hard worker. In other word, teachers aim to make their 

students be good people and able to bring knowledge to develop the country.  

3.9 The teacher as a prototype of goodness 

 A symbol which people in the society know the meaning implying to teacher is 

―mold‖. The word ―mold‖ of prototype of goodness is presented through the discourse 

―teachers are molds of the nation.‖ which is linked to be teachers‘ identity because a school 

is where people are instructed to be whom the society needs. Teachers are influential in 

training and instructing students. Thus, teachers must be perfect mold or prototype. 

“The light shining around the Thai city is the light of mold. Oh, Thai teachers in 

Golden land” 

       (Mae Pim Khong Chat) 

 If the light means wisdom, teachers will be molds with perfect intelligence, because 

a good prototype can make a good product. The lyrics transmit teachers‘ identity as good 

prototype. That makes teachers realize their role and the importance of their career.  

3. 10 The teacher as a nation builder 

 ―Teachers build people, people build the nation.‖ This method appears in many media 

and in song lyrics showing teacher‘s identity. Thai society has teachers as nation builders who 

train and instruct students to have career and do their job in the society. 
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 “Teachers build the nation and give people knowledge. Remember that do not 

disdain them because they are precious and respectful.” 

         (Kah Kuang Muang)

 “Teachers‟ cane gives us knowledge and intelligence. Teachers‟ hands build the 

wonderful nation.” 

         (Mai Riaw Kroo) 

 Teacher‘s cane shows the right and power of teacher. Giving knowledge is the 

rightful duty of teacher. When teachers use their power rightfully, the society will be 

driven prosperously. 

The aforementioned lyrics show teachers‘ identity of great duty to build the nation with 

knowledge and ability, which is linked to the other identities harmoniously. 

3.11The teacher as a kind person 

 In Thai society, we see teachers as important. The duty and responsibility of 

teacher are very significant. The picture of teacher presented through the song lyrics is 

referred to kindness from training, instructing and leading students to their goal. Therefore, 

the teacher is a great kind person whom students have to worship and respect as the lyrics 

as follow; 

 “Kindness of teacher is great. It builds the goal for student. Kindness of teacher is 

compared as sky and ocean. It makes students wiser.” 

         (Pra Khun Kroo) 

 Transmitting teachers‘ identity as kindness person for students illustrates the status 

and role of student as well. That is to say that the student must respect and praise the 

teacher as the giver, transmitter, builder and facilitator towards their success. In this way, 

the teacher and student are firmly intimated.  

For teachers who work with honor and proud, they have to hold on what bring them 

to the top of their career, which is having teachers‘ ideology. They have principle to be hold 

every time they work, so that is ―the real teacher‖ who should be respected and praised. 

4. Conclusion 

 Song is a form of communication accessing a group of listener rapidly. It is used as 

an important tool to drive an ideal community. Song plays a role in our way of life. It is 

used for transmitting artists‘ ideology. Meanwhile, song lyrics and meanings reflecting on 

songs play a role in linking culture and identity of the member of song community 

(Thitinan B. Common,2012). 

Song as a media has an influence in transmitting and linking teachers‘ identity 

through song lyrics and some symbols put together systematically. Teacher‘s identity in 

song lyrics is the characteristic of ―ideal teacher‖ relating to social ideology or series of 

thought which people in the society have hold and followed from the past until today (Van 

Dijk 1998, referred in Siriporn Pakdeepahsuk, 2010). What teachers should be which is 

transmitted through the media is used the system of representation showing naturally. 

Therefore, what is presented has an effect on people‘s mind and intends to send to the 

target group such asteachers, students including people in the society.  

With the aims of transmitting and praising the honor of teacher (Teacher‘s 

Council of Thailand, 2013) by collecting songs to make as an album and broadcasting 

through the radio station or opening on Teacher‘s Day, it is emphasizing the ideology of 
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what teachers should be, which has an effect on building teachers‘ identity in Thai 

society. The aforementioned matter illustrates teachers‘ identity that ―Who is teacher?‖ 

and ―How do teachers relate to the society?‖ 

 In conclusion, from analyzing the text of the sons lyrics in the collection of songs 

entitled ―Tert Giat Kun Kroo‖ (Upholding the Honor of the Teacher), it is found 11 

teachers‘ identities, which are 1) the teacher as a giver 2) the teacher as a trainer and 

instructor 3) the teacher as a second mother or father 4) the teacher as a facilitator of their 

students‘ success 5) the teacher as a molder 6) the teacher as a guide towards knowledge 7) 

the teacher as a virtuous person 8) the teacher as a hard worker 9) the teacher as a 

prototype of goodness  

10) the teacher as a nation builder and 11) the teacher as a kind person. 

The aforementioned result shows the relation between media as the tool in 

transmitting ideology which is the series of knowledge and thought having an influence on 

the way of teacher‘s discipline and related people in the society. It has an effect on teachers‘ 

identity that teachers have to act to conform to that thought. If they comply, they will be 

regarded as ―perfect teacher‖ and respectful. Meanwhile, songs are used to link the group of 

teacher having mutual cultural identity for preserving the ideology and social value. 
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Abstract  

This qualitative study investigates the information culture that affiliates to   synthesizing 

and theoretical research in strategy management through information management and 

information use in executives in higher education system. The objectives of this study were: 

1) to study the information management; 2) to study the information use of the executives 

in higher education system of Thailand. The samples were selected from government 

universities and autonomy universities in Thailand and interviews to collect the study data 

by using snowball sampling. The finding indicated the way the executives in the 

universities can manage and operate using different methods manual. They focused on 

data and information as a tool for management, planning, decision making and 

construction between information and working systems in different organizations. 

Administrative skills are required for reading and analyzing knowledge, recognized and 

applied through practices relating to the information management: 1) collection 2) 

information acquisition and 3) data maintenance.  

The information use was found to be in the dependent relationship with the 

executive administrators‟ behavior and those information needs and information seeking. 

Apart from those administrative experience and knowledge of the organization 

management relying on the evidence-based practice for promote decision-making and 

problem solving. The purposes of information use are applied for: planning policies; short-

term and long-term planning; strategy management; SWOT analysis and manage the 

information system in enterprise database. Most of utilized information includes internal 

sources information and external sources information from several sources then 

integrating it with their knowledge and experiences for consideration. 

However, the conclusion that the information culture can build effectiveness an 

organization by high-executives of an organization who create a stimulating of recognition to 

manage and control information to affect internal information of organization. 

Keywords: Information culture, Information management, Information use, 

Strategy management 
 

1. Introduction 

 Nowadays, the ability to manage information resources is crucial for every modern 

executive. It is not confined only to a set of rules and skills but involves mastering the 

general culture of information handling. The process of organization management leading 

by executives in highest levels of the chain of command as same as organization 
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management in the higher education system. The entire organization and is responsible for 

setting the objectives and key policies. For the executives who successes in the higher 

education system of Thailand. Scope management is associated with various factors. One 

factor for them should have comprehending in the external environment and internal 

organizational factors. To determine the need for vision, mission, strategies, objectives and 

goals, including long-term planning. The information in institutions also helps facilitate 

communication between management and people in the organization and between 

organizations as well. Although the process of which it is the duty of the executive 

management level to be based in the same act. But it would be different of management 

skills and the extent to which each management level involved. While organizational 

culture has been found to affect many aspects of organizational behavior, this paper 

explores the idea from executives that a part of strategy management that is concerned with 

information culture that people have about creating, sharing, using information would have 

its own effect on organizational behavior and effectiveness.  

 The culture and society are closely related to human behavior and as a symbolized 

pattern and relationships of people in society (Ponjuan, 2002). Culture is social heritage of 

knowledge, beliefs, traditions and expertise. All these heritages comes from the 

accumulation of skills and as a member of society (Broom, 1968).  The cultural can be 

considered as another kind of information to be sent through the information (Information 

Transfer) to the way of social relationships and social structure in the form of information, 

called  " information culture". The meaning of information cultural defines that a share 

meaning) by explaining the meaning of information cultural given explanation through the 

official information systems and unofficial information systems in two dimensions; first-

dimensional system that is not comprehensive formal definition and a focus on norms, 

values , definition or meaning and unofficially behavior associated with information. The 

second dimension of official information systems is an information system is 

comprehensive, formal plan, structures, processes and procedures. Under the information 

system.(Martine et al, 2003). Professional culture of executives in the organization to 

greatly influence. (Pornapa Sangdee, 2009) Chief Eexecutives is responsible for the 

direction and guidelines of the higher education institutions. Leadership roles in the 

initiation the behaviors associated with information technology and organizational 

culture.(Davenport, 1994). The successful executives can create a pattern of norms, values 

and information policy for expectations through perception of officers in the institution as 

well (Gibson et al, 2006). Several studies have founded that improvement the quality of 

information in higher education institutions  have changed organization culture  and 

management which need to change attitudes and personal information as well (Dhillon, 

2001). The education institutions that have developed a high level of information will 

result in the organization's personnel to use information contained in various activities 

completely. Affecting to complete  productivity in the organization and increase the quality 

and profitability (Ginman, 1988; Owen et al, 1995; Vaughan, 1999) 

 In an early paper, Ginman (1988) defined information culture as the culture in 

which the transformation of intellectual resources is maintained alongside the 

transformation of material resources. The primary resources for this type of transformation 
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are varying kinds of knowledge and information. The output achieved is a processed 

intellectual product which is necessary for the material activities to function and develop 

positively‖ (p. 93). Analyzing interviews with 39 CEOs, Ginman found a connection 

between CEO information culture, the company life cycle, and information interest and use. 

A highly developed information culture was positively associated with organizational 

practices that led to successful business performance. She concluded that information culture 

is a strategic goal and should be planned for as much as the transformation of physical 

resources. Ginman‘s work formed the impetus of a study Information Culture and Business 

Performance‖ supported by the British Library R&D Department (Grimshaw, 1995). 

 The information culture is practically influence the actions or deeds. This is what 

defines the concept and conduct of as executives who have successes. It is also a way to create 

and stimulate the imagery to create the initiative. Creative people and encourage people to use 

information to solve problems of the institution and the society. Which this version of ITRISS 

research in Russia found that the information cultural is very important for leaders of the 

institutions. Other variables included in the education system as well. This research will study 

the way of radical ideas of the executives who successes in the higher education system. 

Decision support systems and thinking systems attitude behavior patterns. Including the 

sharing of information which people under their command in the institutions have accepted 

and adhere together. It covers the definition and the importance of values and norms on 

information and information management and information use of the high - level executives. 

As guidelines in the conduct of which is reflected in patterns of behavior related to information 

management and information security measures.(Gendina, 2004) 

 The concept of information culture is often confused with the information management 

and information use, including information literacy, which are actually only its initial elements. 

Information literacy implies the ability to use a computer and the network it is connected to, 

knowing the basic elements of the operating system, application programs, and Internet search 

engines. Information literacy is attained by teaching students to find and use information, and 

to protect it by means of training in communication skills and methods of information and 

communication technology. The information culture is largely build on a widely applied and 

validated framework that has been used to differentiate organizational culture types and their 

relation-ships to organizational effectiveness with executives.  

 This research investigates the information culture emphasizing as composed 

information management and information use of executives in higher education system in 

Thailand. The objectives of this study were: 1) to study of values and norms of information 

culture in executives; 2) to study the information management and information use of the 

executives in Higher Education.  The methodology is qualitative approaches, by samples 

were selected from government universities and autonomy universities in Thailand using 

snowball sampling and in-depth interviews to collect the study data from 36 administrative 

executives. The qualitative data were finding indicated the way the executives in the 

universities can manage and operate using different methods manual.  

 2. Method 

The research design isa qualitative research and use research instruments by in-

depth interviews were applying the research method to data collection. This research to 
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study the high – level executives in the higher education system of Thailand will be the 

primary methodology use. The target high-level executives for the proposed research are 

the person in high – level qualification executives 36 persons who successfully function 

and position of education system of Thailand. 

Executive group Figures 

Position 

President or Former president 

 

8 

Vice-president or former vice-president  

Assistant to the president or former assistant to the president 

13 

1 

 Dean or former dean 

Associate dean or former associate dean 

12 

2 

Total 36 
 

Such as President or Former president, Vice-president or former vice-president, 

Assistant to the president or former assistant to the president, Dean or former dean, 

Associate dean or former associate dean in the universities.Deductive content analysis is 

used when the structure of analysis is operationalized on the basis of previous knowledge. 

The qualitative data analysis techniques by content analysis build a model to describe the 

phenomenon in a conceptual form and processes are represented as three main phases: 

preparation, organizing and reporting. Content concluding information on research studies 

confirm that cultural information that is crucial to the theory of management in higher 

education institutions. Such information will include the important details are a direct 

result of the experience of the interviewee. The in-depth interview study results are 

analysis in relation to the strategy management be adapted to the policy in other tertiary 

institutions. It also contributes to the new norms regarding the information management 

and information use. In the management of higher education institutions that have 

international quality standards equivalent or more. 

3. Results 

The research findings described in this the qualitative data conducted research 

instruments by in-depth interviews were applying the research method to data collection 

which concerning of information culture. This research finding:  

1) Information management finding from the research indicated that they focused 

on data and information as a tool for strategy management, planning, effective decision 

making and construction under in evidence – base working in different organizations. 

information management: collection; information acquisition and data maintenance. 

Information management of high – level executives in the higher education system 

of Thailand have an impact on promoting of information culture in an organization. 

Because they are critical to building of trust in the process of implementation and also can 

make the update process. The amount of information management within the organization 

to achieve the appropriate body associate with information management systems are linked 

to organizational learning and sharing, the university's efficiency and effectiveness need 

the executives must have the relevant knowledge conceptual with information that should 
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be available to the system. Administrative information needed to analyse the reading, 

recognized and applied through practice in information management; processing and 

collecting, monitoring information, maintaining information with the defragmentation 

operation, information dissemination and exchange information. It also considers the 

management information system to conclusion support that the decision of the party 

executive. Moreover, all executives mention about decision support system link to 

information management can be used for long-term planning, control policy and strategic 

planning under information-based into an enterprise database. The conclusions that can be 

attributed to analyse, evaluate and make decisions more easily, but the information was 

based on a scenario of the world. It should have the knowledge or know the style of work 

based on internet network and technology.   

Information management of executives are able to stimulate the acceptance. 

(Recognition) of information management in their university. There may affect the information 

contained in corporate structure and access methods, such as file, report any change in such 

matters can be synthesized to support in administration and to create a new concept. Help to 

compare old and new knowledge with prior knowledge to determine what is rising. What is 

disputed and what is amenable to it. Make benefit decisions in huge information. 

Collecting data and monitoring of the executive was interviewed about the first step 

in information management. Must act together on the collected data can then verify that 

information immediately. In order to get accurate information on the most demanding. 

Most scheduled gathering information from documents, data from attending the meetings 

or conferences, website indicators which obtained from other comparable institutions. To 

reflect the collection of information for preparation of strategic organizations from 

gathered different sources. 

Monitoring data process for check the accuracy of collected information to get 

quality information. They request information from the responsible authority person or 

directly unit. Finally, the data processing from existing data or data derived from a 

collection in previously. 

Format and storage data in higher education institutions that are stored in the form 

of documents or electronic data files on the computer and making copies. Future predictions 

that policies from government need to reduce paper work and are less likely to store data in 

electronic format more than gathering the data file formats. The type of data collected in a 

systematic way by groups and types of data and perform in easily and more quickly archive. 

Reproduction are the most important to collect evidence - base because they concerned with 

the rules and regulations and the implementation of the budget, such as financial recruitment, 

recruitment of human management and human development management, budgeting and 

procurement approval to spend the money disbursed. Inclusive for preparation of income to 

take care of the buildings, equipment and inventory control. Also, it related to risk 

management in organization to access the quality assurance and evaluation of corporate and 

personal information system and adoption. 

Information acquisition of executives need to manage by an assistant or secretary in 

the management and maintenance of data. To make it easy to locate or reference data in a 

process of information management, the primary purpose to protect and keep secret 
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information and protect its lose, greatly facilitate for search reuse in the future somewhere. 

Some data can be validated and processed, the log records data in an organized and 

categorized. have been stored before, then the type of data collected in a systematic way by 

groups and types of data. To be able to proceed to the next stage with ease and speed in 

internet technology, social media and a website that is popular in today's world. 

Current advances in technology specific with information management system. There 

should be a system of security networking forms and network centric network operating with 

authority in the decision. The information management of higher education in modern 

combining knowledge of the Internet of Things and Artificial Intelligence will come into 

play a lot in improving the functioning of the corporate strategy to determine the need to use 

technology and style of working with technology. Information seeking from the various 

sources of information in the field of management education should be supported.  

2) Information use, finding that is guidelines or rules in regular checks on 

accuracy and applied through practices relating to the dependent relationship with the 

executive administrators‘ behaviour and those information needs and information seeking. 

There compose with: 1) Purposes of information 2) Frequency use of information 3) 

Content of information 4) Information forms 5) Information sources. These can be 

summarized as follows: are apart from those administrative experience and knowledge of 

the organization management relying on the evidence-based practice for promote decision-

making and problem solving. 

The purposes of information use are applied for: planning policies; short-term and long-

term planning; strategy management; Most of utilized information includes internal sources 

information and external sources information from several sources then integrating it with their 

knowledge and experiences for consideration. Totally agree that focus on operational and 

management-related policy planning in both the short and long term, strategic planning 

strategy formulation and strategy. Set up goals and guideline to solve problems which 

obstacles analyses the strengths, weaknesses, threats and opportunities (SWOT Analysis) is an 

important process in the management of the organization. Analysis decentralized agencies 

empowerment to command and control. To promote executives and organizational 

management build and support most efficient and successful. Executives have the option to use 

the information that is best one. And the benefits or the least damage. Compose the technology 

to analyse the rating agency and expectations were found that part of the information can be 

used to analyses a massive data warehouse model (Big Data) in the future and look forward to 

using the information to create an organization like Smart Home. 

Frequency use of information use the information on a daily basis including behaviours 

to use information in everyday for the administration and also in private practice. 

Content of information, they are considering to use of internal information and 

external information the university. But the analysis found the interview using internal 

information in enterprises for work more external information.  

The format of the information that the management of the media publication. A lot 

of work of documents are electronic document management campus consists of the 

minutes. To be used as much as possible, academic papers, teaching and seminars report or 

research report handbook. 
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Information resources that the university source selection information from the need 

to respond to problems and decisions. The information comes from a source within the 

institution is also a document that is relevant or include information from internet-related 

operations, such as management information systems. Information system database of 

institutions is primary sources of information from personnel-related information that must 

be taken into consideration and analyze assessment the likely scenario. 

 4. Discussion and Conclusion 

The objective of the study was to examine in term of information culture compose 

by:1)Information management  finding from the research indicated that they focused on 

data and information as a tool for management and help for provide the strategy 

management, planning, effective decision making and construction under in evidence-base 

working in different organizations. Information management: collection, information 

acquisition and data maintenance. Curry & Moore (2003) has pointed out that information is 

to support effective decision-making at all levels of the organization. It‘s interacted with 

each other constantly in information management:  collection; information acquisition and 

data maintenance. These have an impact on promoting of information culture in an 

organization. Because they are critical to building of trust in the process of implementation 

and also can make the update process. The amount of information management within the 

organization to achieve the appropriate body associate with information management 

systems are linked to organizational learning and sharing, the university's efficiency and 

effectiveness need the executives must have the relevant knowledge conceptual with 

information that should be available to the system.  

 Information management of executives are able to stimulate the acceptance. 

(Recognition) of information management in their university including: Collecting data 

and monitoring data process for check the accuracy of collected information to get quality 

information. Format and storage data are stored in the form of documents or electronic data 

files on the computer and making copies. Information acquisition manage by an assistant 

or secretary in the management and maintenance of data. To make it easy to locate or 

reference data in a process of information management, The implication for policing is that 

information management, as one side of the socio-technical equation, serves an important 

function in the achievement of outcomes through effective information policies, strategies, 

and systems. The information management was defined as the 'information policies, 

strategies and systems' of the organization (Bergeron et al. 2007: 2). 

Information use, finding that is guidelines or rules in regular checks on accuracy and 

applied through practices relating to the dependent relationship with the executive 

administrators‘ behaviour and those information needs and information seeking. There 

compose with: 1) Purposes of information 2) Frequency use of information 3) Content of 

information 4) Information forms 5) Information sources. These can be summarized as 

follows: are apart from those administrative experience and knowledge of the organization 

management relying on the evidence-based practice for promote decision-making and problem 

solving.Information use is in that part of the information culture that occurs in the information 

flow and processes. Beside, information use is relevant to the organization and the individual. 

Therefore, the study of information culture in executives in higher education  in high-level 
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executive is important in order to understand the personal concept, process that related 

information culture and applied to the management such as strategy management, information 

management and information use. Consistent with the approach of examining information use 

as outcomes is ―understood and experienced‖ in an organization. In analysis, information use 

goes beyond the merely functional, the problem solving, or the performing of tasks. 

(Kirk,2002)   Information use includes the construction of new knowledge and new meanings, 

the transformative act of shaping decisions and influencing others, and exchange of 

information with colleagues 
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Abstract 

The article addresses analytical thought to exmine the reconstruction of across- 

the-state Phu-Tai ethnicity in which exclusively went through the new condition of the 

ethnic groups in state-transitional, Mekong Sub-region countries‟ context reconstructed 

within the state context as described in Charles F. Keyes‟s Heteroglossia. The meaning of 

it covered diversity of the self - identity‟s and others‟ perspectives which is a consequence 

of de-unified, expanding cultural influences within the ethnic communities and realization 

of unfeasibility to review ethnic groups in different states as a single, unified ethnic group. 

Ethnicity closely relates and reconstructed within certain state‟s context while diverse; of 

which the article explained. Focusing on the Mekong Sub-region states, Phu-Tai ethnicity 

has new conditions to reconstruct their across-the-state ethnicity in a unique phenomena 

differed from Keyes‟s Heteroglossia.The consequence of the phenomena related 

conditional and in situations of the Mekong Sub-region states particularly falling on these 

3 main conditions; 1) Changing the concept of states‟ boundaries in the Sub-region 2) 

Initiation and rising of Localism, and 3) Extension of Market Economy and Outbound 

Tourism. The three conditions were the significant context resulting across-the-states 

ethnic communities and urged them to have ethnicity and unification of which reflect in 

existing and persistence of the ethnicity amongst states‟ powers and ethnicity unifying 

beyond these states‟ boundaries. 
 

Keywords: Communities across the state, Ethnicity, Phu-Tai, Southeast Asia 
 

1. Introduction: „Phu-Tai‟ Ethnicity amid States‟ Backgrounds 

Phu-Tai ethnic speaks Tai-Kadai language family, habitats mostly in Laos PDR and 

some provinces in Thailand (Songyot Veratavemant, Novepadon Tainsakun,and Vera 

Anolux, 2009) of which showing back to the ethnical origin in the Northern Laos PDR and 

Vietnam from recent researching evidences. (Srisakra Vallibhotama, 1991); Tavin 

Tongsavangsat, 1987) before the ethnics relocated spreading to settle down in variously 

geographical areas.   
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The ethnic‘s communities through their transitional time as a consequence of 

boundaries or concept of border changing and re-boundary in the early of the 20th century 

for the ‗modern nation states‘ in Mekong Subregion, (Pharsit Leeprechar, 2002; Thongchai 

Winichakul, 2000; Anderson, 1996) persisted a long time phenomena separated Phu-Tai 

into different nation states‘ citizenship.   

The concept of ‗nation state‘ beyond the boundary resulting in new states and 

administrations divided people, cultures and ethnics into sub group or minority by the 

border line of those nation states.    

The changes by that consequence determined Phu-Tai as a part of certain nation 

states‘ administration manipulating by the centralization of each state assimilated diversity of 

people and ethnics intentionally to create their states identity explaining it as state‘s unity in 

the cultural assimilation policy and establishing of states stability. (Pharsit Leeprechar, 2002; 

Jamaree Chiengthong, 2004) 

In the context and interface between nation state and ethnics under cultural 

assimilation policy resulting in Phu-Tai‘s loss of cultural identity under strong and force of 

detribalization. (Suthep Sunthonphesat, 2005)  

Assimilation process the ethnic faced in the nation state context in Charles F. Keyes 

(1992) explained as Heteroglossia in the condition that self and other interpretation in 

diverse narration as a result of de-unified, cultural, ethnical influence expansion of which 

create ethnical awareness in various forms developed from experiences of ethnics and different 

nation state interface. (Pinkaewl Leuangaraamsee, 2007) and generate ‗root‘ to deepen nation 

ideology in the ethnic groups in both as an ethnic and citizens in existed modern nation-state.  

(Malkki, 1997) 

2. Results 

2.1. „Phu-Tai‟ as World Phenomenon: the condition of ethnicity in Southeast Asia 

Rising and existing of nation state borders with ethnical assimilation into 

citizenship in the subregion states made ethnical divided cut Phu-Tai off their connection 

and end Phu-Tai ethnical relation in the same time amongst their ethnic suspicion between 

states, from the Cold War when states controlled over their citizen connection, and contact 

across borders. The Phenomena of ‗Phu-Tai World Day‘ and ‗International Phu-Tai Day‘ 

became the grand event of ethnicity and power of it exhibited Phu-Tai ideology shared 

among them after long time of dividing and de-unifying by states‘ border and by nation 

state ideology of cultural assimilation in processes.  

The atmosphere in the events composed with Phu-Tai ethnical conscious from i.e. 

Thailand‘s Phu-Tai, from Laos PDR, Vietnam and from China. The meeting of Phu-Tai 

ethnic from different states plus academic forum, exhibition and cultural performances on 

stage accumulated Phu-Tai ethnical identity, unity and common views of more than twenty 

thousand Phu-Tai.  
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Picture 1: Phu-Tai representatives from Vietnam, Laos PDR and Thailand in their 

participation for the 6
th

 World Phu-Tai Assembly 

The purposes of the ‗Phu-Tai World‘s Day and ‗Phu-Tai International‘s Day‘ 

brought these people to the same arena to reconstruct their connection and to network their 

Phu-Taiaimed to revive, to inherit and to conserve their cultural, traditional and livelihood 

Phu-Tai identity. It‘s purposed to create people perception and publicize in the same time 

promote a newly cultural tourism from local root on the ground to international. (Public 

Relations Province, Kalasin, 2011) 
 

 

Picture 2Opening Ceremony The 1
st
. International Phu-Tai Day graciously presided by Ms. 

Yingluck Shinawatra, the PM, at that time, in her Phu-Tai Costume. 
 

 
Picture 3:Show Performers presenting Phu-Tai in various details of ethnical costumes 

from Laos PDR in the 1
st
. International Phu-Tai‘s Day 
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Picture 4Logo of the event and cultural performers with the motto publicized by World 

Phu-Tai Association 
 

International Phu-Tai‘s Day and World Phu-Tai‘s Day not only on the purposes of 

exhibiting the power of the unifying and ethnicity and ethnical identity performing their 

element in which it is the ultimate goal to lead all Phu-Tai into every participation of 

resources management i.e.  local resources, political negotiation including to mobilizing 

Phu-Tai to academic and technology collaboration plus trading and investment among 

Phu-Tai groups and tighten connection Phu-Tai with other ethnic groups in  Mekong 

Subregion (Phu-Tai International festival, 2013) 

 

 
Picture 5: Phu-Tai dancing in procession on the World Phu-Tai‘s Day showing different 

details of diverse Phu-Tai from geographical areas 

In order to understand the events exhibited Phu-Tai ethnicity after the long time 

separation in nation states‘ context, it‘s a must to consider these contexts and conditions 

which enhanced the phenomenon.   

2.2 Situation and conditions: Background contexts of across-border-state Phu-

Tai ethnicity  

From studying, the unique events of ethnicity in the ‗World Phu-Tai‘ and the 

‗International Phu-Tai‘ consequently found in these three situation and conditions; 

1.Changing of border and state concepts in the Subregion, 2.Rising of localism and 

localization, and 3.Market economy expansion and influences, trend and promotion of 

outbound tourism or across-state travelling.  
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1. Mekong Subregion States‘ changing of concepts on border lines of states 

Considering the significant changing point on separation and aggregation of the 

Phu-Tai in this subregion, one must have the first study into the concept of border as it 

transited in disputation and in Cold War to the unifying of the subregion of Mekong.  

The Mekong Subregion emerged and persisted with conditions and in situations and 

Phu-Tai ethnicity is these consequences. After the Cold War ended in the year 1991 with 

the country development discourses into free trade economy brought a huge change in 

Laos PDR‘s and Vietnam‘s economic developments together also with Thailand economic 

leaping from the year the politician‘s discourse of ‗Turn the Battle field to Trading field‘  

Economic improvement and changes in states bringing these states to the new 

concept of trading and economic sharing arenas as Greater Mekong Subregion-GMS with 

states‘ cooperation in 3 strategic approaches; 1.Connectivity, 2.Competitiveness and 

3.Community.  These 3 strategies are focusing on aggregation and harmony of the people 

as one community.  

The born of GMS initiated new geographical relation once with conflict and 

disputes, separated the states, from identity searching to reconstruct the unity of the nation 

through symbolic of the Mekong differentiated from the past identity by the separation of 

the states. The imagine of the GMS in present days aggregating people, re-constructing by 

unifying people of the same ethnic through ethnicity and re-identity having and under the 

concept of ‗Greater Mekong Subregion-GMS‘.  

The changing of geographical discourse from political ideologies conflicts and 

border line disputes into the collaboration of economic development built core condition to 

link the once ethnical separation to aggregation and pave ways to connect people in the 

same subregion and avail Phu-Tai opportunity in gathering and connecting across states 

once again. 

2.  Rising and persistent of Localism  

Across-state Phu-Tai big events in these World Phu-Tai‘s Day and International 

Phu-Tai‘s Day from the facts found the starting point at their attempts from ethnicity 

across states on the Thailand‘s localism context and trends.  

The initiation of localism in the late 1970 decade conditions fell on these three 

pressing forces 1. Growing of non-governmental sector‘s power in the middle class 2.  

Economic discrimination between rural and urban sectors,  and 3. Alternative development 

spotlighted on the community cultures concepts.    

Localism is the utmost and huge influence over Phu-Tai ethnicity movement as 

found in the writing works and collection of myths and stories into system from the year 

1977 when localism has just started. Phu-Tai‘s writings and records from the educated and 

mobilized-middle-class and business- operated Phu-Tais have demonstrated these 

movements.  

From literature reviews and records collection, Phu-Tai ethnical study in the 

beginning found in records on the ethnic in the form of itinerary or travel log with 

narration on the ethnic‘s livelihood and cultural activities and artifacts not in research to 

see the analysis and systematic studying finding and archives.  
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Later in the high stream of localism in community development, Phu-Tai study 

moved from records to traditions, history and ethnic studies and put the localism or 

localization as alternative development approaches. And by applying those mentions in 

references for their development program and Phu-Tai study growing obviously among 

NGOs in the year 1997 based it on the communities‘ alternative development.  

Amongst the localism trends, in the status of the cultural owner, Phu-Tai put their 

culture into cultural capital and organized two big events called them as the World and 

International events made them their heritage and production of the localism demonstrated 

it and used it like the government office reported their objectives ‗Revive, transfer and 

conserve Arts and Cultures of Phu-Tai ethnical Identity by exhibiting into worldwide‟  

(National News Bureau of Thailand, 2016)as well in the same time ‗the World event was to 

promote and conserve gracious Arts, Cultures and Traditions of Phu-Tai ethnic‟ 

3.  Market Extension Economy and Cross Border Tourism  

Amongst the localism stream, the conditions pushed Phu-Tai to turn to see their 

culture and revive it made it to  no-ordinary events as the World Phu-Tai‘s Day and The 

International Phu-Tai to receive cultural tourism and create market for new tourists who 

charmed by the unique culture left to appreciate at local, promoted in the same time of 

Phu-Tai ethnicity. It was the channel for them to re-connect to those they once had relation 

as the beginning and as the public relation for their Phu-Tai in different areas.  

Cultural tourism is the current trend to allow the Phu-Tai ethnicity and share their 

view across the states as the outcome of the 5
th

. Thailand National Economic and Social 

Development Plan-NESD  when cities in regions were the center of promotion to boom 

domestic tourism and motivation on local cultural conservation to enrich the gimmick and 

selling point attracting the tourists. 

In the continuation when the 5
th
. NESD Plan was used; the strategy was to empower 

local cultural management to communities on the ground focusing on decentralization of 

administration to local organizations and increase people participation at local leaded Phu-Tai 

communities to engage in their cultural management by themselves from their own views.  

Follow the 5
th

. NESD Plan, the 6
th

. NESD Plan continued intensively boosting 

domestic tourism promotion and headed to the big cities plus promotion of localism and 

development of local entrepreneurship in this industry. Phu-Tai ethnic did not ignore or let 

the opportunity slip off from their hands but formed their ethnic communities into cultural 

tour attraction i.e. in Non Hom and in Renoo villages. They make people recognize their 

ethnic from the advantageous policies of ethnically cultural tours.  

In the 7
th

 NESD Plan, Tourism Promotion focused to local and re-extension of the 

local tourism and to link the domestic tourism to neighboring countries intensively 

implementing the related and core policies to make the country as the center of tourism in 

the subregion. The implementation plan practiced the specific zone of cooperation in each 

state particularly in the Northeastern Thailand connecting to Indochina –Laos PDR and 

Vietnamin the form of applying the term ‗Gateway‘ making the region as the way out and 

in to these Indochina states attracting tourists to enjoy ethnicity and local cultures to 

distributing income and development to the entire region in ways.   
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In the strong flow of cultural tourism and definition of local in the form of capital, 

local in Phu-Tai ethnic turn themselves to be cultural entrepreneurs translated into big 

events as World Phu-Tai‘s and International Phu-Tai‘s in order to make tangible the 

objective of„ To promote and conserve gracious and valuable of Phu-Tai‟s cultures and 

traditions and promote cultural tourism to serve AEC purposes in the year 2016‟ (Office 

of Public Relation, 2559) „and to enhancing the promotion of newly cultural tourism 

upgrading from local to international perspectives‟  

 3. Discussion and Conclusion: Situation and condition promoting the 

gathering event of the Phu-Tai beyond states border 

‗Gathering of ethnic across states‘ is not non-purposive and just a flashing and 

floating event as an ordinary cooperation of the people in the same ethnic but it persisted 

with the changes of nation states border that utilizing power of states‘ administration and 

struggling in relation management in this subregion states and the conditions to move out 

from limitation of the border these states interfaced.       

Former attempting to control by administration and ruling in its border to the open 

of border to loosen tension among states replacing by free-trade and capitalization, the 

subregion states re-constructed and re-organized their relationship and mobilize their 

policies to move forward.  

In the same time the open of border, despite the people have obtain freedom in 

travelling, Phu-Taihad no obvious interaction on this advantage on the contrary their 

movements have direct interaction with localism as the policy promoted in Thai state. It 

motivates Phu-Tai in Thailand to turn to look over their own ethnic through stories and 

cultural identity in term of local resources utilization and mobilization pushing and 

promoting by the state.  

 Meanwhile when one want to consider the event as ethnicity phenomena of Phu-

Tai across borders in both the Phu-Tai World and in Phu-Tai International would find 

inequality of accessibility of power for managing the gathering across border among 

Phu-Tai in different states in levels. Their powers to make arrangements were not equal 

and indiscriminate but under proper conditions match their context and their own 

domestic stream of local development and localism. Market economy and tourism 

policies of each state build major conditions to support ethnicity and gathering in policy 

level. Their resources and support finances promoted Phu-Tai unifying and ethnicity 

across border.  

By conditions and support factors within a certain state was different, Phu-Tai in 

Thailand is the only group who obtain potential to organize and to be the center of the 

famous event for the Phu-Tai across border. It‘s the only group that accessible to 

resource and supportive conditions to enhance and promote the world and international 

events.  

It exhibited the new phenomena of the across-border Phu-Tai that reflect the 

power of state over citizenship and management despite the ethnic enabled to step over 

them but state still play the role in bringing up and enhancing the across-border 

activities.  
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Abstract  

This study was conducted to study the information management of international 

relations affairs in higher education institution in Thailand. The objectives of this study were 

1) to investigate present conditions and problems of the management information system of 

international relations affairs in the higher education institutes in Thailand and 2) to 

examine the requirement of international relations staff in higher education institutes in 

Thailand. The population consisted of 91 international relations staff in 8 national research 

universities of Thailand. The research instruments were questionnaires and the study of 

documents and theories. The SPSS for Windows (Statistical Package for the Social Science) 

and the content analysis were used in this study to analyse the data for percentages. 

The results found that many higher education institutes in Thailand have 

international relations office/division for supporting the international affairs of the 

universities in academic and research collaboration and other tasks related to 

international affairs. Also, the information management of international relations 

office/division were divided into 4 groups including international cooperation service, 

international staff service, international student service, and general administration 

service. According to information management, the results revealed immediate and high 

levels of problems. The immediate level included supplies and production, collection and 

evaluation, and analysis and distribution. This level indicated that the problems were 

found in the information management, but they could be controlled or managed. Moreover, 

the high level of problems was staff support or development for knowledge and skill in the 

information management and technology. In other words, the necessary information was 

disappear or no retention. There was a lack of information classification, and there was no 

personnel who were in charge of information management. Also, there were a lot of 

routine works which affected to the information management of the institutions. 

Keywords: Information management, Higher Education Institution, International 

Relations Affairs 

1. Introduction 

 The important roles of international affairs of higher education institutions in 

Thailand is international relations affairs which in charges of international cooperation 

directly. The main responsibility is supporting and promoting policies of international 

affairs of the universities for exchanges of academic collaboration increasingly. The job 

description of international relations affairs cover coordinating with international private 

and public institutions in order to create cooperative activities among those institutions. It 
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also supports public relations of the institutions for other international organizations and 

institutions. Moreover, the international relations office is the center of one-stop service for 

giving suggestions and facilitating international students and staff, and it regulates, 

manages, and investigates the scholarship presentation for international lecturers and 

researchers to come to study and work at the institutions. Furthermore, it is the center of 

information, suggestion, and facilitation for international staff of the institutions for 

international affairs (International Relations Division KKU, 2012). Therefore, the 

international relations affairs have important roles in supporting international coordination 

and operation and extension of new international collaborations from international 

institutions directly (Porntip Kanjananiyot, 2006).  

However, the information management of international relations affairs in the 

higher education institutions had changed instantly as same as the changes of economy, 

society, and an educational system. According to the primary study of the higher 

education institutions, it found that a lot of information was still incomplete, and this 

information was not used to respond to the policies of the education institution 

completely. The researcher summarized these important problems as follows. 

First, there were no records and the document management systematically because each 

higher education institution had no factual management system which duplicated the 

information. Also, the information was usually stored with the personnel themselves rather 

than within the system, so some information would be lost (Somphong Wattanphak, 2005) 

.When the information was lost, it was not recorded permanently. When the personnel would 

like to use the data or information, they could not receive the correct and current information. 

Second, there were no information officers in the higher education institutions. 

Because there were a lot of data and information, most information were scattered in the 

faculties, departments, and other sections. There were a lot of processes of data collection 

on how to analyze and evaluate the data for information. Therefore, it was inconvenient for 

the users, and itwas delay for the information management.  

Third, the information management had no connectedness because there was no 

study of actual conditionsof the information exposure of the international relations affairs. 

For these reasons, there was no understanding of the information management systematically 

in administrator and staff levels, so the service of information management was changed 

according to the conditions at that time. These conditions were changed continuously 

following the policies of the institutions more than the development of information 

management actually (Natdao Jumroendararusmee, 2008).   

According to the literature reviews, two studies were related to the management of 

international affairs in higher education institutions. First, it was the study of the development 

of the management model of international relations of higher education institutions by 

Tongdee Cheevapruk (2004). The target group was the universities that had taught science and 

technology subjects. The result of the study revealed the organizational structure of 

international relations and the operational manual of higher education institutions which 

explained how to manage the organizational structure. Thus, the international relations could 

be divided into five jobs including general administrative, conference and ceremony, 

scholarship, international cooperation, and information technology. Moreover, (Tassanee 
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Phitoonphong, 2005)conducted the research on the topic entitled, ―Quality Management 

System of International Affairs at Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University within Framework of 

Thailand Quality Award‖. This research focused on studying the management conditions of 

the organizational structure of international affairs and finding ways to develop the quality of 

the management system of the international affairs totally. These two studies had suggestions 

in the research of international relations about the information management because it was the 

important part which could help the quality development and management of the international 

affairs.  For these reasons, this study was conducted to study the information management of 

the international relations affairs in higher education institution in Thailand. The objectives of 

this study were 1) to investigate present conditions of the management information system of 

the international relations affairs in the higher education institutions in Thailand 2) to study the 

problems of the management information system of the international relations affairs in the 

higher education institutions in Thailand, and 3) to examine the requirement of the information 

management of the international relations staff in higher education institutions in Thailand. 

2. Method  

The Information Management 

 T.D. Wilson (2001) mentioned that information behavior of personnel and 

institutions was the association between the information resource and the information 

channel. In other words, either personnel or institutions usually had the same format of the 

information behavior: action and passive by the effective transfer of the passive which was 

very important. If the transferred information was not responded to demand of the users, 

the information would not be useful and lost. Jennifer Rowley, (1996) defined the 

information management as the operation relating to the information system. It was how to 

collect, store, and disseminate the information to the users or customers. The information 

system did not only consist of hardware or software, but it also included people, the most 

important part of the system. The suitable building of the systematic and effective information 

flow was also meant to the construction of suitable technology, the evaluation of management 

process, planning and policies of the development for integrating and maintaining the system 

effectively. Waraporn Loungmanee (2001) also claimed that the target of information 

management was promoting its system for the achievement of the institutions by upgrading the 

effectiveness of the institutions. To do so, the environmental demands of inside and outside the 

institutions should be managed stably and effectively. The information management, 

operation, provision, acquisition, production, dissemination, and information use involving 

administration within the organizations should be appropriate, and the information must be 

valuable and can be used virtually. The information might come from different resources from 

inside or outside institutions (Wilson cited in Joyce Kirk, 2005). 

 Atherton (1997) andRowley (1996) had a concept about the information management 

system and the information service, and they explained these processes below. 

 1.The acquisitions consisted of management policies, information resources, and 

acquisition processes such as collecting and finding required information. This process 

would be resulted from self-observation and collection of information by interviewing and 

collecting data from other people, information resources, and the data center which were 

public or personal information.  
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2. The processing documentincluded analysis, classification, index, abstract, 

assessment, searching engine, information material storage, assessed information, database 

construction, and preservation. 

3. The information dissemination comprised of reference services and interlibrary 

borrowing. This process was transferring or disseminating the information through the 

assessment process. It also had the storage of information, and the users could search and 

return the information systematically by one place to another place, one person to another 

person, or one institution to many institutions. 

3. Results 

The results found that many higher education institutes in Thailand have 

international relations office/division for supporting the international affairs of the 

universities in academic and research collaboration and other tasks related to international 

affairs. Also, the information management of international relations office/division were 

divided into 4 groups including international cooperation service, international staff 

service, international student service, and general administration service. The system 

condition of Information  

From the research find that:  

1. Management in International Relations Office in the Thai Higher Education: 

Acquisition and production Information. 

Acquisition and Production Information. X  S.D. correlations 

1. Have plan for Acquisition and production Information 3.20 0.63 Moderate 

2. Classify data and Information quite frequently 3.56 0.77 Much 

3. Have acquisitioninformation system in the same level as 

the other office in University 

3.00 0.81 Moderate 

4. Present the Data and Information for the office in 

frequently  

3.57 0.78 Much 

5.Have tool for Acquisition and production Information in 

properly  

3.37 0.67 Moderate 

6.Acquisition and production information from inside the office 3.64 0.73 Much 

7. Acquisition and production information by using 

Information Technology tools  

3.82 0.66 Much 

8.except from the data and Information in general, have had 

acquisition and production other information in advance  

3.34 0.73 Moderate 

 

Acquisition and production Information in International Relations Office most of 

the management are the moderate level but interested that the organized about Classify 

data and Information, Present the Data and Information for the office, Acquisition and 

production information from inside the office and Acquisition and production information 

by using Information Technology tools results are in high level. 
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2. The system condition of Information Management in International Relations Office 

in the Thai Higher Education: Collecting and Processing Information. 
 

Collecting and Processing Information X  S.D. Correlations 

1.Have survey to ask customer need befall Collecting and 

Processing Information 

3.16 0.86 Moderate 

2. After Collecting and Processing Information have double 

check the information. 

3.54 0.75 Much 

3.Collecting and Processing Information separate into the 

work section/ department in the office 

3.69 0.78 Much 

4. After Collecting and Processing Information have sent it 

to other section/ department which is responsibility to 

correct data and information to keep it 

3.69 0.78 Much 

5. Collecting and Processing Information on time of 

customer require 

3.33 0.79 Moderate 

6. after Collecting and Processing Information have had 

update the information in frequently  

3.41 0.64 Much 

7. Collecting and Processing information  in the easy step 

without complicated  

3.30 0.67 Moderate 

8. Collecting and Processing  information  have the security 

or protection system 

3.35 0.67 Moderate 

9. Collecting and Processing  information  in paper 3.09 0.95 Moderate 

10. Collecting and Processing  information on computer  3.60 0.77 Much 

11. Collecting and Processing  information have correct and 

without mistake  

3.46 0.56 Much 

12.Have the assignment and specify details about the 

Information need to guide the staff  for Collecting and 

Processing  information 

3.38 065 Moderate 

 

Acquisition and Production Information in International Relations Office most of 

the management are the high level but one half of the topic are still on the moderate level   
 

3. The system of Information Management in International Relations Office in the 

Thai Higher Education: Using Information and Information dissemination. 

Using Information and Information dissemination    X  S.D. Correlations 

1.After Information Processing has using it to present in 

form of Book Journal or Paper  or Annual report  

3.40 0.80 Moderate 

2. After Information Processing has using it to present in 

form of Table,  Chart, or Diagram  

3.46 1.07 Much 

3. After Information Processing present it on Information 

Technology (etc.Website, Social Network, E-mail) to outside 

3.38 1.00 Moderate 

4. After Information Processing present it to the university for 

addition to planning process or answers the University indicator 

3.35 0.89 Moderate 

5. After Information Processing Information service and 

public to the other office include inside or outside University 

3.36 0.78 Moderate 
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Using Information and Information dissemination. Almost of Management are on 

the moderate level just only  using information to present in the form of Table,  Chart, or 

Diagram to the Office are in the high level. 

3. The system of Information Management in International Relations Office in the 

Thai Higher Education: Information management problem and issue   

Information management problem and issue x  S.D Correlations 

1.The manager support Information Management in 

International Relations office   

3.32 0.77 Moderate 

2.  The manager has clear vision for Information Management in 

International Relations office   

3.24 0.67 Moderate 

4.The budget for Information Management is cover  3.10 0.74 Moderate 

6..Have enough information from the outsource and information 

is match to the customer need 

3.18 0.72 Moderate 

7 Lack of support and promoting staff to develop about the 

Informational Management. 

3.46 1.07 Much 

8.have to correct same type of information so many time 3.11 0.79 Moderate 

9. Don‘t  know the objective of using information  3.46 1.07 Much 

10. To Acquisition data or information from outsource is finis on time 3.20 0.79 Moderate 

11.Data or information are too much for Acquisition  and production 3.05 0.72 Moderate 

12.Data and Information change quickly not able to Acquisition  

and production every time of it update     

3.44 0.77 Much 

14.Necessary data or information are missing / not collect it. 3.47 0.67 Much 

15. Not Classify the data or information into category and effect 

to using it.  

3.41 0.73 Much 

17. Customer need information in the rush time.  3.36 0.78 Moderate 

18.Lacking of Information Management Staff  3.89 0.75 Much 

19.there were a lot of routine works which affected to the 

information management of the institutions 

4.12 0.75 Much 

20. lack of  management to public the information to outside  4.11 0.83 Much 

21. Budget of Information dissemination is lack   4.12 0.86 Much 

Information management problem and issue in International Relations Office in the 

Thai Higher Education most of the issue still be on Moderate level, it‘s have a problem but 

in able to control but some of the quest are in the high level as Lack of support and 

promoting staff to develop about the Informational Management, don‘t know the objective 

of using information, data and Information change quickly not able to acquisition and 

production every time of it update, Necessary data or information are missing / not collect 

it, not Classify the data or information into category and effect to using it, Lacking of 

Information Management Staff, there were a lot of routine works which affected to the 

information management of the institutions, lack of  management to public the information 

to outside  

And Budget of Information dissemination is not enough all of this issue is on the 

high level.  
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  The Opinions of development Information Management in 

International Relations Office in Thai Higher Education 

Institutes  

x  S.D Correlations 

1. Should have the policy of Information Management in the 

same pattern every department of the university  

3.61 0.43 Much 

2. The University should have the clear vision on information 

Management for  International Relations  Affairs 

3.95 0.86 Much 

2. The University shoulddefine about what‘s information are 

require to collect it 

4.30 0.80 Much 

4.Should have the Information Centre in the university to 

collect all of the information which is necessary  

4.12 0.75 Much 

5.The Information Centre should have the committee from all 

office of University 

4.14 0.72 Much 

6.University should define the limit of Data or Information 

which to using   

3.70 0.67 Much 

 Provision and Production of the Information 

 According to the provision and production of the information, the international 

relations officers aimed to use the information as the composition of the policy planning in 

the international relations affairs in order to support the international affairs of the 

institutions. Thus, it was essential for having the information management in the 

institutions because most officers who work about international relations affairs were 

international relations officers, and they didn‘t have a skill in the information management. 

In general, the provision and production of the information requested and collected the data 

from the organizations both inside and outside universities. Then, the information was 

stored. When the information was requested for analysis and assessment, it will be reused 

again. Many international relations offices didn‘t have a specialist for the information 

management of international relations affairs within the institutions. If these institutions 

had the specialist for the information management particularly, it would empower the 

strength of the institutions.  

 Collection and assessment of the information 

 Overall, most officers who work about international relations affairs had asked the 

requirement of data and information before collecting the data because many projects 

requiring the information were derived from routine works, so the officers could plan how 

to collect and assess the information beforehand. The data could be collected from the 

form designed by oneself or institutions. It could be recorded in folders of the computer, 

and the officers could create the form by themselves through their working experience, 

learning and responsibility, and knowledge from work.  

 Use and Dissemination of Information 

 Most customers of the international relations office consisted of administrators, 

staff, and students. The ways of information use responded to their needs in different 

aspects. The officers in the international relations office usually presented the assessed 
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information in forms of documents and copies such as brochures, scholarship 

publication, visa extension, and passport. The information could be journals, research 

works, annual report, and newsletter.This information was disseminated both inside and 

outside organization. Normally, the information was disseminated through publication. 

For important information for policy planning, the officers often reported the information 

by summary. The assessed information was presented by table, statistic, chart, or graph 

to the organizations or administrators for their consideration depending on issues. For the 

dissemination through technological channels, most officers disseminated the 

information through 

1. The database system of international relations affairs was used cooperatively by 

all officers. The officers must use their experiences and opinions to give suggestions in the 

construction of the database and develop the information management system of 

international relations affairs of the institutions. 

2. The university should specify policies for cooperative information between 

internal organization for overcoming the obstacles and decreeing processes for collecting 

the information. However, the information of international relations affairs has still 

disseminated to any departments or organizations, so the universities should have the main 

database system for international relations network in order to assist the officers for 

accessing and searching the information conveniently and effectively. 

3.   The officers who work related to international affairs should be supported to 

have the skill development of information management. The pattern of the activities would 

be seminar or workshop with professionals or exchange and learning among institutions.   
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Abstract 

In order to solve a problem of English intonation of Thai students which is 

prevalent at all levels of Thai educational system mainly ignored at a primary level. This 

study aims at enhancing Grade 6 students‟ English intonation by using drama technique 

activities and discovering their opinions on the drama techniques as they are believed to 

improve ESL learners‟ pronunciation (Heldenbrand, 2003, Fuentes ,2010 and 

Demircioglu, 2010). There are 83 participants (37 and 46 students in experimental and 

control groups respectively) at Sunthornwattana School, Chaiyaphum province in 

academic year 2015. The instruments of this quasi-experimental research are pre/ posts, 

teacher‟s field note and questionnaires. The findings proves the success of this study  

showing that drama technique activities did help enhance the  learners‟ English intonation 

with a significant value at p< .05 with positive opinions of the students in the experimental 

group on drama technique activities (x̄ = 4.40, S.D = 0.65).  
 

Keywords: Drama Technique activities, English Intonation enhancement  
 

1. Introduction 

It is clear that young generations of Thailand urgently need to be well prepared with 

English as it is a means of communication in ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian 

Nations) whose article 34
th

 stating that ―the working language of ASEAN shall be 

English‖. (Association of Southeast Asian Nations, 2013). If not, it is more likely they would 

suffer most among other ASEAN populations. This is because only Thailand has never 

been colonized so Thailand is mono-lingual society ever since. However, in the rapidly 

changing ASEAN contexts, the chance for Thais to use English in a daily- life 

communication is predictable. Thus, the need to help learners to improve their English 

ability especially an oral skill for effective communication since they are young is urgent 

as speaking, the most universal form of communication is considered as one of the most 

important skills out of the four skills (Ministry of Education,2006). One of the best ways to 

enable the learners to orally communicate effectively is through intelligible speaking 

which is closely related to pronunciation.  

However, to teach English pronunciation for young learners directly involving with 

the theoretical aspect is not appropriate as it is too complicate for them to learn. This is 

because English pronunciation covers a variety of features ranging from segmental features 

like vowel and consonant sounds to suprasegmental ones  such as word & sentence stress 
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and intonation as well as other features of connected speech (Kelly, 2000). To make the 

intervention suitable for the young learners, this study focused on the intonation based on 

only the grammatical structures excluding discourse and attitudes of speakers (Kelly, 

2000). That is why some relevant drama techniques (Maley and Duff, 1988; Zalta, 2006; 

Zyoud, 2010 and Dundar, 2013) which have been proved to be effective for teaching 

pronunciation have been chosen as a treatment or intervention of this present study 

(Conjeros&Fermandez, 2008; Demircioglu, 2010; Desiatova, 2009; Fuentes, 2010; 

Heldenbrand, 2003; Thirsk &Solak, 2012; Wrembel, 2011). As a result, the drama 

techniques are assumed to be the most approachable and practical way to help improve the 

intelligibility focusing on intonation of young primary school learners in Prathomsuksa 6 

(Grade Six) at Sunthornwattana School, Chaiyaphum province in the North-East of 

Thailand. Thus, 5 specifically chosen drama techniques i.e. introductiory exercises, literary 

texts like songs, drama language games, mining and role plays out of 19 ones like  

simulations, improvisation, reader theatres,frozen image building, script writing, skits, 

listening and doing, student version of dramatic production, observation, interpretation, 

creation and invention, word play, problem solving and a day‘s work proposed by Maley 

and Duff, (1988), Zalta (2006), Zyoud (2010)  and Dundar ( 2013).  

Although those five were used in all stages of teaching, mainly the introductory 

exercises, literary texts like songs, drama language games, mining were used in the pre 

teaching stage in order to introduce key vocabularies which would be in the structures for 

practicing English intonation in the role plays as well as to increase active and direct 

involvement in the learning process.  Also, those chosen drama techniques activities 

were integrated in the post teaching stage to reinforce their language acquisition 

process as well as for creating relaxing classroom atmospheres. This aimed to enable 

young learners at a beginning level of learning English to acquire the language 

incidentally or naturally through these learning activities. As this concept has not been 

actively or seriously measured and understood, this gives rise to this study with two 

prime objectives to enhance the student‘s English intonation by drama technique 

activities and to find out the student‘s opinions on the use of drama technique activities 

for improving their English intonation. All of these concepts closely link to the 

research method as follows. 

2. Method 

 This section describes the methodology of the study including sub-sections i.e. 

participants, research instruments, data collection, and data analysis presented accordingly. 

i. Research Design: 

In an attempt to improve the English intonation of grade 6 students through drama 

techniques activities, the research employed a quasi- an experimental design with two 

groups: an experimental and control ones (Creswell, J., 2003), namely Groups A and B 

which were purposively selected according to their easily accessible and convenience. The 

experimental group or Group A had been treated with the specifically chosen drama 

technique activities while the control group or Group B was treated with traditional way of 

teaching focusing on repeating the conversations after a teacher as a model. However, both 

groups had taken pre and post tests as shown in Table 1.  
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Table1  Research design  

Group Pre-test Treatment Post-test 

Experimental group = A O1 X O2 

Control Group = B O1  O2 
 

ii. Participants and Sample Groups 

37 participants in the experimental group and 46in the control group were selected 

through a convenient sampling selection method with their own consents out of 325 populations 

in 8 classes in Grade six in the second semester of the academic year 2015 at Sunthornwattana 

School in Chaiyaphum province. The teacher as a researcher was teaching these two groups 

while they were studying a compulsory general English course weekly for three periods. The first 

two periods focused on English structures while the other 1 was for communicative English. 

They were mixed ability groups of learners who were considered as beginners with similar low 

level of English proficiency. That was why their communicative skills needed to be improved. In 

order to achieve this goal, the following research tools were used.   

iii. Research Instruments 

 Pre and Post tests: The research instruments to collect quantitative data were 

pre/post tests. As the intonation pattern of this study was based on the grammatical 

structures, there were five particular types of grammatical structures assumed to be 

appropriate to these young learners: affirmative , negative statements, WH and Yes-No 

questions as well as Tag question (Kelly, 2000).  Each type of these grammatical structures 

consisted of at least 8 items with 40 items in total and 25 items were selected to be in the 

pre/post tests. The learner‘s intonation then was assessed by three language experts, one 

Thai teacher and other two native English teachers. The pre/post test was tried out with the 

relevant groups of learners before being administered. The data collection was conducted 

within 10 hours of treatment throughout the semester. All of these structures were 

integrated in all drama technique activities in three stages of teaching i.e. pre/while and 

post ones. Here are some examples of the grammatical structures used as an intervention 

focusing on local contexts familiar to the learners themselves.                               
 

WH question:   

When is the Siam Tulip festival in Chaiyaphum?  

/wen/    /tʃaɪjəpuːm/  

Affirmative statement:     

It will be in June until August. 

   /ɔːˈɡʌst/ 

 Negative statement:  

 I didn‟t go to France. 

/frɑːns/   

  Yes/No question:  

Did you have a nice holiday? 

  /ˈhɒl.ə.deɪ/  

Tag question:  

She visited Chaiyaphum province, didn‟t she?                

   /ʃiː/   

The results of the pre/ and post tests were analysed and presented in forms of means 

(x̄ ), S.D and a t-test statistical significance if any.  
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A questionnaire  

The second research instrumentfor gathering the quantitative datais a questionnaire 

with 4 items to reflect these young target learners‘ opinions on the drama technique 

activities for improving their English intonation focusing on their effectiveness and 

usefulness with 5 Linkert scales from strongly agree, agree, moderately agree, disagree and 

strongly disagree. The learners‘ opinions were analyzed using SPSS program for average 

mean score (x̄ ) and standard deviation (S.D) and concluded. They were presented in terms 

of the average mean score (x̄ ) and SD with these five interpretations average mean scores 

adapted from the work of Ruangprapan (1996) i.e. 4.21- 5.00 referring to   strongly agree, 

3.41- 4.20 for agree, 2.61- 3.40 for moderately agree, 1.81- 2.60fordisagree and 1.00- 1.80 

forstrongly disagree.  

A teacher‟s field note:  

The thir research instrument for collecting the qualitative data is the teacher‘s field 

note as an observation form during the implementing the drama technique activities. This 

was not done only by the teacher as a researcher herself but also by a trained research 

assistant who also observed and recorded all relevant information during implementation 

focusing on the behaviours of the learners responding to the treatment.  The findings from 

the teacher‘s field note was classified and analysed and presented in form of a narrative 

description.  

3. Results 

The results of the study are presented in response to the research question in 

sequence. 

 The results from the pre and post tests:   

 In response to the research question 1: Have the students‘ English intonation ability 

been enhanced after the implementation of drama technique activities on students? The 

findings from pre and post tests had positively answered it. In particular, before the 

treatment, the findings from the pre testsshowed similar means scores of both the 

experimentalgroup with x̄ of 11.41 and S.D of 2.33  and the control group with x̄  of 11.16 

and S.D of 2.74 includingt-test with t of .49, p>.05 indicating no statistical significance.  

This clearly showed that learners from both groups had comparable intonation ability prior 

to the intervention as presented in table 2.  

Table 2 The comparison of the pretest results 

Groups x̄  S.D. t Sig. (2-tails) 

 Experimental           11.41 2.33 .49 .628 

Control                    11.16 2.74   

 However, after the execution of the drama technique activities, the pre test scores 

had reflected the opposite results showing the significant improvement of learners‘ 

intonation in the experimental group. The great difference of the means and the S.Dfrom 

the post test between the experimental group clearly showed through the means (x̄ ) of 

16.65 andS.D= 3.43) indicating a statistical significance with t-test results with t of 7.27, 

and p<0.05). On the contrary, the results the control group demonstrated almost the same 
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means and the S.D of as the pre test ones with the means (x̄ ) of 11.84 and S.D of 3.36). 

From this comparison, it is obvious that the drama technique activities did enhance grade 6 

learners‘ English intonation as shown in Table 3.  

Table 3. The comparison of the post tests results  

Groups x̄  S.D. t Sig. (2-tails) 

 Experimental           16.65 3.43 7.27 .000* 

Control                    11.84             3.36  *p< .05 

In short, the findings from the pre and post tests strongly confirmed that 

thestudents‘ English intonation ability had been significantly enhanced after the 

implementation of drama technique activities on students.  

The results from the questionnaire:  

The results from the questionnaire had also positively responded to Research 

question 2: What are students‘ opinions toward improving English intonation through 

drama technique activities? All of the learners expressed their opinions in the same way 

stating the effectiveness and usefulness of the drama technique activities for their English 

intonation learning improvement in particular and for their enjoyable English learning in 

general through the strongly agreement in the rating scales. In addition, the similar 

opinions were reflected through the responses to in their open ended questions at the final 

parts of the questionnaire stating their high level of satisfaction with the drama technique 

activities especially their enjoyable and active involving in the learning process aspects. 

This can be summarized and presented in Table 4. 

Table 4 Learners‟ opinions on the effects of drama technique activities  

Items Level of Opinions Levels 

1. Drama Technique Activities help strongly agree 

enhance my English intonation ability. 

x̄  S.D 

4.46 0.77 

2. I like Drama Techniques Activities strongly agree in 

English learning with fun. 

4.32              0.53                 

3. Drama Techniques Activities are beneficial strongly 

agree  for improving  my English learning. 

4.41            0.60              

4. Drama Technique Activities help increase  my 

confidence in speaking English strongly agree       

4.41   0.69               

Total  strongly agree 4.40             0.65              

The results from teacher field notes 

The qualitative data from the teacher‘s field note as an observation form during the 

implementing the drama technique activities. The teacher as a researcher herself as well as 

her well- trained research assistant had cooperatively observed and recorded all relevant 

information during implementation focusing on the behaviours of the learners responding 

to the treatment. The overall findings could be concluded in three phases. The first phase 

of the study from the beginning to the middle of the study was rather frustrating but 

enjoyable as the young learners were struggling to get used to the new teaching techniques 

i.e. drama techniques. In the second phase or the middle of the study, the sign of progress 
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has been gradually shown through their higher awareness of the English intonation while 

joining the drama role play activities. Most of the learners had shown more cooperation in 

joining drama techniques with higher levels of satisfaction. The third or last phase of the 

study, the learners‘ behaviours within relaxing and enjoyable classroom atmospheres had 

reflectedclear sign of improvement with enjoyment through actively involving in the 

learning processes all in 3 stages of teaching. In short, this finding strongly confirmed the 

positive effects of the drama techniques activities on both the improvement of the learners‘ 

English intonation and on their opinions reflected through their observable and favourable 

learning behaviours with better attitudes and higher motivation to learn to speak English 

with intelligibility 

4. Discussion and Conclusion  

The study had implemented 5 specifically chosen drama techniques i.e. introductory 

exercises, literary texts like songs, drama language games, mining and role plays to use as 

learning activities for improving young learners‘ English intonation ability. Their 

intonation ability was measured by three experienced English language teachers. One is a 

Thai teacher of English and the other two are native English speakers.  The quantitative 

results with a statistical significance from experimental group through pre and post tests 

strongly confirmed the effective impacts of the treatment on the learners‘ intonation 

improvement similarly to the qualitative results from the questionnaire and the class 

observation both constructively supported the good effects of the intervention on both their 

pronunciation development and opinions. This was in accordance with one of principles of 

language acquisition claimed by Arnold (1999) and Tomlinson (1998), cited in Tomlinson 

& Masuhara (2009)who convincingly advocated physical language gamesstating that ―in 

order for the learners to maximize their exposure to language in use, they need to be 

engaged both affectively and cognitively in the language experience‖. Through this 

experience, the learners‘ thinking process is activated for preparation before and whilst 

playing games with challenging, stimulating, and emotional rewards leading to their 

cognitive and affective engagement causing them to be able to acquire the language in use. 

Also, the way in which the drama techniques were used in the pre teaching stage to 

introduce some key vocabulary for the learners to comprehend the input in the next step, a 

role play focusing on intonation improvement and activate the learners‘ active involvement  

with enjoyable and relaxing classroom atmosphere were in agree with other two main 

language acquisition hypotheses proposed by Krashen  (1982 :10 )  in terms of  the input 

hypothesis and the Affective Filter hypothesiscomprehensible Krashen (1982:30) 

accordingly. However, there was an unexpected issue arose from the study reflected 

through the open-ended questions in the questionnaires and classroom observation which 

needed to be cautious for a further study. That is there were some less able learners 

expressed dissatisfaction and sometimes disappointments with some competitive language 

games which they were likely to win or had never won. This could result in discouraged 

learners to some extent. This leads to the suggestion that although the overall findings of 

the study were positive, the drama technique activities needed to be implemented carefully 

especially the mixed ability groups of learners. One of the possible solutions maybe in 

forms of allowing the less able students to complete among themselves or they should be 
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empowered to allow to join their preferred activities. In conclusion, all the findings have 

proved that the study has successfully achieved its goal in implementing the drama 

technique activities to enhance the target learners‘ English intonation with positive 

opinions on them.  
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Abstract 

Nearlyall research about Thai speaker‟s English pronunciation investigated the 

main features of their English pronunciation problems (Kamkien, 2010; Sertikul, 2005). 

Only Prommak (2010) revealed Thai learners‟ awareness on their English pronunciation 

and Cenoz and CarciaLecumberri (1999) demonstrated the importance of formal trainings 

of English pronunciation for Thai learners. The English pronunciation training is still 

found to be overlooked a Thai educational system. This study finding reflects the real 

needs for English pronunciation trainings of undergraduate and graduate Thai learners 

from different disciples at KhonKaen University. They strongly stated various kinds of 

needs to be trained with main features of English pronunciation ranging from segmental to 

suprasegmental like vowels &consonants to stress, intonation, and other aspects of 

connected speech (Kelly, 2000) with more emphasis on practical than theoretical aspects 

through active roles of proficient teachers as main agents of change for oral 

communication improvement especially within a current ASEAN context.  
 

Keywords: Main features of English pronunciation, Main problems for Thai 

Speakers‘ English Pronunciation, Real needs 

 

1. Introduction 

Although pronunciation is the basis of communication, it has been neglected in 

English language teaching as Kelly (1969,2000) and Gilbert (2010) stated that generally it 

has been introduced only in the first year with the introduction of the alphabet and sound 

system and then with the least importance after the introductory level which is common 

around the world. This is worse for some situations where learners are not exposed to 

English with the right quantity, quality and frequency in their daily life communication like 

many situations in some Thai educational systems. That is why pronunciation must be 

considered as an essential part of classroom instructions at all levels to be focused from 

segmental to suprasegmental levels for improving learners‘ language proficiency for 

effective communication. According to this prominence of English pronunciation, this 

study aims to shed the light on the real needs of pronunciation instructions with all 

dimensions of language needs and to raise awareness of both teachers and learners to value it 

as other essential aspects and skills of language like vocabulary and grammar or reading and 

writing and so forth (PourhoseinGilakjani,A. 2012). This is because the pronunciation 

instruction has been found to be the learners‘ priority with desperate coaching  especially 

in an early stage of English language teaching and learning in particular for non-native 

mailto:buscha@kku.ac.th
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speakers of English where English is not a means of daily life communication in a 

monolingual society like Thailand. With very a few active movements in researching on 

the real needs of English pronunciation among Thai learners, it gives rise to this present 

study to reflect the real needs of the pronunciation training in the light of the learners‘ own 

perceptions in many different dimensions as many as possible. This leads to the research 

objective as follows.    

1.1 Objectives 

This study intended to discover the real needsof English pronunciation instructions as 

many dimensions as possible concerning relevant main features of English pronunciation of the 

Thai learners in at a tertiary level in order to directly cater them suitably and successfully. This 

attempt is closely related to the research conceptual framework in the following section. 

1.2 Conceptual Framework  

The conceptual framework to achieve the research objective was based on the 

notions of needs analysis, learner centeredness approach, CALL as well as principles of 

language acquisition.   

 To start with, relevant aspects of needs analysis were taken into consideration. For 

examples, it is necessary to classify which features of English pronunciation is needed as 

immediate or present or future needs (Robinson, P.,1991). Also, the learners‘ needs can be 

interpreted in various three various ways i.e. wants, lacks and needs and other kinds of 

needs in terms of learning materials, teaching techniques and learning activities 

(Hutchinson, T and Waters, A.;1987 and Richterich, R., & Chancerel,J.,1978).  In addition 

to the needs of what to learn and how to learn it, the other important needs are the ones 

about how the learners are to be assessed to reflect their real ability or skills. All of these 

needs have to be analyzed only by the teacher but also the learners through learners‘ 

empowerment and on-going needs analysis as well as on –going self assessment in order to 

directly and effectively cater the changing needs of the learners throughout the course of 

study (Randal, H., and Chalauisaeng, B., 2006). These specific needs analysis has to be 

integrated with iterative concept of needs into a course structure advocated by Nunan 

D.(1988) within  learner centredness focusing on the interrelationships amongst language 

education, learner empowerment, learn training and learner involvement (Tudor, I., 1996). 

This needs to be done through Computer Aided Language Learning (CALL) not only to 

increase the degree of exposure to an authentic language due to the lack of native speaker 

teachers or insufficient experts to teach pronunciation but also interest learners based on its 

practicality and usefulness especially the new generations with the preference of high 

technology. All of these variety concepts are in accordance with relevant principles of 

language acquisition focusing on learners‘ active involvement in learning process claiming 

that we learn to speak by speaking (Swain,1985).Similarly, in relation to pronunciation, 

NunanD. (1991) stated that ‗success is measured in terms of the ability to carry out a 

conversation in terms of conversation in the (target) language.‖ This strongly confirmed by 

the principles of language acquisition. For instance, Tomlinson &Masuhara (2009) claimed 

that ―a prerequisite for language acquisition is a rich experience of language in use and that 

for such an experience to facilitate language acquisition‖. Likewise, Arnold (1999) and 

Tomlinson (1998) stated that the language available for potential acquisition needs to be 
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salient, meaningful and frequently encountered and the learners need to achieve deep and 

multidimensional processing of the language (Tomlinson and Masuhara, 2009; Tomlinson, 

1998, 2008). In addition, other related principles of language acquisitions supported all 

aspects of conceptual framework of this study are ―In order for the learners to maximize their 

exposure to language in use, they need to be engaged both affectively and cognitively in the 

language experience‖ (Arnold, 1999; Tomlinson, 1998 cited in Tomlinson &Masuhara, 

2009) and ―Learners need opportunities to use language to try to achieve communicative 

outcomes‖ (Tomlinson &Masuhara, 2009). This conceptual framework links with the 

research methodology in the next section. 

2. Method  

Research method or methodology covers three main parts i.e. population and 

samples design, a measurement and data collection design and an analytical design 

presented in order as follows. 

2.1 Population and Samples design  

As a descriptive in nature, this study has set a purpose to describe the findings from 

two groups of purposively selected samples who were taught by the researcher in the first 

semester of academic year 2015. The first group consists of 25 out of 88 second year 

undergraduate students majoring in English taking English Phonetics: 411 254 in the 

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences while the second group comprised 74 samples 

out of 752 populations of graduate students in 3 out of 27classes. These master degree 

students were from four faculties i.e. Public Health, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Engineering, 

Nursing, Humanities and Social Sciences taking the same course i.e. 411 711: Reading in 

English for Graduate Students. They have never experienced English pronunciation except 

the undergraduate students with an English major subject had taken relevant courses such 

as Introduction to English Phonetics: 411 162 and 411 153 Introduction to English 

Linguistics in their first year. Unfortunately, almost all of the learners, however, did not 

seem to be sufficiently confident in and satisfied with their English pronunciation neither 

in segmental and suprasegmental levels leaving alone the graduate samples without any 

experience in pronunciation training resulting in no confidence in English pronunciation 

through explicit needs for pronunciation improvement.  

2.2 Measurement and Data collection design 

As it has been stated earlier, this study is designed as a descriptive type of research 

design in order to provide a variety of dimensions of the learners‘ needs as many as 

possible. The data were collected through a perception checklist reflecting learners‘ needs 

of English pronunciation as well as how to improve their pronunciation including semi-

structured conversational interviews in a small group of three as well as a self-assessment 

form at the end of the course. After the collected data were classified, they were interpreted 

and presented in a narrative description with some percentage of the respondents.   

2.3 Analytical design 

 The analytical design of this studywas based on the principles of the analytical design 

by Tufte, Edward R. (1997) reflecting the interrelations among the main factors assumingly 

resulting in successful acquired English pronunciation  as illustrated in figures 1.  
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Figure 1. Interrelations among the main factors assumingly resulting in a successful 

acquisition of English pronunciation   

 

Figure 1 illustrates the main features of theoretical concepts under three main 

aspects. Firstly, the needs analysis consists of two main dimensions of the traditional 

teacher-based needs analysis without active involvement of the learners and the learner-

based needs analysis with active involvement of learners as needs analysts themselves who 

have known completely what they wanted, needed and lacked. Secondly, the learner-

centred approach comprises two major facets i.e. learner empowerment to allow learners to 

have an opportunity to choose their preferred learning materials, activities and assessments 

based on their real needs. The last component covers the relevant principles of language 

acquisitions concerning the right quantity, quality and frequency of authentic language 

both in forms of theoretical and practical aspects which are assumed to directly entail the 

learners‘ successful language acquisition of English pronunciation. 

3. Results 

The overall findings derived from three research instruments i.e. a semi-structured 

conversational interview,a perception checklist and a self-assessment form were similar 

from both undergraduate and graduate learners. That is all 25 learners (100%) considered 

pronunciation instructions and improvement as their immediate needs. They all clearly 

stated from the interviews that they desperately needed more practical than the theoretical 

parts in pronunciation instruction. In particular, only three female respondents specified the 

proportion of the theory and practice as 50% 50% while the rest strongly requested for 

more proportion of practice with fewer one for the theory.  Similarly but more 

interestingly, almost half of male respondents (3 out of 7) did not only stated their needs 

for more practice than theory but also specified the proportion of theory and practice as 

20%  and  80%, 25%  and 75%  as well as  30%  and 70%.  In addition, there were two 

respondents a male and a female one who clearly expressed their disappointment with the 

course focusing on theoretical rather than practical parts as they had high expectation to 

improve their English pronunciation in this course especially the female whose major 

subject is not English. The needs for a more practical aspect from the course was driven by 
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the desire to improve their English pronunciation which reflected through own perceptions 

on their pronunciation ability and speaking skill in general. None of the learners stated they 

were satisfied with their oral skills. This was similar to the findings from self-assessment 

reflecting their dissatisfaction with, lack of confidence in or even disappointment with their 

own English pronunciation.  

In particular to the graduate learners, all of them (74 respondents) were all in 

consensus that they needed to improve their pronunciation focusing on practicality in their 

reading course mainly on word and sentence stress as well as rhythm. Likewise, they 

openly stated their dissatisfaction with and lack of confidence in their English 

pronunciation. The other major dimensions of needs are classified and summarized in 

Figure 2 as follows. 

Figure 2.  Summary of the findings with four main dimensions of learners‘ English 

pronunciation needs  

 
 

Figure 2 represents the major findings of study with four main dimensions of the 

learners‘ real needs of English pronunciation. All of these dimensions which directly 

contribute to the promotion of pronunciation improvement do not operate separately or 

independently of each other. Rather they are interacting and interdependently, and it is the 

complex of their interrelationships between them which determine the condition that create 

language acquisition in forms of English pronunciation.  These dimensions starts with the 

needs of pronunciation instructions and improvement which is clearly stated as the 

immediate needs to cope with a rapidly changing ASEAN context with English as means 

of communication. Also they all agreed that English pronunciation is considered as present 

needs for their study and as future needs mainly for their careers and professional 

development.  

Then the needs for what to learn in relation to English pronunciation, generally they 

all stated that they needed to start from the segmental features i.e. vowel sounds and the 
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consonant ones to the suprasegmental ones like word &sentence stress, intonation and 

rhythm with the focus more on the practical aspect than the theoretical one even though the 

undergraduate students who used to study this in their first year. Interestingly, the graduate 

students who were not in the language field of study did desire pronunciation instructions 

in a connected speech level like rhythm while the undergraduate ones majoring in English 

explicitly expressed their needs for other relevant aspects of connected speech not only 

sentence stress and intonation but rhythm, weak and strong forms, assimilation, linking, 

elision and so on (Kelly, 2000).  

Next, the third dimension of their needs is the needs of how to learn. All of the learners 

especially the undergraduate ones strongly advocated the practical part of English 

pronunciation class. More importantly, they preferred more practical part to theoretical one at 

this level of study. This led to their preferred learning activities which needed to be in a various 

forms with more active involvements in the learning process in order to promote their 

pronunciation. This entailed their favored types of assessment to directly measure their 

language improvement rather than their ability to remember some rules or theoretical aspects. 

 The last dimension of the learners‘ needs covers the learning material, aids and 

feedback. All of the learners especially the undergraduate ones in the English phonetics 

course clearly expressed their needs for a readable text focusing on a practical aspect to 

facilitate their pronunciation enhancement within a limited of time as an immediate needs 

due to the level of their study i.e. the first semester of their second year.  

Similarly, the graduate learners who were mainly interested in a practical aspect of 

English pronunciation, they accepted either Thai or English text as long as it was 

comprehensible and useful because the ultimate goal is their pronunciation development.  

More importantly, the favorite learning aids for the new generations like the target 

learners are a various forms of audio-visual ones both inside the class and outside needed 

for their self-regulated learning. As importantly as the others mentioned earlier, the 

effective feedbacks are one of the most needed dimension of their needs of English 

pronunciation instructions and improvement. All the learners requested not only the 

models of authentic language but also the effective feedbacks from the teacher in order to 

help them improve their English pronunciation. All of these dimensions of needs imply 

that it is urgent to meet the needs of the learners in order to enable them to improve their 

English pronunciation. 

4. Discussion, Conclusion 

 It can be concluded that there are four main dimensions of the target learners‘ real 

needs of English pronunciation as presented in Figure 2 covering types of needs 

immediate, present or future), needs of what to learn (segmental, suprasegmental and other 

aspects of connected speech), needs of how to learn (favorite learning activities from 

simulations to realistic use of language) and needs of learning materials, learning aids 

(with CALL for in class learning and self regulated one) and effective feedbacks. This was 

supported by relevant work in needs analysis, andcourse design and language acquisition 

principles like Robinson, P.,(1991); Hutchinson, T and Waters, A. (1987);Richterich, R., 

&Chancerel,J.,(1978),Nunan D.(1988), Tudor, I., (1996) and Tomlinson &Masuhara 

(2009). Unfortunately, it seems, however, these needs have not been satisfactorily catered 
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yet. In other words, these needs can possibly be interpreted as thelacks. In fact, what 

happens in the undergraduate course seems to be opposite to what they need. Not only the 

course book ―English phonetics and phonology: A practical course‖ (Roach, P.,1991) was 

considered to be too theoretical for the target learners in an undergraduate level but also 

the learning activities and the assessments did not sufficiently cover practical parts as the 

course designed did not taken a learner-based needs analysis  into consideration  but it was 

based solely on a teacher-based needs analysis by a course coordinator. Even though, the 

researcher as one of the teachers who taught this course had tried to add more practical 

part, it was unlikely to be possible due to the nature of the assessment requiring the 

learners to focus only on the theoretical part. Thus, the learners certainly prioritized their 

grades although they actually preferred to focus on practice if possible. This also gave rise 

to this research to reveal the real needs of learners which have to be addressed as much as 

and as soon as possible. 

One of the root causes of the problems seems to be mainly from a teacher who was 

not well prepared to effectively address their learners‘ needs. This was similar to the 

findings of Gilner (2008) and Macdonald (2002). Especially, Macdonald explicitly stated 

that a teacher who did not have a proper and formal training and program directives for 

catering the learners needs successfully were more likely to lack confidence, skills and 

knowledge resulting in intentionally skipping pronunciation. This implies an urgent need 

for all parties involving in pronunciation improvement to start meeting the learners‘ needs 

for the sake of their language development.  

As a teacher is considered as a main agent of change in a classroom, it is 

recommended to start a revolution based on the real needs of the learners with all relevant 

dimensions to enable the learners to reach the goal i.e. intelligible English pronunciation. 

More importantly, the learners should be empowered to needs analysts themselves 

(Randal, H., and Chalauisaeng, B., (2006) so their needs can be transferred into course 

design which directly addresses their needs. Moreover, the learners should be allowed to 

actively get involved in their own learning process throughout the course through an on-

going needs analysis. This iterative process of needs analysis with active participation of 

the learners results in continuous process of identifying changing needs of the learners 

throughout the course. Therefore, their real needs can be satisfied in time entailing their 

language improvement.  
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Abstract  

This study aimed to investigate processes of administration and operation of 

following programs in academic year 2014: Bachelor of Public Administration Program in 

Public Administration, Master of Arts Program in Industrial and Enterprising 

Administration, in Development Administration and Doctor of Philosophy in Public 

Administration, the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Khon Kaen University. 

This institutional research was conducted in the hope of applying findings to develop 

administration at both the program and the faculty level. The data were collected from 

documents related to the programs‟ operation and stakeholders including the program 

chairs, the program committee, lecturers and students.  

 The findings showed that all those programs at the bachelor, master and doctoral 

levels had documents concerning the program committee‟s processes of administration 

and operation, had a part in administration as assigned, held a meeting among the 

program committee and wrote the minutes of the meeting. In addition, they had a role in 

arranging the programs‟ events and provided student with preparation prior to entering 

university through cooperation with the faculty in arranging student orientation programs. 

It was also found that all four programs provided students with opportunities and 

flexibility to organize events, supported student development projects, offered research 

grants and promoted staff and lecturer development projects. They managed activities or 

procedures conforming to regulations of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences so 

as to ensure that their operation was in accordance with standards and guidelines for 

internal and external quality assessment and assurance of Khon Kaen University 

Keywords: processes of administration and operation, public administration, 

industrial and enterprising administration, development administration   

1. Introduction 

 Recently, the curriculum operation, control and follow-up processes are not 

systematically corrected in the Faculty level. The mentioned processes are the role and 

participation of the Curriculum Administration Committee, Processes of Admission 

Extracurricular Activities Management, Empowerment of the Lecturers, TOF Document, 
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Duration Time of Graduation, Potential Improvement and Development of the lecturers, 

Thesis operation and Independent Study, Evaluation of the study results of the students and 

Auditing on the study Evaluation. All these processes are the Key Performance Indices of 

the Curriculum Learning and Administration. 

 This research aimed to analyse the administration Process and the curriculum 

operations of the Bachelor of Public Administration Program in Public Administration, 

Master of Arts Program in Industrial and Enterprising Administration, in Development 

Administration and Doctor of Philosophy in Public Administration. The data collection 

was conducted by interviews and questionnaires the students, lecturers and the Curriculum 

Administration Committee as well as the data from the Academic Sections of the HUSO 

which was analysed and presented reports of each curriculum. 

 The scope of this study is concentrated to the administration and operation 

processes of the Bachelor of Public Administration Program in Public Administration, 

Master of Arts Program in Industrial and Enterprising Administration, in Development 

Administration and Doctor of Philosophy in Public Administration, the Faculty of 

Humanities and Social Sciences, Khon Kaen University in the 2014 education years. The 

target groups were students, lecturers and the Curriculum Administration Committee of the 

2014 education years.   

 This research results will be benefit for the Curriculum and Faculty in terms of the 

basic requirement for the development as well as Improvement the administration and 

operation process in the near future. 

2. Method 

 This research was the institute and qualitative research and collected by means of the 

questionnaire and the In-depth interview of the stakeholders, namely the Curriculum 

Administration Committee, the 12 Curriculum lecturers and 20 student of  Bachelor of Public 

Administration Program in Public Administration, Master of Arts Program in Industrial and 

Enterprising Administration, in Development Administration and Doctor of Philosophy in 

Public Administration, the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Khon Kaen University 

of 2014 education years and between March – June 2015 presented as descriptive analysis.  

3. Results 

 3.1 Role and Participation of the Curriculum Administration Committee (CAC). 

 The CAC was clearly assigned others and specific responsibility to be participated 

in activities or projects as well as follow-up and evaluation the activities or projects in the 

form of reports. 

 3.2 Admission Process. 

 Each curriculum was clearly defined the number of the students to be enrolled in 

the curriculum. However, the number of the students could be adjusted according to the 

conditions of each education year. 

 In addition, the CAC was conducted the survey on the curriculum satisfaction and the 

needs from the users, Alumni and the students and the factory visits of the curriculum lecturers. 

 3.3 Preparation Process before Curriculum Studying. 

 The curriculum conducted the orientation for the freshmen as well as the first hour 

of every subject so as to evaluate before and after the study course and the extracurricular 

activities with the students of the curriculum. 
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 3.4 The Extracurricular Activities Process. 

 The CAC conducted the Extracurricular Activities so as to develop the learning 

potentials of the lecturers and students by means of activities budgeting and let the students 

ran the activities by themselves. The teachers within the curriculum acted as project 

advisors. 

 3.5 Administration and Development of the lecturers. 

 The CAC motivated the lecturers by supporting the lecturers to have a chance to 

academic cooperation with the overseas institute and providing the scholarship for higher 

studying. 

 3.6 Documentation process of TOF. 

 The CAC set up the officer to conduct the documents following the TOF. The 

owner of the subject will be responsible for Mo Ko Oo Papers and the curriculum 

chairman will be audited before finalized by the CAC. 

 3.7 Graduation-operation Process. 

 The advisors of the students in the curriculum had to follow-up the student studying 

to be as the studying plan and set up the assistance for the students to be graduated as the 

studying plan and limited time. 

 3.8 Curriculum Improvement and Development Process. 

 The curriculum must be reviewed, improved or revised followed the setting of Office 

of the Higher Education Commission in every 4 years. The curriculum should reveal the 

outputs and outcomes of the curriculum at least 25% of the total subjects in the curriculum. 

The CAC should follow-up, control, and improve the standard of the curriculum. 

 3.9 Improvement and Development process for the Lecturers. 

 The CAC conducted the activities that could be benefit for the lecturers to be 

promoted academic status and gained more experience as well as to be studies in Ph.D 

level. Moreover, the lecturers satisfaction were also evaluated. 

 3.10 Operation Process for Thesis and Independent Study. 

 The details of operation process for the Thesis and Independent Study were clearly 

defined and let the students to be understood. 

 Moreover, the progressive of the Thesis and Independent Study were closely 

follow-up. The publication of Thesis and Independent Study were also supported 

particularly in Overseas Journals or Presentation. 

 3.11 Evaluation on Learning Process and Study Results. 

 The lecturers should set up evaluation index for the study course and make clear to 

the students in the first hour of the study course. The exam papers should also be revised 

according to the update phenomenon and the learning evaluation and the study result. 

4. Conclusion 

 The analyses of the administration process and curriculum operation consisted of 

the role participation of the Curriculum Administration Committee (CAC), Admission 

Process, Preparation Process before Curriculum studying, The Extracurricular Activities 

Process Administration and Development of the Lecturer, TQF Documentation Process, 

Graduation-operation Process, Curriculum Improvement and Development Processes , 

Curriculum Improvement and Development Process, Improvement and Development 
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Processes for the Lecturers, Operation Process for Thesis and Independent Study and 

Evaluation on Learning Process and Study Results.   

5. Recommendation 

 5.1 Suggestion for the Curriculum Administration Committee. 

 1) The Curriculum should set up the committee and review the parameters that have no 

administration process and operation of the curriculum according to the TQF. 

 2) The curriculum should allocate the budget for the Institute research so as to take 

the output of the research to implement in the administration process and curriculum 

operation particularly on the role and participation of the CAC. 

 5.2 Suggestion in Further research. 

 1) The institute research on the role and participation of the CAC and Curriculum 

Lecturers in the curriculum administration should be conducted. 

 2) The institute research on Curriculum and Subject improvement and 

Development Process should be conducted so as to take the output to be used for the 

improvement and development the curriculum. 
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Abstract  

 The objectives of this research are to study the process of administration and operation 

of Master of Arts Program in the Field of Philosophy and Doctor of Philosophy Program in 

the field of Eastern Philosophy and Religions, faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, 

KHon Kaen University, academic year 2014. This is the Institute Research and Qualitative 

Research by using the research instruments namely: the questionnaire forms applied from 

documents related to the way of course‟s good operation according to a criterion of internal 

qualitative assessment in the Office of the Higher Education Commission and interviewing the 

stakeholder as follows: 2 persons of the program administrative committees, 5 persons of the 

program regular instructors and 4 students under the Master of Arts Program in the Field of 

Philosophy and Doctor of Philosophy Program in the Field of Eastern Philosophy and 

Religions. The results of this research are as follows: 

 The process of administration and operation of Master of Arts Program in the Field 

of Philosophy and Doctor of Philosophy Program in the Field of Eastern Philosophy and 

Religions has the evidence documents of clear program administration in the part of role 

and participation of the program administrative committees, the admission process, the 

process of activity management to support and develop the students, the process of 

administrating and developing the instructors, the process of adjusting and developing the 

program and syllabus, the process to promote and develop the instructors, the process of 

operation about the thesis and independent study. The processes of program‟s operations 

mentioned above have been operated concretely, attained the program‟s aim in the part of 

information of the process to get ready before study, the process to manage the documents 

according to TQF frame and the process of assessment of study outcomes and verifying the 

assessment of study outcomes of the students. In the part of improvement namely: It should 

have a way to prepare, operate and evaluate it officially. It thus might have the orientation 

activity of program in order to make the students to get ready before their studies. And the 

program should appoint the committee by having the role, duty specification clearly in the 

document operations by the TQF frame and the program should have the assessment of 

study outcomes and verification of the students‟ study outcomes.      
 

Keywords: Study the Process of Administration 

1. Introduction 

 Presently, directing and following up the process of administration and operation of 

the program did not have synthesis in the program‘s level and did not see the overall image 
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of the mentioned process in the faculty level as follows: the role and participation of the 

program‘s administrative committees; the admission process; the process of preparation 

before study; the process of activity management to support, develop, counsel, and guide the 

students; the process of providing the teaching workloads of the teachers; the process to 

manage the documents according to TQF frame, the process of operation to cause the 

students finish their studies according to program period, the process to promote and develop 

the program, the process to support and develop the teachers, the process of operation about 

the thesis and independent study, the process of assessment of study outcomes of the 

students, verifying and controlling the standard of  assessment of study outcomes. 

 The mentioned issues were an index of the program‘s study and administration. If 

it had the clear process, it would affect an achievement of the program‘s administration 

and operation (Boonchom Srisa-ard, 2003). If the program, on the contrary, did not have 

these clear processes, would bring these research results to compound the project 

operation of the program and faculty to support the program having the mentioned 

processes more clearly.  

 This research project was focused on analyzing the process of administration and 

operation of Master of Arts Program in the Field of Philosophy and Doctor of Philosophy 

Program in the Field of Eastern Philosophy and Religions, faculty of Humanities and 

Social Sciences, Khon Kaen University, academic year 2014 by collecting data from the 

questionnaires plus interviewing the students, teachers and the program‘s administrative 

committee and also brought some data from the faculty‘s academic part and then 

calculated the results by the basic statistics (percentage) in each program. 

 This research result would be useful to the program and faculty to be used as the 

fundamental information towards developing and improving the process of the program‘s 

administration and operation in the next academic year.  

2. Research‟s Objective 

 For studying the process of administration and operation of the program of Master 

of Arts Program in the Field of Philosophy and Doctor of Philosophy Program in the Field 

of Eastern Philosophy and Religions, faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Khon 

Kaen University, academic year 2014.    

3. Research‟s Scope 

 This research assigned the data scope as follows: interviewing the process of 

administration and operation of the program of Master of Arts Program in the Field of 

Philosophy and Doctor of Philosophy Program in the Field of Eastern Philosophy and 

Religions, faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Khon Kaen University, academic 

year 2014 and collected data of academic year 2014 only. It had the scope of interviewing 

the population, target group being the students and teachers and the program‘s 

administrative committee in academic year 2014 only. 

4. Research‟s Method 

 4.1 Methodology 

 This was the Institute Research and Qualitative Research by using the research 

instruments namely: the applied questionnaires from the documents related to the good 
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way of program‘s practice by the criterion of internal qualitative assessment in the Office 

of the Higher Education Commission and interviewing the stakeholder as follows: the 

program‘s administrative committees, the program‘s regular instructors and students under 

the Master of Arts Program in the Field of Philosophy and Doctor of Philosophy Program 

in the Field of Eastern Philosophy and Religions. There was a presentation of research 

results by analyzing the Descriptive Analysis.  

 4.2  Step of Research 

 4.2.1 To review the documents about the process of administration and operation of 

the institute‘s program. 

 4.2.2  To design the questionnaires by applying it from the documents about to the 

good way of program‘s practice by the criterion of internal qualitative assessment in the 

Office of the Higher Education Commission and tested the questionnaires and then 

improved the questionnaire.  

 4.2.3  To collect the data by the questionnaires with the target group namely:   2 

persons of the program‘s administrative committees, 4 persons of regular instructors and 5 

students under the Master of Arts Program in the Field of Philosophy and Doctor of 

Philosophy Program in the Field of Eastern Philosophy and Religions. 

 4.2.4  Interviewing the target group 

 Data collection in this research used the questionnaires to assess the process of the 

program‘s administrative committees. The research group, thus, interviewed the target 

group on May, 2015.  

 4.2.5 Analysis of research result 

 The research results were discussed in the program‘s level and divided into 11 

question issues by the way of Descriptive Analysis according to the research‘s objectives. 

 4.2.6 Doing the research report  

 The research results were composed and made it as the book of research report 

including to collect and compose the evidence documents according to the research report.  

5. Instrument 

 The questionnaires were used to evaluate the process of the program‘s 

administration and operation which the research group got the primary data from reviewing 

the documents by the criterion of internal qualitative assessment in the Office of the Higher 

Education Commission. These questionnaires had covered the studied issues.  

6. Data Collection 

 A researcher operated to collect the data as the following: 

1) The researcher a letter or memo to ask for collecting the questionnaires‘ data 

with the teachers. 

2) To send the questionnaires towards the target group. 

3) To bring those questionnaires to assign the marks and then take them to 

statistical analyzed. 
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7. Research Result 

 The process of administration and operation of Master of Arts Program in the Field 

of Philosophy and Doctor of Philosophy Program in the Field of Eastern Philosophy and 

Religions had the clear evidence documents of program administration in the part of role 

and participation of the program administrative committees, the admission process, the 

process of activity management to support and develop the students, the process of 

administrating and developing the instructors, the process of adjusting and developing the 

program and syllabus, the process to promote and develop the instructors, the process of 

operation about the thesis and independent study. The processes of program‘s operations 

mentioned above have been operated concretely, attained the program‘s aim in the part of 

information of the process to get ready before study, the process to manage the documents 

according to TQF frame and the process of assessment of study outcomes and verifying the 

assessment of study outcomes of the students. In the part of improvement namely: It 

should have a way to prepare, operate and evaluate it officially. It thus might have the 

orientation activity of program in order to make the students to get ready before their 

studies. And the program should appoint the committee by having the role, duty 

specification clearly in the document operations by the TQF frame and the program should 

have the assessment of study outcomes and verification of the students‘ study outcomes. 

8. Summary of Research Results 

 There were 11 issues of the summery as follows: the role and participation of 

program‘s administrative committee, the process of student‘s admission; the process of 

preparation before study; the process of activity management to support, develop, provide 

a suggestion, guide to the students; the process of assigning the teachers‘ workload; the 

process of documentary operation to TQF, the process of operation to cause the students 

finish their studies according to program period; the process of improving and developing 

the program; the process of administrating and developing the teachers; the process of 

operation about the thesis and independent study;  the process of outcome assessment and 

verification and control of valuation standard of learning as follows: 

 8.1 The role and participation of program‟s administrative committee 

 The research results were found that two program‘s administrative committees had 

a participation in the administration by the provided duty by having a chairman of the 

program and head of course as the main proxy, had management form of administration 

through the program‘s meeting, managing the meeting report, planning to assign a 

direction, developing the program, operating the activity in the program‘s project and 

following up and assessing the operation of the program‘s project and activity.  

 8.2 The process of student‟s admission  

 The research results were found that two programs had a planning of student‘s 

admission by assigning the students‘ number in each type, namely: way of direct admission 

and special way, and had the program information by sending the letters to the Buddhist 

offices in the north-eastern area and provincial cultural office in order to publicize the 

program including the suggesting how many ways to apply to study to attain the clear target 

group. The program, on the contrary, of Master of Arts Program in the Field of Philosophy 
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still had memorandum of understanding (MOU) with Nepal and India, cause to have the 

students come to study in this program.  

 8.3  The process of preparation before study 

The research results were found that two programs had the preparation before study 

by having the faculty‘s orientation which the teachers in the program would go to meet and 

guide the students and providing the study manual or handbook of the program to the 

students. The program, on this way, did not arrange the program‘s orientation formally but 

stull had a contact, discussion between the juniors and seniors in the two programs.  

 8.4  The process of improving and developing the students 

 The research results were found that two programs had supporting and providing an 

opportunity to the students to have a participation in activity management which the 

program‘s authorized teachers giving a counsel. The program, moreover, still had a project 

management of academic seminar working together with the Buddhist Association of 

Thailand in the part of presentation of the research results of the students in Master of Arts 

Program in the Field of Philosophy. 

 8.5 The process of administrating and developing the teachers 

 The research results were found that the program‘s administrative committee had 

the process of assigning a work to the teachers through the formal meeting‘s form by 

specifying the project‘s responsible one in the part of teaching workload, thesis advisor by 

formal appointment and specified the role and duty. 

 8.6 The process of documentary operation to TQF 

 The research results were found that two programs had a process of documentary 

operation to TQF officially by appointing the program‘s administrative committee as the 

follower and inspector in order to arrange the documents according to its criterion namely: 

in the part of TQF documentary arrangement, the course‘s regular teachers would make it, 

in the part of TQF2, they would appoint the responsible committee in arranging the 

documents. 

 8.7 The process of operation to cause the students finish their studies 

according to program period 

 The research results were found that two programs had an appointing the counsel 

advisor to follow the study‘s results, had a project to follow an advance in thesis making to 

cause the students and teachers planned to do the thesis going to the period of study 

graduation. The program, moreover, still had the communication channel to provide the 

ways of suggestion to the students as follows: telephones, emails, online media (Social 

media, face book or lines).  

 8.8 The process of improving and developing the program by each course 

 The research results were found that two programs had the process of improving 

and developing the program through the period of time assigned by the criterion of the 

Office of the Higher Education Commission by passing the process of committee 

appointment to improve and develop the program by doing the research in order to bring 

the research results to improve and develop the program.  
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 8.9 The process of activity management to support and develop the teachers 

 The research results were found that two programs had the project and arranged the 

budget to support and develop the teachers in the part of academic and vocation as follows: 

supporting to produce the academic results especially the part of academic article and 

encouraging each one to have the opportunity to join the seminar to develop the knowledge 

and promote to do the research according to one‘s attention and teachers‘ skill. 

 8.10 The process of operation about the thesis and independent study  

 The research results were found that Master of Arts Program in the Field of 

Philosophy and Doctor of Philosophy Program in the Field of Eastern Philosophy and 

Religions had the process about thesis past arranging the report of progress every semester 

by allowing the students of both programs to participate a listening to be the way of finding 

the thesis topic. Thus, the programs‘ teachers and counsel advisors gave the suggestions in 

reporting the thesis progress and had the process of promote the students going to present 

the articles in the national and international conference which was a part of thesis 

development.  

 8.11 The process of outcome assessment and verification of valuation of 

students‟ learning outcomes 

 The research results were found that both programs had the criterion of 

evaluation and pointed out the criterion of evaluation results in the course level to the 

students to be known. 

9. Discussion 

 The process of administration and operation of Master of Arts Program in the Field 

of Philosophy and Doctor of Philosophy Program in the field of Eastern Philosophy and 

Religions had the evidence documents about administrating and managing the program 

clearly in many parts: the role and participation of program‘s administrative committee had 

a participation in administration according to the authorized role and duty; the process of 

admission, the program had a plan to admit the students by assigning the student‘s number 

in many types as follows: the way of direct admission, the special way and had the 

program‘s information; the process of improving and developing the students, the program 

had a preparation before study by arranging the faculty‘s orientation; the process of 

administrating and developing the teachers; the process of improving and developing the 

program and each course; the process of administrating and developing the teachers. The 

processes in the operation of the program mentioned above had been operated concretely, 

attained the program‘s aim in the part of information of the process of preparation before 

study; the process of documentary operation to TQF, the program had the process of 

documentary operation to TQF officially by appointing the program‘s administrative 

committee as the follower and inspector to make the documents by the way of criterion and 

the process of outcome assessment and verification of valuation of students‘ learning 

outcomes, the program had an appointing the counsel advisor to follow the study 

outcomes, had the project to follow the progress in thesis operation. 

 The program, on this ways, had the way to prepare, operate and evaluate more 

officially in order to causing the students prepared themselves before their studies. And the 
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program should appoint the committee by determining the responsible role and duty clearly in 

operating the documents to TQF and should also have the outcome assessment and verification 

of valuation of students‘ learning outcomes concretely to be the program‘s standard in 

admitting the students in the next year.  

10.Suggestions 

 The suggestions of the program’s administrative committee were as follows: 

 1. The program should have the committee appointment and determine the 

responsible role and duty in the issues without the process of program‘s administration and 

operation concretely in many issues through the TQF. 

 2. The program should arrange the budget for the Institute Research to take the 

research results to develop the process of the process of program‘s administration and 

operation especially in the part of role and participation of the faculty, the program‘s 

administrative committee, the part of improving and developing the program according to 

the course and the part of outcome assessment and verification of valuation of students‘ 

learning outcomes.  

 The suggestions to do the next research: 

 1. It should have the Institute Research in the case of role and participation.    

 2. It should have the research in the case of: Surveying on the need to continue a 

study in Master of Arts Program in the Field of Philosophy and Doctor of Philosophy 

Program in the field of Eastern Philosophy and Religions to bring the research results to 

plan an admission and improve each course.  

11. References 

1. Boonchom Srisa-ard, (2003), Curriculum development and research programs, 

Bangkok:Suweriyasarn. 
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Abstract 

The objectives of this research is to study the process of administration and 

operation of Bachelor of Arts Program in German for Vocation in the field of Western 

Language, faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Khon Kaen University, academic 

year 2014. 

This research is the Institute Research and Qualitative Research by collecting data 

from evidence documents of program operation and interviewing the participants namely the 

administrative committee, the regular program instructors and students in this program. 

 The results of this research are as follows: 

 The Bachelor of Arts Program in German for Vocation has the evidence documents 

related to the clear program administration and operation concretely and attains 3 parts 

of program‟s targets namely: 1) the process of students‟ promotions and developments, 2) 

the process of activity management to promote and develop the instructors and 3) the 

process of improving and developing the program and courses.  

 There are parts of program administration and management to be improved 

namely: 1) the role and participation of program‟s administrative committee, 2) the 

process of student‟s admission, 3) the process of preparation before study, 4) the process 

of instructor‟s administration and development, 5) the process of documentary operation 

to TQF, 6) the process of operation to cause the students finish their studies according to 

program period, 7) the process of outcome assessment and 8) evaluation‟s verification of 

outcome of student‟s learning. The program owner should operate it in these issues 

systematically by supporting the institute research in other issues to run the administrative 

process and operation of program systematically and efficiently.  
 

Keywords: Study the Process of Administration 

 

1. Introduction 

 Recently, supervising and following the process of administration and operation of 

the program did not have an analysis in the program level and still not see overall image 

of the mentioned process in the faculty level, namely: the role and participation of 

program‘s administrative committee, the process of student‘s admission, the process of 

preparation before study, the process of managing the supported activity and developing 

the suggestion and guiding the students, the process of providing the instructor‘s teaching 
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workload, the process of documentary operation to TQF, the process of operation to 

cause the students finish their studies according to program period, the process of the 

program improvement and development, the process of supporting and developing the 

instructors, the process of thesis and independent study operation, the process of 

assessing the student‘s study outcomes and verifying and controlling the standard of 

study outcome assessment. 

 The primary issues was an index of the program‘s instruction and administration 

which if it had the clear process, it would produce the effects of program administration 

and operation(Boonchom Srisa-ard, 2003). On the contrary, if the program did not have 

these clear processes, it would bring this research result to combine the project operation of 

the program and faculty to support it having more clear mentioned program. 

 This research project was aimed at the process analysis of administration and 

operation of Bachelor of Arts Program in German for Vocation, faculty of Humanities and 

Social Sciences, Khon Kaen University, academic year 2014 with data collection by using 

the questionnaires and interviewing the students, teachers and the program‘s administrative 

committee and also bringing some documents from academic part of the faculty and then 

brought to evaluate it with basic statistics (percentage) in each program.  

 This research result was useful to the program and faculty in order to be used as the 

basic information towards developing and improving the administrative and operative 

process of the program in the next academic year. 

2. Method 

 1. Methodology 

 This was the Institute Research and Qualitative Research by using the research 

instruments namely: the questionnaires applied from the documents related to a good 

way of practice of the program according to a criterion of internal qualitative assessment 

in the program level of the Higher Education Commission and interviewing the 

stakeholder as follows: the program‘s managerial committee, the program‘s regular 

teachers and the students under the Bachelor of Arts Program in German for Vocation 

and then presented the research result by Descriptive Analysis. 

2. Step of Research  

 1) To review the documents related to the process of administration and operation 

of the institute‘s program. 

 2) To design the questionnaires by applying them from the good way of practice of 

the program according to a criterion of internal qualitative assessment in the program level 

of the Higher Education Commission and test the questionnaires and then bring them to 

improve the questionnaires.  

 3) To collect the data by the questionnaires with the target group namely: the 

administrative committee of each program, the program‘s regular teachers and the students 

under the program as follows:  

 -The Bachelor of Arts Program in German for Vocation:- 

 The program‘s administrative committee, 3 persons, 

 The program‘s regular teachers, 3 persons, 

 The students under the program, 5 persons. 

 4) To interview the target group: 
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 A researchers‘ group interviewed the target group on May, 2015. 

 5) Research Analysis: 

 A researcher brought the research result to discuss in the program level and divided 

11 issues of research questions by descriptive analysis according to the research objective.  

 6) To do the research report:  

 The researcher brought the research result to compose and made the research report 

book, collected and composed the evidence documents according to the research report.  

 7) To present and propagate the research result: 

 The researcher propagated it in public in the form of research report and research article. 

3. Results 

 The Bachelor of Arts Program in German for Vocation had the documents about 

the clear program management in many parts: the process of supporting and developing the 

students, the process of activity management to support and develop the teachers, the 

process of improving and developing the program and syllabus. The processes mentioned 

above had been operated concretely, attained the program‘s aims. And there was the issues 

to be improved as more clear concrete in the issues: the role and participation of program‘s 

administrative committee, the process of student‘s admission, the process of preparation 

before study, the process of instructor‘s administration and development, the process of 

documentary operation to TQF, the process of operation to cause the students finish their 

studies according to program period, the process of outcome assessment and evaluation‘s 

verification of outcome of student‘s learning. The program owner should operate them in 

these issues systematically by the meeting of program‘s administrative committee to find 

out the way to prepare, operate and evaluate it more concretely. It thus might support to do 

the institute research in many issues to run the administrative process and operation of 

program systematically and efficiently. 

Summary of Research Results 

 The summary of research results concluded in 11 issues of case-studies was as follows:  

1. The role and participation of program‘s administrative committee: the research 

results were found that the program‘s administrative committee had participation in 

administration according to the assigned role by having the program‘s chairman and course‘s 

headman as the main dispatcher or manager, having the form of administrative management 

through the program‘s meeting, to manage the meeting report, to plan the directions of 

program‘s development, having the activity management in the program‘s project onward to 

follow up and evaluate the outcomes of activity management in the program‘s project. 

 However, it was found that the program did not have the meeting report, there was 

no invitation paper of meeting officially, and there was no following up and evaluating the 

project together.   

 2. The process of student‘s admission, the research results were found that the 

program had a planning of study admission in the part of study admission‘s planning, in 

the part of assigning any kinds of students‘ numbers namely; a way of direct admission 

(quota) and a way of admission from central system.  

 3. The process of preparation before study, the research results were found that the 

program had the project management to get ready before study in an informal pattern by 

arranging the activity between seniors and juniors.  
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 4. The process of students‘ promotions and developments, the research results were 

reflected that the program had a support and opened an opportunity to the students having 

a participation in arranging many project activities including a consulting of activity 

management and study. And it had a sending of students to participate the skill of language 

using and supported the scholarships in short term training in native speaker overseas. And 

the program had sending the exchange-students to the National University of Laos, 

Vietnam National University, Hanoi. 

 5. The process of administrating and developing the teachers, the research results 

were found that the program‘s administrative committee assigned the workloads through 

the form of an informal meeting including both teaching workload, advisers and budget 

arrangement.  

6. The process of documentary operation to TQF, the research results were found that 

this program had s step of verification; the program‘s level was in the form of certified 

rotation, was not in the form of formal meeting. It operated the documents to TQF but it had 

no assigning a responsible person in making the formal documents which the teachers in 

each course would be the operator to make the documents and verification by themselves 

through the chairman or the program‘s secretary as the operator sending to the faculty.  

 However, the program provided the suggestions about making the documents according to 

TQF. In the program level, it should have an appointment or assignment of duty to the main 

responsible man in making the documents by TQF clearly.  

 7. The process of operation to cause the students finish their studies according to 

program period, the research results were found that the program had followed the study 

status of students in the informal form and it had given the suggestions to the students who 

had some problems in their studies. Moreover, the research results were found that the 

program had a communication channel between the students in many ways such as 

television, email, face book or line. 

 8. The process of improving and developing the program and courses, the research 

results were found that the program had the process of improving and developing the 

course by the period of limited time according to the criterion of Higher Education 

Commission through the process of appointing the committee of the program‘s 

improvement and development.  

 9. The process of activity management to promote and develop the instructors, the 

research results were found that the program had the project and allocate the budgets to 

support and develop the teachers in both part of academic and vocation such as: to support 

a participation in order to present the academic works, operate the research project and 

continue their studies in higher level. 

 10. The process of operation about the thesis and independent study, The Bachelor 

of Arts Program in German for Vocation has been opened in the bachelor degree so it does 

not have this information.  

11. The process of outcome assessment and verification of evaluation‘s outcome of 

student‘s learning, the research results were found that the program had a criterion to 

indicate the assessment‘s criterion in the course level for the students to be known. 

However, the program did not have the formal form in verifying the evaluation‘s outcome 

of student‘s learning.   
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 4. Discussion and Conclusion 

The process of administration and operation of Bachelor of Arts Program in 

German for Vocation had the evidence documents about the program‘s administration 

clearly in many parts: the process of students‘ supports and developments, the process of 

activity management to support and develop the instructors. But the issues that the program 

should develop and operate the clear evidence documents namely: the role and 

participation of program‘s administrative committee, the process of student‘s admission, 

the process of preparation before study, the process of instructor‘s administration and 

development, the process of documentary operation to TQF, the process of operation to 

cause the students finish their studies according to program period, the process of 

improving the program and courses, the process of outcome assessment and the 

evaluation‘s verification of student‘s learning outcomes. The program owner should 

operate it in these issues systematically by the way of the program‘s administrative 

committee meeting in order to find out the way of preparation, operation and evaluation 

more concretely. It thus might support to do the institute research in many issues to run the 

administrative process and operation of program systematically and efficiently.  

Suggestions 

 Here were the suggestions of the program‘s committee: 

 1. The program should have the committee appointment and responsible role in the 

defected issues; the process of administration and operation of the program officially.  

 2. The program should provide the budget for the Institute Research to take the 

research result to be developed the process of administration and operation of the program 

especially in the part of the role and participation of program‘s administrative committee, 

the part of improving and developing the program by course, the part of outcome 

assessment and the evaluation‘s verification of student‘s learning outcomes. 

 3. The program should arrange the forms for providing the suggestions to the 

students to collect the data systematically. 

 4. The program should make the documents about the meeting officially such as an 

invitation letter for the meeting, the meeting report to collect data officially and could be 

used as a reference.  

Suggestions in next research 

 It should have the following researches: 

1. The participation role of the program administrative committee. 

 2. Surveying the need of the stakeholders in the program‘s study arrangement to take 

the research results to plan the program‘s study arrangement and improve a course level. 

 5. References 

1. Boonchom Srisa-ard, (2003), Curriculum development and research programs, 

Bangkok:Suweriyasarn. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this research was to study the administration and operation 

achievement of the bachelor‟s degree curriculum of the Faculty of Humanities and Social 

Sciences, KhonKaen University during Academic Year 2012-2014,employing the data 

retrieved from Back Office Programof Bureau of Academic Administration and 

Development. Microsoft Excel for Window was used in data analysis for percentage, mean, 

maximum and minimum score.  The result showed thatmost ofthe enrollment quotaand the 

enrollment numbers of every programwere higher in theAdmission than in the Direct 

Admission.For the potential of students admitted in regular programin languages, namely 

English, Business English, Chinese, Business Chinese, Thai, and Spanish Program, the 

average learning achievement was between 3.02-3.72, except for the French, German for 

Profession and Japanese Program whose average learning achievement was between2.58-

3.33.  For students in the special programs, namely English, Business Chinese and English 

(International) Program, their average learning achievement was between 2.36-2.87, 

except for the Thai as a Foreign Language Program whose average learning achievement 

was between 3.43-3.58 whereas the programs in Social Sciences and Information and 

Technology, namely Sociology and Anthropology, Political and Administrative Science, 

Social Development and Information Science Program, the average learning achievement 

was between 2.78-3.13.  The average study period of students in the languages programs, 

namely English (regular and special program), Business English and Thai Program, was 

between 3.18-3.95 whereas the average of study period of the following programs, namely 

Spain, German for Profession, Chinese, Business Chinese, Political and Administrative 

Science and Information Science Program was between 3.59-4.22. For the French, 

Japanese, Sociology and Anthropology and Social Development Program, the average 

study period was between 4.00-4.44. In Academic Year 2014, the study plan was adjusted 

in order that the students graduate no later than the study calendar as KhonKaen 

University has adopted and used the ASEAN study calendar. The overall operation 

followed all 12 TQF indicators. For academic work and research, most lecturers had at 

least 1 research published, except some programs that no academic work was found. 

Keyword:Administration 

Keywords:  Introduction, Objective, Research, Results of Study, Conclusion and 

Discussion, Recommendations 
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Introduction 

Background and Significance of the Problems 

Office of the Higher Education Commissionhas set a long-term Higher Education 

Plan Framework for 15 years, Issue 2 (2008-2022), the 11
th
 Higher Education Development 

Plan (2012-2016), Higher Education Standards, Higher Education Curriculum Benchmark 

2005, including National Higher Education Qualification 2009, all of which havedivided 

internal education quality assurance into three levels; program level,faculty level and 

institution level.At present, the curriculum administration and operation achievement has 

not beensynthesized, nor has the overall image of the faculty be seen, that is,the proportion 

of students admitted and students enrolled, the potential of qualified students, retention 

rate, defection rate, retirement rate, resignation rate, graduation rate and average duration 

of study, including the overall operation according to 12 TQF indicators and academic 

work and research ofthe instructors of the curriculum are all the learning & teaching and 

curriculum administration indicators. 

All of the above are the achievement of curriculum administration and operation.  If 

the curriculum administration and operation achievement correlates with the administration 

and operation process, the administration and operation will result in greater achievement.  

This research, thus, used the administration and operation achievement of the bachelor‘s 

curriculumas secondary data to be analyzed along with the data collected from each of the 

curriculumin the data record form. The research results will further be beneficial for 

curriculum administration and operation. 

Research Objective 

To study the administration and operation achievement of the bachelor‘s degree 

curriculum of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, KhonKaen University during 

Academic Year 2012-2014. 

Expected Outcomes 

1. To know the administration and operation achievement of the bachelor‘s degree 

curriculum of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, KhonKaen University during 

Academic Year 2012-2014. 

2. To use the administration and operation achievement of the bachelor‘s degree 

curriculum as a part of administration and operation process with both curriculum and 

faculty level. 

Scope of the Study 

1. The data collected for the research were during Academic Year 2012-2014. 

2. This researchis limited to the administration and operation achievement of the 

bachelor‘s degree curriculum of Academic Year 2012-2014. 

Research Methodology 

This research is a quantitative research.  Microsoft Excel for Window was used in 

data analysis for percentage, mean, maximum and minimum score. 
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Results 

The administration and operation achievement of the bachelor‘s degree curriculum 

of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, KhonKaen University during Academic 

Year 2012-2014 were 1) the enrollment quotaand the enrollment numbers were mostly 

higher in theAdmission than in the Direct Admission and the enrollment quota for 

Business Chinese Program had increased resulting from an increase number of enrollment; 

2) for the potential of the students admitted, their average learning achievement was at 

good level, only the average learning achievement of Business Chinese students was at 

average level 3) for the retention, defection, retirement and resignation rate, the 

graduation rate was higher than termination rate, except that of Business Chinese and 

Japanese Program; 4) for the average duration of study, students graduated within the 

time limit of the curriculum, except for English, Business English and Thai Program that 

the average duration of study was less than the time limit; 5) the operation of each 

curriculum followed all the 12 TQF indicators; 6)for academic work and research of 

lecturers of the curriculum/program, it was found that the lecturers joined international 

conferences and their work was published both in Thailand and in international academic 

journal (SCOPUS), except for Business Chinese, Chinese and Japanese where academic 

work was not found. 

Recommendations 

From the research results, the researcher has provided some recommendations for 

curriculumdevelopment as follow. 

Business Chinese and Chinese Program should reduce the retention, defection, 

retirement, resignation and termination rate. 

Japanese Program should deal with graduation rate to meet with the time limit of 

the curriculum. 

 Business Chinese Program should work on improving the average learning 

achievement of the students admitted. 
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Abstract  

Low listening proficiency is common among Thai learners of English due to 

inadequate listening strategy trainings (Sriprom, 2011). That is why this research aiming 

at enhancing listening comprehension skills of 1
st
 year Khon Kaen University students 

through metacognitive strategies based on Vandergrift‟s (1997) listening strategies. 8 

volunteering participants were enrolling in English for Academic Purposes, Khon Kaen 

University in 2
nd

 semester academic year 2015. This quasi-experiment with one group 

pretest and posttest design employed different research instruments ranging from pre/post 

tests, a lesson evaluation, a self-assessment, quizzes to metacognitive checklist as an going 

self-assessment. The quantitative data in forms of means, percentage and t-test yielded a 

successful result with a statistical significance at .05 and the qualitative ones also reflect 

the positive effects of metacognitive strategies implementation on their listening 

comprehension skill improvement with increased awareness of self-regulated learning, 

better attitudes to and higher motivation for improve listening comprehension skills.  
 

Keywords: Metacognitive Strategies, Listening Comprehension Skills, Self-

Regulated Study 
 

1. Introduction 

Main reasons why Thai students having low listening proficiency seem to come 

from inadequate learning strategy training (Sriprom, 2011) especially for a less proficient 

learner having problems choosing suitable strategies for their learning (Chuanchaisit and 

Prapphal, 2009). Another reason causing low listening proficiency is an inadequate 

teaching listening which Cubalit (2015) reported that listening and speaking skills are not 

emphasized in classroom compared with reading and grammar skills. Particularly, Sawir 

(2005) noted that many Asian students have difficulties in listening due to the teaching 

methods focusing on too much on learning grammar rules rather than learning how to 

listen, together with insufficient opportunity to practice and use the target language 

through listening. In addition, Flowerdew and Miller (2005) said that many teachers 

mainly test listening comprehension by asking questions to check their comprehension 

rather teach listening. This results in a low level of learners‘ listening proficiency. 

Therefore, learners need to be appropriately trained how to listen in order to improve their 

listening comprehension.  
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Thus, in order to help improve their listening proficiency for better comprehension, 

they need to be equipped with some necessary strategies as Oxford (2003) stated that 

learning strategies are one of the learning factors that help learners improve their foreign 

language learning. Similarly, O‘Malley and Chamot (1990) also claimed that students with 

more effective learning tend to use more various strategies than students with less effective 

learning. This agrees with Ellis (1994) stating that successful learners are aware of their 

learning like Anderson (2002) also claiming that ‗learners who are metacognitively aware 

know what to do when they don‘t know what to do; that is, they have strategies for finding 

out or figuring out what they need to do. In particular,Wenden (1998) and Vandergrift 

(2002) advocated specific language learning strategies i.e. metacognitive strategies which 

are assumed to be very beneficial for learning to listen for comprehension because they 

allow learners to control, monitor and evaluate their own learning 

As a result, in helping learners to learn how to improve their learning, they need to 

be trained to use some necessary learning strategies to study both inside and outside the 

class through their self-directed learning. Especially, language learners need to be 

equipped with essential learning strategies to successfully complete their self-regulated 

learning in order to improve their own language skills by themselves as the ultimate goal 

of education. Therefore, this study assumed that the learners who are trained with 

metacognitive strategies study are more likely to be able to effectively complete their self-

regulated study and eventually become more self-directed learners.  

 According to Pintrich (2000: 453), he defined self-regulated study as an ‗active‘ 

constructive process whereby learners set goals for their learning and  monitor, regulate, 

and control their cognition, motivation, and behavior, as guided and constrained by their 

goals and the contextual features of the environment. Therefore, this study had attempted 

to equip the learners with metacognitive strategies to help them improve their listening 

comprehension skills. These metacognitive strategies were applied in the learning process 

both in extra class outside regular ones and outside the class through self- regulated 

learning. The effectiveness of metacognitive strategies for language improvement has been 

convincingly confirmed by many researchers (O‘Malley, 1987; Vandergrift and 

Taghodtari, 2010; Maiko Ikea, 2013; Nosratinia, Ghavidel and Zaker, 2015; Mehdi, 

Mansoor, and Azizollah, 2014; Dousti, 2013; Coskun, 2010). In addition, the efficacy of 

the metacognitive strategies are also supported by relevant principles of language 

acquisition like the comprehensible input hypothesis stating ‗a prerequisite for language 

acquisition is that the learners are exposed to a rich, meaningful, and comprehensible input 

of language in use‘, as well as the affective filter hypothesis claiming learners acquire 

language better if without anxiety (Krashen, 1985). Similarly, the usefulness of 

metacognitive strategies are strongly supported by other related principles of language 

acquisition focusing on active and direct involvement in a learning process as Tomlinson 

& Masuhara (2009) assuming that ‗in order for the learners to maximize their exposure to 

language in use, they need to be engaged both affectively and cognitively in the language 

experience‘ and ‗language learners who achieve positive affect are much more likely to 

achieve communicative competence than those who do not‘ including ‗language learners 

can benefit from noticing salient features of language in use‘. 
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 In particular to the target situation, the first year students at Khon Kaen University 

taking one of the foundation courses: English for Academic Purposes integrating all four 

language skills reading, writing, listening and speaking with a  grammatical focus.  

However, the listening skill is required to self study outside the class without any training 

with any specific listening strategies. The learners are required to listen to a BBC podcast 

series, Flatmates through a self study in order to take a written test focusing on memorising 

the stories and grammatical rules at the end of the course. Without any listening training, 

the learners had struggled hard to comprehend what they have listened to. That is why this 

study has attempted to help them improve their listening comprehension skills through 

implementing the metacognitive strategies. Also, a very few active steps has been done to 

formally investigate, measure, understand how to help learners in the target situation 

improve their listening comprehension through the implementation of metacognitive 

strategies. This directly gives rise to the present research with two main objectives i.e. 1) to 

investigate whether the target learners use the metacognitive strategies with higher 

awareness in learning how to listen for comprehension skills both in extra-class outside 

regular ones and outside the class through self- regulated study; and (2) to find out whether 

or not their listening comprehension skills are enhanced through the implementation of 

metacognitive strategies.  

All of the theoretical concepts described above in forming this research can be 

transferred into a conceptual framework through this diagram. 
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2. Method 

 This section describes the methodology of the study with sub-sections i.e. 

participants research design, research instruments, data collection, and data analysis 

presented in orders as follows. 

2.1 Research Design  

 The study aimed to (1) investigate whether the target learners use the metacognitive 

strategies with higher awareness in learning how to listen for comprehension skills both in 

extra-class outside regular ones and outside the class through self- regulated study; and (2) 

to find out whether or not their listening comprehension skills are enhanced through the 

implementation of metacognitive strategies. This is closely related to the design of the 

study with the ethical requirement of Khon Kaen University to equally and fairly treat all 

learners in the same course with the same treatment. As a result, the research design is a 

quasi-experiment with one group pre test-post test design within an experimental condition 

with the same treatment (Cook, Campbell and Peracchio, 1990). The treatment in class 

lasted 27 hours in an extra class, out of a regular class, including self-regulated study 

depending on each individual learner devoting time and efforts. The learners‘ language 

skills were measured both quantitatively and qualitatively.  

2.2 Participants of the study 

 8 female participants out of 27 in one regular class who willingly volunteered to 

take an extra class out of a regular one. They were taking an English for Academic 

Purposes course in the second semester of academic year 2015 taught by the researcher. 

These volunteers were a mixed ability group of the first year learners from different 

faculties i.e. 5 from the Faculty of Science, 2 from the Faculty of Agriculture, and 1 from 

the Faculty of Education. In this course, the students were required to listen to the BBC 

Flatmates podcast series on their own outside a class in order to take a written test related 

to Flatmates at the end of the course checking memory and some related grammatical rules 

without any training in listening for comprehension. Therefore, they volunteered to take 

part in the study because they would like to improve their listening comprehension skills.  

3. A measurement and data collection design 

 In order to investigate if the target learners use the metacognitive strategies with 

higher awareness in learning how to listen for comprehension skills both in extra-class and 

outside the class through self- regulated study as well as measure whether or not their 

listening comprehension skills are enhanced through the implementation of metacognitive 

strategies, 6 research instruments were used including the pre and post tests, a metacognitive 

strategy  checklist, an on-going lesson evaluation form, an on-going self assessment form, an 

in-depth interview as well as a listening quiz after each training session.  

 All data were analysed by the use of non-parameter paired t-test with Wilcoxon 

signed rank test (Wilcoxon, 1945) and presented in forms of means (µ), standard deviation,  

percentage and the efficacy of the learning process (E1/E2) set to be at least at 75/75 level 

(Promwong, 1977).  The data from the treatment were collected during the implementation 

of the metacognitive strategies integrated in three stages of teaching listening in each 

lesson lasting for 3 hours out of 9 lesson plans based on the content of the Flatmates series 

were designed.  
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3. Results 

 The results are presented in response to the research questions. Thus, the results 

from the metacognitive strategies checklist, the on-going self-assessment, the on-going 

lesson evaluation form, the in-depth interviews would be used to answer the first research 

question asking about the use of metacognitive strategies with higher awareness.   

 3.1 The major findings from the metacognitive strategy checklist revealed that 

the students moderately used the metacognitive strategies in their listening for comprehension 

both during the training and during self-regulated study as shown in Table 1.  

Table 1: Use of metacognitive strategies during training and during self regulated study  

 

 The Table 1 shows that the learners had moderately used the metacognitive 

strategies both in extra-class and outside class with a similar amount in all three stages of 

listening with the overall means of 63% and 56% during the training and during their self-

regulated study. 

3.2The prominent findings from the on-going self-assessment also revealed 

similar results. All of the learners (100%) stated that they used the metacognitive strategies 

in their listening a bit more during the training than during their self-regulated study. In 

addition, all (100%) agreed that the lessons were enjoyable and beneficial, especially the 

pre-teaching  of some features of English pronunciations affecting listening comprehension 

like some aspects of connected speech i.e. word stress, intonation, linking including strong 

form and weak forms. More importantly, they all obviously expressed that they had gained 

more knowledge and skills as well as confidence and motivation in learning English in 

general as well as were able to transfer their knowledge and skills to other subjects.   

 3.3 The prime findings from the on-going lesson evaluation form presented 

results that 8 of them (100%)  expressed that they enjoyed the lessons more and highly 

satisfied with especially learning of English word pronunciations, some aspects of 

connected speech such as linking, intonation, strong and weak forms, and listening for gist 

and details. More importantly, they evidently stated that they really liked the relaxing 

learning atmosphere after being equipped with the metacognitive strategies. To clarify, 

they all stated that they were less worried especially before listening as they knew how to 

systematically prepare themselves from setting plans to monitoring. 

 3.4 The foremost findings from the in-depth interview indicated similar positive 

effects of the treatment on their frequency of use of the metacognitive strategies as well as 

on their language development. That is all of them (100%) confirmed that the benefits 

from the intervention not only facilitated them to be able to use the metacognitive 

strategies more frequently but also helped them to comprehend what they had listened 

better than they did before the study.  Nevertheless, they undoubtedly accepted that they 

still struggled with some listening problems related to the connected speech, accent, 

unfamiliar vocabulary and a short span of concentration but they felt more motivated to 
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keep on practicing their listening skills using metacognitive strategies. Thus, to a higher 

degree, they enjoyed listening because they could understand it better.  

3.5 The outstanding findings from the pre and post tests yielded similar effects of 

the implementation of metacognitive strategies. That is the intervention evidently indicated 

the positive tendency in facilitating the improvement of their listening comprehension 

skills.  This can be demonstrated through the comparison of the pre and post tests‘ scores 

through the non-parameter paired t-test (Wilcoxon signed rank test) with the means  scores 

of the post test (µ=18.87) were higher than those of the pre test (µ=14.37) with statistical 

significance at 0.03 (p<.05) as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: The findings from the comparison of the pre and post tests 

 

*p = .05 

 The findings from Table 2 clearly signified the improvement of the target learners‘ 

listening comprehension as the result of the implementation of metacognitive strategies.   

 3.6 Another main finding from a listening quiz after each training session 

showed that the learners could moderately comprehend the listening texts as the overall 

mean quiz score was 2.68 out of 5 points (S.D= 0.61) as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: The findings of 9 quizzes after each lesson 

 

Q= Quiz score of each lesson 

Table 4: The efficacy of the lesson plans with metacognitive strategy 

implementation  

 

The findings in Table 4 indicated the percentage of the efficacy of the process 

effectiveness of the quizzes (E1) and that of the post test (E2) of 64.72 % and 62.92% 

respectively.  

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

 The overall findings showed that the learners averagely used the metacognitive 

strategies in their listening both in extra-class and outside class. This reflected that the 

learners had been equipped with the metacognitive strategies which later they used them to 
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control, monitor and evaluate their own learning resulting in their better listening 

comprehension. This positively responded to both research questions. 

  The moderate frequency of using the metacognitive strategies of the learners 

during the training signified that their awareness of applying these strategies to improve 

their own language learning had been raised entailing higher levels of listening 

comprehension to some extent. This is strongly confirmed by Ellis (1994) stating that 

successful language learners are aware of their learning process. This undoubtedly verifies 

the effectiveness of metacognitive strategies in helping raise the awareness of listening 

comprehension skills of the target learners.  

 Thus, it is assumed that any learner equipped with the metacognitive strategies is 

more likely to become a successful language learner. So are the target learners in this 

study. These results were in accordance with the ones of O‘Malley, 1987; Vandergrift 

and Taghodtari, 2010; Maiko Ikea, 2013; Nosratinia, Ghavidel and Zaker, 2015; Mehdi, 

Mansoor, and Azizollah, 2014; Dousti, 2013; Coskun, 2010. 

 In addition, the implementation of the metacognitive strategies helped prepared 

learners in both language and readiness to learn leading to relaxing atmosphere and 

comprehensible input. This is directly supported by Krashen (1985) claiming that the 

language acquisition will take place if the affective filters of the learners, such as stress or 

anxiety, are low enough to allow the input in. In addition to comprehensible input, if a 

learner has accessed to the input of L2 that is not too difficult for them, the language 

acquisition takes place (Krashen, 2003; Ellis, 1994). Therefore, the intervention helps 

facilitate the target learners‘ language acquisition entailing their better listening 

comprehension skills. 

Although the percentage of the E1/E2 of 64.72 % and 62.92 % indicating the 

efficiency of the proposed lesson was a bit lower than that of the standard level at 75/57 for 

measuring skills (Promwong, 1997), the findings from other sources especially self-

assessment and in-depth interviews evidently reflected their assured listening improvement 

which is relative and not easy to be tangibly measured. Also, applying metacognitive 

strategies in a learning process is a natural process of forming a good habit step by step 

which takes time to achieve mainly based on an individual motivation as Ikea (2013) states 

that if learners have strong motivations, they might have encouraged themselves to 

incorporate the metacognitive strategies taught during the study into their learning habits, 

on the other hand, if they are satisfied with the present ones they will not change their 

learning habits. Consequently, the listening improvement of the target learners in this study 

is reflected not only through the statistical findings but also through the learners‘ 

perception themselves.  Thus, this study suggests adding more qualitative data to support 

the language improvement of the learners in addition to the quantitative ones with longer 

periods of treatment.   

In conclusion, all the findings evidently signify that after the learners have been 

well equipped with the metacognitive strategies, they are more likely to frequently apply 

them both inside and outside class through their self –regulated learning in order to help 

enhance their language skills. This apparently appears to yield a positive effect on their 

higher levels of learning awareness entailing listening comprehension skill enhancement.   
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Abstract 

This research aims to study the identity of salaried workers in Chinese society by 

analyzing Chinese music written about salaried workers. The results of the study found 

that the identity of salaried workers that was communicated through Chinese music could 

be divided into three areas, including pressure on and affliction of the worker, the 

worker‟s way of life, and their physical and mental health. According to this study‟s 

results, Chinese music represents salaried Chinese workers as having a rushed lifestyle 

due to the pressure of living in a competitive society. Work and family require salaried 

Chinese workers to attempt to work quickly to compete with others. Due to long periods of 

hard work and these feelings of pressure, the physical and mental health of salaried 

workers deteriorates. In summary, while salaried Chinese workers make up a group of 

people that seem to be doing well externally, a closer look at their representation in 

Chinese music indicates that internally, they are unhappy. 
 

Keywords: China, Chinese Songs, Identity, Salaried worker 

 

Introduction 

Many have heard of white-collar workers or blue-collar workers.These categories 

originated from workers‘ dress, appropriate for their conditions and the type of work that was 

done in the past.Dictionary.com defines―white-collar‖ worker asthe descriptive term for an 

office worker, who uses a minimum of physical exertion, as opposed to ―blue-collar‖ laborers. 

Managerial, clerical, and sales jobs are common white-collar occupations.( 

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/white-collar ) 

According to the US Labor Code,A salaried worker is one paid on a regular 

schedule who receives a predetermined amount on each pay date. The payment the worker 

receives can be part or all of the predetermined amount. This amount cannot be changed 

no matter how many days or hours the employee works or the quality of the work 

performed. This employee must receive the agreed-upon portion of his salary each 

week.(http://www.ehow.com/info_7752888_many-should-employee-salary-work.html) 

Salaried worker refers to the people whose income is salary based, particularly 

those working for corporations. 
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Method 

According to a search for Chinese songs about salaried workers on the internet, four 

songs were chosen to analyze based on whether their lyrics were directly related to salaried 

workers:Salaried Worker, Song for the Salaried Worker, It‟s Not Easy to Make Money, and 

One Day for theSalaried Worker. The songs were analyzed for their representation of 

salaried workers‘ identity. 

Results  

This study found that the identity of salaried workers that was communicated 

through Chinese music could be divided into three areas, including pressure on and 

affliction of the worker, the worker‘s way of life, and their physical and mental health.  

1. High Pressure 

The results of a Regus Office survey released in 2012 showed that in the year 2011, 

salaried workers in the mainland of china were experiencing themost pressure in the world. 

This shows that the requirements and harsh reality of society had increased pressure on the 

workers. For example, buying a car and a house is the target of every salaried worker. 

However, having only a car and a house can still sometimes benearly impossible, because 

for people working in a big city, their salary for several months canat timesonly buy one 

square meter.This is a common phenomenon for salaried workers. Looking at the shape of 

the Chinese people, with their constantly expanding waistline, confused eyes, and speedy 

pace, we can see that the Chinese are very busy, especially due to the influences of Chinese 

traditional culture. According to this culture, people should achieve good grades when 

studying and work hard for a higher position in order to bring honour to their family and  

ancestors. Under these educational, work, and social environments, pressure surrounds 

salaried workers constantly. 

1.1 Pressure from competition in society. 

In the competitive society of today, people have to work very hard for many things 

they want, including money, a higher position and social prestige. People choose to be 

salaried workers because of the good payment, the stable income, and a decent life. To be 

busy at work is better than unemployment. People who are educated and have a job are 

accepted in society. Those who have jobs have to worker hard to keep their job and win a 

promotion to a considerably higher-paying position. The competition in China's society is 

among billionsof people. If a worker slacks, layoff is upon them. After layoffs, the 

remaining workers sometimes do the jobs of two or three other people in addition to their 

own. In this type of highly competitive, high-pressure environment, only the hardest 

workers will keep their positions. When unemployed,a person will have no income but 

face the same living costs,and it takes a long time to find a new job. The songsSalaried 

Worker and It‟s Not Easy to Make Money present this high pressure and this competition 

among salaried workers. 

Song: Salaried Worker 

1做人要求别太高 Don‘t claim too much 

2有份工作就不孬 It‘s good to have a job 
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3比起失业青年人 Compared to youth unemployment 

4养活自己最重要 The most important is to feed yourselves 

5别人有车你别恼 Don‘t get upset if you see others have car 

6坐公交车环保压力小 Taking a bus can protect the environment 

7咱们低碳节能型社会 Construct a low-carbon society 

8他们哭着喊着高油费 They shout for high fuel costs 

Song: It‟s Not Easy to Make Money 

1不管这场金融危机有多大威力 No matter how powerful the financial crisis 

2相约明年再努力谁都不容易Work hard again next year;it is not easy for anybody 

3我的工作虽然累我却不会放弃 Although my job is tiring, I will not give up 

4 挣钱不容易为生活多努力 It‘s not easy to make money; make more effort for 

your life  

5让我们都加油去赚人民币 Let‘s strive to earn RMB 

6挣钱不容易 It‘s not easy to make money 

7有工作谁都了不起 People who have jobs are all good 

8有成绩才会有储蓄 Have a job then make adeposit 

The lyrics above thatcontain words related to competition in society, such 

asyouthunemployment (line 4), demonstrate a phenomenon occurring in society. Factories 

can provide a lot of jobs which do not require education, experience, or a major of study. 

But this work is not for people who want to be a salaried worker and work in the office. 

Most graduates want to work in a company or work as a teacher, because this work is 

consideredpresentable.Other than working in a factory, there are few choices for college 

students. According to 2014 statistics, more than seven million Chinese students graduated 

from university and competed for a job. Therefore salaried workers experience high pressure. 

Generally speaking, most of the unemployed are youth, because they have no working 

experience and no money for opening a business. It is not easy to have a job and keep it. 

Although they aretired, they will not give up, asmany workers are concerned about losing 

their jobs as companies re-organize. Their goal is a car and house, but the traffic jams, the 

high fuel costs, and the need to take out a house loan disappoint them.From the lyrics, it can 

be concluded that it is difficult to find a good job. Salaried workers have to work hard to 

keep their job and make a living for their family life and a better future. 

1.2 Pressure from theworkplace 

A workplace is a small society. Of course people in this society have different 

backgrounds and ways of thinking.Competition and conflicttend to occur between 

colleagues for many reasons, for example due to raises in salary. So salaried workersend 

up feeling tired with their job as well as with their relationships with colleagues. 
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Song: Song for the Salaried Worker 

1忙碌总比闲了好 To be busy is better than idle 

2工作出色领导看得到 Outstanding work,boss can see 

3打杂学得东西多 We can learn more from odd jobs 

4本事大了才好跳 Only those who have the ability can get a better job 

From the lyric above we know that salaried workers have to work hard and do 

more. New staff always comfort themselves that they can learn something from doing odd 

jobs of seniority employeeswhen they are asked to help. At the same time, they have to 

compete with colleagues. If they work excellent they can get the opportunity for higher 

position or get a job in big corporation. 

Song:It‟s Not Easy to Make Money, 

1挣钱不容易工作都排满期 It‘s not easy to make money Everyday is full of works 

2 每一滴的汗水充满着委屈 Every drop of sweat is filled with frustration and 

grievance 

3挣钱不容易在工作中不要排挤 It‘s not easy to make money so don‘t supplant  at work  

4在挑战中创造成绩 Do some achievement in the challenge 

Song: One Day for theSalaried Worker 

5我不要办公室里孤独和冷漠 I don‘t want loneliness and indifference in the office 

6我不要盲目工作丧失了自我 I don‘t want to work blindly and loose myself 

7拥挤的电梯，一天过了一天 Crowded elevator day after day 

 The word ―frustration and grievance‖(line 2)―supplant‖(line3)―loneliness and 

indifference‖(line5) show us that the condition of salaried worker while they are in the 

office. People who are working in the company mostly have confidence and ideas of 

their own. When they are working together, conflict may occur very often because of 

different background and thinking. They all want to be recognized from colleague and 

get the appreciationfrom boss. Salaried workers can not choose their colleagues unless 

others leave company. So they work and life with a mask in order to avoiding the 

unpleasant in the work and they will meet and work together for a long time in the future. 

Except talking about works, they speak less. Everybody just focus on their own work. If 

they can‘t finish they have to work overtime. 

1.3Pressure fromFamily  

To minimize the negative impact of the increasing number of population to the 

economy, society, environment and energy, the one-child policy was introduced between 

1978 and 1980 and began to be formally phased out in 2015. It‘s a part of the family 

planning policy that used to control population of China. In simple terms, every family is 

allowed to have only one child.Except minority and rural populations.For rural andethnic 

minority population, if the first child is a girl they can have second one. There is another 

situation, if a family's first child died or disability, they are allowed to have two kids. On 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/China
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29 October 2015, it was reported that the existing law would be changed to a two-child 

policy, citing a statement from the Communist Party of China. The new law became 

effective from 1 January 2016. Nowadays, a part of salaried workers are the only child in 

family. If they are married, they haveto take care of parents of two families. It‘s sure that 

men has more pressure than women because men must be a leader or a pillar of the family. 

If they have children, the burden will be heavier. They have to work hard to earn money 

for their family. When feeling exhausted from work just think about their family, they 

would have the courage to go on.Identities of the pressures from families are 

mainlydepicted in two songs: Salaried Worker and Song of Salaried Worker 

Song: Salaried Worker 

1你有个家妻如玉女儿如花 You have a family that wife as pretty as a jade and 

daughter aspretty as a flower 

2你是个男人就注定要支撑它 It‘s destined you have to support it because you are a man 

3于是日复一日然后年复一年 So day after day, year after year, 

4你上班不厌其烦 you work tirelessly  

5想着爱吃的菜想着前面的家 Think of your favorite dishes and your family 

6你不怕夏热冬寒 you won't be afraid of hot summer and cold winter 

7你有个家属于你自己的家 You have a family, a family of your own 

8你是个男人就注定要支撑它 It‘s destined you have to support it because you are a man 

9出门作事不多想 Don‘t think too much while go to work 

10乘车赶路不多想 Don‘t think too much while hurry to catch the bus 

11你只是一直向前 What you need to do is go forward 

12因为一个人一个家 Because a better life of your family 

不能靠空想 can not just rely on fantasy 

Song: Song for the Salaried Worker 

11我们上有老下有小 There are old and young at home 

12看着体面赚钱可真少 It looked decent but really make very little money 

13回家老婆叫孩子闹 When back home, wife complain, children naughty  

China has the idiom that "如花似玉". It means beautiful like flower and jade. 

Chinese people will likened the beauty of a woman to fancy jade and flower.Jade, a 

specific of gems is considered to be a very precious thing. Chinese people will cherish and 

protect it very carefully. If they have a wife and daughter as pretty as jade and flower, they 

have to make more money to protect their beauty. Salaried worker is looking decent, 

maybe they get little money. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-child_policy#China
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-child_policy#China
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communist_Party_of_China
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―There are old and young at home" showed that a salaried worker have to take care 

of parents, grandparents and children also. Even they are very tired, they have to persevere 

in their efforts for a better future. 

2. Lifestyle 

When it comes to the lifestyle of salaried worker. Chinese people will think of 

some aspects of the more prominent. The overall image is that well-dressed, confident 

smile, fast pace, morning to evening, work overtime, live beyond their income 

2. 1Rushed andrepetitiveLife 

Salaried workers especially those who live in big city have a hustle life. They have 

to get up early to catch the bus in order to avoid rush hour and traffic jam. Most people 

prefer the bus or subway because of low cost and comfort. For the people who has 

children, they have to get up earlier than others to prepare breakfast and send children to 

school before they go to work. During the way to work, they will feel the emotion of other 

passengers. 

song: Salaried Worker 

1出门做事不容易 It‘s not easy to go to work 

2乘车赶路不容易 It‘s not easy to hurry to catch the bus 

3早已学会不生气 I had learned not to be angry for a long time 

4因为每个人每个家都不太容易 Because a better life of your family can not just 

rely on fantasy 

5于是日复一日然后年复一年 So day after day, year after year, 

你上班不厌其烦 you work tirelessly  

song: Song for the Salaried Worker 

6天刚蒙蒙亮 The dawn just coming 

7闹钟就不停地响 Alarm clock constantly ringing 

8依赖温暖的被窝不想起床 Rely on a warm bed and don‘t want to get up 

9狂奔到公司 Rush to the company 

10早餐还没吃 Haven‘t had breakfast yet 

11匆匆开始一天忙碌的日子 Hurry to start a busy day 

song: One Day for theSalaried Worker 

12是不是人人都要固定的工作 Everyone has to do their mundane work, right? 

13是不是人人都要上班的生活 Everyone has tospend their life laboring in a 

company, right? 

14记不清年轻时候做梦的我 I can‘t remember myself when I was a teenager 
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15是否也情愿做个无奈的陀螺 So I have to accept that I am like a top that has no 

choice in the direction it‘s spun 

16也曾经期望，伟大的工作 I used to expect to get good work 

17也曾经拥有，浪漫的自由 And have the hope of freedom 

From the lyric ―day after day, year after year‖ we know that salaried worker maybe 

work repeatedly. They do something similar everyday. They have a fixed pattern. They are 

always too busy to have breakfast and start to work whole day. In the lyric of the song 

―One Day of Salaried Worker‖, the author use the ―whipping top‖ to describe the busy life 

of salaried worker. They want to express their life is just like a whipping top which is 

rapidly spinning. If stop it can not work. If salaried worker doesn‘t work they can not get 

money. The word ―hurry to catch the bus‖ (line2, line11) ―rush‖ (line9) can reflect their 

hustle life very well. All the three songs can present the features of lifestyle explicitly by 

using several words that means "fast". 

2.2Short of Money 

Salaried worker is waiting for the salary every month and the money they get have 

to pay much expense such as rent, tax, insurance and so on. 

song: Song for the Salaried Worker 

1迟到要扣工资还损我形象 The wage will be deducted if late for work 

and sully the image as well 

2看着体面赚钱可真少 It looks decent but really make very little money 

3养活自己最重要 The most important thing is earn your own living 

song: It‟s Not Easy to Make Money 

4我的钱包一打开数得清的钱币 Upon to open wallet I can see how much money 

leftwithout counting 

We think salaried workers are rich because of their neatly dressed, in fact, their life 

is not like what we are thinking. Working in big cities, like shanghai, entail great expense. 

For instance they get ten thousand Yuan a month, they should pay personal income tax 

about one thousand Yuan and one thousand and five hundred Yuan for rent at least. 

Besides, there are some money for parents. If they buy car and house, they have to pay the 

loan as well. So there is the lyric about The most important thing is earn your own living 

and I can see how much money left without counting.In general, salaried worker have to 

use their money efficiently. 

3.   Physical and Mental Health 

3.1 Physical Health  

It is well-known that salaried workers have to have a quick daily lifestyle, so they 

do not have time to eat breakfast, some people drink only coffee and bread, which is not 

enough to get through a full day‘s work on. Salaried workers are used to eating readymade 

food or not eating breakfast to save on time and have time to go to work. As for lunch and 

dinner, because they have a lot of work to do and work late, as well as have to take time to 
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commute home, they do not eat at regular times. This may cause theirchance of 

havinggastritis to increase. 

Song: Song for the Salaried Worker 

1狂奔到公司 Rush to the company 

2早餐还没吃 Haven‘t had breakfast yet 

3匆匆开始一天忙碌的日子 Hurry to start a busy day 

4这一天下来还真是累 Working all day makes you really exhausted 

5可下了班它还要开会 Get off work and then you have to go to a meeting 

6堵车的公交车上能酣睡 Sleep in the middle of the traffic jam on the way home 

7下班才开会是个好领导 Lets you off work and then calls you to a meeting, what 

a good boss 

8不占工作时间啰嗦多 Don‘t use the workday 

9大家饿着肚子When we‘re hungry 

10才知工作努力 That‘s when we know we have to work harder 

This song explains that in the morning the salaried worker does not eat breakfast, 

and does not eat dinner on time. Moreover, the lyrics reference a lack of sleep. Most 

salaried workers do not have their own vehicle, because they choose to take public 

transportation to lower the costs. Therefore, they have to wake up very early to get ready 

for work and the commute, since the traffic jam is very heavy in China. When women get 

off work, they have to do housework and take care of their families. If they have not 

finished their work at the office, they have to do it at home. So, salaried workers tend to go 

to bed late as well. 

Song: It‟s Not Easy to Make Money 

1迎接这一个新年带来欢声笑语 The New Year brings happiness 

2身材改变朋友不变问候每年继续 Our bodies have changed, but our friends have  

not; we still chat every year 

Our bodies have changed can be considered a representation of the body of the 

salaried worker. One can envision the salaried worker with the obtruding belly, often seen 

in China. The way of doing business in China is to talk about business over a paid-for 

meal, along with drinking alcohol. Additionally, sitting and working for lengthy periods 

without exercise changes one‘s body. 

3.2 Mental Health 

Most salaried workers are surrounded by stressful conditions, including from their 

work, colleagues, or their boss. This makes them tired, disheartened, stressed, or 

discouraged. 

Song: Salaried Worker 

1出门做事不容易 Going to work is no an easy thing to do. 
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2乘车赶路不容易 Neither is commuting 

3早已学会不生气 But we have studied for a long time how not to be angry or mad 

4偶尔你也发愁偶尔也会回头看一看看一看 

Sometimes you are worried; sometimes you look back into the past 

5放风筝的少年 At the kid who played with kites 

 Salaried workers face a variety of problems while working. Sometimes they become 

worried or angry, but they do not follow their feelings. They have to endure in order to not lose 

their work. When they look back in time to when they were children playing with kites, they 

will feel that life in the past was still happy, like a kite free in the sky. 

Song: Song for the Salaried Worker 

1公交车等不上 Missed the bus 

2我心里就发慌 Makes me nervous 

3迟到要扣工资还损我形象 If I‘m late, I won‘t get paid; I‘ll lose face, too  

These lyrics show that in the present, the conditions in work and society make salaried 

workers worry they will be laid off. Just missing the bus makes them nervous. 

The songOne Day for theSalaried Workerpresents the identity of salaried workers 

in terms of their mentality, showing theirtemperament and mental activity. 

1我不再犹豫，推开经理的门 I will not waver anymore; I will push open the door 

of the manager 

2下沈的电梯，锁不住忧虑的心While I‘m getting off the lift, I try to control my 

mind and not worry too much 

3我不要盲目工作丧失了自我 I don‘t want to do work that causes me to lose myself 

4拥挤的电梯，一天过了一天 The crowded lift passes by day after day 

5臃肿的公车，一年过了一年 The crowded bus passes by year after year 

6 失去的青春，等待老板诺言 My youth has gone; I wait only for the promises 

from my boss 

7 眼角的皱纹，刻画着生命疑问 The wrinkles around my eyes show my 

questioning of life 

8是不是人人都要固定的工作 Everyone has to do their mundane work, right? 

9 是不是人人都要上班的生活 Everyone has tospend their life laboring in a 

company, right? 

10记不清年轻时候做梦的我 I can‘t remember myself when I was a teenager 

11是否也情愿做个无奈的陀螺 So I have to accept that I am like a top that has no 

choice in the direction it‟s spun 
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12也曾经期望，伟大的工作 I used to expect to get good work 

13也曾经拥有，浪漫的自由 And have the hope of freedom 

14熟悉的电梯，走出陌生的我 From the familiar lift, the person who walks off is 

me; a person that is strange to me 

15凌乱的脚步，不知该走向何处 I stagger and wander  

16为什么，你不能够，勇敢的，Why aren‟t you brave enough to persist in 

坚持自己的选择 what you have chosen 

The choice of the words and phraseswaver, worry,lose myself, no choice in the 

direction [I‟m] spun, [I am] a person that is strange to me, stagger, wander, and [not] 

brave enough show that in reality, the salaried worker does not have confidence in himself 

and does not have happiness. Working makes them lose sight of their own dreams.They are 

confused about the life that they have and that they want. The phrase The wrinkles around 

my eyes show my questioning of life serves to question the salaried worker‘s own life: As 

time passes by, what do they gain? Is what they are gaining what they dreamed of or what 

they want or not? 

Discussion and Conclusion 

In conclusion, from the analysis of the four songs, a representation of the identity of 

salaried workers was found in three areas: pressure, lifestyle, and physical and mental health. 

The findings in this study show that salaried workers are pressured from the competition in 

society, from their family, and also from their work. The salaried worker has a rushed, 

repetitive lifestyle and they have to use their money efficiently, because their way of life causes 

their physical and mental health to deteriorate. They do not eat on time, lack sleep, and their 

body changes. Outsiders may think that salaried workers dress nicely, are confident, and have a 

good life, but this research shows that in reality, salaried workers have an unhappy life due to 

the pressure that comes from all aspects of their life.In the process of collecting data, other 

identities of salaried workers was found, we  can increase data categories and do further study 

to find how the outsiders regard salaried worker. Furthermore, we can compare Chinese 

salaried worker and the salaried worker in Thailand. According to research, we can see the 

differences between Thai society and Chinese society. 
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Abstract 

This research, Local Identity of Lanna in Song Literature, aims to study local 

Lanna identity as it appears in the lyrics of songs by Pipatpong. There is a very clear 

representation of Lanna identity in songs by Pipatpong. The results of this research show 

that the music collection represents Lanna identity in 6 areas, including the area of history 

and legend, the area of geography, the area of beliefs and religion, the area of language 

and literature, the area of music and dance, and finally, the area of customs, traditions, 

ceremonies, and lifestyle. 

 The music by Pipatpong was created for the sake of building a collective 

consciousness towards local Lanna identity which would lead to pride towards Lanna 

peoples‟ ethnic group and ancestral roots. The collection of songs, therefore, includes 

representation of the local Lanna identity in order to relay to listeners the unique identity 

of Lanna. 
 

Keywords: Culture, Identity, Lanna, Song literature 

 

1. Introduction 

―Lanna‖ is known as the kingdom with ―millions of rice fields,‖ a phrase which 

speaks to its great wealth of resources. The people of Lanna have had a rich culture from 

ancient times until today. Geographically, Lanna makes up what is today Northern 

Thailand and parts of Myanmar. It is the twin kingdom to ―Laan Chang,‖ which 

historically included what are today Northeast Thailand and the Lao People‘s Democratic 

Republic. Lanna was a kingdom with a diversity of ethnic groups, histories, cultural 

traditions and ceremonies, as well as ways of life, dress, and music and languages unique 

to that area. It was a kingdom that people were captivated by due to its peoples‘ charming 

way of speaking, the hospitality showed toward visitors, and its peoples‘ adherence to a 

way of life consistent with Buddhism. These characteristics contributed to Lanna‘s slow-

paced way of life relative to urban centers. It was the opposite of today‘s modern capitalist 

culture that requires a fast-paced race with time. The cradle of civilization of Lanna‘s 

ancestors, which has been passed down in Lanna society from generation to generation 

until today, has led to science and art demonstrative of the Lanna identity, including in 

language, culture, and music and songs. Especially songs have acted as an effective tool 
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for collecting all kinds of local knowledge, and they have helped reinforce the local 

identity, including the ideas and beliefs of its people, from the past into the present. 

Royal Institute. (2003). Defined music or the lyrics in music as, ―words composed 

for singing, sung words, sung lyrics, or sung verses.‖  

Thitinun B. Common (2013) provides additional concepts about music and lyrics in 

the following definition: Phrases that a composer has arranged, including words, tempo, 

and rhythm, to make the music melodic and pleasurable for listeners. Its literary and 

artistic value comes from the selection of words used in the composition, the arrangement 

of the music, and its phrasing. A song may bring up an idea in the listener‟s mind related 

to the way he conducts his life that corresponds to the song. A melody and dance may be 

defined by the instrumentation and singing. 

The definitions above suggest that songs can be like books whose pages are 

inscribed with the history of different groups of people. Unlike books, though, songs are 

alive, have spirit, and more directly represent the collective awareness of the listeners. A 

song is an archive of knowledge about local identities that have once existed. Likewise 

with songs that have come out of the Lanna Kingdom, today known as a part of Thailand. 

Songs singular to the Lanna culture have underlying ideas and beliefs that represent the 

Lanna identity. 

These underlying ideas and beliefs were observed in the songs created in Lanna 

literature, especially in songs by Pipatpong Srikidtakornharitaat, whose songs use 

representation and contain a series of ideas he would like to see held by Khon Muang (the 

people of Lanna). Therefore, this article presents an analysis of three songs by Pipatpong 

Srikidtakornharitaat, well known as Kroo Pipatpong. This research aims to investigate 

local Lanna identity as represented by Kroo Pipatpong in his music. 

2. Method 

In this study, three texts were selected for analysis, specifically, three songs by 

Pipatpong Srikidtakornharitaat, or Kroo Pipatpong. 

The following songs were used in this study as text to analyse identity construction. 

2.1. Only the following three songs by Pipatpong were analysed. 

2.1.1. เพลงฝากไวใ้นลา้นนา(Phleng Faak Wai Nai Lanna) 

2.1.2. เพลงแวน่ฟ้าเวียงพิงค(์Phleng Waen Fa Woeingphing) 

2.1.3. เพลงนพบุรีศรีนครพิงคร์าชธานีลา้นนามหานครเชียงใหม่(Phleng Nopburee Sri Nakorn Phing 

Ratchatani Lanna Mahanakorn Chiang Mai) 

2.2. The framework for this research was partly adapted from Thitinun B. Common 

study, ―Music and Community‘s Cultural Identity: Jaran Manopetch and his role as a Cultural 

Warrior.‖ (Thitinun B. Common, 2013). In the current study, Kommon‘s categorization of 

facets of identity was adapted and new classifications were created, as follows: 

2.2.1. Identity in the area of history and legend 

2.2.2. Identity in the area of geography 

2.2.3. Identity in the area of beliefs and religion 
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2.2.4. Identity in the area of language and literature  

2.2.5. Identity in the area of music and dance 

2.2.6. Identity inthe area of customs, traditions, ceremonies, and lifestyle 

3. Results 

In this study, 3 songs were chosen for analysis: Phleng Faak Wai Nai Lanna, 

Phleng Waen Fa Woeingphing, and Phleng Nopburee Sri Nakorn Phing Ratchatani Lanna 

Mahanakorn Chiang Mai. This section will describe each of the facets of Lanna identity as 

represented in the aforementioned songs. 

3.1. Identity in the area of history and legend 

“ประวัติศาสตร์ล้านนาหน้าภาคภูมิใจ๋จาดเจือ้เครือใหญ่ยวนลือ้เขินไตสืบสายเมินมา” 

“คมดาบกล้าฮักษาบ้านเมืองเจ้าฟ้าพญาเฮืองสืบเต้นค าเหลืองม่ิงสะหรี” 

    (ฝากไว้ในล้านนา: พิพัฒน์พงษ์) 

“แดนดินถ่ินนีน้พบรีุศรีนครพิงค์” 

“ฮ้อยฮอมฮักฮ่วมใจยองลือ้เขินไตจาดเจือ้คนเมือง” 

   (แว่นฟ้าเวียงพิงค์: พิพัฒน์พงษ์) 

“พระเมืองแก้วเจ้าล้านนาเฮาได้อยู่ดีมหาเทวีจิรปภาฮับเศิกเมง็ม่านแลอโยธิยา” 

“เจด็ร้อยกว่าปีเจียงใหม่ยังงามเลืองลือนามวัฒนธรรมล า้ก่าแดนดินถ่ินนีน้พบุรีศรีนครพิงค์” 

                    (นพบรีุศรีนครพิงค์ราชธานีล้านนามหานครเชียงใหม่) 

 The lyrics above have clearly been assigned a series of nationalistic and historic 

ideas. In all three songs, a similar representation is constructed, with a clear focus. That is, 

lyrics from all three songs speak of the origin of the city of Chiang Mai, the capital and 

center of government of the Lanna Kingdom. The songs explain that this city existed more 

than 700 years ago, and that it was a trusted city founded by King Mengrai and three other 

kings. Several names appear in the three songs, including King Tilokkarat, King Phra 

Kaew Chao, Queen Mhaetwi Jira, King Kue Na, King Kavila, Queen Tipchang, and 

Princess Dara Rasmi. All of these individuals played a main role in the history and 

sustainment of the Lanna Kingdom, including in embracing ethnic groups that came to live 

in Chiang Mai, comprising a diverse range of people, such as the Tai Yuan, Tai Lue, Tai 

Khun, Tai Yai, Tai Lao, and other Tai groups. Moreover, the songs refer to the 

aforementioned individuals as people who sacrificed their blood and bodies to sustain the 

Kingdom of Lanna for the peoples‘ wellbeing and so that the people could remain living 

there happily. It is clear that the author of the songs, Pipatpong, aimed for the new 

generation to see the importance of the Lanna Kingdom, to build a collective 

consciousness towards the Lanna identity, and to build pride and ownership toward 

listeners‘ roots. The songs are meant to be a commemoration and remembrance, so that the 

younger generation will know their history and know the people who have advanced the 

Lanna Kingdom. The historical accounts are ingeniously interwoven into the songs, 

however, so that the songs easily reach listeners, and they do not feel they are listening to a 

boring history lesson. 
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Identity in the area of geography 

“ปิงวังยมน่านไหลผ่านกาลเวลา” 

“ไหลแล้วบ่ย้อนมาสู่ภูผาป่าไพร่” 

              (ฝากไว้ในล้านนา: พิพัฒน์พงษ์) 

“มีสายน า้แม่ปิงไหลอิงม่อนดอยสุเทพเตียมฟ้า 

“ก าแพงแจ่งเมืองคือปิงงามทุกส่ิงเจด็ร้อยปีผ่าน” 

   (แว่นฟ้าเวียงพิงค์: พิพัฒน์พงษ์) 

“ไหลเอ่ือยอ่อนแม่ละมิงนะที” 

“ในอ้อมกอดแห่งภูผาแลม่านฟ้าแดนดอย” 

               (นพบรีุศรีนครพิงค์ราชธานีล้านนามหานครเชียงใหม่) 

In the verses above, it can be observed that Pipatpong focuses on building a 

representation of the Lanna Kingdom, specifically the capital and governmental center of 

Chiang Mai, as a city with abundance, rich in natural resources. The composer refers to the 

North much like it is the motherland, saying it is the origin of four rivers, the Ping, Wang, 

Yom, and Nan. The rivers are compared to blood vessels. This metaphor brings up the 

image of the rivers maintaining the way of life of the people that live on either side of their 

banks for as long as can be remembered. Pipatpong refers to the land as full of mountains 

and cliffs, with cool weather all year, and abundant with many varieties of plants. In all 

three songs, these images of Lanna are reproduced repeatedly, directly and indirectly 

affecting the perceptions of outside listeners. Directly, these beautiful phrases in the song 

bring up images of a mountain city, with mountains piercing the sky and with high cliffs 

and a good atmosphere. Indirectly, the images also characterize the people, as topographic 

characteristics tend to be a factor in determining certain characteristics of the local people 

who live there. The songs therefore, indirectly characterize Khon Muang (the people of 

Lanna) as people living among high mountains, where traveling is not convenient and the 

weather is cool year round. This may be perceived to affect the local peoples‘ personality 

and behaviors, contributing to their enjoyment of peace, cold weather, and a slow lifestyle. 

That is the framework woven through the songs.  

3.2. Identity in the area of beliefs and religion 

“ป๊าดก้องกองแนแห่ไหว้สาขโปนผีล้านนาปูจ่าบรรพชน” 

(ฝากไว้ในล้านนา: พิพัฒน์พงษ์) 

“วัดวางามเด่นเป็นเมืองศาสนา” 

“เมืองศาสนาบ่มีไหนเต้า” 

  (แว่นฟ้าเวียงพิงค์: พิพัฒน์พงษ์)  

“เจียงใหม่เป็นเมืองแห่งพระศาสนา” 

“บญุปารมีแห่งพระเจ้ากือนาพระศาสนาฮุ่งเฮืองเป็นสะหรี”  

(นพบรีุศรีนครพิงค์ราชธานีล้านนามหานครเชียงใหม่) 

The verses above further clarify the perception and image of Lanna society. They 

indicate that Pipatpongwanted to send a message which appears in all three songs. That is 

that Lanna is a Buddhist kingdom with a strong faith and a way of life determined by 
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Buddha‘s teachings, and that religion has always been counted on by the townspeople. 

Additionally, the lyrics explain that Phra That Doi Suthep Temple has always been the 

center of the city and the crowned diamond of Lanna. Virtuous people have paid their 

respects and worshiped there, especially the ordained and honorable Cuba Sri Wichai, the 

monk most respected by the people of Lanna. Moreover, the composer aims to elevate 

Lanna as an attractive and valuable place by inserting into the lyrics beliefs and ideas that 

the people have had since ancient times. That is, if someone comes to live in Chiang Mai, 

they will be rich and happy. If they had tens of thousands of baht before coming to Chiang 

Mai, they will have hundreds of thousands or millions of baht after going there. 

Additionally, since there are many ethnic groups in Lanna, Pipatpongendeavors to point 

out the beliefs the people share across different groups, showing that they are conducting 

their way of life on the same path. Namely, they share a belief and faith in their ancestors 

who have passed away or who have already departed from this world. In other words, they 

maintain a belief in their ancestors and continue to demonstrate that they are grateful 

toward their deceased ancestors, just as all people in the Tai-Kadai family who believe in 

spirits, especially the spirits of their ancestors. This is a characteristic that all of the Tai-

Kadai ethnic groups share. These beliefs and characteristics of the local Khon Muang have 

been religiously passed down from generation to generation. Likewise, passing down these 

beliefs and characteristics is the very goal of the composer in writing these songs for use in 

Lanna society. 

3.3. Identity in the area of language and literature  

“อักษรธรรมล้านนาใบลานป๊ับษา” 

“ก าเมืองก าบ่าเก่าเล่าหยายลูกหลานอายแล้วไผจะอู้กัน” 

(ฝากไว้ในล้านนา: พิพัฒน์พงษ์) 

“หวานล า้ก  าอู้ก  าจา” 

  (แว่นฟ้าเวียงพิงค์: พิพัฒน์พงษ์) 

“ภาษาก าเมืองฮุ่งเฮืองเป็นสะหรี” 

(นพบรีุศรีนครพิงค์ราชธานีล้านนามหานครเชียงใหม่) 

 The lyrics above emphasize a series of ideas in the area of language and literature, 

which is included in all three songs. The songs illustrate that aspects of the Lanna language 

are unique, both in terms of the written and spoken language. Tua Muang and Tua Tham 

Lanna are used in the writing and recording of different stories. In oral communication, the 

language is referred to as Kham Muang (or Kam Muang in the Lanna accent). A language 

in the Tai family, some of its outstanding characteristics include its six tones, as well as its 

tendency to use the ―o‖ (ʔ) sound instead of the ―r‖ (r) sound and the ―ch‖ (tɕ) sound 

instead of the ―ch‖ (tɕʰ) sound when compared to Thai. It sounds similar and related to the 

Lao language and the local language of Northeast Thailand, and it is a language spoken 

throughout Northern Thailand and all the way north to Chiang Tung City in Myanmar. The 

lyrics above show that Pipatpongwishes to point out a problem that is currently happening 

in the society of Khon Muang, namely, that children in the new generation are not 

interested in their own local language. They cannot read the written language called Tua 

Muang or Tua Tham, and even more worrisome, many children are beginning to be unable 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glottal_stop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_alveolo-palatal_affricate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aspirated_consonant
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to speak the language as well, as they have been influenced by the dominant discourse 

controlled by language policy in Thailand. The shared consciousness of the Lanna identity 

has begun to weaken in the current generation. Pipatpong thus sends a message through his 

songs, saying in an imploring, neglected tone that the children and grandchildren of today 

do not see the value in, and are embarrassed to speak of, their own identity. 

3.4. Identity in the area of music and dance 

“ป่ีจุ่มค่าวจ้อยซอเสียงปินสล้อซอล่องน่านนานมา” 

“สะล้อซอซึงวอนม่วนล า้เมืองคน” 

         (ฝากไว้ในล้านนา: พิพัฒน์พงษ์) 

“ม่วนงันสรรค์เล่าดริุยดนตรี” 

“กอยสาวงามจ่างฟ้อนยิม้แย้มฮับต้อนแขกแก้วมาเมือง” 

  (แว่นฟ้าเวียงพิงค์: พิพัฒน์พงษ์) 

The lyrics above demonstrate Pipatpong‘s attention to words related to the diverse 

indigenous music, music ensembles, and art of Lanna. The two excerpts above include 

mention of Saloo ensembles, Saloo Soseung ensembles,
379

So Long Nan ensembles,
480

Pi 

Chum ensembles, Khao and Choi So ensembles, Sueng (a stringed instrument), Khong (a 

gong), drums, Nae (a wind instrument), the Pin and the Pin Pia (two types of stringed 

instruments), and finally, the Northern style of traditional dance. Specifically, Choenglai 

dance clearly demonstrates the identity of the Lanna people. Only musical instruments, 

performing arts, and various names singular to the Khon Muang identity are placed into the 

songs. Other than these tactics of conveying music and different aspects of performing arts, 

the composer paints a picture with his words of the process or the context that is suitable 

for performing the music and dance. For example, Pipatpong explains that the Choenglai 

dance is meant to be performed accompanied by drums, the Khong, and the Nae in a 

ceremony that offers sacrifices to ancestral spirits. He clarifies that welcoming guests from 

out of town should include a performance of traditional dance, such as in the historical 

ceremony to welcome King Bhumibol Adulyadej and Her Majesty the Queen.
581

The above 

series of ideas, effectively contributing to the identity construction of Lanna, was 

ingeniously woven into the lyrics by Pipatpong, who is able to relay to his listeners a 

message academic in nature without their being aware of it. 

3.5. Identity inthe area of customs, traditions, ceremonies, and lifestyle 

“นุ่งซ่ินเกล้ามวยเหนบ็ดอกเอือ้ง” 

“เกด็หม า้ป้ืนเมืองนุ่งผ้าต้อยฮ้อยจาย” 

(ฝากไว้ในล้านนา: พิพัฒน์พงษ์)  

                                                           
379

SalooSoseungensembles refer to music groups that perform with stringed Northern Thai instruments, or 

Sueng Lalo, along with rhythmic instruments, playing them together to create an ensemble. This type of 

ensemble is very popular in Northern Thailand, and it is a type of music group that is indigenous to Lanna.  
480

So Long Nanensembles are also known as ―Sopralo‖ or ―Sonoichaiya.‖ These groups have a rather slow 

style and rhythm that is soft and pleasant. So Long Nanensembles are unique to Nan Province. 
581

King Bhumibol Adulyadej and Her Majesty the Queen came to Yuprhachawitayalay College in 2501 BE 

(AD 1958). 
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“ป๋ีใหม่สรงกรานต์จุ้มเยน็” 

 (แว่นฟ้าเวียงพิงค์: พิพัฒน์พงษ์) 

“ปะเวณีฮีตฮอยงามล า้” 

(นพบรีุศรีนครพิงค์ราชธานีล้านนามหานครเชียงใหม่) 

As can be seen above, in the first song there is a strong representation of customs, 

traditions, ceremonies, and way of life which corresponds to the second and third songs. 

Specifically, there is a reference to the way of life and livelihood of the Khon Muang people, 

different aspects of which are closely interrelated with their identity. For example in terms of 

Khon Muang clothing, the song professes that Lanna women must wear a sin tin chok (a 

traditional wraparound skirt). Men must wear a chong kraben (a traditional waistcloth). In 

dressing up, women must put their hair up in a bun with an orchid placed in it. Men must be 

tattooed from their legs to their abdomen with patterns (Lao Pung Dam).
682

 The lyrics also 

discuss temple construction or the construction of religious buildings, which require 

specialized technicians to be employed for each aspect of construction. A specific technician 

is employed for painting and gilding, for installing glass, for creating molded designs, for 

carving and engraving wood, and for lacquering sliver ware, tiered umbrellas, and other 

sacred objects. Everything is constructed with the expertise of the Lanna people, and the 

Lanna people call these experts Salah (technicians). There are also a series of ideas related to 

traditions mentioned in the songs, such as the traditions of Loi Yee Peng (floating a basket to 

pay respects to the water spirits), Songkran (the local New Year), Than Salak (a major merit 

making ceremony), and Buat Luk Kaew (a ceremony held for young boys becoming 

Buddhist novices). While versions of some these traditions are practiced throughout Thailand 

and various Southeast Asian countries, each version is indicative of the identity and origins 

of the group of people practicing them. The traditions as practiced by Lanna are therefore 

indicative of the shared characteristics of the people who call themselves ―Khon Muang,‖ as 

the literature in the songs written by Pipatpong suggest. 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

4.1. Discussion of Results 

To summarize this study‘s findings, it can be observed that there is a representation 

of local identity in Pipatpong‘s songs, carried out in a similar way in all three of the songs 

analysed. From most to least frequently, aspects of identity corresponding with the 

following categories were mentioned: Identity in the area of history and legend was 

represented the most, with lyrics related to this category appearing 20 times. The second 

most represented aspect of identity was that of customs, traditions, ceremonies, and 

lifestyle, with an incidence of 15 times.  Identity in the area of beliefs and religion was 

represented as frequently as 13 times, geography and music and dance both had a 

prevalence of 8 references, and the least frequently represented facet of identity was 

language and literature, referenced 5 times. 

In the songs by Pipatpong there is a very clear picture of local identity. Moreover, it 

can be observed that in many parts of these songs there is a construction of retaliation 

                                                           
682

Lao Pung Dam refers to the people of Yoenok, or the people of Chiang Mai, Lampun, Lampang, Prae, 

Naan, and certain provinces to the north that are currently part of Myanmar, whose people give importance to 

tattooing their legs up to their abdomens. In the local language these tattoo patterns are called Phung. 
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against the dominant, mainstream discourse. From this analysis, it can be hypothesized that 

if in the future these songs are still being passed down as intended from one generation to 

the next, the current mainstream discourse will certainly become less prevalent in the 

North of Thailand, or in the end today‘s mainstream discourse could become dominated by 

the alternative discourse relayed in these songs. The findings from this research thus 

correspond to research by Thitinun B. Common, which demonstrate that songs have a role 

in constructing Lanna identity. 

 
ơ 

Graph 1: The frequency of local identity representation  

Graph 2: A comparison of the frequency of the in the literature, as compared 

between the three songs aspects of Lanna identity, as represented in theanalysedliterature 

of the songs analysed 

4.2. Summary of Results 

This study on the local identity of Lanna in song literature, specifically in songs by 

Pipatpong, found that six facets of local Lanna identity appeared in the songs, including 

history and legend, geography, beliefs and religion, language and literature, music and 

dance, and customs, traditions, ceremonies, and lifestyle. 

Due to the desire of the composer to present the shared characteristics of Lanna, or 

the desire to create a shared consciousness towards the Lanna identity, Pipatpong‘s songs 

elevate local identity through the representation of Lanna‘s distinctiveness. The songs are 

broadcasted and transmitted to people both inside and outside of Lanna‘s geographical area, 

enabling them through the songs‘ literature, to acknowledge themselves as people of Lanna. 
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Abstract 

This article aims to present the Chinese identities in the Olympic song Beijing 

Welcomes You, which is one of the songs for the Beijing Summer Olympic Games in 2008. 

In this song, plenty of traditional Chinese elements indicate the warm hospitality of 

Chinese who welcome guests from all over the world to come to Beijing. From the Chinese 

cultural characteristics, including architecture, culture, language, costume, food, lifestyle, 

entertainment and belief, it can be seen that Chinese emphasise the greatness, health and 

various arts in life. Meanwhile, Chinese respect guests, like to show their wealth and make 

good wishes by using different symbols.  

Keywords: Chinese, identities, Olympic song 
 

1. Introduction 

The Summer Olympic Games 2008 was hold in Beijing, China. During that time, 

there were many Olympic songs, such as We Are Ready (launches on the day of 1 year to 

the opening ceremony of Olympic Games), Beijing Welcomes You (launches on the 100 

days to the opening ceremony), Light The Passion, Share The Dream (for the delivery of 

the Olympic torch), I Am Super Star (for the Olympic volunteers) and the theme song You 

And Me etc. 

Among many Olympic songs, Beijing Welcomes You is the most popular one, sung 

and enjoyed by a great number of ordinary people. This song bases on the perspective of a 

common family of Beijing, showing the hospitality and happiness of Beijingers in 

preparing for the Olympic Games. By applying the traditional Chinese music and the 

fascinating views of Beijing into the MV,  it can be seen clearly under the theme One 

World One Dream, Chinese are ready for the Olympic Games and welcome all the guests 

from every corner of the world to come to Beijing. Thus, when it comes to Chinese 

identities, the song Beijing Welcomes You can be one of the proper examples for us to 

get to know what the Chinese identities are. 

 Beijing Welcomes You was officially launched on the 100 days to the opening day 

of Olympic Games. There were 100 top singers from main-land China, Hongkong and 

Taiwan, such as Chen Long, Wang Lihong and so on.  According to the characteristic of 

this song, Chinese identities are mainly presented by the scenes or the pictures in the music 
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video more than lyrics. So the pictures from the MV will be mostly used as well as some 

other related pictures to present the Chinese identities in this article. 

2. Method 

 In this study, the MV of Beijing Welcomes You with English subtitle is 

downloaded from Youtube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdlOfmZE2Wo). The 

related pictures are screenshot from the MV as examples in the results. When there is a 

need to be more obvious, more pictures (with remarks below) from Internet would be 

added into the article.  

3. Results 

 In the Olympic song Beijing Welcomes You, Chinese identities are everywhere. 

Chinese culture, including the characters of Beijing city can be found in architecture, 

language, costume, food, life style and belief. 

1. Architecture 

1.1 Buildings 

 

Chinese like to build big houses. Bigger is better. It‘s very easy to know when we 

go to visit the Forbidden City, which is the royal palace for hundreds of years. There are 

800 houses, 9,999 rooms, covering an area about 720,000 square meter. Even for the 

ordinary people, they would also like to build their houses to be tall, big and luxury as 

much as possible, because the big house, as a personal property, shows the owner‘s wealth, 

power and social status. Owning a big house is one of the ways to acquire social respect 

from others, which is very important for Chinese people. 

1.2 Lion statues 

 

http://www.nipic.com/show/1/62/4b8202db86ea7aff.html 
 

It‘s quite common to see a pair of stone statues of Lion in front of  traditional 

Chinese buildings. Chinese believe the lion is the king of animals. Lion represents 

authority, stateliness and power. That‘s why the lion statues are always found in front of 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdlOfmZE2Wo
http://www.nipic.com/show/1/62/4b8202db86ea7aff.html
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the government buildings or courts, or banks. For some other people who set the statues in 

front of their own house, they believe the lions can protect them from the evils and bring 

prosperity and security to their life. 

1.3 The Great Wall 

 
 

 The Great Wall was built for the military purpose. In ancient China, Han 

governments were always under the threat of invasion from the northern tribes. In order to 

protect their kingdoms, many emperors devoted much effort to build the fortifications. 

They built up the wall along the steep mountains and connected each part of the wall by 

beacon towers. On the one hand, The Great Wall did play an important defending role in 

the wars. On the other hand, to build such huge fortification, millions of human labours 

and money were needed. It became an unaffordable burden to not only the government, but 

also to the ordinary people. Today, the Great Wall is the representative of the Chinese 

spirit, which contains tenacity, brave and perseverance. As the World Cultural Heritage, it 

has great significance for the architecture, war and history. 

2. Language 

2.1 Respect to guest 

 From the lyrics, we can see the hospitality of Chinese. According to Chinese 

culture, people emphasise the respect to guests. When someone comes to visit at home, the 

host would show his warm welcome to the guest by serving water or tea, preparing meal or 

fruits to make the guest feel at home. Taking good care of guest is regards as a social 

manner of Chinese. There is an example from the lyrics as following: 

 I always open my house‟s big door, and wide open my arms waiting to embrace you. 

Once embraced, then emerged the secret agreement, the surely you will love here. 

 No matter where you come from far or near, you all are our guests, please feel at home.  

We promised to get together here. We welcome you! 

2.2 Affection of greatness 

 By analysing the language use in lyrics, it can be found Chinese has an affection of 

greatness. That is to say, Chinese like everything to be big, huge and grand. As mentioned 

above in the architecture, the pursuit of greatness is also showed in language use as 

following: 

Beijing welcomes you; we‟ve split the heaven and the earth for you. 

Beijing welcomes you; Let‟s share the breath under the sun. 
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Beijing welcomes you; people who have dreams all are extraordinary. 

Keep your courage then you will have miracles. 

 

http://www.bachinese.com/forum/simple/?t45946.html 

3. Costume  

Cheongsam or Qi pao 

 When it comes to traditional Chinese costume for women, many people will think 

about Cheongsam. It is a body-hugging one-piece Chinese dress for women.  After years of 

improving and adjusting, the stylish and tight-fitting cheongsam that is best known today 

was created in the 1920s in Shanghai and made fashionable by socialites and upper class 

women. Wearing Cheongsam shows the charming figure of women and embodies the 

beauty and elegance with classic Eastern style. This kind of costume implies the ideology 

of traditional women, which requires to be polite, intellectual, home-stay,and even 

independent. 

4. Food and Drink 

 

 Food, as a part of culture, tells us different stories of different groups. No matter 

what to eat or how to cook, food culture reveals life styles, ways of thinking and 

relationships between people and nature. As for Chinese, there is an old saying: Food is the 

first necessity of the people. From the MV, we can see there are many dishes on a Chinese 

banquet. Having a lot of food on table is a symbol of prosperous life. Especially when 

preparing a banquet for treating others, the more dishes there are, the happier people will 

be. For the guest, they will be satisfied with many delicious food which might be not easy 

to have in daily life. But most importantly, the host feels satisfied by showing their wealth 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dress
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shanghai
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in life and their highly respect to guests, which may bring the host good reputation and 

recognition from others. 

Tea 

 
 

Chinese have a history of drinking tea for about 4,000 years. Tea is one of the seven 

necessities in traditional Chinese life, which are firewood, rice, oil, salt, sauce,vinegar and 

tea. Tea makes people feel fresh and creates an enjoyable atmosphere for talking or 

reading. So tea is the most common drink for welcoming the guest and a very proper gifts 

among friends. For some people, tea is not only a kind of drink, but a kind of art and a kind 

philosophy. Having a cup of nice tea improves their taste and living quality. Some people 

even think drinking tea helps them keep good health both physically and mentally. 

5. Life style 

5.1 Taiji quan (A traditional Chinese martial art) 

 

      

 http://www.niwo365.net/201208/437398.html  

 Tai ji quan is created when philosophy Tao meets martial art. Taoism is a native 

religion of China. Its main idea is concluded in the philosophy of Taiji, which tells about 

the change and circulation of Yang and Yin. In Taoism, Tao is the ultimate principle for 

everything, while everything can be divided into Yang and Yin. And the changes of Yang 

and Yin form the mechanism of the world. Surely, Taoism can never be explained clearly 

just in a few words. But this kind of philosophy has significant influence on Chinese way 

of thinking. People apply Taiji into martial arts and practice Taiji quan in order to train 

their internal energetic and physical power. Compared to others schools of martial arts, 

Taiji quan is not violent or aggressive. With the character of slow and peaceful, Taiji quan 

emphasises more inner power than absolute strength. So it is suitable for the elder to 

practice with the purpose of health maintenance.  
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5.2 Calligraphy 

 

 http://violet199958.blog.163.com/blog/static/16142772011924105239214/ 

 In the MV, we can see some basic tools for calligraphy, such as: brush pen, ink, 

paper and ink stone. Actually these four tools are called 4 treasures in a gentle man‟s 

study. With these 4 treasures, an intellectual can have his literature creation or write for 

recreation.Calligraphy, the art of writing, turns into a typical life of an intellectual. For 

them, to have a beautiful handwriting is not the only purpose, but they can have one more 

access to get to know the nature of the world. Moreover, by practicing how to write letters,  

many of them can get inner peace and the happiness from the appreciation of art. 

6. Chinese Red 

 Almost every culture has its own belief on colours. colours are artificially defined 

by or connected to some other things. In Chinese culture, people connect colour red to fire. 

Whenever seeing red, people would think about the brightness and warmth of fire. Thus, red 

becomes a colour of luck, hope, joy, delight and propitiousness. Red is always found in 

Chinese wedding party, festivals and new year. In the MV, red colour are widely used to 

present people‘s excitement about the coming Olympic Games and their warm welcomes to 

guest from all over the world. 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

In the Olympic song Beijing welcomes you, symbols like architecture, language, 

costume, food and drink, life style and the belief in colour present many Chinese identities. 

From all explained above, we can see Chinese are fond of greatness; respect guests; like to 

show their wealth and social status; enjoy life and pursue a better material and spiritual 

life; pay much attention to health maintenance both mentally and physically. 
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http://www.chinesetolearn.com/%252525E5%2525258C%25252597%252525E4%252525BA%252525AC%252525E6%252525AC%252525A2%252525E8%252525BF%2525258E%252525E4%252525BD%252525A0-bei-jing-huan-ying-ni-beijing-welcomes-you-chinese-lyrics-pinyin-english-translation-singers-names-beijing-olympics-song-beijing-food-beijing-t/
http://www.chinesetolearn.com/%252525E5%2525258C%25252597%252525E4%252525BA%252525AC%252525E6%252525AC%252525A2%252525E8%252525BF%2525258E%252525E4%252525BD%252525A0-bei-jing-huan-ying-ni-beijing-welcomes-you-chinese-lyrics-pinyin-english-translation-singers-names-beijing-olympics-song-beijing-food-beijing-t/
http://www.chinesetolearn.com/%252525E5%2525258C%25252597%252525E4%252525BA%252525AC%252525E6%252525AC%252525A2%252525E8%252525BF%2525258E%252525E4%252525BD%252525A0-bei-jing-huan-ying-ni-beijing-welcomes-you-chinese-lyrics-pinyin-english-translation-singers-names-beijing-olympics-song-beijing-food-beijing-t/
http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=hBL1CPmWuaHXAUwOVQP47A9vhT-b9J0u5t6UDIAIlEOidz8bd27bscyCn29EwZH_zd6scuqLFaKpFrTn0sKprCZ0wD2ozBds9UlnwMiWqge
http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=hBL1CPmWuaHXAUwOVQP47A9vhT-b9J0u5t6UDIAIlEOidz8bd27bscyCn29EwZH_zd6scuqLFaKpFrTn0sKprCZ0wD2ozBds9UlnwMiWqge
http://baike.baidu.com/link?url=hBL1CPmWuaHXAUwOVQP47A9vhT-b9J0u5t6UDIAIlEOidz8bd27bscyCn29EwZH_zd6scuqLFaKpFrTn0sKprCZ0wD2ozBds9UlnwMiWqge
http://baike.baidu.com/view/17598.htm?fromtitle=%252525E6%25252595%25252585%252525E5%252525AE%252525AB&fromid=9326&type=syn
https://th.wikipedia.org/wiki/%252525E0%252525B8%25252581%252525E0%252525B8%252525B5%252525E0%252525B9%25252588%252525E0%252525B9%25252580%252525E0%252525B8%2525259E%252525E0%252525B9%25252589%252525E0%252525B8%252525B2
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Abstract 

The purpose of this research is to study Chinese identity by analyzing Coca-Cola 

advertising posters. The study was carried out using a qualitative method of analyzing the 

content of Coca-Cola advertising posters from the years 1979 to 2015. All of the poster 

advertisements of Coca-Cola involved in this study came from English and Chinese 

language websites.  

The findings of this study show that Chinese identity in Coca-Cola advertising 

posters have in total  eight aspects, including 1) Style of dress, 2) Children, 3) Red 

lanterns, 4) Lion dancing, 5) Traditional paper-cutting art, 6) New Year couplet literature, 

7)  Chinese new year, and 8) The red color preference of Chinese people. 
 

Keywords: Chinese, identity, Coca-Cola, advertising posters 
 

1. Introduction  

Coca-Cola is a kind of carbonated beverage that is sold in stores, restaurants, and 

vending machines in more than 200 countries. The beverage was first produced by Coca-

Cola Company in Atlanta, Georgia in 1927 and it has often been referred to as ―coke.‖  

Coca-Cola started to sell in china for the first time in 1927, and since then Coca-Cola 

Company has made advertising posters for Coca-Cola containing Chinese characteristics 

and aspects of Chinese culture in order to expend their market and attract consumers in 

China. These poster advertisements have included the following commercial slogans 

launched by the company in the indicated years:  

 "Coca-Cola with full smile" (1979) 

 "This is Coca-Cola" (1983) 

 ―Strike, strike, Coca-Cola‖ (1985) 

 " Irrepressible feeling" (1989) 

 ―Coca-Cola forever‖ (1993) 

 ―Heart beating! We strive to live out the true wonderful life.‖ (2000) 

 ―Passion is burning here‖ (2003) 

 "Where there  is home, there is Coca-Cola" (2006) 

_________________________ 
1
 M.A. Student in Thai Language, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, KKU, Thailand 

2 
Lecturer in the Thai Department, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, KKU, Thailand 
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 "Whom do you want to share Coca-Cola with?" (2010) 

 "Coke, delicious taste" (2011) 

 "Coca-Cola together with happiness" (2013) 

 "Chinese new year should drink Coca-Cola" (2015) 

The content of the aforementioned Coca-Cola poster advertisements constructs a 

representation of Chinese identity and culture and depicts different aspects of the daily 

lives of the Chinese people, such as Chinese style dress, Chinese lucky dolls, red lanterns, 

lion dancing, traditional paper-cutting art, New Year couplet literature, Chinese New Year, 

the red color preference of Chinese people, and so on. Coca-Cola products were popular 

among Chinese people as soon as Coca-Cola poster advertisements were released. This 

study therefore aimed to investigate the Chinese identity portrayed in poster advertisement 

of Coca Cola products in China. 

This article discusses Coca-Cola poster advertisements from the year 1979 to the 

year 2015. Objective is to analyze the content of the Coca-Cola poster advertisements in 

China from 1979 to 2015 ；and o ascertain the representation of Chinese identities in 

Coca-Cola poster advertisements from 1979 to 2015  

Concepts about Identity: 

1. ―Identity emerges as a kind of unsettled space, or an unresolved question in that 

space, between a numbers of intersecting discourses. ... [Until recently, we have incorrectly 

thought that identity is] a kind of fixed point of thought and being, a ground of action ... the 

logic of something like a ‗true self.‘ ... [But] Identity is a process, identity is split. Identity 

is not a fixed point but an ambivalent point. Identity is also the relationship of the Other to 

oneself.‖ (Hall 1989) 

2. Identity is ―people‘s concepts of who they are, of what sort of people they are, 

and how they relate to others.‖ (Hogg and Abrams 1988)  

 3. ―Identity is used in this book to describe the way individuals and groups define 

themselves and are defined by others on the basis of race, ethnicity, religion, language, and 

culture.‖ (Deng 1995, 1) 

4. Identity ―refers to the ways in which individuals and collectivities are 

distinguished in their social relations with other individuals and collectivities.‖ (Jenkins 

1996, 4)  

5. ―National identity describes that condition in which a mass of people have made 

the same identification with national symbols – have internalised the symbols of the 

nation...‖ (Bloom 1990, 52) 

6. Identities are ―relatively stable, role-specific understandings and expectations 

about self.‖ (Wendt 1992, 397) 

7. ―By social identity, I mean the desire for group distinction, dignity, and place within 

historically specific discourses (or frames of understanding) about the character, structure, and 

boundaries of the polity and the economy.‖ (Herrigel 1993, 371) 

8. ―The term [identity] (by convention) references mutually constructed and 

evolving images of self and other.‖ (Katzenstein 1996, 59) 
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9. ―Identities are...prescriptive representations of political actors themselves and of 

their relationships to each other.‖ (Kowert and Legro 1996, 453)  

10. ―My identity is defined by the commitments and identifications which provide 

the frame or horizon within which I can try to determine from case to case what is good, or 

valuable, or what ought to be done, or what I endorse or oppose.‖ (Taylor 1989, 27) 

11. ―Indeed, identity is objectively defined as location in a certain world and can be 

subjectively appropriated only along with that world. ... [A] coherent identity incorporates 

within itself all the various internalized roles and attitudes.‖ (Berger and Luckmann 1966, 132) 

2．Method  

2.1 Review the literature  

2.2 Review the knowledge about identity  

2.3 Collect Coca-Cola's advertising poster  both on internet and  books about coca-

cola products 

2.4 Find Chinese identity by analyzing the Coca-Cola advertising  

3． Results 

This study found the following aspects of Chinese identity represented in Coca-

Cola poster advertisements: Chinese style of dress, Chinese lucky dolls, red lanterns,lion 

dancing, traditional paper-cutting art, New Year couplet literature, Chinese New Year, and 

the red color preference of Chinese people. Each aspect is explained in detail below. 

3.1 Chinese Style of Dress 

Cheongsam was depicted in the Coca-Cola poster advertisements multiple times. 

Cheongsam is the traditional dress for Chinese women. It resembles a long coat that covers 

the legs. It is well-known for showing off women's curves, while the split design of both 

sides of the dress makes it very easy and comfortable for women to walk . Chinese women 

always wear cheongsam for traditional Chinese festivals.For example，Spring  Festivel. 

 

 
 

3.2 Chinese lucky dolls 
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Chinese lucky dolls were also included in Coca-Cola poster advertisements. They 

are a pair of children who wear the traditional Chinese red dress. Chinese people call them 

nianwawa or fuwa. While they are known as children or dolls, they are actually cartoon 

characters. We can usually see their pictures on doors or windows, since Chinese people 

believe that the blessed dolls can bring good luck and happiness to them. In addition, 

fuwawa is also the embodiment of Chinese children‘s identity, meaning energetic and cute. 
 

 
 

3.3 Red  Lanterns  

Red lanterns were another Chinese symbol found in the Coca-Cola poster 

advertisements. Chinese people call them hongdenglong. We often see the red lanterns as 

the background of the poster advertisement in coca-cola products .In Chinese culture, the 

red lantern is symbolic of a booming life and prosperous business, so Chinese people  are 

always hung red lantern in parks or along main streets for important festivals, such as 

the Spring Festival,  Chinese National Day,Mid-Autumn festivel .In some famous 

Chinatowns abroad, you can see red lanterns all year round. They have become a symbol 

of Chinese culture worldwide. 
 

 
 

3.4 Lion Dance 

In Coca-Cola's advertising posters, we can also see lion dancing. Lion dancing is 

also a kind of Chinese traditional culture, usually performed during the Chinese New 

Year and other traditional festivel.It may also be performed on important occasions, 

such as business opening events, wedding ceremonies, or special celebrations. There 

are two main forms of the Chinese lion dance, the Northern Lion and the Southern Lion. 

Both forms are commonly found in China, but famous all over the world. When 

overseas Chinese see red or yellow color lion in the Coca-Cola posters, he will miss his 

country and hometown. 

https://www.travelchinaguide.com/essential/holidays/spring-festival.htm
https://www.travelchinaguide.com/intro/festival/national.htm#15
https://www.travelchinaguide.com/intro/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_New_Year
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_New_Year
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3.5 Traditional Paper-Cutting Art 

Paper cutting elements often appear in advertising posters, especially Coca-Cola  

advertising posters .Paper-cutting have a long history and it is one of the oldest and the 

most popular folk arts in China, It features overstatement, vigorousness, vivid depictions, 

and diversity. 

Nowadays, paper-cuttings are chiefly decorative. Chinese people would like to 

decoratewalls, windows and doors with paper cutting art .In the past Chinese people like to 

use red paper to make paper-cutting art .But now peole prefer to make colourful paper-

cutting arts. 

No matter what colour it is, it supposed to bring good luck to people. Paper-cutting 

arts continue to be used by the younger generation as a decoration for their kits and books. 

Paper-cutting was and is mostly used as a decoration, to express people‘s good 

fortunes,good wishes, gratitude, and other good  emotions. The most famous paper-cutting 

characters in China  are ―福‖ (fu, meaning lucky) and ―囍‖ (xi, meaning happiness). Even 

today, Chinese people love to hang paper-cuttings of these two characters at their doors.  

 
 

3.6 New Year Couplet Literature, 

We can also find that Chinese couplets are also used  in Coca-Cola posters,not only 

have simple couplet ,but also have double couplets.Chinese poetry have a long history,and 

in Chinese poetry, a couplet is a pair of lines of poetry which adhere to certain rules. 

Moreover, they are usually seen on the sides of doors leading to people's homes or 

as hanging scrolls in the interior of the house. Especially during the Chinese New Year, we 

will certainly see a lot of variety of couplets, when we walking in the streets of 

China.Usually, the couplet use red background, and black or golden Chinese 

characters.The two lines have the same length, and each pair of characters must have 

certain corresponding properties. A special, widely seen type of couplet is the spring 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_poetry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hanging_scroll
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_character
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spring_couplet
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couplet used as a New Year's decoration and they expresses happiness, good fortune and 

hopeful thoughts for the coming year. It is very creative that Coca-Cola posters are 

included Chinese couplets. 

 

3.7 Chinese New Year. 

In order to increase sales , Coca-Cola advertising poster contains the elements of the 

Chinese New Year during the Chinese New Year,Chinese New Year is an important 

Chinese festival for Chinese people . It is also known as the Spring Festival,Chinese people 

call it ―chun jie‖or ―xin nian‖.Chinese New Year holiday is considered as a important 

holiday for the  Chinese and Chinese people have  a variety of activities during the new 

year. The most important is that within China, Chinese families get togather for the 

annual reunion dinner. It is also the tradition for every family within China. At this time 

oversea Chinese will particularly miss their family 

We can say that new year dinner is very meaningful for Chinese people. Coca-Cola 

added the scene of eating  dinner with family in new year eve in advertising posters, make 

a lot of Chinese people eager to reunion,and  feel that it is necessary to share the Coca-

Cola with family during the new year dinner. Such advertising makes Chinese people feel 

that  drinking  Coca-Cola with family together is a very warm thing. 

 
 

3.8 The Red Color Preference of Chinese People. 

It is not difficult to find that almost every Coca-Cola advertising posters‘ 

background colors are red.Red is universally considered to be the most ―Chinese‖ 

color,and red is a representation of the Chinese people and their culture. In China,it  is 

known that red represent luckiness, vitality, love, happiness, and prosperity in modern 

Chinese culture.  Red colour is found everywhere during Chinese traditional festivels 

expecially Chinese new year. For example,firecrackers which are wrapped in red 

paper,paper-cutting arts,red lanterns,red envelopes,red couplets and so on. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spring_couplet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_New_Year
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reunion_dinner
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Nowadays red has become an official color that symbolizes China. It  have a special 

meaning  for a nation .we could be seen red everywhere during the Beijing Olympic 

Games in 2008, in which the central color theme of the Beijing Olympic torch was red. 

Red color has become to be a kind of culture of China .Chinese believe that red can bring 

good forture  and happiness . 

 
 

4．Conclusion and Discussion 

After analyzing the Coca-Cola poster advertisements from 1979 to 2015, it was 

found that Chinese identity was represented with eight themes, including style of dress, 

lucky dolls, red lanterns,lion dancing, traditional paper-cutting art, New Year couplet 

literature, the Chinese New Year, and the red color preference of Chinese people. 

Posters are a form of advertising that can be seen in many places. Nowadays, poster 

advertising is very common in everyday life and contributes toward national identity 

construction by representing the culture and customs of a country.  

With economic expansion, market development, and increased competition, 

advertising will become increasingly important. In order to promote their products, 

business enterprises will increasingly integrate national cultures into their advertising so 

that their products can receive better recognition in their target country. Thus, poster 

advertising may represent a country's identity to some degree. 
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Abstract 

This study investigated the Curriculum Administration during the academic years 

2009- 2014 in seven aspects: (1) - ratio between the expected an actual number of students 

recruitment, (2) - students‟ capacity, (3) - resignation rate, (4) students‟ publications, (5) 

the faculty‟s academic work and research, (6) average study time duration, and (7) 

outcome of the administration in accordance to the 2009 TQF indicators. Students from 

eight master‟s degree programs and students from seven doctoral degree programs were 

the population in this study.  

Results revealed that the highest ratio between the expected number of students 

recruitment and the actual number was evident in the academic year 2012 (73.03%) and 

the lowest was in 2014 (63.49%).  In terms of students‟ capacity, it could be seen that the 

academic year 2013 exhibited highest percentage number (3.50%) and the lowest 

percentage was seen in 2014 (3.31%). The highest percentage of students resignation was 

in 2012 (35.13%) and the lowest was in 2014 (13.57%). Regarding the students‟ 

publication academic year 2014, the dada showed that in the level of master‟s degree, the 

number of publication (from Mekong Studies and Sociology programs) could reach the 

scale of 5 indicating the evaluation‟s satisfactory. The publication satisfactory was also 

seen in the doctoral degree level where number of publication in the programs of 

Development Science, Development Science International and Sociology could hit scale 5. 

This satisfactory publication was exactly the same in the case of the faculty‟s academic 

work and research academic year 2014. In that the publication satisfaction (scale 5) in the 

level of master‟s degree was seen in the Mekong Studies, Information Management, Thai, 

Sociology and Social Developmentprograms; the publication satisfactory in the doctoral 

degree level was seen in the programs of SociologyInformation Studiesand Public 

Administrationcould hit scale 5.  Study average time duration in the master‟s degree level 

(from the three consecutive years) was 3.56 and 5.91 in the doctoral degree level.  For the 

outcome of the administration in accordance to the 2009 TQF indicators (Key 

Performance Indicator)academic year 2014, the teachers‟ average satisfactory level on the 

program administration was 3.85, for the master‟s degree programs, and 4.00 for the 

doctoral degree programs. The senior student‟s average satisfactory level on the program 

quality was 4.17, for the master‟s degree programs, and 4.04 for the doctoral degree 

programs. The users‟ average satisfactory level on graduate students‟ was 4.38, for the 

master‟s degree programs, and 4.71 for the doctoral degree programs.  
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It could be seen from the data that the publication works which reach the 

satisfactory level of students from both program levels have increased; the increased 

direction was also seen in the faculty academic and research work. Also the Key 

Performance Indicator exhibited overall positive picture of the Curriculum Administration.  

Keyword: Administration 
 

1. Introduction 

 The faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences has been responsible for 

the academic instruction since 1988, in which a master‘s degree in sociology was the first 

subject to be available. Since then the faculty is now having ten programs of the master‘s 

degree, including the master degree of English, Information Management, Development 

Administration, Public Administration, Industrial and Enterprising Administration, 

Philosophy, Social Development, Mekong Studies and Thai. The faculty also provides 

seven doctoral degree programs, including the doctoral degree of Development Science, 

Development Science International Program, Applied Linguistics International Program, 

Information Studies, Sociology, Public Administration and Eastern and Philosophy 

Religion. (Educator, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences: 2557)  

Currently, there is no synthesizing process at the curriculum level for an achievement 

of curriculum administration. Still, there is no overall image of the process at the faculty 

level. Due to the fact that the program has to provide the education administration to be 

relevant to social, economic, technological and scientific advance, and country development 

demands, all staffs related to the programs are responsible for the planning and developing 

beneficial programs to achieve the behavioral changes on the satisfactory way. Therefore, the 

curriculum is essential for the education administration at all levels. (Graduate School 

of Sukhothai Thammathirat Open University, Education, Curriculum and Instruction 

Evaluation Unit 1-5: 2003)  

The educational quality assurance is an indicator of the instruction 

and administration of the curriculum. The clear process can have an impact on the achievement 

of the curriculum administration and performance. Hence, the quality assurance has to be 

performed to assure that the educational quality is preserved and enhanced. 

(Somkit Promjui and Supak Phiboon: 2001)  

In addition, the faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences is determined to be the 

center of knowledge and intellect of the society. An education in the northeastern region 

and Mekong sub-region is to enhance academic excellence producing graduates who 

are full of intellect and morality. They develop new knowledge by consecutive research, 

provide education in order to support sustainable society development and preserve local 

tradition and culture, creating standardized and well-accepted graduates and research in the 

faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences at international level. The provision of academic 

education for the community and preservation of art and culture emphasize on strengthening  

the community and society for the sustainable development.   

This study is aimed to analyze an administration and performance achievement 

of the graduate curriculum of the faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 
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at Khon Kaen University from the academic year 2009 to 2014. The results would be 

beneficial for the curriculum and the faculty as the basic information 

for further administration and performance development and improvement.   

2. Objective 

To study the administration and performance achievement of the curriculum 

at the graduate level in the faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences 

in Khon Kaen University, from the academic years 2009-2014.  

3. Scope of the Study  

The research population will be 15 graduate programs including eight master‘s 

degree programs and seven doctoral degree programs.  

4. Research Methodology  

The documentary data were collected and analyzed as followed:  

4.1 Create a questionnaire and collect all data related to an administration and 

performance achievement of the master‘s degree and the doctoral degree programs.  

4.2 Analyze, arrange and discuss the result by using frequency and percentage 

statistics.   

5. Results 

5.1  The Expected Number of Student Recruitment and the Actual Number in 2012 - 2014  

The highest was in the academic year 2012 (73.03%), the second was in the 

academic year 2013 (71.95%) and the lowest was in the academic year 2014 (63.49%). It 

can be seen that the actual number ratio constantly decreased.  

5.2  Students‘ Capacity in the Academic Year 2013-2014  

Students‘ capacity in the academic year 2013 was the highest with an average of 

3.50, an average of 3.31 was in the academic year 2014 and a total average of 3.30. It can 

be considered that the students‘ capacity in two years was quite similar.    

5.3  Students‘ Resignation Rate in the Academic Year 2009 - 2014  

The highest was in the academic year 2012 (35.13%), the second was in the 

academic year 2009 (30.76%) and the lowest was in the academic year 2014 

(13.57%). The students‘ resignation rate was found dropped continually.  

5.4  Regarding the Students‘ Publication in the Academic Year 2014  

 The study found that 2 master‘s degree programs pass the standards. Mekong 

Studies and Sociology hit 5 out of 5 and the second was Information Management with an 

average of 4.79. Also, 3 doctoral degree programs passed the standard criteria including 

Development Science, Development Science International Program, and Sociology with 

scale 5. The total average of both levels was considered passed.   

5.5 The Faculty Academic Work and Research in the Academic Year 2014  

 Five master‘s degree programs reach the standards. Mekong Studies, Information 

Management,  Thai, Sociology and Social Developmentwith scale 5 whereas three doctoral 

degree programs. Sociology,Information Studies and Public Administrationhit scale 5. The 

total average of the master‘s degree programs was considered passed but an average of 

3.88 of doctoral degree programs was not considered passed.  
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5.6 Study Average Time Duration in the Academic Year 2012-2014  

 For master‘s degree program, the standard time duration of the study was 2 

academic years whereas the actual average of 3 academic years was 3.56. For doctoral 

degree program, the standard study time duration was 3 academic years and the average of 

3 academic years was 5.91. Both graduate levels were considered as spending more time 

duration of the study than the standards. Because They work and learn together.    

5.7 Outcome of the Administration in Accordance to the 2009 TQF Indicators (Key 

Performance Indicators) Academic year 2014   

1) The teacher‘s average satisfactory level on the program administration was 4.17 

for the master‘s degree programs and 4.04 for the doctoral degree programs.   

2) The senior students‘ satisfactory level on the program quality was 3.85 for the 

master‘s degree programs and 4.00 for the doctoral degree programs.  

3) The users‘ average satisfactory level on new graduates was 4.38 for the master‘s 

degree programs and 4.71 for the doctoral degree programs.   

It could be seen that the satisfactory level from the three sections was considered 

high level.   

6. Conclusions and Discussions  

Regarding the study of the administration achievement of the graduate level 

curriculum of the faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences at Khon Kaen University in 

the academic year 1999-2014, it could be seen that the expected number of students‘ 

recruitment and the actual number continually decrease. Therefore, there should be the 

performance strategy and planning which collaborate all sections in order to increase the 

actual number rate: 1) Manage collaborative project and subject related to the over-

standard study average duration. The faculty manages graduation supports for the students 

to get the research proposal faster in accordance with the study of Renu Chuamuangphan 

(2007) who says that the students should begin an independent proposal after studying the 

business research course to finish the graduation faster.   

7. Recommendations  

7.1 Ways of policy, strategy and planning of students‘ recruitment should be 

assigned by managing the collaborative project between organizations.  

7.2 Graduation support project should be made.  
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 Abstract  

The research project on the Follow-up and Results evaluation on the Supporting 

Fund for the Research Project of the staffs of the Faculty of Humanities   and Social 

Science, Khon Kaen University, Thailand aimed to follow-up and evaluation the results of  

the research supporting fund and used as the data information for the top management of 

the Faculty of Humanities and Social Science (HUSO).  The research target group was all 

of the Faculty‟s staffs that were funded by the Auxiliary Budget of the Faculty of 

Humanities and Social Science, Khon Kaen, Thailand in 2010-2014. The research data 

was collected from the Research and Academic Service Section of the Faculty of 

Humanities and Social Science, Khon Kaen University and by means of the Questionnaire  

The results of the study revealed that there were 46 research projects were granted 

and most of the research projects could achieved as 72-90% of the total projects. However, 

it found out that most of the research results could not be appliedfor the potential 

establishment, as well as social and innovation development. 

Most of the research results could be achieved for the research objectives of the 

research project but they could not be fulfilled the Faculty‟s objectives.  In the other 

words, the outcomes in terms of the development in the various items were rather low. 
 

Keywords: Follow-up and Results evaluation; Research Project; Staff 
 

1. Introduction 

 Recently, Khon Kaen University (KKU.) declares to be a Research University.  

Thus, Faculty of Humanities and Social Science (HUSO) set up the Research Supporting 

Fund to support the Faculty‘s staffs to conduct the quality research which can be used in 

teaching academics and development and its application in terms of Policy as well as 

academics and the research publication. 

 The internal Quality Audit Committee (2014) reported that the over all evaluation 

on the research activity of HUSO could be expressed in terms of Strength and weakness.  

Its strength was there were a great potential for the research of the Faculty‘s staffs to be 

published in national and international arena. Its weakness was there was no research 

follow-up and evaluation on the results of the supporting research founds and others 

support in every manner of research activities. In addition, the Committee as also no only 

mailto:budoml@kku.ac.th
mailto:Jratta@kku.ac.th
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suggested to develop the evaluation system to be covered all of the related items and 

providing the approved research projects too participate in every stage of research 

activities but also set up the definite and clear cut time on research evaluation 

Objective 

1. Follow-up and evaluation on the results of the Supporting Fund. 

2. The Collected information will be used as data base for the decision making of 

the Top Management. 

Scope of Study 

 The study was concentrated only the 46 research projects of HUSO which were 

granted in 2010-2014. 

2. Methodology 

 The secondary data was collected from the database of the Research and extended 

academic Service Section of HUSO, KKU. The primary data was collected by the in-depth 

interview from the project leaders and by the questionnaire from the research associate of 

the research projects. 

 The questions from both project leaders and research associates were designed 

accordingly to the evaluation composition, namely: the Correspondence of the project to 

the National Social and Economic Development Plan VTY (2012-2016) and National 

Research Policy and Strategy VII (2012-2016). The Academic Intelligence Value of the 

project, Research Process, Output and impact of the Project. Moreover, the CIPP model 

which consisted of Context, input Process and Product was applied for the evaluation of 

the research projects. 

 There were 39 research projects that were feed back due to the project leaders and 

associate were retired and leaved for further study. 

3. Results  

 In terms of research from 2011-2014, supporting the Research Unit of HUSO, 

KKU was composed of 

1)  Faculty Research Committee. 

2)  Faculty Research Funds, 

3)  Progressive Research System, 

4)  Supporting  System for the National and international presentation. 

5)  Supporting System for the National and international Publication. 

6)  3 Faculty‘s journals 

7)  Annual International Conference on Humanity and Social Science 

 Since 2010-2014, There were 46 research projects were granted.Among 46 

research projects, the research projects from Department of Thai Language, Department 

of Philosophy and Religion and Department of Information and Communication were 7, 5 and 

6 respectively were granted. However, it would be marked that there had been no research 

project at all for 5 years from Department of Area Studies Moreover, there were 11 the 

research project on the institute research development from the Dean‘s  office, HUSO.  
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In terms of research budgeting, Department of Thai Language was granted 430,000 

Bath  where as the Department of Philosophy and Religion was granted 390,000 Bath  

 Table 1 revealed the granted research project in 2010-2014  whereas Table 2 was 

depicted the research budget in   2010-2014. 

Table 1: The research Projects that Granted in 2010-2014 

Department 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Total 

Eastern Language - - 2 - - 2 

Western Language - - 1 4 - 5 

English Language 2 1 2 - - 5 

Philosophy and Religion - - 1 2 3 6 

Thai Language 2 1 - 1 3 7 

Sociology and Anthropology - - 1 - - 4 

Social Development 1 - 1 - - 2 

Public Administration - - - 1 - 1 

Information and Communication 1 2 2 1 - 6 

Area Studies - - - - - - 

Dean‘s office - - - 4 7 11 

Total 6 4 10 13 13 46 

Table 2: Was depicted the research budget in   2010-2014. 

Department 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Total 

Eastern Language - - 70,000 - - 70,000 

Western Language - - 40,000 201,400 - 241,400 

English Language 70,000 30,000 120,000 - - 220,000 

Philosophy and Religion - - 60,000 120,000 210,000 390,000 

Thai Language 100,000 50,000 - 70,000 210,000 430,000 

Sociology and 

 Anthropology 

- - 60,000 - - 60,000 

Social Development 230,000 - 70,000 - - 300,000 

Public Administration - - - 60,000 - 60,000 

Information and 

 Communication 

82,000 100,500 80,000 70,000 - 332,500 

Area Studies - - - - - - 

Dean‘s office - - - 115,000 95,000 210,000 

Total 482,000 180,500 500,000 636,400 515,000 2,313,900 
 

In addition, from 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014 the researches that could be 

fulfilled the objective of the research project were 5(83.33%), 3(75.00 %), 6 (75.00 %), 

9(90.00%), and 8 (72.73%)  respectively. The problems that the research outputs could not 

be fulfilled the objective were teaching load, administrative work load and no inspiration. 
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Moreover, the research outputs that could be achieved as research expectation were 

5(83.33%),2(50.00%), 5(62.50%), 5(50.00%) and 8(72.73%) respectively. 

In terms of research project utilization, most of them were used for improvement of 

academic potential and development and the extended academic service. (Table 3)  

Table 3 Evaluation on Research Outputs and Their Utilization. 

Utilization Research Output 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

In Potential and Develop in Society 1(16.67) 1(25.00) 2(25.00) 2(20.00) 4(36.36) 

In Potential and Develop in Economics - - - 1(10.00) 1(9.09) 

In Human Resource Potential and 

Development 

- - - - - 

In Potential and Develop in Innovation - - - - 1(9.09) 

In Potential and Develop in Academics 2(33.33) 3(75.00) 5(62.50) 2(20.00) 6(54.55) 

In Potential  and Develop in Academic 

Extended Service 

1(10.67) - 3(37.50) 2(20.00) 2(18.18) 

 

Moreover, From 2010,2011,2012,2013 and 2014, the completed research report that 

submitted were 5(83.33%), 4(100.00%), 6(75.00%), 4(40.00%) and 8(72.73%)  respectively.  

Additionally, the research outputs that could be published in International Proceedings 

were 3(37.50%) in 2012, 1(10.00%) in 2013 and 2(18.18%) in 2014  whereas in National 

Proceedings were 3(50.00%)  in 2010, 3(37.50%) in 2012, and 2 (18.18%) in 2014.  

The  overall problems and threats that were found in research activities, from 2010-

2014,  could be shown as follow:   

1)  The research form consisted a lot of details to be filled. 

2) The budget allocation and research activities were not followed the time schedule. 

3) There was no effective communication between the researchers and  the research 

providers. 

4)  The researchers were not capable enough to reimburse  the bills by themselves.  

Sometimes, there were no bills to be reimbursed. 

5)  The researchers were not seriously paid attention to write the research papers to 

be published as well as the final,(complete), research reports. 

4.  Conclusion   

From 2010-2014  there were 46 research projects that were granted.  The maximum 

quantity of the granted research projects(7 projects) was from Department of Thai 

Language, followed by Department of Philosophy and Religion and Department of 

Information System  and Communication (6 projects).  Moreover, the 11 institute -research 

from the supporting staff were granted .  In addition, there were 39  research projects that 

feed back. The rest could not be followed due to the project leader, retirement and   

furthered  studied  

1) Most of research results were fulfilled 72 % -90% of the objectives of the 

research projects, but they could not be used for the potential improvement and 

development of the society. 
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2) Apart from the fact that the Humanities and Social Science research is not 

concentrated in the invention or innovation  but in development and improvement instead.  

Thus, the research results in those manners were quite low. The same is true for the 

improvement and development in Economy. 

3) Most of the research results were not fulfilled the target of the HUSO, or the 

outcomes were rather low. Hence, the HUSO has to let the researchers to realize the 

positive impact to the Organization‘s target much more than only the project objectives. 

5.  Recommendation. 

 1)  Set up the pilot project that can be implemented in practices.  Then extended the  

success research results or outcomes to the others projects that were closely to the pilot 

project for the others area. That means the success-results or outcomes are widely 

implemented which can be developed the economy of the rural community. 

2)  The follow-up, evaluation and research report of each research project should be 

clear cut and continuity. 

3)  Set up the research resources sharing within the organization both in equipments 

and human resource. 

4)  Set up the multi-disciplinary research project as well as the large- scale project 

so as to gather most of the researchers of HUSO from each Department to work together.  

Moreover, the big research outputs or outcomes which resulted to the social and economy 

impacts are expected as s whole. 
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Abstract  

Nonaka‟s theory of knowledge creation has been widely recognized by scholars and 

practitioners in the last decades. However, most of application of his theory has been 

applied in the business areas, raising a question of its relevance for the higher education 

sector. This paper translated concept of “ba” into real-life studying conditions and tested 

the roles of these conditions on students‟ specialized knowledge acquisition at National 

Economics University, Vietnam. The results showed that classroom learning environment, 

opportunities for self-study and experiment, and conditions for specialized internships were 

the most critical factors influencing students‟ specialized knowledge acquisition, while 

discussion through information and communication technology tools had limited role on 

knowledge acquisition. The paper also proposed several implications and recommendations 

for improving the quality of teaching and learning at National Economics University. 
 

Keywords: Concept of ―ba‖, National Economics University, students‘ specialized 

knowledge acquisition.   

 

1. Introduction 

 Vietnam is heading for a knowledge-based economy with the efforts in promoting the 

knowledge creation and sharing in the fields of economy and society. Along with the 

development of the country, higher education system also is reforming to meet the 

requirements of globalization and international integration. In this context, knowledge 

management has become more important since it can create competitive advantages for 

organizations and enterprises (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). However, one of the biggest 

challenges facing organizations is how to facilitate knowledge acquisition and sharing. 

Additionally, while individuals in organizations are willing to share their knowledge with 

others, they may not always know to whom they can share, how to share and when to share. It 

is necessary that organizations consider how to transfer expertise and knowledge from experts 

to who need to know (Hinds, Patterson, & Pfeffer, 2001). Consequently, they need to have a 

mechanism, an environment or simply a ―place‖ in which knowledge is nourished, developed, 

transferred and used reasonably with the organizational objectives. This issue is not only really 

concern for almost organizations, but also for higher education institutions as well. 

Since early 1990s, knowledge management has attracted considerable interests from 

scholars all over the world (Snowden, 2002). According to Choo and Alvarenga Neto 

(2010), insights from current knowledgemanagement literature suggests that the 

management of organizational knowledge is largely about managing the context and 
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conditions by which knowledge can be created, shared, and put to use towards the 

attainment of organizational goals. This idea was inherent in the concept of ―ba‖ proposed 

by Nonaka and Konno that supports knowledge creation and sharing. ―Ba‖ can be roughly 

translated into English as ―space‖ for emerging relationships and knowledge. For those 

reasons, ―ba‖ can be physical, virtual, mental, or any combination of them (Nonaka & 

Konno, 1998). It is said that ―ba‖ as critical factors for any organizations, including those 

in higher education sector, to create and use knowledge to achieve their goals. However, 

concept of ―ba‖ in the higher education sector in transition economies like Vietnam is 

under studied. Thus, understanding the practical meaning of ―ba‖ in the context of 

Vietnamese higher education as well as its influence on students‘ specialized knowledge 

acquisition becomes an essential matter. This research will address this issue. In more 

detail, the research intends to achieve the following objectives: 

1. To specify enabling factors influencing students‘specialized knowledge acquisition; 

2. To explore and investigate the relationships between these factors and students‘ 

specialized knowledge acquisition. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Firstly, an overview of the 

background theory in concept of ―ba‖ is reviewed, based on that the theoretical framework 

and hypotheses of the study are developed.Secondly, the research methodology is 

described. Thirdly, the data analysis and results are given. Finally, the paper concludes with 

summary of findings, limitations of the research, and possible directions for future works. 

2. Literature Review and Theoretical Framework 

2.1. Review of “ba” 

The concept of “ba” was introduced by Nonaka and Konno when they tried to 

answer the questions relating to knowledge management, such as: What are the 

fundamental conditions for knowledge creation? Where is the knowledge creation located? 

Is it possible to actually manage knowledge like other resources? (Nonaka & Konno, 

1998). According to Nonaka, knowledge needs a context to be created. He also mentioned 

that the knowledge-creating process is necessarily context-specific in terms of who 

participates and how they participate (Nonaka & Teece, 2001). Based on those arguments, 

Nonaka and Konno (1998) introduced the concept of “ba”. According to the authors, “ba” 

is understood as a shared context in which knowledge is shared, created and utilized. It is a 

concept that unifies physical space such as an office space, virtual space such as e-mail, 

and mental space such as shared ideals. 

In relating to the knowledge-creating process, Nonaka and Konno (1998) proposed 

four types of “ba” that correspond to the four stages of the SECI model and each type of 

“ba” supports a particular knowledge conversion process. According to the authors, the 

four types of “ba” are: Originating “ba”; Dialoguing “ba”; Systemizing“ba”; Exercising 

“ba”, and each type of “ba” can be defined as follows: 

- Originating “ba” is defined by individual and face-to-face interactions. It is a 

place where individuals share experiences, feelings, emotions, and mental models. 
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- Dialoguing “ba” is defined by collective and face-to-face interactions. It is the 

place where individuals' mental models and skills are shared, converted into common 

terms, and articulated as concepts. 

- Systemizing “ba” is defined by collective and virtual interactions. Systemizing 

“ba” mainly offers a context for the combination of existing explicit knowledge. 

- Exercising “ba” is defined by individual and virtual interactions. It mainly offers 

a context for internalization where individuals embody explicit knowledge. 

2.2. Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses 

Knowledge acquisition and sharing is a complex process that requires “ba” as a shared 

context in which knowledge is shared, created and utilized (Nonaka & Konno, 1998). 

Furthermore, knowledge acquisition and sharing is the most important process of knowledge 

management and has its relationship in long run performance and competitiveness (Du, Ai, & 

Ren, 2007). Researchers have mentioned about necessities, benefits of knowledge acquisition 

and sharing (Kanter, 1989). However, these efforts have rarely point out the relationship 

between learning conditions and students‘ specialized knowledge acquisition in the higher 

education sector, especially in the context of transition economies like Vietnam. Therefore, the 

theoretical framework represented in Figure 1 is developed by synthesizing the studies in 

existing literature and extending some factors and measurements that could influence the 

students‘ specialized knowledge acquisition in the higher education sector in Vietnam. In the 

research model, the four learning conditions, namely conditions for specialized internships, 

classroom learning environment, discussion through Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) tools, and opportunities for self-study and experiment have been proposed. 

These conditions are developed based on the concept of “ba” (Nonaka & Konno, 1998), 

together with taking the context of learning environment of the Vietnamese higher education 

into account. The following sections examine relationships between variables.            

    Figure 1: Proposed theoretical framework 

 

Conditions for   

specialized internships 

Classroom learning 

environment 

 

Discussion through      

ICT tools 
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knowledge acquisition 
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2.2.1. Conditions for specialized internships 

According to Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), personal contact enhances the tacit-to-

tacit knowledge exchange. Rebernik and Širec (2007) also believe that tacit knowledge can be 

better acquired through learning by doing in practical situations requiring face-to-face 

interactions such as coaching and mentoring during specialized internshipsof the students. 

Koskinen, Pihlanto, and Vanharanta (2003) view face-to-face interaction as the richest medium 

to transfer knowledge as it allows immediate feedback so that understanding can be checked 

and interpretation corrected. In fact, this form of interaction is less likely to result in 

misinterpretation of meanings compared to other forms of social relations, since the knowledge 

conveyed by body language, facial expression and tone of voice goes beyond the spoken 

message (Meherabian, 1971). Therefore, the following hypothesis could be developed: 

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Conditions for specialized internships that encourage coaching 

and mentoring will be positively related to students‟ specialized knowledge acquisition 

2.2.2. Classroom learning environment 

Dialogue often happens when students are assigned to work in groups and thus tacit 

knowledge can be converted into explicit knowledge. According to Nonaka et al. (2000), 

working in group can setup a “ba” where individuals‘ mental models and skills are shared, 

converted into common terms, as well as articulated as concepts. Students‘ tacit knowledge 

is shared and articulated through dialogues among them. The articulated knowledge is also 

brought back into each student, and further articulation occurs through self-reflection. 

Additionally, actively participating in class of the students as well as encouraging, 

recognizing and supporting from lecturers also can help students have chances to establish 

trust, motivation, and social interactions with each other. Thus, this will facilitate 

knowledge sharing between learners and teachers. Hence, there is a hypothesis that: 

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Classroom learning environment that encourage dialogue, 

trust, and students‟ motivation will be positively related to students‟ specialized knowledge 

acquisition 

2.2.3. Discussion through ICT tools 

Discussion through ICT tools is associated with the combination of explicit 

knowledge. It is defined by collective and virtual interactions and often takes place in a 

virtual world enabled by information technology, such as electronic mail groups, forums, and 

social networks. According to Nonaka et al. (2000), today, many organizations use electronic 

mailing lists and news groups through which participants can exchange necessary 

information or answer each other‘s questions to collect and disseminate knowledge and 

information effectively and efficiently. For that reason, discussion through ICT tools also 

could be seen as a “ba” where explicit knowledge can be shared and disseminated by 

students and lectures. Thus, it is expected that:  

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Discussion through ICT tools will be positively related to 

students‟ specialized knowledge acquisition 

2.2.4. Opportunities for self-study and experiment 

Learning condition promoting practical experience supports internalization by 

facilitating the conversion of explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge. Hence, it is often thought 
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that opportunities for self-study and experiment are likely associated with students‘ specialized 

knowledge acquisition. Hence, the following hypothesis could be proposed:  

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Opportunities for self-study and experiment encouraging practical 

experience will be positively related to students‟ specialized knowledge acquisition 

3. Research Methodology  

3.1. Sample and Data Collection 

The sample of the study consisted of final year students studying in different 

disciplines at National Economics University. 500 questionnaires were sent to the respondents. 

The survey was carried out in two months, from the beginning of August to the end of 

September 2015. As a result, 404 usable responses were received. The response rate was 

approximately 81%. The detailed characteristics of the sample are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Characteristics of the Sample (N=404) 

Sample Characteristics Frequency Percent 

Gender  

Boys  

Girls 

 

167 

237 

 

41.3 

58.7 

Accommodation 

Living in university dormitory 

Living outside university dormitory 

 

134 

270 

 

33.2 

66.8 

Position in class 

Being a class leader 

Not being a class leader 

 

53 

351 

 

13.1 

86.9 

Disciplines 

Economics 

Business Administration 

Finance & Banking 

Accounting 

Statistics 

Management Information System 

Law 

Computer Science 

Mathematics 

Human Resource Management 

Others 

 

142 

62 

50 

19 

3 

57 

3 

2 

32 

10 

24 

 

35.1 

15.3 

12.4 

4.7 

0.7 

14.1 

0.7 

0.5 

7.9 

2.5 

5.6 

3.2. Questionnaire Development and Measures  

The questionnaire was developed using prior measurements corresponding to each 

variable in the literature and taking the context of the Vietnamese higher education into 

account. Each variable was measured by multiple items in order to increase the reliability 

of the measurements. Multi-item scales were used for measuring the variables using 5-
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point Likert scale responses ranging from 1= strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree (1= 

strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree).  

The survey composed of 16 multiple items/questions trying to measure the four 

independent variables (adapted from Robert & George, 1998; Robert, 2007; Hong & 

Nguyen, 2009; Minh et al., 2013) and 3 multiple items/questions for measuring the 

dependent variable (taken from Robert & George, 1998; Robert, 2007). Firstly, 

respondents were asked to identify their level of agreement with each of the 16 questions 

related to the four learning conditions of the final year students at National Economics 

University (conditions for specialized internships, classroom learning environment, 

discussion through ICT tools, and opportunities for self-study and experiment). Then, 

respondents were asked about their level of agreement with each of the three questions 

used for measuring students‘ specialized knowledge acquisition. Following are the detailed 

results of factor analysis and reliability analysis for all variables in the research model.  

Results of factor and reliability analyses of four learning conditions 

A factor analysis was conducted with the 16 items used for measuring the four 

learning conditions to see if four factors were extracted, and if the items loaded in similar 

pattern to theoretical categories. As the result, four factors were nicely extracted and all the 

items had factor loadings greater than 0.5. However, there was slightly different from the 

theoretical categorization. In more detail, two items, one supposedly measuring classroom 

learning environment and another theoretically measuring discussion through ICT tools, 

loaded in the factor used for measuring opportunities for self-study and experiment. So, the 

author decided to exclude these two items from the analysis. After making the revision, 

factor analysis was re-run. Four factors were extracted perfectly from the analysis. These 

four factors accounted for 63.83% of explained variance. Then, based on the factor 

loadings, the reliability analysis was conducted. The statistical results indicated that 

Cronbach's alpha of each factor was greater than 0.7. According to Kline (1998), a set of 

items with a Cronbach's alpha greater than or equal to 0.7 is considered internally 

consistent. The detailed results of factor and reliability analyses of the four learning 

conditions are presented in the Table 2. 
 

Table 2: Results of factor and reliability analyses of four learning conditions 

Items Mean SD 
Factor loadings 

1 2 3 4 

Conditions for specialized internships 

(Cronbach‘s alpha= .700) 

Students are often assigned to work with suitable jobs 

Students often work with experienced and skilled mentors 

Students often have meetings with their teachers 

 

 

3.27 

2.86 

3.48 

 

 

1.04 

1.11 

1.08 

 

 

.782 

.782 

.701 

   

Classroom learning environment 

(Cronbach‘s alpha= .749) 

Lectures are often explained clearly 

 

 

3.60 

 

 

0.89 

  

 

.620 
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Items Mean SD 
Factor loadings 

1 2 3 4 

Students actively participating in the lectures are 

often encouraged and rewarded 

Working in groups is often encouraged 

3.87 

 

3.96 

0.98 

 

0.97 

.792 

 

.863 

Discussion through ICT tools  

(Cronbach‘s alpha= .755) 

Students often discuss through mobile phone 

Students often discuss through email 

Students often discuss through instant messenger 

Students often discuss through social networks 

 

 

3.57 

3.61 

3.37 

4.27 

 

 

1.11 

1.10 

1.34 

0.98 

   

 

.821 

.818 

.689 

.649 

 

Opportunities for self-study and experiment 

(Cronbach‘s alpha= .774) 

The university has a good professional 

documentation system 

The professional documentation system is often updated 

The professional documentation system is accessible 

Students often have opportunities to practice their 

theoretical knowledge 

 

 

3.46 

 

3.33 

3.03 

 

2.82 

 

 

1.01 

 

1.06 

1.09 

 

1.24 

    

 

.751 

 

.772 

.743 

 

.633 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  Rotation Method: Varimax 

with Kaiser Normalization. 

In a similar manner to the four learning conditions, the Table 3 presents the results 

of factor and reliability analyses of students‘ specialized knowledge acquisition.  

Table 3: Results of factor and reliability analyses of students‟ specialized 

knowledge acquisition 

Items Mean SD 
Factor loadings 

1 

Students‟ specialized knowledge acquisition 

(Cronbach‘s alpha= .787) 

Students have gained a lot of practical knowledge and 

experience  though their specialized internships 

Students are very satisfied with their specialized 

knowledge acquisition 

Students belief that they can do well the jobs suitable  

with their professions 

 

 

3.42 

 

3.33 

 

3.33 

 

 

1.02 

 

0.95 

 

1.07 

 

 

.849 

 

.860 

 

.808 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.  Rotation Method: Varimax 

with Kaiser Normalization. 
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Table 4 presents the means, standard deviations (SD), and correlations of all 

variables in the research model. 

Table 4: Correlations among variables 

Variables  Mean SD 
Correlations  

1       2           3         4        5 

1. Conditions for specialized internships 

2. Classroom learning environment 

3. Discussion through ICT tools 

4. Opportunities for self-study and experiment 

5. Students‘ specialized knowledge acquisition 

3.20 

3.80 

3.70 

3.17 

3.36 

0.84 

0.77 

0.87 

0.85 

0.85 

 

.165**             

.257**   .267**        

.443**   .390**  .292**       

.620**  .314** .284** .524**        

Note: ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

4.  Results  

Conditions for specialized internships and students‟ specialized knowledge acquisition 

The result of the regression analysis indicated that there is a significant positive 

linear relationship between conditions for specialized internships and students‘ specialized 

knowledge acquisition at a significant level of p<0.01. The adjusted R
2
 value was 0.387 

indicating that 38.7% of the variance of the students‘ specialized knowledge acquisition 

was explained by conditions for specialized internships factor. Thus, the hypothesis 1 is 

supported. 

Classroom learning environment and students‟ specialized knowledge acquisition 

The statistical results of the regression analysis indicated that the hypothesis 2 is 

supported (p<0.01). The adjusted R
2
 value was 0.144 revealing that 14.4% of the variance 

of the students‘ specialized knowledge acquisition was explained by classroom learning 

environment factor.   

Discussion through ICT tools and students‟ specialized knowledge acquisition 

The results of the regression analysis showed that the discussion of the students 

through ICT tools was positively associated with students‘ specialized knowledge 

acquisition at a significant level of p<0.01. The adjusted R
2
 value was 0.121 indicating that 

12.1% of the variance of the students‘ specialized knowledge acquisition was explained by 

the discussion through ICT tools factor. However, this effect remains weak. Hence, the 

hypothesis 3 is supported. 

Opportunities for self-study and experiment and students‟ specialized knowledge 

acquisition 

The statistical results of the regression analysis indicated that the hypothesis 4 is 

also supported (p<0.01). The adjusted R
2
 value was 0.293 revealing that 29.3% of the 

variance of the students‘ specialized knowledge acquisition was explained by opportunities 

for self-study and experiment factor.   

Independent variables and students‟ specialized knowledge acquisition 

After exploring the effect of each independent variable on students‘ specialized 

knowledge acquisition, a multiple regression was conducted in order to see how students‘ 

specialized knowledge acquisition is predicted and explained by the joint impact of all 

independent variables. The statistical result indicated that 46.9% of variance of the 
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students‘ specialized knowledge acquisition was explained and predicted by a set of 

independent variables (p<0.01). The detailed statistical result is presented in the Table 5. 
 

Table 5: Regression results of the joint impact of all independent variables 

 on students‟ specialized knowledge acquisition 

 

Variables 

Dependent Variable 

(Students‟ specialized knowledge 

acquisition) 

Control Variables 

Gender 

Accommodation 

Position in class 

Disciplines 

Independent Variable 

Conditions for specialized internships 

Classroom learning environment 

Discussion through ICT tools 

Opportunities for self-study and experiment 

    Beta 

    0.009 

    0.023 

    0.605 

    0.059 

 

         0.460*** 

       0.117** 

   0.048 

         0.251*** 

Adjusted R
2
 

F Statistic  

     0.469 

       24.69*** 

Note:  * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 

The Table 6 summarizes all the results of the study.  

Table 6: Results of hypothesis testing 

Hypotheses  Adjusted R
2
 P value Results 

H1. Conditions for specialized internships that 

encourage coaching and mentoring will be 

positively related to students‘ specialized 

knowledge acquisition 

0.387 P<0.01 Supported 

H2. Classroom learning environment that 

encourage dialogue, trust, and students‘ 

motivation will be positively related to students‘ 

specialized knowledge acquisition 

0.144 P<0.01 Supported 

H3. Discussion through ICT tools will be 

positively related to students‘ specialized 

knowledge acquisition 

0.121 P<0.01 Supported 

H4. Opportunities for self-study and experiment 

encouraging practical experience will be 

positively related to students‘ specialized 

knowledge acquisition 

0.293 P<0.01 Supported 
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5. Conclusions and Limitations  

This study proposed and tested a theoretical framework that links four learning 

conditions encouraging classroom learning environment; discussion through ICT tools; 

conditions for specialized internships; opportunities for self-study and experiment with 

students‘ specialized knowledge acquisition at National Economics University. It is found 

that conditions for specialized internships and opportunities for self-study and experiment 

were the most important factors influencing the students‘ specialized knowledge 

acquisition. The findings also confirm that classroom learning environment and discussion 

through ICT tools were positively associated with the acquisition of specialized knowledge 

of students at National Economics University. However, the influences of these factors on 

students‘ specialized knowledge acquisition remain weak. 

Interestingly, the statistical results indicated that four control variables including 

Gender; Accommodation; Disciplines; and Position in the class had no connection with the 

dependent variable. This finding obviously proved that students who are boys or girls, 

living in the university dormitory or outside, being a class leader or not, and whatever 

disciplines they are studying in, had equal chances to acquire specialized knowledge at 

National Economics University. 

The findings of this study leads to several implications for improving efficiency of 

students‘ specialized knowledge acquisition at National Economics University. Firstly, the 

policies, mechanisms and learning environment supporting for specialized internships 

mainly based on professional coaching and mentoring programs, as well as opportunities 

for self-study and experiment should be established as these factors directly and mostly 

influence the acquisition of specialized knowledge of students at National Economics 

University. However, this will be an actual challenge for the university managers, since it 

seems that students didn‘t have many chances to work with experienced and skilled 

mentors during their specialized internships (Mean=2.86, SD=1.11). Furthermore, most of 

the respondents also didn‘t think that they often have opportunities to practice their 

theoretical knowledge (Mean=2.82, SD=1.24). Nevertheless, this situation should be 

changed in order to improve the teaching and learning quality of the university. Secondly, 

the statistical analysis proved that classroom learning environment was positively 

associated with students‘ specialized knowledge acquisition. Therefore, it is more 

important to create an active learning environment where face-to-face dialogue between 

students and lecturers should become a central focus and students who actively involved in 

group activities should be recognized and rewarded by giving her or him additional good 

scores. Finally, teaching and learning in an ICT environment also should be encouraged as 

this environment positively related to students‘ specialized knowledge acquisition. 

Moreover, ICT environment can potentially promote student-centered learning by using 

various technological devices that enable individual and collaborative learning (Hsu, 

2011). In addition, by putting emphasis on teamwork through ICT tools, the students will 

learn to think creatively, to solve problems, and to make decisions as a team. Furthermore, 

they will be in control of technology and not slaves to it (Melinda, 2008). 

Although the study has made a number of considerable contributions on both 

theoretical and practical perspectives, it still reveals several limitations that need to be 
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mentioned. The sampling procedure was not totally random due to several reasons, such as 

lack of time and budget. Therefore, the sample may not be representative for whole 

population of the study. Future research should try to use random sampling method to 

validate the results. Furthermore, the data validity may have been strengthened if additional 

in-depth interviews could be implemented. Spending more time for interviewing respondents 

would have provided additional data for analysis to investigate deeper into the issues. 
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